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The Republican national convention at St. Louis rat-

ified the presidential nomination made months ago

l>y the predominant sentiment of the party. William

McKinleywas the first choice of an overwhelming
majority of the party, and on the first ballot in the con-

vention he received 661K votes, or more than two thirds

Of the 906 cast for all the candidates. The nomination

Wii/liam McKTnley, of Ohio,
Republican Nominee for President.

was made by the people ;• the convention simply ratified

it. It was made on the anniversary of the battle of

Waterloo, and it was a Waterloo for machine politicians.

In an oration on Lincoln, before the Marquette Club of

Chicago, February 12, 1896, Mr. McKinley said:

" No one need be in any doubt about what the Repub-
lican party stands for. Its own history makes that too

palpable and clear to admit of doubt. It stands for a

reunited and recreated nation, based upon free and hon-
est elections in every township, county, city, district and
state in this great American nation. It stands for the

American fireside, and the flag of the nation. It stands

for the American farm, the American factory, and the

prosperity of all the American people. It stands for a

reciprocity that reciprocates, and which does not yield to

another country a single day's labor that belongs to the

American working-men. It stands for international agree-

ments which get as much as they give, upon terms of

mutual advantage. It stands for the exchange of our sur-

plus home products for such products as we consume but
do not produce. It stands for the reciprocity of Blaine;

for the reciprocity of Harrison; for the restoration of the

principle embodied in the reciprocity provision of the

Republican tariff of 1890. It stands for a foreign policy

with all foreign nations as will insure both to us and
them justice, impartiality, fairness, good faith, dignity

and honor. It stands for the Monroe doctrine as Monroe
himself proclaimed it, about which there is no division

whatever among the American people.

"It stands now, as ever, for honest money, and a

chance to earn it by honest toil. It stands for a currency
of gold, silver and paper, with which to measure our
exchanges, that shall be as sound as the government and
as untarnished as its honor. The Republican party

would as soon think of lowering the flag of our country
as to contemplate with patience and without protest and
opposition any attempt to degrade or corruptour medium
of exchanges among our people. It can be relied upon
in the future, as in the past, to supply our country with
the best money ever known—gold, silver and paper

—

good the world over.

" It stands for a commercial policy that will whiten
every sea with the sails of American vessels, flying the

American flag, and that will protect the flag wherever
it floats. It stands for a system which will give the

United States the balance of trade with every com-
peting nation in the world. It is for a fiscal policy

that is opposed to debts and deficiencies in time of peace,

and favors the return of the government to a debt-paying

and opposes the continuance of a debt-making policy."

The Chicago oration outlined the St. Louis platform.

The political principles are identically the same. The
convention amplified the statements into formal res-

olutions.

One of the most important declarations of the platform

reads as follows:

"The Republican pajty is unreservedly for sound
money. It caused the enactment of ihe law providing
for the resumption of specie payments in 1 ;s79 : since

then every dollar has been as good as gold. We are

unalterably opposed to every measure calculated to

debase our currency or impair the credit of our country.

We are, therefore, opposed to the free coinage of silver,

except by international agreement with the leading com-
mercial nations of the world, which we pledge ourselves

to promote; and, until such agreement can be obtained,

the exisiting gold standard must be preserved. All our
silver and paper currency must be maintained at parity

with gold, and we favor all measures designed to main-
tain inviolable the obligations of the United States and
all our money, whether coin or paper, at the present

standard, the standard of the most enlightened nations

of the earth."

In that it is plain, positive and unequivocal, this dec-

laration is admirable; in this respect it has the approval

of men of all opinions on the money question. Con-
tingent on the action of the Democratic national

convention soon to be held in Chicago, the coming

political battle may rage fiercest around the silver stan-

dard. If that convention opposes the existing standard
and demands a change to the silver standard, there will

be a battle royal.

When the St. Louis convention adopted the money
plank of its platform, there occurred something that was
planned for months ago. As a substitute, Senator Teller,

of Colorado, offered a resolution providing for the free,

unlimited and independent coinage of silver at the ratio

of 16 to 1. This substitute was defeated by the over-

whelming vote of 818M to 105><. Then the radical silver

men formally severed their connection with the party,

and Senator Teller, at the head of twenty-three delegates,

walked out of the convention. The ratio of bolting del-

egates to the total number of the convention was about
lto 40.

Before convention week ended, the Republican bolters

had issued an address to all the friends of free silver, and
formally offered Senator Teller as a presidential candi-

date, to the Populist and Democratic parties. Their

conventions will be held soon, and then will be known
the outcome of the long-cherished plan of rallying the

free silver voters of all parties around the presidential

standard of Henry M. Teller.

»> ) t <«

Fob several months a high commission has been sitting

on the Venezuelan question, with a very soothing

effect. A calm prevails. The public knows little about
the work of the commission or about the progress made
in the direct diplomatic negotiations between Great

Britain and the governments concerned, but seems to

have perfect confidence that' the dispute over the boun-
dary lines will, in time, be peaceably settled.

News most encouraging for the peaceful settlement of

all such questions comes from England. Commenting
on Lord Salisbury's reply to the International Arbitra-

tion League, the London Chronicle says : " If the Marquis

Garret a. Hobart, or New Jersey,
Republican Nominee for Vice-president.

of Salisbury succeeds in concluding an arbitration treaty

with the United States, he will have placed his name in

history on a pinnacle so high that no other achievement
possible to his career and position could have ever
enabled him to attain." The change in the attitude of

the prime minister on arbitration may be due to the
sober, second thought of the English people, and may
reflect their present desire.

( ! P. .
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change the general promise, which cannot

I

reasonably be considered as indicating a
' larger production than M'as harvested last

i year, the full volume of which was prob-

ably not reflected in the official return,

notwithstanding the manifest effort to

overcome the tendency to underestimate.

The year's domestic consumption of wheat
I for all purposes cannot properly be recog-

I uized as less than 375,000,000 bushels, which,

with exports of 125,000,000, makes 500,000,000

as the year's distribution—with probably

as much wheat remaining in the country

as a year ago, for July 1st.

It can, therefore, be put down as a prac-

tical certainty that last year's wheat crop

was not less than 500,000,000 bushels, di-

vided approximately as 275,000,000 for win-

ter and 225,000,000 for spring grain—the

latter possibly not being fully credited

with its proportion.

The present situation of the spring wheat
crop is somewhat irregular, but in the

main is favorable, recent conditions <-f an
adverse nature not being sufficient to

essentially lower the general promise.

NOTES AND COMMENTS.

Care of

Fruit-trees.

The Advertisers in this Paper.

We believe that all the advertisements in
this paper are from reliable firms or business
men, and do not intentionally or knowingly
insert advertisements from any but reliable
parties: if subscribers find any of them to be
otherwise we should be glad to know it.

Always mention this paper when answering
advertisements, as advertisers often have dif-
ferent things advertised iu several papers.

Does fruit-growing pay?
This is one of the ques-

tions frequently asked.

Such fruit-growing as most people who
have orchards indulge in cannot possibly

pay in the long run. It may pay (or might
have paid years ago) for a little while, but
there will soon, be an end to the profits and
to all satisfaction in the enterprise. For
proof of this let me take you through the
apple and pear orchards almost anywhere
in the United States. Most of them we
will find in sod, tough and dry—sod that

has not been broken for years. The available

plant-food in the soil has been exhausted;
moisture is not reserved for the use of the

trees, and the latter suffer from want of

food and drink. The foliage looks yellow,

a portion of the branches are dead or dying;
the fruit, if there is any, remains small,

colorless and insipid. Injurious insects of

all kinds are given undisputed possession

of the ground and the trees, and the latter

finally get past the stage where a recovery,
even by good culture, is possible.

must leaven the whole lump." A good
example is almost as infectious as a bad
one.

« » *

I was reminded of all these things by a

bulletin on the "Care of Fruit-trees,"

recently issued by the Cornell University

experiment station, at Ithaca, and coming
from the pen of my esteemed friend Prof.

L. H. Bailey. It is a timely topic indeed,

and I can only wish that every agricultural

paper and every experiment station in the

land will keep "harping" on it, and not
let up until the improvement in orchard

treatment becomes general. The "care of

fruit-trees," which includes manuring,
cultivation and spraying, is the " open
sesame " of the fruit-grower, and his only
salvation. We can stand a full supply of

good fruits, such as come from the well-

treated trees, but the fruit business as a

whole cannot prosper permanently with
the plethora of trash that is annually
thrown on our markets, to the latter's utter

demoralization.

Weeds and

the Farmer.

This is not an overdrawn picture. We
find plentyof orchards all around us which
answer to the description given. By far

the greatest number of orchards are going
For I in just this way. It is time for a radical

_ , Sunlight is necessary forForm of , , . . / .

.

the development of fruit-
Fruit-trees. buds Limbs of fruiting

wood in partial shade produce but few
fruit-buds, and the fruit is never perfectly

developed in form, color or flavor

the greatest yield of perfect

fruit, the form of the tree

must be such as to expose
the. largest possible area to

thesunlight. In strong-grow-

ing trees the rounded head
and the low, broad-spreading

limbs make the form that

is favorable for large crops of

perfect fruit. The accompa-
nying cut is froui a bulletin

on apple culture, by the

Rhode Island experiment
station.

• s •

Yearbook Tho Yearbook
of the Depart-

for I895 . meDt Qf Agrj .

culture for L8°o is now ready
for distribution. Each mem-
ber of Congress will have
over one thousand copies to

distribute among his constituents. Every I change. We can raise good fruit if we
reader who desires a copy should apply

j

want to, but unless we do, we had better

A well-formed Baldwin tree planted about thirty-five years
ago. In 18X2 this tree, with seven others planted at the same
time, bore 110 barrels of picked fruit. The tree is 35 to 40 feet
high, and the branches spread about W feet.

to the representative from his congressional
district, or to one of the senators from
his state.

"The 656 pages of the Yearbook contain,
first, a general report of the operations of

the department; second, a series of papers
prepared in the different bureaus and
divisions of the department, or by experts
specially engaged, and designed to present
in popular form results of investigations
in agricultural science or new develop-
ments in farm practice. These are illus-

trated by ten full-page plates and 184 text
figures; third, an appendix of lot pages,

containing miscellaneous information and
agricultural statistics compiled down to
the latest available date, relative to the
production, values, per capita consumption,
exportation and importation of farm
products; fourth, an indexOf thirty pages."

• • •

Wheat Crop.
Commenting on the grain
trade and crops, the Cincin-

nati Price Ovrrent says:

In regard to tho winter wheat crop there
is nothing in the recent information to

abandon the business and tear up trees that
have been kept only as sources of infection
with disease and insects. Some orchards
are gone too far, anyway, and there will be
little use in trying to bring them to life

and health again. It would be useless, too,

to set young orchards with the expectation
of getting any returns from them, if we
do not intend to givo them a treatment
altogether different from that which is now
given to the average orchard.

On the other hand, we have orchards that
pay right along. They are scattered here
and there among the unprofitable ones.
You can soon tell which they are. They
show it by the dark, healthy green of their
foliage, which stands in notable contrast
to the sickly yellow of the foliage of the
other orchards. The soil underneath these
profitable trees shows the traces of manure
application and of cultivation. It is a good
thing that we have these well-cared-for
orchards scattered here and there as object-
lessons. They will be the leaven "that

In my younger days I

had a terrible dread of

weeds, and to tell the

truth, they often got the better of me then,

simply because I did not bear in mind that

if you give them an inch, devil-like, they

will take all. The secret of dealing with

weeds is never to give them even the first

fraction of aa inch, unless we want them
for a special purpose. In some cases we
might use common weeds as a soil-im-

prover, but in that case they hardly deserve

the name " weeds." Prof. Bailey, in the

Cornell bulletin already mentioned (No.

102), talks so interestingly on this subject

that I cannot refrain from giving some
extracts from it

:

* * *

" Nature is a kindly and solicitous

mother. She knows that bare land be-

comes unproductive land. Its elements

must be unlocked and worked over and
digested by the roots of plants. The sur-

face must be covered to catch the rains and
to hold the snows, to retain the moisture

and to prevent the baking and cementing
of the soil. The plant tissues add fiber and
richness to the land, and make it amenable
to all the revivifying influences of sun and
rain and air and warmth. The plant is

co-partner with the weather in the building

of the primal soils. * * * Nature in-

tends to leave no vacant or bare surfaces.

She providently covers the railway em-
bankment with quack-grass or willows,

and she scatters daisies in the old meadows
where the land has grown sick and tired of

grass. So, if I pull up a weed, I must
quickly fill the hole with some other plant,

or nature will tuck another weed into it.

" We must keep the land at work, for it

grows richer and better for the exercise. A
good crop on the land, aided by good
tillage, will keep down all weeds. The
weeds do not run out the sod, but the sod
has grown weak through some fault of our
own, and thus the dandelions and plantains

find a chance to live. So the best treatment
for a weedy lawn ia more grass. Loosen
up the poor places with an iron garden-
rake, scatter a little fertilizer, and then sow
heavily of grass-seed. Do not plow up the

lawn, for then you undo all that has been
accomplished; you kill all the grass and
leave all the ground open for a free fight

with every ambitious weed in the neigh-
borhood. If the farmer occupies only half

the surface of his field with oats, the other
half is bound to be occupied with mustard
or wild carrot or pigweeds ; but if his land
is all taken with oats, few other plants can
thrive. So a weedy farm is a poorly farmed
farm. But if it does get foul and weedy,
then what? Then use a short, quick, sharp
rotation. Keep the ground moving or keep
it covered. No Russian thistle or live-for-

ever or jimson-weed can ever keep pace
with a lively and resourceful farmer.

land, and everyone will be the gainer. If

alfthat they say of it is true, this Russian
thistle will beat the canker-worm and the
apple-scab and the codling-moth as a
reformer. I am afraid that we need the
Russian thistle.'

* * *

"And yet I do not look for such a furious
spread of this Russian thistle as it has
enjoyed in the West; for even in the East
we grow more wheat per acre than they do
in Dakota. Six to ten bushels of wheat
means that lots of land is left for the
thistle; and to this must be added raw
prairie and waste land upon farms which
are too big to be farmed ; and still to these
encouragements to the plant must be added
the fault of wheat after wheat, year by year.
The reports say that 25,000 square miles
of land are threatened to be profitless for
wheat by the Russian thistle. Then upon
so much area the advent of a mixed and
self-sustaining husbandry will be hastened,
and the Russian thistle should have all the
honor of the achievement.

"The oncoming of the Canada thistle
was proclaimed over a half century ago
with the same forebodings of disaster. One
New York agitator warned the people that
it would 'establish its fatal empire over the
whole of North America,' and perhaps
result iu the depopulation of the country!
But whilst the Canada thistle has spread,
it has met its Waterloo whenever it has
made an onslaught against a good farmer.
It is no longer dreaded, by the farmers of
this state. The land is now too precious to

be given over to thistles. Now and then
one sees a place like Solomon saw when he
' went by the field of the slothful, and by
the vineyard of the man void of under-
standing; and lo! it was all grown over
with thorns, and nettles had covered the
face thereof, and the stone wall thereof
was broken down.' " T. Greiner.

"Some two years ago I saw the much-
described Russian thistle along a railroad
track iu western New York. ' There,' I

said, ' is your schoolmaster. It comes with
all the energy and freshness of the West.
It will bring new ideas. Presently it will
invade our old orchards, and how it will
shake them up] Then farming will mean
cultivation or thistles. And now and then
the farmer will debate, if the old orchard
is worth the trouble, and he will make
wood of the trees and a potato-patch of the

THE SHORTAGE IN THE HAV CROP.

The hay crop for 1896 promises but very
little, and the shortage will probably be
equal to that for 1895. If the farmer fajqds

that his meadow is not going to give the
returns he expected, and that his supply of
bay will not be sufficient to carry his stock
through the coming winter, now is the
time for him to bestir himself and reinedy
the deficiency.

One of the best crops to help out is

millet. This may profitably be sown now,
and a large yield of good hay be obtained.
The favorite soil is a sandy loam, and it is

especially adapted to new lands. The best
variety is the German millet, and should
be sown at the rate of one half bushel per
acre, harrowed in and rolled. For later

sowing, Hungarian grass can be sow n
instead of German millet. The millets are
heavy feeders, and love a rich, loamy soil.

It makes such a heavy growtli that some
difficulty is experienced at times in curing
it. Cut it, and bunch when slightly green.
For the best quality of hay it must be cut
when the heads begin to show a yellow
tinge. Let it stand in the bunch for several

days and sweat, and then open out and air

again before hauling to the barn. It must
be fed with some care, and is best when
alternated with some other fodder, as corn
ensilage. After cutting the millet, the

ground may be plowed and sown tocrimson
clover; and this plowed under in the
spring will do much toward restoring the
fertility removed by the millet.

It is not too late yet to plant corn for

forage. I would recommend planting, and
not sowing, as many do. Repeated analyses
have shown that corn drilled in or sown
broadcast Is very inferior in feeding value
to corn planted in hills, and not so thickly.

Corn is a sun-plant, and should be planted
so that the sunlight can reach every part of

the growing plant. Plant in rows three

and one half feet apart, and with hills two
to two and one half feet apart in the row.

The best variety to plant now would be
some of the early-maturing flint varieties,

such as Angel of Midnight.
The hay crop will surely not be more

than' fifty per cent of the average yield.

The price will be high next winter, and
now is the time to prepare to meet the
shortage and supply your cows with an
abundance of nutritive fodder.

L. A. Clinton.
Cornell University Experiment Station.
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FARM THEORY AND PRACTICE.

Timothy for Hay.—The acreage of

timothy in this country is im-

mense. This grass is "popular

because it will cover and yield

some income from land that is not in con-

dition for a plowed crop, while its produc-

tion is inexpensive. In limited areas it

is one of the most profitable crops that can

be produced on good land, but the rule

is that it comes in to furnish a sod and
some income after the best portion of a

former sod has been converted into better-

paying plowed crops. The hay crop, too,

is regarded a necessity on many farms for

feeding, though public opinion on this

point is undergoing a marked change.

Corn stover and straw are being more ex-

tensively used, and timothy hay will be

displaced more and more as we learn to

grow and save other forage crops, notably

fodder corn, an acre of which feeds farther

than three acres of average timothy. But
timothy grows on land that is not wanted
for the plow for any reason, and the pro-

duction of hay from such meadows will

always be large.

An Exhaustive Crop.—It is not an un-

common practice, especially in the newer
sections of our country, to grow a crop of

corn on sod land, then seed to wheat, or to

oats followed by wheat, and timothy is

sown with the wheat. The land is kept in

meadow for two or more years, or just as

long as the meadow is productive, and is

then broken for another corn crop. Little

manure is applied, being given only to

poor breaks that fail to make a good stand

of grass, and yet the succeeding corn crop

is fairly good—distinctly better than corn

immediately following wheat would have
been. This fact has led many to suppose

that timothy is a benefit rather than an
injury to land. The very poor rotation of

which I have spoken is probably used on
more acres than a rotation in which clover

is the base. Timothy is exhaustive. A
fairly good corn crop can be produced on a

timothy sod, simply because the sod

furnishes a supply of vegetable matter.

The soil is drained of its plant-food by the

timothy roots, and they are then rotted and
converted into corn. The normal result on
land of only average fertility is that the

succeeding crops of corn in rotation grow-

lighter, and in time there is difficulty about

getting a stand of grass or profitable crop

of wheat in the corn stubble.

Selling Timothy- off the Farm.—Much
is said against the practice of converting

the hay crop directly into money. Such
practice is not necessarily bad farming

—

not at all. Circumstances must determine.

The man who sells his timothy, and returns

to the meadows as much fertility as he
would have given them in the form of

manure bad he fed the timothy, is doing

just as good farming as the man who feeds

the timothy, provided there is no profit

from feeding. The usual statement is that

he must return to the meadow all the

fertility removed by the hay. This is far

more than the man does who feeds all his

hay, unless he buys grain to feed, and does

not follow the usual practice of using much
of the manure on small fields that are

devoted to growing roots and other minor,

crops requiring heavy manuring. Disinte-

gration of the soil furnishes much plant-

food, and all depends upon this in part. It

is good farming to sell hay when its market
value is- in excess of its feeding and
manurial value. Then a portion of the

proceeds should be used in returning fer-

tility to the land through clover and other

nitrogen-gathering crops in a rotation, and
by the purchase of stable manure and
commercial fertilizers. Growiug hay for

market is rational farming when it pays;

that is, when there is profit from it after

proper expenditure for restoring the needed

plant-food. The trouble is, many make no
effort to restore it.

A Rotation with Ttmothy.— Unless
land is wholly unfit for the plow, it is poor
policy to try to keep it in permanent
meadow. It should be reseeded every fifth

year, at least, in order to get clover on it.

The stable manure should be put upon the

timothy stubble, after the last cutting of

grass, as a preparation for corn, and with

the wheat that follows corn, timothy should
be sown. In the following spring clover

should be sown; and if a good catch is

gotten, the first crop of hay will be over

one half clover. On some soils the timothy

should not be sown until spring, as it

makes too much growth to permit the

clover to grow. As the clover-roots decay,

fertility is furnished the grass-roots, and

the second hay crop is often the largest

one in the rotation. Such a meadow should

not be left more than three years, even if

pretty productive, as the year of clover is

needed to keep the soil in good heart, and
fertile. The commercial fertilizers that are

used in this rotation should be used on the

wheat, to insure a stand of grass and force

a big growth of clover. With such a rota-

tion land does far better than when left in

permanent meadow as long as possible.

Keeping Meadows Clean.—It is entirely

practicable to clean meadows of white-top

and other filth before harvest, if they are

worth saving for meadows. This work is

most easily done in May, but may be done
a month later in the season. It does not

pay to put foul hay upon the market. An
active man with a hoe can clean a large

area of pretty foul land in a day. When
this is done early in the season, the in-

creased yield of hay goes far in paying for

labor. Later in the spring or early sum-
mer a short and sharp scythe is good. The
weeds may be cut a foot or more from the

ground, and the grass chokes out the lower

branches.

Shall We Cut Early or Late?—Not-

withstanding all that has been said in

favor of early cutting, I answer this ques-

tion by saying that the time depends upon
circumstances. Early cutting reduces the

yield to a very considerable extent. Care-

ful experiment has demonstrated the truth

of this statement. On the other hand, late-

cut hay is hot as digestible as the early-cut.

In one experiment at a New England
station it was found that the total amount
of digestible matter in an acre of late-cut

hay exceeded that in an acre of similar hay
cut in first bloom, because the yield was
much greater. But for home feeding, early

cutting is usually the best. This is true of

hay for market only when the market dis-

criminates and pays decidedly more for the

early-cut than' the late-cut article.

David.

IMPROVED METHODS OF MARKETING NEEDED.

How to sell our perishable products to

the best advantage is one of the most im-
portant problems that now confronts the

producer. Where the population is com-
paratively dense, as it is in most of the

great manufacturing states, and where the

purchaser can be easily reached by a short

drive from home, the bulk of perishable

products can usually be disposed of to good
advantage to special customers who have
been secured by personal solicitation, and
who have learned to rely implicitly upon
the statements of the producer as to their

quality.

The building up of a home market by
personal attention is not the pleasantest of

occupations, but the ability to subsequently

dispose quickly of a few baskets of fruits,

a small lot of vegetables, a few pounds of

choice butter, some fowls and a few dozen

fresh eggs, and thus place a few dollars in

one's purse, will make the repetition of this

method less and less irksome, since the

consumers are equally pleased to know-
that they can procure constant and fresh

supplies from first hands.

Undoubtedly the time has now come
when the commercial orchardist and
trucker must identify himself more closely

than heretofore with such co-operative

methods of disposing of his products as

will enable him to secure the just reward
of his labor. Already many local unions
have been formed having this object in

view, and some degree of success has been

attained in the line of the objects sought.

But more remains to be done.

The production of perishable products

has now reached enormous proportions.

The facilities for transporting perishable

products in refrigerator-cars from the

most distant parts of our country to the

great cities in the North and East, too fre-

quently results in a glut in the market and
consequent loss to the growers, which conld

have been obviated to some extent at least

by the timely and wider distribution of the

products to responsible dealers in the

smaller towns and villages. Then, too, by
co-operative action, such as it is expected

will follow the organization of the National

Fruit-growers' Union, lower express and
freight rates, and lower prices for boxes,

crates, barrels, etc., can be secured, to the
advantage of the growers as well as to that

of responsible fruit dealers.

With the formation of such a union it is

believed that competing sections whose
products ripen at the same time can perfect

a system by which each section would keep
every other section (using the same mar-
kets at the same time) fully advised as to

the quantity and kinds of fruit en route to

all markets, thereby enabling competing
sections to so direct their shipments as to

not only prevent the disastrous gluts now
so frequent, but it would render possible

the more equal distribution of fruits and
perishable products in the leading cities of

the country. If a national fruit and truck

growers' association can, by efficient co-

operative action, be enabled to promptly
distribute in the great centers of population

j

the perishable produce from the country

j

districts, and guarantee its quality to the

purchaser, the work will be worthy of the

I presidents of the leading fruit-growing

associations of the Union, who are en-
deavoring to bring about so desirable a

reform. W. M. K.

PICKED POINTS.

A correspondent in a prairie section of

Montana says he purchased some eastern

stock sheep, and after awhile some of them
became blind, and he would like to know
the cause of it. Both persons and brute

animals going from a hilly to a level

country are apt to have trouble with their

eyes. Instead of the ever changeful hill

scenes, there is only a broad expanse to

look upon, and the eyes become weary and
weak, and inflammation is liable to set in.

A few daily applications of tincture of

Lobelia inflata about the eyes, permitting

a very little to get inside the lids, will

remedy the difficulty in man and beast.

Besides being an inconvenient and some-
times a disagreeable task to put a horse-

collar on over the head, it often irritates

the animal, and that in turn too frequently
stirs the temper of the horseman. In a

recent instance a horse flung his head to

one side, knocked the young man against

the stall, bruised him severely and broke
his arm. A collar open at the top causes

unpleasant work to buckle it on, especially

if the horseman is of short stature. A
thoughtful German has hit upon the right

way. His horse-collars open at the bottom.

He has simply to throw one end over the

horse's neck, and then buckle where he
can readily reach and see what he is doing.

My veteran soldier neighbor, who has

been in the poultry business largely for

over twenty years, and who does not deal

in fancy poultry, but simply grows eggs
and broilers for market, has tried nearly

all breeds and crosses, and now ought to

know what he is talking about. He has
found that a cross of the Brown Leghorn
upon the barred Plymouth Rock is best.

This cross lays as many eggs as the Leg-

horn, and the eggs are as large as the pure
Plymouth Rocks. The broilers grow to

marketable size, and feather out very early

;

and when he dresses the discarded old

fowls for market, they " weigh something."
The last breed he tested was the White
Leghorns, and they proved poorest of all

in every respect.
•* * »

A name is wanted for the adult female of

our common fowl. The word "hen" ap-

plies to the females of all birds, and there-

fore is not a distinguishing appellation.

The word "chicken " is improper, for that

refers to the young of all genera and both
sexes. " Fowl " is not correct, for it refers

as well to a duck, goose or turkey. The
generic cognomen for it is too lengthy, for

then it would have to be said, " The adult

female of the genus Bankiva." Now there

is no way to tell what a hen is but to assert

what it is not, and let the hearer judge
what it is by inference, thus: "It is an

|

adult female domestic fowl, but it is not a
j

goose, turkey, duck, dove, pea or guinea
j

fowl." The want of a uniform name causes

confusion. Why not everybody call her
"biddy?"

***.-

The turkey war is on; not Turkey of the
j

Old World, hut turkey right here in the
|

New. Financially it pays to raise a nice
)

flock of turkeys; but in thickly settled I

localities it is at a great cost of conscience,

and hence is not profitable in the long run'.

The turkey never has been but partially

domesticated; its wild nature continually
crops out in some form. It is apt to secrete

its nest a long distance from home, and to

go to and return from it, it trails through
fields of growing grain ; and if these fields

belong to a neighbor, bad blood is engen-
dered. Later the broods wander anywhere
in grain or other fields. In autumn various
flocks are apt to get together and wander in

company, usually going to an orchard near
some residence to roost. The writer saw-

two or three hundred roosting in one
orchard. Next day apple-picking was not
very pleasant. Then when it comes to

rounding up such a flock, each taking his

own, if possible, there is always trouble

in the division, for no one can tell how-

many are his, nor "which is which."
Personal collisions and lawsuits often ensue
in consequence.

*.* 'it

It is amazing how careless the Americans
are generally in the use of many terms.

Some of our best agricultural writers, even,

are often guilty of errors in this line. For
instance, take the word "thoroughbred."
It is used wrongfully more than any other
word applied to live stock. We read every
day of thoroughbred horses, cattle, sheep
and swine, while some are careless enough
to attach it as a handle to poultry.
" Thoroughbred " is the name of a distinct

breed of English race-horses, and does not
rightfully apply to anything else. Our
trotting horses are usually " trotting-bred,"

but often have some thoroughbred blood
in them. "Full-blood" is also a term
often wrongfully used. A scrub may be a
" full-blood "—full of scrub blood. " Pure-
bred " is the only correct term to use in

this country when applied to animals not
possessing admixture of blood of any other

breed. " Grades " are the product of a cross

between a pure-bred and a native ; and a
" high-grade " animal is one in which the

blood of a pure breed is in excess, as the
offspring of a "pure-bred" Merino and a
" grade " Merino. " Cross-bred " refers to

animals produced by breeding together

distinct breeds. Dr. Galen Wilson.

SWARMINGPOSTS.

Take a pole or post three inches in

diameter and eight feet long. About ten

inches from the smaller end bore two boles

through at right

angles to one
another, with
an inch or a

three-quarter
bit. Have pegs
to project out
from these
about a foot.

On top. of the

post tie a bunch
of rags or cot-

ton, and over
all draw tightly

a dark cloth or

stocking, and
tie it securely.

This will in-

duce the bees to

settle upon it

when they come
out. One or

more of these swarming-posts are set about

the hives, say twenty steps away. They
should be set into the ground about two
feet. After the swarm has settled, set a

hive upon the pegs, and they will go
into it.

FRENCH RULES FOR MILKING.

1. Work rapidly; slowness causes loss of

cream.

2. Milk thoroughly, to the last drop, be-

cause the last milk is the best.

3. Milk at,the same time every day.

4. Milk crosswise; that is to say, one fore

teat on the right and a hind teat on the

left, and vice versa; the milk thus flows

more copiously than by parallel milking.

5. Milk with five fingers, and not with

index and thumb, a fault too common with
milkers.

6. Do not employ any kind of milking-
machines.

7. To milk young, restive cows, raise one
of the fore feet. Never strike them.

8. Always keep the hands clean, and' also

the cow's udder and dairy utensils.

9. During milking, avoid distracting or

disturbing the cow.
Those who neglect any of these prescrip-

tions infallibly lose milk.

—

Gazette Agricole

tie Lait.
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CROP REPORTS.

Anumber of our friends have re-

sponded to my request for reports

on the condition of fruit crops

in their localities. I herewith

express my appreciation of the service.

There are man}- important sections, how-

ever, from which I have not yet heard, and

more reports will be welcome. It seems to

me that such reports must he interesting

to all our readers, and therefore I think

they should go into print. So here they,

are:
55 * *

From Erie Couxtv, Ohio.—This entire

county is more or less devoted to the

cultivation of fruit, but I can only answer
for this township. The strawberry crop

was somewhat damaged by blight and dry

weather, but will average a fair crop.

Raspberries (of which are raised hundreds
of acres) promise now a heavy crop, as also

do blackberries, currants, gooseberries and
dewberries. Cherries will be almost a fail-

ure. The prospect for apples, pears, plums,
peaches, quinces and grapes is good, but

some have reported apples and peaches

badly falling, while in some sections near

here whole apple orchards have been

stripped of every leaf, which was done by
some worm.
We are firm believers in spraying in this

vicinity, and hence we send out large

amounts of fine fruit every year. Two
years ago I sold my apple crop (Ben Davis)

right on the trees for $250. Number of

trees, fifty, twenty years old. The trees

were quite badly broken down by the im-
mense crop, which was a sight to behold.

The fruit amounted to 187 barrels of packed
apples, with about sixty bushels of cider

apples. I am satisfied that the three times

I sprayed them made me §150.

E. M. Cobb.
* * «

From ^elmont County, Ohio.—Prospect
of fruit' crop of this section is as follows:

Apples; full crop in bottom orchards, none
on hilltops; peaches, seedlings abundant,
not uuu-h fancy fruit. Pears, scarce. The
prospect for quinces is good, if fire-blight

will not destroy theni. Plums, full crop.

Chas. J. Eichhorn.

From Lawrence County, Ohio.—This
(southern part of the state) is an apple
county, and the home of the Rome Beauty
apple. This year it is a failure here, but
we have a few apples of other varieties.

Peaches, one half a crop; pears, one fourth.

C. H. Hall.

From Athens County-, Ohio.—Apples
here are an entire failure, while pears are

not grown. Plums and peaches are a good
drop. The peach crop of this county is

estimated at 400,000 bushels.

E. H. Brawley.

i From Erie County, Pa.—The indications

point to a large crop of apples and other
fruits; in fact, far al>ove the average.

J. G. Seltzer.
* * »

From Eastern Massachusetts. — All

kinds of summer, fall and winter apples
have set very heavy, and barring accidents,

destruction by insects, etc., there will be a
full crop, (.'anker-worms are doing great

damage, however. Why don't farmers
spray? Pears are shortest crop for years,

perhaps not over ten per cent.

G. Y. Badger.

From Waukesha COUNTY, Wis.—Apples
are a big crop; cherries, none; plums, a
good crwp; pears, few; currants, a half

crop; gOOaeberrleSL none; strawberries,

about two thirds of a crop; raspberries,

half a crop. Few pears are grown In this

locality. 0. B. Trkmain.
• • •

Prom Spencer County, Indiana.—
Apples ami pears around here will not
make more than one fourth of a crop.
Thousands of trees are without any fruit.

K. II. Hi hst.
9 » »

From Windham CoUMTY, Vt.—In this

section the prospects for apples are very
good. Pears, pi urns and peaches are nearly
a failure. Small fruits, like strawberries
anil raspl>errics, arc almost a failure. The
past winter was a terrible one for fruil-

trees, shrubs, etc. On my own place, all

my peaches except my seedlings were

killed to the ground, Crosby and Elberta

sharing the same fate. A seedling came

out all right. Of Abundance plums, the

buds were nearly all killed, but a small per

cent of them blossomed. Other plums,

like Lombard, Niagara, Damson, etc., came
out all right. Cherries, of which I have 256

trees, are loaded.

I have strawberries that are isolated from

others. They are all Warfields, and I have

failed to find a siugle perfect blossom in

the patch, yet I have never had so fine a lot

of strawberries on my place; the berries

seem very perfect. Strawberries are two

weeks ahead of last season. I have quite a

large patch of currants, and this spring I

mulched them heavily with coarse straw

manure. The bushes are loaded, and the

fruit does not fall off. A few bushes not

mulched have lost three fourths of their

fruit. A. A. Halladay.

From Van Bi ren County, Mich.—In
this section of country all fruit crops are

promising except pears, which will not be

much more than one eighth of a crop.

Henry- Reusch.

From Washington County-, Iowa. -
Apples and blackberries bid fair to be a big

crop. There are a few pears and peaches

raised here. All crops look well. We have

plenty of rain, and some to spare. Winter
wheat, oats and rye are immense. Many
farmers have large cribs of corn on hand,

and the present crop looks fine. The pig

crop is good. I. X. Carr.
* * * --.

From Boone County-, Ark.—Owing to

last year's enormous crop, apples are this

year a scant one fourth crop; pears, just

about one fourth crop; peaches, a very full

crop; plums, from one quarter to one third

crop; cherries, almost a failure; grapesand
other small fruits, a full crop. This is for

Boone, Xewton and Carroll counties, in

northwestern Arkansas. I. P. Xiles.

Fro.m Laclede County-, Mo.—The fruit

prospect in this vicinity is about this:

Apples, one half crop; peaches, full. All

small fruits abundant, having at present a

superabundance of rain.

Jas. L. Holman.

In New York State.—Other reports will

be published hereafter. For Newr York
state, I will only add that the apple crop

promises to be immense, while pears are a

moderate crop in some sections and almost
a failure in others. Again I ask our friends

for reports from sections thus far not
represented. Address them to

La Salle, X. Y. T. Greiner.

^ORCHARD AND SMALL FRUITS.**

CONDUCTED BY SAMUEL Ii. OREEN.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED
BY SAMTEL B. GRF.EN.

Best Plums.—J. A. K., Meriden, Wyo.
Among the best varieties of the plums gener-

ally put in the Chickasaw class are Wild
Ooose, Maquoketa, Forest Rose and Milton.

But these sorts are not much better in quality
and are not nearly so hardy as varieties of

what are known as the Americana class.

Among the best of this class is De Soto,

Weaver, Wolf and Cheney. Perhaps the most
desirable are De Soto and Cheney.

Camel-cricket.— N. J., Dixon, Mo. The
insect eggs which are laid in a solid bunch, or
cluster, on one side of the twig belong to what
Is called the camel-cricket, and they should
not he destroyed, since this insect is very ben-
ellclal, in that it feeds on injurious insects.

The large, flat, grayish eggs laid singly near the
end of the twig belong to the katydid, which,
while it feeds on the leaves of some trees, I

have never known to seriously injure apples.

Dlaeaaed Tree*.—J. W. It., Whitman Co.,

Wash. I think your apple and pear trees are
affected with some disease. In the case of the
pear, It seems from your description to be a
form of twlg-T>ligbt. In the cuse of the apple,

it seems more like some root injury. Is the

lantl Well drained? Are the trees pretty free
from borers? Do gophers work around the
roots? Are there any lice on the roots? These
an- important points, and any one may
indicate the cause of the trouble you refer to.

Itliick Oaks Itying.—S. I'. T.. Vafia, Minn.
The black oaks, by which in the northern
Stated Is meant various forms of scarlet and
red oaks, have suffered severely from the
droughts of IBM and 1885. Their roots are
mainly near the surface of tin' ground, where
they are easily affected by 6UinattcvcoDdltlons,
while the white and buroak have very deep
tap-roots and Very few HUrfnce-roOtS. Trees
and crops always suttVr most severely when
una ROUth Mope, since in that position they
catch the full force of the dry southwest
winds and the hottest rays of the nun.

Northern slopes are always most favorable
for the growth.

Black Twig Apple—J. F. F., Cranesville,
W. Va. There has recently been much discus-
sion about the origin of the mammoth Black
Twig apple. I believe it is known under the
names of Arkansaw Black and alsoof Paragon.
The fruit you send is undoubtedly this variety,
and a noble apple it is. This variety should
be better known, and planters in the middle
states would do well to inelude it in their
orders. The fruit is dark bright red, with
some light russety spots. It is of better qual-
ity than Winesap, and fully as good a keeper.
The t ree is very productive. It resembles both
Willow Twig aud Winesap, but is a better
fruit than either. In ordering trees, planters
would do well to describe the variety, since a
quite different apple is often sold as Black
Twig.

Pollenation of the Pear—Moores'
Arctic Plnm.-J. F. C, Guilford, Indiana,
writes: "Wilt the Kieffer pear and the
Bart lett pear pollenize one another? If not,
what pear should be planted with the Kieffer?

Will Moores' Arctic plum bear fruit as
far north as Indianapolis? Is Mr. Green
(nurseryman), of Rochester, N. Y., reliable?"
Reply:—In the northern states the Kieffer

and the Bartlett pears bloom nearly together;
perhaps the Kieffer will be a day or two
earlier than the Bartlett. In the southern
states there is a greater difference in the time
of flowering. I should think that in your
section the Kieffer would remain in flower
long enough to pollenize the Bartlett, but I
would want to have a few other varieties,
such as Anjou, Angouleme and Seekle,
scattered through the Bartletts to make sure
of perfect pollenation. The Moores' Arctic
plum is healthy, very hardy and a vigorous
grower. It will stand all right at Indian-
apolis. It comes from northern Maine. It is

below medium in size, roundish oval, dark
purple, with a pleasant but not rich flavor.
Season early autumn. Yes.

V4.J.J.J.X^j.j.AJ.J.XJ.j,AXAAJ.A4.AJU>.^

3j EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE.
|

From Mississippi.—Lauderdale county was
organize, i.i I8i~& It has an area of 700 square
miles. It is drained by branches of the Chick-
asawha river. Its .-.oil is very fertile. Although
Mississippi hail no exhibit at the two last

great expositions, I firmly believe there is not
a better country for the farmer or horae-
s^eker than the eastern part of this state.

Land here is very cheap. The average price of

bottom land is S3 an acre; upland, Si an acre.

The climate is delightful; the summers are
pleasant and the winters short and mild. As
for healthfulness, Mississippi ranks among
the first. The United States census of 1S90

gives the total death-rate to population of the
following states: Massachusetts, 18.59; New
York, 17.38; Rhode Island, 17.01 ; New Jersey,

16.33; Indiana, 15.78; Illinois. 14.63; Alabama,
14.20; Georgia, 13.79; California, 13.33; Colorado,
13.11; Mississippi, 12.89 per cent. The principal
products of the eastern portion are corn, sweet
potatoes and cotton. Meridian, the county-
seat of Lauderdale county, is a beautiful
modern city of about 20,000 inhabitants. It

has truly been called the "Queen of the East,"
and "the Rome of Mississippi." It has an
excellent system of waterworks and sewerage,
and the streets and sidewalks are being paved.
Electric-cars provide an excellent system of
rapid transportation. The educational advan-
tages are of the best, as there are five graded
public schools, two colleges and one convent.
Nearly every denomination is represented.
It is the largest city in the state in the variety
and extent of its manufactures, and second in
population. Railroad facilities are good, as
five roads center here. I simply mention this
city to show that there is a good market for
farm products. J. c. C.

Meridian, Miss.

From Georoia.—Twice a month your eastern
edition is found upon my desk among other
good farm literature. I often recognize
considerable merit in many of the articles.

I was particularly impressed with an article
on growing sweet potatoes, by a Tennesseean.
I would judge he was In a very good potato-
growing section, and evidently he is a notch
ahead of t he average Georgia farmer in raising
a good crop of roots. We see growing in our
section several varieties, having different
names in different localities. To me they are
known as West India, Norton Yam, White
Florida and a Jersey potato. West Indias
yield fair crops on poor land, but on what is

termed cow-penned land the yield is enor-
mous. The roots are very large and rough,
sometimes cracking nearly open. This is a
general favorite, on account of productive-
ness, answering fairly well for all purposes.
Norton Yam is a most excellent variety, re-

nuires good land, and will reward you, under
fair Circumstances, 175 to 225 bushels an acre;
a potato that when properly baked tickles a
southern man's stomach by the time It

touches his lips; color a creamy yellow, thin
skin and very smooth; cannot be excelled.
White Floridas are more on the order of West
Indias, but very much their superior. Both
potatoes when broken from the rind exude a
while gum that adheres to t he skin like "Aunt
Jemima's plaster, ther more you pull itther
mightier it sticks the faster." Not so with the
Norton Yam or Jersey. This latter Is a very
fair yielder; the vines are very small, but
very rapid growers. I believe the vines, under
fair conditions, would grow thirty feet. The
roots are formed in a bunch right at the main
stein, a very dry und, to my taste, a very un-
palatable atl'air. Your Tennessee correspondent
says that they must be handled with great
care, for every bruise or cut means a rotten
potato. While I advocate careful handling
and digging, I do not find the fault that he

does. June 6th I could show Norton Yams
with cuts from a plow, also broken ones, that

dried over and were perfectly sound. As
for hog feed, each and every variety seems to

accomplish the end desired, provided there is

enough left for the hog to root. They all fat-

ten, but the bog soon learns the difference,

and like a full-fledged southerner, will hunt
out every Norton Yam, and will only return to

the others when an empty stomach pinches.

Your correspondent gives different names for

his potatoes—names not familiar to me. I've

no doubt his Queens are like our Yams. The
Norton Yam is our choice, and once tried

never forsaken. Prices rule low for all pota-

toes—thirty-five to forty cents. But we can
grow something else besides potatoes here in

these pine woods. Cotton, corn, rice, cane,

sorghum, peasand potatoesall do well. Taking
everything into consideration, I can't see but
that we are equally blessed with all other sec-

tions, and I sometimes think our advantages
are superior to many other southern sections.

There is a vast amount of timbered lands, or I

had better say large tracts of uncultivated
lands, as the sawmills have cut a very large

port ion of the best timber. Such lands can be

had at from two dollars to five dollars an
acre. Our county can boast of excellent roads,

but. we have poor railroad facilities, as but
one road passes through the county. We
need more farmers, then the railroads will

come. Of course, we would like to choose our
farmers, then we'd have all good ones, law-

abiding, God-fearing ones; but as we can't do
that, we extend a welcome to all who would
like to come among us, and trust that they
may all prove good ones. There are great

possibilities in this country for the future

thrifty farmer. I am a young one, and hope
to live to see the possibilities developed. I

read a most sensible article not long ago
from some one who had visited Fitzgerald

colony, i believe with him that success lies in

the northern and western farmer settling

among our native farmers and learning some-
thing from them. You can t bring your Ne-
braska theories to Georgia soil and make them
stick, for they will leak in some places.. These

old Georgia farmers do not know it all, but

they are apt scholars. Let a successful farmer
try a new implement, and if it succeeds, you
watch the old cracker, for the first news you
know "he's sont fur him a sulky-plow.''

Georgia has her share of good lands. Liberty

county has hers. We have a fine stock coun-
try, and I could tell you of many good things,

but I must not occupy too much space.

Johnston Station, Ga. J. R. V.

From Texas.—Grand Saline has many ad-

vantages for both capitalist and lnboiie*>tiln

the first place, the salt-works are a great .tit* lp

to everyone. They use the wood that has to be

cut off the land before it can be cultivated,

and they pay a fair price for it. They con-

sume about sixty cords of wood a day. They
hire labor to the amount of $92.80 a day. We
have flattering prospects for other industries

of the same kind. Texas is at present man-
ufacturing scarcely one half of the salt it con-

sumes; hence, there is not much danger of

this industry being overdone soon. Our town
is surrounded by good farming laud that can
be had at a very low price, the average being
$3 an acre for raw land and S7.50 for improved
land. These prices permit almost every ,far

mer to own hisown home; if he is industrious,

he can raise enough above his living to pay for

bis land in three years. This land will pro-

duce almost anything that grows in the tem-

perate zone. This is the finest of countries for

sweet potatoes, and Irish potatoes do well

if northern seed is used. Corn is easily culti-

vated, and averages twenty to thirty bushels

an acre. Cotton—well, this is the home of that

staple—often makes over a bale an acre; at

one half a bale an acre it pays better than a

great many crops in the North. Fruits of all

kinds are unexcelled, and a great many farmers
have found this out. The best hay is in the

very early varieties,.that can be marketed in

advance of other points, at fancy prices. Our
markets for early fruits are the large cities of

t he black land of Texas—the black land not

being so well adapted to fruits as the eastern

timber belt. Hogs thrive wonderfully here,

there being a good range for them. There is

much room for improvement in the grade.

This has been a good stock country, but the
range is being shortened by the land being
put in cultivation. To sum it all up, this is

t he finest country in the United States for one
who wants to get a home of his own.
Grand Saline, Texas. N. J.

Feed
The nerves upon pure, rich blood and you
need not fear the horrors of nervous prostra-
tion. Nerves are weak when they are improp-
erly and insufficiently nourished. Pure blood
is their proper food, and pure blood comes by
taking Hood's Sarsaparilla.

Hood's
Sarsaparilla

Is the best—In fact the One True Blood Purifier.

HnnH't Pill c easy to buy, easy to take,
1 1UUU S> fllli easy to operate. 25c.
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DESTRUCTIVE AND BENEFICIAL INSECTS.

About this season of the year insects

will be rife. The most destructive

in the garden are wireworms, the

larvae of the elater beetles; the

cutworms, larvae of the Agrotis and Celaena

families ; the white grub, larva; of the May-

nor for Fig. 7, which is the squash-bug. In
fact, it is safe to destroy all insects looking

like bugs, except Figs. 1 and 2 as noted.

The dragon-fly (Fig. 8) should never be
destroyed; there are many varieties, all'

beneficial. Harpalus should be preserved;

both the beetle (Fig. 9) and its larva? (Fig.

10) destroy insects. The tiger-beetles are

alert in insect destruction. Three forms
j

are shown, in Figs. 11, 12 and 13; Figs. 14

and 15 are other forms of tiger-beetles.
|

The striped cucumber-beetles are emf
inently destructive, both in the perfect and
larval state. The first eat the young leaves

of cucumber, melon and squash; the larv;e

eat the roots of the same plants. Inas-

much as they often suddenly come in

countless numbers, they are terribly de-

structive. My plan has always been ,to

watch their first appearance, and with a

water-pot having a rather coarse rose,

thoroughly sprinkle a hill of plants, and

Fig. l. Fig. 2. Fig. 4. Fig. 5. Fig. 6. Fig. 7. Fig. 9.

beetle; the striped cucumber-beetle and
their larvae; the squash-bug, working also

on the leaves of muskmelonandthe water-
melon ; the Spanish fly, which also in some
seasons attacks beets and other plants; the

Colorado potato-beetle, which feeds on the

Fig. 16 is the rapacious soldier-bug. Fig.

17 is Calasorna ealidum and larva?, and Fig.

18 is C. scrutator. All these as noted are

beneficial. Of the soldier-beetles belong-

ing to the firefly family, all are beneficial

;

the larvae are predatory on other insects.

I then scrape the whole together before they

|

recover the chill, and throw them into a

can having a cover, and so proceed until

the whole patch is gone over. Fig. 30 shows
the perfect beetle, and Figs. 31 and 32 the

larva?, the hair lines showing the true

Fig. 11. Fig. 12. Fig. 13. Fig. 14. Fig. 15. Fig. 16. Fig. 17.

Solanum tribe—potatoes, egg-plant, pepper
and okra ; the tomato-worm, feeding on the

tomato, and also in the JTorth destructive

to the leaves of tobacco; and the corn-worm,
identical with the cotton-worm of the

South, sometimes destructive to the young

Figs. 19 and 20 show two forms. Coming
now to the ladybirds, all are beneficial,

both the perfect beetles and larvae feed-

ing on the eggs and larvae of other in-

sects. Figs. 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25 are some
well-known species. Do not mistake these

length of the insects. Among the best

means of ridding a garden of insects is to

keep plenty of coops of young chickens in

the garden. Young ducklings are more
active than chickens.

Potatoes and other plants may be most

Fig. 8,

ears of corn. The cabbage-moth must also

be looked after.

Besides these destructive insects, there

are beneficial insects that destroy noxious
species, and these must have discrimination

for protection. The tiger-beetles, the

Fig. 18. Fig. 31. Fig. 32.

for Fig.

and is known as Epilcahna borealis.

Among garden depredators, perhaps the

worst are the several species of cutworms.
We show three forms—Figs. 27, 28 and 29

—

which will serve to illustrate the character-

26, which is a vegetable feeder,
;

easily cleared by poisonous solutions. To
this end we published in the June 1st issue

of Farm and Fireside quite a number of

formulas, together with full directions for

preparing washes to include both trees

and plants, and with the proper times of

Fig. 19. Fig. 20. Fig. 21. Fig. 22. Fig. 23. Fig. 24. Fig. 25. Fig. 26. Fig. 30.

soldier-bug, the soldier-beetle, the ground-
beetle, the Chalcis and the ladybirds are

all predatory on other insects; and
especially the ladybirds, above all, should

be protected, since they destroy the eggs
of predaceous insects. Hence, we give

istics of these destructive species. Fig. 27

is the striped western species; Fig. 28 is

the climbing, or dark-sided, species, and
Fig. 29 is the bristly, or white, cutworm.
The larva? are especially voracious. They
may be trapped in the spring with green '

application, as formulated at the Michigan
Agricultural College, and from thence
made public. These valuable recipes are

from latest authorities. The whole should
be carefully preserved for reference.

Jonathan Periam.

Fig. 27.

illustrations of some principal species of clover laid in bunches here and there, but
the beneficial insects. Fig. 1 is the spined
soldier-bug; Fig. 2, the green soldier-bug.
They feed indiscriminately on insects and
their eggs. Do not mistake these for Figs.

3, 4, 5 and 6, which are vegetable feeders,

the most successful means with me is to

find their casts at daylight in the morning,
and kill them. If clover is used, they
must be hunted m the early morning, in

or under the clover, and killed.

Fig. 29.

The Blessed Insects.—By destroying
the crops of careless competitors, injurious
insects help to maintain prices, and benefit

the progressive gardeners and fruit-grow-

ers who save their crops by the use of

insecticides.

DEFORESTATION.

Never before has the subject of defores-
tation been brought so noticeably before
the eyes of the people as during the past
autumn and winter. The drought during
the past two years has almost ruined our
beech forests. Nearly one half the trees in
some districts are dead or dying. The oak
is so eaten by slugs ( worms) that much of it

w ill soon be unsalable. The owners of the
forests are taking notice of this, and are
selling their oak timber as fast as they can.

The hickorynut-trees are so badly bird-

pecked that they sell for ruinously low
prices; yet they are being cut without
number.
This destruction of our woodland is

brought about in two ways—the ignorance
of the people as to the results, and the
monopolistic spirit existing in man. But
few have an adequate conception of the
influence of woodland on the climate and
regularity of rainfall. The removal of our
forests promotes drought, and drought in
return destroys our forests. Still fewer
are those who know of the bald hills of
Europe and Asia, where once flourishing
forests made the earth an Eden.
But the greatest loss is brought by the

monopolistic spirit. Each individual be-
lieves that his strip of woodland will be
more money in pocket if leveled to the
ground. He can enjoy the blessings of
climate from the forests surrounding him.
This spirit cannot be destroyed. But can-
not the government give aid? Would it

not be profitable to the different states if

certain timber lands were exempt from
taxation? Should not the people be better

informed of the curse we are bringing on
posterity by this wholesale destruction of

our forests? J. H. Mathers.

A woman's noblest work is helping a baby
into life and health. She is committing a
crime when she helps a sickly baby into the
world. It is a crime because it is wholly
within her power to make the baby strong
and healthy. She can do it by the proper
preparation—by taking proper care of her-
self during the period of gestation. Many
babies die early, or at birth, or are sickly all
their lives because of their mothers' igno-
rance or neglect. Neither is excusable.
Every woman may be strong and well,

and so insure the health of her baby. If
she will take Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescrip-
tion during the period of gestation, she will
find that she will have none of the discom-
forts incident to this condition, and that
parturition will be free from danger, and
comparatively free from suffering. This
medicine is the greatest remedy in the,
world for all the forms of weakness or dis-
ease peculiar to woman. It is the only
medicine of its kind prepared by a reg-
ularly graduated, experienced and skilled
specialist in the treatment of diseases of
women. It is the only medicine in the
world that will make the coming of baby
safe and easy. You can get it at the drug
stores. If you want to know all about it,

address Dr. R. V. Pierce, chief consulting
physician to the Invalids' Hotel and Sur-
gical Institute, Buffalo, N. Y.
All those who suffer from biliousness,

headaches, heart-burn, flatulence, palpita-
tion of the heart, and a generally sluggish
action of the digestive organs should take
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. They are
tiny, sugar-coated granules. Forty in a
little vial. One "Pellet" is a gentle lax-
ative; two a mild cathartic. By druggists.

FRUIT EVAPORATOR
— Best for Farmers and general use.
D. STUTZ3IAN, LIGOMER, INDIANA.

Mention this paper.

CD IIIT EVAPORATOR
I II V I THE ZIMMERMAN" Thp Standard Machine
Different sizes and prices. Illustrated Catalogue free.
THEBLTHTSK IKON WORKS CO., Cincinnati O.

Mention this paper.

CIDER
MACHINERY

Hydraulic, Knuckle Joint and Screw
Presses. Graters. Elevators, Pumps,
etc. Send for Catalogue. i

BOOMER & BOSGHERT
PRESS CO.,

99W.Water St. . SYRACUSE. N
Mention this paper.
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THE POULTRY YARD.
Conducted by P. H. Jacobs, Hammonton, New Jersey.

PURE BREEDS AND SCRUBS.

Because farmers receive eggs from

scrub hens, while fanciers may
keep pure-breds in good quarters

and on ample food, the claim

is made that scrubs are hardier than

pure breeds, and require less care. But
there are good and worthless hens even

among scrubs, and it more frequently

happens that only a few of the hens

among the scrubs may be laying, the

others doing nothing. One of the dif-

ficulties with fanciers is that in their

enthusiasm and love of poultry they feed

too uiuch, and deprive themselves of the

eggs that they should receive with better

management, while the farmer goes to the

other extreme sometimes and does not

give his flock proper care.

But what is a scrub? It may be claimed

that the best hens in common flocks—those

that prod ure eggs—are at least well bred.

It is difficult to find a flock of hens that

has not some Brahma, Plymouth Rock,
Leghorn or Wyandotte grades among its

members, and which account for any
excellence that may be found. If scrubs

will pay, how much better should hens
that have been selected do so, for scrubs

are the creatures of accident, while the

others are the result of breeding. The
farmer who will do some thinking in

the matter of breeding his poultry, and
who will set out to accomplish an object,

should have better results than one who
allows the flock to increase without his

supervision. A farmer who will give his

scrubs attention will also derive better

results from them, and will be induced to

improve; and if he is not willing to look

after scrubs, he will not succeed with pure
breeds, for no matter what kind of fowls

fie may have, he must depend upon him-
self for success.

LARGE EGGS.

That some of the breeds lay eggs of very

large size is admitted, but it is not always

the hardiest breeds which excel in that

respect. Among the breeds which have

produced individuals which layed eggs

weighing six to the pound may be men-
tioned the Minorcas and Black Spanish,

but it is not to be supposed that such large

eggs are the rule, though there are a great

many flocks of Minorcas and Black Spanish

which lay eggs weighing eight to the

pound. The Brahmas and Cochins also

lay large eggs, but do not quite equal in

that respect the breeds mentioned above.

The large combs of the Minorcas and Black

Spanish are drawbacks to them in winter,'

as they are more liable to be frosted than

the Brahmas, and they are also non-sitters;

but from early spring to the beginning of

winter it is doubtful if there are any
breeds known which excel them in laying;

and under good conditions for protection

they have also made excellent records in

winter. For improving the common
flocks, if choice pullets are desired, the use

of males of the Minorcas or Black Spanish

breeds will prove profitable, and the pullets

so produced will serve well for producing

broilers if mated with Wyandotte, Ply-

mouth Rock, Cochin or Brahma males.

AN IMPROVED EGG-TESTER.

An improved egg-tester, which is flat-

tened at the larger end to fit the contour of

the face of the person using it, is designed
by Mr. C. W. Connell, Michigan. The tester

is made of metal (A), the edges bound with
heavy cloth or felt (a a). The smaller end
is round or oval, so as to permit of the

TABLE-SCRAPS.

Table-scraps become an important item

for a small flock, but are of little value for

large numbers. The small flock will pay
at all seasons, because the scraps lessen

the cost of the food by permitting of the

utilization of waste materials that would
otherwise go into the slop-barrel. For
this reason every family should keep a

few hens, even if but half a dozen, and
especially the families that live on the

suburbs of cities and towns, or who have

a space that can be utilized for that purpose.

The greatest obstacle is the attempt to keep
too many. Be satisfied with a few, and
the cost will be less and the result more
satisfactory.

THE BEST POULTRY-HOUSE.

The size and cost of a poultry-house will

depend itpon the number of fowls to be

kept; but let us suppose that one hundred
fowls are together, and that the owner
desires the best poultry-house. We may,
in order to oblige him, give a design of one
that is just the thing he should have in

that line, and we will have considered the

fact that he lives in a climate which is very

cold in white-, uid that his hens must be

ARMSTRONG & McKELVY
Pittsburgh.

BEYMXR-BAtTMAN
Pittsburgh.

DAVIS-CHAMBERS
Pittsburgh.

FAENESTOCK
Pittsburgh.

ANCHOR ,

V Cincinnati.
ECKSTEIN >

ATLANTIC

BRADLEY

BROOKLYN

JEWETT

ULSTER

UNION

SOUTHERN

SHIPMAN

COLLIER

MISSOURI

RED SEAL

SOUTHERN

JOHN T. LEWIS 4 BROS.CO
Philadelphia.

L

New York.

Chicago.

St. Louis.

MORLEY

SALEM

CORNELL

KENTUCKY

Cleveland.

Salem, Mass.

Buffalo.

Louisville.

ET WELL = ENOUGH ALONE"
is a safe maxim to follow in paint-

ing— as in everything else. Pure

White Lead and Pure Linseed Oil are and

always have been the best and standard paint.

To be sure of getting

Pure White Lead
examine the brand (see list genuine brands).

For colors tint White Lead with the

National Lead Co.'s Pure White Lead
Tinting Colors. They are the best and most

permanent.
Pamphlet giving valuable information and card showing samples

of colors free; also cards showing pictures of twelve houses of different
designs painted in various styles or combinations of shades forwarded
upon application to those intending to paint.

NATIONAL LEAD CO.,
1 Broadway, New York.

FOWLS RUNNING AT LARGE.

There is no crop, unless it be cabbage,

that poultry will injure at this season if

given full liberty. At this season of the

year there is an abundance of seeds and
grass that the hens can consume, and which
will so attract their attention as to render

it unnecessary for them to seek anything
else. There is no better mode of utilizing

purslane, plantain, pigweed and ragweed
than to let the ducks and geese have full

, sway. There is one field now growing
vegetables over which purslane got the

i

mastery. A flock of ducks is doing more
to clear out the weeds than constant culti-

vation accomplished. This is converting

the weeds into duck meat, and some
i

7

poultrymen are not feeding the ducks
anything at all,' as they do not require any
assistance. It is unnecessary to keep the

fowls in confinement after the young
plants have become established and made

' a growth. Eggs at this season of the year

should cost nothing. There is no reason
1 why the hens should be fed on grain and
be made excessively fat, when there is so

much waste of valuable green food that

they will prefer to grain, and which can be

turned into a profit in the shape of eggs.

insertion of the egg. The larger end is cut
in (6), to allow the bridge of the nose to be
free of obstruction. The tester is cheap,
possesses novelty and merit, answers the
purposes required, and can be made by any
tinner.

NEW BREEDS.

It is a temptation, when a new breed is

offered, to accept it because of the many
claims that may be advanced in its favor,

but it is not wise to use any of the newest
breeds except in a limited manner; not all

new breeds, however, for it is possible that

a now breed may be superior to any of the
recognized varieties, but it will pay to

always experiment before investing too
largely with something that is not well
known. All new breeds are heralded with
claims in their favor, which leads the novice
to suppose that they will be revolutionized;
but the breeds finally fall into their proper
place in the list, to give way to the next,
which in turn follows the same road. A
new breed may be a success in one climate
and a failure in another, and even two or
three seasous 1

trial is not always convin-
cing. There are now over eighty breeds of
chickens, ducks, neese anil turkeys, which
are sufficient t,o make a selection from, all

having been tested, some for half a cen-
tury, and it is therefore better to use the
old and standard breeds that) to fly to
newer kinds, unless there is an assurance
that the new breeds are far superior to the
older varieties.

kept under the proper conditions for lay-

ing. We submit the plans, and then comes
back the inevitable reply that such a house
is too costly. It is the cost, therefore,

that regulates the building of a poultry-
house. The best house according to the
cost may not be the best house, however,
and the lack of eggs in the winter will

make the cost even greater, as no loss is so

heavy in the poultry business as that of

feeding hens that do not lay. There is one
point we can give to all who are interested
in building poultry-houses, and that is to

lath and plaster the house, even if but a
rough coating be given. By so doing the
winds will be kept out, the houses can be
more easily cleaned, and lice be completely
kept out.

SCATTER THE GRAIN.

Never feed whole grain in a trough.
When so fed there will be domineering
hens which will get more than their share,
but when the grain is scattered, each hen
must seek her portion, and all will have an
equal chance. You need not fear to scatter

it over every square inch of ground, for

not a grain will be wasted. It compels the
hens to work instead of helping themselves.

Sooner ok Later a neglected Cold will de-
velop a constant cough, shortness of breath,
fallfliK Strength, and wasting of tlesh. all
symptomatic of some serious lung stfTectlnii,
which limy he avoided or palliated bv using In
time Dr. I). Jayne's Kxpeclorunt. "The hest
family Pill, Jayne's Painless Sugar-Couted
Sanative,

VARIETY ESSENTIAL TO POULTRY.

There is 'no difficulty in providing a

variety for a small flock, as the table-scraps

will assist, but for fifty or a hundred fowls,

resort to feeds that are easily obtained is

required. Cut clover, meat, milk, linseed-

oil cake and cabbage will all serve to vary
the diet. It is when fowls are fed on grain

during the whole time that they refuse to

lay. But even the grain may be varied if

corn is withheld, and oats, wheat and
buckwheat are used in rotation. Fill a

trough full of corn and place it where the

fowls can eat all they desire. They will

soon begin to refuse it, as they require

something which the corn does not con-

tain, and they will not produce many eggs

until they are gratified. Variety of food is

not only essential to egg production, but
assists in keeping the flock in a healthy
condition.

SOW MILLET.

If the hen-yard is very filthy, and the

hens can be changed to a new location for

a short time, spade or hoe the yard and
sow it thickly with millet-seed. When the
young millet is about three inches high
turn the hens back into the yard. In this

manner not only will the yards be cleaned,

but a proportion of green food provided.

MILK AND MEAT.

Milk cannot be used as a substitute for

meat, as it is not sufficiently concentrated;
that is, the fowls cannot drink enough of

it to use it in place of meat. Fresh, lean

meat is the best of all egg-producing foods,

but milk is also excellent, either fresh or
as clabber, for fowls, but for chicks it

should be fresh.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Management and Results.—As I am

always interested in your garden and poultry
notes, especially the poultry, I thought it

might interest others to hear from me. In
1895 I raised fifty-two chicks. The earliest

ones were hatched the last of March. The
pullets began laying the tenth of September,
and have laid all winter. When the cockerels

Lice, Mites, Fleas, Etc,
oo poultry, stock. etc., easily

and completely eradicated.

No old-Ca&hioaed treatment

such &i dusting, dipping, etc. Endorsed by Nellie Hawks, Mrs. Maekey,
Judge £mrj and thousands of others. Hundreds of agents in all parts of U.

8. More wanted, tireat seller. A postal will bring circulars telling all about

it with testimonial*. Geo. H. Lee, Mfr. of LEE'S LICE KILLER, Exeter. Nebr.

MANN BONE CUTTERS S5
and np

THY TBB39 B1T0RE vOU PiY FOR TB£U.
KOnUXG O* HITS HIUMAKE HENS LAY

Lilts Green Cut Bane. Illustrated catalo>zur free if you name
f-:--- F.W.MANN CO., MIIFORD, MASS.

were about twelve weeks old I sold them at

12% cents per pound, realizing $7.71, ate two,

and had twenty-two pullets left. These I

kept over winter in a house by themselves.

I kept twenty-three two-year-old hens over
winter, also. I kept no account of eggs used,

but have sold one hundred and thirteen dozen

since the middle of September, the average

price being twenty cents per dozen. The
pullets are the best for winter layers. We
have two hen-houses, 8x16 feet, each having
two large windows in the south side, and
adjoining the houses are yards. One contains
about 5,850 square feet, the other 4,000 square
feet. The material for the houses and yards
cost about S25 each, my husband doing all the

work. The chickens are kept in the yards

most of the time, as we have but a small

place, and raise small fruits, vegetables and
poultry. We keep Silver Laced Wyandottes,
and think they are the best for us. They are

quiet and bear confinement. I can drive

them in or out of the yard like a flock of

sheep. I keep but one male bird during the

hatching season. I select twelve of the best

bens and put in one yard with the male, and
get all eggs for batching from these. In this

way I get stronger and better chicks, and
have no trouble with eggs not hatching. Last

spring, after the hatching season, I put all

the chickens in one yard, and had the other

yard cultivated and sowed in rye. This yard
I reserved for the chicks when they were
large enough and began to trouble the garden
and sweet-peas. The chicks were so clean

and comfortable in this yard, the rye re-

maining green until late in the fall and
furnishing them an abundance of green food.

I have kept an account, and can say it pays to

keep chickens, and keep them well. I hope
to give a better record another season, as I

have had much to learn. Mrs. C. D. H.

Findlay, Ohio.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED.

Crosses.—M. P. M., Fairmount, \V. Va.,
writes: "Is it of any advantage to cross
Plymouth Rocks and Light Brahmas?''
Reply :—Pure breeds give better results than

cross-bred fowls. When one begins to cross

the breeds, the flock degenerates into scrubs in

a year or two.

Soft-shell Eggs.—J. H. Brownsville, Tenn.,
writes : " What is the cause of and the remedy
for hens laying eggs with soft shells?"

Reply:—It is the result of overfeeding and
a fat condition c " the fowls, the large, double-

yolked eggs sometimes layed by bens being

from the same cause.

Broilers.-E. B. S., Oakland, Cab, writes:
" What is the cost of food required to produce
a pound of broiler or fowl? "

Reply:—Repeated experiments sbow that

the cost of one pound of poultry, whether
chick or adult fowl, never exceeds six cents,

the average cost being about four cents a

pound for the food. This does not Include

other expenses than the food.

Feeding: in Snnimer.—J. L., Dayton, Ohio,
writes: " What kind of grain Is most suitable
In summer for a flock that is kept in confine-
ment?"
Reply :—A variety—oats one day and wheat

the next—feeding but very little, aud only

once a day, at night. A pound of lean meat
or cut bone, for sixteen fowls, may begiveu
in the morning, with a clover sod to pick.

The harvest of moral fruitage from Lin-
coln's death will be the garnered legacy (if

the nation through the ages to come.— William
Hague.
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FIDELITY.

I do not want you when your feet

With buoyant footstep6 tread on air.

And you can smile on all you meet.

Arid banitdi care ;

But when the road is long and cold.

And cruel seem the ways of men.
And you are weary, sad and old-

Come then.

I do not want you when your na^ne

From lip to Up is proudly rolled.

I do not want you when your fame
Has brought yon gold.

But when you fight and strive ami press,

And no one reads the songs you pen.

And life is full of loneliness—

Come then.
—Pall Mall Gazelle.

LIGHTSTEP'S ESCAPE.
A Fourth of July Story.

BY HELEN PEARSON BARNARD.

6N that bright June day
when Mr. True re-

turned from his

first drive behind
the new horse, his

family came out to

meet (aim, asking:

"How does he
go?"
"Fine," replied

Mr. True, his proud
glance traveling

from the sweeping tail to the arched, full-

veined neck. " He's a light stepper."

After Mr. True had made this remark on
several occasions, his son, Adouiram, in-

scribed over the stall

:

" LIGHTSTEP,
THE GREAT NORTH POCKET STEPPER."

There was a spice of malice In this, for

Adoniram had not been allowed to test the

"stepper's " speed, his father saying that for

the present no one but himself should '• draw
a rein on the new horse," but Mrs. True added

it to the many other signs of her only child's

brilliant originality.

"Ad's given him his name," she exclaimed.

"Beats all what that boy thinks up! "

"I wish he'd think up on his studies," ob-

served Mr. True. "If I don't hear better

reports from the 'cademy he'll come out and
go to hoeing potatoes."

Despite his shortcomings, to Adoniram be-

longed the honor of naming the fine, swift-

footed bay, the most valuable of all the stock

in Mr. True's great barn.

It was the morning of the Fourth of July.

Mr. True was away from home, having been
drawn on a jury. Adoniram sat^in the barn
doorway, tired, powder-stained, but happy,

he, with seven congenial spirits, had carried

out a long-cherished plan to sleep in the barn,

but according to the hired man, they had
"been up and at it all night. I didn't get a

wink o' sleep, nor none o' the, other critters."

Adoniram smiled broadly, as he recalled the

night's'doiugs and the fact that the day had
only just begun.
" I never expected to have such a good time,"

he told Grandfather True, who was feeding

the cattle. "I s'pose if pa'd been here he'd

have sat down on the whole thing."

"That isn't very pooty talk," said old Mr.

True, turning with an air of mild rebuke.
'" You've had your own way, mebbe, but your

eyes looks like two burnt holes in a blanket.

I shall be glad when the Fourth's over." The
approach of the man with a milk-pail sug-

gested a grievance. "We're going to run
short o' milk, too, the cows is so harrered.

'Pears to me you're old 'nough to stiddy down,
Ad," with a judicial air, his seat of judgment
the wheelbarrow, the pitchfork his gavel. "I
never see such goings-on !

"

•' Except when you were young, grand'ther,"

put in Adoniram, slyly. " Folks say that you
were a great hand to celebrate."

The old gentleman had the heart of a boy
still. The lines of care on his face suddenly

became those of mirth, and his blue eyes

twinkled as he told how he had often out-

witted the sexton and rang the church-bell at

midnight.
Adoniram listened absently; he was asking

himself how he could best use the rest of the

day. His eyes fell upon Lightstep, pawing and
restless.
" Gran'ther," said Adoniram, interrupting a

tragic tale, " let's take Lightstep and go to the

Center and see the procession."

As he spoke, the "sunrise bells" rang and
the cannon boomed. The horse snorted as if

he scented battle, and the old man lifted his

head spiritedly.
" I declare, I'd like to see the show," he said.

"I was alluz possessed after marchin' and
brass bands. I used to b'long to the militia,

and I was great on trainin'-days. It took us

to get up ' slam-bangs ' and ' horribles.' Why,
they'd set the wimmen's narves on age! But
your pa'd never agree to our takin' his new
hoss. I s'pose we could handle him all right,

though."

The old man looked at his hands, rubbed
them, and gazed wistfully toward the town.

He questioned eagerly as Adoniram told how

the trades were to be represented in the pro-

cession, and said :

" I declare, I've a good mind to foot it down
there, lame as I be!"
"I don't intend to walk,'* rejoined Adoni-

ram, "for I'm too tired. We'll take the new
horse in the buggy," referring to a narrow,
high-topped vehicle that was very carefully

wrapped in old sheets.

As Mr. True gazed at him it seemed as if

every feature was an exclamation-point.

"Why, that kerridge hasn't been used since

it was va'nished! Your pa laid it away for

funerals or some great time."

Adoniram argued that this was a great occa-

sion, and pictured his father as pining because

he had to miss it.

"Pa was lotting on going out Decoration
flay, but it rained. He'd be perfectly satisfied

if you went with me, grand'ther. Wouldn't
we make the town-folks stare?"
The hired man, who was much disturbed

over giving up his choicest treasures, re-

marked :

"All is, I hope I sha'n't be round when the
boss comes home, for there'll be war. I had
my orders not to put the harness on him
while he was gone." Adoniram's teeth

gleamed as he interpolated, "Harness on pa?"
but the speaker kept steadily on, "And I'll

stick to them orders unless he writes me a

line."

"If he's bound to go, I'll have to jine him,
to keep things straight," declared the old man,
turning his face from the others, lest they
read his pleasure, and speaking with unusual
decision. "If we can go alone, and you do
just as I say, Ad, we'll come out all right. But
we must keep together and not get separated.

I can handle Lightstep if them pesky boys
isn't hangin' round."
Adoniram did not reply. Indeed, he scarcely

heard, being absorbed in preparing for their

little trip. He took the sheets off the buggy,
rolled them into a wad and threw them into a

tip-cart, ran the vehicle into the yard, and
was greasing its wheels when his mother an-

nounced breakfast.

"What are you doing?" she asked. "Your
pa don't want that lent or used, for it's just

been varnished."
" So I've heard for six months," said Adoni-

ram. "It's about time that it had a good
airing."

'• Mr. True done it up himself before he
went," put in the man, " and he told "Ine he
wa'n't a-goin' to use it till conference."

"I sha'n't give my consent, Ad," said his

mother, firmly. "Your pa wouldn't forgive

me if I let his new buggy out on the Fourth.

I looked for him last night, and he may turn

up any minute. So," in a weakening tone,
" put the buggy back, Addy, dear, and do it up
nice, so the dust'won't get in."

" I don't see why there should be such afuss,

when grand'ther's going along with me," mur-
mured Adoniram. " It's his say when pa's

away."
" Why, Grand'ther True !

" said his daughter-

in-law, reproachfully, "I didn't think you'd

uphold him."
The hired man turned upon his heel with an

impatient exclamation, and went in to " wash
up" at the kitchen sink. He could be seen

from the yard rubbing his head with crash

and unnecessary violence. Meanwhile, Mr.

True had amazed the dame by saying that he
was going to take a day off, for he had been
shut up through planting, and he wanted to

be where things were snapping.
" Why, pa !

" ejaculated Mrs. True, " I didn't

mistrust you was back of all this." Adoni-
ram grinned. "And it wasn't the planting

that kept you in the house, but rheumatism.
Don't you remember how you doctored for

it?"

"Sick or well, I've kerried the whole farm
since the jury sot," replied the old man, "and
my mouth's made up for a change." Mrs.

True turned from them with a gesture that

resigned the whole matter, and started for the

house. The old man followed, saying, diplo-

matically, " You needn't be afeered, for there

isn't a boy in town I'd trust so soon with
a hoss as our Ad. I'd like to see one that he
couldn't handle." A mollified look crossed

the mother's face. " Specially if I'm with
him, ready to ketch holt if anything breaks."

Mrs. True paused on the door-step. She
glanced back at Adoniram, and met a roguish,

imploring look that she could not withstand.
"Your pa may come on the ten-o'clock

train," she said. "If you go, you'd better not
follow the parade till you've been to the depot
after him. Then everything will be all right."

During breakfast the old man talked on
horses, telling of the colt that he broke forty

years before—how he got his price for it of

Squire Tompkins, and it was such a fine one
that it was called "True's colt," even when it

got to be an old horse.

Then Mrs. True indulged in reminiscences,

telling how Adoniram had always been pos-

sessed after a horse, driving chairs when too

young for more fiery steeds. Why wasn't
this a prophecy that he was born to drive?
She surely ought to feel easy about his going
to town with any horse, even on the Fourth

;

and she left her morning work to help them
start.

When Adoniram entered the stall, Light-
step had not eaten his breakfast, but seemed
to be analyzing it to see if it contained explo-

sives. He snorted and shook his head while
being harnessed, holding it so high that Ad-
oniram had to mount a box.

" You've grown a foot, laying still," lie said,

out of breath with dancing about with the

head-gear. " Fact is, you need work. You'll

get it before the day's over, too, for I'm going
to put you through. Do you hear?"

The horse turned his large, intelligent eyes
upon the boy and daintily took a blouse-

button between his teeth. Enraptured with
his playfulness, Adoniram rushed into the
house for a lump of sugar with which to

reward him, and Mrs. True remarked:
"Our Ad's a born horse-tamer."

A basket of food and a bag of hay were put
under the buggy-seat, and Mr. True was
helped aboard with the aid of a chair. He
remarked, with a groan :

" If your father ever buys another buggy, I

hope he'll take me along with him. This is

too top-heavy, and the seat's narrer."

Mr. True was some time getting comfortably
settled, for he had on several wraps to keep
the air from striking the back of his neck,
and to prevent a chill in case they returned
late.

" You needn't look for us till you see us," he
told his daughter-in-law, with childish glee.

"Can't tell where we'll end up when we get
started. We may stop to the fireworks to-

night. Got yonr straps all right, Ad? "

Assuring him of this, Adoniram sprang in

and gathered up the reins, his eyes bright

witli anticipation. He was a pleasing picture
of youth and hope. Noting that he had put a
flag against each ear of the horse, his mother
remarked to the much-tried man :

'

"It beats all what that boy thinks of!

There's the real patriotism in him. If he'd
lived in the days of the Bunker's Hill fight

he'd been one of the greatest fighters among
them. Anything Ad sets out to do, he does."

It would have been difficult to tell which
was the most elated as they bowled along the
country road—the elder or the younger boy.
The air was fresh and exhilarating, the wheels
sparkled in the sunlight like a new satin
gown, and as for Lightstep, Mr. True said that
he hadn't "set behind such a roader for forty

year." He told Adoniram confidentially that
he " never could understand why your pa was
willing to put up with such a slow coach as
Old Calamity. You had to work your passage
when you drove him, for it was 'Cluck!'
'G'lang! ' and whip up all the way. But this

hoss won't stan' no whip; jest touch the reins,

and he's off."

A neighbor whom they met stopped them
to ask :

" Is that your pa's new horse, Ad? "

" Yes, sir. Think he'll do? "

"He's a good one. But do you dare to risk

such a spirited animal out on the Fourth?
Why, I've seen old farm-horses get so excited
on the road that a man couldn't hold them. I

always keep mine in the barn." With much
dignity the adviser was made to understand
that both driver and horse knew what they
were about. Mr. True explained that Adoniram
had been brought up with horses. He also

alluded to "True's" famous "colt." They
went on in better spirits for the encounter.
Grandfather was telling an early experience
with the colt, when some firecrackers exploded
under a barrel by the roadside. The horse
shied, and nearly upset them.
" <ake care, Ad ; a leetle more and we'd gone

over! "exclaimed the old gentleman. "You
must look out for him. Keep a steddy rein.

A boy ought to be arrested that'll take a good
apple-berril out into the i"oad and blow out the
bottom with them nasty squibs!"
The horse's head was up now, and his feet

touched the ground as if he were treading on
needles. Mr. True, who was looking anxiously
ahead, exclaimed:
"There's another boy, Ad! Drive by him

slow. I'll fix him. Boy, what you got in your
hand?"
" Stove-blacking."

"All right. I thought it was a tompedo.
Don't you let me ketch you firing."

The boy stared blandly until they passed on.
Then he took a giant torpedo from his pocket,
and threw it against awall. There was another
explosion, and again1

Lightstep sprang.
"That's that same boy. I knew him! " said

grandfather. "If he follys us up there'll be
trouble with this hoss; he won't stan' no sech
nonsense."
However, they reached town safely. The

sound of music informed them that the pro-
cession had started, so they both decided that
there was not time to stop at the depot. Ad-
oniram found a fine position for reviewing
the march, and kept it, although advised by a

policeman to wait on one of the side streets.

"I'm all right here," said Adoniram, with
his usual stubbornness; "I can manage my
horse."

Lightstep stood well, even when another
boy—grandfather said it was "the same!"—
tossed high a lighted cracker to see it " go off

in the air," and the climax came on the
ground near them. Then Mr. True said, in a
worried tone

:

" If they're going on like this we'd better get
him under kiver, even if it costs a quarter.
We sha'n't take no comfort watching the
procession."

"Too late, grand'ther; here it comes!" ex-
claimed Adoniram, as the long column ad-
vanced, with flags fluttering, and a brass band
whose big drum thundered an accompani-
ment. The horse looked anxiously ahead, and
beat the ground with his dainty hoofs.

" Mind what you're doing," cried Adoniram,
twitching the reins, with a red and angry

face, "or I'll let you know who I am! Mind
now !

"

Lightstep paid no attention to this, but
answered the martial strains with shrill calls

and snorts of fear. An old gentleman, who
was leaning on his cane, said:

"Young man, hadn't you better take your
stand on a side street ? You'll get into trouble
here."

"I know what I am about!" he replied, and
Mr. True added, " We're accustomed to hosses.
I broke one myself once," but as Lightstep
began to back, and there was a sound like
tearing leather, he thrust his head out of the
buggy-window, and shouted, while his face
was lashed by branches:
"Take care, Ad, you're backing right into

somebody's orchard ! Here, let me take the—"
but never finished the sentence, or could tell

what happened next, for Lightstep thought
the strange state of things had gone far

enough. With one final look at the procession,
be sprang to one side with such force that the
front wheels shot under the carriage, tipping it

completely over. Mr. True was spilled into a
geranium-bed; Adoniram, still holding the
reins, was pulled over the dasher, and the
horse, with two wheels, flew toward North
Pocket.

It was all done in an instant, but it took
severa*! minutes before the chief actors realized
it. Mr. True was quickly picked up, unwound
from his wrappings, and asked if he was hurt.
He groaned, and a physician, who chanced to
be near, examined him to see if any bones
were broken. He found none, but both agreed
in this diagnosis—that he " had been fearfully

shook up."
It was a moment of agony to Adoniram

when he really made " the folks stare," and
i the great procession halted because the buggy-
top was in its path. Two men lifted it, and
standing amid the wrecked lunch, politely
asked Mr. True where he would like to have it

put.

"Set her down most anywheres," said he,

dismally; "it don't make much difference to
me now."
When Adoniram inquired if he felt able to

walk home, Mr. True thought so, but said if

he had known it was going to be so hot, he
wouldn't have bundled up so much.
On the way a fellow-townsman accosted

them with

:

"Hasn't your pa's horse been out to-day?
Thought so. I guess that's the one J saw tear-

ing up the road with two red wheels."
They arrived at the farm just as the hired

man was closing the barn door, with great
dignity.

" Has pa come?" asked Adouiram.
" Come? Yes. About half an hour after you

left. I've beea rubbing him with arnicy ever
since. His legs is swelled as big as a stove-
fuunel."
" Which ?"

"Which? All of 'em. You ought to have
seen his tail when he came in. I thought he
never was going to stop."

"Oh, I thought you were talking about
father! Has he come?"
"No; and it's lucky for you he hasn't !

"

As Mr. True sank upon the door-step utterly

exhausted, he remarked, profoundly:
" Afore that hoss turned I see jest where we

missed it, Ad. We'd ought to have taken the
policeman's advice, and gone into t'other

street !
"

Lightstep has grown older, and moves more
slowly, for work on the farm and constant use
have taken away much of his youthful vivac-
ity, but he has never forgotten how success-

fully he escaped from that procession.
Although he might be more easily managed
now, his owner has fallen into line with the
rest of the farmers, and never takes him from
home on the Fourth of July.

Adoniram also has grown older, and wiser

as well, but the singular thing about it is

that the more he adds to his knowledge, the
less he thinks he knows!

A DICTATED LETTER.

Mrs. Green was noted among her family
relatives as a great letter-writer.

Soon after her marriage she had gone far

into the Northwest, and her bright descrip-

tions of pioneer life—of her husband's various
exploits on the Mississippi while rafting; the
uprising of the Sioux Indians and the sack-

ing of towns, and finally moving the Indians

off to the reservation into the Indian Territory

—all made her famous among her friends. So,

when a letter came in her hand-writing, her
father or sister or brother-in-law would read it

aloud to whoever might be in the house when
the letter was received. This they had done
for many years.

Two new neighbors were at the sister's when
a thick letter from the West was brought in.

Henry explained to the neighbors that his

wife's sister was a powerful letter-writer. He
was surprised, upon opening the letter, to find

it typewritten, and could hardly account for

it, until he remembered that her son had been
away studying stenography and typewriting.

Henry immediately proceeded to read the

letter aloud

:

" Dear Henry and Maria :—I am engaged
in the delightful occupation of repairing my
husband's coat. In the meantime, I am
expected to dictate a letter, and so accomplish
two necessary pieces of work at the same time.

This boy of mine knows I cannot dictate
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letters, and yet every little while, in a vain
endeavor to help me in my correspondence,
he comes at me with a pencil and reporter's

note-book and insists upon my dictating.
•' I can dictate to him when there is any

necessity for it, and his conduct is such as to

require it; and take a slipper to him, for that

matter. But as for anybody getting any
good or pleasure out of my dictating is quite

another thing. This talking by proxy ! A man
may write letters in that way, but take a
woman and it is entirely different; she wants
anybody first hand. Every time there comes
a hitch, which is very frequently, up comes a

pair of great owl eyes, and a warning finger is

raised, and I am gently reminded to proceed.

"1 think I could dictate business letters. I

could say two and two make four, or send me
so many bushels of beans, but to expect any-
body's social correspondence to maintain life

and vigor, filtered through a 'mejum,' with a

third party coming in between, is like a ghost

at a banquet. (Whoop! we're gaining.)

"1 wonder if they can smell the onions

(don't put that in—don't !). This is like a patch-

work quilt of the crazy pattern. I don't

imagine there will be any embroidery with

which to cover the seams. I hope, sister, that

you have the seventeen garments done that

you say you need. I need at least seventeen
myself.

•' This wretched boy of mine said yesterday

that he wished some one would write a book
on the housekeeping of intellectual women;
that he thought he could furnish several

chapters himself. Where he gets his experi-

ence and observation from nobody knows.
The immediate cause of his remark was coffee

burned, not to a brown, but to a black cinder.

I reasoned with him that as a rule my cooking
was refined and esthetic. (Now, wait; there

is some hash on the stove. Don't be so foolish

as to put down everything I say. If I dare to

think out loud, down it goes.)

"At the opening of my letter I was saying

that I'was mending my husband's coat. He is

getting ready to go with a colonel and pay-
master off to Pembina on business with a
battalion of mounted rangers there. At the
time we all studied that useful branch of

science, geography, Pembina was 'nowhar.'
Like Pepin, it was at the top of the map.
Pembina is now on the Red River of the North,
and at the line of the British possessions.

They will go by stage to Fort Abercrombie,
then- with, covered sleigh, with an escort of

thi/^saSre*, on to Pembina. The trip and
business-will take from six to eight weeks.
"Tou may remember that my husband's

brother is still farther west than we are, and
trying a lawyer's life. Before It froze up he
wrote of some of his experiences. He started

on horseback to attend a suitt He wrote us

that the horse went through the sloughs as if

walking on dough, and every time a hoof came
out with a 'swallup.' His horse, however,
proved like the Dutchman's horse at the foot

of the hill— it was 'thar' every time.. The
court opened on a vacant ranch. There was
not a window In the hut, nor a chair or table.

They improvised a table by unscrewing a door
from its hinges. Our brother was for the
defendant, and the justice called upon the
plaintiff to secure costs, which he refused to

do; so brother wrote that at his suggestion the
court dismissed the suit, and he adds, 'This is

the second time I have beaten them; my costs

for three months are twenty dollars.' We
don't think he will get rich there with such
kinds of suits.

" 1 have a remedy for nervous and neuralgic
headaches, which I have written in my book,
and better send you. It is said to have suc-

ceeded where all other known remedies have
failed. One case cited was of a boy who had
suffered all his life with headaches. The cure
was permanent from one course of treatment.
The boy not only Improved in health, but
grew brighter mentally. Not that I think you
need the remedy for any such reason.

'M hope the year may be a happy, pros-

perous one to you all. This letter will brobably
not seem any more natural to you than it does
to me, but please accept it this time from your

" Sister."

After Henry had finished reading the letter,

and folded it, the neighbor women started
home across lots, in time to get supper for the
rnen-folks. They had walked in silence a little

way, when one said :

"I can't see anything so wonderful about
that letter that that woman need to have had
it printed; can you? " Mary Joslyn Smith.

AGAIN THE BICYCLE.

The bicycle is making great inroads Into the
profits of the jeweler, because the boy, becom-
ing of age, prefers a bicycle to the customary
watch. It is also making itself felt as a
birthday and as a wedding present. Conse-
quently, the jeweler is becoming a bicycle-
maker. The piano manufacturer Ik feeling
the crushing effect of the universal bike, Inas-
much us the wheel Is taking the place of the
piano, and it Is quite likely that It will soon
domlnute music, and exert a most baleful and
depressing Influence upon art generally. It
will be Impossible for theaters t<> exist, If

wheelmen and Wheelwomen persist In riding
about the streets for half the night, as they do
now. And It Is not going too fur to say that
utter awhile the rector will preach to empty
pews. Many people prefer u wheel to u trip to
Europe, and It is safe to assume that nothing
else which may be purchased for a hundred

dollars will have a fighting chance in the race

with the bicycle. If it destroys other enter-

prises, it is likely that the latter's promoters
will inveigh against good roads as the real

cause of their ruin, and deplore the fact that

a war for good roads was ever waged. Yet
should we be thankful for good roads if the
bicycle shall only prove successful in doing
away with the piano, the cornet and the
violin, which are more deadly than is a gun
in the hands of an enthusiastic amateur.—
Truth.

THE SMILING WOMAN.
It is easy enough to be pleasant
When life flows by like a song.

But the woman worth while is the woman who'll

smile

When everything goes dead wrong.
For the test of the heart is trouble.

And it always comes with years,

And the smile that is worth the praise of earth
Is the smile that shines through tears.

— Ella Wlieeler Wilcox.

FINDING A HEART.
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\ Jt was not the sort of a day one
would look for in New England
the last week in December.
The thermometer stood at

fifty-two degrees, and the sun

9 sStlr fel1 warmly «n the bare, wet
earth, drawing up little breaths
of vapor on the sunny slopes.

There was a look of weariness
on the face of nature, as if the

quiet were the coma of exhaus-

It certainly was a reaction. For twenty-
hours the rain had fallen in torrents,

breaking up the ice and choking the streams.

The wind had been almost a gale, and field

and highway were strewn with evidences of

the storm's power.

At the gate of a handsome house stood its

owner, Mr. Ambrose Winchester, accounted
one of the wealthiest men in the town. He
seemed to be taking in the magnitude of the

storm as his eye swept over his well-kept

domain, from the thrifty orchards in the rear

and the woodland beyond to the smooth
meadows in front, where a miniature river

seemed to have sprung into existence.

A young man in a buggy drove up and
stopped.
" Good-morning, Mr. Winchester," said he.

"Good-morning, Hutton," said the other,

gruffly.

"I've driven over this morning, Mr. Win-
chester, to ask you to extend the time on that

payment. I've done my best to raise the

money—"
"It doesn't matter, Hutton. I've made up

my mind to foreclose that property."

Hutton grew pale.

"Surely, you wouldn't do that? " There was
entreaty in his voice and eyes. "You know
the factory shut down to half time all sum-
mer. Even at that I was saving toward the

payment, when my wife's long illness began.

Doctor and nurse bills ate up what I'd saved
for you."
" Same old story. A man has no right to get

married until he can support a family, doc-

tor's bills and all. I've no sympathy with
such nonsense. People marry on nothing,

and then expect other people to support their

families. Sooner they find out it can't be

done the better. Nofr, I take good care of my
family, without anybody's help, and 1 always
expect to. If you can't do as much, then it is

your fault, not mine. See? I shall foreclose,

and now let us have no more words about it."

With this the farmer strode into the house,

the young man driving on, with bowed head.

The farmer's little girls, Ruth and Mabel,

came dancing out, and their mother followed

them onto the porch.

"Now, be sure to leave grandma's at four

o'clock, so as to get here before dark."
"Yes, mama, we will," they promised

glibly, and started off on a run.

Grandma Winchester lived about a mile
away, on an unfrequented road, but the chil-

dren had made the trip often since they were
quite small. So now they chatted happily
along the familiar path, possessed with a
childish interest in everything around them,
even to the washouts the rain had made In

the road and gutters. But when they neared
Blue creek they stood in sheer surprise.

The little summer brook they had some-
times waded across had grown to an angry
torrent and overflowed its steep banks, and
was rushing madly along, bearing ice, foam
and branches of trees. In fact, a tree had
lodged against the bridge, and its limbs so
nearly covered it that it was difficult for our
little travelers to get across.

"Oh, how the bridge trembles!" cried little

Mabel.
"It's all this ice pushing against it," said

Ruth.
The wind began to rise, and the blue-gray

clouds settled down, darkly obscuring the sun,

which had made the day seem so fair. The
children shivered In unison with the change,
and quickened their pace.

At five o'clock that afternoon the two little

girls stood appalled at the Blue creek crossing.

The brook hud swollen more, and was now a
raging torrent. The place spanned by the

bridge was the narrowest, and the narrow
planks, with the frail side railings, held to

each hank as if by a thread.
" See, Mabel, we must hurry," said Ruth, "or
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our bridge will be gone. Take my hand, and
we'll run across quick."

"I'm awful 'fraid," said the child, with
quivering lips.

" Well, I'll go first," said her sister, encour-
agingly, " and you'll see how easy it'll be.

Now, then, one—two—three!" And clasping
hands, the two little girls started to run across
the reeling bridge.

Perhaps it was their weight, perhaps it was
at that very moment the fastenings were
ready to give way, but certain it was that
wheu they reached the middle of the bridge it

snapped its connections at each side, and
with lightning velocity shot down the stream,
the little ones clinging to each other and the
hand-rail.

The frightful speed at which they were go-
ing, together with the awful roar of the water
and the suddenness with which the whole
thing came about, gave the children no chance
to feel the extreme terror that their hazardous
position would naturally have inspired. They
had only one thought, only one instinctive

feeling, and that was to cling with a death
grip to the bridge and each other. It was re-

served for a spectator to the scene, who arrived

on a little knoll that commanded a view of

the whole transaction just as it occurred, to

experience the full agony of their terrible

situation. This was their father.

Like one gone mad, he ran desperately along
the bank after the small bark, his eyes fixed

on the two little swaying figures, dark brown
and flaxen curls mingling as they were tossed

by the wind, until a small patch of woodland
cut off his view. Still he ran, muttering cries

—prayers—until his breath gave out and his

gasping throat could only give vent to some-
thing like sobs.

When he passed the little patch of woodland,
he saw the bridge had stopped, caught by the
branches of a tree fallen across the stream.
But the bridge itself was ready to fall to pieces

now. The rail to which the children hung
was swaying and bending, and threatening
every moment to part company with the rest

of the structure. At that moment a figure

plunged boldly into the torrent, with a long
board in his arms, and before the reeling,

breathless father could gain the spot, had
taken both children onto the board and was
struggling toward the shore. Mr. Winchester
was just in time to catch his dripping chil-

dren as they came to land, and as his eyes fell

on thair deliverer, he saw it was Hutton.
" Here, put the children into my buggy and

wrap them in the robe," he gasped. Then,
following them, he drove off at breakneck
speed, without a backward glance.

Mrs. Winchester came to the door with an
inquiring look. When Mr. Hutton lifted in

his arms the half inanimate forms of her chil-

dren and handed them to her, one by one, she
grew ashy pale.

"Oh, what—what—" she cried, .sharply,
" what has happened?"
Mr. Hutton briefly explained as he followed

her, carrying the oldest child while she con-
veyed the other.

"And you—you are wet ! " she exclaimed,

stealing a glance from her darlings to notice

his condition.
" Never mind me." He turned to go.

"Oh, don't go yet!" said Mrs. Winchester,
appealingly. "My husband will be home
soon, and I want you to see him. I can't

thank you; words are so weak."
"No thanks are necessary," said Hutton,

coolly. "And as for your good husband, I have
just parted company with him."
With that he strode from the room, and

wrapping himself in his warm robe, drove
home.
The next morning Hutton stood at his gate,

his hands in his pockets, evidently in a brown
study. He was pondering on what move he
would make next in this puzzling game of

life, now that his home was to be snatched
from him. He wore a dogged look, which by
no means softened as he observed Mr. Win-
chester driving up. The latter stopped before

the gate, and an observer would have noted
that the men seemed to have changed posi-

tions. Hutton uodded coolly, without chang-

ing his attitude or expression, while Mr. Win-
chester breathed quickly and looked nervous.
" Hutton," he said, " I have called to see you

about that little affair we were talking of yes-

terday."

"Ah! yes," observed the young man, jing-

ling a bunch of keys in his moneyless
pockets, "1 remember. You are a man per-

fectly competent to take care of your own
family—"

" Hush ! Don't ! " begged Winchester. " Here,

take this as an evidence of my gratitude. It

is a quit-claitu of the place you occupy."
"And do you suppose," said Hutton, with a

deep-drawn breath, " that I'm saving other
people's lives and risking my own as a matter
of dollars and cents? "

" No, no—God forbid!" said the farmer.
" Listen. I've changed since yesterday. Yes-
terday, as I saw you save my little ones, I felt

a great pain here." He beat his breast. "This
morning, us I thought of what I might do to

make your life easier, and the encouragement
I could give you not to be beaten in the great
struggle for life, I felt a great joy instead of
pain. This is not a matter of compensation.
It comes from the heart."

The two clasped hands, and in that moment
something new and deep and warm aud
strange came into the lives of each—the find-

ing and recognition of a heurt.— C/iicago yews.

AN AMAZED BURGLAR.
It was the year I graduated that our class

adopted a " cry "—an absurd imitation of col-
lege yells. As we were all girls, our parents
very properly censured the new departure, and
we seldom gave our cry in public. But during
our w oodland rambles it often rang out, and I

was noted for my proficiency in rendering it

effectively.

"Minnie," said Myrtle Bates, one of my
classmates, " if you are ever chased by a
mad-dog or man, just lift up that terrible
voice of yours in the ' ha-ra-ya,' and you are
saved. Your hearer will flee to the uttermost
parts of the earth."

Well, I graduated in due season, and then
went on a long visit to Grandfather Johnson.
He and grandma lived in Stockton, a small
village in northern Vermont. It was their
custom every year to make a regular New
England feast at Thanksgiving, to which their
sons and daughters, with their children, were
invited. I had always looked upon this as one
of the gala days of life. This year it was sug-

gested that I should go to them in October and
stay till after Thanksgiving, when I could
return with my father and mother. Of course,

I was eager to go, and one fine day found me
seated in a big, old-fashioned rocking-chair
by grandma's kitchen fire, with a bowl of
bread and milk in my hands, talking and
eating with all my might.
"What is going on in Stockton, grandma?"

I asked. "Anything exciting? "

" Well, child, there is quite an excitement
here just now. The store has been broken
into."
" By burglars? "

" So they say."

"When did it happen? And what did they
take? Have they been caught? "

" No, not yet. The thieves stole about twelve
dollars' worth of stamps, some jewelry, and
fifty dollars in money."
"Not a very big haul," said grandpa; "but

they took all they could find."

"Oh, dear! I hope they won't break into
any of the houses!"
"No danger of that, Minnie; they are prob-

ably city sharpers, and know there is little

money in the village. Don't get your head
filled with fancies; you are quite safe here."

Nothing more was said on the subject, and
as time passed on I forgot all about it. There
was plenty to take up my mind. I went to
mill with grandpa, jogging along behind the
old white horse, which seemed like one of the
family. I fed the hens, and helped grandma
about the house. A week before Thanksgiv-
ing the preparations for the day began in
earnest. Mince-meat was prepared, and I

pared and chopped the apples. There were
raisins to seed, citron to cut up and currants
to wash. All took their share of work.
Grandpa cracked butternuts and walnuts,

selected the largest, reddest apples, and the

best ears of corn for popping.

One night a man called to pay grandpa some
money he owed him—three hundred and forty

dollars. He»counted it carefully, then put it

in his desk.
" It's too late to carry this to the bank," he

said, " but I guess it will be safe enough. There
are no robbers in Stockton."
"Well, there, Hiram," said grandma, "I

wish you hadn't said anything about robbers;

it brings to mind those city sharpers."
" Oh, they're far enough off—they won't ven-

ture back again in a hurry. There Isn't a par-

ticle of danger."

I was not so sure of that. I felt nervous
and frightened. My room was an upper one,

and a long way from my grandparents' cham-
ber on the ground floor. We were tired, and
went to bed early; but I could not sleep for a,

long time. At last I fell into an uneasy slum-
ber. I awoke with a start. What was that

peculiar noise underneath my window ? At
first I thought it the rustling of a bush blown
by the wind against the house. But it was
too continuous a sound for that. I sprang out
of bed and went to the window. I could see

nothing, but the noise still continued. Cau-

tiously raising the sash, I thrust my head out

and looked downward, and there, directly

beneath me, stood a man, who, by the aid of

a dark-lantern, was cutting out the glass In

one of the side-lights of the front door.

I was paralyzed with fear. I thought of the

money, of the poor old couple sleeping peace-

fully in their room. In order to reach them, I

must go down-stairs past the door the ruffian

was liable to open at any moment, through a

long hull and the sitting-room. But what
was to be done must be done quickly. Care-

fully lowering the window, I moved noise-

lessly toward the hall.

What if I should be too late, or should

encounter the robber? No matter, I must
make the attempt to reach my grandparents

at any risk. It would never do for me to stay

there in cowardly inaction.

I had to pick my way cautiously along, for

it was very dark. Just as I reached the lowest

stair I heard the key turned in the lock, the

door swung open, and the burglar entered, the

rays of his lantern falling full upon my face.

It is suid that a drowning man sees his past

in a flash. I think my mental condition must

have been similar to his, for, strange as it may
seem, memories of my school-days passed

through my mind, including the words Myrtle

Bates had said concerning our class cry, and I

clutched at what seemed, to my fear-benumbed

brain, the only thing that could save me. My
senses must have entirely departed, for cer-
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tainly a moment's sane reflection would have
prevented me from doing such a rash thing;

ns it was, without an instant's hesitation, I

flung my arms high in the air, and there

liroke upon the stillness of the night, in my
wildest, shrillest accents, the unmeaning jar-

gon of our class cry.

Whether the fellow thought I was some
unhappy spirit returned to earth and giving

vent to my troubled soul in language unknown
to mortals, or that there was some magic in

the words which would cause a body of armed
men to spring from some unknown quarter, I

know not, but before the last syllable died

away, he was gone.

I did not stop to shut the door, but flew to

grandma's room. She had heard my shriek,

and had risen and lighted a lamp.

"What is the matter, Minnie? Have you
had a bad dream?" she asked, as 1 sank into a

chair.

It was some time before I could speak ; when
I did, grandpa could hardly believe my story;

but the missing side-light of the front door

convinced him I had not been dreaming.
You can imagine how he praised me for my

bravery, and how proud I felt ! When a few
days later my parents arrived and heard the

wonderful tale, I said to father:

"Papa, you can never say again that our

class cry has not been of some service in the

world. If it had been intelligible, it would
perhaps have failed of its object."

He smiled, and patted me on the head.

"No one but a madcap like you would ever

have thought of putting It to such a use," he

said.

Well, we had a merry Thanksgiving, in spite

of our fright. And nothing has been heard of

my burglar from that day to this. Let us hope
that the apparition which so noisily con-

fronted him gave him such a shock that he

has indeed fled to the uttermost parts of the

earth.

—

Waverly.

A RHYME OF GRATITUDE.

Give your thanks for sunshine;

Give jour thanks for rain ;

Poverty is no disgrace,

And pleasure follows pain.

If the turkey's little.

Let's be thankful still.

Maybe if 'twere larger

It would make the family ill

;

Thankful for the old folks.

And for the children's funny ways

—

But for grandmas and for babieB

We would have no holidays.
— Washington Star.

THE YALLER BABY.
I hev alius bed a good opinion uv the wim-

min-folks. I don't look at 'em as some people

do; uv course, they're a necessity, just as men
are. L'v course, if there warn't no wimmin-
folks there wouldn't be no men-folks—least-
wise that's what the medikil books say. But
I never was much on discussin' humin
economy. What I hev alius thought 'nd said

wuz that wimmin-folks wuz a kind uv luxury,

'nd the best kind, too. Maybe it's because I

hain't bed much to do with 'em that I'm sot

on 'em. Never did get real well acquainted

with more'n three or four uv 'em in all my
life. Seemed like it wuz meant that I

shouldn't hev 'em round me as most men hev.

Mother died when I wuz a little tike, 'nd A'nt

Mary raised me till I wuz big enuff to make
my own livin'. Down here in the Southwest,

you see, most uv the girls is boys. There ain't

none uv them sivilizin' influences folks talk

uv—nothin' but flowers 'nd birds 'nd such

things as poetry tells about. So I kind uv
growed up with the curis notion that wimmin-
folks wuz too good for our part uv the country,

'nd I hevn't quite got that notion out'n my
head yet.

One time—waal, I reckon 'twuz about four

years ago—I got a letter from ole Colonel

Sibley to come up to Saint Louey 'nd consult

With him 'bout some stock int'rests we had
together. Railroad travelin' wuz no new thing

to me. I hed been pretty p'osperous—hed got

past hevin' to ride in a cabboose 'nd git out at

every stop to punch up the steers; hed money
in the Hoost'n bank 'nd use to go to Tchicargo

oncet a year. Hed met Fill Armer 'nd shook
hands with him, 'nd oncet the city papers hed
a colume article about my bein' a millionaire.

Uv course, 'twarn't so, but a feller kind uv
likes that sort uv thing, you know.
The mornin' after I got that letter from

Colonel Sibley I started for Saint Louey. I

took a bunk in the Pullman car, like I hed
been doin' for six years past, 'nd I reckon the

other folks must hev thought I wuz a heap uv
a man, for every haft" hour I give the nigger

haf a dollar to bresh me off. The car wuz full

uv people—rich people, too, I reckon, for they
wore good clo'es and criticized the scenery.

Jest across frum me there wuz a lady with a
big, fat baby—the pruttiest woman I hed seen

in a month uv Sundays; 'nd the baby! why,
doggone my skin, when I wuzn't payin'
money to the nigger, darned if I didn't set

there watchin' the big, fat little cuss, like he
wuz the only baby I ever seen. I ain't much
uv a hand at babies, 'cause I hain't seen very
many uv 'em, 'nd when it comes to handlin'

'em, why, that would break me all up, 'nd like

's not 'twould brea'k the baby all up. too. But
it has alius been my notion^ that nex' to the
wiinmin-folks, babies wuz jest about the
nicest things on earth. So t lie more I looked
at that big, fat little baby settin' in its

mother's lap 'cross the way, the more I wanted
to look. Seemed like I was hoodooed by the

little tike, 'nd the first thing I knew there wuz
water in my eyes. Don't know why it is, but
it alius makes me kind uv slop over to set 'nd

watch a baby cooin' in its mother's lap.

"Look a-hyar, Sam," says I to the nigger,

"come hyar 'nd brush me off ag'in ! Why ain't

you 'tendin' to bizniss?"

But it didn't do no good 'tall. Pertendin' to

be cross with the nigger might fool the other

folks in the car, but it didn't fool me. I wuz
dead stuck on that baby, gol durn his pictur!

And there the little tike set on its mother's
lap, doublin* up its fists 'nd tryin' to swaller

'em, 'nd talkin' like to its mother in a lingo I

couldn't understan', but which I liked to hear;

'nd she kissed the baby 'nd stroked its hair 'nd

petted it like wimmin do.

It made me mad to hear them other folks in

the car criticizin' the scenery 'nd things. A
man's in mighty poor bizniss, anyhow, to be

lookin' at scenery when there's a woman in*

sight—a woman 'nd a baby!
Pretty soon—oh, maybe an hour or two—the

baby began to fret and worrit. Seemed to me
like the little critter was hungry. Knowin'
that there wuzn't no eatin'-house this side uv
Bowieville, I jest called the train-boy, 'nd says

1 to him, "Hev you got any victuals that will

do for a baby?"
" How is oranges 'nd bananas? " sez he.

"That ought to do," sez I. "Jest do up a

dozen uv your best oranges 'nd a dozen uv
your best bananas, 'nd take 'em over to that

baby, with my compliments."
But before he could do it, the lady hed laid

the baby on one uv her arms, 'nd hed spread a

shawl over its head 'nd over her shoulder, 'nd

all uv a suddiu the baby quit worrin', 'nd

seemed like he hed gone to sleep.

When we got to York Crossin' I looked out'n

the winder 'nd seen some men carryin' a long

pine box up toward the baggage-car. Seein'

their hats off, I knew there wuz a dead body
in the box, 'nd I couldn't help feelin' sorry for

the poor creetur that hed died in that lonely

place uv York Crossin'; but I mought hev
felt a heap sorrier for the creeters that hed to

live there, for I'll allow that York Crossin' is

a leetle the durnedest lonesomest place I ever

seen.

Waal, jest afore the train started ag'in, who
should come into the car but Bill Woodson,
'nd he wuz lookin' powerful tough. Bill

herded cattle for me three winters, but hed

moved away when he married one uv the

waiter girls at Spooner's hotel, at Hoost'n.
" Hello, Bill ! " says I. " What air you totin'

so kin' uv keerful-like in your arms there?"
" Why, I've got the baby," says he ; 'nd as he

said it the tears come up into his eyes.

" Your own baby, Bill? " says I.

"Yes," says he. "Nellie took sick uv the

janders a fortnight ago, 'nd—'nd she died, 'nd

I'm takin' her body up to Texareany to bury.

She lived there, you know, 'nd I'm goin' to

leave the baby there with its gran'ma."

Poor Bill ! It wuz his wife that the men were

carryin' in that pine box to the baggage-ear.

"Likely lookin' baby, Bill," says I, cheerful-

like. " Perfect pictur uv its mother. Kind uv
favors you 'round the lower part of the face,

though."

I said this to make Bill feel happier. If I'd

told the truth I'd 've said the baby wuz a

sickly, yaller-lookin' little thing, for so it wuz;
looked half starved, too. Couldn't help com-
parin' it with that big, fat baby in its mother's

arms over the way.
"Bill," says I, "here's a ten-dollar note for

the baby, 'nd God bless you !

"

" Thank ye, Mr. Goodhue," says he, 'nd he

choked all up as he moved off with that yaller

little baby in his arms. It warn't very fur up
the road he wuz goin', 'nd he found a seat in

one of the front cars.

But along about an hour after that back
come Bill, moseyin' through the car like he
was huntiu' for somebody. Seemed like he
wuz in trouble 'nd wuz huntin' for a friend.

"Anything I kin do for you, Bill?" says I,

but he didn't make no answer. All of a

suddint he sot his eyes on the prutty lady that

hed the fat baby sleepin' in her arms, 'nd he
made a break for her like he wuz crazy. He
took off his hat 'nd bent down over her, 'nd

said somethin' none uv the rest uv us could

hear. The lady kind uv started like she wuz
frightened, 'nd then she looked up at Bill 'nd

looked him right square in the countenance.

She saw a tall, ganglin', awkward man, with

long, yaller hair 'nd frowzy beard, 'nd she saw
that he wuz tremblin', 'nd hed tears in his

eyes. She looked down at the fat baby in her

arms, 'nd then she looked out'n the winder at

the great stretch uv prairie land, 'nd seemed
like she wuz lookin' off further'n the rest uv
us could see. Then, at last, she turned around
'nd said "Yes" to Bill, 'nd Bill went off into

the front car ag'in.

None uv the rest uv us knew what all this

meant, but in a minnit Bill come back with
his little yaller baby in his arms, 'nd you never
heerd a baby squall 'nd carry on like that baby
wuz squallin' 'nd carryin' on. Fact is, the

little yaller baby was hungry—hungrier than
a wolf—'nd there wuz its mother dead in the

car up ahead 'nd its grandma a good piece up
the road. What did the lady over the way do

but lay her own sleepin' baby down on the

seat beside her 'nd take Bill's little yaller baby
'nd hold it on her arm 'nd cover up its head
'nd her shoulder with a shawl, jest like she

hed done with the fat baby not long afore.

Bill never looked at her; he took off his hat

'nd held it in his hand, 'nd turned around 'nd
stood guard over that mother, 'nd I reckon
that ef any man hed darst to look that way
jest then, Bill would've cut his heart out.

The little yaller baby didn't cry very long.

Seemed like it knowed there wuz a mother
holdin' it—not its own mother, but a woman
whose life hed been hallowed by God's blessin'

with the love 'nd the purity 'nd the sanctity
uv motherhood.
Why, I wouldn't hev swapped that sight uv

Bill 'nd them two babies 'nd that sweet woman
for all the cattle in Texas! It jest made me
know that what I'd alius thought uv wimmin
wuz gospel truth. God bless that lady, I say,

wherever she is to-day, 'nd God bless all

wimmin-folks, for they're all alike in their
unselfishness 'nd gentleness 'nd love!

Bill said, "God bless ye!" too, when she
handed him back his poor little yaller baby.
The little creeter wuz fas' asleep, 'nd Bill

darsen't speak very loud for fear he'd wake it

up. But his heart wuz way up in his mouth
when he says "God bless ye!" to that dear
lady, 'nd then he added, like he wanted to let

her know that he meant to pay her back when
he could, " I'll do the same for you some time,
marm, if I kin."—Eugene Field, in SI. Louis
Republic,

THE SINGLE BED.

As we become more intelligent concerning
the laws of health, we are beginning to realize

that the single bed, designed only for the
occupancy of one person, is as much a neces-
sity for hygienic living as a tooth-brush or a
napkin is for the individual use of every per-
son. All the conditions that make for health,
for rest and for refreshing sleep urge its use
as a precaution against contagious diseases,

impure air and disturbed slumber. It will

really cost little more to buy two beds of

enameled iron, or brass and iron, than one of

expensive wood, even including the two mat-
tresses and two sets of springs which will be
necessary.

If one does not like these bedsteads, the
single, or "twin beds," as they are called, are to

be had in great variety in woods. They are
designed to occupy little more space than the
old-fashioned double bed, and are usually
placed in a room side by side and under one
wide canopj', when a canopy is used.
The canopy is rarely that old-fashioned

affair which shut out air and held dust in the
folds of its heavy drapery. It usually projects
only over the head of the beds, and the cur-
tains of washable material are draped far

back, so that they do little more than soften
the iron lines, without interfering with the
healthfulness.

Where two beds are used instead of one, it

cannot be denied that more sheets and more
laundrywork are necessary, but in the end
seeming extravagances often prove one's real

economies.—New York Post.

MENTAL GEOGRAPHY.
The most populous country is Oblivion.

Many go there; few return.

The largest river is Time.
The deepest ocean is Death.
The region where no living thing hath hab-

itation is called Yesterday.
The most highly civilized country is To-day.
The highest mountain is called Success.

Few reach the top save those who watch
sharply for the passing of the spirit of the
mountain, Opportunity, who carries upward
all those that seize hold upon him.
The region where no man hath ever set foot

is called To-morrow.
The greatest desert is called Life, and It hath

many oases. These are called Hope, and Am-
bition, and Love, and Charity, and Home.
And of them all the last is the most beautiful.

Besides these are many others, smaller in

extent, whence t he traveler obtaineth refresh-

ment during the weary journey through Life.

COURAGE.

Have the courage to tell a man why you will

not lend him your money.
Have the courage to wear your old garments

till you can pay for new ones.

Have the courage to pass the bottle without
filling your glass.

Have the courage to speak your mind when
it is necessary that you should do so, and to

hold your tongue when it is better that you
should be silent.

Have the courage to pay a debt while you
have the money in your pocket.

Have the courage to provide an entertain-

ment for your friends within your means, not
beyond them.
Have the courage to own that you are poor,

if you are so.— Chatterbox.

A LIST OF STATE FLOWERS.

The following "state flowers" have been
adopted by the votes of the public-school

scholars of the respective states: Alabama,
Nebraska and Oregon, the goldenrod; Col-

orado, the columbine; Delaware, the peach-
blossom; Idaho, the syringa; Iowa and New
York, the rose; Maine, the pink cone and
tassel ; Minnesota, theCypripedium, or mocca-
sin-flower; Montana, the bitter-root; North
Dakota, the wild rose; Oklahoma Territory,

the mistletoe; Utah, the lego-lily; and Ver-
mont, the red clover. In addition, Rhode
Island and Wisconsin have adopted a state

tree, the maple being selected by both.
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_ torn Hand-Made Oak Leather Har-
ness. Sold directto the consumer, at wholesale prices.
KLNG UAU>E!)SCO.,No. ? Church St.. Owejco.fi.Y.

CIDER PRESS
The only press awarded medal
and diploma at World's Fair.

HYDRAULIC
Send for free catalogue
and full particulars.

HYDRAULIC
PRESS MFG. CO.
No. 6 Main St., Mt.Qiiead, Ohio

Mention this paper.

WHITMAN'SpS
Always Victor-

ions. A Full Line.
Buy the BEST.
Send for Circu-
lars. 'Warranted
Superior to any

in vise. The Largest Hay Press Factory in
America. VYHITJIAS AGEIC'L CO.. St. Louis, Ho.

ERTEL S VICTOR HAY PRESS

GEO.ERTEL&CO OUINCV. ILL

To Pump Water
If you want water for any purpose

and have not the facilities, or want
to change, write for catalogue of the

Celebrated DeLamater-Rlder
and Delamater-Erlcsson Hot-
Air Pumping Engines.
They will pump water from any

source and force it anywhere. Any
kind of fuel can be used. Address,

DeLAHaTER IRON WORKS,
467 West Broadway, New York City.

OF CENTURY OLD.

CHEAPU/ATCD DDflflC Not affected
STRONGnHICnrnUUTi by cases.
No RUST nor RATTLE. Outlatti tin or iron.

A Durable Substitute for Plaster on walls.
Water Proof Sheathing of same material, the
best and cheapest in the market. Write for samples, Ac.
TheFAY MAMLLA BOOFUiG CO., CAMUEM^iJ.

155 THORPE CARRIAGE CO.
JACKSON, MICH.,

Manufacturers of a Full Line of

SURREYS, PHAETONS,
TRAPS, BUGGIES and

ROAD WAGONS.
You can get the best value for your money In

our Acme grade of any vehicle on the market.
If your dealer cannot show you sample and quote

you prices, write us.

Mention this paper.

SALARY COMMISSION
With allowance for expenses, to one live, wide-
awake man or woman in each town or city, to intro-
duce goods on a brand-new scheme, never before
worked, resulting in quick sale at almost every
house. Steady work for the right person. Address
at once. LOCK. BOX 4SS* Sprinsfield, Ohio.
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THE WEARY WOMAN.

These lines, of American origin, and

-written nearly twenty years ago, have

started on a fresh round, through their

publication recently in the London Times

in answer to a correspondent's query:

Here lies a poorwomau who always was tired;

She lived in a house where help was not hired.

Her last words on earth were, "Dear friends,

I am going

To where there's no cooking, nor washing nor

sewing;

But everything there is exact to my wishes,

For where they don't eat there's no washing

up dishes.

I'll be where loud anthems will always be

ringing,

But having no voice, I'll get quit of the

singing.

Don't mourn for me now—don't mourn for me
never,

I'm going to do nothing for ever and ever."

The cooking, washing and sewing are

obsolete now, or nearly so, but women
are just as tired as ever, and the plaint

will have to be revised, something like

this, perhaps:

Here lies a poor woman who always was busy;

She lived under pressure that rendered her

dizzy.

She belonged to ten clubs, and read Browning

by sight,

Showed at luncheons and teas, and would vote

if she might.

She served on a school-board with courage

and zeal,

She golfed and she kodaked and rode on a

wheel;

She read Tolstoi and Ibsen, knew microbes by

name,
Approved of Delsarte, was a "Daughter" and

" Dame;"
Her children went in for the top education.

Her husband went seaward for nervous pros-

tration.

One day on her tablets she found an hour free.

The shock was too great and she died

instantlee. —St. George's Chronicle.

as any. Why make a fright out of your
child by dressing it in clothes made after

the style of the first century, simply
because, as I've often heard you remark,
" They're good enough for school." They
are not good enough for school or any
other place if they are not pretty and
modish.
Axe aprons permissible? Certainly; but

make them by some pretty prevailing pat-

tern.

Their shoes should always be easy, well

fitting and well polished. The children

should be taught to examine their shoes

and polish them every evening after all

the errands have been done. Every button

should be firmly in its place. Lacers should

never be tied in knots, but as soon as one

breaks it should be discarded and new,

strong ones supplied. Unpolished, rusty

shoes, broken lacers or buttonless boots

detract materially from a child's appear-

ance and from its self-respect.

Slippers? Why, sure. Children do so

admire slippers. Gratify their innocent

little longings. Tan, white, black, red

—

anything. The prettier you dress them
now, the prettier they'll dress themselves

after awhile.

You've got to educate them in matters

of dress as well as in all other matters.

Cultivate it, then. What helps any woman
quite so much as the art of dressing?

Art? Why, certainly. Dressing is an art,

and a high one, too, and the most success-

ful of our so-called queens are those women
who best understand the art of dressing.

Why, yes. Give your daughter all the

ologies and isms and osophies you wish;

give her music and drawing and painting

and dancing; give her cooking and wash-

ing and mending and darning and baking

and brewing and sweeping; give her

elocution and Delsarte and Swedish; give

her German and Greek and Latin and
French, yea, Sanskrit; give her the wisdom
of the son of Bathsheba, if you wish, but

teach her to make herself beautiful, if you
wish to make her successful and happy.

Margaret M. Moore.

ON DRESS.

Dress your children comfortably,

fashionably, tastefully, beauti-

fully. You owe it to them, to
|

yourself and to the world at large

to make them attractive in every way,
|

dress understood.

Don't buy things a year ahead.

Don't frequent bargain-counters. What
do you want with dress-patterns no one

else wants? Why do you wish to dress

your children in costumes that no one else

will have? You want them to be up to

date in everything else, why not in dress

as well?

Don't make your children's clothes large

enough to fit them three years hence, with

that venerable apology, "Mary grows so

fast. Her dress doesn't fit her now, but I

thought 'twould do her next year," trem-

bling on your lips. Why do you wish to

make an uncomfortable guy out of your

child? How can you expect her to grow
up with any dignity or self-possession, if

you dress her so? Ill-fitting, ugly clothes

always make the wearer self-conscious,

embarrassed and uneasy; while in grace-

ful, pretty and becoming costumes the

wearer forgets herself, and becomes easy,

attractive, natural, and therefore charming.

Clothes made " for next year " fade, grow
unfashionable, look shabby, and alwaysim-

part an awkward reflect and confusingsug-

gestion of economy. You'll feel ashamed,

or what is perhaps more to the point, you
ought, and your children will lie simply

martyrs to your narrow conceits. Your
children will be ashamed to wear their

clothes when they're new, because the

garments are ill-fittiug, and they'll be

ashamed to wear them when they've

grown into them, because they are unfash-

ionable, so that what should have been a

pleasure will always prove a mortification.

You yourself know if your dress is pretty,

and stylishly made, you always enjoy
wearing it. Well, your children are more
sensitive about such things than you are,

ever so much. Don't you know that it

will make them vain? It doesn't need to

do so. And what if it does? They ought
to be a little vain. It will do them good.

Of course, 1 know vanity in excess is a
disorder, but if you are a judicious mother
you can easily preserve your daughter

from catching such dangerous infection as

that. As what? Egregious vanity, of

course. How? I'll tell you in another

cbapt&r. This one is on dress.

School-clothes should be just as pretty

CURRANT JELLY.

Wash and strip the currants from the

steins and put them into a preserving-

kettle; mash them as they get hot, and let

them boil half an hour; then turn them into

a coarse hair-sieve or ielly-bag, and let

them drip. When through dripping, with-

out squeezing any, measure, and pour into

the kettle to cook. After it has boiled

about ten minutes, put in the heated sugar,

allowing a pound of sugar to a pint of

jelly, and the jelly will set as soon as the

sugar is dissolved—in about three quarters

of an hour. Mary McAllister.

CAP FOR SMALL GIRL.

Insertion or all-over embroidery com-
poses the head and crown parts, with

TO SEAL UP CANS OR JARS.

Scald the fruit thoroughly, and pour into

the cans; have ready three or four pieces

of paper (a thin, tough tea-paper is best);

cut about one inch larger around than the

top of the can ; wet the under side with
the white of an egg; press on quickly, and
put two or three more pieces on top of

this; wet the same as the first; tie a string

around over these, to be sure they are close.

A TROUSSEAU TEA-GOWN.

A charming trousseau tea-gown with
loose fronts can be made of broche or

of flowered silk. The plisse front of crape

accords with the principal tone in the

blossoms. The sleeves are exceedingly

becoming to a good arm and hand, being
gathered tightly to look like a long

wrinkled glove. These can, if necessary,

be removed, and gloves worn in their

place; thus, as occasion requires, enabling a

single gown to do duty for formal and
informal use.

CRAB-APPLE JELLY AND MARMALADE.

To an eight-quart panful of apples,

which must be free from rot and well

washed, add three quarts of water. Let

them boil slowly for nearly an hour, taking

care to renew the water so that the vessel

remains as full when done as when you
commence. Strain through flannel, and
do not press with the hands. Allow the

same quantity of sugar as of juice, and
boil and skim for twenty minutes. Take
the rest of the crabs, and press them through

a sieve, to take out the core and skins; take

equal parts of sugar and crabs, and cook

until thoroughly done; season with cinna-

mon or lemon.

edging for the face-frills. These are much
|

better than large hats, especially where the

child has little hair.

HAVE YOU ASTHMA OR HAY-FEVER?

The Kola Plant, a new botanic discovery 1

from the Congo river. West Africa, Is stated

by medical science to be a positive cure for

Asthma and Hay-fever. Its cures are really

wonderful. If you are a sufferer you should
send your name and address to the Koln Im-
porting Co., No. 1HH Broadway, New York,
who, to make it known, will send you a large

case by mull free. It costs you nothing, and ;

you should surely try it.

THE OBJECTIVE CASE.

The wish to speak with grace and accu-

racy is becoming almost universal.

Women, perhaps, are more critical than

men, and daintiness of diction is as much
desired by them as daintiness in dress.

Self-culture includes care of language

above care for one's person. Table man-
ners and habits of speech test the culture

of man or woman. Sometimes we hear it

said of certain persons that they have
"company manners," and on great occa-

sions speak with a "company voice."

Certainly it would be well if one could

always be faultless, but until that happy
consummation is reached, let us not object

to the putting on of best manners as one

puts on best clothes. Lord Chesterfield

gained his excellent habits of speech by
making it a rule never to utter a sentence

which contained the slightest inelegancy,

no matter if he addressed his servant or

an illiterate man. Beauty of manner and
charm of conversation are two graces

which improve with age, and may not

only take the place of fading physical

beauty, but far surpass it in influence.

Perhaps the most frequent error com-
mitted by persons who try to be correct is

a failure to use the objective case after

prepositions. In reading a charming
article, my pleasure was suddenly dis-

turbed by rinding this expression : " With
we mothers it is so easy to get ourselves,

etc." After " with " it should be " us," for

according to the oULrule learned in school-

days, "prepositions govern the objective

case." One of the brightest women of my
acquaintance said to me to-day, "I will

tell you a secret, but let it remain between
you and I." Ah ! there^ she made the same
mistake; that word " between " must have
"me," not "I," after it. Now, lest you
think me a conceited fault-finder, let me
confess what I said last Sunday. Passing
a little girl whose mother had entertained
a friend of mine, Miss

,
M., a few days

before, I asked, "Is Miss M. still with
you?" "No," was the answer, "she vis-

ited us only one day." Then I said, "I
saw your mother and she driving in the
buggy-"
There! Was not that shocking? I saw

she! Oh, how can I ever criticize my
friends after making such a blunder! Let
us all laugh gently at each other, and keep
on trying. Perfection is difficult to attain,

and knowing that few are faultless, we
must have for one another that fellow-
feeling which is wondrous kind.

Kate Kaiffmax.

TESTED RECIPES.

Chocolate Pie.—
1 coffee-cupful of milk,

2 tablespoonfuls of grated chocolate,

Y> cupful of sugar,

Yolks of 3 eggs.

Heat chocolate and milk together, add
the sugar and yolks together beaten to a
cream. Flavor with vanilla. Bake with
under crust. Spread meringue of the
whites over the tops.

Gingersxaps.—
2 cupfuls of New Orleans molasses,
1 cupful of shortening,

1 tablespoonful of ginger,

1 tablespoonful of soda,

Y> cupful, scant, of boiling water.
Mix as soft as can be handled easily.

After rolling, sprinkle sugar on top, and
cut out

Gkaham Bread.—
2 cupfuls of Graham flour,

1 cupful of corn-meal,

2 cupfuls of sour milk,

Yi cupful each of molasses and water,

2 teaspoonfuls of soda,

A little salt.

Steam three hours, and bake one half
hour.

Jumbles.—To make jumbles of any kind
requires time and patience, but if the
results are satisfactory, the time is well
spent. Here is a recipe for the Farm
and Fireside sisters that I have found
to be very satisfactory; try, and report

success:

1 pound of butter with salt washed out,

1 heaping cupful of powdered sugar,

Yolks of 3 boiled eggs and of 4 raw ones,

4% cupfuls of flour.

Break off a small piece of dough, and
roll with palm of hand lightly on rolling-

board, and roll until the size of a finger,

for if too large will not be so light, and lap

the dough over, making a ring with ends
overlapping each other. A little patience
will make perfect. Sprinkle sugar over
each made cake after going over it With
the beateu white of egg.

Here is another jumble recipe that is

plainer, which I often make and roll the

same way, but can be cut with cake-cutter,

if desired:

1 cupful of sugar and

Y> cupful of butter worked together.

Add 2 eggs, whites beaten separately,

>s cupful of water,

Yi teaspoon ful of soda,

1 teaspoon ful of vanilla,

2K cupfuls of flour.

Strawberry Sherbet.—

]4 pint of strawberries,

3 lemons,
1 orange,

1 quart of water.

This is a very delicious drink.

Mrs. M. R.

PINEAPPLE PRESERVES.

Pare and slice the apples; then weigh
them, and to every pound of fruit use a

pound of sugar; put a layer of the slices

into a jar, and cover them with a layer of

sugar; and thus proceed until the apples

and sugar are used up; let them stand over

night; then take the apples out of the

syrup, cook the syrup till it thicken-,

replace theapples, and boil fifteen minutes :

take the apples out of the syrup, and let

them cool; then put them into jars, and
pour the syrup over them. A few pieces

of ginger-root boiled in the syrup will

improve it.
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A GIFT TO BE DESIRED.

- To see in every dull and commonplace
event in life something humorous, to get

the fun out of it, is to possess a gift which

makes one rich indeed. The woman who
writes the following witty letter upon

so trifling a circumstance as receiving a

seed catalogue possesses a gift which adds

more to the enjoyment of her life than a

bank account:

"I received your illustrated seed cat-

alogue. I have pored over it all the

morning and neglected my house. I have

no doubt you thought to do me a favor,

but why did you do it? You have upset

ine. You have unsettled me. You have

undone me! I was plodding along in the

most orthodox and proper manner, and

you have completely demoralized me!
You have disinclined me to my duty

strictly in the line of life to which I am
called. I want to do those things which I

can't do, and don't want to do those things

which I can do. I don't want to be what I

am, and want to be what I am not.

Iain no longer contented, and have

wants.

"I want an Antirrhinum; I

want a Bryophyllium calycinuin ;

a Caladium esculentum must be

sweetly pretty. I want to be an
agriculturist, a florist, a botanist,

an out-of-doorist. I don't want to

sweep and make beds, and dust

and spill kerosene and keep cor-

ners clean and make children prac-

tise, and stitch—stitch with that

dreadful shirt-woman. I want to

dig and hoe and plant with Paul,

and water with Apollos, and sow-

and scrape and weed, and lay out

and set out and pot out, and thin

out and weed out and bed out and
blossom out and stay out.

" I want to ' foliate and bifoliate ;

'

I want to ramify and amplify and
all the 1 tlys; ' I want to ' flower like

a rose ;
' I want to be a ' good run-

ner,' a 'good creeper,' and a 'good

climber.' I want to be showy and
hardy and satisfactory and to last

well into frost. I'd like to be an

evergreen and perennial, but you
knoV you're tired of me already,

and I wish I were a tender annual,

only you don't care how soon I dry

up and die out.

" But still I have wants. I want
people to say she always gives sat-

isfaction and should be cultivated

more generally, but no doubt you
think I branch out too much, and
you are out with your pruuing-

kuife to trim me this moment; but

don't cut me off below the pen, just

pinch my top a little, for I have a

few more words to tell you what a

temptation I have for this agri-

horti-flori-cultural mania."
F. B. C.

about an inch square, or half a pint of

liquid yeast. Dissolve the yeast-cake in

the warm water, and pour it, with salt,

sugar and lard, into the flour. Work all into

a dough, knead for ten minutes; grease all

over to keep a crust from forming; cover

the pan, and set in a warm place to rise all

night. In the morning there is nothing to

add; just knead dough well for ten min-
utes, make into rolls or loaves, and set in

a warm place to rise for an hour, then bake
in a moderate oven. To make rolls in

pocket-book shape, roll a small piece of

dough into a flat cake, and smear over

it a little butter, fold two opposite ends
until they meet in the middle, press end

;
of one finger firmly into them to keep in

1 place, and to imitate the clasp ; when
baked, the " pocket-books " will open at the

fold without having to be broken.

For the stiff dough required for " beat

; biscuit," dip from the barrel four even
! pints of flour; rub into it a piece of lard

i the size of a duck egg, a full teaspoouful of

bread. Make the dough in loaves, put into

greased pans and let rise for two hours,

then bake in a moderate oven.

The new coarsely ground flours require

but a trifle less than twice as much water as

the fine white flours. They are said to be
very healthy, but I must admit a prefer-

ence in favor of the finest, w hitest flours in

the market. M. Lank ( rRlppiN.

ONE COSTS NO MORE THAN THE OTHER.

After all, I may be mistaken, for if you
count the little care and exertion requisite

to obtain the fresh air in sleeping-apart-

ments, you may decide that impure air

costs less than pure. Still, when you
reckon on the attendant evils which result

from the use of the impure air, you will

be again forced to change your mind ; but

even supposing that fresh air be no more
expensive, why in the name of common
sense don't we have more of it? We
appear to have a fear of night air. And

No one need tell us, because we are already
aware of the fact that sleep is much more
satisfactory and healthful when the air in
the room is fresh. And this is a condition
of things even the poorest can obtain by a
little painstaking oversight. There is no
excuse for us if we do not have fresh air in
the bedrooms, drawing-rooms, libraries,

dining-rooms and kitchens; in fact, all

over the house.

Ella Bartlett Simmons.

MEASURING WATER FOR BREAD-
MAKING.

I will venture to say that every

housekeeper has at times spoiled

her bread, and been in a bad humor
all day in consequence, because the

recipe she endeavored to follow did

not state the exact measure of water

to be used.
" To such and such an amount of

flour use enough water to make a

soft or a stiff dough." So runs

every bread recipe I have ever
tried. Nobody seems ever to think

it necessary to measure the water,

and so the inexperienced housekeeper

pours it recklessly into her measured flour,

and presently is astonished and worried to

find she has a batter instead of a dough.

Nothing will correct this blunder but more
flour; so in it goes, twice, three times as

much as the recipe demands; thus, all the

ingredients are thrown into antagonism,

and the bread is a distressing failure.

With a view of doing away with this

disheartening uncertainty in bread-mak-

ing, I studied the problem, and offer the

solution, with the sincere hope of its giving

to others the inestimable comfort it has

given me.

One full pint of water to four even pints

of flour, dipped from the barrel in the pint

cup, makes an easily kneaded dough,

neither soft nor stiff, and is the best for

yeast-risen breads.

For Rolls a>*d Loaves.—Four even

pints of flour, dipped from barrel in the

pint cup, remember; one full pint of milk-

warm water, not hot; one even tablespoon-

ful of sugar and one of salt; piece of lard

the size of a hen egg; piece of yeast-cake

salt and two thirds of a pint of water; let

the dough stand a few moments, then

work and beat with a heavy mallet until

the dough blisters well. Roll about half an
inch thick; cut small biscuit, stick through

with fork, and bake in pretty quick oven.

For Pie-crust.—Dip from barrel one and
one half pints of flour; rub well into it one

half pint of lard and a teaspoonful of salt;

then pour in one fourth of a pint of ice-

cold water; flirt all together with tips of

the fingers; do not work ; roll very thin.

For Salt-rising Bread.—Pour one full

pint of boiling milk over three full table-

spoonfuls of corn-meal, sifted; set in

a warm (not hot) place over night. In the

morning, add to it one full pint of milk-

warm water, a tablespoonful of sugar, an

even tablespoonful of salt and one even

pint of flour; stir smooth, and set in warm
place for about two hours, or until it be-

gins to show bubbles and look spongy,

then add seven even pints of flour, and lard

size of duck egg; knead well for fifteen

minutes ; the longer it is kneaded the

whiter and finer will be the grain of the

not only that, but we extend the fear on
tlirough the day, or at least act as if we
did, by also excluding day air.

There is no one thing more conducive to

healthful, refreshing sleep than fresh air.

Thoroughly ventilated beds and bedding
are a necessary accompaniment, of course.

You all know how to throw back the bed-

ding so that the air may permeate every

nook and corner of them, or, perchance,

they should be lifted entirely from the bed

to a chair in front of the window. Of

course, you do not need to be told that

they must be taken outdoors for a more
complete air l.aih very frequently.

We all know better than to roll up our

gowns and place under the pillow, and yet

I hazard the opinion that we sometimes
do it. We realize that it should be turned

wrong side out, and aired as thoroughly as

the sheets and pillows, and yet we forget,

ofttimes.

We also know that it is better to have the

window both raised at the bottom and
lowered from the top, than that the open-

ing should be all either above or below.

CANNING NOTES.

When canning in the Mason fruit-jars,

!
examine the neck where the seam comes
up, and if there is a ridge to prevent the
rubber going down close it must be filed

;

off. This is the cause of the large quantity
of fruit opening in these jars. The ridge
holds the rubber up so air can get in.

As tin is made so cheaply now, it is

positively dangerous to can anything acid
I like tomatoes in them, especially the

second season. Tomatoes will keep
perfect in glass jars, if put up this
way: Wasli tomatoes and remove
green stems, but do not peel; slice

them into a large porcelain kettle
or bright new dish-pan. Place
over fire and cook until soft. Then
with a potato-masher rub them
through a fine colander. The seeds
and skins remain and only the
pulp goes through. Put this back
into pan, and when boiling hot, fill

jars. The seeds cause fermenta-
tion, and when these are removed,
they wil 1 keep perfect, besides bei n

g

ready for instant use.

The jars will never break if this
rule is followed: Ring a large
cloth out of warm water and wrap
around the jar. Bring it up close
to the top and leave several thick-
ness for the bottom. Place the
rubbers on, fill to overflowing, and
quickly screw the lids on. Have
some of the men-folk tighten them
when they have cooled a little.

Beer-bottles or other nice high
bottles make nice jelly-glasses. To
make them, dip a cord string into
coal-oil, wind it twice around the
bottle where you want it broken.
Set fire to the end of string, and
when it has burned all the way
around, dash a cupful of cold water
over the bottle, and it will break
oft' smoothly.
Some housekeepers use baking-

powder cans for jelly, and say it

keeps nicely. In cooking catchup
or any preserve that contains vin-
egar, always use porcelain, and
never metal. To prevent catchup
molding, do not fill the bottles quite
to the top, but fill up with hot vin-
egar. To prevent preserves from
sugaring, add a pinch of tartaric

acid when cooked. When canning
pears, add a tablespoonful of vin-
egar to a two-quart jar.

To remove sealing-wax from
stone jars, pour boiling water over
them, and the wax will slip off

easily. Stone jars that are not
glazed on the bottom should be
painted, or sealing-wax run even-
ly over the bottom. When using
sealing-wax, do not melt it in a

cup, or it will grain and be unfit

for use. Instead, heat the poker,

and ruu the wax around the can or

jar as you would solder.

This is the best way to put down
I cucumber pickles, and they are always
ready for use:

1 gallon of vinegar,

3 gallons of water,

3 quarts of tine salt,

}4 pound of alum.
Put grape-leaves and a weight on top to

keep in pickle. When you use them, take
out, wash, and put in vinegar.

Mrs. Edith Williams.

TRAVELING-DRESSES FOR YOUNG GIRLS.

For the older one, a wide-woven serge of

blue. A heavily lined cape, and waist to

match the skirt. A thin, unlined silk

shirt-waist can be taken with this suit to

change when the weather is warm. For a

short trip, all she would need could be

!
taken in a small hand-bag.

j
For the smaller one, light suiting would

make this very pretty costume, trimmed
! with rows of braid. The collar should be

adjustable, to lay off when the sack is
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#ut household.

HOME TOPICS.

Clams for Breakfast.—Drain two
dozen clams and chop them quite

fine. Put a piece of butter half

the size of an egg into a saucepan,

and when it is melted, stir into it a table-

spoonful of flour; add to this, gradually,

the juice drained from the clams, a tea-

cupful of water and the chopped clams.

Stir well together, and let stew for fifteen

minutes ; then season with salt and pepper,

add a cupful of hot cream, and pour it over

slices of nicely browned toast.

A Tine Awxixg.-I lately saw such a

pretty idea for an awning that I must de-

scribe it. The framework was made of

lath, the top being made by sawing four

pieces the length of the width of the win-

dow and nailing them together in the

form of a square, with two other pieces

crossing it from corner to corner. One side

of this square was nailed to the top of the

window-casing so it would slant down-
ward at the proper angle, and the lower
corners were braced with laths fastened to

either side of the window-casing about
half way down. In the angle of these

braces a barrel-hoop was fastened, and the

frame was complete. A moon-vine was
planted at each side of the window, and
trained up on stout strings until it reached

the braces of the awning. This it soon
covered with its dense foliage, and every

evening it was made still more beautiful

by its large, white blossoms, whose del-

icate fragrance filled the air. By this ar-

rangement the window is shaded from the

sun, while light and a free circulation of

air are admitted. This is a great improve-
ment over the old-fashioned way of train-

ing vines directly over the window.
The Cellar.—At this season of the year

everyone wishes to keep the cellar as cool

and dry as possible. It must also be kept
clean and well ventilated. If a cellar is

damp, food will not keep well in it, and it

also makes the living-rooms of the house
unhealthful. It is impossible to keep the

cellar in good condition unless the drain-

age is effective and there is a proper ar-

rangement of doors and windows. Double
doors and windows are needed to keep the

temperature right in summer as well as in

winter. The cellar should be kept tightly

closed during the day; not only to keep it

cool, but also dry, as, if the hot air is ad-

mitted, the cooler air of the cellar will

cause all the moisture to condense, and
make the cellar damp. Have screen doors

and windows, and open the cellar for ven-

tilation at bedtime, closing it as soon as

you are up in the morning. Fresh lime

placed in the cellar will absorb moisture
and also noxious gases, and help to make
the air pure. Maida McL.

TREATMENT OF CALLAS.

Our treatment of Dallas in the summer
differs so much from that commonly
advocated that I would call attention to it

once more. Kveryone seems so sure that

a calla must rest through the summer,
that last year I thought I would try the

two methods side by side, froni the same
stock of eallas and same age bulbs. The
one that rested looks fairly well, has had
two blossoms this winter, and about as

large as the average calla seen in the
window; has stood side by side with the

others, and received the same care and
hea,r

,
,"
1 and 'by Vtnal measurement the

stalk at base is five inches against seven
inches of the other calla. Height of plant

is twenty-nine inches against three feet

and three inches of others. Length of

largest leaf ten inches against fourteen

inches.

Blossoms have all been smaller; none at

present, so can't give measure; the othei

blossoms measure six by five inches and
seven by six inches, on an average. The
other callas have bloomed all winter,

having two buds or blossoms on the same
plant at once. Last year there were three

and four blossoms and buds at once, and
on seven callas there were forty blossoms,

by actual count, through the season.

Hence, I give this conclusion, that my
callas at least do better if they are taken

from the crocks about the last of May.
Separate all the little plants from the old

ones, and plant in good, rich garden soil;

give plenty of water, and just let them
grow to their hearts' content. The leaves

will probably nearly all turn yellow and
die off, but the roots are getting the extra

growth, and after awhile the stalks will

begin to increase in size, and by fall you
will have a plant that will be worth taking

up. They should then be carefully lifted

and potted, without disturbing roots more
than can be helped, and buds will be your
reward, sometimes in three weeks from
repotting. It seems reasonable that after

a calla has bloomed all winter, some-
thing should be done to send the strength
back to the roots and give them a good
start and stimulus to give another winter's
work. If a person was overworked and
worn out from long confinement indoors,

which would seem the most sensible, put
him to sleep for two months, or give him
a tonic and send him into the fresh air?

Will he gain faster to be put in the shade
without food or water, or feed him all that

his system requires, and a drink when-
ever thirsty?
To a flower lover, plants are little lives,

loved and tended, and he will succeed best
who studies their characteristics and puts
a lot of common sense with laid-out rules

of floriculture. Gypsy.

Ivory Soap
99 *Moo Pure

To retain the brilliancy of Ginghams, wash them only in hike
warm water, in which a tablespoonful of salt and an equal quantity of
Ivorj- Soap to each gallon of water, have been dissolved. Dry in the
shade.

The Procter &• Gamble Co.. Cin'Ti-

means giving up their boys and girls to

some one else's care.

After all, then, these mothers declare
there is no real gain, but there is much

j

profit, to remain at home, and in a small,

I

slow way help to bring the coveted dollars;
J

!
and if they never come, something more

! blessed, more divine, comes in their stead. 1

Mary Markley. -

TO FILL JARS WITH HOT FRUIT WITHOUT
WARMING THEM.

Place the jar in a bowl of cold water, and
pour into it one cupful of the boiling fruit.

This will heat the jar without breaking it,

and it must be taken out of the water to

finish filling it. Care must be taken not to

fill the hot fruit higher than the water on
the outside of the jar before removing it,

or it will be sure to break. This will
' also answer for filling jelly-glasses.

PROFIT OR LOSS.

There is a little woman or two, they say,

who, having once been on a salary which
brought a competent living, but who,
having since gone into the housekeeping
business for weal or for woe, is now
chaffing and growing a bit restless,

because—well, they want some new things
for their- house—some new chairs, a new
dining-room table, and then there is their

creature comforts. Xo one can take their

places to fill them as they would, but if

the substitute is made, it is going to cost

something, w h i c h
will eat quite a little

hole into the coveted

salary.

It is very rare in-

deed if any one else

will look so carefully

into the wear and
tear of an establish-

ment as the mother
does. A garment
requiring care, but
neglected, must, soon
be replaced by a new
one, this being but
one instance of many
kindred ones. The
true house keeper
must constantly be
on the alert, if she
thwart the many
enemies that will

make inroads into

her domain.
Besides the bodily

comforts there are
other greater ones.
The very best way
those mothers can

plan, the heartache comes to them when
they think what a sacrifice they make in

that room up-stairs, how a few dollars

would brighten it up and relieve its bare-

ness.

And then these same restless little

women wonder if they cixuldn't clerk for

a few weeks, or go back to typewriting,
or perhaps manage to teach for a year or
two. How the salary looms up before
them! How nice it would be to get up to

breakfast some one else had prepared!
What a joy to lay down the dust-pan and
broom and whisk the dish-pan into the
river Lethe! But women are wise in these
days; they look forward ami reflect. At
best, they must leave their homes for at

least the greater portion of the day. This

APPLE JELLY.

Fresh jelly is always the best jelly, and
we may have the best all through the
winter by making a few glasses at a time
of the picked winter apples, which in this

climate are very apt to decay before the
winter's supply is exhausted; therefore,

they must often be " put up " in order to

save them.
A thrifty housekeeper can usually find a

steady demand at the exchanges for her
winter jelly. One is constantly learning
something new, even about such old sub-
jects as apple jelly. A good housewife,
whose cooking always "slips down easy,"
imparted this information recently:
When about to serve the jelly, punch fork-

holes through it, and flavor with any
extract you desire. Thus apple jelly is

soon converted into lemon jelly.

M. D. S.

CARNATION PINK CENTERPIECE.

This centerpiece is stamped on an excel-

lent quality of linen eighteen inches square,

LIST OF FRUIT IN PRESERVES.

"K pounds of cherries, ) ,

7V2 pounds of sugar, 1
1 gallon Preser™s.

14 pounds of blackberries, ) . . .

. , , . \ o quarts of jam.
14 pounds of sugar, J ^ J

Six quarts of steamed grapes make five

and a half pints of juice, which, with five

and one half pounds of sugar, make nine
tumblers of jelly.

Two quarts of stemmed currants make
two pints of juice, added to nearly two
pounds of sugar, make three tumblers of

jelly.

There is

no
Substitute

Every card of the famous DeLONG
Hooks and Eyes has on the face and
back the words

See that

hump?
Richardsos 4 DzLosg Bbos., Philadelphia.

Also makers of the CUPID Hair Pin.

Our Little Book
mailed Free tells

why; will also
interest yon in

4 our line of . .

.

GAS and
ELECTRIC
FIXTURES

Fenders, And-
irons, Fire Sets,

etc.. Art Metal
i ftmUl

B & H Oil Heaters,
' Brass & Wrought Iron Grille Work & Railings

:::IEAD1\T, DEALKR-S WILL SfPPLY OUR GOODS:

$ BRADLEY & HUBBARD MFG.CO.Meriden.Conii.
i NEW YORK, BOSTON. CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA.

and sells in stores for fifty cents. We will
send this centerpiece (Premium No. 584) to

jany address, postage paid; for 25 cents; or
with Farm ami Ftresidb one year, 50
ceuts.

RECIPE FOR PICKLING CUCUMBERS WITHOUT
BRINE.

Pick from the vines every other day, in
the morning, wash clean, but do not bruise
them ; leave a short piece of the stem on
the cucumber to retain all the juice. Pack
in keg or stone jar, and cover with good
vinegar. They will be ready for use in
about two weeks. If the vinegar shows
signs of a scum, put in a few pieces of
horse-radish root, and the white scum will
disappear. Mrs. W. K.

Freezers and Freezing,
a "With some recip i by
V llrs. S. T. Korer, free.

* North Bros. Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.

Test HIRES by tasting it.

Test your taste by trying

HIRES. HIRES Rootbeer

is the best by any test.

Made only hy The Charlei E. Hire. Co.. Philadelphia.
X 25c. package makes 6 gallons. Sold everywhere,

2 Minutes tor

Refreshments
THE

Handy Tablet
requires Deither sugar nor
spoon to make healthful

and refreshing drinks the
moment it touches water.
Sample by mail, 10 ceuts.

The HANDY TABLET CO., 1041 N. Front St., Philadelphia,!-*.

l!i Ynrils Torchon I A f\ p Given Away.
All one piece FltKK to i»r*wt all Bending inc.
for paper 3 uiob. Fireside Gem, Waterville, Maine.
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40 Cent Patterns for 10 Cents
Any FOUR Patterns, and this paper one year, 60 cents, post-paid

These patterns retail in fashion bazaars and
stores for twenty-five to forty cents each, but
in order to increase the demand for our paper
among strangers, and to make it more val-
uable than ever to our old friends, we offer

them to the lady readers of our pap«r for the
remarkably low price of only 10 Cents Each.
The patterns are all of the very latest New

York styles, and are unequaled for style,
accuracy of fit, simplicity and economy.
For twenty-six years these patterns have
been used the country over. Full descriptions
and directions—as the number of yards of
material required, the number and names of
the different pieces in the pattern, how to cut
and fit and put the garment together—are sent
with each pattern, with a picture of the garment

to go by. These patterns are complete in every
particular, there being a separate pattern for
every single piece of the dress. Your order will
be filled the same day it is received.
You can order any of the patterns offered

in the back numbers of this paper.
For ladies, give BUST measure in inches.

For SKIRT pattern, give WAIST measure iu
inches. For misses, boys, girls or children,
give both BREAST measure in inches and age
in years. Order patterns by their numbers.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
To get BUST and BREAST measure, put the

tape measure ALL of the way around the
body, over the dress close under the arms.
Price of each pattern, 10 cents.
Postage one cent EXTRA on skirt, tea-gown and

other heavy patterns.

No. 6802.—Misses' Naval Jacket,
with Vest. 10 cents.

Sizes, 12, 14 and 16 years.

No. 6775.—Boys' Dress. 10 cents.
Sizes, 2 and 4 years.

No. 6685.—Ladies' Drawers. 10 cents
Sizes, 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 inches waist

No. 6797.—Girls' Reefer. 10 cents.
Sizes, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 years.

No. 6789.—Ladies' Waist, with
afEANCY Collar. 10 cents.

Slzel*s32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 inches bust.

DO NOT SEND FOR PAT-
TERN CATALOGUE

We have no pattern
catalogue, and no pat-
terns except those
which have appeared
In the paper. All new
patternsappearonthls
page as soon as ready.

No. 6784.—Ladies' and Misses' Louis XV,
10 cents.

Sizes, 32, 36 aud 40 inches bust.

Sleeves.

Ladies' and Misses' Coat-
sleeves. 10 cents.

Sizes, 12, 14 and 16 years, and
32, 36 and 40 inches bust.

No. 6781.

—

Ladies' Basque. 10 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42 inches bust.

No. 6671.—Ladies' Skirt. H cents.
Sizes, 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 inches waist.

No. 6726.—Ladies' Chemise. 10 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42 inches bust.

No. 67S7.—Ladies' Basque. 10 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust.

No. 6688.—Ladies' Skirt. 11 cents.
Sizes, 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 inches waist

No. 6774.—Girls' Guimpe Dress.
10 cents.

Sizes, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 years.

No. 6803.—Misses' Gathered Skirt.
11 cents.

Sizes, 10, 12, 14 and 16 years.

WE HAVE OFFICES IN NEW YORK CITY, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, AND CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

NOTICE.—Send all orders for patterns direct to our central office, to FARM AND FIRESIDE, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, where our stock of patterns is kept.
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WHEN THE WIFE HAS GONE AWAY.

When the wife has gone away, they tell me
that I seem

Like some one that's a-walkin' an' a-talkin'

in a dream

;

I move so quiet roun' the house, an' speak

so soft an' low ;

Or sit there by the winder, where her sweet

geraniums grow

—

Or take the wilier rocker by the old-time

fireplace,

An' stare above the mantel where I see her

pictur'd face

For hours an' hours together! I'm "strange,"

the neighbors«ay.
An' they don't know how to take me when

the wife has gone away!

The mockin'-bird keeps singin' in the old

mulberry-tree,

An' from the little garden all the roses nod
to me;

The mornin' sky is jest as bright; ain't any-

thing to blame-
It's jest my heart ain't beatin' right, jest

me that ain't the same!

You see, when folks has lived so long to-

gether, through the years

That sometimes brought 'em gladness, an'

sometimes sighs and tears.

They kinder feel like they was one, an' hard
it is to part

;

An' they time each other's absence by the
beatin' o' the heart.

An' so, I'm always lonesome when the wife

is gone away;
It seems jest like it's winter roun' the roses

of the May;
An' there ain't no joy in livin', an' there ain't

no peace or rest,

'Till once more we're united, an' I fold her

to my breast.
—Frank Stanton.

over the most solitary worker in the lone-
|

liness of the night-watches the stars shine. I

Infinity is about us on all sides.

The release of the soul is peculiarly the

service which nature offers us in this sea-

son of fresh and fragrant beauty. The
morning whispers its "au large " at every

window as it lies on a renewed and blos-

soming world. "Couie out of yourself,"

it seems to say ;
" drop your books, your

hobbies, your anxieties, and become once

more a free man; wander in the fields,

loiter in the woods, consult the stars.'' He
is wise who accepts this invitation and
drops his burden and becomes a child once

more in open-eyed wonder and open-

hearted delight. For no man is so great as

when he forgets himself, nor so useful as

when he brings to his tasks and his duties

a fresh mind and a joyful heart.

—

The
Outlook.

AU LARGE."

These words, which Dr. Van Dyke
has so finely interpreted in that

out-of-door classic, " Little Riv-

ers," have a magical music on
the lips of the French Canadian guides

and voyageur# They signify the parting

from the old, familiar, every-day sur-

roundings, and the setting out with
wind and tide for quest, adventure and
discovery. There is a world of poetry in

the very sound of the words, so subtly

suggestive—to the ear as well as to the

mind—of escape from the bondage of cus-

tom, tradition and commonplace, and of

the fresh fields beyond the horizon, and the

new experiences which await the adven-
turer. From the beginning of time healthy

men have had the passion for wandering,
for experience, for knowledge of life; a

passion which has meant, not restlessness

and incapacity to deal strongly and con-

tinuously with fixed conditions, but energy
of will, vitality of nature, a deep-seated

desire for growth, enlargement and power.

In the earliest myths the wanderer is a

familiar and striking figure. He is no idler

among busy men ; no loiterer along the

roads where others fail; he is, rather, an
incarnation of the soul of man, with its

divine thirst for fullness of life. He fares

far and wide, seeing many countries, un-
dergoing many hardships, meeting many
men, drinking the cup of experience from
many hauds. He^represents the greatness

and range of human desire, the illimitable

capacity of the human soul.

In this noble sense all men of mind and
heart are adventurers; they stand loyally

to their tasks, they are heroic workers ; but
the song of the sea is always in their ears,

with its suggestion of space and danger
and freedom ; and the great world beyond
the hills, with its mighty energies, its pas-

sionate aspirations, its magnificent oppor-

tunities, is always in their thoughts. A
strong man steadies himself by steadfast

devotion to the work of the day and to the

relations in which he finds himself; but he
gives his soul the freedom of the world,

and his imagination the range of art and
nature and experience; and so he keeps
himself fresh in feeling, in spite of the

routine of daily tasks, and original and
creative in spirit in spite of convention-
alities and the dead level of opinion about
him. Kvery man must do his work, and
keep his freedom, also; every man must
care for his body, but lie must keep his soul

alive, also. There is, for those who have
learned the secret, no real schism in the
order of life; a man may live wisely and
well, at the same moment, in the little

community where his home is and in the
great world which lies about all communi-
ties. Over the toughest bit of stubborn

tsuiliJieavftn. .npruuK.iw. iuluutcJ>liu*,«jid

ARITHMETIC IN A CORN-FIELD.

If we plant a field of maize, or Indian

corn, and watch it as it grows, we see

numerous indications of design and adap- i

tation at every stage of its develop-
|

ment. First, we observe a sharp-pointed

stem pushing downward into the earth;

second, a sharp-pointed spire pushing up-
,

ward, piercing the soil above, struggling

up to the daylight, and then unfolding

itself in broad, spreading, funnel-shaped
;

leaves, which catch the falling rain and the
|

dewdrops and convey them down to the

center of the plant. The corn-stalk, covered

with a polished and impervious surface,

and filled in the interior with a soft, porous,

pithy substance, is an example of stability

conjoined with lightness and economy of

material. From the center shoots up a

single spire, or stalk, crowned by a tassel,

while beneath it, and outside the branch-

ing leaves, appear the ears of corn, from
the tops of which issue a silken fringe in

just the position to catch the pollen, which
falls from the tassel above and renders the

grain fruitful. Beneath this silken fringe

we find the ear of corn itself, closely

wrapped in an impervious envelop of care-

fully folded husks, which protect it from
storm and depredation while the soft and
pulpy kernels grow and harden until they

are fit to be exposed to the air, after which
the covering dries and opens itself, that

the sun may have access to the grain and
perfect it.

Before we remove these grains of maize
from the cob and crush them between the

millstones, let us examine them. YVe shall

find that they are set in sockets, which are

arranged in straight rows from the bottom
to the top of the central cob. Sometimes,
if the grain is peculiarly unthrifty, there

are but four of these rows, sometimes there

are eight, sometimes there are ten, twelve,

fourteen, sixteen and even twenty-four

rows of kernels arranged around the cen-

tral shaft, or cob. But we never see five

rows, or even seven rows, or eleven rows,

or thirteen rows on a cob. However the

number may vary, it is an even and per-

manent number. It is said that a miller

declared that for twenty-seven years, while

grinding corn, he had been looking in vain

for one ear containing an uneven number
of rows of kernels.

Now, this numerical order in the arrange-

ment of the rows upon countless millions

of ears of corn, continued in different

countries and for successive centuries, can-

not be the result of chance, for chance does

not count or know the difference between
an even number and an odd one; and there

are just as many odd numbers as there are

even, and just as many chances for an odd
number of rows as an even number. If

the chances do not run evenly, it is because

some unseen hand manipulates them, some
unseen will controls them. And that will

must be a will of an intelligent Being who
counts and reckons, and who understands

what no mortal can comprehend—how to

rule thesecret energies of vegetative life in

accordance with mathematical law.—From
"Atheism and Arithmetic," by Hi L. Hastings.

" Oh, do you really think so? "said the

sympathizer, deprecatingly.

"Yes, I truly do," replied the other, firm-

ly. " The principal difference is that Mary
Ellen is more fond of having funerals than
the majority of people."

"More fond of having funerals? " ejac-

ulated the first speaker, uncomprehend-
ingly.

"Yes, that's what I said, and it's just

exactly what I mean," reiterated the ener-

getic woman. " Most of us expect and are

willing to bury at least a few of our woes
without any special public ceremony ; but
Mary Ellen always insists upon having a

funeral for every grievance, and the larger

the number of mourners she can gather,

the better she is pleased."
" Perhaps she is one of the people who

can't live without sympathy," said the
tender-hearted woman.
"She had better make less frequent de-

mands for it, then," replied the other, dryly.

"Of course, I haven't much patience with
her, I'm willing to admit, but I've attended

;

too many funerals at her invitation."

There are too many people of the Mary ',

Ellen stamp, unfortunately. It seems
strange that to the end of their lives they
often fail to see the propriety of having a

"private burial" of their woes, instead of .

compelling their sympathetic and tender-

hearted friends to attend these frequent
and depressing " funerals."

UNNECESSARY FUNERALS.

"What a sad, hard life poor Mary Ellen

has!" exclaimed a sympathetic woman
who had just returned from an afternoon

call on a neighbor. "She certainly has

more aggravations and trials than fall to

the lot of most people. It makes my heart

ache to hear her tell of them."
" I presume so," remarked rather grimly

the energetic person to whom the remark
was made. "But I can't agree with you.

Mary Ellon has just about the same amount
of trouble that comes to most of us, in one
way or another, and no more, as far as I

-unu 4lU*-iHM*J-.'.' - — .

BE OF GOOD CHEER.

Half the battle of life consists in keeping
up a cheerful spirit. When depression

comes and the clouds, when the spirit is

loaded with deadening pain, all work be-

comes a drudgery, and life is a burden and
a difficulty. Whatever is done is carried

on under compulsion, with a wish that it

could be avoided, and a feeling of pleasure

—if so mournful a kind of congratulation

can be called a pleasure—that it is at last

completed. And if—because there is will-

power euough to drive it along, and favor-

able circumstances enough to make it

successful—it will afford but little satisfac-

tion, for the spirit will be loaded with
forebodings, and the mind full of the

prophecies of coming evil. If any good
work be well done, it must be amid buoy-

ancy and hope. With this spirit, no matter

how hard the task maybe, or how unprom-
ising, there will be energy enough given to

it, and that facility of skill and tact that,

unless the hindrances are invincible, will

carry it through to a good end.

Our religious work very often lags and
fails; not because we are not earnest in it—

,

perhaps we expend unnecessary labor upon
it—but because it is done under a cloud.

Hope is wanting. There is no enthusiasm,

no spring and eager onlooking and vision

of inevitable accomplishment. But if the

heart is bright, it will be able to go cheer-

fully through any experience, and also

bear its disappointments, rejoice in its

tribulations, and not only believe, but I

know that God makes all things work
together for good to those who love him.

It is possible ; not for all of us all the time.

Moods are many, and we are liable to fall

into dull ones betimes; but it ought to be a

part of our Christian effort to drive away
the clouds, if possible, and turn to the

beautiful and inspiring light.— United Pres-
\

bylerian.

SELF-DEPENDENCE.

Fight your own battles, hoe your own
;

row, ask no favors of any one, and you will

succeed a thousand times better than those ;

who are always beseeching some one's
.

patronage. Xo one can ever help you as

well as you can yourself, because no one
will be so heartily interested in your affairs.

The first step will not be such a long one,

perhaps; but carving your own way up the

mountain, you make each one lead to an-

other. Men who have made fortunes are

not those who had fortunes given them to
,

start with,butstarted fair with a well-earned
j

dollar or two. Men who have by their own
j

exertion acquired fame have not been
thrust into popularity by putt's, begged or

paid for, orgiven in a friendly spirit. They
have outstretched their hands and touched

the public heart. Men who win love do
their own wooing. I never knew a man to

fail so signally as one who had induced his

affectionate grandmamma to speak a good
word for him. Whether you work for

fame, for money, or for anythingelse, work
with your heart, hands and brain. Say "I
will," and some day you will conquer. Too
many friends hurt a man more than none

j

at all. I

BACKACHE.
A Very Significant Indication of Organic

Derangement.

The back, " the mainspring of wo-
man's organism,"' quickly calls atten-

tion to trouble by aching. It tells

with other symptoms, such as nervous-

ness, head-
,
/13*5v_

ache, pains in ^/'L.

loins, and
weight in low-
er part of
body. blues
and " all

gone " feel-

ing, that
nature
requires

assist-

ance,

and
at

once.

Lydia '

E. Pink-
ham's Vege-
table Compound for twenty years has
been the one and only effective remedy
in such cases. It speedily removes the

cause and effectually restores the

organs to a healthy and normal condi-

tion. Mrs. Pinkham cheerfully answers
all letters from ailing women who
require advice, without charge. Thou-
sands of cases like this are recorded.

"I have taken one-half dozen bottles

of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound, and it has relieved me*from all

pain. I cannot tell you the agony I

endured for years
;
pains in my back

(Oh, the backache was dreadful !) and
hearing-down pains in the abdomen
extending down into my limbs ; head-

ache and nausea, and very painful

menstruations. I had grown very thin,

a mere shadow of my former self.

Sow I am without a single pain and
am gaining in flesh rapidly."

—

Mattes
Glesx, 1561 Dudley St., Cincinnati,

Band Instruments:
Drums, Fifes and Trumpets,

at special prices during Presidential
Campaign. Illustrated catalogue (128
pp)and sample parts ofband music free.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
Manufacturers. /-^- „„_.;
Established 1856. Cincinnati.

Write for Catalogue A (

IN REACH OF ALL.

Best Education
Christian,

Non-Sectarian,

Northern advantages in Southern moun-
tain climate, 130 miles from Cincinnati.

Reduced R. R. rates. \3 College Courses.

Music, Academy, Normal, Manual. Tu-
ition free. Incidentals 34.50 a term. The
great expense in education is board. Go
where good board can be furnished cheap-

ly. Address Pres. W. G. FROST, Ph. D„
Berea, Kentucky.

No Saloons.

Find Out About Berea College

600 SECOND HAND BICYCLES
AIL MAKES AND MODELS, must be closed
out. 350 A'etr HigJi-Grade 1895 models,
$3 '2.aO each. Stock of bankrupt house.
Send at once for descriptive bargain list.

G, It, .Mead & Prentiss, Chicago.

GRADE BICYCLES
We have no agents. Shipped on approval,

tu'j wheels for $59.75. $15 wheels for $47.00.

4.U 1S96 models, fully guaranteed.

OHIO CYCLE CO.. Mfri.. Caxtoh, Ohio.

SUITS.
SWEATERS. GENTS' f J. E.

j

POORMAN, Jr.,

KESSr;B1CYCLE3.| C,S,ATHLETIC
GOODS.

!
CATALOGUE FREE. Ohio.

r 50 BUYS AN "A-l" WHEEL
JUS 1890 pattern. M. <£ W. quick re-0 Q7 !£m

ill il I pair pneumatic tire. Best material and
a$v *f I design. Guaranteed for one year. Will
tend C. O. D. , subject to examination, to any ex-

press office within 600 miles upon receipt of $5.00, to
guarantee charges. For further particulars, write

MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.
1 1 1 to 1 18 Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO

.

High
Grade Bicycles

Shipped anywhere
\C. O. D., at lowest
jlwholesale prices.
'J$10U 'Oakwood' for$57.50
/$S5 •Arlington" « $15.00
(66 " " $» J.50
$20 Bicycle " $10.75

Latest models, fully guaranteed; pneumatic tires: weight I "H to

30 lbs., all styles and prices. Large illustrated catalogue free.

CashBuyers'Union,162W.VanBurenSt.B-7 Chicago

1 896 ONLY $36.90 ANYWHERE.
BFY FROM JIAM FAt n KER3 DIRECT.
Don't Pay Retailer. Profit*. &u>d 6»r •>•*»-

1 « a* «fc r-r osr cimpUva 1&6 11 1» r»nj<c| ia |r t. 1»DO
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J
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1

•
.
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New ami *— <j - Hand Wheels. Catalogue Free.
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There are more than 500,000 telephones in

use in tbe United States, and they are used

about 2,000,000 times daily.

Jones— " Good-morning, Benson. How do
you find business?"
Benson—"By judicious advertising."—Har-

lem Life.

Progress in the settlement of Minnesota
was never so marked as at present, the sales

of state, government and railroad land being
very heavy.

A report on the state farms in North Car-

olina, which are operated by convicts, shows
that there are now 5,000 acres in corn and 4,000

in cotton, and that the condition of the crops
is tw enty-five per cent better than last year at

this date.

The Dain Mfg. Co., of Carrollton, Mo., come
before our readers in this issue with their ad-

vertisement of their popular corn-harvesting
implement. The testimonials we have seen

regarding the efficiency of this implement
places it without doubt in the front rank as a

labor-saving and money-making implement
for successfully and quickly harvesting corn.

See advertisement, and read proof of this

statement in the testimonials embodied
therein.

CONSTANTINE'S NEW ROME.

Constantine created his New Rome in 380 as

never ruler before or since created a eity, says

the Fortnight^) Rioiew. It was made a mighty
and resplendent capital within a single decade.

Italy, Greece, Asia Minor, Syria, Egypt,

Mauritania', were despoiled of their treasures

to adorn the new metropolis. Constantine
built churches, theaters, forums, baths, porti-

cos, palaces, monuments and aqueducts. He
built, adorned and peopled a great capital all

at a stroke, and made it, after Rome and
Athens, the most splendid ct-ty of the ancient
world.

Two centuries later Justinian became the

second founder of the city. And from Con-
stantiue down to the capture by the crusaders

for nearly nine centuries a succession of em-
perors continued to raise great sacred and lay

buildings. Of the city before Constantine
little remains above the ground except some
sculptures in the museum and foundations of

some walls which Dr. Paspates believes he can

trace. Of Constantine and his immediate

lessors there remain parts of the hippo-

le, of walls, aqueducts, cisterns and
iis, some columns and monuments,
the emperors, from Theodosius to the

crusades, we still have, little injured, the

grand Church of Sophia, some twenty
churches much altered and mostly late in

date, the foundations of palaces and one still

standing in ruins, and lastly the twelve miles

of walls with their gates and towers. The
museums contain sarcophagi, statues, in-

scriptions of the Roman age. But we can

! hardly doubt that an immense body of Byzan-
tine relics and buildings still lie buried some
ten or twenty feet below the ground whereon
stand to-day the serails, khans, mosques and
houses of Stamboul, a soil which the Ottoman
is loath to disturb. When the day comes that

such scientific excavations are possible as

have been made in the Forum and Palatine, at

Rome, we may yet look to unveil many mon-
uments of rare historical interest, and, it

might, be, a few'of high artistic value. As yet

the cuttings for the railway have given almost
the only opportunity that antiquarians have
had of investigating below the surface of the

actual city, which stands upon a deep stratum
of debris.

KNOWLEDGE IS NOT WISDOM.

In the recent memoirs of Dean Buckland, an
amusing picture is given of the antipathy felt

fifty years ago by the old classical scholars at

Oxford to the new scientific learning. They
described it as "mischievous and absurd."

When Buckland once went to Rome for a long

Vacation, one of the elder dons is said to have
exclaimed

:

" Well, Buckland has gone to Italy. Thank
heaven, we shall hear no more of his silly

geology."

Learned men do not always appreciate the

achievements of their fellows. It is said that

a friend brought Milton's •' Paradise Dost " to

a great Scotch mathematician, who remarked
when he had finished it

:

" It's verra pretty. But, mon, w:hat does it

prove?"
An American, who stated recently in a Lon-

don club that he was going to Enfield in search

of the grave of Charles Lamb, was astonished

to hear him contemptuously described by an
English statesman as " a flighty writer of silly

papers, in which there was no mention of

political questions of his day."

Paganini, while in England, was mentioned
by a great jurist in a letter as a " poor fiddler

who had driven the town mad with his

squeaks and scrapes," and he, no doubt, would
have described his critic as soulless and deaf
to the highest expression of emotion.
An anecdote is told of Henry Clay in the

zenith of his popularity and fame. Meeting
an old schoolmate at a reception, he expressed
regret that another friend, a mutual acquain-
tance, whose career promised to be brilliant,

had given up his life to the raising of pigs and
making a fortune. The friend presently met

the gentleman referred to, who exclaimed,

with a shake of the head :

"Poor Henry Clay! He might have made a

good stock-grower and be a comfortable

planter now, if he had not wasted his time in

politics."— Youth's Companion.

TO-DAY.

I'll not confer with sorrow

Till to-morrow;
But joy shall have her way
This very day.

Ho, eglantine and cresses

For her tresses!

Let care, the beggar, wait

Outside the gate.

Tears if you will—but after

Mirth and laughter;

Then folded hands on breast

And endless rest. — T. B. AM rich.

COMPOSITION OF SEA-WATER.

It is stated by chemists that sea-water holds

in solution every soluble substance found on
the earth. It is easy to see why this should be

so, and also why common salt should form the

most considerable element. In the course of

countless ages, the rains falling on the earth,

dissolving and carrying down to the sea what-

ever is soluble in water, the mysterious chem-
istry of water, always at work, separating

from each other elements notsoluble, in water

alone, have impregnated the ocean-water

with scores of different substances. The con-

spicuousness of salt is readily explained by its

abundance in nature,' being everywhere pres-

ent, aud also by the fact that there are be-

neath the ocean bed, as on land, extensive

deposits of the substance, together with salt

springs, which add their portion to the

amount brought down by the rivers. Though
seldom thought of in this way, the saltness of

the ocean is a marvelous provision of nature

for the perpetuation of the human race on
the earth. No putrefaction can occur in sea-

water, and were it not for this fact the waters

of the ocean would, in a few hundred j^ars,

become a solid mass of decaying animal and
vegetable matter, and human life on the

earth would be impossible.—St. Louis (jlobe-

Democrat.
y »

SIMIAN CURIOSITY.

The monkey is forever getting himself into

trouble through his large and absorbing curi-

osity. He will investigate anything, and stick

his fingers as readily into fire as water to sat-

isfy his thirst for knowledge.
Darwin tells of a monkey which he encour-

aged to imitate actions which Darwin knew
would result disastrously to his monkey lord-

ship. In the presence of the monkey Darwin
snuffed a lighted candle with his fingers and
then retired to a safe distance where he could

watch proceedings. The monkey promptly
snuffed the candle and burned its fingers, and
could never be induced to repeat the exper-

iment. It could with difficulty be persuaded
to remain in the same room with a lighted

candle, evidently regarding it as some malev-

olent demon.
Not all monkeys, however, have this extrav-

agant fear of fire. Travelers have often found
monkeys in the forests of Africa warming
themselves at the embers of fires left by
travelers, and appearing to greatly enjoy the

heat. They did not, however, know enough to

maintain the fire by feeding It.

MODERN COSMOPOLITANISM.

A curious illustration of the cosmopolitan-

ism of the age is found in the statement of

Prince Henry of Orleans that during his ex-

pedition from Yunnan to Assam last year,

when his party was the first to traverse the

shortest and most direct route from China to

India, he had as a guide a young Christian

Chinese with whom he conversed in Latin. It-

was, he said, dog-Latin, but they could under-

stand each other, and that was the main
thing. There could hardly be a more effective

proof of the lasting impression on the world

made by the Roman nation than that its lan-

guage should be the medium of communica-
tion between a Frenchman and a Chinese in

southeastern Asia at the close of the nine-

teenth century.— Buffalo Courier.

ONE THOUSAND FARMERS WANTED
To settle on one thousand choice farms on the

line of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railway in Dakota.
These lands are located in twenty different

counties, and are to be had now at prices

ranging from 87 to $13 per acre ; a few months
hence their value will be doubled.

For a home or for investment no luckier

chance in the West has ever before been
offered. Now is the time to invest. No better

farming land exists anywhere. No greater

results can be obtained anywhere.
Schools and churches abound everywhere.

Nearby markets for all farm products. South
and North Dakota are the banner diversified

farming and stock-raising states of the West.

Everything grows in Dakota except ignorance
and intemperance. A new boom is on. Take
advantage of the tide which leads to Dakota
and to fortune.

For further Information address or call upon
W. E. Powell, General Immigration Agent,

110 Old Colony Building, Chicago, Ills.

WATCH THE TURKEYS.
Says a Pennsylvania farmer: "I always

know when there Is going to be a wind-storm,
by watching the turkeys and chicks go to
roost each night. In calm weather the fowls
always roost on the poles with their heads
alternating each way; that is, one faces east,
the next west, and so on.
" But when there is going to be a high wind,

they always roost with their heads toward the
direction from which the storm is coining.
There are reasons for these different ways of
roosting, I take it.

"When there is no wind to guard agaiiist,

they can see otherdangers more readily if they
are headed in both directions, but when wind
is to arise, they face it, because they can hold
their positions better. But the part I can't
understand is how the critters know that the
wind is going to rise when we mortals lack all

intimation of it."—New York Mercury.

THE COYOTES RECOVERED THEIR PUPS.

An amusing incident, occurred the other day
on the Lemon farm, near Garfield, Wash.
Burt Lemon and an employee of the farm
were plowing, when they came across three
young coyote pups which had not yet opened
their eyes. While they were examining them
the old ones appeared, and approached to
within fifty yards. Mr. Lemon went to the
house for a gun and a sack, aud placed the
young ones in the sack, which was tied up
and left in the field until time to go in from
work.
The old coyotes kept a respectful distance

from the rifle, but hovered around. Several
turns of the field were made with the plow,
and finally, when the men came in sight of
where they had left the sack containing the
young coyotes, they saw one of the old ones
with the sack, puppies and all, streaking
it over the hill, and that was the last seen of

them.

—

Spokane Spokesman-Review.
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SALESMEN. Mineralised Rubber Hoee, Belting,
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SPEX
BIH HONEY II SPBCTACLIS. Send for OUT
Optical Catalogue—just out. New goods.
Cutprices. F.E. BAILEY. Chicago, Hi.

SCARF OR STICK PIN.
Sterling Silver Bicycle.
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ENGINES UPRIGHT and
HORIZONTAL,

From 3 H. P. Up.
Prices Low, Terms
Liberal. Send for Pam-
phlet and state wants to

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio.
Mention this paper.

BOILERS

tin ninnmnm Needed if ladies use Andrus'

no Bjoomsrs Bky u
,

ski t 01,1,1miwwiiiwi v vents skirl from soiling and
creepingup. Adapted to any length skirt. Sells
on sight. LadyAgeuts wanted. Send 35 cents for
sample. Badger Specialty Co., Burlington, Wis.

High
Arm MY HUSBAND

Cant «• how
' joudalt,

§60 Kenwood Machine for • #'-':(.00
$50 Arlington Machine for - $19.50
Standard Slopem - $3.00, $11.00
$15.00, and 27 other styles. All at-

tachments FREE. W« pay freight ship any-
where on 30 daytfreelrial, in any home
without aakingone cent in advance. Boy
trotn factory. Save apents large profits.

LOrer 100 OOOIante. Catatogmeandtesti-
-^aAmonials Free. Write at once. Address,

Fh (infuli), CASH BUYERS' UNION,
158-164 West Van Buren St., B 7, Chicago, Ills.

Mention this paper.

FARMERS
DO YOU WANT TO BETTER YOUR

CONDITION? If you do, call on or ad-

dress : The Pacific Northwest Immigra-

tion Board, Portland, Oregon.

B m tm Till l/Q reduced 15 lbs.ENT rULI\0 a niontb, any one
tr flU I can make remedy at liome,

Miss M.Ainley.Supply.Ark.,
says/'I lost 60 lbs. andfeel Bplendid." No
starving. No sickness. Sample box, etc.,
4c. HA LL & CO.,B.,Box404,St.Louis,Mo

NO-TO-BAC
GUARANTEED
TOBACCO
HABIT

Over 1,000,000 boxes sold. 300,000 cures prove Its power to destroy the desire for tobacco in any
form. No-to-bacis the greatest nerve-food in the world. Many gain 10 pounds in 10 days and it never
fails to make the weak impotent man strong, vigorous and magnetic. Just try a box. You will be de-
lighted. We expect you to believe what we say, for a cure is absolutely guaranteed by druggists every-
where. Send for our booklet "Don't Tobacco Spit and Smoke Your Life Away." written guarantee and
freesample. Address THE STERLING KU It CO. , Chicago or New York, 123

This Set of Six.

Silver=plated

Teaspoons

Every Spoon Guaranteed to be Equal to

Solid Silver in Beauty and Finish.

These silver-plated teaspoons are espec-

ially manufactured for us. We do not

make any profit on them, but simply
offer them to get subscribers. This is

why we are able to furnish such
handsome initial teaspoons as pre-

miums. They are of the latest

style in shape and design, and
are full size; in fact, they are

perfect beauties. We have
received many letters from
ladies praising them, and
almost every time they
say they are so much ^
finer than they ex-
pected.

SAY WHAT
INITIAL YOU
WANT

FREE

i
EACH SET OF

SPOONS IS EN-

GRAVED WITH ANY
INITIAL LETTER.

We received the silver-
plated initial teaspoons.

They are perfect beauties
and we are well pleased

with them.
Josephine B. Alteh,

Greider, Pa.

T

I received the spoons, aud am
highly pleased with them. They

are much nicer than I expected.
Many thanks for the same.
Hattie Mehaffey, Concord, N. C.

I received the teaspoons in due time,
and 1 am sure they are haudsome and

nice. I kindly thank you for them. I do
not know how it is that you can give sucli
luvely presents, for I think the nitigaziue
worth double the price you auk for it.

H. £. Emeby, Maiden, Mass.

Premium No. 14 received. I am much
pleased with the spoons. They are
much nicer than I expected. Please ac-
cept thanks for same.

Mary J. Houts, Oswego, Kan.

We will send this Set
of Six Silver-plated Tea-

spoons, and this paper one
year, for 60 cents.

One answer to the voting contest can be sent
with each subscription. See page 19.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.
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SSFBEAD THIS X0TICE.-®9

Questions from regular subscribers of Farm and
Fireside, and relating to matters of general interest,

will be answered in tbese columns free of charge.

Querists desiring immediate replies, or asking infor-

mation upon matters of personal interest only, should

inclose stamps for return postage. The full name and

post-office address of the inquirer should accompany
each query, in order that we may answer by mail if

necessary. Queries must be received at least two
weeks before the date of the issue in which the answer

is expected. Queries should not be written on paper

containing matters of business, and should be written

on one side of the paper only.

Book on Cheese-making- Wanted.—F.

B.. Pike, Obio. Send fifty cents to this office

for Monrad's "A B C of Cheese-making."

Lavender and Rosemary.—J. P. H.. Mt
Repose, Ohio, -writes :

" I have been trying to

raise lavender and rosemary from seed, but
without success. How are they grown from
seed? M

Alfalfa.—M. C, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, J. W. B.,

Idaville. Pa., and others. It is too late to sow
alfalfa this season. All seedsmen list alfalfa

in their seed catalogues. Send to your state

experiment station for bulletins on alfalfa,

and send to Secretary of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, D. C, for special bulletin on aifalf a.

Lady Thompson Strawberry.—Mrs. J.

A. K.. Grand View, Tenn. The Lady Thomp-
son is a perfect bloomer, and does not require
anv other variety near it. It is late, and suit-

able to pollenize Eureka, Timbrell and Edgar
Queen. New berries are not named according
to sex, but for sentimental reasons mostly.

Time to Cnt Briers.—W. H. "W., Casper,
VS'yo., writes :

" When is the best time of year
to cut willows and sweetbriers to prevent
them from sprouting again ? "

Reply:—Cut them down in midsummer,
and cut off all young sprouts as fast as they
appear later in the summer. If the "clearing"
is pastured closely with sheep, they will take
care of the tender sprouts.

Kafir-corn.—M. H.. Bronson, Kan. Send
to F. D. Coburn, Topeka, Kan., for report on
"Corn and the Sorghums;" also to Secretary
of Agriculture, Washington, D. C, for Far-
mers' Bulletin No. 37, on '•Kafir-corn."
Reply :—Seeds of both these plants may be

sown in a warm, sunny place in sandy loam
soil. Thev may also be propagated by cuttings
from voung wood after the flowers have
formed". Six-inch cuttings placed in friable
soil under glass will root easily, and be ready
for transplanting next autumn.
Canning: Corn.—N. » H.. Ticonic, Iowa,

writes: "Please give me the name of the
acid used to help preserve corn when can-
ning it."
Reply:—The preserving-acids are not safe

for domestic use. Try the following method :

Salt the corn to taste. Put it into tin cans and
solder on the lids. With a fine punch make a
small bole in each lid. Then put the cans into a
wash-boiler, put in enough water to cover the
cans, and boil rapidly for two or three hours.
Take out the cans and solder the air-holes. Be
sure that the soldering is perfect.

Wintering Onion-sets.—J. M., Cokeville,
Pa., writes: " Is there any way by which I can
wi nter over Prizetaker onion-sets until spring?
I have a large hotbed filled with them,
bavins used but a few hundred. What can I

do with them? I can neither set them out nor
sell them."
Reply* by T. Grei>-er:—I am in the same

boat; that is. I have a lot of plants which were
not set out because the season became so dry
I waited from day to day for rain, which has
not yet come. I intend to let the plants form
little sets, and to winter them over for spring
setting. This' is largely experimental, how-
ever. Of course, Prizetaker sets can be win-
tered over like other onion-sets. They want a
cool, dry atmosphere, and must not be put in
large bulk together.
Harlequin -Otis'—Asparagus.—J. R. R.,

Pulaski City, Va., sends a bug for identifica-

tion, and writes: "These bugs appeared on
my horse-radish. Please name the insect.

Give some instruction in regard to the cheap-
est and best method for the culture of aspar-
agus."
"Reply by- T. Greixer :—The bug sent is the

Harlequin cabbage-bug, which seems to be
especially fond of pungent flavors, such as
found in wild mustard, and possibly horse-
radish leaves. Practise clean culture, and de-
stroy all rubbish by fire, during fall or winter.
Hand-picking may also help. As to aspar-
agus, select warm, rich land, use manures Very
liberally, plow deeply, and set strong plants
about two feet apart in rows five to six feet
apart. Give clean and deep cultivation.

Various Garden Pests.—T. D. R., Nor-
walk. Conn., writes: "Please give me some
information on the following points : 1. What
is the best way of getting rid of ground-moles?
2. Is there any way of destroying cutworms in
the garden? 3. What can be done about the
soft snails, or slugs, that gnaw at least half of
rav strawberries?"
Reply by T. Greiser:—1. Get some good

trap or traps, and keep them persistently and
skilfully set. 2. Thorough and persistent
clean cultivation will conquer the cutworm.
In badly infested fields, poisoned bait (fresh
sods sprinkled with Paris green) may be scat-
tered over the patch soon after plowing, and
before the plants come up from seed or are
planted out. 3. Lime-water and salt-water are
cheap and effective means of destroying soft-
bodied slugs.

Canada Thistles Crimson Clover. J.

F. G., Wheeler, Pa., writes: " I saw a note in the
June 1st FARM and FIRESIDE, on killing Can-
ada thistles, so I thought I would tell you how
I have done it. Three years ago this spring I

had a patch about five rods square, and the
thistles were as thick as they could grow. I

pulled up each thistle, and as much root with
it as possible, and then put a handful of salt
on the place where the root was. I did that
once, and I don't think more than a dozen
stalks survived. I dealt with them in the
same way, and now there is not a stalk to be
found. Some might think that so much salt
would kill everything else that was sowed on
the place, but it does not. The following
spring we sowed it In oats, then in wheat,
then in grass, and where the salt was, there
was the best crop. Is crimson clover a
good crop to sow with buckwheat to plow
down next spring for corn? Would it be a
good thing to sow with oats and plow the
clover down for wheat the following fall? The
land is what is called a clay soil."
Reply:—Your plan of destroying Canada

thistles is all right for small patches. The
plan given in June 1st Issue is for large flelrTS.

We would not advise you to sow crimson
clover with onts in the spring, except in a
small way, as an experiment. We recommend
It highly for sowing in midsummer for plow-
ing under the following spring. Some- have
reported success when mixed with a light
seeding of buckwheat; others, with a thin

seeding of turnip-seed. The most uniform
success has come from sowing it alone, early,
and on a fine, firm seed-bed. This year seed is

so cheap that you will find no better time for
experiment.
Fonl Cistern-wati-r.—E. W.. Barren

Springs, Va., writes: " I have a cistern lined
with Portland cement. I cleaned it out very
carefully late in winter, and let it air and dry
well, and filled with water, and by the last of
March finished filling it. Now I notice it has
a disagreeable smell. Can you give cause and
remedy? "

Reply:—The disagreeable odor may be due
to the fresh cement, If so, it will pass away
soon. If the cause is in the cement, the water
will feel soapy to the hands. Pump all the
water out, and let the cistern fill up with fresh
water. If the odor is due to organic matter,
the water may be purified by dissolving two
poimds of concentrated lye in warm water
and pouring the solution into the cistern, at
the same time agitating the cistern-water
thoroughly.
White Grubs.—H. W. P., Mulberry, Tenn..

writes: "I have a field infested with the
grub-worm that works on the roots of my
corn. Please give method of destroying
them."
Replt:—We are not certain from your de-

scription that the worms working on your
corn are white grubs (the larvse of the May-
beetle) or not. If they are, they will disappear
if the soil is kept in cultivated crops for three
years in succession. Early in the summer the
female May-beetle deposits her eggs in the
earth. These hatch in a few weeks, but the
grubs grow slowly, and do not attain full size
till the early spring of the third year, when
they change into pupa?, and sunn afterward
into beetles. Corn on old sod ground infested
with the grnbs may be ruined by them.
When plowing an infested Sod, turn hogs into
the field. They will take every grub they can
find. Applications of lime and salt do very
little good.

VETERINARY.
•J* Conducted by Dr. H. J. Detmers.

To regular subscribers of Farm and Fireside, an-
'

awers will be given through these columns free of
charge. Where an immediate reply by mail is desired,
the applicant should inclose a fee of one dollar, other-
wise no attention will be paid to such a request. In-
quiries should always contain the writer's fnll address.
Queries must be received at least two weeks before the
date of the issue in which theauswer is expected. Sub-
scribers may send their veterinary queries directly to
Dr. H. J. Detmers, 1315 Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.
Note.—Parties who desire an answer to their in-

quiries in this column must give their name and
address, not necessarily*£or publication, but for other
good reasons. Anouyinous inquiries are not answered
under any circumstances.

Paralysis of the Bladder.—C. W. R.,
Huron, S. D. -Your two-year-old colt suffers
from paralysis of the bladder—an incurable dis-
ease, especially in your case, in which the colt,
as you say, suffered from incontinence of urine
from birth.

May be Tuberculosis in the Bones.—
Chas. H., College Place, Wash. Cases like
yours have come under my observation, which
proved to be caused by tuberculosis in the

i bones. Your cow, at auy rate, would be a fit

subject for the tuberculin test.

About a Cow.—H. T>. H., Columbia, Conn.
The sexual impulse of a cow can be excited by
artificial means, but if resorted to, they hardly
ever have the effect of the cow becoming with
calf, if served by the male while under the in-
fluence of them. Besides this, ,obvious rea-
sons forbid the publication of the same.
Probably Tympanitis.—M. R., Marcus,

Iowa. Your calves, it seems, died of tympani-
tis (bloating), caused by fermentation of the
food in the stomach. At any rate, two meals
of sour milk, one meal of sweet milk and some
cotton-seed meal every day furnished all the
elements necessary to that process.

Probably a Broken Bone.—W. F. L-,
Center, Ohio. What you complain of seems
to be, according to your description, a frac-
ture of one of the bones in the upper part of
the lame hind leg, on which the horse cannot
bear any weight whatever. There are good
veterinarians in your county. Have the horse
examined by one of them, and follow his
advice.
Probably Actinomycosis. — Mrs. A.,

Granite, Montana. According to what I can
make out from your description your cow ap-
pears to be afflicted with actinomycosis in the
jawbone. If this is correct, I cannot advise
you, especially as the morbid process is already
of two years' standing, and undoubtedly has
caused a great deal of destruction.

A Swelling in the Udder.—J. S. C, Paris,
Me. It is impossible to determine from your
description the nature of the swelling in the
udder of your heifer, which, you say, is not
with calf, is healthy and thrifty, and has not
reacted upon the tuberculin test. It may be
that the swelling is not of much consequence.
Still, I, in your place, would have her sub-
jected once more to the tuberculin test, and be
sure, instead of relying upon the statement of
others.
Probably Bingbone.—J. B. Y., Haines

City, Fla. According to your description,
which, with the exception of the statement
that your horse limps worse when first com-
ing out of the stable than afterward, contains
only negative symptoms, it appears probable
that your horse has ringbone. Concerning a
treatment, almost out of the question during
the fly season, wait until next winter. You
will again find directions in one of the Novem-
ber numbers.
Short Mane and Tail.—J. O., Campbells-

burg.'Ky. If mane and tail of your horse are
naturally short and thin, you cannot do any-
thing to really improve them. You can get
them coarser by frequent cutting, but if your
horse is, as I have to suppose from your letter,
a blooded animal, repeated cutting of mane
and tail would give the horse a vulgar (cold-
blooded) appearance. You will probably be
able to preserve the mane and tail by exqui-
site cure and cleanliness, frequent washings
with soap and water.
Hypertrophy of «he Skin.—C. C. M.,

Point Pleasant, W. Va, Hypertrophy of the
skin of a horse on neck and shoulders, in-
creasing Its thickness to nearly one Inch, is a
comparatively rare occurrence, although such
a hypertrophy (elephantiasis) in the skin of
a leg, especially of a hind leg, is frequently
met with. Such a hypertrophy, unless the
causes are yet acting and can be removed, is
incurable. Consequently, as you say nothing
in regard to the causes or probable causes, I
cannot advise you. May It be that you have
to deal with a case of Inveterate mange, which
often presents morbid changes similar In those
that you describe? Still, it man^e. Ibelrresls- I

tible itching sensation Huawu by the animal I

could not have escaped your observation, and
you undoubtedly would have nieutioued it. I
have to advise you to have your mare exam-
ined by a good veterinarian. Mange can be
cured.

Chronic Indigestion.—F. TJ. K. Mill-
wood, Kansas. Your sow, it seems, surfers
from chronic indigestion, but it does not pro-
ceed from your inquiry what may have caused
it. If there are no organic changes, and the
primary cause simply consisted in overfeed-
ing, indigestion in bogs is often relieved by a
gobd dose of calomel. The dose for a sow
about a year old varies according to the size of
the animal, from ten to fifteen grains. It is
best given mixed with a boiled potato for
voluntary consumption.
Edematous Swelling C. S., Bowie,

Texas. If possible, give your horse some exer-
cise every day. If the same is not taken vol-
untarily, employ the animal in some light
work. See to it that the horse is not costive,
and rub in once a day a little gray mercurial
ointment, which you can get in any drug-store,
on and along the strand-like or swelled veins.
Use but little of the ointment, but have it
rubbed in in a thorough manner. Still, before
this can reach you the swelling will probably
have disappeared.
Obstructions in the Lacrymal Dncts.—

G. B. H., Whitewater, Kansas. Your horse
with his constantly watering eyes suffers
from obstructions in the lacrymal ducts, which,
prevent the escape of the product of the
lacrymal glands, tbe tears, through the pro-
vided channel, and compels the same to flow
off over the eyelids. It requires a very good
surgeon to remove these obstructions. You
may, to some extent, ward off the flies with a
little gentiana extract, applied to the external
surface of the eyelids and to the skin at the
corners of the eyes.

Leave Well Enough Alone.—E. A. L..
New Boston, Mass. In your colts—which, as
you say. received last winter nothing but
hay. and are now fed with liberal quantities
of "oats, nine quarts a day—the process of nu-
trition, and consequently the processes of
repair and of waste, have been very much
increased since better, more nutritious food
has been given. As a necessary consequence;
more products of waste composed of nitrog-
enous compounds are discharged (eliminated)
with the urine; hence the darker color of the
latter. Do not ruin your healthy, thrifty and
growing colts with medicines which they do
not need.

Amaurosis.—E. N., Harrisburg, Neb.,
writes: "I have a two-year-old colt, which I
had altered about four weeks ago, searing the
cord, and not clamping. He began bleeding
immediately, and bled so much that I becams
alarmed, and sent to a neighbor whom I

thought understood such things, to find out
wha#to do for him. He said the best thing
was cohj-water applications. So I bathed the
cut freely with cold water, and got the blood
stopped about two o'clock the following morn-
ing. Then he began to swell, and swelled all
over the under side of the belly, and around
the wound it looked like blood poison* and on
taking him out of the stable the second morn-
ing, I found him to be blind in both eyes.
There is no scum over them, but the pupil
seems to be gone. They have a vacant, glassy
look. Before using cold water I used a little
carbolic acid, thinking I might sear the cord
with it. This I was told to do by the man who
altered him. The swelling is nearly all gone,
and he is doing well, but don't think he can
see at all. What caused him to go blind, and
what can I do, if anything, to restore his
sight?"
Reply :—Your case is an i nteresting one, and

therefore I publish your inquiry in full. It
may serve others as a warning. In your case
the excessive loss of blood resulted in produ-
cing amaurosis—that is, paralysis—probably in
consequence of innutrition, of the optic
nerves. If the paralysis is perfect, or unless
the nerves soon recuperate, the blindness is
incurable and permanent.

•A Kind of Fits "^-Black-leg.—P. H.,
Miller, S. D. Your calOvhich has what you
call "a kind of fits," undoubtedly suffers from
pressure upon a certain part of the brain; but
what causes the pressure—whether it is a cyst-
woim, Cenurus cerebralis, as is not all im-
probable, or whether it is something else, for
instance, a clot of blood, an exostosis or an
abnormal growth—cannot be decided from
your description. One thing is pretty certain

;

namely, the calf will not recover. If the
calf is in a good enough condition, my advice
is to butcher it, and if it is then found that
the pressure upon the brain is the product of
such causes as I mentioned, and is not the
result of tuberculosis, to convert it into veal.*
I have to decline to write you a treatise on
calf-raising, because such a treatise, in order
to be complete and cover everything of im-
portance, would fill a good-sized book. So-
called black-leg is caused by a micro-organism
known as the bacillus of symptomatic an-
thrax. It enters the organism of an animal,
it seems, through small sores or lesions. The
disease can be prevented by an injection of a
little of a pure culture of the bacillus into a
vein, provided the injection is made in such a
way that nothing whatever gets into the con-
nective tissue, as that would produce the dis-
ease and be sure death. I do not know of any
remedy; consequently, cannot recommend
any.
A Fistula.— A. W. F., Oretown, Oreg. What

you describe is a fistula on the withers. A fis-
tula of long standing is an ugly thing to
treat, and hardly anybody but a competent
veterinarian will ever succeed in effecting a
permanent healing. Besides this, not all fis-

tulas can be treated alike; each one presents
its own peculiarities. It is perfectly useless
to go into details, and I will therefore once
more confine myself to a statement of the
general principles which apply to the treat-
ment of all fistulas. First, the fistulous canal
or canals must be carefully probed, so as to
learn their exact extent and direction, and
to ascertain, with the help of good anatomical

knowledge, what parts may have been dam-
aged or destroyed. This done, an absolutely

i

free exit must be provided for the pus and the
exudates, either by enlarging according to
circumstances the existing openings in a J

i downward direction, or by making new open-
ings, sometimes even on the opposite side.
Thirdly, every fistula, especially if of long
standing, has callous walls composed of
organized exudates and degeneratea tissues.
These callous- walls are pervaded with bacteria
and possess but low vitality, continuonsly
generate pus and become dissolved, but at the
same time are constantly reproduced, there-
fore necessarily prevent any healing, and

,
indefinitely keep up the morbid process. These

I
walls must be promptly destroyed, either by
means of tbe surgical knife or by means of

i
caustics. Which means are to be preferred

i

depends upon circumstances. In most cases
! probably the latter. Among the caustics, a
concentrated solution of sulphate of copper is
often, but not always, the most available.

I

After these walls have been completely re-
moved, either with the- knife or by means of

I

caustics in the shape of so-called pipes, we
i
have not a fistula any more, but a fresh

!
wound, which can be brought to healing by

i
antiseptic dressings, cleanliness and protec-

i tion, provided all exudates have a free exit,
and the wound everywhere presents a per-
fectly clean appearance; or, in other words,
all bacteria have been destroyed. If this is

;
not the case, the old process will continue,

i and a healing will not be effected. Conse-
!
quently, to bring an old fistula to healing

I
requires, first, a fair knowledge of anatomy;
second, familiarity with the principles of
surgery; third, untiring attention and any
amount of patience; fourth, neatness and
close observation combined with good judg-
ment, One who does not possess all of these
qualifications cannot be advised to attempt
the treatment of any old fistula.

The Dain Hand Wagon, manufactured by
the Dain Mfg. Co., Carrollton, Mo., is some-
thing that everybody has use for, especially

j

farmers, gardeners and fruit-growers. It is

;

equipped with steel wheels, steel or wood
handles and steel axles. It has been received
with great favor, and our readers will find it a
handy acquisition to their stock of farm im-
plements, etc. See advertisement in this issue.

August Epitomist ^
Of some very important experiments in cultivating
wheat, made by several practical and expert wheat
growers- How the land was prepared; varieties of
seed used; time of seeding; fertilizing, etc. Also,
how it is cultivated on the

AGRICULTURAL EPITOMIST
350=ACRE EXPERIHENT FARfl.

^* August Number Ready for Delivery
JULY 25th.

Pead^is " WHEAT SPECIAL."
Four rionths* subscription mailed to any address

in the United States or Canada for six 2-cent stamps.
Each number worth its weight in gold. Something
new every month. Ten departments. 100 pages
boiled down to 32. Subscription price 50 cents a
year. Sample copy free if mention this paper. ,T~

EPITOMIST PUBLISHING CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

OHIO NORMAL
UNIVERSITY
A complete school of twelve departments: Literary,
Military, Law. Pharmaceutic, Civil Engineering,
Electrical Engineering, Commerial, Stenographic,
Music, Fine Art. Telegraphic, Elocutionary. The
Literary Department embraces. Preparatory,
Teachers, Scientific. Literature, Classical and Uni-
versity Courses. Last itffinual enrollment 2S63 differ-

ent students. Has university power and confers
degrees. Is chartered by the state, recognized by the
national government having military department
under the supervision of an officer detailed by tbe
Secretary of War. 311s. in advance, pays board,
room-rent and tuition -49 weeks; $100. 40 weeks;
S2S, 10 weeks. Board and room, when paid by week.
S2.25 to $2.50 per week. Text book rent, cheap.
Good library advantages, excellent literary soci-
eties. Students can enter at any time and find suit-
able classes. No Tacation except holiday week.
3Ionev refunded if everything is not as advertised.
Send for catalogue. H. 5. LEHR, Prest., Ada, Ohio.

BAND ±
Will pay for
itself many
times
over
daring
the year.
Just the thing for
Farmers, Garden-
era. St«*ckmen and
Fruit Growers. Use
It one month, and
ynu will wonder
how vou ever got
al-uig witho-t it. Light, > trone and Durable.
Steel wheels, steel or wooden handles and steel

axles, bony n ade of poplar, nicely painted.
Four sizes. Write us for special prices.

DAI.V MFG. CO.. Carrollton, Mo.

FENCE!
18c, Per Rod

Is the cost ofwire 50
in. high. Can make
50 rods per day with
our automatic ma-
chine. Circulars free.

K0K0M0 FENCE MACHINE CO., Kokomo, Ind.

DAIN THE BEST.
THE CHEAPEST,
THE STRONGEST,
THE MOST DURAB.STEEL CORN CUTTER.

A PRONOUNCED SUCCESS-THE VERDICT IS UNANIMOUS.
An Entirely New Departure.
STRICTLY UP TO DATE.

AnjrsT.tm.i:, puac
TICA I.. - A FF.T V SKAT.
EASY TO RIDE, SAFETY
SHAFT. SAFF.TV fil'AltDS,
REASONABLE IN t'KICE.

"I think it bj far the beat com cutter I em mm."
H. 0. WILLIAMS. SbenudMb. U

"Works EpkSfUd. A rtlaiblt Implement; *o absolute neoejaitT for r?«T corn
power." N 01BBS, Mt. Vernon, Mo.
"FiaJ it •iL.'fiCtCTT ia OTTT w»j. I wmld not corn without ©oe."

J.S. HOCEINO. Wbe adand, N D.
**A !li£CCS3 Sid » great libcJ"-taring macLiae. E*err firmer ought to have one.**

0. A BRUlLS. Browtunf. Mo
"Tbe best com ctrtter I rm »»," A. W. SCARBOROUGH, Ilao. Mo.
"Work* perfectly. Can cut from five to ferca acres per d*t.**

A BR A M GILBERT * SON, ftanklia Gnrre. 111.

It will cut more corn than any deviee
ever invented ami at lenn expense ma-
chines costing 8100 to 81 50 not except e<! .

For special information, prices, etc., address

DAIN MANUFACTURING CO.,
CARBOU.TOK, MISSOURI.
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IN SPEAKING OF THE LITTLE ONES WE
LOVE."

In speaking of the little ones we love,

Our souls grow young and tender; Young-of-

Sk.. Years
So helpless seems, yet valiant, trusting all

It sees, and putting faith ill the Unseen ;

Deeming the whole cold-hearted outer world

A mother-embrace, a bosom for its sleep.

We men are little ones before high God
;

In pain, in sickness, and in moods that yearn

For consolation, or when we intrust

Our pigmy bodies to their night-still beds,

The spirit feels its youth and feebleness

And turns like any weak, perplexed child

Toward Home, toward father, mother and the

things

Indwelling, known of old and longed for still

Midst infinite barrenness and all unrest.

We men are little ones before high God;
The boasts of brain, the passions of the mind
Are nothing, set aside the one brief hour
Of faith reborn, calm dreams and utter love.

—Richard Burton, in Independent.

AN INTELLIGENT HEN.

Speaking about chickens, a farmer

said, the other day

:

"I don't want to boast, but I do
think we have got the knowingest

hens in the world. I have a flock all black.

It is a theory of mine that black hens lay

better than those of any other color. One
day 1 found a hen in my flock with a few
white feathers in her tail. I called the

hired man and told him to catch her and
kill her. ' You can't rely on the laying

capabilities of a hen with white feathers,'

I said.

" The hen gave me a sorrowful look, but

did not say a word. Next morning the

hired man told me that he could not find

her. A month or two later I opened a pile

of potatoes I had stored in the cellar, and
found a big hollow space in the center of

them.. There was a bunch of black feathers

in*he place, with three white ones stand-

ing Up in a defiant sort of way. Behind
I the feathers were sixty-six eggs. I recog-

nized at once that it was the work of the

missing hen. The sensitive creature had
stowed" herself away and worn herself out

laying eggs, to prove that my theory was a

mistaken one."

—

Greenboro Record.

NEWSPAPERS BY PHOTOGRAPHY.

.Perhaps the most remarkable process on
view at the Royal society's reception was
that for producing illustrated magazines
and newspapers entirely by photography,
dispensing with engravings and "half-

tone " blocks, and even with typography.

Reels of sensitized paper rush through

machinery which may be compared in

principle with the modern rotary web
printing-presses.

In place of typographic cylinders yon
have cylinders of transparent " negative,"

illuminated from the inside, which "print"

the sensitized paper with great rapidity as

it passes round them. Thence the web
passes through "developing" and "fix-

ing " baths, and finally emerges in cut

sheets ready for binding. The letter-press

is even " set up " photographically by a

kind of typesetting-machine, so as to pro-

duce a negative of each line automatically.

It is said that a popular illustrated monthly
will, in all probability, be produced by this

method before long.— Chicago Tribune.

TOOK A LESSON IN FINANCE.

A farmer in eastern Pennsylvania has

been converted by experience from some
very common opinions on money. He did

not believe in banks, and he did believe in

silver. So he held all his funds in the form
of silver dollars, stored them in a keg
marked "prime leaf lard," and hid the

deposit in his wagon-shed. But a thunder-
storm came up one day last week, and a

shaft of lightniug took a perniciously

active part in the demonstration of the

necessity of one quality of money. It

reduced the wagon-shed to ashes and the

silver dollars to a shapeless mass of bullion.

As a result, §1,000 or so of silver was turned
into just about half its face value. Had
the coin been of gold, it would have been
worth just as much after it was melted as

before. This is a highly expensive way of

getting a grasp of the factors of the
monetary problem, but the man who
learns at the cost of $500 a lesson will be
likely t<> remember what lie has paid for.—

Chicago Tribune.

SUGAR CULTURE IN FLORIDA.

The time has arrived for Florida to

encourage the sugar industry within her
borders. There are millions of acres of

land in the state especially adapted to the

growing of sugar-cane, and in view of the

disturbances in Cuba, the planters should
be easily induced to give their attention to

this country. On this subject the Manatee
River Journal says: " From best accounts
it is now estimated that there will only be

100,000 tons of sugar available for export in

Cuba, a shrinking of 850,000 tons compared
with last year. There is said to be already

an apparent shortage in the supply of

sugar on the American market. The
rainy season will soon set in on the island,

putting a stop to grinding cane and the

manufacture of sugar. There seems to be

no incentive to cultivate the fields, and all

in all, the prospect is far from bright for

any improvement of things next year,

as it seems clear that the war will go on a
good while yet. All of these things seem
to indicate that the Louisiana sugar-men
will soon be in clover even without the

bounty. This is also the great chance for

Florida, if we would invite sugar-planters.

It has been established that we grow larger

cane, sweeter cane, and have longer time to

grow it in. We have thousands of acres of

rich land yet unopened, and cheap water
transportation to all the seaport cities. We
were famous for sugar plantations when
the state was an unbroken forest, and in

its prosperity we have none. The Cuban
sugar crop cannot recover in years."

The chief clerk of the Florida Bureau of

Agriculture has furnished statistics to the

Clark Syndicate Companies, showing that

sugar-cane can be raised cheaper and to

better advantage on the lands of Leon and
Wakulla Counties than in any portion of

the world.

FLORIDA FRUITS.

It is estimated that there were 1,200 acres

cultivated in berries this season, yielding

forty bushels per acre. The total value of

Florida's berry crop this year was §250,000,

and was readily taken by Northern con-

sumers.
The freight rate last year was ten cents

per quart to New York. This year it was
eight cents, and next year the railroads

intimate that it will be reduced to five

cents.

Florida is destined to become the largest

producer of early fruits and vegetables of

any state in this country, and as this phase
of farming is the most profitable of all, its

growth will be correspondingly rapid.

THE PROFITS OF TRUCK=FARMING.

To give some idea of the profitableness

of raising vegetables and fruits, we will

mention that only recently the large truck-

farms in the vicinity of one of our large

cities were inspected by a committee to

examine into this industry, and they
reported that one farm of forty acres

yielded annually $10,000 worth of fruits

and vegetables ; another of six acres yielded

S6,000; another of ninety acres returning

§20,000, and another of twenty acres

returned §8,000. These figures represent

gross receipts, but even after making
reductions for fertilizers and other neces-

sary expenditure, the net returns, although
not stated, were no doubt handsome.
Apart, however, from the profits from

exclusive truck-farming, the garden acre

on the farm can be made an important

item in the domestic economy of the home,
if we take into consideration all the

expense attaching to the purchase of gar-

den produce necessary to the health, com-
fort and well-being of the family.

WHERE FARMING PAYS.

There are three factors of paramount
importance which must be considered by
every farmer before endeavoring to gather

a profit from farming lauds:

1. The character of the land with refer-

ence to its productive power.

2. The facilities for transportation.

3. The distance from the markets of the

world.

We undertake to say that the testimony
published from time to time in these col-

umns with reference to the Tallahassee

country evidences beyond all question or

doubt that the soil of the Tallahassee

country is as fertile and can produce the

products of the earth as cheaply and as

profitably as auy section of the United
States.

We also affirm, without fear of contradic -

tion, that the facilities of transportation

for sending products to the markets of the

world are all that could be desired or

expected in a new country, and that the

constant tendency as the result of immi-
gration is the cheapening of the rates of

transportation, so that in the near future

Florida will outrank any other state in the
country as a profitable producer of early

fruits and vegetables.

All of Western Florida, and particularly

the Tallahassee country, is less than thirty

hours from the city of New York by direct

transportation, and a much less distance

from Philadelphia, Baltimore and other

equally favorable, as well as extensive,

markets. It can, therefore, be accurately

said that the Tallahassee country, even
with its present means of transportation,

taking into consideration its nearness to

the great markets of the country, its

beautiful climate, its splendid school facil-

ities and the cheapness of its lands, affords

as favorable opportunities to intending
settlers in the South as any section of this

country. — *

EXTRACT FROM "INDUSTRIAL FLORIDA"

" It is closely estimated this year that the

peach crop of Southwestern Georgia will

be between 700 and 800 cars, or about 35,000

to 40,000 crates. This, however, does not
include the smaller shipments by express."

Leon and Wakulla Counties, which lie in

Western Florida, adjoining Southwestern
Georgia, are the great peach-growing dis-

tricts of Florida, and are equal in that

respect to any section in the South.

EXTRACT FROM THE CARRABELLE TIMES

The state of Florida represents to the
capitalist and the laborer, the merchant and
the sportsman, the artist and the manufac-
turer, and the hotel-keeper, alike, unequal
opportunities for profitable investment,
employment, enjoyment and trade.

It lies nearer the equator than any other

state in the Union, yet it is cooler in sum-
mer than Montana, or Oregon, or Colorado,

or California, because of the influence of

the sea.

It has the most equable climate in the

world.

It is a health resort of thousands.

It has 3-1,713,600 acres of solid land, and
4,410 square miles of water.

It has 1,200 miles of sea-coast.

It has nineteen large rivers with a total

inland navigation of more than one thou-

sand miles.

It has three thousand miles of railway.

It produces more than one million bush-
els of oranges per annum.

It produces more than one half of the Sea
Island cotton of the United States.

It raises the finest oranges, pineapples,

cocoanuts and other semi-tropical fruits

that grow anywhere in the world.

It exports annually immense quantities

of early garden vegetables. It possesses

millions of acres of timber trees.

Its naval stores are exhaustless.

It has extensive herds of cattle and
millions of acres of pasturage.

It is the best country on the globe for

raising sugar-cane and rice.

It produces two hundred different vari-

eties of wood—more than any other state.

Its fisheries are extensive and their pos-

sibilities without limit.

It exports more than half a million

dollars' worth of sponges per annum.
It abounds in natural fertilizers.

Its mineral springs are fountains of

healing.

Its population has increased one hundred
percent within the last fifteen years.

It has doubled its common-school funds
within the past four years.

It has doubled the number of its common
schools and its common-school attendance

within the past eight years.

It has doubled the assessable property
within the last four years.

The state debt is comparatively small.

Florida enjoys, in the excellent character

and variety of her population, assurance of

future prosperity, felicity and importance.

The population of Florida is made up of

people from nearly every country in the

world.

BEE CULTURE.

Very little intelligent effort has so far

been made in bee culture in Western Flor-

ida. Messrs. Baker <fc Son, of Western
Florida, had, last season, a very successful

yield of honey from their apiary. They
realized seven and fifty huudreths dollars

per hive of comb honey, and twenty-six
colonies yielded ten barrels of extracted

honey.
The climate is extremely favorable for

early queen and brood rearing. These
features can be made in this way very
profitable.

The palmetto, titi, and the vast acreage
of orchards, (lowers and blooming plants
yield the desired nectar. There is here a

vast undeveloped field for anyone wishing
a good location for an apiary.

Probably Wakulla County, which is the

site of a large part of the operations of the

Clark Syndicate Companies, affords oppor-
tunities for bee culture second to nocounty
in the state of Florida.

In fact, it can be truthfully said that

Wakulla is the banner county of the state

in this industry.

EXCURSIONS TO FLORIDA.

Round-trip excursions to Tallahassee,
Florida, from Chicago and Cincinnati have
been arranged for the following dates:
July 6th and 7th and 20th and 21st,
August 3d and 4th and 17th and 18th,
September 1st and 15th and October 6th
and 20th. The tickets are good for thirty-
days, and the fare from Chicago is $29.80,
and from Cincinnati, $22.80.
We leave Chicago either by the " Big

Four" or the "Mouon" routes, and from
Cincinnati we leave over the "Q.ueen and
Crescent."
We pass by daylight through the beauti-

ful blue-grass region, and make almost an
entire daylight ride from Cincinnati to
Florida, giving one a most excellent oppor-
tunity to see the country.
If you cannot come to Chicago or Cincin-

nati and join our excursion, go to your
nearest ticket agent and get through rates
from him on the special excursion days.
Then, if you will advise us when yo\i leave,
we will have our manager at Tallahassee
meet you at the depot. He will show you
every courtesy and attention, and arrange
free transportation for you over our own
railroad lines while you are visiting Talla-
hassee.
People wishing to go from the East can

make the trip via the Clyde Steamship Line
from New York or Philadelphia, and the
fare for the round trip (first-class) is $49.50.
This price includes meals and berth on
board steamer to Jacksonville, Florida, and
from there it is only a short ride to Talla-
hassee.
For all information regarding excursions

to the Tallahassee country, address

CLARK SYNDICATE COMPANIES,
Care of FARM AND FIRESIDE,

1643 Monadnock Block, Chicago, or
108 Times Building, New York City.

THE FIRST CIRCUS.

The modern circus had its origin in

Lambeth, England, about 1770, where Philip

Astley, a discharged soldier, began giving

exhibitions of horsemanship in an impro-
vised ring. All his surroundings and ac-

cessories were of the crudest description,

but his success was immediate and great.

Shortly afterward he built a rough
structure near Westminster Bridge, in

London, the site of the present building,

which has borne his name for more than a

century. Only the spectators' seats in this

original building were roofed over, the ring

being in the open air.

Here he hired several performers, and his

wife, who was much interested in the

scheme, went into the ring herself, the first

female equestrian known. His circus be-

came so popular that he was, in a few
years, able to put up a large and handsome
building, which was opened to the public

in 1780.

In 1791 his place was burned, and again

in 1803 and 1842, but each time he immedi-
ately rebuilt it. It is said that the present

structure, which is called "Astley's," is the

finest of its kind in the world.

—

Philadeiplna

Times.

AN ARTISTIC BIT OF FURNISHING.

Here is an original idea for the ornamen-
tation of the wall above the fireplace. I

have not seen it myself, but am assured by
a friend who has that the effect is wonder-

fully good. The overmantel is of white

wood, enameled, with here and there up
the sides of it little square receptacles for

small pots containing Japanese poppies of

all colors. My informant said he was not

quite certain whether they were real

flowers or only made of paper, but at all

events the whole result was admirable.

Everybody is not gifted with such orig-

inality of idea and with sufficientconfidence

to carry it; and I have often thought what
a good thing it would be if some women
who are artistic by nature, and not over-

whelmed with wealth, made it a profession

to visit rooms when desired and make sug-

gestions as to color and arrangement, for a

reasonable fee.

—

(Jentleuontan.

<
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Smiles.

TRUTH VERSUS SENTIMENT.

There's now and then a soul that asks,
" Why don't the bakers make

The good, old-fashioned, home-made loaves

Our grandmas used to bake?"
The reason is—let truth be spread

('Tis always best to tell it),

If bakers make that kind of bread,

Alas! they couldn't sell it.

L. A. W. Bulletin.

A SUMMER IDYL.

Together down the woodland path
They wandered on that summer day;

And closer they could not have been,

Walking along that narrow way.

I watched them as they strolled along,

Or stood beneath theo'erbangiug boughs;
'Twas not intrusion on my part

—

They were my father's old red cows!
— Vogue.

THE LOVER'S PREPARATIONS.

w T was eight o'clock in the magnificent
;- capital of the greatest republic on earth,

I and the gloaming, oh, my darling, had
gone glimmering among the things that

were two hours previously," says the
Washington Star.

A gaslight burned golden yellow on the
corner of one of the beautiful streets leading

into Dupon circle, and an electric light burned
silvery white two blocks down the street,

when an ambulance from the emergency
hospital stopped in front of a palatial residence

in that aristocratic neighborhood and backed
up to the curb.

One minute, or perhaps less, after the ambu-
lance had stopped, a handsomely dressed

young man jumped out over the tail-board and
started toward the steps of the house.

As he did so, a policeman, strolling leisurely

around the corner beyond, observed the ambu-
lance, and instantly sprinted for it.

"Say," exclaimed the officer, in the usual

chaste and elegant, not to say Chesterfieldian,

manner of an excited guardian of the peace,

"what's the row?"
"There isn't any—yet," replied the young

feilow, with a world of suggested possibility

in the way he closed his answer with the word
" yet."

"What's the ambulance for?" insisted the

policeman.
" For future reference," said the young man,

evasively.

"That's not what they are usually for,"

argued the officer, trying to get at the true

inwardness of the situation.

"Xo," and the young man drew closer and
spoke very confidentially; " no, but it's differ-

ent in this case. You see, I'm going to ask a

young lady's father for her hand, and as the

old man isn't stuck on me, I thought it might
come handy for me to be prepared for

emergencies."
The policemaD gave vent to his admiration

in a low whistle, and waited until a servant

came out and told the ambulance driver to go

back to the stable.

SOME ENGLISH AS SHE IS WROTE.

An Oklahoma editor expresses his thanks

for a basket of oranges thus: "We have re-

ceived a basket of oranges from our friend

Gus Bradley, for which he will please accept

our compliments, some of which are nearly

six inches in diameter."

On a tombstone in Indiana is the following

inscription: "This monument was erected to

the memory of John Jenkins, accidentally

shot as a mark of affection by his brother."

A coroner's jury in Maine reported that

"deceased came to his death by excessive

drinking, producing apoplexy in the minds of

the jury."

A Michigan editor received some verses not

long ago with the following note of explana-

tion: "These lines were written fifty years

ago by one who has for a long time slept in his

grave merely for a pastime."— Washington

Eiening Times.

REST AND REFRESHMENT.

"If two cyclists started from city hall, one,

who could ride twenty-five miles an hour, at

10 o'clock, and the other, who could ride thirty

miles an hour, at 10::JU, when would they come
together?" was the question asked the boys'

class by a Brooklyn teacher the other day.

There was an oppressive silence before little

Johnnie, who was near the foot of the class,

put up his hand, signifying that he had solved

the problem without the aid of slate or pencil.

" Well," said the teacher, expectantly,

"where would they meet, Johnnie?"
"At the first saloon they come to!" was the

demoralizing reply.—yew York Sun.

THE EXCEPTIONS.

Mrs. White—"And do you mean to say that

you and your husband always agree about
everything?"
Mrs. Black—"Always, except, of course, now

and then when he's out of humor or pig-

headed or somethiug of that sort."—London
Answers.

ONE OF THE VICTIMS.

"The social order has got to be changed, I

tell you! "yelled the anarchist orator, froth-

ing at the mouth. "The vampires that are

sucking the life-blood of the people must
disgorge! The wealth of this country belongs
to the men that create it, and they're going to

have it ! Do you hear? They're going to have
it! I see before me men and women who have
borne the yoke of slavery so long that their

spirits are broken. They bear the mark of
servitude in their faces. They know they are

ground down under the heel of a remorseless
tyranny, yet they dare not rise and assert

themselves. I see here before me on this front

seat a man whose face is furrowed with care,

in whose eye is a hopeless, discouraged look,

and who acknowledges allegiance to some
hard taskmaster in whose service he is wear-

ing out his life. He dare not call his soul his

own. Bowed down under a grinding despot-

ism, half starved, deprived of the consolations

of home because his poor dwelling is a place

of desolation and a hideous mockery of a

home, he wanders about the streets, longing

for death, and yet lacking the courage either
|

to rebel against the tyrant that enslaves him
j

or to put an end to his wretched existence! Is

it not so, my friend? "

" It is! " answered the dejected-looking man
at whom the orator was pointing his long and

,

grimy finger. "It is! My wife is cleaning,
house!"

—

Cliicago Tribune.

The Coming
* Mother r?

during' the whole of her an-
ticipation, requires all of her
own forces and all that can
be added to them. The com-
ing child needs all the moth-
er can give and all that
makes bone, muscle, blood,
nerve and growth. After
the child comes, both need
nutriment, gentle stimulant,
restoring sleep and sweet
digestible food.

ft

ft

ft

GOLD

contains all that is required.

At Drug-grists.

RECIPE FOR THE MODERN NOVEL.

Take a selfish and worldly husband, au
oppressed and virtuous heroine, an artful and
designing siren, and a hero in love with both.

Let the first, by her purblind ingenuousness,
irritate the husband and inflame the lover.

Throw in an unnatural child, half angel, half

devil, a general who uses familiar oaths,

printed right off. a perspicacious maiden aunt,

a very blank and cloistered "juvenile lead,"

and a rake of improved pattern
;
sprinkle lib-

erally with descriptions of the heroine's per-

sonal beauty, especially insisting in every
other page on her "bowed mouth," season
with the bitterness of the hero's "galled,"

"stung "and "maddened" heart; boil on the

fiery question of a woman's duty toward her
husband with a past, and serve in a pale green
binding, with good print and paper inside.—

yew Orleans Picayune.

A NECESSARY TRIP.

Miss Xewwoman—"I will have to go to the
city to-morrow and make some purchases."
Miss Strongmind—" Can't you get what you

want here?"
Miss Xewwoman—"No; there isn't a gent's

furnishing-store in town."—Life.

A CONSIDERATION.

Dr. Dosem—" No, sir; I do not think the bill

exorbitant. Your wife's illness was well nigh
fatal."

Mr. Hardtack—"I know, doctor; but it

wasn't fatal. You should take that into con-

sideration."—Judge.

GUESSED IT.

"What's that long piece of writing, papa?
Is it poetry?"
(Hastily replacing it in his empty pocket-

book)—" Y—es, dear. It is an owed to your
mother's milliner."— Chicago Tribune.

GOOD CREDENTIALS.

Employer—" We want a sound, able-bodied

man."
Applicant—" Well, sir, I've drawn a pension

for the past twenty years."—Life.

We remind our readers that the haying sea-

sou is rapidly approaching, and the present

will be a splendid time in which to consider

the question of an appropriate wagon to aid

you in handling the crop. It seems to us that

the modern low-wheeled wagon offers special

advantages for this use, and we know of none
better or that possesses more to recommend it

than the Handy All-steel Truck, manufac-
tured by the Bettendorf Axle Co., of Daven-
port, Iowa. This truck is constructed entirely

of steel, and in addition to possessing all the

good qualities of the ordinary wagon, is much
stronger, much more convenient, being low
and therefore easy to load, runs much easier

and is practically indestructible. These are

among the good points claimed for it by the

manufacturers, and they seem to us to be well

grounded. There can hardly he mentioned a
feature of farming operations where these
Handy Trucks will not be found to possess

advantage. On the public highway or in the

fields their broad-faced tires are very advan-
tageous. The fact that t hey are so low and so

easy to load makes them quite desirable'for
some of the heavier work of the farm, such as

hauling off stumps and stones, wood or logs,

ensilage and corn in shock or corn fodder,
manure or hay or grain on the farm, hogs or
grain to market, and any number of uses now
required of the ordinary wagon. We under-
stand that with all these advantages the price

is very reasonable. Let those who are inter-

ested write to the manufacturers for cat-

alogue, prices, etc., stating that you saw their
advertisement in Fai:m and Fihksidk.

MARRIAGE CERTIFICATES. Memorials. Family Records,
each 25c. 9forSl. J. Lee, Omaha Bldg., Chicago.

RUBBER STAMPS. Best made. Immense Catalogue Free
"to agents. The G. A. Babpeb Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.

WRITERS WANTED '° <i° copying at uome .

Law College, Lima, Ubio.

tribute Catalan and samples? Xo canvassing
SaJarr aad expenses to mvtL Inclose scamp

UO-OPERATIVE CO., 517 Oth Ase.. Sew Tort

$25.00] Qiv
f"Away

in y f0r

Contest=

ants.
Who can form the Hreatest number of words from the

letters in l/OXTI^TANTS by nsing them backward or
forward? \oti are smart enough to make <fteen or
more words, we feel sure, and if you do, you will receive
a good reward. Do not use any letter more times than
it appears in the word. Here is an example of the way
to work it out : Con, cost, coat, on, test, to. eat, Ac.
The publishers of Woman's World and Jennees-Miller
Jlontbly will pay Sin in gold to the person able to make
the lamest list of words from the letters in the wordCONTESTANTS ; S6 for the second largest ; Ssfor the
third ; S3for the fourth, andSl to the fifth, and a lady's
handsome American movement watch for each of the
sewn next largest lists. Every person sendinga list of
fifteen words or more is guaranteed a present by return
mail of a large l«u-page book. "Beside the Bonnie Briar
Bus-h." by lan Maclaren, one of the most fascinating
bonks of the age. The above rewards are given free and
without consideration for the purpose of attracting at-
tention to on r handsome and valuable laditeniaga zi ne.
twenty-four pages, ninety-six long columns, finely
illustrated, and all original matter, edited by Dinah
Sturgis ' Belle Armstrong Whitney), long and short
stories by the best authors ; price $1 per year. It is nec-
essary for yon to send 12 two-cent stamps for a tbree-
montbs' trial subscription with your list of words.
SatnfaciipD guaranteed in every case or your money
refunded. List of successful contestants published
in the September issue. Our publication has been estab-
lished nine jears. We refer you to any mercantile
agency for our standing. Writeto-day. Address J. H.
PL I" IIM EK ,

1" u b . ,905 L. Temple Court.Xew York, N. Y.

WILL TSE^Tc

Paper Clippings bonirht|yj tinds > 8nd acquaint-
ances names. $35. a thuu
stamp. News Clipping

_ Band. Particulars for
Dep -

t. A.C. 504 W. 1391b Si. K. Y.

AGENTS to sell cigars to dealers; SIS weekly, ex-" perience not required. Samples free. Reply with
2-cent stamp. National Consolidated Co., Chicago, 111.

CAI PCMPM wanted to sell to dealers. S100o/Ai^L.jiTiLwii monthly and expenses. Experi-
ence unnecessary. Enclose stamp. A(.mel'igarCo.,(/hica;o

I A 11 1 C Q MAKE BIG MONEY se»">? our Mackintosh Skirt

f\O I LaO and othernew^roods. Freshterritorv. Be first,

fa Catalog free. LADIESSI PPLY CO.. 311b Forest Ate.,Chieaeo

ELECTRICAL 10 cents re* r

;

instructive to

nf,lw/, c everybody. Sample copy 5c.
. DUirNUiJ . 15 Cortlaudt Street. New York.

«, «,3» lisrCVi V S5.M0 yearly, no experience re-

f*»IC WttsvLl quired, failure impossible; our

% *H "1 scheme a new one: particulars free. Address

W%PV S.S.Ware Co. Box 53©8,Boston,Mass.

You can now grasp a fortune. A new
guide to rapid wealth, with £40 fine en.
eravings, sent free to any persoD. This
is a chance of a lifetime. Write at once.
Lrnu «fc Co. 48 Bond St. NewYork

In every town and neigh-
borhood to solicit subscrip-

tions for

YOU

t

I ...AN...

I

t Agent Wanted
t

i

t

i
9
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<?

<?

I

I

j

I

Farm and Fireside •

In connection with popular
premiums. Liberal com-
mission given. Write for

terms and sample copies at

once .

Mast,CrowelI &Kirkpatrick,

Springfield, Ohio. I

9

IJf^lffl f> Ifflfl like a permanent posi-

W0 IfIII |i fitti tion mdtlSO month-
' *

"f ,
lyfif*" write us at once,we will send you full particulars Free, or a valuable

£arnp:eofour goods in Sterling Silver upon receipt
of Five Two cent stamps for postage, etc Address
Standard Silver Ware Co., Boston, Mass.

grrm

BIG

MAIL

IF YOU WANT TO RECEIVE
lots of Letters, Papers, Cards, Mag-
azines, Novelties, etc. B4f E» (jf *
send us 10c. and we It Ei E
will put your name in our Agents
Directory, which we send to manufact-
urers, publishers and supply houses.
You als» get our new 6i-co/. lllus. Mag-
azine to Jan. 1697, on trial, all for 10c.
Do/i't miss this chance. Address at once
TASK PIE, CO 18 Federal Su, Boston, Bass.

RLPANS
TABU LES

S WANT A MAN
In every city or township to look after my business,
on salary or commission; steady work and liberal
pay tbe year round. One man cleared $140.45
last week. Places for a few ladies. Don't delay
or bother to send stamps, but write at once to

J. W. JONES, Springfield. Ohio.

Will $500 Help You Ollt?-?^
oiler yon the Sole Aeency for an article that is

Wanted in Every Home and Indispensable
in Every Office, something that SELXS AT
SIGHT. Other articles sell rapidly at Doable
the Price, though not answering the purpose
half so well. You can make from $500 to S700
in three months, introducing it. after which it will
bring A Steady, Liberal Income, if properly at-
tended to. Ladies do as well as men. in town or coun-
try. Don't Miss this Chance. Write at once to
J. W. JONES, JIanager, Springfield, Ohio.

SPECIAL 60-DAY OFFER Number 11

«-ents /^tre^sm* w & BEAT THEM
or •UL4A<r?^H3!t ALL

Ladies

REGULATE THE ',

STOMACH, LIVER AND BOWELS
\

And Purify the Blood.

RIPAXS TABULES are the best Medicine >

known for Indigestion, Biliousness, Head-
ache. Constipation. Dyspepsia, Chronic .

Liver Troubles, Dizziness. Bad Complex- t

ion, Dysentery, Offensive Breath, and all J

disorders of the Stomach, Liver and Bowels. >

Rip.ins Tabules contain nothing injurious to y

the most delicate constitution. Are pleasant to >

take_, safe, effectnal, and give immediate relief. t

Price—50 cents per box. May be ordered r

through nearest druggist, or by mail. Address
£

HE RIPANS CHEMICA
10 Spruce Steeet, New Yobk C

Unrein

IL CO., t

City. C

mrrmnr I I I t

.. Ueturn thisadvt.
Un order and we will

3. v^ei=*=s=«JC!fc04' *<-ud by express C.O.D.
OR ^^<|sv tins beautiful KXTK.l

* i7&S2&*?siTa Heavy I.. >l'l l'l:ited

kJ^T^Kx^ iF' VA lluiuiog Case. Stem
Wind. American style
Watch.wbicli yuu can sell

for$15.00. If you think It

a bargain, pay express
agentJS.SS and express
charges and teep It. other-

wise return it. These
watches are jewekd and
adjusted tokecpaccurate
time, look equal to a
SJS.OO Watch and for ser-

vice just ns desirable.
Warrant I'd S yenrs.

» Chain yree. Give full

name, express and P. O. State size wanted. Address.

Klrtland Bros. <t Co., Ill Nassau St., H. Y.

ASTHMA CURE FREE!
Asthma Cure and a valuable treatise on Asthma
and Hay Fever sent free to anyone who will pay ex-
pressag% and meutiou where this advertisement
was seen. Dr. B. \Y. Hair, Cincinnati, Ohio.

One dollar
trial bottle
of Dr. B.
W .Hair s

SORE
EYES
CURED

Weak, Inflamed or Granulated Eyes
or Litis relieved and cured by using

Pinus Eye Salve ^^/^
The Pinns-Pastile Mfg. Co.,

P. U. Box B-340. Kalamazoo. Mich.

FREE TO BALD HEADS.
We will mail on application, free

information bow to grow L ir upon a
bald head, stop falling hair and re-
move scalp diseases. Address,
Altenheim Medical Diapenwary,
L27 East Third Street, Cincinnati, O.

REAENESS & HEAD NOISES CURED
II£AMr '•'>' '">' ' nv^ible 't ubular Cushion. \l ht*L>«ra heard.^t^^m $;w , -^sjiful wheD all remedies fail. Sold oiilv PQpr
by F. Hiscox, 853 B'w»y, New York.Write for book of proofs r ItCL

RUPTURE
A t - radxal cart at bora*

Sealed). Bock irMns Ml rwttrular*

Sent Yrt*. Address DR. W.S- RlfE,
BoxF, SnitbTille. JeC Co., K.Y-

If afflicted »iih

5ORE £Y|SDrRMC-jfioHKOfi EYEWATER

A Great Rrmedy DUcorered. Send for a trial pack-

ape and let it speak for itself. Postape b ccnta.

•DR. S. FKRKEY, Chicago, Ills.

BED-WETTING In. B. Rowan, Milwaukee, Hit.

FITS

YOU WANT
Only

9 9 Cents

SPECUL SALE OF 10,000 LA TICK POWKUFCL ACHROMATIC TELESCOPES
Positively sncta

a p.nni Telescope
was never sold for
this price before.
TH --:>: TKIISCOPBS
1KB MADB BY OHE
OP TUB L1RGB3T
HAND PACTURRKS
OP EUROPK, MBA9- r n um ^ _ _
urb cLostD is FARM OR RANCH
menus and "Pl.n over 3 pket IN 4 sections. Th.'T are n c.-ly bra»>»i uountt, brass snfrfy rap on earhrnrfro
ezcUde dust, etc. with powerful leu*e«, aeleiinU'-nlly g- mind and aajimied. •buarnntecd oy too lunker.
Heretofore, Telescopes of LhU slie bave been sold fur fmm $5.00 to $5.00. Every sojourner in toe country or at se»-,Jj
resorts fbouH certainly secure one of these Instruments, and tin farmer shon!d be without one. Objec* miles »»sy are
brouchl to view wlih astonUhine cUarneea. Sent by mall Or express safely parked, prepaid for only 99 Ota. Our new
Catalogue of Watches, ere. sent with each order. This to a crand offer and yon should not mtss It. *% e vtiirrnut each
Telescope fast a» represented or money refunded. A ruslornrr wrlleHt fro-n "Pulton, N.Y. March ±1—Gents,
received your Telescope , n:u very much pleased with it; It la all you recommend It to be.

—

J. L. Harakts." Sena
99 cenffl bv Ke<*istrred Letter, Pout Office Money Order, Bx n*s« Monpv Order, or Bank Draft parable to our order.
Aortas. LM bLtilUU lMi»oitT£.\(- CO., l>epiu

K
ttxcelslor lluilUiug, Aew York Clly, Box 763,
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Miscellaneous*

HOME-MADE SUNSHINE.

What care I—as the days go by

—

Whether gloomy or bright the sky?
What care I what the weather may be?
Cold or warm—'tis the same to me.
For my dear home skies—they are always

blue;

And my dear home weather (the glad days
thro')

Is '! beautiful summer " from morn till night,

And my feet walk ever in love's true light.

And why? Well, here is my baby sweet,

Following me 'round on his restless feet,

Smiling on me thro' his soft blue eyes,

And gladdening and brightening my indoor
skies.

And baby's father, with fond, true heart
(To baby and me, home's better part)—
His face is sunshine, and we rejoice

In the music heard in his loving voice.

So why should we heed—as the days go by—
The gloom or the light of the weather and sky
Of the outside world, when we're busy all day
Manufacturing sunshine which fades away?
With smiles, with kisses, with peace and with

joy-
Father and mother, and baby boy

—

-We are living each day in the sunshine we
make—

And God keep us and guide us for love's dear

sake!
—•Mary I). Brine, in Harper's Bazar.

COUNTING MOTES IN A SUNBEAM.

A lecture at the institution of civil engi-

neers on atmospheric dust is reported by
the Westminster Gazette as follows:

" Mr. Fridlander said that measurements
were made from air over the open ocean and
mountain regions at altitudes from 6,000

feet to over 13,000 feet. The dust-counter

employed contains a chamber into which
air can be introduced saturated with water

vapor, then slightly and quickly cooled.

Ow ing to the fall of temperature, conden-
sation of vapor takes place on the dust

nuclei, which then fall onto a micrometer

plate at the bottom of the chamber, where

IjSey are rendered easily visible for count-

ing by the water layer which coats them.
"On the Beishoru, which forms part of

the chain containing the Rothorn and
Wejssborn, rising about 9,000 feet above
the-Zermatt valley on its east and some
8.000 feet from that of Zinal on the west,

the observations show that at an elevation

of 0,-700 feet there are 950 dust particles in a

cubic centimeter, while at 8,400 feet there

are ouly 513, and at 13,600 only 157 dust par-

ticles. Over the Indian ocean the average

number of dust particles a cubic centi-

meter was less than 500 for seven out of

nine days, and on tine days was less than

400. During a thick fog in the Atlantic the

air contained 3,120 dust particles a cubic

centimeter, while in the clear region just

beyond tin fog there were only 280 dust
particles."

We will send any ONE
of the following premiums,
and this paper one year,

for 60 cents

:

Premium No. 7.—LIFE OF WASHINGTON.

Premium No. IS.—LIFE OF LINCOLN.

Premium No. 34.—SAMANTHA AT SARATOGA.

Premium No. II.—PEOPLE'S ATLAS OF THE
WORLD.

Premium No. 30.—BEAUTIES AND WONDERS
OF LAND AND SEA.

Premium No. 195.—GLEASON'S HORSE BOOK.

Premium No. 14.-SET OF 6 SILVER=PLATED
INITIAL TEASPOONS.

We will send any TWO
of the above premiums and
TWO yearly subscriptions

to this paper for One Dollar.

One answer to the voting contest can be sent

with each subscription.

POSTAGE PAID BY L'S

IN EACH CASE.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE,
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.

| CLUB RAISERS --y^ i

J ty in the United States. Write for
f

4 special terms and inducements to
? club raisers. Address
I FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio. S

$3,000 IN PRIZES
TO SUBSCRIBERS AND
CLUB RAISERS ^ dt

In order to test the judgment of our subscribers and club raisers on

the results of the presidential election, we offer prizes to the amount of

Three Thousand Dollars for answers to ^ ^

THE
QUESTION

Who will be the next President,

and how many electoral votes*^

will he receive?

THE PRIZES
I FIRST CASH PRIZE to the person who sends the correct answer, - - $ X ,

1 Second Cash Prize to the person who first sends the next nearest to the correct answer,
I Third Cash Prize to the person who sends the next best answer, -

10 Cash Prizes of Ten Dollars each for the ten next best answers, -

50 Cash Prizes of Three Dollars each for the fifty next best answers, -

75 Cash Prizes of Two Dollars each for the seventy-five next best answers,

200 Cash Prizes of One Dollar each for the two hundred next best answers,

2,000 Prizes, value of each 50 cents, for the two thousand next best answers, -

2,338 PRIZES,

000.00
300.00

100.00

100.00

150.00

150.00

200.00

1,000.00

- - - - Amount, $3,000.00

Each subscriber is entitled to one answer for each yearly subscription.

Each club raiser is entitled to send as many answers as there are yearly sub-

scriptions in each club.

Only those can send answers who send yearly subscriptions. Each and every

answer must be inclosed in the same letter with the subscription and the money.

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS AND CONDITIONS.

If at any time before election day two or more persons

send the correct answer, then the first 'prize of one thousand
dollars wilt be equally divided among those sending the

correct answer.

The remaining prizes will not be divided.

If two or more persons send the next nearest to the correct

answer, then all of the second prize of three hundred
dollars will be awarded to the person who first sends the

next nearest to the correct answer; and the one of these answers

that is stamped with the next earliest date will be considered

the next best answer, and all of the third prize of one hun-
dred dollars will be awarded to the person sending if. This

same plan will be followed in awarding all of the remaining

prizes.

We will stamp each answer with the day and hour it is

received in our office. No more than one prize will be

awarded to any one person.

It makes no difference whether subscriptions are ordered

singly or in clubs, with or without premiums. In every case

each subscriber is entitled to one answer for each yearly

subscription, and, in addition, the club raiser is entitled to

send as many answers as there are yearly subscriptions in his

club.

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS.
(Without premiums.)

Farm and Fireside one year, and one answer, 50 cents

A club of Three, and three answers, . One Dollar

Three years to one address, and three answers, One Dollar

All subscriptions will be entered for one year from the date

we receive the order, except the subscriptions of paid-in-

advance subscribers, whose time will be extended one year
from the date on the yellow label.

HOW TO SEND YOUR ANSWER.
Put your answer on a separate piece of paper about three

inches wide and five inches long. Suppose you think Smith
will be the next president, and that he will receive 400

electoral votes ; then fill out your answer after this style

:

SfllTH, 400 VOTES.

Answer of
James Johnson,

Beaver,

Brown County, Idaho.

The table below is given to assist you in making up your answer. There are

447 electoral votes, divided among the states as follows

:

Alabama U
Arkansas 8

California
Colorado 4

Connecticut 6
Delaware 3

Florida..
;

4

Georgia 13

Idaho 3

Illinois 24

Indiana 15

Iowa 13

Kansas 10
Kentucky 13
Louisiana 8
Maine 6
Maryland 8
Massachusetts 15
Michigan 14
Minnesota 9
Mississippi 9
Missouri ; 17
Montana 3
Nebraska 8

Nevada 3
New Hampshire 4

New Jersey 10
New York 36
North Carolina 11

North Dakota 3

Ohio 23
Oregon 4

Pennsylvania 32
Rhode Island 4
South Carolina 9
South Dakota 4

*H %X *X *H

Tennessee 12
Texas 15
Utah 3
Vermont 4
Virginia ]2
Washington 4
West Virginia 6
Wisconsin 12
Wyoming 3

Total 447

Set down your estimate of the electoral votes that each state will give the man
you think will be the next President, add up, and you will have an answer. The
sooner you send an answer, the more likely you are to get a large prize. %h *x

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.
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MOST SUCCESSFUL REMEDY
FOR MAN OR BEAST.

Certain In its effects and never blisters.

Read proofs below

:

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE
Shelby, Mich., Dec. 16, '93.

Dr. B. J. Kendall Co.
Sirs :—I have used your Kendall's f

Spavin Cure with good success for

)

curbs on two horses and it is the best
j

Liniment I have ever used.

Yours truly, August Fredrick

For Sale by all Druggists, or address

Dr. B. J. SEXDAZE COMPANY,
ENOSBURGH FALLS, VT.

Mention tbi6 paper.

kWELL drilling machinery
MANUFACTURED BV

WILLIAMS BROTHERS,
ITHACA. N.V.

I
MOUNTED OR ON SILLS, TOR
[DEEP OR SHALLOW WELLS, WITH
I STEAM OP HORSE POWER
J SEND FOP CATALOGUE
4D0RE55 WILLIAMS BROS. ITHACA. N yi

;Mention tbis paper.

WOVEN IiRE FENCE
Over50 Styles' The best on Earth. Horse high, I

Bull strong, Pig and Chicken I

tight. You can make from 40 I

to 60 rods per dav for from I

14 to 22c. a Rod.
Illustrated Catalogue Fre©.
KITSELMAN BROS.,

Ridgeville, - Indiana.

Mention tbis paper.

Buckeye Wrought Iron Punched Rail Fence.
ai>o manuficturm of Iron Creatine Iron Turbine and

Buckeye Wind Engines, Buckeye Force
Pumps, Bnckeye, Globe *at Champion Lawn
iflowerfl. Send for nioitraud Catalogue and Prices to

MAST, FOOS & CO., SPRINGFIELD, O.
Mention this paper.

ALEXANDER WEPT
For other worlds to conquer. Alex should have
changed his name, got a new tin sword and taken
another whack at this same old world. That's the

way some fence men do, but the PA6K conquests
cause no weeping on either side and a "return en-
gagement" is always welcome.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

FIELD AND HOG FENCE WIRE.
All horizontal lines are calilps. not affected by

heat ami cold; ailjustn itself to hilly ground
without buckling. Built for service and dura-
bility. Write for fnil information.

UNION FENCE CO., 38 HIGH STREET, DE KALB, ILL.

MADE
'either wide or naTTrow

7-77-T7
/ WEIGHT/

,

'560/LBs/>^J^ / track: f| l i \\
/ASK /YOUR DEALER FOR PRICES, or WRITE to

BETTENDORF AXLE CO. davenport, ia.

REASON OR INSTINCT.

" Who taught the little ant the way
To drill its tiny hole?"

And helps it find without delay
The family sugar-bowl?

Who, when we dine in summer groves,

Enables it to munch
In hateful, hungry, horrid droves
Upon our picnic lunch?

Who tells the sly mosquito where
A hole is in the screen,

And lets it nestle in our hair

And work its drill-machine?

Who bids it hide behind the door
While we are wide awake,

But hasten when it hears us snore,

Its bloody thirst to slake?

Who taught the fly at early dawn
To rout us out of bed,

And, when in church, to light upon
The very baldest head?

NOT PAPA BROWN.

Flossie—"Was that Dolly Brown's papa that

she was walking with?"
"No, I guess not; 'cause I heard her ask him

for money to buy chewing-gum, and he acted

real pleasant an' gave it to her."—Inter- Ocean,

IT WAS.

Our village wag was an irresponsible lad of

seventeen. One day an old ramshackle hotel

took fire. A citizen, hurrying to the place and
meeting Robby, asked, " Is it much of a fire? "

"Much of afire? La! you ought to see the

bugs rushing out onto the roof to tear up the

shingles and fan themselves."—Judge.

NEVER FAILS TO SATISFY.

Romantic miss—"Have there not been
moments in your experience when life seemed
full of unsatisfied wants?"
Mr. Hardhead—" Y-e-s, that's so."

"At such times I always fly to music for

relief. What do you do, Mr. Hardhead?"
"1 advertise."—Odds and Ends.

THE USE OF " EYTHER."

An observant woman spoke recently of a

conversation she had been having with a new
acquaintance. "I thought her rather a

superior person," she said, " until she let

slip the touchstone, ' eyther.' Then I was on
the watch. Pretty soon she followed it up
with 'I had ought to,' just as I knew she
would."

EXPLAINED.

Passing along Kearny street a few days ago,

I noticed in the window of a clothing dealer a

number of articles for sale, each having on it

the legend, "Tailor made." I inquired of the

undersized proprietor, who was standing at

the door, the reason he marked every article.

With a knowing look, he replied:

"Yust to let de beeples know they wasn't

made by a putcher."—San Francisco Toivn Talk.

HER PLEA FOR THE CASHIER.

Anna—" Don't prosecute him, papa. Let him
go, and cover the matter up."

Papa—"But, Anna, he has embezzled two
thousand dollars, and I trusted him so!"

Anna—"Yes; thinkof it—only two thousand
dollars! Why, people will never believe we
have monejT if it is known that a man in his

position took so little."

HEARD FROM.

Madison Square—" How did you like living

in Philadelphia?"
William Street—" Didn't like it. If I had

stayed there three months longer, I believe

my wife would have left me and gone to her
mother."
Madison Square—" Why? Was the town so

slow that last years' bargain-days were con-

tinually turning up?"
William Street—"No; the poor creature got

a notion that I was out late nights. Yon see.

my wife and baby slept in a separate room,
and sound travels so infernally slow in thai

town that about four hours after I had come
In and gone to bed she would hear my fool-

steps go blundering up the stairs."— Truth.

ONLY ONE LINE THAT DOES IT.

There is now only one line operating throii'_'h

double dally service from- Missouri River
points to California, and that line Is the,

Union Pacific.

"The Overland Limited " is the fastest train in

the west, and its equipment of Free Reclining
Chair Cars, Buffet Smoking and Library Cars,

Pullman Dining and Sleeping Cars IS unsur-
passed.

No other line offers equal facilities for Cal-

ifornia travel. For further particulars send
for advertising matter of the Union Pacific,

the Original Overland Route. Jas. D. Welsh,
General Agent, Room 05 Carew Building, Cin-
cinnati. Ohio.

KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE

i \ i \ i \ / \ i y

> i > > f

The m esm around the panel shows
howtheFENCCISMAOE.

Will turn your stock. Perfectly safe. 25 to 5S
inches high.
If interested drop us a card and we will mail

illustrated catalogue.

KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.,

NO. 30 Rush St., - PEORIA, ILL.
Mention this paper.

THE GENUINE

IUCKEYE
FORCE

Has no equal. Works-easy and throws a
constant stream. Never freezes. Over
3o»,ih«i in use and giving universal satis-
faction. Send for circulars and prices,
givingdepth of Well. Beware of Imitations.
Also manufacture™ of the Imperial

Galvanized Steel Wiuil Mills and
•Sle^l Derrick**, Iron Turbine and
Columbia Steel Wind Engines.
Power Mills. Well Drilling Ma-
chines. Tank and Spray Pumps.
Buckeye Lain Mowers, Iron
Fencing:, etc.

MAST, FOOS & CO.
SPRINGFIELD OHIO.

Mention this paper.

BUTTER in 2 min.iMS
PER MONTH
t-aiilY made selling

QUEEN BUTTER MAKER.

Sells at sight. Every woman wants one when she sees the butter
come and

.
gathered in two minutes. Every machine guaranteed

or money refunded. Butter churned and gathered by the same
machine ; larger yield as all the butter is taken out. The Queen Butter Maker is the greatest invention of the
age. We will send a trial machine to one family in any neighborhood ; a good chance for agents to make big
money; costs but little more than an ordinary churn. TheQueen Butter Maker Co., II E. 3rd St., Cincinnati-, 0-

' Mention this paper when you write.

^1
"A" Grade, $44.
STTLE, FINI6H.

BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, WAGONS,
CARTS, HARNESS, SADDLES, BICYCLES, &c.

At factory prices. Our record for the pant eight years the best guar-
antee that we turn out the finest, strongest and lowest priced vehicles
in the world for the money. All work guaranteed. Send for our beau-
tifully illustrated Catalog for 1896. Prices in plain figures. Offices, sales-
rooms, factories : Court St. Alliance Carriage Co.. Cincinnati, O.

Mention this paper when writing.

"A" Grade, $60.
DURABILITY-

DON'T BUY
A Carriage, Buggy, Phaeton or vehicle of any description
without first getting our illustrated catalogue and price list
(sent free). Wesellonly work manufactured in ourfactory.
GUARANTEED THOROUGHLY RELIABLE

at prices within reach of all. Capacity, 10,000 jobs per year.

THE COLUMBUS CARRIAGE MFG. CO. Box 377 G Columbus.0.

lAfllVin IS MONEY TO USERS OFJIH IW 1m U&ooiliine Pump ana PowerWM IVI 8U L-S3
Back Geared and Direct Stroke, Galvanized Steel and Wood; 5-ft to 18-ft.

JNew principle in governing; no weights or springs; leads in simplicity,
durability, strength and effective work. Most successful power mills for
grinders, feed cutters, shellers. etc. $9000.00 worth of our power mills in I

daily use in one township. 3 and 4 corner galvanized steel towers. Strong-
est in use. Never one blown down. Our line of"Hero" and"American"
Grinding Mills, Fodder Cutters, Shellers.Wood Saws, etc., the best
and most complete, 2 to S horse Sweep Powers, 2 and 3 horseTread Powers; '

Success One Horse Tread Power for Cream Separators, pumping, etc. Our new 150-page
I

catalogue tells all about machines for preparing feed, pumping water, irrigation, etc. Send for it. |

APPLETON MANUFACTURING CO., 9 Fargo St, BATAVIA. ILLS

The JOHNSTON HARVESTER Co.
Our 1896 Annual Illustrates the Best

Binder,

Mowers,
Reaper and
Disk Pulverizers.

Send for it. Address

Toledo, 0., Pittsburgh, Pa., Harris-

burg, Pa,, or Batavia, N. Y.

RUCKEY
STEEL FRAME—

Grain Drill.
With Chain Gearing and
Ratchet Drive Wheels,

—

Entirely New Force Feed.
Our New Lifter Bar raises

the Hoes easier than any
other Lever ever invent-
ed. New Si. gle Shift-

ing Bar with New Lever
for Shifting Hoes.

ESTABLISHED 1854.

Also manufacturers ofBuckeye
Fertilizer Drills, Buckeye Riding

and Walking Cultivators, Buckeye Seed-
ers, Buckeye Cider Mills and Hay Rakes.

Branch House—PHILADELPHIA, PA. Send for Catalogue.

P. P. MAST & CO., 17 Canal St., SPRINGFIELD, O.

Pianos! Organs! FREE!
TEST TEIA1 FOE 30 DAYS IN YOUE OWN HOME. SO HONE! KEQllBED

PIANOS-ORGANS FROM $25.oo UP

^SSSc&ftufflt. CASH or EASY PAYMENTS.

NKW SOIVEMR CATALOGUE
A work 01 art illustrated In LOcotan! Worth ItgWelffEt
In Cold. We pay charges on it aud send it FB££, all you
have to do Into a.k for It to-day plea... Remember
thla Is the old established house of CORNISH" * CO., the
only firm in the world selling cxcln.lrely from Factory
to Family direct. Aslncrle instrument at wholesale price.
Wo save you from $26.00 to $230.00. Write at onee to

CORXISII .V CO. F*t. SI) years. Wu.hlntrton. ft. J.Wentioa I'a
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1 FIRST
PRIZE $1,000

3 To subscribers and club raisers for an answer to

_l the question,

"Who will be the next pres=

Jj ^ ident, and how many electoral

J votes will he receive?"

J] 2 1 17 other prizes for the next best
-| answers. An opportunity for

-| everybody. See full particulars on page 19.

| AGENTS WANTED.

J We want an agent in every community

H in America, quick. No money required.

Jj
We have something new Which pays big.

J Send for special terms at once.
•

| Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio. t
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In a circular letter to the press the Immigration Restric-

tion League carries on its work by calling attention to

the fact that one of the first measures to come up before

Congress at its next session is the bill for the further

restriction of immigration.

On May 20th, the House passed, by a non-partizan vote

of 195 to 20, a bill providing for the exclusion of all male

persons between sixteen and sixty years of age who
cannot both read and write the English language or some
other language. For this bill the Senate substituted

another, which was considered on June 5th and 8th, but

owing to adjournment no vote was reached. The bill

was left as "unfinished business " on the Senate calendar,

and will be one of the first things taken up for considera-

tion when Congress meets.

The league considers it none too early to begin now to

urge upon our people, and through them upon the Senate,

the necessity of the passage of the Educational Test Bill

now on the calendar. But little remains to complete an

important work, and it is most important that it should

be attended to.

seeding the wheat. The field was plowed early, har-

rowed, dragged and put in fine order. The soil wras in

proper condition to receive and retain the light rains

that fell before and after seeding-time. The wheat-
plants found enough moisture to make a fair growth
last fall. It was then in a condition to stand a winter

without the protection of snow. With favorable spring

weather it grew amazingly. Early plowing and early,

thorough preparation of the seed-bed made a good crop.

Nothing would have been lost if the season had been
favorable for wheat sowed on land plowed late.

If not subjected to the ravages of the Hessian fly, the

early sowing of wheat—the first of September for latitude

forty degrees—would give the best crops one year with

another. Wheat is remarkably hardy. If it has a chance

to make its proper fall growth it will -stand the severest

winters without snow protection. Even when sown
late, on a proper seed-bed, it usually makes sufficient

growth to protect itself. A firm seed-bed, prepared

early, with a mulch of fine soil on top, conserves the

soil moisture, permits later sowing on account of the

Hessian fly, and gives wheat its best possible chance to

make a good crop in unfavorable seasons.

The filled-eheese law passed by Congress, and which
is to go into effect September 1st, may have the

effect of prohibiting the manufacture of the article.

According to a leading Chicago daily, a deputy revenue
collector has reported that not one out of one hundred
and thirty filled-cheese factories in his district will man-
ufacture under the law. Last year the factories iri the

Fox river dairy region of northern Illinois made 14,000,000

pounds of filled cheese, of which amount about 3,000,000

pounds were exported.

Under the law, the manufacturer must stamp each

cheese on the top and bottom and at four places on the

sides, " Filled Cheese," in large letters. He must pay an

annual tax of .$400, and also one cent on each pound pro-

duced. The wholesaler must pay annually §250. The
retailer is required to pay an annual tax of §12, and dis-

play outside his store a large sign reading, " Filled

cheese sold here."

If the law kills the filled-cheese industry by killing

the fraud in it, consumers and honest producers may
rejoice together. The manufacture and the consumption

of genuine cheese will largely increase, and we may
expect to regain our export trade in cheese lost by export

of the fraud article.

The 1896 Avheat crop of Ohio is a half crop. Many
fields were not worth the cost of harvesting. But

scattered here and there were magnificent fields of

wheat. The wheat stood thick and tall. The heads

were long and well filled with plump grains. And the

yield will not be much less than thirty bushels to the

acre.

The droughts of last summer and fall account for the

general failure; but what accounts for the good fields of

wheat? They are not confined to one or more regions,

but are scattered through districts where the average

yield will be very low. The important thing is to

account for the successes in a year of general failure.

When that is done, the wheat-grower is in possession of

knowled|^ that will enable him to raise a good crop

when the season is an unfavorable one.

All the successes may not be due to the same cause.

The writer wishes to state the cause of one good crop

that came under his observation. It was simply this:

A fine, firm seed-bed was made long before the time of

In the July number of the Engineering Magazine, Mr.

M. E. Ingalls, in an article on railway reforms, says:

"The year 1895 was probably the turning-point in the

management of railways in this country. They were

only a little over half a century old—in fact, one of the

greatest has just celebrated its semi-centennial, and very

few railway corporations were in existence fifty years

ago—but in this short time they have grown to immense
proportions. No better illustration of this growth can

be seen than in that of the corporation just alluded to—
the Pennsylvania railroad, one of the greatest companies

in the world. Statistics were not so well kept in early

days as now, but in 1852 the Pennsylvania reported that

it had carried 102,888,000 tons of freight one mile, at an

average rate of 3.76 cents per ton per mile. For 1895 it

reports 8,173,218,403 tons of freight one mile, at the rate of

.56 of a cent per ton per mile. Nothing like it in the his-

tory and development of the human race has been

known. The combination of the iron way with the pro-

pelling power of steam has advanced the world more in

fifty years than all else that had been discovered in the

fifty centuries preceding. It has furnished employment

to an immense ariny- of men, most of whom require a

peculiar education and training for the business. A
million of men (in round numbers) are engaged in this

occupation; as many more in the furnishing of supplies

and material necessary for the business; and over and
beyond it all is the influence which this traffic has upon
the life and civilization of the nation. So that a man or

woman whose life or condition are not affected by rail-

ways must live in some place practically beyond the

reach of civilization.

"The history of the railways in this country shows the

progressiveness of the Anglo-Saxon race better, perhaps,

than anything else that history records. Greater than

any conquest of a country, greater than any other advance

in civilization, has been the progress of the railways in

the last fifty years. Originally constructed to aid scat-

tered communities, and in most eases to connect

navigable waters, they have long since neglected any
connection with rivers or canals, and have carried

freights in quantities and at rates that even DeWitt
Clinton, when he built the Erie canal, never dreamed of.

Built at enormous expense, they were allowed at first to

charge rates which now seem extravagant, and were
given almost unlimited privileges. Fortunes were made
by some of the early adventurers, but more were lost.

After a little, barnacles grew up (as they always do upon
every great business), outside profits were made, and
various pretenses were seized upon to organize parasites

to fatten out of the business.

" There was also the contractor and promoter who
built miles and miles of railway, taking the bonds,

subsidies, stock, issuing as much as he could sell, selling

it at almost any price, and in many cases pocketing

fabulous profits, and leaving the poor owners of the

railway and the communities which it served at logger-

heads and angry with each other. The communities,

looking at the large profits made by these contractors and

harrassed by business depression, turned upon the

railways, and, by means of legislation, endeavored to

regulate rates and secure reductions. The first and most
notable attack was the Granger legislation, which was
strengthened and made more acute by the panic of 1873.

The railway officials themselves, encouraged and spoiled

by the great power they had, in many cases were insoleut

and lawless, and this added to the trouble. The fight as

to whether railways were public corporations and could

be controlled by legislation lasted for many years, and
finally culminated in the decisions of the Supreme Court

that there were certain limitations which legislation

could apply, and, ultimately, the enactment of the inter-

state commerce law, which endeavored to regulate all

the railways in the country that were doing interstate

commerce—and there were practically none that were

not. This law was passed in 1887, and I think we may
conclude that from that time the question was settled

that railways were public corporations, subject to legisla-

tive control. Previous to that, rates were raised or

reduced without any uotice, and it was considered proper

to make certain rates to one man secretly, and higher or

lower rates to his neighbor. The fact is, however, that

such practices were undoubtedly illegal under the

common law, and the interstate commerce law really did

not much more than put in statute form the unwritten

common law of the land. It did, however, affix a

penalty to the practice of giving rebates and secret

considerations, and made such practices a crime. .After

its passage, it was accepted by the great body of railway

managers, and for some little time—one year, at least,

and perhaps two or three—it was obeyed, and rates were

fairly well maintained. Soon, however, companies in

search of business began to resort to their old tricks of

securing it, and by various subterfuges evaded the law;

and after the decisions in the Counselman and other

cases, these practices became more bold, and even many
of the lines which desired to obey the law were forced to

meet the practices of their competitors or lose their

business and see their companies go into bankruptcy."
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_« . . Everv Ohio farmer who has
Cflincn

been forced to make the ac-
Bugs

' quaiutance of this insect pest

should send at once to the experiment
station, Wooster, Ohio, for the emergency
bulletin on the chinch-bug, which describes

the best known remedial and preventive

measures.

Red Cross
From Mr. Jacob Moore,
the veteran hybridist and

j

Currant. orjgjnator of new grapes
I

and other fruits, we have received a sample ;

of his new seedling currant, the Red Cross.

The quality of this new currant is very

fine. The berries are large in size and
brilliant red in color. The Red Cross is

being introduced by nurseryman Chas.

A. Green.
* * *

By way of encouragement to those who
are patiently and intelligently working
to produce new fruits, it may be stated

that the origiuator received $1,250 for this

new currant.

would be called a pear from its appearance.

This rare specimen was found recently by
some hoys when picking apples from a

tree on a residence lot in Springfield,

Ohio, occupied by Mr. M. Goodfellow.
The specimen is genuine. The pear-

shaped fruit is not, as the writer first

suspected when it was brought to the
office, the result of skilful work in bud-
ding or grafting.

* * «

After the specimen was photographed
the fruits were examined. The apple was
a ripe Early Strawberry apple of normal
size, shape, color and flavor. The pear-

shaped fruit was different in nearly every
particular from its apple twin ; neither was
it a true pear. It had the odor of an apple,

but tasted like a combination of apple and
pear, both flavors being unmistakable.

The core was not in normal position,

being quite near the blossom-end; it was
imperfect, and contained but one seed, and
that was degenerate.

About sixty feet from the apple-tree on
which this curious fruit was found is a
late pear-tree, bearing fruit of the' same
form and general appearance. Beyond a

reasonable doubt this fruit was the result

of cross-pollination of the pear on the
apple. Ripe pollen from a pear-blossom
fell on the apple-blossont just at the right

time for fertilization, and a fruit that is a
modified apple and pear was the result.

Wonders never appear singly. While
the accompanying cut was being prepared,
Mr. John H. Grower, living six miles east

of Springfield, brought to the office a small
limb from a Summer Queen apple-tree,

bearing in a single cluster two apples and
three pears. In this specimen the two
apples are small, but otherwise normal.

The three modified fruits are entirely

different from the apples in size, form and
general appearance, and resemble the

Flemish Beauty pear. One was small and
imperfect. The largest and finest was
coreless. The other contained one seed.

This seed seems to be perfect, and au
attempt will be made to propagate from it

an apple-pear hybrid.

We do not know whether there are

similar instances on record or not; but

these two specimens make a valuable

additiou to present knowledge regarding

cross-pollination. Their occurrence this

year maybe accounted for by the marked
peculiarities of the season, which changed
suddenly from winter to summer. There
was no spring weather here. Fruit-trees

burst into bloom all at once, and remained

NOTES AND COMMENTS.

Farmers and

Experiment

Stations.

Once more I have
made the trip to the

experiment farm at

Guelph. The excur-
sion embodied about 1,400 farmers, farmers'
wives and daughters, and was au enjoyable
affair. There must be some money yet in

the farmers' pockets—even of those poor
Canadian soil-tillers—when so many peo-
ple can be picked up in one single dis-

trict to pay more than a dollar for fare

alone, in a day's outing. But this out-

ing pays. It brings the farmer and the
experiment station together. During
the month of June these excursions
have probably brought 15,000 or 20,000

farmers to Guelph to be impressed by
object-lessons, and by the able and thor-

ough explanations given by the man-
agers of the different departments to

deeply interested listeners. While at

the Ohio experiment station, at Wooster,
last fall, I noted on -the grounds a
grove with roughly constructed tables

and benches, and other signs that this

grove had been used as picnic-grounds.

We have excellent experiment stations

at Geneva and at Ithaca, in Xew Turk,
and excellent men as managers. Now,
if we could have these cheap excur-
sions from various parts of the state,

to demonstrate to the farmers, both
through eye and ear, what grand work
is being done in their interest, it would
be a most effective means of getting

them interested and on the way to

improvements much more generally

than is now the case.

Grain Tests.
A nifSst interesting and
ustructive portion of

the grounds are the systematically

arranged grain-plots. A number of

hundreds of varieties of oats, wheat,
.

barley and other grains are represented.

These varieties are grown for five or more
years in succession, new ones being added
every year. The best varieties of each kind
of grain are grown in larger plots, and then

in big fields, and finally distributed in

samples for trial among Canadian farmers.

As the three best varieties of oats ou the

station grounds the station names Joan-

ette, a French variety, Siberian, a Russian

sort, and Oderbrucker, a German oat.

Joanette makes very littlestraw, having, in

fact, the shortest halm of any variety, but

is productive, and has the thinnest hull.

The grain is all meat, apparently. This

sort needs rich land, and is a failure on
thin soils. It has to be sown thinly. Si-

berian and Oderbrucker, on the other hand,

are good for poor or average soils. Siberian

is now being grown all over Ontario, the

first stock of seed all coming from the

little test-plot on the station grounds

The Wool Is a new publica-

tion authorized by
Growers- Quarterly ^ Xationa , NVool.

growers' Association. Mr. Frank P. Ben-
nett, one of the vice-presidents, has

assumed the management and business

risks involved in starting the quarterly,

and will issue this month the first number
of the Bulletin of the Wool-growers'

Association. It will be a neat pamphlet of

about two hundred pages, containing

articles on the agricultural and practical

aspects of wool-growing, as well as a clean-

cut exposition of the needs and duties of

the industry in regard to national legisla-

tion. The publisher is seeking the co-

operation of woohuen throughout the
United States, and solicits not only sub-
scriptions, but items of news and the
names of persons desiring sample copies.

The subscription price for the first year is

only one dollar, and the office of publication

i> 29 Corcoran Building, Washington, 1). C.

Apple Limb P,eaiiing Apple and Pear

A Potnolog-
The accompanying oat is

an accurate reproduction
teal Puzzle. fro|n n .,tm .e ,.,.,„„ the

terminal fruit-bud of au apple-twig are

growing au apple and a pear, or what

in bloom but a few days. The pear and
the apple bloomed at the same date. To
the best of our recollection the weather
then was warm ami dry. In fact, unusual
natural conditions made it possible for the
apple and the pear to mix in the bloom. I

After thorough investigation we have no!
hesitation in saying that cross-pollination

is the solution of this pomological puzzle. !

grown from imported seed in 1880. It is

generally reported to be the most produc-
tive oat grown.

* « * '
• • JC

. :

The variety of barley which proves to be
most productive at Guelph is the Man-
churia. It has produced, on an average,
nine and one half bushels per acre more
than the common six-rowed barley. Of

winter wheat, Dawson's Golden Chaff has
proved the highest in yield, with Early Red
Clawson following next. The former has
very stiff straw,- while the Early Red
Clawson is weak in straw. In general
points of merit Dawson's Golden Chaff and
Early Genesee Giant stand at the head.

Keeping Up No commercial fertili-

zer is ever used on the
Fertility, test-plots. The aim is,

of course, to keep the whole area as nearly

as possible alike in productiveness. Stable

manure is applied evenly over the whole

T-^V^J

Meadow-eescce Grass.

area once in four years, at the rate of

twenty tons (about twelve good loads) per
acre. This style of manuring has given

fairly good crops for eight years. I was
told that with clover rotation this amount
of maunre (an average of five tons an acre

each year) would be sufficient to keep up
the fertility of the soil. Without clover it

is hardly enough for that purpose, in the

long run. Fertilizer tests are made in a

different portion of the farm. The station

claims to have doubled the yield of pota-

toes (for a number of years) by the use of

some good commercial fertilizers.

Grass-plots.
Another interesting portion

of the grounds is found in

the grass and forage-plant plots.' There we
fiud sacaline and prickly-eomfrey, and a

lot of other worthless stuff, side by side

with our best fodders and grasses. Meadow-
fescue showed to goodavantage in this dry
season, and the station people speak highly
of it and of alsike, as the very best for

permanent grasses in dry seasons and
localities. In fact, these two stand at the

head. Meadow-foxtail is a good very early
pasture-grass, but not good for hay. The
mixture for permanent pasture should

include meadow-fescue, alsike, tall oat-

grass, meadow-foxtail, orchard-grass, tim-

othy and clovers. The perennial rye-grass

has not proved of much value here. The
c limate is too severe. Sometimes the Can-
ada blue-grass (Poa compressa) is val-

uable for pasture. It is a rich crass, but

not productive.

Soiling Crops.
For green feed the best

grass grown at Guelph is

luzerne, as it gives a crop very early. It

has been cut as early as the last of April,

then giving at the rate of three tons of

green stuff to the acre. . For cutting green,

oats and peas are, of course, one of the

best crops. Sow from one to two bushels

of oats and one bushel of peas an acre, and
make sowings two weeks apart to have a

continuous supply.

The Dairy.
Tho station, a few years ago

had a fine dairy of thorough-

bred cattle of various breeds. In conse-

quence of the tuberculosis scare, §3,000

worth of fine animals had to be slaugh-

tered, without real justification i* many
cases, it seems. At any rate, the tests were
undoubtedly much severer than there was
any need of. The herd at the station now
consists of grades and scrubs mostly. Too
bad ! T. Gr.
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FARM THEORY AND PRACTICE.

Q
bowing Tubnips.—No crop is more
easily raised than turnips, when
one knows how to do it ; and no
crop fails more frequently with

many farmers. The chief secret of success

lies in very early preparation of the ground.

In rainy seasons everyone succeeds with the

crop, and there is no profit from sales in the

local market. Generally, drought comes in

late summer, and the successful grower is

the one who began in time to store up
moisture for the crop. If the land must be
plowed, this work should be done a month
before seeding-time. It should be pulver-

ized as fast as plowed, and a heavy roller

should be used to firm the soil. If the

weather remains dry, a mulch of straw, at

the rate of three tons per acre, should be
spread evenly over the surface. This will

cause moisture to remain in the ground
near the surface, and if even a light shower
falls before time for sowing seed, the
ground will be found moist under the

straw. The straw should be burned off

immediately before the seed is sown.

If the weather is seasonable, the straw

mulch is not necessary, but the ground
should be stirred with a light harrow after

every rain. A usual mistake is to sow the

seed too early, and especially to sow before

a rain. This did very well when land was
new and full of humus, but old land forms
a crust after rains, and the soil about the

seed becomes perfectly dry. If the sur-

face is not moist as a result of mulching
with straw, seeding should be deferred

until a rain comes. A slight shower an-

swers the purpose if the seed-bed has been
made so compact that soil moisture has
risen from beneath. Just as soon as the

ground is dry enough to stir, harrow
lightly, sow the seed, and drag lightly with
a plank float. The first ten days of August
are a favorable time for the latitude of Cin-

cinnati. The soil should be rich, and the

seeding should be light. By early prepara-

tion of the land, securing a rise of moisture
from the subsoil and saving the water that

fell in light showers, a good crop of tur-

nips may be secured in an exceedingly
droughty season; and in such seasons a

fair local market makes the crop a paying
one. The surplus is relished by cattle and
sheep.

* 0 *

Crimson Clover.—If red clover had
been on trial the last two years, when
severe drought has been so general, the

verdict of a majority of farmers would
have been that it was not adapted to fill a

place in our crop rotations. Failure of red

clover has been very general over large

areas, due to the lack of moisture in the

soil. But we know that red clover is most
valuable, and that the cause of failure is

not attributable to the plant, but to the

soil. Crimson clover has been on trial

during this droughty period, and there

seem to be nine failures to one success, but

some of these failures are directly attrib-

utable to the lack of moisture. I am sure

that another general trial of this new
clover should be made, and now that the

deficiency in rainfall is being rapidly made
up, it is probable that a seeding this sum-
mer will give a fair test of the value of this

plant. Droughts have prevented fall

growth, and the plants have not gotten

well rooted. With plenty of rain, all this

will be
.
changed. The plants can make

good growth before winter, and then the

question oi hardiness can be determined.

Crimson clover should be sown the first

half of August. Many have been seeding

too late in the summer or in the early fall.

I have little faith in success with it in corn-

fields, as corn evaporates water rapidly

from the ground, and leaves the supply

too scant for the clover. It may be sown
after an early spring crop has been re-

moved, and probably its greatest value

may be gotten by sowing the seed in

stubble-fields that have failed to make a

perfect catch of red clover. The bare

patches should have the surface broken,

and for this purpose there is nothing
better than a grain-drill. It leaves the

scattering red-elover plants and the wheat-
stubble standing, and as the crimson-clover

plants start in the fresh soil, they have the

stubble as a protection. The two clovers

do not ripen together, the crimson being

about two weeks the earlier; but the soil is

made richer, and that is the chief consid-

eration.

Keeping Pastures Clean—In the hilly

portions of the great Ohio valley an im-

mense area of land, in the aggregate, is

kept in permanent blue-grass pasture.

Inquiries are often made in regard to the

best way of keeping this rough land clean.

Papaw-bushes, briers and many bad weeds
abound, and not infrequently the contest

with them is given up by the owner of the

land. There is no easy way of killing out

such a growth, and half-hearted measures

do not pay. The main fact to bear in mind
is that the leaves are, in a sense, the lungs

of the plants, and if the tops are kept well

cut, the roots must die in time. Sheep are

an aid in that they like the tender buds of

most kinds of growths, thus reducing the

leaf surface. Other stock aids in the same
way, though not in an equal degree. After

that, clipping with scythe and hoe is the

chief dependence. A heavy sod is a help,

especially in case of weeds, and for that

reason close grazing with sheep often does

harm. If a permanent pasture is thor-

oughly cleaned twice a year—once before

July and once in the latter part of August
—so that thistles and other weeds are never

allowed to seed, it is only a few years until

the labor of cleaning is comparatively

small. Cutting during severe drought is

very effective.

Farm Fences.—It is in midsummer,
when town clerks are taking their vaca-

tions at " country cousins' " homes, and
too many farmers are taking their, vaca-

tions with scythe in hand, trimming out

fence-corners, that one fully appreciates

the absence of all needless roadside and
partition fences. Some are a necessity,

but when the idea is fully accepted that

fences should be built only to keep stock

in, and never to keep stock out, the num-
ber of miles of fencing will be wonder-
fully reduced. The highway is for travel,

not for pasturage by the public. Where
fields next the highway are for tillage only,

it is a great pleasure to be able to plow to

the edge of the highway, having no un-
sightly fence-row, and being able to clip

the roadside from the track to the growing
crop with a mower. Where partition fences

are not needed, there should be no fence-

row. Each owner should plow to the line,

leaving no room for briers or weeds. Stock

should be fenced within the inclosure in-

tended for it, and an occasional rock or

locust post is sufficient marking for all

other lines. In this way expense of much
fencing is saved, appearances are improved,
and there is less harbor for animal and
vegetable 'pests. David.

the parts of the shoulder upon which it

rests with the fingers, so as to restore the

circulation. It is an excellent plan to have
an old cloth attached to the harness to use

to wipe the perspiration from the shoulder.

A young man of my acquaintance uses his

shirt-sleeve for this purpose, and he always
has a fine-looking team, with never a sore

on them. On removing the harness, bathe

the parts upon which the harness has
rested heavily with cold water; this con-
tracts the muscles and tends to prevent
inflammation and swelling of the parts.

At this time of year, when the work is

changing to implements with tongues, we
-are not apt to think that the old farm-
horses are almost as liable to have sores

developed upon their necks as young
horses just being put to work. Toughen-
ing one part does not make all proof

against injuries. The necks of the old

team should be watched during harvest.

Should an injury appear, bathe the part

with cold water or apply ice so- long as

there is any inflammation or fever in the

part. This usually lasts twelve to twenty-
four hours. Pads kept wet with cold water
are beneficial. After the fever has all sub-

sided, use warm water to hasten the repair

of the parts. Whenever the skin is broken
from any cause, bathe with a two to five

per cent solution of ereoline. It should
also be used where the skin is badly bruised.

It prevents infection of the parts.

Delaware county, Ohio. H. P. Miller.

TO PREVENT BRUISES FROM THE HARNESS.

The annoying sores made by the harness

can almost entirely be prevented by intelli-

gent care. The pressure of harness and
collar upon parts not accustomed to it, if

long continued, so compresses the blood-

vessels that the normal flow of blood is

checked, the vessel walls are bruised and
partially paralyzed; the muscles are also

bruised and weakened. When the pressure

is suddenly reiftoved with the removal of

the harness, the blood rushes into the

weakened vessels, dilating their walls, so

that the blood-serum passes through and
accumulates in the connective tissue under
the skin. Thus originate the soft, fluctu-

ating swellings often appearing upon the

collar-rest. If these accumulations are

not removed, either through absorption or

through an incision in the skin, there

results a permanent enlargement from
callous formation.

When the injury is only to the skin and
underlying muscular tissue, an inflam-

mation is incited that results in a breaking

down of the tissues at the affected point.

In nature's attempt to rebuild, there is an

excess of material deposited, and thicken-

ing of the part results unless intelligent

treatment is given.

The sores that result in sloughing away
of some parts are caused either by the

excessive heat arising from friction of the

harness, or by a killing of the parts from
cutting off the blood supply through long-

cantiuued pressure.

An understanding of these processes

enables one to alleviate the conditions

favoring them. The same collar should be

used on a horse, provided it is a good one,

so as not to be continually shifting the

pressure, then put a horse to heavy work
gradually. Stop frequently, not long at a

time, and raise the collar, manipulating

One inventor describes a nest-egg composed
of brimstone, lime, carbolic acid and glue,

cast in a mold, and designed to destroy
insects.

Another is made hollow, of porous ma-
terial, and filled with some kind of insec-

ticide fluid.

Many devices for automatically closing

the door or gate of the nest-box when the

hen is on are to be found in the class of

"poultry culture," and there are also sev-

eral contrivances for feeding and watering.

A little piece of wire for connection to the

bill of a chicken, to prevent feather-

pulling, is also to be seen in this class.

E SIMET P. BUNYEA.

PATENTED HEN-DECEIVERS.

In the class of inventions known as

"poultry culture" in the United States

patent office there are many peculiar

patents. In looking over the drawings in

this class, it would seem that the inventors

are aiming to produce devices calculated

to take advantage of the unsuspecting

fowl. If a bad habit in a fowl needs cor-

recting, the inventor seems to think that

if he can devise some manner of influ-

encing the hen's mind, some deceptive

scheme to play a scurvy trick on the guile-

less chicken, his purpose has been accom-
plished.

To prevent fowls from scratching up the

garden, an inventor secured a patent which
is known to patent-office officials as the

" hen-pusher." This device consists of

two strands of spring wire secured to the

leg of a hen, and extending backward, so

that should she attempt to scratch, the

wire points would stick in the ground and
push her to the front, until eventually she

would be pushed out of the yard, if she

insisted upon scratching.

To prevent hens from sitting, an inven-

tor obtained a patent for a piece of wire

armed with projecting points, or barbs,

and bent into spiral or convoluted form,

to be placed in the nest.

Quite a number of patents have been
granted for hens' nests having for their

purpose the dropping of the egg, immedi-
ately after it is laid, into a receptacle below

the nest.

A device of this character is shown in the

accompanying illustration, and was pat-

tented in 1890. In the bottom of the nest is

an aperture which is normally closed by a

piece of wood mounted upon the end of a

lever pivoted under the nest. The opposite

end of the lever is weighted so as to hold

the wooden gate up to the aperture. When
an egg is laid by the hen upon the gate,

the lever is operated by the weight of the

egg to drop the latter into a receptacle be-

low upon a straw-covered, inclined board,

and by gravity it rolls to the front of the

box near a door or cover, where it may be

taken out. While the prime object of this

nest is not to deceive the hen, but to pre-

vent rats and other animals from getting

at the eggs, yet there must be some sur-

prise evinced by the hen when she looks

back into the nest. She may be in some
doubt whether it would pay to cackle.

Not a few nest-eggs have been patented.

PICKED POINTS.

July is the month to sow the seeds of flat

turnips. A great deal of winter feed for

stock can be got out of them, and it is a
kind of feed that does well with dry fodder.

In fact, all stock should have some succu-

lence in winter. Turnips are easily grown,
and generally as a " catch crop." Turn any
sod-land now, or land that has grown a

spring crop, make the soil fine; mix a

pound of turnip-seed with one hundred
pounds of commercial fertilizer, set a grain-

drill to sow one hundred pounds to the

acre, and then go ahead. The turnip-seed

will be evenly distributed, and the fertilizer

will give the plants a good start. Here I

will make a suggestion worthy of trial

:

When the turnip-seed is sown, broadcast

crimson-clover seed and harrow in, thus
growing a catch crop with a catch crop.

This clover needs a nurse crop if sown in

hot weather, and when grown in the North
it must be sown in midsummer to get a

good root for winter.

I think when we learn how to manage
crimson clover in the North we will find it

much more valuable than any of us give it

credit for now. We got this plant from the

South, and also its method of propagation
there, which is to sowr it in the corn at the

last working. But we should remember
that it is quite the custom there to strip

the blades from corn while yet green, for

fodder. Their corn-hills are usually four

feet apart, and but one or two stalks in a

hill ; so even if the blades

are not stripped the shade
cannot be very dense. In
the North, where we plant

smaller corn, when not in
drills the cheek-rows are

three and a half feet or less

apart, and four to six stalks

in "a hill. This makes a
dense shade near the
ground, and no under-
growth can
even weeds,
that with an
of corn, that

the fore part of September,
this clover, sown at the last

working, might get root enough to cany
it through autumn and winter.

flourish, not

It is possible

early variety

could be cut

Sown entirely alone in July, the sun is

very apt to destroy or greatly injure it. It

is essentially a cool-weather plant; but in

the North it must get root enough to have
a substantial footing to carry it through
the winter. I have watched this plant from
its first introduction into the North, and
am satisfied it should be sown about the
middle of July, with some kind of a nurse
crop, with shade not too dense; hence, I

suggest turnips as the most promising. It

is possible that it would do well with buck-
wheat, but this is somewhat problematical.

Sown with beans at the last working, a

year ago, the dense shade was too much for

it. Only narrow strips between drills made
any showing. A small field sown alone on
the twentieth of July, after early potatoes,

did well, in a favorable location, with
considerable surrounding shade. It made
more root than stalk until cool weather set

in. It went into winter with stalks nine
inches high, and the field showed green all

winter when free from snow. The first of

April it would have furnished excellent

pasturage, but it was kept for seed. The
first of May the clover was twenty-three
inches high, and the tenth of June it was
ripe, and about twenty-eight inches tall.

This was a test to see what it would do at

this latitude

—

i2]/2 degrees. As a late fall

and early spring feed it has no equal. It

keeps the ground mulched, gathers nitro-

gen from the atmosphere, and brings up
mineral fertilizers from the subsoil.

Dr. Galen Wilson.
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NOTES FROM GARDEN AND FIELD.

Applying Tobacco-dust.—Tobacco-
j

dust is a most excellent insecti-
|

cide, and, as often stated, we use

it freely, and -with most satis-

factory effect for many of our insect

enemies. For some of these, for instance,

the yellow cucumber-beetle, it proves fully

effective only when used in large doses. A
mere sprinkling may help to keep bugs off

when they are not very hungry; but when
there are a good many of them, and only a

few cucumber-hills, we have to almost hide

the plants from view by covering them
with the dust, in order to put them on an

absolute safe footing. Usually a good

handful thrown among the plants in a

hill, so that the ground will be w ell cov-

ered, proves efficient in keeping the plants

from harm. Softer-bodied enemies, such

as caterpillars and some maggots, are very

sensitive to the tobacco-dust treatment,

that by a mere sprinkling or dusting we
can clear bushes and plants from them
within a very short time; in fact, "while we
wait." The caterpillars on trees or shrubs,

including the green-worm on currant and

gooseberry bushes, give up the ghost

within a short time, say an hour or so,

after being touched by the tobacco. Here-

tofore we have applied this material either

with the hand, throwing it with ascattering

motion with the wind into the plants or

bushes; on some occasions we have dusted

it by means of one of the cheap, small

powder-bellows which can be found at

seed and hardware stores, and cost from
ten cents to twenty-five cents apiece.

Where one has but a few plants and bushes

to go over, these small hand-bellows will

answer well enough. It is but little trouble

to treat a few hundred heads of cabbages

in this way for the cabbage-worm. We
use these bellows, too, for dusting sitting

hens, or hens with little chicks, with

tobacco-dust, in order to rid them of lice.

But for larger Operations, such as applying

the dust to currant and gooseberry bushes,

in larger patches, or lime for slugs on pea-

vines, or into trees, we would prefer to

have a larger-sized and more powerful

bellows. The only question is, which one

of those that are now being advertised is

the most satisfactory to use? It is a ques-

tion we will have to decide before long, for

the tendency of the times seems to be to

substitute dry powders for the fungicidal

liquids now generally used. I propose to

investigate.

For the Potato-bug.—I had been in

hopes that tobacco in dust form might also

be used effectively in destroying the slugs

on potato-vines. In this, however, I have
thus far been disappointed. The tobacco

did not seem to inconvenience the pests

very much, if at all. They are a tough lot.

The bugs are not very numerous this

season, but they can always be found on
the earliest planted potato-vines, and here

we must guard against their increase by
hand-picking; or if we have given them a

Chance to breed, we must at least apply
poisons very promptly. The Paris green I

obtained this year again failed to act as

quickly as 1 would wish, and I had to make
the application very much stronger than is

usually recommended. Indeed, I used the

Paris green at the rate of one pound to forty

gallons of water (witli a little lime to pre-

vent injury to the foliage), and then it took

forty-eight hours or so before all the slugs

succumbed. I think I shall send a sample
to our experiment station for analysis.

Indeed, should have done that long ago, so

that in case the Paris green is a poor arti-

cle, I could have secured another lot. But
why don't our dealers, seedsmen, spray-

pump makers, etc., look after this matter

themselves? They sell us Paris green, but

can't guarantee its purity. This is wrong.
T. ((REINER.

FRUIT REPORTS.

More reports on the condition of our
fruit dope have been received, and more
are wanted. Thus far I have heard little

from West Virginia, Virginia, Maryland,
Delaware, Southern Pennsylvania, Maine,
Quebec, etc. Kiiends in those regions and
elsewhere, please write me.

Fki.m Obego.n.—(.'has. I>. Coolcy, Joseph-

ine county, writes: "The apple crop of

southern Oregon will not be a half crop.

We had one of the worst springs ever

known in this country; cold, wet, frosts

and freezes."

S. B. Lodge, Lane county, writes: " The
apple crop will be only about twenty-five

per cent of a full crop. Pears, almost an

entire failure. Rain has prevented proper

fertilization. I think the whole Willa-

mette valley is in about the same fix. This

is usually one of the best fruit districts in

the United States, the fruit being of fine

quality and large size."

Froji Southeastern Kentucky.—G. D.

Andes, Laurel county, writes: "Pears will

be a full crop in this vicinity. Apples,

about half a crop."
a * #

From Southern Missouri.—Mrs. L. S.

Hamilton, Polk county, writes: "Apples

are one half our usual crop ;
cherries, not

one third of a crop ;
peaches, berries of all

kinds and grapes are a good crop. We lost

much on our strawberries on account of

heavy rains and streams swollen so we
could not market the fruit."

From North Carolina.—Jesse W. Cole,

Orange county, writes: "Our fruit pros-

pects are not flattering. There was a very
heavy bloom. Apples are very few, and
niauy of the trees are attacked by rust.

Peaches have for some years been badly

injured by rot."
* * *

From Iowa. — F. H. Brubaker, Linn
county, writes: "This (eastern) part of

Iowa is not considered much of a country
for apples and pears, but this year the

prospects are good for the largest crop of

fruit ever known."

From Tennessee.—Thos. G. Fulkerson,
Claibourne county, writes: " We have less

than one fourth of a full crop of apples in

this county."
* is *

From Northeastern Massachusetts.—
Charles F. Knight writes: "Our apples

and grapes promise full crops, plums one
half a crop, and of pears there will be none.
The whole of New England, I think, will

have a bountiful supply of apples."

From Ontario, Canada.—Sub., Wel-
land county, writes: "Apples promise a

full crop in all the apple sections of the

Dominion; pears are well set; plums plen-

tiful in favored locations, and peaches

scarce except in a few localities. The
cherry crop, both sweet and sour, was very

good."

^ORCHARD AND SMALL FRUITS.-.*

CONDUCTED BY SAMUEL B. GREEN.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED
BY SAMUEL B. GREEN.

Best Grapes for Texas.—J. S. B., Hope.
Kan. In the vicinity of Galveston most of

the grapes succeed. Among the well-known
sorts especially adapted to that section are

Missouri Riesling, Herbemont, Concord and
Delaware. Many varieties are liable to rot in

the moist part of Texas, and require careful

use of Bordeaux mixture to prevent it.

Propagating the Dewberry.—J. F. P.,

Sulphur Springs, Tex. The young wood of

dewberries will root if covered with moist
earth, and this is the way the plants are gen-
erally increased. So far as I know, blackberries

will not root from the tips, and I have cov-
ered them repeatedly; but there may be some
kind that will do so; t he common, well-known
kinds will not. It is customary to grow
blackberries from root cuttings made In
autumn.

Horse-chestnut Seedlings.—S. C. P.,

South Bethlehem, Pa. The horse-chestnut is

easily raised from the seed, which should be
separated from the shucks and planted as
soon as gathered; or the seed may be buried
in sand outdoors and be planted in the spring.
Plant in rows three feet apart, putting the
nuts six inches apart; or plant three or four
nut* where a tree Is wanted, thinning out to
one plant, if necessary, when nicely started
the tirst season. Plant about two inches deep.

Grape Cider.'—J. n. k., QrAbara, Texas.
U rape-juice, like wine, may be made in many
ways, and depends for its quality on the
method employed and the grapes used. You
will have to work out a process adapted to
your grapes and location to get the best
results. In general, the Juice of the fruit is

pressed out, about an equal quantity of Water
added to it. and Sweetened to taste. It is then
heated to a temperature of about 166 degrees,
and kept there about half an hour; and some

makers prefer to heat it a second time in the
same way before bottling. It should be put
into bottles that have been boiled in water,
and corked with corks that have been heated
in an oven. Treated in this way it keeps
well; but to be successful, the bottles must be
filled with the hot juice. Another and simpler
way, where the proper facilities are at hand,
is to put the juice into clean bottles and cork
them; then put the filled bottles into a vat
of water (temperature 155 degrees) and keep
them there one hour. In large establishments
vats are heated by steam, but a good sorghum-
pan will answer very well on a large scale, or
a wash-boiler in a small way. The only
extra piece of apparatus needed that is not
found in an ordinary kitchen is a good ther-
mometer registering up to at least 212 degrees.
My wife puts up her grape-juice without using
a thermometer, allowing it to boil for a
short time, and then preserving in Mason jars,

and we all think it very nice. I think, how-
ever, the boiling destroys some of the delicate
flavors, aud the thermometer should be fol-

lowed by those preparing grape-juice for
market.

Canker-worms.—R. S. C, Mount Carmel,
Conn. There are two species of the canker-
worm, each of which affects the trees in the
same way. The female moths of both species
are wingless, and have to crawl up the trunks
of the trees, while the males have wings and>
fly about. The female of one species climbs
up the trunks of the trees in autumn and
lays her eggs on the bark, while the other
climbs up very early in the spring, or even late

in winter, and lays her eggs. The eggs hatch
just as the leaves unfold, and the young
worms feed on them. Owing to the wingless
condition of the female moth, the Insects may
be kept out of the trees by bands of paper
covered with printers' ink; but these must be
freshened every day or the moths will grad-

ually get across them. Where one has but a
limited number of trees, it is a good plan to

put a small tin or zinc V-shaped trough com-
pletely around each tree, and in this keep a

small amount of kerosene through the autumn
aud spring months. This is an absolutely

sure remedy for this pest, providing the space
between the trough and the tree is well packed
with oakum or other material, so the moth
cannot get under it. A piece of tin should act

as an overhanging roof over the trough, to

keep out water. On a large scale, it is the
experience of apple-growers in New England
that the best way of fighting this insect is by
spraying the leaves of infested trees with
Paris green and water, at t he rate of one pound
to 160 gallons of water, as soon as the leaves

begin to unfold.

Apples lor t'i<Ier—Pollination or Ap-
ples—Woolly-aphis—Moles.— II. (

'. B. C,
Missoula, Mont. The Roxbm y and other rus-

set apples are generally mosf highly esteemed
in this country for cider; but most any of the

firm flesh winter kinds, such as Tallman's
Sweet, Baldwin, Winesap, etc., make good
cider. Of the crabs best adapted to this pur-
pose are the Virginia, Martha and Minnesota,
the latter being almost too good for such a
purpose: In making your selection of varieties

for this purpose, it would be well to choose
those now doing well in the vicinity of Mis-

soula, which, being so favorably situated for

fruit, will probably permit, the growing of

most all the varieties mentioned. Very little

is as yet known about the subject of ferti-

lization of the different kinds of apples; but
enough is known to make it probable that it

would be safest in planting not to set many
trees of one kind in an orchard without hav-
ing at least one tenth of the number some
strong, hardy, fruitful sort flowering at nearly

the same time. The woolly-aphis does its

greatest injury to the roots of trees. They
live on the roots near the surface of the
ground, and frequently may»be seen on the
base of sprouts around old trees. The lice are
whitish, and covered, when mature, with a
woolly covering. When the lice are abundant
on very young trees, it is generally best to

dig and destroy them. It is a very difficult

insect to right. "When large trees are infested,

it may pay to take the soil away from the
surface-roots and destroy the lice with hot

water or kerosene emulsion; but they cannot
be entirely eradicated in that way. The use of

a plentiful supply of unleached wood ashes or

potash salts around the trees seems to keep
the lice in check. Infested trees should be

cultivated and highly fertilized, since they do
much less damage to thrifty than to weak
trees. All young stock should be carefully

examined before being planted, and if badly
infested, should be immersed in kerosene
emulsion. Moles are seldom, if ever, abun-
dant except where insect pests abound. They
are among the most helpful animals to man,
and do not eat vegetable food. Where they
are found working in lawns, it is because the

land is full of June-beetle grubs or other hurt-
ful insects. Of course, very often they are
troublesome. Pocket-gophers, on the other
hand, are a great pest, feeding as they do on
the roots of t rees, etc. Either of these animals
can be killed or driven away by putting a
little blsulphid of carbon on a bit of cotton
batting and placing it in their burrows. The
fumes from this liquid are destructive to life.

It resembles gasolene, and is fully as explosive.
A cheap grade, especially prepared for this
purpose, can be bought of wholesale druggists.
Tin? pocket-gopher may also be poisoned by
the use of strychnine pat into carrots, apples,
etc., and placed in its burrows.

SOME STRAWBERRY NOTES.

The strawberry delights in cool, moist
weather. For that reason August-set plants

frequently fail to develop well. Plants from
late fall runners fail to blossom the following
spring. Such plants are the very best to set

a' spring plantation from. They throw out
runners early in the season and early form
well-developed, matted rows; aud if the run-
ners are clipped as in the hill system, form
finely developed plants for next year's fruit-

ing.

Spring setting of strawberry-plants is favor-

able to both the matted-row and hill systems,
but summer-set plants should generally have
the runners clipped to do their best.

Good crops of strawberries can be grown on
chemical manure alone, but a good strawberry
soil which is moist and somewhat liable to

pack by cultivation needs a liberal dressing

of bam manure in preparation for every other
crop, if the bi-yearly system is pursued^
Dressing that is a year old is preferable on ac-

count of less grass and weed seed it contains.

A liberal dressing of finely ground bone and
potash—kainite or muriate—applied in prepar-

ing the bed, and occasional applications of

nitrate of soda during the growing season—the
latter applied at the rate of two buudred
pounds to' the acre in all—will give paying
crops of strawberries.

Use the chemicals on land liable to be in-

fested with the white grubs, and the kainite in

preference to muriate. Grub-infested plants

are readily noticed bytheir wilting; digat the

root, and an inch below the surface the grub
will be found. August and September set

plants should be set quite close in the rows.

If the roots of the plants are dipped into water
in which a teaspoonful of nitrate of soda to

the quart is dissolved, they will be more likely

to live.

In some localities the strawberry leaf-blight

damages the plants. It attacks the plant
when the fruit is nearly gathered, or later.

Spray the plants as soon as the fruit js

picked on bearing beds, and earlier on new
beds, with Bordeaux mixture; or what will be

found more efficacious, "liver of sulphur,"

one half pound of sulphur to sixty gallons of

water. In some localities this fungus pest is

the bane of strawberry culture, as it attacks

the new leaves, and spreads with such rapidity
that the whole plantation will be smitten in
twenty-four hours.
Strawberries are easily grown with ordinary

pains and attention to fertilization and good
culture, but perfection in the culture of this
delicious berry can only be reached by sub-
irrigation, with proper appliances to control
the supply of water. Next to subirrigatiou
is the ditch system, and this system is prac-
ticable on at least fifty per cent of the farms.
The windmill is the cheap universal motor to
raise the water from spring, well or stream to
suitable elevation, gravitation doing the final
distribution. It is not as much a large quan-
tity of water that the strawberry requires as
an equitable distribution of moisture at the
right time—when in flower aud fruiting.
With a good supply of water under control,

the strawberry-setting may be deferred till an
early crop of peas or potatoes, or even cab-
bage, has been removed from the laud, then
some quick-acting fertilizer applied, and the
strawberry-plants set. These fall-set plants
may be set twelve to fifteen inches apart in
the rows—according to the habits of growth,
the strong-growing kinds the latter distance—
and rows two feet apart for the garden-beds;
for field culture, three feet will be none too
wide apart to give room for the horse and cul-
tivator.
Cut the runners as they appear, in both cases,

but in t he field plantation, after the crop has
been gathered the following season, a suitable
number of new plants may be allowed to
grow and form partial matted rows, which
will drive the horse and cultivator out of the
field toward the close of summer. A mulch of
small hay or straw may occupy the narrow
spaces the second spring. When the fruit Is

gathered that year, plow and seed to clover

—

alsike, southern or medium. Cut for bay as
soon as.the earliest blossoms appear the third
season from the time the first strawberry-
plants were set, then put in the plow and turn
under this wealth of halm and roots, which
will supply the needed bumus to the soil;
apply eight to ten hundred poundsof dissolved
bone or dissolved rock, four to eight hundred
pounds of kainite or half a ton of wood ashes,
according to th« condition of the soil, and v i

again to strawberries in August or September,
as at first, thus partially combining tbe two
systems of hills and matted rows.
Maine. L. F. Abbott.

Cured
By Hood's Sarsaparllla. Thousands of people
truthfully say this. No inedJcine in the
world has such record of cures. No other
medicine possesses the curative power con-
tained in Hood's Sarsaparilla.

Hood's
Sarsaparilla

Is the best—in fact the One True Blood Purifier.

HnnH'c Pill c l'''*y lL) hu >'- lJHS
-
v to take ,

1 1UUU J r IH3 easv lo operate. 25c.

CIDER
MACHINERY

Hydraulic Knnckle Joint and Screw
Presses, Graters. Elevators, Pumps,

etc. Send for Catalogue.
i

BOOMER & BOSGHERT
PRESS CO.,

9f> W.WaterSt.. SYRACUSE. N.V

HYDRA I Lit' CIDER PRESSES. None Better. Send
fur priced. XuoaiAg-ALBMUHT Co., Goshen, lad.

*
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FARMERS' FREE-MAIL DELIVERY.

In
response to what was called "a pop-

ulardemand," the government estab-

lished, as an experiment, free-mail

delivery in about fifty country places.

The trial failed to convince the authorities

that free-mail delivery to farmers was
practicable, and the system was abandoned.

It has been suggested that the so-called

" popular demand " for free delivery, and
the vigorous protest that was made when
it was discontinued, came not from the

farmers, but from those interested in the

distribution of offices; for if the system of

free delivery were extended to every part

of the country, there would necessarily be

a great augmentation of the clerical force.

In some places where free delivery was
tried, the farmers were reported to be
" strangely apathetic," and this fact, if it

was a fact (and it was, probably), led critics

to say, " Why, the farmer does not know
what he wants; he is so indifferent to his

own interests that he will not open his

hand to receive what is offered for nothing."

The farmer is not so blind as he is often

represented. It is not new for those who
have little acquaintance with the farmer,

"or less appreciation of his necessities, to

tell the farmer exactly what is good for

him. Whenever the farmer realizes that

there is an attempt to use him as a political

prop, he rebels, or at least he stands aloof

and holds his tongue ; and when a man has

learned to do that, he has learned what

many have not, and is on the road to

wisdom.

Report has been made that in some
country places every man, woman and

child able to write (and some who could

only make their marks) signed a petition

for free-mail delivery. What is remarkable

about that? Nothing is easier in city or

country than to secure signers to a petition

for anything of public interest, more par-

ticularly if what is petitioned for is to come
•without cost to the signers.

I asked a farmer if the people of his town
wanted free delivery, and he answered

emphatically:

"Yes, sir, everyone of them!"
" Do you want it? "

"Yes, for my neighbors."

"Not for yourself?"
" I don't need it."

"Why?"
"Because there's hardly a day in the

year when some of our folks are not in

town."
" What per cent of your people need free

delivery?"

"Humph! I don't know. I never gave

the matter much thought. I signed the

petition because the farmer has never had

more than his share of government atten-

tion. If my neighbors wanted free-mail

delivery, and it cost nothing, I was ready

to help them get it, even if it did me no

good. But in reply to your question, I

should say that a third of the people of

my town might be benefited by free-mail

delivery, if the third received any mail."

To what class of farmers does the third

belong—the progressive, energetic class?"

" Perhaps not."

" If you did not go to the post-office as

often as you do, would you take advantage

of the free delivery of mail if it were

established?"
" No."
"Why?"
"Oh, because I prefer to go to the post-

office for my mail."

This introduces another phase of the free-

mail delivery discussion. People " average

up " about the same the world over, in city

and country. Perhaps there is nothing

that brings out peculiarities more prom-

inently of all persons than the treatment

of their letters. Why do persons in cities

hire post-office boxes and pay eight dollars

a year for each box? I asked one man,

who receives a weekly paper and perhaps

one or two letters a week, why he hired a

box (eight dollars a year), when the letter-

carrier passed his house twice a day?

" What! " he exclaimed, " give the carrier

a chance to read all my postal-cards? "

There are other reasons why the farmer

may prefer to go to the post-office for his

mail. The progressive farmer in outlying

districts is not content to shut himself up
in his town ; he must see the world or

some larger part of it; he must be in touch

with a larger civilization. And, therefore,

wherever he is, not many days will pass,

even in the busy season, without his going

outside of his township.

In a farming community in a New
England town there is a post-office and one
store where everything needed in such a

place, from a harrow to a needle, is sold.

The nearest larger place, a manufacturing
village, is sixteen miles away. A resident

of the town says that probably half of the

people who depend on that post-office go to

the larger town at least once every week,
making a journey of thirty-two miles.

Why? To see the world—a larger world

than their own; a place where there is a

half dozen stores instead of one. Is it sup-

posed that farmers and their wives and
children who travel thirty-two miles in a

day to visit their larger neighbor, when
there may be no absolute need of it, will

give any thought to going three to six

miles to their post-office? In the town
referred to the week-day church meetings,

the grange meetings and other evening
attractions bring to the post-office nearly

every day some representative of all

families.

Again, not one farmer in fifty needs a

daily mail; if a farmer does need it, he will

not be content with the carrier system ; at

least he will not depend upon it. The free

delivery of mail to farmers is, first, un-
necessary, and second, impracticable.

George Appleton.

The usual method is to plant twenty-
seven trees to the acre, placing tlieiu forty

feet apart. A pecan orchard will not begin

to pay well until the tenth year after set-

ting. The best grafted pecan-trees cost

about seventy-five cents each. The cost

per acre for land, fencing, trees, cultivation

enough to keep down the undergrowth
each year, taxes included, is estimated at

§87. When in full bearing, each tree will

yield eight to twelve bushels. Extra large

nuts sell at §4 to jjfi per bushel, and smaller

ones at §1.50 to §3. With a yield of 21(>

bushels to the acre, at a fair average price

of §4 per bushel, or §S64 per acre, it is safe

to assume that at least an annual income
of not less than §400 per acre would be
realized from an orchard of pecans.

Pecuniarily speaking, there is no doubt
something more than picayunes in pecans.

J. W., Jr.
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EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE.

SOUTH ATLANTIC AND GULF NOTES.

The effort which is now being made by
the progressive farmers of the South to

ascertain what money crop can be grown
to the best advantage is a commendable
one. A spirit of enterprise backed by in-

telligent effort is sure to accomplish results

that will exceed the expectations of the

most sanguine. It may be set down as a

fact that there is no section of the resource-

ful South but what will eventually be
developed in some profitable direction.

That the people of the South are doing

some thinking and something in the line

of working out their thoughts, the pro-

posed hop-growers' union at Cheraw,
Chesterfield county, S. C, recently, will

serve as an example. Statistics show that

for the past eight years hops have netted

more per acre in money than any other

crop.

Mr. A. L. Jones, ex-editor of the Hop-
growers journal, in New York, has, after a

tfiorough investigation, decided that the

lands in the vicinity of Cheraw are partic-

ularly well adapted to hop culture. The
hop market is almost an invariably active

one. The crop is easily cultivated, and is a

comparatively sure one. The estimated

profit of a well-established hop-field ranges

from §100 to §500 an acre. The estimated

outlay for poles enough for an acre, in the

state of New York, is §50 an acre. In the

Carolinas this would be greatly reduced.

The first outlay for vines, poles and dry-

ing-kilns is expensive, and the vines do
not attain their full bearing power until

the third year, yet the subsequent profits

soon leave a good balance on the credit

page of the ledger.

The production of pure syrup from the

Ribbon (or Louisiana) sugar-cane is attrac-

ting, as it should, the attention of experts.

Prof. B. B. Ross, of the Alabama Agricul-

tural and Mechanical College station, at

Auburn, has demonstrated that cane-juice

can be successfully purified—even on a

small scale—before evaporation. The cane-

juice is allow-ed to flow over two series of

three shelves each, fastened to the opposite

sides of an air-tight box 1x2^x4 feet. This

box is kept filled with the fumes of burn-

ing sulphur from a small furnace under-

neath. After this process is completed, the

juice is heated almost to the boiling-point,

when a small amount of thin milk of lime

is added, but the. juice is still left distinctly

acid. By careful skimming and rapid

reduction to a density of 32° Beaume, the

syrup produced was of light color, was not

inclined to crystallize or sour, and was
kept for eleven months in tightly sealed

bottles without change.

Brown county, which is one of the

central ones of Texas, is somewhat noted

for its pecan crop. One orchard on Pecan
bayou contains no less than eleven thou-

sand trees. Brownwood, the county-seat,

is a prominent shipping-point. The sales

amount to §55,000 to §GO,000 annually.
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From Mississippi.—By publishing in your
issue of June loth an article entitled " Life in

the Piny Woods," you assist in perpetrating
(unintentionally, let us hope) a gross injustice

against a worthy people. The only true state-

ment in the article is that we have a " kindly
climate and warm and light soil." Had the

writer gone on and said that we had one of the

most equable and healtbful climates and an
unlimited abundance of the purest and best

water to be found anywhere in the United
States, he would have approached nearer the

truth in that respect. Now, I am a native of

these "piny woods;" I have lived here for

fifty-eight years, and I know the whole of this

country from the Alabama river on the east

to the Mississippi river on the west, and from
the Gulf coast to the prairies, and nowhere,
not even among the humblest negroes, have I

ever seen a family doing their cooking in

" one pot," or living entirely on "fried" food

or "concentrated grease," whatever that is.

This is an agricultural, pastoral and timber-
ing country. Seventy-five per cent of our
people are farmers and stock-raisers, and the

rest are " loggers " or "timber-getters." Many
of our farmers, especially those who live near
available streams, first raise and gather their

crops, and then get out and raft timber to the
mills, for which they receive ready money.
Thousands of cattle and sheep roam over these

pine hills summer and winter, and without
feed. Their owners gather in the shekels and
pile up their bank accounts from the sales of

beef and mutton and wool ; and not only do
they have "an ounce of butter or a drop of

milk," but they fatten their hogs on clabber,

and sell their butter readily for twenty-five

cents per pound. Tens of thousands of pounds
of wool are shipped to the markets of Mobile
and New Orleans, or direct to the factories,

both North and South. The wool raised in

these piny woods, being free from dirt and
burr, is called in New Orleans " Lake " wool,

and commands the highest market prices. Our
soil is a sandy loam, which, under fair seasons,

good cultivation and generous fertilization,

yields good crops of cotton, corn, rice, sugar-

cane, sweet potatoes (the bank potatoes of our
friend), Irish potatoes, and all kinds of fruits,

vegetables and grapes. In fact, the range of

fruits and vegetables that we can and do raise

profitably is practically unlimited. We have
the orange (on the Gulf coast), the peach,

different varieties of pears, apples, quinces,

plums of all kinds, figs, grapes, apricots, and
here where I live, seventy-five miles from the

Gulf coast, may be seen the banana with its

yearly yield of fruit. This last, however, is

rare, and requires the tenderest care during

our mild winters. The finest tobacco is also

grown in small quantities. Many of our white
population are descendants of the old Scotch

and Scotch-Irish settlers from North and
South Carolina, with all their old^ sturdy

Presbyterianism, while the Methodists and
Baptists are strongly represented. Now, will

any one who is at all acquainted with the

characteristics of this class of people believe

that they have or can degenerate into "one-

pot," "frying-pan," "concentrated-grease"

eaters? We have in operation the public

school system of the state, enjoyed alike by
white and black, giving us from four to eight

months free school. We also have various

private schools of high grade, and I venture

to assert that there are more newspapers and
magazines of all kinds taken and read, and
that there is more general intelligence to be

found among the people of these "piny
woods," than among the same class of people

anywhere else in the United States. I give

this as the result of personal observation over

a large portion of our common country, and
know whereof I speak. And as to hospitality

—free, generous, unselfish and free from
sectional prejudice— I refer to hundreds of

northern men who own vast bodies of these

same piny woods. Just a few miles back from
the Gulf coast, along the creeks and bayous

that are tributary to the Biloxi or Pascagoula

rivers, are to be found the coal-burners. These
people, simple, honest, hospitable, a mixture
of Creole, negro and very poor white, are

somewhat primitive in their manner of living.

They ship their coal, or their merchants do
for them, and when the schooner returns they
get their supplies; these are in good variety
and well cooked. I do not know of any
private lands for sale. I do not know or a
single mortgaged farm in southeast Missis-
sippi, nor a man that is not able to pay all

that he owes. W. W. T.

Lea/, Mississippi.

From California—Silk Industry.—South-
ern California, which so long remained
unknown and unnoticed as a choice dwelling-
place for home-seekers, has recently been
rising higher and higher in the list of desir-

able locations. The fruits of California are

attaining a well-deserved place in the com-
mercial products of our country, and both in

variety and excellency warrant the belief that

this fame will not grow dim by the flight of

years. But there is yet another source of

wealth lying hidden in this glorious land,

which when developed will outweigh any
one source of enrichment that has yet been
discovered. I refer to the silk industry. This
one article costs the world $400,000.1X10 annually,
and the demand is constantly increasing.

The United States makes use of one fourth of
this amount. Most of this value of the goods
is imported in a finished manufactured con-
dition, though about 540,000,000 is sent out
yearly to foreign countries for raw and reeled

silk to be finished in our hundreds of silk-

factories, which are now able to turn out the
finest of silk fabrics. Like too many other
manufactured goods, silk is very largely

adulterated, or, as it is called, "weighted," by
which process the raw or reeled silk is made
to weigh from twenty-five to one hundred
and twenty-five percent more than the pure
silk weighs, by the addition of compounds.
It is often said, and perhaps truly, that there

is not a yard of pure silk manufactured in the

United States. The silk-factories now opera-

ting in our country call for about 65,000,000

pounds of silk cocoons. About 40,000 acres of

well-cultivated mulberry groves would pro-

duce this amount. No country in the world
is better adapted to the silk industry than
southern California, as the mulberry-tree in

all its varieties thrives, and will attain a

growth of five to ten feet in a year, while the

health of the silkworm is simply perfect, as

all losses will not exceed three per cent, while
in France and Italy they always count on a
loss of twenty-five to fifty per cent from
disease. The rule in other countries from
which we import silk is a season of six to

seven weeks, and owing to less favorable

climate the worm requires much more care,

and hence more work is required to attain the

same result. In southern California the silk

season may be extended to eight months, and
if house-room and mulberry-leaves are pro-

vided in sufficient quantity, a hatch of worms
may be brought out every day—every five,

ten, twenty or thirty days, as desired. But as

it is in other matters, the silk industry, to be

made a success, requires some means and
a common-sense application of acquired

knowledge. C. W.
San Diego, Cal.

From Georgia.—If we have learned one
lesson thoroughly from the commercial ruin

around us during the last few years, it is that

the farmer's occupation is the only one which
rests on a substantial basis. I live about

twenty miles from a city of sixty thousand
inhabitants, and know a number of its best

businessmen. Of these, ninety-nine out of a

hundred have suffered severely from financial

depression, many having utterly collapsed.

Now let us look at the simple farming popula-

tion where I live. Not one of these farmers

has failed; many have money to loan.

Twelve months ago a man bought a farm
adjoining mine, for five hundred dollars.

Last week he paid the last ten dollars due.

Most of this money he made from his apple

orchard, and from his hogs at large on our
fine range. Near him is a man who started in

life with no capital but a pair of mules.

To-day he owns six hundred acres of our best

land, heavily timbered. He has a neat frame
house, good orchards that yield a net profit of

eight hundred dollars per annum, fields under
high cultivation, and money laid away. I

could give you a dozen instances of men who
began here with nothing and now have all

they need. It is true the wants of our people
are, as a rule, simple; but it must be borne in

mind that in proportion to the capital

invested the farmer can afford more luxuries

than the city man. Take fruit, for instance.

Every year my farm gives me in succession

strawberries, cherries, currants, service-ber-

ries, gooseberries, raspberries, peaches, plums,

apples, pears, watermelons and cantaloups.

This is a list of our fruits in actual bearing.

They grow to perfection here, as we have no
insects or droughts to fight. -I am going into

the poultry business on a large scale, as this is

a wonderful chicken country. There is also a

free range for cattle, sheep and hogs, and our
people are making good money on these. We
have a wonderful climate; it is nearer the

happy medium than any other I have tried.

Our chief drawback is that we are too thinly

settled; we want more neighbors, if they are

good ones. This part of the country offers

very fine chances to men or women with
small capital. I believe in farming, and in

taking good agricultural papers to show us

the way. H. B.

Dillon, Dade county, Ga.
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OVERFEEDING PREVENTS LAYING.

No flock of hens will lay if they are

fed three times a day. It is true

that for awhile the heavy feeding

will induce production, but the

hens will gradually accumulate fat until

they will cease work altogether. The ob-

jection to the noon meal is that the hens

will become accustomed to receiving their

food, running after the attendant for more
whenever he appears, taking no interest

in scratching or seeking any portion of

their subsistence, and will always appear

hungry.

The feeding of three meals a day is one

of the causes which have made the Light

Brahmas appear to some as unprofitable.

They are well adapted for confinement,

and when kept in yards must be carefully

fed on nourishing food rich in egg-making

material; but the confinement induces

their owners to fear that the birds will not

be properly supplied, hence they are fed all

they desire, and they soon cease laying.

Foraging is the natural occupation of all

birds of the domestic kind, and when
deprived of their liberty, they should be

supplied with litter in which to scratch

during the day for small grains or seeds.

Whenever the hens are loafing in the yards

and do not scratch, withhold all food until

they find that they must work. Feeding

three times a day will never benefit the

LATE CHICKS NOT GROWING.

It is a fact that the late chicks sometimes
fail to make any progress in growth, espec-

ially during the warm months. This is

due to the farmer being busy and com-
pelling the chicks to sustain themselves to

a certain extent ; and also because the more
chicks hatched, the more they are crowded,

the early ones having more room and fewer

drawbacks to encounter. The main cause,

however, is lice, which the very early

chicks escape. As the weather becomes
warm there is a greater multiplication of

lice, and they swarm in every place inhab-

ited by the chicks. The early ones, being

large and vigorous, can better withstand

their ravages; but the later ones, being

more feeble, will not thrive and grow.

When the chicks do not grow, especially in

pleasant weather, and with an abundance
of food, it is, in nine cases out of ten, due to

lice, both the head-lice and the mites; and
when the cause is removed, the difficulty

will be removed, also.

CHEAP AND HANDY FENCE.

The cost and labor of fences for fowls that

are confined is quite an item. Mr. J. W.
Brady, Maryland, sends us a design of a

fence now in use, the heavy top wire being

the main support, sagging also being

avoided.

The posts for any length of fence are

two, one at each end, and properly braced.

A No. 9 wire (a) is stretched from post to

post at the height intended the fence

should be, and made taut by the aid of. a

wire-stretcher. The netting is then at-

tached to the wire by weaving a fine copper

or annealed wire in and out of the meshes
!

t

hens. It leads to disease and causes them
to become lazy, which is a condition just

the reverse of that which conduces most to

their profitableness.

VARIETY AND COST.

The cost of keeping a hen will be almost

as much when she does not lay as when
she is producing eggs, because the food

may be devoted to the storage of fat on the

body or to provide animal heat in winter.

It is also possible to feed the hens on foods

M hich will not provide the constituents of

the eggs. The failure to procure eggs may
be because one essential substance is lack-

ing. An egg contains everything that

enter* into the body of a chick, which con-

tains bones, and if the food does not con-

tain sufficient lime to form the bones, the

eggs cannot be complete.

To induce hens to lay, therefore, the food

must be of the proper kind. Quantity of

food will have no effect if the food is un-

suitable. There being a certain cost for

keeping a hen, it is evident that the more

eggs the larger the profit will be, because

the first cost always must be met—that of

sustaining the lien. A dollar expended for

proper food is better than fifty cents for food

that is not really needed, as the larger sum
will at least result in the liens being more
productive, while the smaller amount may
be a total loss. Feed for eggs, not for fat,

and do not attempt to be economical by

withholding foods that are apparently cost-

ly, but essential.

and around the No. 9 wire. It is kept from
sagging by the upright (6), which is made
by placing a one half or three fourths inch

old gas-pipe in a block of two-by-four-inch

scantling, about two and a half or three

feet long, which may be placed on top of

the ground or sunken in it. In the top of

the pipe place a plug [e)\ to keep out rain

and to support the upper wire to which the

netting is attached. The base-boards may
be fastened to this support, as at d, by
running wires through the boards and
around the supports and twisting them
tight. Stakes may also be driven into the

ground at intervals, to which the boards

can be nailed. This fence can be easily

moved. It offers no alighting-board for

high-Myers. The gas-pipe can be put-

chased at junk-stores at the price of old iron.

SUMMER AND WINTER HOUSE.

The design given below is of a simple and
cheaply constructed house, which needs no
description, the illustration beingsufiicient.

ARMSTRONG & McKELVY
Pittsburgh.

BEYMER-BAUMAN
Pittsburgh.

DAVIS-CHAMBERS
Pittsburgh.

FAHNESTOCK
Pittsburgh.

ANCHOR
)

- Ciuciuuati.

ECKSTEIN >

ATLANTIC

BRADLEY

BROOKLYN

JEWETT

ULSTER

UNION

SOUTHERN

SHIPMAN

COLLIER

MISSOURI

RED SEAL

SOUTHERN

JOHN T. LEWIS & BROS.CO
Philadelphia.

New York.

|
Chicago.

St. Louis.

MORLEY

SALEM

CORNELL

KENTUCKY

Cleveland.

Salem, Mass.

Buffalo.

Louisville.

CONSIDER THE COST. Suppose the

building is 60x25x20. It will require

to paint it, 14 gals, ready-mixed paint

at Si. 2 5 per gal.—§17.50; or, four 25-lb. kegs

of white lead, $6.00 ; five gals, pure linseed

oil, $2.50; four cans tinting colors, 80 cts.
;

x/o, pt. Japan dryer, 15 cts.; y2 pt. turpentine,

5 cts. Total, $9.50— a saving of $8.00
in favor of

PureW^hite Lead
without considering its greater durability. Examine the

brand (see list). For colors use the National Lead Co.'s

Pure White Lead Tinting Colors. No trouble to make or

match a shade.

Pamphlet giving valuable information and .card shotting samples
of colors free ; also cards showing pictures of twelve houses of different

designs painted in various styles or combinations of shades forwarded
upon application to those intending to paint.

NATIONAL LEAD CO.,
1 Broadway, New York.

the roosts should be movable, so as to be
placed in either apartment, according to

the condition of the weather.

YOUNG TURKEYS.

This is the best time of the year to get

growth on young turkeys. Instead of feed-

ing grain, let them seek their food, allowing

them at night a 'mess of cut bone and meat,

which will be of assistance in promoting
growth. Do not try to fatten young turkeys

as yet. Get the frame, and the fat can be

added later in the season. Rapid growth
should be secured before the fall season

comes.

WASTE AND REFUSE.

When the waste products of a slaughter-

house can be procured, they are the cheapest

substances that can be used in proportion

to the services rendered in the manufacture
of eggs. For instance, blood is largely

composed of albumen, the same as the

white of egg, and if this could be saved by
the butcher, you could afford to pay rive

cents per pound for it when it is fresh. It

may be mixed with ground grain and then

cooked. It can be bought for one cent per

pound, as a rule, and sheeps' liver, hogs'

liver, lights and trimmings from beef, all

easily procured at a small cost, will largely

add to the number of eggs, both in summer
and in cold weather. During the winter,

when eggs are high, au extra egg from each

hen during the week will more than pay for

the waste products of the butchers or from
hotels. Stale bread and crackers from the

bakery can sometimes be had at a small

sum, and the fowls will appreciate all such
food. If the flock is a large one, it will

pay well to secure such articles, as they

reduce the grain food proportionately.

WORK AND LICE.

While attention has been frequently

called to the subject of destroying lice, yet

we cannot too often give out the admoni-
tiou to be on the watch for the pests.

There is a certain degree of confidence on
the part of the farmer or poultrynian as

the summer opens that he has completely

kept lice in subjection; but nothing in the

poultry business will occasion more sur-

FILTHY WATER.

When the liens are compelled to drink

wherever they can find water, they will

sometimes resort to the liquid that Hows

from the manure-heap, which causes

disease. Water is just as essential as food,

as the egK is composed almost wholly of

water, in comparison with other substances,

'flic heavily feathered breeds sutler severely

in the summer if they are deprived of fresh

water, and a lack of it is often sutlicient to

prevent them from laying. Water is cheap

and plentiful, and a trough filled witli it

should always be placed where the fowls

CEO have free access to it.

The portion at the right becomes the roost-

ing-apartment in w inter, the open portion

With wire front being a covered run. In

summer the winter apartment is closed,

and the roosts placed in the open portion.

A door is shown, which may be left open

or closed, and there should also be a door

from the open shed to the other apart merit.

This house may be of any size or style, but

[

prise than to inspect an apparently clean

poultry-house a week after ridding it of

j

lice or cleaning it. During that week
millions will have hatched out, and the

house will be swarming with them, due to

the fact that they multiply very rapidly,

anil can only be kept in subjection by
spraying the poultry-house two or three

times a week with kerosene emulsion.

A DEATH WAR RANT for Lice, Hltes, Fleas and other
vermin on poultry, stock, etc. They are quickly and
completely exterminated. No dusting or dipping.

1 aa'e I ina 1/ [1 1 --Endorsed bv all poultry farm-
Lc8 S LlUC Ml I Biers. A postal will bring circu-

lars of information and testimonials. Good sellers,

agts wanted. Ceo. H. Lee, Mfr. Lee's Llee Killer, Exeter, Neb.

Mention this paper when yon write.

MANN BONE CUTTERS anf
5
np

TBY THKM BEFORZ tOC PAT FOR THEM,
v-: '.:>. ON ui.iM Win,MAKE HENS LAY

Like Green Cut Bone. lUiuttated attaloeuv free if you Dame
tte p»per. p. W.MANN CO., MILFORO, MASS.

Lice cannot be destroyed by simply giving

the poultry-house an occasional applica-

tion of the emulsion. It must be done
thoroughly, drenching the house, and then
repeating sufficiently often to completely
exterminate them, or they will always

cause extra labor and continual annoyance.

GROW A PATCH OF BUCKWHEAT.

Buckwheat is a summer plant, and will

thrive on the lightest kind of soil. Its

blossoms afford the bees a harvest of honey,
and it is one of the best grains for poultry

that can be used. As it is not always so

easily procured as "wheat, it will pay any
farmer to grow a small plot of buckwheat
as a special food for the hens in winter. It

w ill greatly aid in promoting laying, and
will be highly relished by the hens.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED.
Games.—G. R., Frankfort, Ky., writes:

" Can Game cockerels be kept together without
quarreling?" «>-

Reply :—If entirely separated from the
pullets they will be peaceable, if they are of

the same lot; but a pullet or strange bird

placed in the inclosure with them may cause
combats.

Will Sot I.ay.-Mrs. J. M. W., Waycross,
Ga., writes: "My hens lay but few eggs, and
then prefer to sit. Some of them have the
•pip.'"

Reply :—They are probably too fat. Give no
food if they are ou a range. The "pip" is a

sneeze, due to overhead drafts when they
are on the roost.

Fenllier-imlliiis'.—R. G. C, Marlboro,
Mass., writes: "My hens pick feathers from
the bodiesof oneanother. Whatisthecause?"
Reply :— It is a vice or habit on the part of

one which is learned by the others. There is

no remedy except at the cost of much labor;

hence, it is best to dispose of them. Idleness,

overfeeding and confinement are the causes.

Loss of Thicks, s. G. M., Columbia, Ya.,

writes : " My eggs hatched well, and the chicks

seemed strong at first, but in a week or two
they appeared to droop, and then died. The
early chicks did well. The difficulty is with
the late chicks."

Reply:—The cause is probably due to the

large lice on the skin of the heads and necks.

Anoint with a few drops of melted lard.

LANDS FOR SALE.

AT LOW PKICES AND ON EASY TERMS.
The Illinois Central Railroad Company offers

for sale on easy terms and at low prices,

1")0,(IOO acres of choice fruit, gardening, farm
and grazing lands located in SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS. They are also largely interested
in, and call especial attention to the 600,000

acres of land in the famous YAZOO VALLEY
of Mississippi, lying along and owned by the
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad Company,
and which that Company offers at low prices
and on long terms. Special inducements and
facilities offered to go and examine these lands
both in Southern Illinois and in the "Yazoo
Valley," Miss. For further description, map
and any information, address or call upon E.

P. SKENE, Land Commissioner, No. 1 Park
How, Chicago, 111.; or, G. W. McGINNXS, Ass't
Laud Commissioner, Memphis, Tenn.
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DARLING NELLIE GRAY.

There's a low green valley.

On the old Kentucky shore,

Where I've whiled many happy hours away,
A -sitting and a-singing by the little cottage door

Where lived my darling Nellie Gray.

CHORUS.

Oh. my poor Nellie Gray,

They have taken ber away,
And I'll never see my darling any more;

I'm sitting by the river.

And I'm weepiug all the day.

For you've gone from the old Kentucky shore.

When the moon had climbed the mountain.
And the stars were Binning, too,

Then I'd take my darling Nellie Gray,

And we would paddle down the river

In my little red canoe.

While my banjo sweetly I would play.

One night I went to see her,
" She's gone/' the neighbors say *,

The white man bound her with his chain ;

They've taken her to Georgia

For to wear her life away,
As

(

she toils in the cotton and the cane.

My canoe is under water.

And my banjo is unstrung ;

I am tired of living any more ;

My eyes shall look downward,
And my song shall be unsung

While I stay on the old Kentucky shore.

My eyes are getting blinded.

And I cannot see my way-
Hark ! there's somebody at the door—
Oh. I hear the angels calling.

And I see my Nellie Gray ;

Farewell to the old Kentucky shore.

Oh. my darling Nellie Gray,

Up in heaven, so they say.

They'll never take you from me any more

:

I'm a-comiug, coming, coming.

As the angels clear the way ;

Farewell to the old Kentucky shore.

SISTER DOBKINS' IDEA.
BY LTDIA A. SMITH.

estly the warm south
wind swayed the
muslin curtains
hanging at the par-

lor windows, and
fluttering petals of

the apple-blossoms

fell like snowflakes,

covering the grass

in the front yard
with a green and

white carpet. A special meeting of the " I am
Willing " Circle had been called, and was to

meet that afternoon with the president,

Agnes Waring. The members assembled

early, curious to know what might be the

object of the meeting. And as the assembly

was called to order, the members instantly

suspended their talking and paid strict atten-

tion to the business of the day.

After the usual remarks the president

added

:

"Now,%irls, I suppose you are all anxious to

know the object of this meeting, and I will

tell you about it. You know we have won-
dered what our circle conld do this summer.
Well, about a week ago I went over to Mr.

Dobkins' on an errand, and while there his

wife, better known, perhaps, as Sister Dob-
kins, gave me an idea that set my wits at work
pretty lively; and I have persuaded her to

come over here this afternoon and tell you
about it, and I think you will be as fully

pleased with her plan as I was. And now,
Laura, will you please step into the sitting-

room and inform Mrs. Dobkins we are ready ?
"

Laura Waring left the room and went to the

sitting-room, where Mrs. Dobkins and Mrs..

Waring were chatting comfortably, and in-

vited both ladies to walk into the parlor.

Sister Dobkins! The members looked in-

credulously at each other in wide-eyed curi-

osity. Sister Dobkins ! Why, not one of them
had ever known her to speak in meeting, un-

less positively obliged to, and now to propose a

plan! It was an unheard-of announcement.
At this moment the ladies entered the room,

and the president introduced the sweet-faced

little woman as Mrs. Dobkins. The girls

clapped and smiled brightly at her, as she was
well known to each one.

Mrs. Dobkins' plump cheeks took on an
almost girlish blush as she nervously smoothed
the waves of her soft gray hair, and she

laughed an embarrassed laugh, as she began :

" I tole your president she'd better do all this

business, as she could do it a good deal bet-

ter'n I could. 1 ain't much uster speakin' in

ineetin's, as you all know, so you'll have to

excuse everything thot ain't jest proper-like.

Wall, it happened this way: About two weeks
ago my darter Jennie, that lives in the city

—

you all know Jennie, of course—she come
home an' brought a fr'en' with her, a Miss
Stevenson, who has charge o' some kind o'

mission-school orsuthin'; I dunno what they

do call it, 1 forgit the name; but no matter,

they send out children from the cities, the

poor leetle bodies that hain't no kind o'

homes to speak on. They have what they call

a fresh-air fuud. I never heard on't before,

but tbey do say them children that was at

Sary Ann Pepper's was sent out by some sech

society. But I'm a-gittin' ahead of my story.

Jennie and her fr'en' walked all over the place,

an' Miss Stevenson said it certainly was the
beautiful lest ole town she was ever in. An'
one day, when Jennie's fat her was over on the

Hutchinson place to work, them gals drove
over. You know the ole house ain't been
lived in fera good while, an' when pa bought
the place, of course the ole house went with it,

an' the heirs was glad enough to git the whole i

estate off'n their hands. Pa has said all along

back that he was goin' to tear down the build-

in's, an' use some o' the timber fera wagon-
shed. But them gals! Why, Miss Stevenson
was jest wild when she got back, an' the way
she did run on about that ole house! You
know how ole-fashioned it is, with them big

timbers a-running through the great low
rooms, an' t he winders where t he ole-fashioned

roses brush the leetle lights o' glass. An' the

lilacs that thick they've nearly uprooted the

kitchen wall ; an' them great elms in front, an'

the orchard behind the house.

"1 jest wish that gal was here to talk to you
about what she wants you to do. When she
come inter the house she sot down an cried,

'Oh, my! there's nothin' I'd like to do better'n

to bring down somefr'en's o' mine, an' camp
out for a week. Wouldn't they think it was
jest fun. You see, the gals I'd have come with
me would be them that air shet up in shops
an' offices, an' don't git a chance to see green
fields an' wild flowers, nor eny o' the beautiful

things in nater you have out here, an' it would
be sech a treat to 'em, when they got back to

the noise and distractions o' city life, to think
o' green lanes an' orchards, an' a whole medder
all speckled over with daisies an' clover.' An'
I spoke right up, an' says I

:

" ' Oh, you can come down an' bring all your
fr'en's. You are welcome to the ole house. You
can bring your whole, mission-school if you
wish to.' She stopped talkin', an' looked
straight at me a whole minnit, with her eyes

wide open ; then she cried, ' Why, it's the
very thing; why didn't I think on't before? 1

know jest what I'm goin' to do.' Then she
asked me if we had a sewing-circle, or a

King's Daughter circle, an' I tole her we had
both, but the sewing-circle was having all it

could do jest now, and so she suggested your
circle, an' I tole her I'd tell some o' you and
see what you thought. ' Well,' Miss Stevenson
said, ' why don't you fix up that ole place fer a
summer-house, an' take in poor children from
the city? Why, they'd think they were almost
in heaven out here.' An' she thought a few
minutes, an' then said, ' Yes, you could easily

accommodate sixteen, an' I can calkerlate

where every bed shall be placed.' Pa said he
guessed a body would freeze there in winter,

but fer a leetle while in summer it might do,

pervided it didn't rain, but he'd fix the roof

free gratis, as he had the shingles. 'Now,'
says Miss Stevenson, 'you call a meetin' an'

tell 'em of this plan. I'll see that you have
the children it you decide to do anything; an'

you ask your society to go up inter their gar-

rets an' see what they can find amongst their

ole castaway furniter that can be used; you'll

be surprised to see how easily you can furnish
that house, as the old-fashioned things will be
so much more suitable for the place. Then
ask each what she is willing to give in the
food line.' Pa said right away he'd give a
couple o' quarts o' milk a day, pervided they'd

come after it, and I said each week I'd make a

couple o' loaves o' bread, an' gin some eggs

when we had 'em.

" Miss Stevenson says she knows jest the

people to run the house, and they would be

very glad o' the chance. Now, I guess before

I run on any longer, I'll see what you think o'

the plan. I dunno as you are even interested.

I've been so busy with my tongue, I haven't

even noticed."

And, indeed, she hadn't, but Bessie Olden
sprang up and said, " I say three cheers for Mr.

and Mrs. Dobkins! " And they were given with

a right good will.

, That was the beginning, and in less than two
weeks that little country village was thor-

oughly solicited; people were kind-hearted
indeed, and opened their garrets, their larders,

and last, but not least, their purses. A list of

food was made out; each family giving food

gave on certain days certain amounts, some
pies, some bread, some eggs, some butter, etc.;

others gave instead, sewing, or pillow-cases

and sheets, old-fashioned quilts, faded and
quaint, but clean and sweet. One man gave
st raw for the mattresses; one going away for the

summer loaned a cook-stove; one, a dealer in

wall-paper, sent over a lot of paint and paper,

with which the merry girls, with some assis-

tance, decorated the walls; each of the grocers

sent groceries; and one woman even sent an
old melodeou, which breathed forth as sweet
melodies as a modern instrument; others gave
the promise of vegetables. One man went to

the president and said: "I have heard of the

work you have undertook, and am glad; I

ain't rich, but I've got leetle shavers of my
own, and, thank God, we have plain food and
pure air," and there were tears in his eyes as

he handed out a five-dollar bill.

"Now, girls, I must tell you of a little expe-
rience of mine," said Sadie Reed at one of

their meetings. " I had been soliciting all the
afternoon and had had such good success; but
my heart , failed me as I approached the
wealthy Goldings; you know how queer they
are, and how Mr. Golding seems to hate the

sight of children since they lost their only

boy two years ago. Well, I screwed my cour-

age to the sticking-point, and with fear and

trembling rang the bell. Of course, it hap-
pened that Mr. Golding was in the room when
I made known my errand, and asked if they
would like to give anything; and, girls, you'd
just, ought to have heard him. He said, 'I

guess I won't give to them young ones that

would traipse all over town stealing apples
and peaches, and a-doing more damage than
a drove of wild horses let loose, and they
needn't come a-asking me for help, because
I wouldn't give a blamed red cent; no, not if

the whole kit a boodle was dying of starva-

tion;' and, girls, I don't know how it hap-
pened, or how ever I dared, but as I turned to

come away I stopped and said, ' Take heed
that ye despise not one of these littleones; for

I say unto you that in heaven their angels do
always behold the face of my Father which is

in heaven,' and. girls, he put his hands over
his face, and as I came out I heard him say,

' My God ! My God !
' " and here Sadie wiped the

tears from her own eyes. "And then," she
continued, "this morning I received this

check of one hundred dollars, and a note, with
this verse on it, 'Even so, it is not the will of

your Father which is in heaven that one of

these little ones should perish.'

"Wasn't he kind, after all, and won't the
money be acceptable? And that's just the
way ; everyone gives something." ,

How those girls worked, and how they
coaxed others to work, also! The well was
cleaned out by some of the brothers, the
wagon-shed chamber, which boasted of an
east window and two skylights, was thor-

oughly cleaned, and swings put up; " a good
place on a rainy day," Mr. Dobkins said. And
everyone worked. The sisters and mothers
were not outdone by the brothers and fathers.

Many a mother's heart was softened as she
gave to the cause, thinking of some little one
that slept beneath the grasses and clover.

It had been decided that June should be
given up to two parties of boys, each staying
two weeks, July to girls, August to old people,

men or women, September to tired shop-

girls and weaiw mothers, and into October as

far as the weather would permit, any that

might be benefited by the change.

One afternoon, t he first of June, the members
of the "I am Willing " Circle assembled to

welcome the boys as they came from the city,

Miss Stevenson acting as escort.

A large hay-wagon had been fitted along each
side with seats, and in this rode the happy
boys from ^he station. As the bus-load of

pale faces drove into t he yard, t here were three

long, loud, shrill cheers, and Sister Dobkins
exclaimed to Sister Hinckley, " I declare for't,

I really dunno whether I'm a-going to laff or

cry," and more than one wiped their eyes in

sympathy.

The first remark heard from the boys as they
scrambled out of the wagon was by a little

shadow 6f a fellow who piped up, "Golly,
boys ! Ain't they got a big park out here !

"

Supper was served out under the trees, and
as the boys filled themselves to their utmost
capacity, they looked at each other in blissful

contentment, one boy saying. "Ain't this a

picnic, though, by Jinks! An' two whole
weeks of it!

"

In the house everything was spotless and
clean. Wild flowers were in every corner, and
the huge fireplaces were filled with great

branches of the straggling boxwood. The
beds were fresh and clean, if the coverlids

and quilts were faded. Cheese-cloth curtains

swayed at the windows, and everywhere was
the sweet breath of early summer.
The supper over, the boys went exploring,

and as the sun set over the western hills,

tingeiug the hill-tops with a rim of gold, and
throwing the valleys into twilight shadows,
amid the cheers and the throwing up of bat-

tered hats of the small boys, the "I am Will-

ing " Circle and their mothers started for

home. Their hearts had been touched by the

sight of these little waifs, unloved and un-

cared for, and each went away with her soul

filled with a great tenderness toward all

humanity, and many a mother in that little

town let fall a tear as she kissed her own little

one that night.

And the tears stood in the sweet brown eyes

of Sister Dobkins as she bade the president

good-night, and said, "You don't know how
you'll all be blest for the good you are

a-doin'."

And the president kissed the plump cheeks,

and replied, "Why, bless your kind heart, you
dear little woman, it's all your own blessed

idea !

"

THE PROTECTION OF AMERICANISM.

If immigrants continue coming to America
as they have been coming for the past fifteen

years, it is a fair question how long America
will be America.

In the seventy years from 1820 to 1890 over

15,000,000 immigrants came here. No less than
one third of this vast number came within
the last decade of those seventy years. There
were in 1890 over 9,01X1,000 foreign-born persons

in the United States, out of our then total of

02,000,000. That is, in 1890 actual immigrants
made over one seventh of our population.

This remarkable increase of the foreign-

born shows what we may soon expect. In the
year' 1900 the foreign-born will make not far

from one fifth of our people. Then how long
before they will make a quarter, and at last a

half?

These figures refer only to the actual immi-
grants themselves. Their American-born chil-

dren are, in most cases, almost as fon isrn

as the parents. It is usually not until the
third generation that the truly American
traits begin to outnumber the Old-World char-
acteristics.

Add these foreign-minded children of im-
migrants to the foreign-born themselves, and
the distinctly foreign element is increased
already to more than one third of our pop-
ulation.

No American should forget that America is

the immigrants' land. It is to the brave and
adventurous voyagers who dared all hard-
ships and who periled their dearest interests

that America owes her existence. It was the
immigrant who cleared our forests, broke our
land, built our cities.

But the hardy men who made this wilder-
ness an enchanted land came from the more
intelligent races of northwestern Europe.
They came with ideas of liberty, progress and
education. They were Americans before tbey
came.
To-day this is largely changed. The bulk of

our immigrants now come from the countries
where ignorance and degradation have pre-

vailed for centuries. The majority of the
foreigners who are now coming do not easily

become true Americans. They are bringing
over un-American ideas and traditions. Most
of them are very ignorant peasants. They do
not understand American ideas. They judge
America by their own former conditions. It

is true that they do the unskilled work which
the native and educated American will not
do when he can get a foreigner to do it for

him, but their degraded ideas and modes of

life are a festering sore.

The presence of these deteriorated classes of

immigrants is bringing ruin to our institu-

tions, for they sell themselves in blocks. If

there were fewer of them we could carry them
as we have done, for we have always had
some; but the inferior kinds of foreigners are

getting to be too great a lump of indigestible

food. Unless their grow this checked, only a

few years will elapse before the old Amer-
icanism will be a memory, and foreign ideas

will rule our country.
Greece lost her power because she allowed

herself to be contaminated by the luxuries

and vices of the East; she became at last more
oriental than European. Rome was swamped
by the repeated waves of barbarians that
swept into Italy. They stayed and became
Romans in name, but Romans became bar-

barians in fact. These successive visits of the

barbarians into Italy, however, were but as

excursion parties compared with the millions

of people, fully as alien to our American civ-

ilization, who are spreading over our country
as a flood pours over the meadows.—Illustrated

American, May 23, 1S96.

A CURE FOR A BAD MEMORY.
Y'our memory is bad, perhaps; but I can tell

you two secrets that will cure the worst mem-
ory. One is to read a subject when strongly
interested ; the other is to not only read, but
think. When you have read a paragraph or

page, stop, close the book, and try to remem-
ber the ideas on that page, and not only recall

them vaguely in your mind, but put them
into words and speak them out. Faithfully

follow these two rules, and you have the
golden keys of knowledge. Besides inatten-

tive reading, there are other things, injurious

to the memory. One is the habit of skim-
ming over newspapers, items of news, smart
remarks, bits of information, political reflec-

tions, fashion notes, all in a confused jumble,

never to be thought of again, thus diligently

cultivating a habit of careless reading hard to

break.

Another is the reading of trashy novels.

Nothing is so fatal to reading with profit as

the habit of running through story after story

and forgetting them as soon as read. I know
a gray-haired woman, a lifelong lover of

books, who sadly declares that her mind has

been ruined by such reading. A help to mem-
ory is repetition. Nothing is so certain to

keep your French fresh, and ready for use, as

to always have on hand an interesting story

in that language, to take up for ten minutes
every day. In that case you will not " forget

your French," with the majority of your
school-mates.—Selected.

HAVE YOU ASTHMA OR HAY-FEVER?

Medical science at last reports a positive

cure for Asthma and Hay-fever in the won-
derful Kola Plant, a new botanical discovery

found on the Congo river. West Africa. Its

cures are really marvelous. Rev. J. L. Combs,
of Martinsburg, W. Ya., writes that it cured
him of Asthma of fifty years' standing, and
Hon. L. G. Clute, of Greeley, Iowa, testifies

that for three years he had to sleep propped
up in a chair in Hay-fever season, being
unable to lie down night or day. The
Kola Plant cured him at once. To make the

matter sure, these and hundreds of othercures

are sworn to before a notary public. So great

is their faith in its wonderful curative powers,

the Kola Importing Co., of 1101 Broadway, New
York, to make it known, is sending out large

cases of the Kola compound free to sufferers

from Asthma and Hay-fever. All they ask in

return is that when cured yourself you will

tell your neighbors about it. Send your name
and address on a postal-card, and they will

send you a large case by mail free. It costs you
nothing, and you should surely try it.
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ROSINE'S ROMANCE.

Whex Miss Magnolia carefully

withdrew the dress from the

great cedar trunk, unpinned
the old'daiuask table-cloth

which enveloped it. and
spread out its shining folds

for the admiration of her niece, Rosiue. that

youug lady clasped her pretty hands and
quoted Keats:
••A thing of beauty is a joy forever,'" she

said.

Miss Magnolia nodded and smiled. She was

small and round and brown as a maiden lady

of a decidedly certain age could be. But her

heart, which had been full of sentiment once,

was a warm and sensitive organ still. And she

took a deal of interest in Rosine's romance.
" Yes, my dear, it is a thing of beauty. And

to think I never wore it but twice! Deal-

,

dear!' -

"You had a lover then, auutie?" asked

Rosine.
•• Yes, pet. This was one of the dresses I got

for- my marriage. But he went away—on
business, he said—and he never came back. It

is just the gown for your fancy-dress ball,"

hurried on Miss Magnolia. "A trifle short, of

course, but there is quite a piece turned in at

the top that you could let down. You shall go
as a lady of long ago."

"Not so very long ago," protested Rosine,

with a laugh. " But really, auntie, I don't like

to take it; it is too lovely."
'• Not for a raiment of war? Remember, you

are going to conquer the dragon !

"

"That is so. And the master should have
written, 'Thrice is she armed who wears a
pretty dress.'

"

The foe against whom Miss Rosine Wilde
purposed arraying herself was the obdurate
uncle of her handsome lover. He had
promptly and perversely opposed the mar-
riage of his nephew. The young fellow would
have ignored the refusal of his relative were
it not that the old gentleman had always been
very kind to him ; had, indeed, taken the place
of his dead father. So he had decided that
Rosine should meet his uncle, and put his
prejudice to rout.
" He is coming to visit an old friend of his,"

Cyril had said— •• Judge Chart reau. You know
the Chartreau family. Of course, you have
heard they are going to give a fancy-dress ball

next month in honor of the coming of their

daughter Lisette. You will receive a card.

You will attend. You will meet Uncle Albert,
and you will take his heart by storm!"
Hopefully he had planned his scheme;

enthusiastically had he explained it. But
Rosiue protested. It was to be a grand ball,

and she had nothing to wear. Besides, she did
not like the idea of plotting to make a person
like her. And—

•' Bless you !
" cried Cyril, " he doesn't dislike

you. I don't believe he even knows your
name. His resentment is general, not par-
ticular. As soon as I told him I was in love

with a southern girl, he—he (I have to drop
into slang, Rosine)—he sat square down on
me. It seems a southern girl jilted him when
he was youug, aud he is hound to save me
from a like awful fate. But when he once sees

you he is bound to capitulate'. He is a regular

old brick—TJncle Albert !
"

'

'• But I have nothing to wear. And what is

more, I cannot buy a dress for the Chartreau
ball. We—iAunt Magnolia and I—are as poor
as the proverbial church mice."

But just then Miss Magnolia came to Rosine's

relief, like a regular little fairy god-mother.
"The very thing! " she cried—" my primrose

satin."
Rosine regarded her dubiously, delightedly.

She knew her aunt had always guarded jeal-

ously her truukful of treasures, her jewels,

her laces, herrich,stiff,glisteuingold brocades.
" Do you mean it, auntie?'!

Miss Magnolia's bright old eyes winked very
rapidly indeed.
" 1 do, my dear. I was young once myself."
And that was how Rosine Wilde came to be

the belle of Mine Chart reau's fancy-dress ball.

The proposed festivity had been the talk of

New Orleans for several weeks. The night
long anticipated was cool, crisp, sweet and
pearly. The broad-balconied old residence of

St. Charles street was brilliantly lighted up.

Many a carriage rolled up, rolled off. When
Rosine descended from the barouche of her

chaperon, she felt somewhat nervous, though
conscious she was looking remarkably well-
as, indeed, she was. Quite a picture was the

pretty young figure in the clinging gown of

pale yellowish satin, pict uresqyely putted and
quaintly fashioned. The corsage, cut roundly,

revealed the firm, full throat. Dainty mouse-
skin swathed the arms, which, if slender,

were also exquisitely rounded; aud the small,

olive-tinted face was lit to loveliness by pansy
black eyes. A flush of adoration succeeded the

serene nonchalance of Cyril Rodney's counte-
nance as be caught sight of her. He made
hi* way to her Hide.

" ljueen Rosine !
" In- murmured. " You're by

far tin- prettieHt girl here to-night. PoorUnOle
Alliert ! How complete will be his surrender!"
She swept him a mocking courtesy.

"Ah!" she said, smilingly, " If that convic-

tion were but mine—"
The sentence ended In a long, soft sigh.

" f)i if yia Q(tffne," lie began. "Confound it, I

never can get my tongue around your creole-

i«m-! The saying is, however, thai if there

were no sighing in the world the world would
stifle. Now prepare to face the music!"

And off he went. He soon returned. By his

side was a sturdy old gentleman.
Rosine's heart beat more rapidly.
•• The dragon !

" she said.

Silvery hair had the dragon. A dark mus-
tache had the dragon. A florid complexion
had the dragon. And a manner that was
grave, dignified, courteous.
" Uncle Albert," explained Cyril, with boyish

eagerness, "this is Miss Rosiue Wilde."
"Wilde!" The old gentleman started per-

ceptibly. He looked at the blushing girl, at

the yellowish gown. He bowed.
"And," avowed young Rodney, sending his

sweetheart a swift smile ,of encouragement,

"and—the young lady of whom I spoke to

you."
"Oh!" exclaimed Albert Ellsworth. Then,

interrogatively, "Wilde? Was your father's

name Clayton Wilde? "

Rosiue assented.

"And your mother's maiden name was
Magnolia Kingsley?"
"Oh, dear, no! Aunt Magnolia was never

married. My mother's name was Madeline
Kingsley."
" Eh !

" cried 1 ue dragon.

The florid color had faded from his cheeks.

He was tugging nervously at his dark mus-
tache. He looked agitated and perplexed.

•My mother died ten years ago," said

Rosine, "and since then I have lived with
Aunt Magnolia."

Mr. Ellsworth regarded her grimly.
" Is that," he asked, abruptly, "your aunt's

gown you have on ? "

The soft rose fire in the girl's cheek deepened.

"How in the world did you know?" she
counter-questioned.

A queer, wavering smile was his only reply.

A constrained silence ensued. Cyril gave his

uncle an astonished glance.

"So Magnolia is an old maid?" said Mr.
Ellsworth, abruptly.

"If she is," cried Rosine, stung to defense
by a remark she considered rude, " it is because
she was true to an unworthy lover."

"Eh!" ejaculated Mr. Ellsworth, more
sharply than before. And suddenly he turned
and walked away.
The following day he insisted on accompany-

ing his nephew to the gaunt, ramshackle, once
aristocratic old house in the French quarter

where Rosine lived. As they were passing the

vaulted entrance to the little flagged court-

yard, Albert Ellsworth caught sight of a

familiar figure moving among the potted
palms and boxes of blooms.

"Go on, lad!" he said to Cyril. He had
paused, and was looking through the brief

avenue of gloom to the brightness beyond.
Cyril was about to question this new vagary,

when the thought of a peculiar possibility

made him catch his breath and do as bidden.

He knocked at the barred black door, and was
admitted to Rosine's radiant presence. And
meanwhile his uncle went into the court-

yard. The little old lady standing by the

banana-tree looked up at the sound of the step

on the stones.
" Magnolia! " he cried.

Miss Magnolia gazed at him in a dazed, half-

frightened way. Did ghosts ever appear in

the daytime? Stouter than he whom she had
known, and with hair grown gray; but the

same. Around her, in a fantastic dance, the

broken, fountain, the long-leaved banana-tree

and the giant oleanders went whirling. She
didn't faint, but -she came nearer to it than
she ever had come in her life.

"Did you think I had deserted you, Mag-
nolia? When I left you to go North on busi-

ness, I believed in you as I've never believed

in any one since. And while away I heard

and read that you had married that young
YVilde I used to be so jealous of. So I went to

Europe, and I stayed there."
" But Clayton Wilde married Madeline. I

always told you he came to see her."

"Y'es, I know that—now. I was a fool to

have been so easily convinced of your falsity.

You haven't changed a bit. I knew you the

moment I saw you."
Miss Magnolia smiled delightedly. She did

not know he had expected to see her.
" I never forgot the dress you wore the last

time I saw you," declared Mr. Ellsworth, wax-
ing fervent. "I recognized it on your niece

last night-"

"Last night? Are you—surely yon are not

the dragon?"
" Wha-at?"
" The—the dragon !" faltered Miss Magnolia.
Mr. Ellsworth-still looked blank.
"That," murmured the little lady, feeling

she was in for it, and might as well make a

clean breast, "was what Rosine and I called

Cyril's uncle. And Rosine was going to

conquer him."
lie burst out laughing.

"Well, she did. The boy shall marry Mad-
eline's pretty daughter. Aud you, Magnolia,
you'll marry me!

"

"Oh, dear, no; I'm too old!"
" Not a day."
"And ugly- now."
"liveliest woman in the world to me," in-

sisted the dragon, loyally.

" Bless you, my children," cried a voire front

above.
The pair in the cou rl-yard glanced up. On

one of the Inner balconies stood Rosine ;ni.|

Cyril.

"Vanish, you scamps!" roared 1 be dragon.
"Isba'n't allow you to marry a southern

girl, sir !" shouted back Cyril, as he and Rosine
beat a brisk retreat.

Laughing and breathless, they faced each

other in the old drawing-room. " Everything is

lovely, sweetheart !" c ried Cyril, in au ecstacy.

—Peninsular Home Journal.

LIFE IN NORWAY.

These Norwegians are a wonderfully patient

people. They never hurry. Why should they ?

There is always time enough. We "breakfast

at nine. Monsieur goes to business at ten or

so, and returns to his dinner, like all the rest

of the Scandinavian world, at half-past two.

We reach coffee at about four, and then mon-
sieur goes back to his office, if he likes, for two
or three hours. We sometimes see him again,

at supper at half-past eight, but usually there

is a game of whist, or a geographical society

lecture, or a concert, or a friend's birthday
fete (an occasion never overlooked by your
true Norwegian), or some one has received a

[

barrel of oysters, aud would not, could not,

dream of opening them without company—
;

masculine compauy only. It seems to me
thereare entirely too many purely male festiv-

ities here. In fact, the men say so themselves,

and that they would really enjoy many of the
occasions much more if ladies were present.

But "it is not the custom of the country " (a !

rockon which I am always foundering! to omit
j

or to change in such matters. Monsieur only 1

does as do all the other men of his age, which
is elderly, aud condition, which is solid.

I have never accustomed myself to the fact

that one is expected to stop and wait for all

approaching carts or vehicles of any class to

pass, before attempting to cross a street in

town. I am always beingstopped short on the

curbstone by a frantic pull at my arm. and
some strange but agonizedly friendly voice at

my side begging to know if I don't see that

sledge coming—a sledge half a block off! Per-

haps it is because the street traffic is compar-
atively small that the vehicles always have
the right of way. And certainly, too, because

there is so much time. You need not fancy

that the driver will hasten the jog of his stocky

little yellow pony when he sees you waitiug.

Nothing of the sort. That is asit has been. It

is quite meet that you wait.

Although so mauy Norwegians have em-
igrated to America, and are loyal and prosper-

ous in their adopted country. I should say

that the general mental attitude toward
America of the solid portion of the population

here is one of distrust. They are an exceed-

ingly hospitable and courteous people, and
they are glad to make you truly welcome and
to like you. But if you wiu their esteem, as

you will if you deserve it and are well bred, it

will not be as an American, representative of

America, but as a white crow.
On the whole, when impressions have had

time to formulate themselves, one feels that

America is here regarded as the land of infla-

tion ; of pinchbeck aud meretricious man-
ufactures, untrustworthy stuffs, doctors made
in a minute, soulless hurry for wealth, disre-

gard for mental and spiritual pleasures aud
ends; of raptuess in the pursuit and worship
of the dollar; the country where wealth is

more than principle, mind or breeding, and
where a vulgar thirst for titles remains, other
ambition having been gratified. It made me
rather indignant, when one of the boys came
home from school the otherday with the news

! that one of his masters had been asserting, as

I a recognized fact, that every American girl

of fortune is provided with a list of the el-

igible titles of Europe, with notes regarding

their several merits and demerits, and that

she learns it as a part of her regular business.

Y'et it is too plainly to be seen whence such
ideas arise. One cannot, in the face of facts,

contradict them as handsomely as one longs

to do. There is a curipus fashion here, during
the winter season, of going to the park before

the Storthing ^Parliament) and promenading
up aud down again and again, the length of

four blocks or so, to the music of a regimental
band, which pla£s there, by order of the gov-
ernment, an hour in the middle of each day.
Here you meet young ladies, matrons and
school-girls; boys with books under their

arms, students with heavy-tasseled caps,

officers aud cadets, all marching in thick
ranks, while the music discourses. This is the
great winter rendezvous of young people—the
surest place to meet one's friends, either by
appointment or without it. The king him-
self joins the daily promeuade when he is in

town, but then the scene and music are trans-

ferred to the terraces. Officers, cadets, school-
boys and students usually find t heir dnlcineas
and march with them, though some there he of
the military sort who seem to feel handsomer
standing apart, jingling swords and spurs in

company with their kind.
As I was driving through town the other

day, on the back seat of a low sledge, think-
ing, like the water-man, of nothing at all, I

was suddenly startled beyond all control by
a terrific—shall I say shriek?—just behind my
head. I jumped around in terror, to see what
fate was impending—What beast had escaped
from the circus—what awful thing had hap-
pened! Nothing to *be seen. Only the usual
pede£trlun.H pursuing their quiet way, and no
one looking in the least as though anything
out of the ordinary hail occurred. What did
it portend? Had I h^ard the banshee's warn-
ing in broad daylight on Carl Johaus gado?
Was I going dart ? .lust then I caught sightof
t he amused faceof a t ruck-driver, who sal gri li-

ning down on my evident astonishment from
his lofty seat, and I realized what the horror
had been. Nothing more mysterious than the

man of whom I had so often beard, who
affirms that he cannot live unless he emits
tbfis hideous, uncanny sound at irregularinter-

vals. He has done the thing for years, and has
been especially allowed the monopoly of that
doubtful privilege by the police. In fact,

when three or four young medical students
bethought themselves to copy him, late one
night in the deserted streets, the instant con-
stable refused to believe that they had con-
tracted this worthy's harmless malady, and
threatened to lock them all up unless they
promptly recovered, which they did.

When the shrieker broke his leg and had to

be taken to the hospital some time ago, he
proved, as may be imagined, most troublesome
and subversive to the peace of the ward. It

was then the doctors thought that they dis-

covered his trouble to be the creature of his

own fancy. But as he asserts to the contrary,

and persists in shrieking as he has shrieked
for years, there seems to be no help for it. His
title appears to be established by venerable
time. But it is hard on the nerves of the
stranger.

Apropos of the immovability of the average
local purveyor, and the difficulty of getting
well-made clothing, a friend has just told me
a very characteristic anecdote. It happened
that he wanted some new boots suddenly, and
knowing that no shoemaker in town could
from his inner eonciousness evolve an accep-

table pair (for one's boots are almost always
made to order here), he took the man some
that had been made in Paris, and ordered them
accurately copied. To this the shoemaker
agreed: but when the boots were delivered,

they were seen to be as good Norwegian as any
in t he shop, not even cousins to the models!
" But, my good man, my shoemakeriu Pekiug,

a Chinaman, copied my boots a thousand
times better than this! Do you call this thing

a boot ? " " Oh, I dare say," answered the man,
quite unmoved, "but we have not advanced as
far as the Chinese." And with that ended all

hope of rousing his pride and emulation.
Undoubtedly he had his goodly store of both

somewhere, but it did not apply to the rise and
progress of boots.

So they should bring a stock of good Amer-
ican foot-gear who come to this lovely country,

which is always beautiful and not the less

interesting because of its naivetes.— Car. yew
York Evening Post.

THE ECONOMIC CONDITION AND NEEDS OF
THE FARMER.

One of the most valuable papers it has ever

been our fortune to meet with is the report on
"Agricultural Depression," made by George T.

Powell, Esq., to the New York Association for

Improving the Condition of the Poor, and
published in their -Votes for April, 1896, on page

23. It contains more information that it is

important the farmers of America should

have than is to be found within the same
compass, we believe, anywhere else in the

world. It would not occupy six pages of the

Congressional Record, and we therefore urge

some one of our members of Congress to have
it read as part of some remarks to be submit-

ted by him so that it may-get into the Record,

and then to get a bill through Congress pro-

viding that the type shall be stereotyped, and
a copy shall be sent through the mails free to

every person asking for one. If it we^p in the

hands of every farmer in America, we believe

it would produce a revolution in economic
conditions in the Uuited States. We cannot
within the limits of this article produce any
adequate idea of the paper, for every word of

it is uecessary to appreciate it, but we will

mention a few of the facts he has given.

He first treats of the depression to eastern

agriculture that was the necessary incident of

the marvelous development of the West after

the war. Many facts of the greatest impor-

tance are brought forward, of which we will

onlj* mention one—that in 1870 freight on a

bushel of wheat from Chicago to New York
was 30 cents, and on a bushel oi corn 28 cents.

In 1890 the cost had been reduced on wheat to

My, cents, a decrease of 52 percent, and on corn

to 115a cents, a decrease of 59 per cent. He
then gives some figures showing the compet-

itors which American wheat-growers have to

contend with, and in this connection he slates

that iu the, second week of July, 189i, there

were shipped to the English market from

Tnd ia I,3O0.ui)0 bushels of wheat
Russia l,52o,nnn bushels of wheat
Australia .t.SOU.tnio bushels uf wheat
North A nierica 5.7nu,uun bushels of wheat
South America 9,900.000 bushels of wheat

And he adds that the sfatement.accompanies

the South American shipment that the wheat

was•grown and placed on shipboard for 37

cents a bushel, with a profit of 30 per cent on

the money invested. These figures ought to

satisfy the American farmer that it is uot

free silver, but a suppression of South Amer-
ican competition, that he wants.

Mr. Powell then takes up the losses to our

soil from taking cereals away and failing to

return fertilizers, and he presents this table:

In 1890 we exported

lit;, 117,717 bushels of corn, costing in
plant-food JIS,266,715 56

3J,7iV5.-*il 1 ,-!,.!- of wheal, costing ill

plaut-ruoil 9,60S,739 23

1 1. In-,'J> hueliels of oats, costiug ill

plant-food 1,882.920 38

335,352 tens of uil cake and meal, coet-
iug in plaut-fooil ™ 7,611,639 **

Making a less to our soil in one ffeaf of $37,570,015 01

in these fuur items ouiy of exports.

lie then goes iuto an examination of the

loss in our crops from insects consequent upon
the wholesale destruction of our forests.
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which force these insects that formerly fed on

the forests to seek food from our crops. The
figures produced here are simply astounding,

and they are reliable, also. His conclusion is

that our annual loss from insect depredation

upon agricultural products is over $100,000, 000.

How is our condition to be improved? Mr.

Powell gives the only possible answer; namely,

by improving the knowledge of the people

and teaching them how to grapple with the

difficulties that the farmer has to encounter.

It will no longer do to tell a farmer who loses

a fine cow that it had "hollow-horn." He
must be taught the methods of finding out

that his cow had tuberculosis, or Texas fever,

that he may kill that cow before she commu-
nicates the disease to the rest of his herd. Mr.
Poweil's discussion ot the importance of tech-

nical knowledge to the farmer, and the way to

give it to him, is invaluable. Altogether, we
renew our suggestion that some one of our
members of Congress put this paper in the
way of being freely distributed to all the
farmers in the United States.—Richmond Times.

BOUGHT AT AUCTION.

Come, Courtney, lend me your ears for

half an hour, for I am in a pickle,"

exclaimed Fred Sawyer to his frief?d.

"Come up to my quarters. I have
something to show you, and—no

joking—I need your advice."

"If you take it, it will be the first time,"

laughed good-natured Courtney. " Lead on,

and don't lose any time in relieving this sus-

pense. I'm not fond of riddles, you know."
" Why, yesterday I dropped into the sales-

room at a London station. You know, they

sell off the uncalled-for luggage at intervals,

and a sale was just going on. A number of the

boy's were there, and we each commenced to

bid for a trunk. I selected rather a small one,

and—here we are! Come right in and view the

burden of my woes."

He led the way into a pleasant apartment,

and pointed to a small leather trunk which
stood in the middle of the room.

"Open it, if you want to," he said. "I've

had enough of the confounded thing. It's full

of woman's stuff, and what do you suppose I

can do with it? I haven't an aunt or a cousin

in the wide world."
" Keep it until you get married, Fred. These

seem to be good clothes," said Courtney, peep-

ing into the box and lifting dainty garments

with a half reverent touch, in spite of his

laughing face.

"Humph! The idea of such advice from

you! Why, old boy, I shall not marry for ten

years—five, anyway—and I'm not going to risk

keeping these things here and being taken for

a lady burglar. Mrs. McCaffrey would find

them in spite of everything—smell murder in

the air and hunt around for the skull-bones.

No, I'll dump the trunk into the river, that's

what I'll do."
" Pshaw ! You're too sensible for that. These

things cost money—lot's of it, I imagine—and
you paid something for them in the bargain.

Yon miight sell them to the second-hand—no,

I've a better scheme than that. Why not go

through the trunk systematically, find out the

owner's name and address—there are surely

letters or something—and write to her, offering

her the whole thing for a reasonable sum?"
" Do an act of charity, and yet turn an hon-

est penny. Any one would know you are

Scotch. But I must go back to the store, and—
Here! You have all the time there is; suppose

you go through it for me. All I ask is that you
will keep Mrs. McCaffrey out. Fare-dieu!"

And off he went.
Courtney laughingly locked the door, but the

smiles soon left his face as he proceeded with

his task. He wondered if the little battered

trunk had been lost in some of the dreadful

catastrophes he had read of. He imagined the

owner killed, and her body as well as luggage

unidentified in the horrible excitement.

They were girlish things—dainty veils and
ribbons, ginghams, silks and snowy linen. He
lingered over a small, worn slipper, and felt a

thrill akin to that awakened in Cinderella's

prince.

"So clew yet." he murmured. "Perhaps

there are letters in this box."

Its catch was bent, but he wrenched it open

and out flew—his own photograph!

He sat down plump in a box of laces and
stared. On the other side were his initials, and
a date he had been trying for three years to

fqrget, "June 2, 1S90."

"Nell Burr's trunk! " he exclaimed. "Oh,

my little girl, what has happened to you?
Maybe some one— No, here are your initials on
this belt-buckle, and your gloves were No. G,

and this slipper would just fit your dear little

-foot."

The young man grew excited and rapturous

over each article. Presently he lifted a pack-

age of letters from one corner.

" My own—and they express the greatest

happiness life ever brought me. They are like

the leaves that flutter down in the November
rain. I wonder why she kept them. How
many there are!

"

Unfastening the cord, he turned the letters

over and found many of the envelops scrib-

bled upon by a familiar hand. There were
items jotted down to be remembered in

answering, and scraps of poetry which had
not long since reached his eye and been ever

since cherished in his memory. Upon the last

one—for they were all numbered—was written

in ink this girlish confession, "Al Courtney,
I love you, but will never marry any one so

inconstant."

Resting his head on the empty tray in

silence, he exclaimed:
" I was a fool—a consummate fool—and now

perhaps she is dead.''

A noise aroused him, and in a bewildered
way he surveyed the garments strewed on
every side, and gazed mournfully at the beau-
tiful hat, through which he had run one foot,

and the boxes of laces he had unconsciously
used for a cushion. Fred would be coming in

a few minutes. He began repacking the things

with ruthless haste, and stowing the letters

in his own pockets, was lying lazily on the

couch reading the paper when his chum
entered.

"Well," he cried, "what mystery did you
unearth ? "

"No mystery at all," was the deliberate

answer, " but the 'stuff,' as you call it, is

worth something, and would be a regular golcl-

mine to a girl. I'ye a notion to buy it from
you and present it to my sisters. What will

you take?"
" Oh, come! You are just doing that to help

me out. I know your benevolent old heart.

No, I'll follow your first advice, and hunt up
the owner. It would be quite romantic;
and besides, you hinted that 1 might make a
shilling or two by it. You found her name and
address there, didn't you?"
" Yes," Al reluctantly answered. " I found

her name and address, bat it is hardly likely

you could find her after so many years. You
know they keep luggage a long time before it

is sold."

" I'm not sure about that," said Fred. " I've

thought about it all the morning, and the idea

grows on me. It will be rare fun to try it,

anyway. What did you say the name was? "

" But no doubt this girl was killed—luggage

is seldom lost except by some such accident,

and—and maybe she is an old woman."
Fred laughed immoderately.
"Just as if that would make an act of char-

ity less meritorious. Old women don't usually

wear white lace hats, though. You must have
found something precious in there—jewelry or

something—which makesyou anxious to mar-
tyrize yourself. It's mine, however, and I'm
not as anxious to part with it as I was—not till

I've looked through it, anyway."
As he turned the key, Al remembered that

his photograph was lying in a conspicuous
box, and exclaimed:
"Wait until after dinner, then. I am half

starved !
"

" Perhaps it would be better," was the an-

swer, and they passed out together.

When fairly down-stairs, Al said he had for-

gotten his handkerchief, and flew back three

steps at a time to get it. Securing the picture

and placing it in an inside pocket, he said to

himself

:

"Surely there is nothing else to give me
away. But I must wheedle him out of the

trunk."

After dinner Fred " went through " the con-

tents of the trunk, making boyish remarks
concerning each article as he threw it aside.

Al inwardly winced at these remarks, and
could scarcely restrain himself from knocking
him over on the spot.

" What makes you so crusty? "queried Fred,

suddenly, as one of his choicest jokes was met
by a gruff " H'm !

" "There's no fun in you,

and why you want this stuff beats me. Your
sisters would turn up their noses at second-

hand clothing, if it is pretty. But it isn't

worth fussing over, so take it along. No doubt

it would prove a white elephant on my hands
sooner or later."

Not until the trunk was safely in his room
could Al breathe freely. Even then it was no
easy matter to keep it out of his sisters' sight.

They made both a pet and a confidant of their

one brother, and*" had a fashion of dropping
into his room at all hours to tell him of their

schemes and woes. He had pushed the trunk
under a mahogany table in the corner, the

old-fashioned cover of which reached almost

to the floor.

When he told them he was going away for a

little business "trip," they beset him with
questions and petitions to be taken with him,
finally declaring they would clean house while
he was gone, and "sort out his trash."

So behold him, in the dead of night, carry-

ing the " white elephant " up the narrow attic

stairs, bumping his head on every rafter, and
getting cobwebs in his mustache. He covered

it with old clothing, pushed a big box in front

of it, and then crept down-stairs, feeling as

guilty as if he had been concealing some
crime. At breakfast the girls both talked at

once about the burglar who tried to get in, and
how they pounded on Al's door and could not

even get an answer.

At noon he was off, and as the train whirled

onward he became possessed with fears. She
might not be at Hastings; she might not care

for him after these three years; she might
even be married or dead.

Arriving at his destination at last, he only
stopped to leave his bag at a hotel, and walked
rapidly to a familiar house in the suburbs.

Ringing the bell, he inquired for Miss Burr in

a matter-of-fact way, as if he had seen her the

day before. He watched the girl's face as she

spoke, and saw no trace of surprise. She sim-

ply s:ii(l :

" Miss Burr may not be able to see you, but
come in and I will ask."

Presently he was shown into a small, sunny

room, where, on a couch, lay the one girl he
had ever loved. He meant to explain at once
the cause of his foolish going and eager com^
ing, all of which he had framed into frank,

beautiful sentences, but somehow they for-

sook him, and he fell back on the common-
place. She received him with quiet words of

welcome, and then said:
" Pardon my position, but I am such an

invalid that it is a trial to sit up."
"An invalid! " he echoed, faintly.

"Yes," she answered. "Did you not hear of

my accident several months ago? On coming
home from a visit I stopped for a day or so in

a London hotel. The building caught Are a
few hours after I entered it. The horror of the
scene is so stamped—branded would be a more
appropriate word—on my memory, that I can-
not bear to talk of it. I lost everything except
the ulster which was wrapped about me, and
would have lost my life but for the brave fire-

man who broke my fall. Oh, no, I am not
seriously injured," she continued, in answer
to his half-spoken question, " though I have
been ill ever since. It was such a shock, you
know."
By deft questioning he succeeded in making

her say

:

"Yes, I lost my trunk. It was left at the
station (I expected to go on in a day or two),

and the deposit-ticket was destroyed with
my pocket-book. Railway people are necessa-
rily particular about identifying luggage, and
for weeks I was too ill to even remember it.

Besides, I had only gone for a short outing,

and it held nothing of much value, except
some keepsakes that were dear to me."
A deep flush stole over her face at these

words. He watched it for one delicious

moment, and then gathered her up in his
arms, exclaiming:

" I will bring them back if you will pay the
reward I want."
Then—or rather, after he had tortured her

impatience mercilessly—he told her of Feed's
" bargain " bought at auction. She begged for

it, coaxed, pleaded, all in vain. He declared
she could only have the little leather trunk as

a wedding present. And a very happy wed-
ding party it was, too.

I THERE'S NO EXCUSE
Fur bavin

POCKETS REQUISITE FOR WOMAN SUFFRAGE.
Of all the numerous reasons which have

been given by men for denying suffrage to

women, their lack of pockets is the latest,

even though it is not a whit more rational

than some of the others. It would seem that
women had endured enough- from the need
of pockets, or at least the retiring disposition

of the solitary one allowed them, without
having the absence of this useful receptacle

thrown at them as an element against their

great ambition to vote. But there is no ac-

counting for what men may do to keep up the
appearance of superiority over the gentler

sex. It is said that pockets have a very
"profound effect " on a man's character, that

they give him a certain sort of confidence in

himself which he could never acquire with-
out their aid, and it is certainly true that
they afford him no end of excuses for neg-
lecting to mail his wife's letters, and help him
to express a variety of emotions, without
words, by thrusting his hands into their

depths. He has never known the overwhelm-
ing embarrassment of a groping struggle

after one pocket lurking somewhere in the
voluminous folds of a dress-skirt, or he
would grant the right of suffrage by way of

recompense; but the woman who is capable
of voting is ingenious enough to supply her-

self with the required number of pockets to

give her the self-reliance necessary to a po-
litical career, and soothe her agitated feelings

when silence is the only safe method of ex-

pression.

TINY OXEN.

One of the greatest curiosities among the
domesticated animals of Ceylon is a breed of

cattle known to zoologists as the "sacred run-

ning oxen." They are the dwarfs of the whole
ox family, the largest specimen of the species

never exceeding thirty inches in height. One
sent to the Marquis of Canterbury in the year
1891, which is living, and is believed to be
somewhere near ten years of age, is only
twenty-two inches high, and weighs but 109%
pounds. In Ceylon they are used for quick
trips across country with express matter and
other light loads, and it is said that four of

them can pull a driver of a two-wheeled cart

and a two-hundred-pound load of miscella-

neous matter sixty to seventy miles a day.

They keep up a constant swinging trot or run,
and have been known to travel 100 miles in a
day and night without either food or water.

No one knows anything concerning the origin

of this peculiar breed of miniature cattle.

They have been known on the island of Cey-
lon and in other Buddhistic countries for more
than a thousand years.— Tit-Bits.

A COLLEGE COURSE FREE
Would be the joy of many

^Si. young men and women. Then
let the hustling boys and girls

read our offer on page 19, where
we offer one thousand dollars

for a correct answer to the ques-

tion, " Who will be the next
president, and how many electoral votes will

he receive?" Here is a chance to get school
money.

frecklpR, blackheads, tanned, red,
spotted, mothy,
ugly or muddy
skin, pimples,
tetter, eczema,
rashes, etc.,

when

Demi-Royals
-harmless as dew— ^ ^jj^j^^j^

^
easily, quickly and forever removes and cures £
every blemish and makes the skin clear, soft and ^
beautiful. There is nothing like it. Leading J
actresses, professional beauties, society ladies and T
people of refinement everywhere eagerly unite in T
its praise. IluinJrvda of testimonials with por- T
traits will be sent free to anyone who writes for Jthem. Derma-Royale is the best skin preparation
in the world. We will give 9500 cash for any
ca^e it fails to cure. Wherever it is once tried
everybody wants it, mo we are determined to intro-
duce it everywhere, and will send you a full-sized +

$1 BOTTLE FREEi
if yon will talk it up and help us introduce it +among your acquaintances; Send us your full
post-office address today. X

t"

The DERMA=ROYALE CO., Cincinnati, O. X»»»»
The Light of

the World is

Dietz no. 3

Street Lamp
It will provide more
and better light than
gas and do it cheap-
er. Can be lit and
regulated from the
outside, has no chim-
ney and will not blow
out, burns kerosene,
has given complete
satisfaction for 20
years. Other makers
give us sincerest flat-

tery in imitating it.

Price S6.00.

Write for free circular

and pocket catalogue. If

your dealer hasn't this

lamp in stock he will order

j it for you, or we will deliver it anywhere in the

J United States or Canada for the above price.

S R. E. DIETZ COMPANY,
S Established 1840. 60 LAIGHT ST.. N. Y.

t»t-«m»m-»»»m« mm•>i.i>im m-»*m»%
Mention this paper.

August Epitomist ^
Of some very important experiments in cultivating
wheat, made by several practical and expert wheat
growers. How the land was prepared; varieties of
seed used; time of seeding; fertilizing, etc. Also,
how it is cultivated on the

AGRICULTURAL EPITOMIST
350-ACRE EXPERIHENT FARfl.

BST" August Number Ready for Delivery
JULY 25th.

Don't miss
reading this

Four rionths' subscription mailed to any address
in the United States or Canada for six 2-cent stamps.
Bach number worth its weight in gold. Something
new every mouth. Ten departments. mo pages
boiled down to 32. Subscription price SO cents a
year. Sample copy1 free if mention this paper.

EPITOHIST PUBLISHING CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

Mention this paper.

TlL
e THORPE CARRIAGE CO.

JACKSON, MICH.,

Manufacturers of a Full Line of

SURREYS, PHAETONS,
TRAPS, BUGGIES and

ROAD WAGONS.
You can get the best value for your money in

our Acme grade of any vehicle on the market.
If your dealer cannot show you sample and quote

you prices, write us.

Mention this paper.

DeLamater-Rider and
DeLamater-Ericsson

Hot-Air Pumping Engines
Will punn water from any source,
and force it to any height and dis-

tance. Simple, safe and free from
care. Will burn any kind of fuel. For
supplying water on farms, country
and city residences, dairy and stock
farms they are unsurpassed. Send
for catalogue.
The DeLAMaTER IRON WORKS,

467 West Broadway, N. Y. City.

Mention this paper.

"Eli" Baling Presses
38 Styles & Sizes for Horse and Steam Power

•46 Inch p~g— Bell

"WHEAT SPECIAL."

Power Leverage 64to1 nS?^ STEEL
Send for 64 page illustrated catalogue.

COLLINS PLOW CO., 1116 Hampshire St., Quincy, III.

Mention this paper.

'

DUST PROTECTOR
Invaluable to everybody

working iu dust. Thoroughly
tested for many years. The
only reliable protector known.
Nickel plated protector Si.

postpaid. Circulars free.
Asrents wanted.

GIBBS RESPIRATOR CO.,

34 La Salle St., - Chicago, III.

Mention this paper.

Alabama Hnmoc For particulars, write THf THOMAS T.
AldUallld nUIIICi MUNFOBD LAND CO.. Pemopoliii, Ala.
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(Our JtousclioUl

THE WORLD, THE FLESH AND THE DEVIL.

"The world is with me," says the fool,

And forgets the world's connections;

The slave of one is the other's tool,

And is forced in their directions.

The partnership does exist for gain /

By deception, pleasure and revel.

And ruin follows the firm's dire t rain : \

The world, the flesh and the devil.

The world beguiles the weak and vain.

To keep.them in line with the masses.

It cannot hear what it cannot stain

And what its standard passes.

Alas! its dupes their bonds don't know,
For the world is skilled to flatter;

But its acts are mean and its aims are low.

For its bound is the sphere of matter.

The tiesh is meaner and baser still,

And, when man yields unto it,

It kills the soul, it thwarts the will,

It ruins those who woo it.

It brings man to an utter fall,

For he offers to its desires

His better self, his God, his all,

Burnt in its impure fires.

The devil beholds man's downward grade
With devilish satisfaction;

What world and flesh of him have made
Is but the devil's action.

And he will reap what they did sow
When man has reached his level;

When world and flesh have gone below,

Then triumphs still the devil.

—E. F. L. Gains, in Nets World.

HOT-WEATHER BREAKFASTS.

DUKlN<»tlie hot, enervating days of

summer, when one feels languid
and worn, lack of appetite in the

morning is a common occurrence,

and it is frequently troublesome to provide

something that will tempt the palate. If

one feels a desire for nothing hut a cupful

of coffee, and that pretty stroug, it should
not be served at all; but in place drink a

glassful of rich lemonade, either hot or

cold, as will be most relished. This will

always stimulate a lagging appetite, and is

also wholesome. Every person would be

in better health to substitute lemonade for

tea or coffee during the hot weather.

Few persons serve pickles for breakfast,

yet an acid is very acceptable in warm
weather, and sliced cucumbers make an
acceptable addition to a summer break-
fast. To prepare them, pare and slice as

thinly as possible (and they can be sliced

as thin as a sheet of paper), and salt rather

more than would seem to be necessary.

Do this the first thing in the morning, and

Ripe tomatoes, pared, and sliced in thin,

regular slices, nearly covered with vinegar

ayd sugar, as for cucumbers, and set on
ice for a half hour, are also a breakfast

appetizer that if served in a glass dish,

with a few sprigs of parsley around the

edge, will be as attractive to the eye as to

the palate. Some cooks add a little finely

choppell onion to sliced tomatoes, and
consider it an addition.

A. rich, red slice of coiU, juicy water-

melon is a delightful first course, or appe-

tite stimulator, for breakfast that should

not be forgotten, as it rarely, if ever, fails

to perform the task expected of it; and
more than once have persons come to the

breakfast-table declaring they could eat

nothing, yet having been tempted by the

sight of a luscious melon to make a

beginning, have partaken of a hearty meal
before leaving the table. Muskmelon or

canteloup may be occasionally substi-

tuted by way of a change.

The utmost care should be taken in the

arrangement of the breakfast-table to have
it present a neat, attractive appearance,

that we may, if possible, reach the appe-

tite through the sense of sight. Fresh
flowers form an attraction whose value

should not be underestimated.

Eggs poached in milk and served on
toast, with a sprig of parsley on each slice,

is a pretty as well as palatable dish.

Break the eggs into scalding-hot milk,

having enough to nearly cover them; let

them remain until the white is firm, and
dip out onto the center of a square of toast,

adding enough of the scalding milk to

moisten the toast. Salt and pepper the

egg, and send to the table on small plates.

Baked or steamed eggs are very delicate.

Butter small side or individual dishes',

break the eggs into these, salt and pepper
them, and set dishes in the oven until the

white becomes linn, or set them in a

steamer over boiling water and steam a

few minutes. Serve in the dishes in

which they are cooked.

Toast faggots are nice to serve with
these. To make them, cut stale bread into

strips an inch wide and four or five inches

long, and toast in the oven. Place a

napkin on a plate, and pile the toast on
this in log-cabin style.

Clara SbNsibaugh Everts.

HANDSOME COSTUMES.

These two stylish costumes can be gotten

up in any of the handsome suitings offered

in all our stores, or can be of silk. Where
the revers are used, these can be of Dresden

silk, or of white silk braided in gold,

NOTHING BUT MEAT AND POTATOES.

" What do you cook nowadays?"
"oil! it's such a scarce time of the year

that meat and potatoes are about all a body
can get."

That old hackneyed dialogue which is

exchanged every spring by housewives

who depend mainly upon the production
|

of the farm for table supplies will, I

suppose, still hold its own until some
revolution which will turn things topsy-

turvy comes about.

In the most of families potatoes are the
favorite vegetable, and while much is

being said in atmse of this tuber, we stilt

consider it a very valuable food; but one
tires of too much of a good thing. But is

it really true that when spring arrives

there is nothing hut meat and potatoes?

The possibilities comprehend much more,
and if forethought be taken a year ahead,
the larder need not be so meager.

When putting up tomatoes in the fall,

calculate how many cans you will need.

Suppose you want them on an average of

once a week; it's very easy to estimate the

number of weeks until tomatoes will bo

found in the garden again. A gallon of

dried corn will be sufficient for many a

meal. Both tomatoes and corn are very
nice scalloped as oysters are. Beans are

so very wholesome and nutritious that a

liberal supply, both of Lima and navy,
should be on hand. Parsnips and veg-

etable-oysters help to make a change, and
are much relished when spring comes.

Turnips, squashes and sweet potatoes can

usually be kept until early spring, al-

though they are at their best earlier— in the

winter months. Cabbages, which may lie

served in such a variety of ways, also do
much to break the monotony of the

menu. i

It is a good way to plan one's dinners

at least two or three days ahead. Usually,

two vegetables for dinner are about all one
who has all the steps to take can arrange

for; but take care not to' have the same i

thing over day after day. One can readily

see that a good garden will furnish a

pleasing variety of vegetables, and that

there is really little need of the wail,
" Nothing but meat and potatoes."

Mary D. Sibley.

and the silks protected so that they do not
get roughened. Christie Irving.

WALKING-SUIT.

This, if made of crepon lined thinly
with silk, can be a very cool dress to use
for traveling or ordinary wearing.

The vest is made of lace cascaded over
silk of some color, with falls of lace at the

hands. The hat is of white chip, trimmed
with roleaux of Dresden ribbon and black

ostrich-tips.

KEEPING CHEESE MOIST.

There is a great amount of cheese wasted
from improper care after cutting, through

the drying up of the fresh-cut sides or

edges. After a piece of the desired size

is cut from a whole cheese, or part of a
large cheese, cover the fresh-cut side with
a piece of white writing or parchment paper

that has been' rubbed over

thoroughly with butter, the

buttered side next the cheese.

It will adhere nicely, keep the

cheese air-tight and moist, and
can easily be pulled back to

cut another slice, and just as

easily smoothed down to cover

the next cutting.

The piece taken from the

large cheese can be wrapped in

the same manner, and kept
from drying up, if there is

. more than it is desired to place

a\ on the table atone meal. Many
1 people refrain' from buying

| 'I ' cheese because "it dries up
so." Please try keeping it

i wrapped in buttered paper,

7 anil see if there is any more
, trouble for any reasonable

length of time. Pieces that

are cut for the table and get

dry are nice toasted. Place On
a long fork and hold over hot

coals until the pieces crack

open and look creamy, or foam
up. Some people think this a

delicious dish for lunch, with
doughnuts, pies or crackers.

W/' (iYI'SY.

A VEIL-BOX.

A pretty, simple receptacle for veils is

made of a square of celluloid twelve inches

on each side. Paint some simple blossoms
on the corners, turn the four corners into

the center and fasten them. Next lace the
1 edges (which have been previously puuc-
i Hired) loosely with silk cord or baby
ribbon half way to the center, or where
the corners are fastened. After tying the

cords in little bows, unfasten the cornel's

and bend them back as far as the lacing

will permit. The celluloid comes in lolls

i
of very thin sheets in all colors, and also

,
watered and transparent. Ott.

CHILD'S COSTUME.

This is a simply made dress, very short-

waisted, double-breasted, and having a

large, white collar and cuffs. It can be

let them stand until the meal is ready;

then carefully drain oil' all the water that

arises, and rinse in cold water—ice-Cold, if

possible—add enough sharp vinegar to

almost cover, in which has been dissolved

sugar in the proportion of a heaping

having the vest of cascaded lace. Lace
enters into the construction of so many
toilets this season. Large neck-bows of

soft materials, as mull, inonsselaine-de-soic,

tulle and lace, are much worn. In spite of

hot weather, high-neck dressing is much
tablespoonful to a teacupful of vinegar. i in favor.

A " PICK-UP."

A very useful novelty is a
" pick- up," made of blue linen

prettily embroidered across
one corner ami lined w i t h
white. It Is a square intended
to be spread over the lap while

handlingsome dainty piece of

J

work that must lie kept clean.

In the middle is a convenient pocket tot

holding scissors, silks and other materials.

When necessary to put away the work, it

is jifst dropped upon the lap. and one after

another of the corners turned over it, the i

embroidered one last, and there it is, safe
from dust, and not liable to get scattered,

used entirely as a coat or overdress for

something lighter underneath. The large

picture hat is always becoming to a child.

If DURING the past Sixty Years and longer
Dr. D. .layne's Expectorant has been bringing
relief to the thousands who have used it for
Bronchitis, Asthma, Ac, would it not be wis-
dom for you to give it a trial now ? It has cured
others, why not you? The best family Pill,

l Painless Sugar-Coaled Sanative.
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SALAD DRESSING.

Sydney .Smith's salad dressing' still holds

a well-deserved place in English cookery.

It became popular because of the rhyme in

which the witty preacher embodied the

recipe

:

Two boiled potatoes passed through kitchen

sieve,

Smoothness and softness to the salad give,

or mordant mustard add a single spoon ;

Distrust a condiment which bites too soon,

But deem it not, thou man of herbs, a fault

To add a double quantity of salt ;

Three times the spoon with oil of Lucca
crown.

And once with vinegar procured from town.

True flavor needs it, and your poet begs

The pouuded yellow of two hard-boiled eggs.

Let onion atoms lurk within the bowl,

And scarce suspected, animate the whole;
And, lastly, on the flavored compound toss

A magic teaspoon of anchovy sauce.

Oh, green and glorious! A herbaceous treat!

"i'would tempt the dying anchorite to eat;

Back to the world he'd turn his fleet ing soul,

And plunge his fingers in the salad-bowl

!

Serenely full, the epicure would say
Fate cannot harm me, I have dined to-day.

TRIED RECIPES.

WE give the following recipes for hot-

weather use, which are all perfectly

Reliable:

Ham Salad.—Chop fine the remains of a

boiled ham ; add the heart and inside leaves

of a head of letttice. Pour over it a dress-

ing made as follows:

1 tablespoouful of salt,

1 tablespoouful of butter,

1 teaspoonful of pepper,

1 teaspoonful of sugar,

1 teaspoonful of mustard,

K pint of vinegar,

The yolks of 3 eggs, well beaten.

Boil till it creams. When cold, pour over

the ham and lettuce and mix well. Lastly

stir in a cupful of sweet cream.

Green Corn Omelet.—Boil a dozen
ears of sweet corn, cut it off the cob, season

it with salt and pepper, and stir into it five

the raw egg to a froth, and stir in ; then add

the vinegar last. Mix this well with the

celery, and serve at once, or the vinegar

will spoil the celery.

Spanish Cream.—
1 quart of milk,

14 boxful of gelatin,

4 eggs, beaten separately,

4 level teaspoonfuls of vanilla,

1 cupful of sugar.

Soak the gelatin in the milk for half an

hour. Then put it on the fire in a double

boiler; beat the yolks of the eggs and the

sugar together, and when the milk is boil-

ing, stir the eggs in and cook until it begins

to thicken. Beat the whites of eggs very

light, and stir into the mixture when it is

taken off the lire; ilavor, and pour into the

mold to cook. Beat the whites well into

the custard.

For Sunday dinner this can be prepared

on Saturday, and placed in the ice-box or

cellar to set for the next day.

Apple Jelly.—Take some ripe apples,

fine-flavored and juicy—either Bellflower

or Rambo are the best—pare, and cut them
in quarters; put them into water as you cut

them, or they will turn black. When all

are cut, put them into a preserving-kettle

and pour over them a little water; let them
cook until they are quite soft, then strain

through a flannel bag; boil the juice with

an equal weight of sugar until it will jelly

(you can test it by placing a little on a

plate), and pour it, while hot, into the jelly-

molds or jars. Golden Pippin apples make
the finest jelly. If wanted for immediate
use only, you can use less sugar.

Red or Black Raspberry Jam.—To use

one third currants to two thirds raspberries

is better than the currants alone. Mash the

fruit well and let it boil twenty minutes;

weigh the quantity ; allow two to three

pounds for the kettle to weigh, and to

every pound of fruit use three quarters of

a pound of sugar. After this is put in let

it boil till, by taking some out on a plate to

try it, no juice gathers about it. Then it is

ready to put away, as you
would jelly, in glasses, or stone

jars are nice.

bought for a trifle, and thin dresses can
often be made at home. But for the wool
dresses, there is more satisfaction all along
the line for the every-day woman who
cannot make dressing a fad, to center one's

pocket-book on one good dress, then to

wear it whenever she reasonably can, thus

getting all the good there is out of it

while it remains in style. M. D. S.

SANDWICH OR HOT-BUN BASKET FOR
GARDEN-PARTIES.

Take a shallow, coarse basket and wind
the edges with ribbons. Make the outside

cover of white felt embroidered in green

made with an eye to the future as well as

to the present. There should be a prin-

ciple involved. Let our children see that

it is our duty to punish them sometimes,
never a pleasure. In our desire that their

young lives be full of joy and gladness,

will it be wise to refrain from imparting
to them a knowledge of the sterner real-

ities of life? Will it pay to allow them to

be untaught? We must teach them so

judiciously the difference between the

trend upward and the trend downward,
that of their own accord they will eschew
those pleasures of a doubtful nature.

We cannot guard our girls and boys too

closely. Many a fair flower languishes

silks, and trimmed with apple-green rib-
|

bons. This keeps the buns hot while they

are being carried about.

well-beaten eggs. Take a tablespoonful of

I it and roll it in bread-crumbs; then fry

brown.
Apple Omelet.—Stew eight large ap-

ples very soft, mash them fine, and season

with a cupful of sugar, a tablespoonful of

butter, and nutmeg or cinnamon to suit

the taste. When the apples are cold, add
four well-beaten eggs. Bake slowly for

twenty minutes, and eat while warm.

Stuffed Tomatoes.—Select large toma-
toes of even size, and scoop out a small

place in the top and fill with a stuffing made
as follows: Fry a small onion, chopped tine,

iu a tablespoonful of butter; when nearly

done, add some bread-crumbs, moistened
with a little milk or water, and season

with pepper and salt. Put a little bit of

butter on each, and then bake.

Another dressing is made as follows:

Chop cold meat or fowl of any kind very
fine, with a very small piece of bacon
added; fry an onion, chopped fine, in a

tablespoonful of butter, and when nearly

done, add the meat, some bread-crumbs,

pepper and salt; cook a minute ; mix well,

add the yolk of an egg and fill the toma-

toes; place in a baking-dish, sprinkle

"T)read-crumbs over them, with some small

hits of butter, and bake. Use either as a

garnish or as a dish by itself.

Celery Salad.—
1 hard-boiled egg,

1 raw egg,

1 tablespoonful of olive-oil,

1 teaspoonful of white sugar,

>< teaspoonful of salt,

y2 teaspoonful of pepper,

4 tablespoon fuls of vinegar,

1 teaspoonful of made mustard,

4 large bunches of celery.

Cut the celery into half-inch pieceis. Rub
the cooked egg to a smooth paste, add the

salt, sugar, pepper, mustard and oil. Beat

WHICH SHALL IT BE?

Out in front of the house, at

the foot of an obstinate little

hill, is our well—the w?ell from
which we get our general sup-

ply of water for household use.

It is a good well, and the water
is excellent; but daily some-
body had to carry at least a half

dozen pailfuls of it up that bill,

around the house, up the back
porch steps into the kitchen.

I am not an old woman yet,

by any means, and for aught I

know I shall spend the remain-
der of my days at this house, and I have
every reason to suspect that well will be
here as long as I am.
Put away some place—not in an old

stocking or a sugar-bowl—was a hard-

earned sum of money, saved to buy a most
coveted piece of furniture which is almost
a necessity, but which can be dispensed
with for a year at least.

Distances were measured, estimates

taken, a letter to a mechanical company
forwarded. The answer came back, "We
will pipe the water into your kitchen

for—" Just as many dollars as it would
take to buy the long-desired sideboard!

Mary Markxey.

A DAINTY WAY TO SERVE CABBAGE.

Cut out the heart-stem and core of a

medium-sized cabbage, and remove the

outer leaves. Plunge the head into an

abundance of boiling water for four min-

utes, and take it up very carefully, so as

not to break it. Let it cool. Prepare a

forcemeat, using a pound of sausage with

a quarter of a pound of lean veal ground to

a pulp and seasoned to taste. Stun the

inside of the head, and tie it up carefully,

so that the stuffing will not come out.

Put into a pan with a small carrot, a small

onion and a cupful of stock. Let it simmer
in the oven or on top of the stove, well

covered. Baste occasionally, and serve

with rich brown sauce. M. E. Smith.

MOTHERS. WILL IT PAY?

I was forcibly struck the other day by
the truth of a remark made by a man who
at the time was under serious difficulty

over the crop that had sprung up from the

wild oats he had sown when a boy. A
little friend of his was pouting over some

and dies before its time. It will not pay
to close our eyes to the sins around,
thinking our boys and girls proof against

these influences. Above all things, teach

the girls to be natural. Do not allow

them to get into those simpering, giggling,

foolish ways that so many young misses
appear to think smart, and yet do not
cause them to feel that you desire to put
"old heads on young shoulders." Far
from it. Let young people be young
people still, but the while not forgetting

that there is far more real happiness in

being pure and true than cau be found
along any other line.

Ella Bartlett Simmons.

LACE CENTERPIECE.

This beautiful centerpiece is a combina-
tion of lace and embroidery. The edge
should be worked with white Roman floss,

catching the edge of the lace in buttonhole-

stitch, the other edge of the lace in loug-

and-short buttonhole; the leaves and
tendrils of shades of green, and the little

arrow-heads of pale pink.

This design is tweuty-two inches square,

and when purchased in stores or bazaars,

costs fifty cents. We will send this center-

BLACKING FOR BROWN BOOTS.

The simplest, quickest and most effective

manner to blacken brown boots is to take

a raw potato, cut it in halves and rub the

blacking in well, polish, and the result will

be so satisfactory as to make it difficult to

say whether the boots had not always been

black. This recipe is the only one known
and used in the army, where the boots are

principally brown when issued to the

soldiers.
o- —- *

A WORD ABOUT DRESSES.

One dress made of good material, and
put into the hands of a competent dress-

maker, is much more satisfactory than a

half dozen selected from cheap stuff and
illy made. It is such a satisfaction to

know one is well gowned; not necessarily

in an elegant costume, made so as to show
the caprices of fashion, but in a well-fitting,

stylishly made, general-purpose dress.

To be sure, with summer material so

wonderfully reasonable, there is no excuse

for sweltering in a heavy wool gown these

summer days, for shirt-waista can be

slight chastisement, when he gently

remarked, "Take all your corrections

kindly, aud be thankful to any one who
cares enough for you to tell you of your
mistakes or warn you when you first

begin to go astray. For," continued he,

sadly, "the more corrections you receive

and profit by while young, the less will

you receive from the world when older."

A truer statement was never uttered.

What a responsibility, then, upon us as

parents! Will it pay to close our eyes to

the fact? All our corrections should be

piece, stamped on an excellent quality of

linen (Premium No. 590), to any address,

postage paid, for twenty-five cents; or with
Farm and Fireside one year, fifty cents.

WHERE IS MY BALL? 1

Mp\ " Why. son, if it was a snake it would
ag biteyou." That is what we heard whenH I we were bo3's. Now the question is,

II where is my fortune? Well, It may be
1VJ most anywhere, but one thing is cer-

tain, that first prize of one thousand
dollars in cash for the answer to the question,
" Who will be the next president, and how
many electoral votes will he receive?" is some-
body's fortune. Bead particulars on page 19.
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ON THE CELLAR DOOR.

We fellows held a meeting, and Tommy had

the floor;

Ned Parks was in the chair, sir, on Charley's

cellar door.

We'd voted for a lot of things and ruled some
others in, ^

"When Tommy's mother sent for him, which
made no end of din.

Twas in the middle of his speech, but Tommy
had to go,

•For if your mother sends for you, you haven't

half a show.
The thing that we complained of was that

neither just nor kind
Is the way a fellow's mother veers, and dares

to " change her mind."

Old Tommy said his mother said that he
might spend the day

A-playing by that cellar door; then would not

let him stay,

But thought of errands he must run, and i

broke our meeting square

In two just at the height of fun, and I tell you
'(.wasn't fair.

Grown people have such funny ways. If we
should change our mind

"When we had made a promise, why, they
wouldn't be so blind

;

They'd call it fibbing, if you please, or some-
thing worse than that,

A small black word of letters three; I've heard
them plain and pat.

But we left our ruined meeting and (vent to

playing ball,

And kicked it well, with might and main,
there by Tom's mother's wall

;

For we couldn't bear to stand around the

dreary cellar door
When Tommy's mother changed her mind just

when he had the floor.

—Margaret Sangster, in Harper's Sound Table.

Scrambled Eggs.—Break six eggs into

a bowl, reserving the whites of two; add
two thirds of a cupful of milk and one
fourth of a spoonful of salt; beat all to-

gether two minutes. Beat the whites of

the eggs reserved to a stiff froth, and set

them in a cool place. Put a spoonful of

butter into a smooth frying-pan, and as

soon as it is melted and spread over the

bottom of the pan, pour in the eggs. Do
not have the fire hot enough to^corch, and
stir the eggs as they cook. Just before you
remove the pan from the fire, stii the stiff

whites in lightly, and serve immediately.

Table-linen.—Occasionally it is rumored
that doilies, tray-cloths, etc., are going out

of fashion ; and perhaps they may for

special occasions, but they are too pretty,

and their labor-saving qualities too well

appreciated, for them to be discarded from
the every-day home table. One table-cloth,

protected by these linens from stains and
splashes, will do duty for a week, if care is

taken to fold it in its original creases when
it is removed from the table. These doilies,

carving-cloths, etc., are far easier -washed

and ironed than a large table-cloth, and by

yory Soap
It Floats

Keep the refrigerator clean. Use hot water, a cake of Ivory Soap

(it leaves no odor) and a clean scrubbing brush ; scrub the sides, cor-

ners, racks, outlet pipe and drip cup ; rinse with cold water and wipe

dry.
The Procter &. Gamble Co., Cin'Ti.

AN EVENING SONG.

Now slips the tired day within the breast

Of tender night,

Leaving her farewell pledges of a morrow's
birth

As jeweled lamps to sentinel the earth

Aud guard her rest.

Now o'er the shadowing world is folded down
A star-gemmed veil,

Upborne by herald messengers of sleep,

Who to their task in silent gladness creep

O'er field and town.

Now wakes above the stars the lullaby

Of brooding peace,

Caught by yEoliau lyres on silver strings

Of twisted moonbeams, till the dim world
rings

In mystic harmony.

Now glides on tiptoe o'er each crested wave
Of echoing light

The goddess who her sway thro' dreamland
holds,

And all creation to her pleasure molds
Or gay, or grave.

And now the willing heart wings a blithe way
Straight unto home!

While cradling all his children on Hope's arm
Around the universe. Love weaves his charm :

To wait the day.
— Violet A. Simpson.

their use at least half the wear on the table-

cloth is saved. This every housekeeper
knows is no small item in domestic econ-

omy, for nearly all the wear on table-linen

is in the laundry. As regards the dainti-

ness of the table, what a difference between
the old-fashioned straw or crocheted mats
that used to be seen, and the pretty squares

of linen with their dainty needlework
that adorn the tables of to-day.

Maida McL.

HOME TOPICS.

A
Dainty Bnr.AKK.\sr-nisH.—These
hot summer mornings the appe-
tite tires of heavy food, and needs
dainty, pretty dishes to tempt it.

Heat a quart of rich milk to boiling,

season it with salt, and pour it over two
beaten eggs, stirring the mixture all the

time; then pour it over slices of golden-

TUBEROSES.

Last year I had such good success with
tuberoses that it seemed best to follow the

same mode of treatment again. About the

last of May (really it was the thirtieth) the

tuberoses were taken from their winter

quarters and the bulbs all broken apart.

I dug a trench in a sunny, sandy place in

the yard about one foot deep, filled to the

depth of about eight inches with fresh

manure from cow-stable, covered with good
garden-soil about three inches deep, set on
the bulbs, largest ones about eight or ten

inches apart, and Idled lip-tween with small
one-year bulbs, which, of course, will not
bloom this year, but have a good chance to

grow for the next season. Cover the bulbs
with earth, taking care to not cover the

point, or crown.
Give plenty of water. My bulbs showed

green sprouts in two weeks from planting, .

box into the house at the approach of cold

weather, and keep the plants blooming a

little longer.

Give plenty of water and a sunny loca-

tion, and you will be amply repaid for your
trouble, if you have kept your bulbs in a !

warm place through the winter. I believe

the florists claim that the flower-germ is

killed at a temperature of 55 degrees, and
if the bulbs are ex-

posed to a lower tem-
perature than that

they will never
bloom, be the plants

ever so thrifty.

Once get started in

the right way of car-

ing for tuberoses, and
their culture is com- ,

paratively easy. Any
flowering plant must
be cared for to give

the best results, aud
these are no excep-

tion. Gypsy.

HOUSEHOLD
REMEDIES.

For Bruises and
Burns.—For bruises,

rub on sweet-oil, and
then spirits of tur-

pentine. All discol-

oration will then disappear. For burns,

sweet-oil and lime-water, shaken well to-

gether, is both cooling and healing; also,

immediate application of cold water, if

continued long enough, is less painful and
more beneficial than hot, as so many argue.

I have known of a severe case of burn heal-

ing without a scar with these applications,

and bathing often with pure soap.

For the Face.—
8 ounces of English earth,

2 ounces of bay-rum,
1 ounce of glycerin,

ounce of pulverized borax,

1 dram of spirits of camphor,
1 quart of magnesia-water.

This is a very pleasant, cooling lotion for

summer use.

Heartburn.—A small teaspoonful of

salt dissolved in one half wine-glassful

of water will give relief. M. E. Smith.

/

TRAVELERS' LUXURIES.

A case for carrying wraps aud umbrellas
jmd a change of underclothing aud a shirt-

waist will be found very convenient in

traveling.

This is made of heavy grass-linen, em-
broidered in cross-stitcli, if decoration is

desired, or simple braid trimming. A
pocket upon one side for a few toilet arti-

cles is a great convenience. Cord and

brown, well-buttered toast, and set the dish
in a hot oven until the custard sets. Some
people like this as a sweet dish; in that

case add sugar to the custard, and any
flavoring desired, before pouring it over
the toast:

and how they grew! I had roses, too, in tassels draw up the ends, and the whole is

September, and they were nearly gone be- confined with a shawl-strap,
fore frost came. Another great luxury is to have one's

I think this year that I shall fill a deep own pillow; this can be carried in a linen
box as I would a trench and put in a few

;
cover, embroidered in large patterns, and

blooming bulbs, aud then I can move the
j

having a handle of the liuen.

TOILET HINTS.

If the hair is falling out, and the scalp

is in an unhealthy condition, a solution of

one pint of bay-rum, twenty ounces of

quinine and one teaspoonful of salt, applied

frequently, will prevent the hair falling

out, and restore the scalp to a healthy

condition.

A woman with an ugly hand has no right

to call attention to it by wearing rings.

Let her first make her hand a pleasing

object, to which she may with impunity
invite the public gaze. A box of almond-
meal, pure cream, pure soap, warm water,

a soft brush, a file, a polisher and a pair of

nail-scissors are the implements she will

need to effect the transformation. Cold

water is ruinous.

For tired eyes, witch-hazel and rose-water

are excellent washes. To be successful,

however, it should be applied with a cloth

dipped into the liquid and laid upon the

eyes when going to sleep or nap.

For midsummer freckling, apply a lotion

of refined linseed-oil, glycerin and rose-

water. . It is very cooling, not greasy, and
is said to be infallible and harmless. Ott.

Every
card of the famous
DeLong Hooks and
Eyes has on its face

and back the words

See that

hump
RlCHARIiSOX & DeLong BEOS.,

Philadelphia.

Also makers of the

CUPID Hairpin.

DILI'S KING WASHER.
3BEST WASHER ON EARTH.

REMOVABLE BOTTOM.
SO BIST, SO ISJIRY TO C LOTTIES.

EVER! MACHISE 61 1RAMEED.
We want agents and guarantee

good wages to any good, lively,

hustling person. Write for full

description. Address
HTJIB WASHING MACHINE CO., Muir.Mich.

Mention this paper.

2 Minutes for

Refreshments
THE

Handy Tablet
requires neither sugar nor
spoon to make healthful
and refreshing drinks the
moment It touches water.
Sample by mail, 10 cents.

The HANDY TABLET CO., 1041 N. Front St., PhiUdelpbia.Pa.

Not one part but every

part of HIRES Rootbeer
tends toward making it

the perfect temperance
and healthgiving drink.
Uadeonlr by The Charles ft. Hires Co., Philadelphia*
A 25c package make* 5 galloas. Sold everywhere.

A $65.00 SEWING MACHINE FREE
Iforftt days trial in your own borne. No Souey -

Inadtanee. (iaaranteed lOyrs. We pay Ireight.

Buy from manufacturers!. Our prices range
irom -'."> to ijiS7.r>0. Large catalogue tree.

BLi wro. co., ao; a 3ou vrabash aye., ciucago.

FRUIT JAR RINGS &8
U?j

Fruit will not spoil. 25 cents per do/en, post paid. '

Sample for 2 cent - *
- m p Agents wanted.

A.U. BETTS & CO., 75 Water St., Toledo, O.

Head
Lemoa
Orange
V&nilla

Ginger
Sar*aparllU
Chocolate

1 2 Yards Torehon
All one piece KKEE to
for paper 3 mos. Fireside Gem, WateTville, Main

I A Given Awny.-nwG R || sending life.
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PARTICULAR NOTICE.—We want it distiuctly understood that Farm and Fireside does not mix in politics or take sides with any party.
We offer the "Life of McKiuley" to accommodate readers who may want it, and for the same reason we expect to offer books on the lives of the
men nominated for president aud vice-president by the other parties. What is set forth in the advertisement below are the claims of the authors of
the book, aud Republicans, aud is ueither denied nor indorsed by Farm aud Fireside, as politics is not our business.

His Ancestry. Early Life. Struggles for an Education. Career as a

Soldier, Lawyer, Statesman and Governor. His Eminent Services and

Brilliant Attainments, Rising from Obscurity to World=wide Fame.Life of

- Hon. Wm. McKinley
Bv Murat Halstead, Esq. «— » "°Li0il™N

INTRODUCTION BY CHAUNCEY M. DEPEW, ESQ.
For 40 Years a Famous Political Journalist.

«s£ (£§5 tj£ ^§5 «£$8 «j8 The Brilliant Orator and Distinguished Citizen.

Republicans say that "Never before has there been such a tidal-wave of enthusiasm for any nominee of the

Republican party for the presidency as for the ' Napoleon of Protection.' There is no doubt that, in the eyes

of the people, he is the foremost American of the day. He entered the army when a mere boy, and soon gained

national fame for his intrepid valor in battle ; took a commanding rank as a lawyer ; became distinguished in

Congress—the champion of protection ; and was elected governor of Ohio by the largest majority on record."

THE BEST BOOK FOR
MCKINLEY'S FRIENDS

All friends of the Hon. Wm.
McKinley may depend upon

this book as being thoroughly

reliable and complete. Writ-

ten by the ablest authors, it

describes in vivid style', his

brilliant career in the army, at

the bar, in Congress and in

the governor's chair; also

his home life and church and

social relations. There may
be other books on the life of

McKinley, but none will be

better than this one by Murat

Halstead and others.
william Mckinley, of ohio.
Republican Nominee for President.

GARRET A. HOBART, OF NEW JERSEY,
Republican Nominee for Vice-president.

4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4* 4*4*4*4*4*4*4* 4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*

N\$\X\xr ^>t^l^nrlirf This excellent book will contain many beautiful illustrations, made
from photographs secured expressly for this book, including the
latest and best portraits of fir. and firs. McKinley, views of their

• • home, inside and out, portraits of Republican leaders, etc.Illustrations

AUTHORSHIP
The Hon. Murat Halstead has been for tipzuard of

forty years one of the most conspicuous journalists of
.the coiuitry upon national issues and statecraft . He
has reported the proceedings of every Republican

presidential convention since i860. His ability and

intimate knowledge of affairs guarantee this work to

THE VICE-PRESIDENT
This book also contains a brief biography of Garret

A. Hobart, the Republican nominee for vice-president.

The entire work is indorsed by Republican leaders.

Besides the biographies of McKinley and Hobart, the

book contains other political matter of great interest

to Republicans. It is printed on excellent paper,

contains over 300 pages, with an attractive cover.be far superior to any other book likely to be issued.

4*4*4*4*4* 4* 4* 4*4*4*4* 4* 4* 4*4* 4*4* 4*4* 4"4*4*4*4*4* 4*4*4*4*4* 4* 4*4*4" 4* 4*4*4* 4* 4* 4* 4*4* 4* 4*4* 4* 4* 4*4*

Price of Halstead's "Life of McKinley," and Farm and Fireside One Year, 60 Cents

We will send two copies of this book and two yearly subscriptions to Farm and Fireside for One Dollar.

EACH SUBSCRIBER IS ENTITLED TO ONE VOTE IN THE PRESIDENTIAL VOTING CONTEST. SEE PAGE 19.

Postage paid by us in each case. Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.
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®uv J&mtlay Afternoon.

. IS IT TIME TO DANCE?

Tbe Bridegroom lias tarried long away,

And bis widowed spouse is left

To weep and bewail ber Lord's delay.

For sbe feels berself bereft.

And is it a time to dance?

Ob! is it a time to tread tbeir ground?

To chorus tbeir revel song?

To drown with laughter the signal sound

Which the night gale bears along?

Oh ! is it a time to dance?

Sbe has stood aloof on her high tower

To listen, and to prepare

For her Lord, and now, at this late hour,

Shall the Bride make merry there?

Oh ! is it a time to dance?

He hath set her on that lofty post

To unfurl, and wave on bigh,

A banner of peace to all the host

Who are mustered there to die.

And is it a time to dance?

Hath her watch been long? He drawetb near,

Witb his chosen valiant men,
If she hush her mirth, and bend her ear,

She may know his step, and then-
It will be a time to dance!

—H. Mary Teuton, in Rainbow.

THE BLIND SEEING.

A
few days ago 1 was walking through

the National Museum, and met
my old friend Mr. Hitz, with two
young women, one of whom

turned out to be Miss Helen Keller. I had
often heard of Miss Keller, and of the

interest which Mr. Graham Bell iiad taken

in her ease. Perhaps you have heard that

she has been blind and deaf and dumb
from infancy. She was accompanied by
her teacher, who was leading her about

the museum and telling her of the wonder-

ful things.

One of the keepers came along, and Mr.

Hitz asked him to open some of the glass

cases, which he kindly did. Now, the won-
derful part of this scene was the ingenious

way in which the teacher communicated to

Miss Helen her thoughts by playing on her

finger-tips with her own. For instance,

" What would you like to see?"

"I should like to see something that I

can feel," she answered.

Mind you. Miss Helen answered with her

lips and with her vocal organs, for the

teacher had instructed her in the new art

of speaking, since it is well known that

most dumb persons could speak if they
could hear. The keeper placed in her

hands one of the little carved "totem-
posts" from Alaska. Feeling it from top

to bottom, she quickly asked:

'•What animal is this?"
" That is a bear."

"What bird is this?"

"That is a crow."

"What animal is this?"
" That is a beaver."
" What do they mean? "

"They are the symbols or heraldic signs

of the families to which the chief's wives
belonged."
" Did he have three wives? "

"Yes."

Then Miss Helen observed, sotto voce,

"That is curious, but then Solomon had
many more than that."

The keeper next led the blind girl to a

sitting figure of Osiris and allowed her to

stand on a box, so that she could pass her
hands over the whole statue, which she
did with the greatest deliberation. Wait-
ing awhile, she addressed the small audi-

ence from her pulpit of wood, after this

fashion, her left hand with linger-tips up-
lifted resting in the hand of the instructor.

"This is the figure of a man sitting down
holding in his hand something that I can-

not make out. I know it is a man because
he wears a beard, but it is very much con-

ventionalized."

I was greatly surprised at this last word,
which she pronounced thus, con-ven-tion-
sil-ized, and used it correctly, because, as

you know, the beard on early Egyptian
statues are carved in a square block. Helen
next asked to see a mummy, and the keeper
opened the case. The girl reached forth

her hands, trembling from head to foot,

and as they passed over the face of the

figure, she gave a shudder. I thought she
would relinquish her inquiry, but no, she
never ceased until the wrapped form of the

dead was searched from head to foot.

Then she asked

:

How old is this?"

"About twenty-Jive hundred years."

"Oh, yes," she said, "older than Cleopa-

tra, but not so old as Solomon."
It was most interesting to witness the

examination of textiles, basketry, carvings,

and of the mounted animals. But I

declare the teacher charmed me more than

the pupil. They spent several hours in

seeing the museum, as Miss Helen termed
it, and sure enough, while those cunning
fingers were giving out and receiving infor-

mation, the blank eyeballs stared into the

cases as though determined to see. What
do you think of the skill and patience that

will open the eye of the blind, unstop the

ears of the deaf, and teach the dumb to

speak? And, again, there were twenty
thousand persons passed through that

building on the day of which lam speak-

ing. I looked into many of their faces,

characterized by vacant stares, and won-
dered whether the same amount of patient

instruction would not have evoked an
equal amount of intelligence. At any
rate, I will not soon forget the hour spent

with the blind girl in seeing a museum.

i ons doctrine of the Xew Testament ?

;
Because, under the guidance of a false

! theory, they look upon death as the eter-

nal settlement of every man for weal and

j

woe, whereas death settles nothing.- It

consigns us to darkness and silence, to

await the coming of Christ. This is the

great settling-time " when God shall judge
the secrets of men by Jesus Christ.

V

Blessed are all they who are prepared for

its arrival. Happy are they who "look for

his appearing," thrice happy they who
"love it;" for it is only to such that he is

to "appear the second time unto salva-

tion." O reader! repent thee of thy worldly
follies. Give heed to the message that

speaks to thee out of the Bible. Learn the

truth from its neglected pages, and casting

thine errors and thy thoughtlessness be-

hind thee, give obedience to the heavenly
requirements, and then wait with hope for

the coming of the Son of Man, that thou
mayest be his when he maketh up his

jewels.

WHAT WE OWE SOCIETY.

For example, in declining an invitation

that we would not under any circumstances

accept, are we privileged to say that we
deeply regret that a previous engagement
prevents the pleasure, etc. When we have
been greatly bored, and have so expressed
ourselves to various persons in the com-
pany, should we say to the host and hostess,

even if it be the custom, that we are

indebted to them for a very delightful

evening? Is it quite the thing, if we have
asked our companion who that very plain

woman may be, and are presented to her,

a few minutes later, by Mr. Jones as his

wife, to declare that we had been wonder-
ing who that very pretty woman was?
Does our conscience feel easy when we
remember that after being compelled to

listen to a sonata, very ill performed,

which we pronounced excruciating, we
have deliberately walked up to the per-

former and praised him in superlatives?

Is our equanimity not disturbed a whit
when we say to our friend, " Don't intro-

duce me to that cad!" and the next min-
ute, while shaking his hand, repeat the

formula, " Charmed to meet you? "

These and numberless other hypoeracies

and falsehoods are almost the current coin

of social speech. Consequently, they are

not considered what they really are, and he
who objects to them is regarded as over-

scrupulous, severely puritanic. What
would you have us say ? some one may ask.

Tell the brutal truth, and be unpardonably
rude? If it be urged that rudeness is

preferable to lack of veracity, it may be
claimed that such fictions really deceive

nobody; that society does not expect any
one to be truthful, and that no harm is

done. If so, the admission is sufficiently

damaging to society to give color to what
cynics say of it. It is indeed a miserable

sham, a mere dance of death, a mass of

corruption under a polished surface!

Society is nothing of the kind here, what-
ever it may have become at some of the

courts of the Old World. Here we need
not say what we do not belie%-e; nor
need we contradict what we have just

spoken in order to be polite. Politeness

consists in suppressing ill-natured com-
ments, in the first place, not in asserting

the contrary afterward. It is possible to be
reasonably sincere even in society, if we
will strictly carry out our unwritten com-
pact to be agreeable—at least to try. And
in the furtherance of this object amiability

will be a great help.

—

Harper's Bazar.

LITTLE FAULTS.

Oftentimes it is the little faults, little

carelessnesses in conduct, little blemishes
in character, the " no-harms," that make
even fairly good people almost useless, so

far as their influence goes. There was a

great lighthouse out at sea. One night the

men lighted the lamps as usual. Some
time afterward they saw that there ap-

peared no light on the water where ordi-

narily there was a bright lane of beams.
They examined their lamps; they were
bin ning brightly. But they looked outside,

and there were millions of little insects on
the glass so thickly piled there that the
light could not get through. In the morn-
ing they learned that a ship had been
wrecked close by, because the light had
been obscured by the insects.

You get the lesson? The lamp may be
burning brightly in your soul or in mine,

but little faults—pride, ugly tempers, sel-

fishness, half-heartedness, bad habits of

tongue, carelessness about paying debts or

keeping promises, a hundred other such
things—may so cloud our lives as to obscure

the shining out of Christin our souls. Per-

haps already some soul has been lost

because your lamp does not shine out with

clear light. Icounsel yon. Christian young
people, to be good, beautiful in your char-

acter, faithful in all duties, careful not in

the smallest ways to dim the luster of the

Christ-light within you.

—

Rev. J. R. Miller,

D.D.

LOOKING FOR THAT BLESSED HOPE.

"For our conversation is in heaven, from
whence also we look for the Savior, the
Lord Jesus Christ." Phil. iii. 20.

In the professing Christian world of to-

day we do not see any anxiety about the
second coming of Christ. There is a uni-

versal indifference to it. One is reminded
of the statement in the parallel, "Whilst
the bridegroom tarried, they all slumbered
and slept." Very few care about the ap-
proach of the bridegroom

;
very few believe

in it. When spoken to about it, their lan-

guage is practically that of the scotfers of

whom Peter wrote, "Where is the promise
of His coming? For since the fathers fell

asleep, all things continue as they were
from the beginning of the creation." Ah!
but the day comes when this apathy shall

be rudely dispelled. "As a snare shall it

come upon all them that dwell on the face

of the whole earth," said Jesus. How is it

that men are so blinded to the most obvi-

THE ADVANCE OF WOMAN.

Apart from any question of right, would
it be for the best interests of civilization to

giant women a wider sphere of activity?

The trend and current of the social evolu-

tion is surely in the direction of larger

liberty for all, in the degree that they are

able to use it. It is in the direction of the

removal of barriers and needless restraints.

Every attempt at such removal in the past

has been greeted by loud prophecies of

disaster. The aroused watch-dogs of church
and state have started in full cry upon the

track of the innovator with angry yelpings
of alarm. But that was what mightjiave
been expected, and should frighten no one.
We all inherit a residuum of antediluvian
sentiments which remain suspended in our
minds like mud in water, and interfere

with the clearness of our thinking. It is

only when it has had time to settle, and we
recognize it for what it is, that we gain full

command of our intellects. Xow, I do not
pretend as yet to have full command of

mine; but for all that I seem to have a
few star-gleams of intuition which manage
to struggle through the turbid medium of

antiquated feeling.

—

H. H. Boyesen, in Lip-
pincoWs.

DOING.

Doing, not dreaming, is the secret of suc-
cess. Thinking out plans will not amount
to anything, unless the thought be followed
by a determined will to execute. Not the
faithful talker, but the faithful toiler, leaves
the broad mark of work accomplished.
"Not he that saith Lord, Lord, but he that
doeth my Father's will." Not the son that
promised, but he that went, was the one
who received the reward. "This one thing
I do," not "This one thing I think," made
a Paul. "Whatsoever ye do, do it heart-
ily." Going about continually doing good
was thq example left by Christ; and the
promise is given, " To them who by patient
continuance in well-doing seek for glory
and honor and immortality, eternal life."
—Parish 1'i.sitor.

THE BLUES.

A Graphic Description of the

Dreadful Feeling.

What Is Meant by This Form of Acute

Misery—Where Doctors

.Make Mistakes.

.
'

-r-

When a cheerful, brave, light-hearted

woman is suddenly plunged into that

perfection of misery, the blues, it is a

sad picture.

It is usually this way :—

She has been feeling " out of sorts "

for some time; head
has ached, am
back also; has

slept poorly;

been quite

nervous, and
nearly fainted

once or

twice; head
dizzy, and
heart has

beat very
fast ; then that bearing-down feeling.

Her doctor says, " cheer up, you have
dyspepsia; you'll be all right soon."

But she doesn't get " all right."' She
grows worse day by day, till all at once

she realizes that a distressing female

complaint is established.

Her doctor has made a mistake.

She has lost faith in him ; hope van-

ishes; then comes the brooding, mor-
bid, melancholy, everlasting blues.

Her doctor, if he knew, should have
told her and cured her, but he did not,

and she was allowed to suffer. By
chance she came across one of Mrs.

Pinkham's books, and in it she found
her very symptoms described and an
explanation of what they meant. Then
she wrote to Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn,
Mass., for advice, feeling that she was
telling her troubles to a woman.
.Speedy relief followed, and vigorous

health returned.

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound instantly asserts its curative

powers in all those peculiar ailments

of women. It has been the standby

of intelligent American women for

twenty years, and the story recited

above is the true experience of hun-
dreds of women, whose letters of

gratitude are to be found on file ti

Mrs. Pinkham's library.
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funics.
e®*KEAD THIS NOTIC'E.-S«

Question*! from regular subscribers of Farm and
Fireside, and relating to matters of general interest,
will be answered in these columns free of charge.
Querists desiring immediate replies, or asking infor-
mation upon matters of personal interest only, should
inclose stamps for return postage. The full name and
post-office address of the inquirer should accompany
each query, in order that we may answer by mail if

necessary. Queries must be received at least two
weeks before the date of the issue in which the answer
is expected. Queries should not be written on paper
containing matters of business, and should be written
on one side of the paper only.

I. in- erne.—D. M. S., Wampum, Pa., and
others. Lucerne is the same as alfalfa. Be-
fore the time of sowing next spring, watch the
columns of this paper for articles on alfalfa.

It lutbarb Wine.—A. A. H., Scottsburg, Ind.
To each gallon of juice expressed from the
stalks of rhubarb add one gallon of soft water
and seven pounds of brown sugar. Fill a keg
or barrel, leave the bung out, and keep it

filled with sweetened water as it works off,

until clear. Then bung tight, or bottle.

Milkweed.-E. R. F., Grand Island, Neb.,
writes: "Please tell me how to rid land of
milkweed."
Reply :—Milkweed, or silkweed, is a peren-

nial. Cutoff all plants below the surface of
the ground before they go to seed. Thorough
cultivatiou in hoed crops, as corn and pota-
toes, will rid the land of them. Heavy crop-
ping in clover, oats, etc., will choke them out.

Xut-trees.—W. H., Emporium, Pa., writes:
"Where can I get nut-trees to plant, such as

chestnuts and walnuts? Can I get a good
work on the culture of nuts?"
Reply :—Nearly all large nursery concerns

have nut-trees for sale. Some, like R. Doug-
lass J: Son, Waukegan, 111., make a specialty of
forest-trees. You may be able to get the new
work published by the Department of Agri-
culture, by sending thirty cents to the Super-
intendent of Documents, Washington, D. C.

The edition is limited.

Hoist for Hay-rack T. M., Royallon,
Winn. The accompanying cut, which explains

itself, shows how to construct a device for un-
loading a wagon-bed or hay-rack.

Preservative.—M. M. E., Elizabeth, Ind.,

writes: -I have a-- two-ounce package of

compound extract of Sal yx prepared for pre-

serving fruits and vegetables. That is all I

know about it. Will you please tell me how to

use it? And is it a good way to preserve
fruit?"

Reply:—We do not know what the com-
pound you have is composed of; but we do
iknow that a compound sold under the same
name for preserving fruit is a rank fraud.

Ask your druggist what " compound extract of

Salyx" is. Salix is willow. If the stuff you
have contains salicylic acid (made from car-

bolic acid), it may preserve fruit, but it is dan-
gerous for you to use it. Except in small and
proper doses, salicylic acid is a poisonous
di ng. Better throw the stuff away.

VETERINARY.
<M Conducted by Dr. H. J. Detmers. J*

To regular ffnbtscrihers of Farm and Fireside, an-
swers will be given through these columns free of
^charge. Where an immediate reply by mail is desired,
the applicant should inclose a fee of one dollar, other-
wise no attention will be paid to such a request. In-
QUiriesshould always contain the writer's full address.
Queries must be received at least two weeks before the
date of the issue in which the answer is expected. Sub-
scribers may send their veterinary queries directly to
Dr. H. J. Detmers, 13I">Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.
Note.— Parties who desire an answer to their in-

quiries in this column must give their name and
address, not necessarily for publication, but for other
good reasons. Anonymous inquiries are not answered
under any circumstances.

Paresis.—W. A. W., Seventysix, Mo. What
you describe is paresis, or chronic, weakness,
in the loins or hind quarters. It usually
results from inflammatory processes In the
posterior part of the spinal chord or its mem-
branes, and is incurable after it has become
chronic, because the morbid changes produced
are permanent.

Trouble with Churning.—P. P., Gaines-
ville, Ga. Your cow is not ailing at all; the
trouble complained of is caused by the milk
and cream being kept in too warm a place

before churning. If you have no cool place

where you can keep the milk, add cold water
to the cream when you are churning.

Ringbone.—J. H. B., Samaria, W. Va. In
one of the November numbers of Farm and
Fireside you will again, the same as last year,

find an article on the treatment of spavin and
ringbone. We are now in the fly season, and
as long as that lasts a treatment of these dis-

eases is of no use, therefore wait until then.

Several Questions.—R. B. J., Darien, Mo.
Concerning your first question I do not know
what 3*ou mean. As to the second one, Persian

insect-powder will kill fleas on a dog. As
to your third one, I wish to ask what you
mean by the term " adenitis." Do you perhaps
mean distemper of horses, a disease for which
in ancient times that term, among others long

ago discarded, has been used? If so, I have to

say that distemper, as a rule, affects horses

but once.

P urn iced Hoofs.—L. M., Polk, Iowa. Your
horse that was foundered two years ago now
suffers from a degeneration of the hoofs,

known by the name of pumiced hoofs. It is

impossible to restore the same to a normal
condition, but if you have a good horseshoer,

who will shoe your horse with a pair of good
bar-shoes very concave inside of the nail-

holes, so as to relieve the morbid sole from
any pressure, your horse will go tolerably

well, except on hard paved streets and on
rough ground.

Castration.—S. W. B., Bucklin, Mo. No
educated veterinarian uses, or has used for the
last fifteen or twenty years, an ecraseur for

castrating colts, because even the best one is

for that purpose a very impractical instru-

ment. One of the best methods is yet the old-

fashioned one with clamps, because if well
performed it is a safe method. The method
you speak of, tying the cord with a string, is

not at all a safe one, is often followed by
accidents, even by tetanus, and has not been
practised by any veterinarian for fifty years.

Cutaneous Eruption.—G. H. McG., Clear-

water, Neb. The nodular swellings in the skin
of your mare are caused by an inflammation
and infiltration of the tissue surrounding the
sebaceous glands. In some horses such an
eruption appears every summer, to disappear
as soon as colder weather sets in. The erup-
tion, as a rule, lasts about five or six weeks,
and then disappears. If, as you say, your
mare has no work during the summer except
nursing her colt, you may leave the eruption
alone, because by fall it will disappear without
treatment.

Oastro-intestinal Catarrh.—M. B., Ros-
by's Rock, W. Va. The indigestion of your
horse, it seems, is caused by a chronic (catar-
rhal) inflammation of the stomach and intes-
tines. By way of treatment very little can be
accomplished. Good care, sound food easy of
digestion, very moderate exercise, pure water
to drink, fresh air to breathe, and a good, dry
stable will do more good than medicines. If

the latter are to be given, they may consist in
small doses of salt, given every day or a pinch
with every meal, and if diarrhea is present,
astringents and even small doses of opium
will be indicated. Most cases are incurable.

Urticaria.—F. D. W., Perkins, Ohio, writes:
" I have a hog that seems to be well and hearty,
but its skin turns red and becomes covered
with purple spots, as though it had been
bruised. The skin is covered with scruff like
wheat-bran."
Reply:—What you describe is a case of

urticaria. Give a good dose of calomel (as

much as one dram, if the hog is a very large
one) mixed with a boiled potato, for voluntary
consumption, do not feed too high, and see to it

that the hog has a shady, dry, clean and cool
place, where the same can find protection
against heat and too much sunshine. Your
hog, I suppose, is a white one.

Hemag-lobinemia.—G. C. B., Valley Falls,

Kansas. What you describe is a case of liein-

aglobinemia, also called azoturia, hemoglob-
inuria, lumbago gravis, and several other
names. It is a very dangerous disease, which
especially attacks horses that are in good con-
dition, accustomed to work every day, have
been kept idle in the stable a few days, and
are then put to work, just exactly as it hap-
pened in your case. Y'ou are fortunate in so
far as your horses did not die, but are yet
alive. It seems you unhitched just iu time. I

would advise you to keep your horses in pas-
ture a few weeks longer until they have per-
fectly recovered, when it will be tolerably safe
to put them gradually to work again. They
have not been poisoned, except by the products
of waste that accumulated iu the organism
when they were kept idle in the stable, being
unaccustomed to idleness. If such a case
should again happen, unhitch immediately as

soon as you observe that anything is wrong,
and let the horses rest wherever they may be,
and nothing serious will result. When horses
used to being.worked every day, and for some
reason or another have to be kept idle a few
days, they either should receive less food or
should be allowed voluntary exercise.

...... ...I*.... II,,., II. UCI1U /IU 4 ILC
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Office, Washington, D. C.
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Spiders always come out of their boles

shortly before a rain, being advised by their

instinct that insects then fly low and are most

easily taken.

The largest sheep-owner in the world is said

to be S. McCaughey, of the Coonong station,

at Jerilderie, New South Wales. He has 3,000,-

000 acres of land, and last season sheared 1,000,-

000 sheep.

Coal-mi>'I>*g is paying one party of miners

in the Yukon country better than gold-mining

paid them. A find of excellent coal was made
recently in the Forty-Mile creek district, and
with wood at S12 and S14 a cord, the coal-mine

is an excellent pay-streak.

Certain scientists say that Mars is like

Holland. Its inhabitants appear to have
drained the whole of its surface as a measure
of protection against encroaching waters,

which threaten an invasion when summer's
heat melts the polar ice and snow.

So thoroughly practical are Roentgen rays

considered by the medical department of the

war office of the British government that sets

of Roentgen apparatus have been ordered sent

up the Nile, to be used by the army surgeons

in locating bullets in soldiers and determining
the extent of bone fractures.

Interesting catacombs with well-preserved

mural paintings have been discovered at

Kertch, in the Crim_ea, the ancient Pantica-

paeurn. Although the vaulting shows that

they must have been built after the Christian

era, the subjects of the paintings are pagan,
representing Pluto, Demeter and Hemes.

Short hours for working-men is a phrase

that means different things in different

countries. In the German parliament the

ministers have just been defending them-
selves for cutting bakers' hours of labor down
to twelve. In Britain, Canada and the United
States some are striving to have eight hours
as the limit.

The mountains of the moon are immensely
larger in proportion than those of the earth.

The moon is but one forty-ninth the size of

the earth, but its mountain peaks are nearly

as high. Twenty-two are higher than Mont
Blanc, which is within a few feet of three

miles high. The highest is a little more than
four miles and a half.

The use of iron in architecture is not so new
as people are accustomed to think. At Delhi

is a forged iron column sixty feet high. It is

sixteen inches in diameter at the base and
twelve inches at the top. Its weight is esti-

mated at about seventeen tons. From records

extant it is reasonably certain that it was in

existence 900 years B. C.

Sheep delight in the short grass and peculiar

herbage of hill pastures and bare downs, and
the mutton produced in such pastures and by

the breeds most suitable to them is of superior

quality to that of the large, fat sheep fed on
richer soil. The multitude of tiny shells so

often found on every foot of down turf is also

very efficacious in fattening and nourishing

the animal. *>

The Swiss government is considering a law
to compel all persons whose earnings do not

exceed S600 a year to insure themselves against

accidents and sickness. The insurance fund
will be raised by contributions of 52 per cent by
the employers, 20 per cent by the employees
and 22 per cent by the state. Private insurance

companies will be permitted to continue busi-

ness on the same terms as the government,
and will also receive a government subsidy.

A new insect has invaded Anderson, Ind.,

that is being sought for eagerly by farmers. It

battles with potato-bugs,' and is effectual in

driving the pests from the potato-vines. It

first made its appearance in gardens in Johns-

town, but is now being transplanted into gar-

dens all over the city and county. It is a

diamond-sbaped insect, with a long beak. It

makes a business of spearing the potato-bugs

and living off their blood. It does no harm to

the vines. It is green in color.

Last year thirty-seven towns iu Connecticut

began the work of macadamizing their roads,

and this year it is estimated that more than
eighty towns will be engaged upon such
Improvements. The towns begin in a small

way, the average length of road reconstructed

last year in each town being from one half to

three quarters of a mile. Tin* state, the

county and the town each pay one third the

cost of the work, and the state's appropriation

is 575,000, while three state commissioners
supervise the work. The proof of the popular
satisfaction with the system is the increase

this year in the number of towns adopting it.

Mr. Dickson, the British consul at Jerusalem,
says that many visitors to Egypt visit the
Holy Land also, the result being that money
is brought into the country and employment
is given to a numerous class of the population
who otherwise would remain idle. Hotel-
keepers, dragomans, guides, shop-keepers,
stable-owners, carriage-drivers, muleteers,

etc., all look forward to the tourist season as a
means of acquiring a livelihood, and should
any unforeseen circumstances occur to hinder
the usual mflux of travelers—as, for example,

the recent imposition of quarantine on
arrivals from Egypt—it is looked upon as
something little short of a disaster b3- the
inhabitants of Jerusalem and Jaffa. As an
instance of the effect which the annual
arrival of tourists had had upon the progress
of the country, it may be mentioned that
twenty years ago there existed only one
decent hotel in Jerusalem, whereas now there
are at least six good hotels in the city, two
being first-class, besides several boarding-
houses and hospiees for the accommodation
of pilgrims.

RESOURCES OF THE STATES.

Oregon's salmon-fisheries produce about
600,000 cases a year, and its wool-clip exceeds

10,000,000 pounds. There are 25,000 square miles

of forests, and the annual gold yield exceeds

51,000,000.

Delaware has 9,000 farms, valued at 5:37,000,000.

It exports every year 7,000,000 quarts of straw-

berries and 55,000,000 baskets of peaches.

Missouri grows 219,000,000 bushels of corn, 36,-

000,000 of oats, 20,000,000 of wheat, and 13,000,000

pounds of tobacco. The lead product has ex-

ceeded 100,000,000 pounds in a year.

Massachusetts has over 100,000 persons en-
gaged in the fisheries. The making of boots

and shoes gives employment to 02,000; cotton
goods, 58,000; building, 50,000; clothing, 33,000.

Michigan produces one fifth of the iron of

this country, mining 9,000,000 tons a year. The
copper-mines are the richest in the world,

having produced over 5200,000,000 worth of

metal.

Rhode Island has 2,200 factories, employing
38,000 men, 22,000 women and4,-!00ehildren. The
combined capital of the mills is 570,000,000, and
the annual output 5101,000,000.

The state of Washington has salmon-fisheries
worth 51,500,000 a year, and catches 10,000 fur-

seals. It exports 58,000,000 worth of lumber and
coal, and raises 15,000,000 bushels of wheat.
Kentucky is the foremost state in the pro-

duction of hemp, and has been known to

produce 35,000 tons in a year. It produces
nearly two thirds of the American tobacco
crop, growing in 18S9 2S0,000,000 pounds.
South Carolina farm products exceed 550,-

000,000 in value annually, 511,000,000 being cot-

ton. About 70,000,000 pounds of rice are raised.

Gold is mined in paying quantities at sixty
places in the state.

Indiana produces 130,000,000 bushels of corn,

40,000,000 of wheat, 46,000,000 of oats, and over
1,000,000 tons of timothy. It has 10,000,000 fruit-

trees, bearing 36,000,000 bushels of apples and
4,000,000 bushels of peaches.
Arkansas has 100,000 farms, which produce

600,000 bales of cotton, 900,000 bushels of sweet
potatoes-, 1,000,000 pounds of tobacco, 42,000,000

bushels of corn and 2,000,000 bushels of wheat.
From the Arkansas forests are cut over 520,000,-

000 worth of lumber every year.

Ohio raises 100,000,000 bushels of corn, 37.000,-

000 of wheat, 37,000,000 of oats, 12,000,000 of po-

tatoes, 35,000,000 pounds of tobacco and 3,000,000

tons of hay. The vineyards produce 2.500,000

gallons of wine and 30,000.000 pounds of

grapes.

Illinois produces 5270,000,000 of farm products
every year. The grain product reaches 5145,000,-

000; live stock, 550,000,000; dairy products. 527,-

000,000; hay and potatoes, 526,000,000. The farm
property is valued at more than 51,000,000,000.—

Chicago Tribune.

THE FLOWER BONNET.

Many milliners will tell you that bonnets
are nowhere, hats having hustled them
entirely out of fashion; but this is certainly

a grave mistake. Some of the smartest women
of the day are wearing flower bonnets, and
many are keeping to the old Princess shape.

The foundation need not necessarily be

entirely flowers, green straw asserting its

influence. Many of these floral bonnets have
a large, erect bunch of orchids or iris placed
immediately in front; and one of the favorite

blooms for the bonnet is pink clover, and
most pretty it is. The fashions which come
to us from the peasant head-gears of Holland
are frequently represented by roses placed to

stand directly out on either side of the face,

and many of the beautiful flowers which
constitute bonnets appear to be held in place

by diamonds.

A LA "NEW WOMAN."
Tbe aide-de-camp rushed unceremoniously

into the tent of the commanding generaless,

started to salute, but wound up in her excite-

ment by feeling to find if her cap was on
straight. " The enemy are advancing in force,"

she said. The generaless looked up calmly.

"Tell them I am not at home," said she.—

Cincinnati Enquirer.

THE FENCE QUESTION.

Now that harvest season Is near at hand the

farmer should find time to consider the fence

question and decide what he wants to build in

this line during the fall. We wish to call

special attention to the Keystone woven wire

fence, manufactured by the Keystone Woven
Wire Fence Company, at Peoria, 111. Thereare
many wire fences on the market, but we
would suggest to those of our readers wanting
a real good fence that they write to the above
Arm for catalogue and prices before purchas-

ing.

TITBITS.

Deacon Frisby (impressively)—" Young man,
I would rather be a doorkeeper in t he house of
tbe Lord than to dwell in the tents of wicked-
ness."

Young man—" Well, if your doorkeeper is

anywhere near as important as our janitor, I

haven't a bit of doubt but what you would."—
Puck.

The condemned man was standing on the
scaffold, and the sheriff was adjusting the black
cap, when aloud cry was heard without, and a
swift scorcher on a blue-green bicycle came
rolling up, waving in the air a reprieve. The
sheriff removed the rope, and tbe relieved
prisoner, glancing critically at the scorcher
who had saved him, asked, " What make is

that wheel? "—Minneapolis Journal. •

First American correspondent—" Funny
thing happened at headquarters this morning.
Weyler borrowed an umbrella when the rain-

storm came on and broke two of its ribs trying
to put it up."

Second American correspondent—" Gimme
full particulars, quick! Here, I'll write the
head-lines. ' Unparalleled Atrocity ! Butcher
Weyler Breaks the Ribs of His Latest Victim !

'

Go on with story."— Cleveland Plain Dealer.

THE AWFUL PUN.

"Rivers, was that filled cheese we hadat the
free-lunch counter a little while ago?"
" I think it was."
"It was abominable stuff. Why don't they

runnet out of the country?"
" I suppose they will, Brooks, as soon as they

can make out a kase against it."

And in the silence that followed nothing was
heard except the monotonous sound of burg-
lars breaking into the various houses in the
neighborhood and carrying away -rich booty.—
Chicago Daily Tribune.

A NEW PENALTY.

"There's a judge out West who heats the
Dutch for fiendish punishment."
" What sort of sentence does he inflict?"

"Well, one poor wretch was convicted of

killing five people, and this cruel judge sen-

tenced him to an afternoon's imprisonment
in a millinery-store on opening day.—Life.

SARCASM.

"Is this a fast train?" asked the traveling

man of the porter.
" Of course it is," was the reply.

"I thought so. Would you mind my getting
out to see what it is fast to?"

HER MISFORTUNE, NOT HER FAULT.

New woman—" Marriage, indeed! 1 never
saw a man that I could marry!"
Old woman—" Well, the men are particular,

that's a fact."—Town Topics.

A FRIENDLY OPPORTUNITY.

A Georgia undertaker has adopted a novel
method of advertising his business. His
advertisement reads: "Funerals on the
instalment plan. Two dollars a week will
bury your best friend."— Woonsocket Reporter.

SO TRUE.

Tbe colored sexton of St. Peter's church has
a very stylish mulatto wife. Asking for a
bigger salary, he gave as a reason, " It's mighty
hard to keep a sealskin wife on a muskrat
salary."

BUSINESS COMBINED WITH SENTIMENT.

Maud—"So we are both to be married the
first week in June?"
Mildred—"How lovely! We can swap our

duplicate presents."—Odds and Ends.

IN THE NEAR FUTURE.

Lawyer—"I now offer in evidence a photo-
graph of the broken heart of tbe plaintiff,

taken by the Roentgen process."
Judge—"Admitted. Let it be marked

'Exhibit X.'"—Puck.

WON AND LOST.

" I went to two receptions last night, and
lost my umbrella at the last."

"It's wonder you didn't lose it at the first

one."
" That's where I got it."

A FRENCH DUEL.

" Are you going to the office?"
" No, I'm going to fight a duel."
" Well, when you return please to stop in at

my dressmaker's and tell her to send up my
bodice."—L'llluslre de Poche.

INFORMATION.

Hiram (reading the paper)—"Do you know
what they mean by a Stradervar'us? "

Silas—"Yes. A Stradervar'us is the Latin
name fer a fiddle."

A SUPERBLY APPOINTED TRAIN.

Undoubtedly the handsomest train between
Chicago and St. Paul, Minneapolis, the Supe-
riors and Duluth is the " North-Western Lim-
ited," which leaves Chicago at 6:30 P. M. daily
via the North-Western Line (Chicago &
North-Western R'y). Its equipment, which
is entirely new throughout, and embraces
Compartment Sleeping Cars, Buffet, Smoking
and Library Cars, standard Sleeping Cars,

Dining Cars and ladies' coaches, has every
luxury which imagination can conceive or

mind invent for the comfort and convenience
of passengers. All agents sell tickets via the

Chicago & North-Western R'y. For full infor-

mation apply to agents of connecting line, or

address W. B. Kniskern, G. P. and T. A., Chi-

cago, 111.

PERUVIANA fe a Hire cure for Kidney
^Urinary Db£a*e*.Rheumati*in£

Discovered by that distinguished explorer, Mr. E. D. Mansfield, on a trip
through far away PERU. Endorsed by tbe leading medical authorities of

America and Europe as a 6U re and permanent cure for Kidney and Bladder Dis-
eases, Rheumatism, Brielit's Disease, Brick Du6t Deposits, Liver Disease, Fe-
male Complaints. Pain in tbe Back, etc. Descriptive pamphlet sent free to all.

There lias never been discovered such a wonderful curative as Peruviana, and
to convince you of its wonderful effects, we will send you sufficient for a few
days' use, by mail, FREE, if you are a sufferer. " A trial cosls you notbing.
Address, Peruviana Herbal Remedy Co., 2d National Bank Building, Cincinnati, 0.

THIS MEMORIAL TABLET

Erected to the Memory of

THOSE CLUB RAISERS

Who are so Dead

That they cannot see a Fortune of $2,000 in Cash
while it is passing before their eyes.

Note.—We are happy to add that the above includes only a
very few of our club raisers and agents. Most of them have
already seen the opportunity, and give promise of going after it

with a vengeance. Tbey are beginning to realize that tbey are

certain to earn good wages while tbey work ; and then, besides,

that first prize of One Thousand Dollars in cash will niakesome-
body rich. There are also 2.337 other prizes. See page 19.

Any club raiser or agent who has not yet received our
new terms and inducements should write us at once.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE,
SpBiscriELD, Ohio.

PT
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BUSINESS TACT NECESSARY.

I.

order to properly manage a house a

woman must have a love for it, and
also a fair education and business tact.

A woman who possesses these qual-

ifications cannot possibly fail in house
management.
When does a woman fail to do all she

possibly can for those she loves or what
she loves'? If the object of her love hap-

pens to be a man, she does all in her power
to urge him on to greater efforts until he
meets with success ; but thrice happy is he
who has a wife who loves both him and his

home, for he lives in a paradise on earth.

But I do not think love can accomplish
this alone, unless the woman is in posses-

sion of a fair education, for education

refines and elevates her mind, tastes and
ideas. Now for business tact: A merchant
to be successful in business must cater to

the Wants of his customers and till all

orders promptly and satisfactorily; but he
has this advantage, he receives his orders

and knosvs exactly what is wanted. A
woman who is engaged in the same man-
agement business is expected to please

without orders. And right there the busi-

ness tact comes in. If she has more than one
in family, it means so many more demands
on her brain to invent dishes to please then-

various appetites, for what pleases one does

not always please the other ; and when all

are pleased, show me a cause that has a

better effect than a family sitting down to

an enjoyable meal, with pleasant surround-

ings and the loving smile of wife and
mother to brighten everyone up. Of course,

while love alone would cause a woman to

be extravagant, education brings refine-

ment and business tact, prudence and
economy. A woman such as I have tried

to describe, who is unfortunate enough to

be united to a man who cannot appreciate

her home management, must certainly

lose more or less of those qualities, for if

any woman needs uicouragement, she
does. How pleasant it must be for her
after the day is over to hear her husband
express his satisfaction and enjoyment of

his home.

WEARING FLANNEL.

Flannel should be worn during the sum-
mer months as well as the winter. Many
persons think that on the approach of the

hot weather they should at once discard

all flannel garments. But this is a great

mistake. The common woolen flannel

should be worn. One color has no advan-
tage over another. To wash the flannel,

put into a tub, pour some strong, boiling

soap-suds on it, leave it till the hand can
bear the water, then pour it off and add
clean water, boiling hot; let this stand,

also, as before. Pour off and add more
boiliugcleau water, and when cool enough,
merely squeeze thegarments with the bauds
—no wringing or rubbing. Stretch it im-
mediately on a line in the hot sun, or before

a hot fire, and as the water settles at the

most dependent part of the garment, press

it out with the hand, and be careful to

stretch the fabric as soon as the water is

squeezed out, aiming as much as possible

to keep the flannel hot until it is dry. If

woolen garments are treated literally as

above, they will remain pliable and soft

uutil worn out.

FLY-PROTECTORS.

In reply to a question on the subject.

Hoard's Dairyman gives the following

recipes for fly-protectors:

The only fly-remedy we have given per-

sonal trial was compounded from the

formula given last year by Mr. H. S. Mat-
tersou, as follows:

Train-oil, three quarts; crude petroleum,

>©ne quart; carbolic acid, one ounce.

Apply with sponge, and one application

suffices for from five to seven days.

We believe that common axle-grease

thinned with a little kerosene and tinctured

with carbolic acid as above would prove
effective.

Professor Weed, of the Mississippi sta-

tion, has found a mixture of two parts

crude cotton-seed oil and one part pine-tar

effective.

My own experience with the preven-
tive suggested by Professer Weed, substi-

tuting fish-oil for the crude cotton-seed oil,

is not very favorable. It lasts too short a

time. I believe that crude coal-oil. with

pine-tar and a little carbolic acid, would be

better.

COMPARISON AS TO COST OF
NORTH AND SOUTH.

LIVING

CONSUMPTION OF WHEAT FLOUR INDICATES
PROSPERITY; OF CORN-BREAD, POVERTY

—IRISH POTATOES—LIVING NORTH
AND SOUTH.

The cost of living and farming in Florida

and in the North, respectively, and the

comparative profits of farming in the two
places, form an interesting subject of dis-

cussion, especially to the intending immi-
grant. In the line of machinery, the

Florida farmer will require a heavy break-

ing-plow, a lighter one-horse plow, a

cutaway harrow, a cultivator, a hand-
cultivator, wagon, harness, an assortment

of hoes, spade, ax, seed-drill, and, in case

of a thrifty farmer, a mowing-machine and
a hay-rake. All these tools come from
factories outside of Florida, and will cost

the grower, assuming that he will purchase

them all and bring none with him,
probably §25 more than they would cost in

the North.

ARTICLES OF DAILY CONSUMPTION.

An erroneous idea prevails as to the

number of such articles that must be im-
ported from the North in order to enable

the well-to-do farmer and his family to live

in generous comfort with a full larder, such
as they had been accustomed to in their

Northern homes. Apples and potatoes,

milk, cream, butter and cheese, white and
brown bread, buckwheat cakes and oat-

meal, beefsteak, mutton, sausage, ham and
eggs, cabbage, tomatoes, squashes, beans,

green corn—but why extend the catalogue

of the savory things that grace the board
of the solid Western farmer, whose " good
digestion waits on appetite, and health on
both?" •

FOOD CROPS IN FLORIDA.

The question now arises, which of these

articles can be grown to advantage in

Florida, and which of them had the farmer
better procure from outside sources? The
fact is well known that every article named
above, with the exception of winter apples,

can be and has been grown in this state.

Even wheat fills out its heads well, and the

grains are plump and heavy. But whether
any farmer, at least on the peninsula
proper, would be repaid in the attempt to

grow wheat enough to furnish his bread-

stuffs is very doubtful. As to oats and
corn, no reasonable doubt can be enter-

tained that the ordinary farmer—possibly

not the large orange-grower—can produce
these in sufficient quantity to feed his

family ; and oats are really a more valuable

grain for this climate than wheat. Oat-

meal is nourishing to the muscle and the

brain, and is in nowise heating or fatten-

ing. It is just the nourishment required

in this warm and somewhat debilitating

climate.

PRICES NORTH AND SOUTH.

What, then, is the summing up? That
the Florida farmer is really compelled to

import from the North only his flour,

apples, cheese, and perhaps a part of his

salt pork, with certain groceries, including
most canned goods, though this ought not
so to be. Vegetables, stock feed, hay, rice,

ice, vinegar, wine, cigars, tobacco, syrup
and sugar and several other articles ought
never to pass the Florida border coming
southward, at least for consumption in this

•?>tate. The additional and the reduced
expense of rural living here is about as

follows : Flour costs about a dollar a barrel

more; canned goods, about three cents a

can more ; butter costs here, on an average,

about fifteen cents a pound more than the

best grade of country butter in the state of

New York
;
cheese, about six cents more

;

hams, about four cents more
;
apples in the

North, say forty cents a bushel, here, forty

cents a peck, though farmers seldom in-

dulge in fresh apples; coffee, tea, spices,

etc., very little more ; syrup, sweet potatoes,

rice, fresh fish and beef, less; mutton, more,
though that, again, is seldom found on
farmers' tables. Most Southern farmers
are prejudiced against mutton.

HOUSES.

We will mention simply one instance of

our personal knowledge. A well-to-do Illi-

nois farmer (who still owns his Northern
farm) erected a frame house of five rooms,
a story and a half, ceiled throughout,
stained inside, painted outside, room
enough for a family of five, for the sum of

8329. He worked on it himself, doing a

small amount of the rough carpenter-

work, but the saving he effected thereby
was not over $40 or §50. A portable saw-
mill in that vicinity furnishes undressed
lumber at the mill for §6.50 per thousand
feet.

—

Florida Citizen.

Send for the illustrated edition of the
Farm and Fireside, containing sixteen
pages of well-authenticated testimony re-

garding the farming lands in the Tallahas-
see country, controlled and offered for sale

by the Clark Syndicate Companies, at 315
Dearborn street, Chicago.

LOOKING SOUTHWARD.

During the present harvest season at the
North, when every farmer and those about
him are working early and late to secure
the crops, and a sufficient amount of fod-

der to feed out to their stock during the
coming six months of inclement weather,
with a by far too frequently slight income
to show for their labor and money invested
in the business, often during these hours
of incessant labor these toilers wish for a
•home in a more genial clime, where stock
need not be housed or fed coarse fodder
only a few weeks each year; where nearly
all the grain and fodder produced is avail-

able for market purposes, or may be fed to

stock at almost any season of the year,

with the assurance that no matter what
season of the year it may be, only a very
small per cent of food is required to main-
tain the animal heat, eve/i a warm shelter

being not required.

The good housewife also shares in this

laudable desire for a home in a more
equable clime—a country where the little

tots can play in the open air nearly every
day in the year, with no danger of an
October cold lasting until April; with a

fifty per cent greater chance that they will

grow to manhood and womanhood in the

South than in the North, with less than
half the amount of doctor bills charged up
in each individual case. The other pets of

the ladies (bulbs and plants) require but a
slight outdoor protection in a semi-tropical

clime, and absolutely no fire inside to pro-

tect or carry them through the winter.

The canary and other song-birds are quite

at home in a warm climate, and are thank-
ful, or at least more liberal with their songs.

There are the invalids, those that are

confined to their rooms, to whom a day's

sunshine means so much, and the long
days of summer are grateful ; but soon the

cold winds of autumn begin to blow,

followed by sleet and snow, and there are

no more outings until summer comes
again—only caged up like an animal,

watching with dread the frequent sudden
changes of atmosphere.
Then there are the tens of thousands of

semi-invalids, those that are able to labor

but little, those who feel so much better

in summer, and have a perfect dread of

winter and its many unfavorable phases;
such people could no doubt prolong then-

lives many years, by seeking a warmer
clime. Thus you could for hours refer to

actual cases that would prove beneficial,

not only to individuals, but families, in

both health and financial points of view.

During years past you may have thought
of this matter of a Southern home, pei-haps

have even talked about it with the family

or neighbors, but at this time why not get

down to business, and investigate critically

the most favored sections? For health,

elevation, productive soil, diversity of

crops of both grain and fruit produce, for

the growing of live stock and poultry, and
last, but not least, the cheapness of this

hard-wood cleared laud and good roads, this

old settled but until now primitively cul-

tivated land about Tallahassee cannot be
surpassed in any section of the South.

Don't wait until the snow flies, but investi-

gate this section at once. The better plan

is to visit the country in person. However,
if any information on any point is desired

enlarged upon, will answer all inquiries

from those who inclose a stamp for reply.

(Signed) L. D. Snook.
Tallahassee, Fla., June 25, 1896.

Burks Falls, Ont., June 8, 1896.

To the Clark Syndicate,
Tallahassee, Florida.

Gentlemen:—Having arrived safe home I

from a month's visit to Florida, I must
say I find the trip a wonderfully pleasant

recollection, and I was most favorably
|

impressed with the appearance of the

country around Tallahassee, and with the

advantages for farming, which are, in my
opinion, superior to those afforded by any
other part of Florida; and that, I think,

is saying a great deal. The descriptive

pamphlets and photogravures I saw before

leaving home did not do justice to the

scenery and natural advantages, convey-
ing but a faint idea of the reality, which
must be seen to be understood.

I found the climate very enjoyable, even
at your warmest season, and coming
straight from the North, so many hun-
dreds of miles, as I did.

Any person seeking for an opening,
either to invest means or to secure a home,
I will certainly advise to turn his attention
to the region of which Tallahassee is the
center, affording, as it does, so many
advantages for the profitable culture of
corn, oats, tobacco, cotton, pears, peaches,
and all kinds of farm produce, without
the use of expensive fertilizers.

Florida is truly the land of no winters,
where flowers are in bloom twelve months
in the year. Fruit of nearly every kind
grows to perfection. The gardener can
raise all kinds of vegetables, and can make
a fortune shipping them in winter to the
Northern markets. Some of the land that
I saw offered for sale by your Syndicate
would remind one of some of the finest
Shires in Old England, and were selling
when I was in your country at prices that
I considered very reasonable.

I would like to be able to express my
appreciation of the kindness of Messrs.
S. D. Chittenden, F. M. Swearingen, and
other prominent men, who have the
interest of that country at heart, and
spared no pains to enable us visiting
strangers to get a perfectly square and
satisfactory look at the country as it is.

I was much struck with the appearance
of life and prosperity in Tallahassee.
There are no empty houses and stores to
denote stagnation or decay, as in some
places.

I recall with keen pleasure several
charming drives on avenues leading from
Tallahassee through the old plantations.
My companion, Mr. Drew, agrees with me
that we were fortunate in having the
experience of a stay at Lanark Inn on
the Gulf (the Carrabelle, Tallahassee and
Georgia Railway). The memory of the
beautiful hotel and its surrounding grove
of magnolias lingers with us; also the
hospitable treatment of all we met.
I trust ere long I shall have the pleasure

of renewing the acquaintance of all the
kind people I met in Tallahassee.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) E. O. Taylor.

The Interlachen Southern Jiuralist says:
"Summer is the time to visit Florida.
Fears of the climate are groundless. We
know one man who came to Florida in
July almost dead with hay-fever. He has
hardly been out of the state since, and he
has not had any fever since. We often
wish that those people who see Florida
only in winter could see it in May and
June, when the trees and shrubs are in full

foliage, the oleander is in bloom, and the
mocking-birds by the thousand are singing
different tunes, but without discordant
note."

EXCURSIONS TO FLORIDA.

Round-trip excursions to Tallahassee,
Florida, from Chicag-o and Cincinnati have
been arranged for the following: dates

:

July 20th and 21st, August 3d and 4th
and 17th and 18th, September 1st and
15th and October 6th and 20th. The
tickets are good for thirty days, and the
fare from Chicago is $29.80, and from
Cincinnati, $22.80.
"We leave Chicago either by the "Big

Four" or the "Monon" routes, and frcm
Cincinnati we leave over the " Queen and
Crescent."
We pass by daylight throug-h the beauti-

ful blue-grass region, and make almost an
entire daylight ride from Cincinnati to
Florida, giving- one a most excellent oppor-
tunity to see the country.
If you cannot come to Chicago or Cincin-

nati and join our excursion, go to your
nearest ticket agent and get through rates
from him on the special excursion days.
Then, if you will advise us when you leave,
we will have our manager at Tallahassee
meet you at the depot. He will show you
every courtesy and attention, and arrange
free transportation for you over our own
railroad lines while you are visiting Talla-
hassee. |

People wishing to go from the East can
make the trip via the Clyde Steamship Line
from New York or Philadelphia, and the
fare for the round trip (first-class) is $49.50.
This price includes meals and berth on
board steamer to Jacksonville, Florida, and
from there it is only a short ride to Talla-
hassee,
For all information regarding excursions

to the Tallahassee country, address

CLARK SYNDICATE COMPANIES,
Care of FARM AND FIRESIDE,

1643 Monaduock Block, Chicago, or
108 Times Building-, New York City.
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Smiles.

THOSE DREADFUL GIRLS.

The poster girls have scarlet eyes

And yellow cheeks and purple hair,

\V~ith brownish ears and greenish lips,

In tints outre beyond compare.

The poster girls are gaunt and queer,

With ghost-like waists and ghoulish feet-

Such ghastly hands and arms—oh, dear!

What do the poster maidens eat?
— Chicago Record.

WHY THEY SIGH.

Whene'er the ladies chance to see

—

No matter where or when

—

A baby boy, in greatest glee

They kiss him there and then.

At church or on the crowded street,

At funeral or feast.

With kisses they the child will greet

A dozen times at least.

Ah ! if these many kisses could
Be given grown-up men,

MethinkS they'd cease to sigh, •• Oh, would
I were a boy again !

"

DISCOURAGED HER BRANCHING OUT.

William," said Mrs. haggles, im-
pressively, "I have decided to

branch out into the world."
'• Haven't 1 succeeded in mak-

ing home happy for you?" in-

quired her husband.
•' 1 have talents that require a wider scope

than that which the domestic circle affords."

"Still there are a great many disappoint-

ments in lecturing," he ventured.
" I have a cause and a confidence which

insure success," she calmly answered.

Her husband sat in silence for a minute,

heaved a sigh, and said:

"All right, Maria. But there is one thing I

can tell you for certain."

"What is that?"
"You'll never get the public to sit up till

one or two o'clock in the morning to listen to

you, as 1 do."—Odds and Ends.

IF IT WERE GOOD.

In the course of one of his winter visits to

Florida, Andrew Carnegie attended a service

in a negro church at a place where his fame
as a millionaire and philanthropist was not

known by the colored people. When the
contribution-plate came around, Mr. Carnegie

j
dropped a five-dollar bill upon it. After the

contents of the plate had been counted, the

clergyman arose and announced

:

"Bretheren and sisteren, the collection this

f evening seems to figure up six dollars and
I forty-four cents; and if the five-dollar bill

contributed by the gentleman from the North
is genuine, the repairs on the sanctuary will

begin immediately."— Youth's Companion.

HARROWING.

"After all these years—"
His features glowed with an unwonted heat,

and his chest heaved with emotion.
"I have at last—"

A sense of his new position almost over-

whelmed him with an insane desire to fly to

some vast solitude and commune with nature.

"Struck the popular cord."

And with whiskers singeing beneath the

fiery eye of the farmer's wife, Ivan Appetite,

the tramp, let fall a drop of perspiration upon
the ax-handle, observed it and fainted.—Tmth.

A PUZZLED DARKY.

It was during the late war that a negro was
discovered, by a squad of Union cavalry, on
his knees in the corner of the field. He was
in the attitude for prayer, but he was not

praying.

"What's the matter, old man?" inquired

one of the men.
" Well, yo' see, boss, 1's moughty puzzlicated.

I swar toe goodness I dunno whether toe pray

toe de Lawd or toe Gin'l Sherman."—Judge.

IN CERTAIN CASES.

"Isn't that sort of work very confining?"

asked the visitor who had been permitted to

} go into the room where the bank-note en-

j
gravers were at work'.

"Sometimes it is, ma'am," answered the

pale-faced artist whom she had addressed. "I
am personally acquainted with a man who did

a job of this kind once without orders, and he
was confined seven years for it, ma'am."

HUNTING FOR A FORTUNE WITH
A GUN

Is time wasted, when two thousand
dollars cash is offered for answers to

the question, " Who will be the next
president, and how many electoral

votes will he receive?" Somebody
is going to get that money, and it will be the

body who is smart enough to try for it.

Nothing tried, nothing done. The sooner you
send your answer, the more likely you are to

get a big prize. See particulars on page 19.

A GOOD PRESCRIPTION.

"Doctor," said he, "I'm a victim of insom-
nia. I can't sleep if there's the least noise,

such as a eat on the back fence, for instance."

"This powder will be effective," replied the

physician, after compounding a prescription.
" When do I take it, doctor?"
"You don't take it. You give it to the eat,

in a little milk."—Judge.

THERE ARE OTHERS.

"I don't like such expressions as 'the glad

hand,' .'the marble heart,' and the like," said

Mrs. Cawker to her husband.
"Well." replied Mr. Cawker, "wherein do

they differ from such time-honored phrases as

' the cold shoulder,' ' the hot tongue,' and ' the

stony stare? '

"

REVISED.

" I knew it wouldn't do for you to take Dick
to ball-games."

"Why not?" •

" His prayer last night was :
' Forgive us our

errors, remember our assists, bring ns to the

home plate, and help those who have to

slide.' "—Life.

HARD LINES INDEED.

" He is a mighty unlucky man."
" In what way ? "

" Well, he married to get out of a boarding-

house."

"Yes?"
"And now his wife runs one to support

him."

HAIR 0N_THE FACE, NECK, ARMS OR ANY PART OF THE PERSON
QUICKLY DISSOLVED AND REMOVED WITH THE NEW SOLUTION

= AOP6H6

?

ANO THE GROWTH FuRF.YEK L> EST KM V D WITHOUT. THE SLIGHTEST , «* * * INJURY QR lUSr<»L>'RATl'iy OF THE M<»ST DELICATE SKIS.
.Discovered by Accident.—Ii» Compounding, aa incomplete mixture vas accidentally

spilled oq ibe back of the hand, and od washing afterward it was discorered that the hair was
CuQipletelj removed. We parchased the new discovery and named itJIODENB. It is perfectly
pure, free from all injurious substances, and so simple anj one can use it. It acts mildly but
surely, and von will be surprised and delighted with the results. Applj for a few minutes and the
hair disappears as if by magic. It has no resemblancewhaterer to anyother preparation ever used
• r a like purpose, and no scientific discovery ever attained such wonderful results. IT CAN
>o I" FAIL. If the growth be light, one application will remove it permanently; the heavy
growth such as the heard or hair on moles may require two or more applications, before all the
roots are destroyed, although all hair will be removed at each application, and without slightest
injury or unpleasant feetiug when applied or ever afterward, hodenb scpercxdbs electrolysis.

Recommended by all who have tested its merits—Used by people of refinement.
Gentlemen who do not appreciate nature's gift of a beard, will hod a priceless boon in Modeoe,

which does away with shaving. It dissolves and destroys the life principle of the hair, thereby
rendering its future growth an utter impossibility, and is guaranteed to be as harmless as water .

to the skin. Toung persons who findan embarrassing growth of hair coming, should use Modene
to destroy its growth. Modene sent by mail, in safety mailiog cases, postage paid, (securely
sealed from observation) on receiptor price, #1.00 per bottle. Send money by letter, with your
full address written plainly. fXy*Correspondence sacredly private. Postage stamps received the
same as cash, (always iuntion voce coukty and this ripis.) Cut this advertisement out.

LOCAL AND I
MODENE MANUFACTURING CO., CINCINNATI. 0.,*U. S. A.

inni^ GENERAL AGENTS Manufacturers of the Highest Grade Hair Prepuratlons.
'tsi^ WANTED. I You can register your letter at any Post-office to insure its safe delivery.

fOK KAI1CBE OB THE SLItlllTEST tNJETRT. CO3 EVERY BOTTLE GUARANTEED.

TO-BAG
GUARANTEED
TOBACCO
HABIT

Over l.OOO.COO boxes sold. 300.000 cures prove Its power to destroy the desire Tor tobacco in anv
form. I,o-to-bac is the greatest nerve-food in the world. Many gain 10 pounds in 10 days and it never
fails to make the weak impotent man strong, vigorous and magnetic. . Just try a box. You will be de-
lighted. We expect you to believe what we say, for a cure is absolutely guaranteed by druggists every-
where. Send for our booklet "Don't Tobacco Suit and Smoke Your Life Away." written guarantee arid
free sample. Address THE STERLING BEMEIIY CO., Chicago or New Tork,

"""*B a
£g

A BOY TO BE PROUD OF.

Mrs. Dolan—" My boy Dimiy is gettin' to be a

great Sunday-school worker, bless the heart

av um."
Mrs. Nolan—" Indade? "

'• Yis. He has worked free av thim fer free

excursions already."

A COMPETENT BOY.

"I had a fight yesterday with the boy next

door."

"Yes; his father called at my office to-day

about it."

"I hope you came out as well as I did. "—

Life.

PERSISTENT.

"That bill-collector is still down-stairs, sir."

" Didn't I tell you to say to him that I died

quite suddenly half an hour ago? "

"Yes, sir; but he says he would like a few
moments' conversation with the corpse."—

Life. .

IT IS A DISEASE.

Mr. Banks—" I see that it has been discovered

that paper money carries the germs of dis-

ease."

Mrs. Banks—"Ah! then that is the reason so

many bank cashiers go to Canada for their

health."

CAN'T GET OVER IT.

" They say Birnely is a terribly superstitious

fellow," began the first man.
"Superstitious?" echoed the other man; " I

should say so! He's owed me thirteen dollars

for more than four years."—Rockland Tribune.

Agent Wanted
^

9

3

In every town and neigh-

borhood to solicit subscrip-

tions for ^

Farm and Fireside

JAGE CERTIFICATES. Memorials. Family Records,
each2oc. 9 for SI. J. Lee, Omaha Bldg., Chicago.

RUBBER STAMPS. Best made. Immense Catalogue Free
to agents. The G. A. Harpeb Mfg. Co., Clevelaud, O.

WRITFPS WANTFIs to do copying at home.Rl 1 " An 1 CU Law College, Lima, Ohio.

distribute Circulars and samples? No canvassing

Salary and expenses to travel. Inclose stamp
CO-OPERATIVE CO., 517 6th Ave.. >"ew YorkWILL^

AGENTS to sell cigars to dealers; tlS weekly, ex-
perience not required. Samples free. Reply with

2-centEtamp. National Consolidated Co., Chicago, 111.

I A 11 1 CC MAKE BID MOHET selling our Mackintosh Skirt

I sUW ant* othernewpoods. Freshterritorr. be first.

Cataloe bee. LADIES SUPPLY CO.. 3115 loreil ite.,thtoeo

In connection with popular
premiums. Liberal com-
mission given. Write for

terms and sample copies at

once

Mast.Crowell &Kirkpatrick,

Springfield, Ohio.

9

Sj S.S.Ware Co. Box 5308, Boston,Mass.

BEATS EVERYTHING ELSE SM^g:
el plated sash lock free for postage (6c). Matchless
Specialty Co., Box 905. Clarksburg, W. Va.

YOU
You can now grasp a fortune. A new
guide to rapid wealth, with '240 fine en-
gravings, sent free to any person. This
is a chance of a lifetime. Write at once.
Lynn *fc Co. 48 Bond St. NewYork

Elili ;| Like a permanent poaJ-
li t-on acdilSO month-

ly, ifio write us at once.
We -will Bend yon full particulin Free, or a valuable
sample ofour pooda in Sterling Silver upon receipt
of Five Two ceru uampa for poitage, etc Address
Standard Silver "Ware Co., Boston, Mass,

American gold filled cases Wanted—An Idea
Brfl

j*. jsa. Warranted SO
T WS%Jj Jr ii^n IC a Bf'n^. »"eurs, are tbe
i TmiiSXjJrl LM/i\ M<J U ) * D e

5

1 lor service
UU.UJ 9tl'r.Jw\ usLn6 money can Du y-
"eSak. r.+»>s tKi 8 %<»*iv(/a Retuin this

fflJaKjirtBu LT^lXZ£ 3*. Cli 8 wich ortler and we9 r 1 1
.

v> sr v,m geud by ex-
press prepaid, this
beautiful ruled-
bunting case, full

jeweled, Klein
,„.e. stem wind and set watch which you

lean sell for $25.00. It worth ttpay express

F agent 86. SO and keep it; otbeiwise have
It returned. We only ask your promise
togo to express office, examine and buy,

if as represented. These WatcUe. ara

equal to those sold by certain dealers from
412.50 to $25.00. A guarantee with erery watch. louwe
edl before you pay. GIto your full name, express ana f.u.

address. State which wanted, ladles' or ee ntJ'
*

If you want Watch sent by mall send cash 88.6W witn
order. For 60 days a Gold and Platina Rolled Plate Prince,

Albert Double (Rope Pattern) Chain gWen FREE witfl

each Watch. Chains of this stvle are sold from $3.00 up.

A Customer Writes: February 6, 1895-Wnch re-

ceived. Better than expected. Would not sell it for tPi
If I could not get another. E. Shobteb, Washington. Pa*

iliisssKIRTLAND BROS. & C0.111 Nassau SL N.Y

Who can think
of some simple
thing to patent?

Protect your ideas; they may bring yon wealth.
Write JOHN" WEDDERBCRN & CO., Patent Attor-
neys, Washington, D. C, for their »1,S00 prize offer
and list of two hundred Inventions wanted.

0 A nAY SUnEiandwewillshowyoo
*•» ^% Brit. I how to make S3 a day; absolutely

UJ ture-.we furnish the work and teach you free; you wort
inthelocalily whereyoulive. Send us your address and

we will explain the business fullya-ememberwe guarantee aclrar
urofit o f S3 for every day's work; absolutely sure; vrite at once.

B01AL MASUFACTCKlSS CO., BOX 11*, BBTKOIT, aiCH.

SALARY

THE ART OF CONVERSATION.

Mrs. Pert—"Mrs. Kean is tbe cleverest wom-
an in our set."

Mrs. Dull—"So?"
Mrs. Pert—"She can make every man she

talks with think that he is clever."

A HEAVY STRAIN.

Mrs. Foraflat—"This beiug so poor is terrible,

isn't it?"

Mrs. Topfloia—" Indeed it is. If we could

only afford it, I would have nervous prostra-

tion to-morrow."
.

ACCURACY.

Editor—"You say in this story that in 18S2

Mr. Hanks was promoted to his present posi-

tion."

Spaceryt—" Well, what of it?"

Editor—"The man is dead."—Judge.

HOW A. W. JAMES MADE MONEY.

I saw that Dish Washers were advertised by
several firms. I sent and got one and sold a good
many to my neighbors and made some money,
but I saw that Bert Dawson,(Jolumbus,Ohio,uad
just gotten out a new Dish Washer called the
Queen which was the latest patented machine
in the marketand had all the improvements.by
which a person could wash dishes, vegetables,
silverwareandclothinginoneminute. I got the
agency and sold five the first day and my profits
were S15, and I shall easi ly make S9<) before the
month is out as everybody wants tbe newest and
best Dish Washer there is going, and it is easy to
sell what people want. These hardtimesanyone
who wants to makea little money honestly can
do as I have done. Mr. Dawson referred me to
the Cardington Bank, Ml. Gilead Bank and
Quaker City Bank, so I knew be was perfect ly

responsible. Anyone can get circulars about
the Queen by writing to Mr. Dawson as above.

A. W. James.

FREE
To quickly introduce
DR. HOBKS SPECIAL-
TIES throughout the
U.S. and Canada^, we

make this liberal offer. We will

|

give a SOLID GOLD KING to f very
girl or woman who will dispose of
15 vials of Dr. Hobbs wonderful

Little Liver Pills among friends at 10 cents a viaL
Sead bo money in adranee, simply send your name and ad-
dress. We mail yon the pills postpaid. When sold you
send us the money and we mail you the ring. We take

_ the pills back if you can't sell them. We run all the risk.

Address HOBBS REMEDY CO., Dept. 6, Chicago.

High
Arm MY HUSBAND

c

VuVdo»°.
w

?<i0 Kenwood Jtaeblne for - $'23.00

$50 Arlington Sae*)ine for - $19.50
Standard Singers - $8.00, $11.00
$15.00, and 27 otner styles. All at-

tachments FREE. We pay freight ship any-
where on SO days free trial, in any home
without askingone cent in advance. Bay

,
trom factory. Save agents large profits,

i Over 100 OOOln use. Catalogueandtesti-
^c-Amonial3 Free. Write at once. Address,^ (infali), CASH BUYERS' UNION,

158-164 West Van Buren St., B 7, Chicago, Ills.

5

DEAFNESS and Head Noises
relieved by using
WILSON'S

Common Sense Ear Drums,
New scientific invention; differ-
ent from all other devices. The
only sate, simple, comfortable
and invisible Ear Drum in the
world. Helps where medical
skill fails. I«o wire or string at-
tachment. Write for pamphlet-

Wilson Ear Drum Co.
301 Trust Building, Louisville, Ky.
H. 317, 11-. Broadway, New York.

COMMISSION
With allowance for expenses, to one live, wide-
awake man or woman in each town or city, to intro-
duce goods on a brand-new scheme, never before
worked, resulting in qnick sale at almost every
honse. Steadv work for the right person. Address
at once, LOCK BOX 48S» Sprinsfield, Ohio.

GOLD, SILVER, NICKEL & METAL PLATING.
S50*Week—Gents or Lilies, at

hume or traveling, taking order.,
using and idling Prof. Gray'l
Platen. Plated watches, jewelry,

tableware, bicycles, &c. No experi-

ence, heavy plate, modern method,
guaranteed. We do plating, manu-
factureontfita, all eizei. Teach the
art. Outfits complete, all tools,

lathes, materials, &c. ready for

Iwork. Secrets and formulas F'REB-
I No toys. WRITE. Testimonials,

amplea FBXE. H. dray Al Co., Fisting Works, CSlambus, 0.

so, yon
u have
V e

oiler yon the Sole Aeency for an article that is

Wanted in Every Home and Indispensable
in Every Office, something that SELES AT
SIGHT. Other articles sell rapidly at Double
tbe Trice, though not answering the vurpose
half so well, lou can make from $500 to isTOO
in three mouths, introducing it, after which it will

bring A Steady, Liberal Income, if properly at-

tended to. Ladies do as well as men. iu town or coun-
try. Don't Miss this Chance. Write at once to

J. W. JONES, Manager, Surinefield, Ohio.

F Aft I can make remedy at home.
Miss M.Ainley, Supply.Ark.,

says, "I lost 60 lbs. and feel splendid." No
starving. No sickness. Sample box, etc.,

-sc. HALL&CO.,B..Box4(M.ST.Loris.Mo

Will $500 Help You Out?

mi VC reduced 13 lbs.
i u»l>» a month, any oue

*
FREE TO BALD HEADS.
We will mail oq application, free

information how to grow bair upon a
bald bead, Btop falling bair and re-
move scalp diseases. Address,
A Itonbrim Jledical lMnpen^ary,
L27 £ast Third Street, Cincinnati, O.

I WANT A MAN
In every city or township to look ufler my business,
on salary or commission; steady work anil liberal

pay the year round. One mnn cleared 15140.43
last week. Places for a few ladies. Doii't delay
or bother to send stamps, but write at onee to

J. W. JONES, Springfield. Ohio.

IF YOU WANT TO RECEIVE
Lots of Letters, Papers, Cards, Mag-
azines, Novelties, etc. p D C ET
send us 10c. and we Is K Km
will put your name in our Agents
Directory, which we send to manufact-
urers, publishers and supply bouses.
You also get our new 64~co/. /litis. Mag*
a:mr u> Jan. 1883, on trial, all for 10c.
Don't miss this chance. Address at once
Ills' fll. CO 18 Federal St., Boston,

~

m ELECTRICITY from the batteries will turn
a needle through your table or hand. Cures

Rheumatism, Liver and Kidney disease, weak and
lame back, etc. For advertising purposes we will give
ONK BELT FKEE-toonc person in each locality.

Address, E. J. Smead & Co., Dept. 132, Vineland, N. J.

RUPTURE
A positive, radical cur* it * _- .-

*
) . Book rivioc fill p*rticula.rJ

r>«at Ftm. Addrasa DR-W.S. BICE,
Box 1'. SmithrUle, Jeff. Co., N T

BIG
MAIL

FITS
A Gretl B>medy Dlteorend. Send for atrial pack-

age and let it • j >* n.k for itself. Postage 5 ceota.

I>K. S. PEKKEY, Chicago, Ills-

BED-WETTING ri'RE!), Box FREE.
In. B. Bowtn, Bilwiakec, Wis.

IsoRE eyes Dr [5A/vCffjOI.KOHj EYEWtftR
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Miscellaneous*

THE BLIND MUSICIAN.

All day amid the thoroughfares
That echo to the rush of trade,

The low, sweet tunes of old-time airs,

All old, old songs, are softly played.

Throughout the long and cheerless day
Their rhythm falls in monotone,

Half silenced in the crowded way
By passing feet and wheels on stone.

He seems to watch with sightless eyes
The surging throngs upon the street;

Nor heeds he aught of roar or cries,

But listens to the passing feet

That come and go throughout the day—
The young, the old, the weak, the brave,

His time-worn tunes upon the way
Are fitting marches to the grave.

TO CLEAN LACES.

To clean white silk laces, soak in

skimmed milk over uiglit, souse in warm
soap-suds, carefully rinse, then pull out
and pin down while damp. Laces can be
whitened by standing in soap-suds in the

sun. They should uever be rubbed, but
soused up and down and very gently
squeezed between the hands until they are

ouly damp, not dry. Black lace may be

cleaned with borax-water. Use a teaspoon-
ful of borax to a pint of warm water. It

is the drying of black lace near a fire that

is apt to turn it rusty. Gold and silver

laces may be cleaned with stale bread-

crumbs mixed with powder blue. For
. a half loaf of bread take one fourth of a

* pound of the powder blue. Sprinkle thickly

over the lace and let it stand some time.

Brush off, and rub lightly witli a piece of

Ivelvet.— Table Talk.

$3,000 IN PRIZES
TO SUBSCRIBERS AND
CLUB RAISERS ^ &

In order to test the judgment of our subscribers and club raisers on
the results of the presidential election, we offer prizes to the amount of

Three Thousand Dollars for answers to^t^t^^i^^^^^^^t

HARD ON THE BACHELOR.

Many stories are being told of the late

Eugene Field ; this one is from the Liter-

ary Digest : He was very fond of children.

He loved to "chum" with them, to tell

them horrible stories- that would keep
them awake at night, and to put them up
to "devilment" that would drive their

mothers crazy. On one occasion he in-

vited a bachelor reporter to Christinas djn-

iM i uthis house. He .seated him at table

between the two youngest Fields, and with
the utmost sincerity said to the children:
'• Now, boys, I want to eat my Christmas
turkey in peace, and" I don't want you to

bother me. When you want anything you
must not reach. Ask Mr. Blank for it and
he will get it for you ; and when your
hands get smeared with b-wy, don't wipe
them on your mother's clean napkins, but
wipe them on Blank's coat-sleeves. He
won't cdte, and that's what lie's here for."

And the boys obeyed instructions literally.

We will send any ONE
of the following premiums,
and this paper one year,

for 60 cents:

Premium No. 7.—LIFE OF WASHINGTON.

Premium No. IS.—LIFE OF LINCOLN.

Premium No. 34.—SAMANTHA AT SARATOGA.

Premium No. II.—PEOPLE'S ATLAS OF THE
WORLD.

Premium No. 30.—BEAUTIES AND WONDERS
OF LAND AND SEA.

Premium No. 195.—GLEASON'S HORSE BOOK.

Premium No. 14.—SET OF 6 SILVER=PLATED
INITIAL TEASPOONS.

We will send any TWO
of the above premiums and
TWO yearly subscriptions

to this paper for One Dollar.

One answer to the voting contest can be sent
with each subscription.

POSTAGE PAID BY US
IN EACH CASE.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE,
Springfield, Ohio.

jCLUB RAISERS -"r?^!
J ty in the United States. Write for J
S special terms and inducements to *

club raisers. Address
I FARM AND FIRESIDE, J

Springfield, Ohio.

THE
QUESTION
«* at

Who will be the next President,

and how many electoral votes^

will he receive?

THE PRIZES
J FIRST CASH PRIZE to the person who sends the correct answer, - $ \

\ Second Cash Prize to the person who first sends the next nearest to the correct answer
1 Third Cash Prize to the person who sends the next best answer,
10 Cash Prizes of Ten Dollars each for the ten next best answers,

50 Cash Prizes of Three Dollars each for the fifty next best answers,
75 Cash Prizes of Two Dollars each for the seventy-five next best answers,
200 Cash Prizes of One Dollar each for the two hundred next best answers,

2,000 Prizes, value of each 50 cents, for the two thousand next best answers,

2,338 PRIZES,

,000.00
300.00

100.00

100.00

150.00

150.00

200.00

1,000.00--------- Amount, $3,000.00

Each subscriber is entitled to one answer for each yearly subscription.

Each club raiser is entitled to send as many answers as there are yearly sub-

scriptions in each club.

Only those can send answers who send yearly subscriptions. Each and every

answer must be inclosed in the same letter with the subscription and the money.

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS AND CONDITIONS.

If at any time before election day two or more persons

send the correct answer, then the first prize of one thotisand
dollars will be equally divided among those sending the

correct answer.

If two or more liersons send the next, nearest to the correct

answer, then all of the second prize of three It andred
dollars will be awarded to the person u'ho first sends the

next nearest to the correct answer; and the one of these answers

that is stamped tvith the next earliest date luill be considered

the next best answer, and all of the third prize of one hun-
dred dollars will be awarded to the person sending it. This

same plan will be followed in awarding all of the remaining

prizes.

We will stamp each answer with the day and Lour it is

received in our office. No more than one prize will be

awarded to any one person.

It makes no difference whether subscriptions are ordered

singly or in clubs, with or without premiums. In every case

each subscriber is entitled to one answer for each yearly

subscription, and, in addition, the club raiser is entitled to

send as many answers as there are yearly subscriptions in his

club.

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS.
(Without premiums.)

Farm and Fireside one year, and one answer, 50 cents

A club of Three, and three answers, . One Dollar

Three years to one address, and three answers, One Dollar

All subscriptions will be entered for one year from the date

we receive the order, exaept the subscriptions of paid-in-

advance subscribers, u'hose time tvill be extended one year

from the date on the yellow label.

HOW TO SEND YOUR ANSWER.
Put your answer on a separate piece of paper about three

inches wide and five inches long. Suppose you think Smith
will be the next president, and that he will receive 400

electoral votes; then fill out your answer after this style:

SfllTH, 400 VOTES.

Answer of
James Johnson,

Beaver,

Brown County, Idaho.

The table below is given to assist you in making up your answer. There are

447 electoral votes, divided among the states as follows

:

Alabama 11

Arkansas S
California 9
Colorado 4
Connecticut 6
Delaware 3
Florida 4
Georgia 13

Idaho 3
Illinois 24
Indiana 15

Iowa 13

Kansas 10

Kentucky 13

Louisiana S
Maine (5

Maryland 8
Massachusetts 15

Michigan 14

Minnesota 9
Mississippi 9
Missouri 17

Montana 3

Nebraska 8

Nevada 3
New Hampshire 4

New Jersey 10
New York 36
North Carolina 11

North Dakota 3

Ohio 23
Oregon 4

Pennsylvania 32
Rhode" Island...'. 4
South Carolina 9
South Dakota 4

^ <M <Jt %H

Tennessee 12
Texas 15
Utah 3
Vermont 4
Virginia 12
Washington 4
West Virginia 6
Wisconsin 12
Wyoming 3

Total 447

Set down your estimate of the electoral votes that each state will give the man
you think will be the next President, add up, and you will have an answer. The
sooner you send an answer, the more likely you are to get a large prize.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.
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KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE

LA-JS-LS-tSU-S

Tn£ MES.H AROUWO THEPAWEt SHOWS
how the Fence, tsMAOE.

IS THE BEST FOR FARM USE.
25 and 28-inch for hog lots. 46, 55 and 58-inch

for general use.
Send for illustrated catalogue.

KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.,

No. 30 Rush St.,
Mention this paper.

PEORIA, ILL.

FARMERS
DO YOU WANT TO BETTER YOUR

CONDITION? If you do, call on or ad-

dress: The Pacific Northwest Immigra-
tion Board, Portland, Oregon.

Mention this caver.

UPRIGHT and
HORIZONTAL,

From 3 H. P. Up.
ENGINES
Prices Low. Terms
Liberal. Send for Pam- R ffj I FRS
phlet and state wants to S&JS^^SL^^iiSS
JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio.

Mention this paper.

SAW MILL
Works successfully
with 4 h. p. Also
Grinding Mills, Wat-

er Wheels and the best Bating Press made. DeLoach
Mill Mfg. Co., 300 Highland Ave., Atlanta, Ga.

FARMER'
Mention this paper.

CIDER PRESS
The only press awarded medal
and diploma at World's Fair.

HYDRAULIC
Send for free catalogue
and full particulars.

HYDRAULIC
PRESS MFC. CO.
No. 6 Main St., Mt.Gilead,

Mention this paper

tWELL DRILLING MACHINERY
MANUFACTURED BY

WILLIAMS BROTHERS.
ITHACA. N.V.

| MOUNTED OR ON SILLS, FOR
(DEEP OP SHALLOW WELLS, WITH
l STEAM OR HORSE POWER

j SEND FOR CATALOGUE
AD0RE5S WILLIAMS BROS. ITHACA,NY.
Mention this paper.

THE QUESTION
e£S>AC A nnUIED that is at once cheap,
War\iT A fUn En strong, durable, last-

ing and effectual is successfully answered in our

success one horse T.?f.y™Epy£fr
Cream Separ-

ator, Churn.
Pump, Feed
Cutter, Corn
Shellers, small
GrindingM ills,

Emery Wheel,
Farming Mill
and even a light
Thresh i n g
Machine. Has
a governor that
controls the

speed to a nicety No danger from fire^ and man
and beast are both indoors, out of inclement
weather. In addition to the above power, we make
2to9 horse Sweep Powers and 2 and 3 horse Tread
Powers. HERO and AMERICAN Grinding Mills
Fodder Cutters, Shellers. Wood Saws, Etc. Also
the famous COODHUE WIND MILLS for
power and pumping. Galvanized Steel and Wood,
from 5 to 18 ft. Write to-day for our new 150 page
catalogue, it will be sent to you TREE.
APPLETON MFG. CO. 9 Fareo St., Batatia. Ills.

Mention this paper when you write

ftumov.

FEMININE CONSISTENCY.

"Of course, dear, I think he's just awful,

He smiles and stares at me so.

But, really, he dresses just lovely;

That makes such a difference, you know.

I'm perfectly sure I abhor him.
He's so impudent, bold and all that,

But his manners are perfectly charming^
He's prince-like in raising his hat.

His attentions «re really annoying,
I do wish that he would desist,

But his eyes are so handsome and pleading,

They're really quite hard to resist.

I fear he will force an acquaintance,

I'm quite at a loss what to do;

I wish I could learn what his name is;

I'd give the whole world it I knew."

TITBITS.

Mrs. Serapleigh (during the fight)—" Xow,
have I made myself plain?"

Mr. Serapleigh—" So; you were born that

way."

YOung doctor—"Which do you consider the

best-paying specialty? "

Old doctor—" People who only think they

are sick."

When the government runs the railroad

lines and women the affairs of state, the trains

that went at 5 o'clock she'll mark down to 4:58.

—Indianapolis Journal.

Tired Tatters—" Yes, sir, pard, it pays to be-

honest."

Weary Wraggles—" I know now why ye'r

so duru poor."—Louisville Truth.

"Your wife gave us a splendid lecture on

cooking last evening. Why weren't you

there? "

"I was at home with a terrible case of

dyspepsia."—Detroit Fi-ee Press.

M'Tavish—" Hoo faur is't to London?"
Cockney—"Ten miles as the crow flies."

M'Tavish—"Hoot, toot, mon ! I'm no gaun

to flee; I'm gaun to waulk. Hoo mony miles

is't as the craw waulks? "Spare Moments.

First goat—" Why, Nanette, what's the

matter? "

Second goat—"Appendicitis, William."

First goat—" Stovepipe? "

Second goat—" No ; art posters."—lS
rew York

Press.

Sue Brett—"How did you like Horace's

acting?"
Ella Cution—" I can't say that I liked it. In

that death scene I thought he died very poor."

" Well, you know, most actors do die that

way."— Yonkers Statesman.

Teacher of a class in civil government—" Of

how many bodies is Congress composed?"
" Two."
" What are these bodies called?"

" The House of Representatives and (hesita-

ting) the House of Correction."—Denver Times.

George—" Whew ! What can be the matter?

Telegram says ' come home immediately.' "

George (rushing into his suburban home
one hour later)—" Tell me, quick, my dear!

What is it?"

Young wife—"The baby said, ' Mama.' "—

Brooklyn Life.

The rooster would be a much more popular

bird if he could only be induced to feel that

there is no real vital necessity for his report-

ing his whereabouts between midnight and

3 A. M. We know that he is at home, in

the bosom of his family. So are we, but we

don't get up in the night to brag about it.

" May I be at liberty to quote you as indor-

sing the sentiment that the voice of the people

is the voice of God?" asked the interviewer.

" I would not like to commit myself to that

sentiment until after the convention,"

answered the candidate,

—

Indianapolis Journal.

The Rev. Samuel E.Pearson, of Portland, Me.,

was a witness in a divorce case the other day.
" Mr. Pearson," asked the judge, "were you

on this bench in my place, and acquainted with

all the circumstances of this case, would you
grant this divorce?"
" Most certainly, your honor," replied the

minister.
" But how do you reconcile this statement

with the injunction, ' What God hath joined

together let no man put asunder? '
"

"Your honor, I am satisfied that the Lord

never joified this couple," replied the clergy-

man.—Argonaut.

Mt-utiou IhlB i 1 1 'i wbtu you write

IT IS EASY TO MAKE MONEY.

The times have nothing to do with the sale

of thi»Stoveand Self-Heating Flat Iron, com-
bined. It is a brand new thing. In the past

month I have made 8137.50 and all expenses,

and have attended to my house work besides.

To see it, Is to sell It. If I was any good as

Canvasser, I could make three times the

money. Any person can do as well ns I have
I done. I thought It proper to inform people of

I

this, through your paper. Write for a Cat-

alogue to the Stove and Self-Heating Iron

Company, Staliou A, Columbus, Ohio. After

your trial publish your results for others'

benefit. Mks. Wm. B. I

BfEiHESYWind Stacre
-'MOST PRACTICAL -° MOST POPULAR

IMPERIAL
GALVANIZED STEEL

WIND
MILL

AIT
tut fmm

SW1N6ING-J
U NACnf
RS t> 3AI

lYATORS 0[
pODBURAND £

'AND SINGLE" CVO^DER
^y., - eompounD £

TRACTION. PORTABLE. SKID {/STATIONARY

CATALOGUE MAIUfO FOB THE ASMMO. ASK FOB IT'

J.I.C4SE THRESHING tttGHINf fe
RiCI>E WIS*

WITH COVERED

Internal Gear
TTnequaled in the line of

Pumping Wind Mills.

We solicit the closest
investigation . Also

Imperial Galvanized
Steel Derricks, Iron
Turbine and Colum-
bia Steel Wind En-
gine*. Bnckcye Force
and Lift I*u nips.Tank
and Spray Pumps.
Well Drilling a-

! chine*. Hydrants,
1 Street Washers. Buck-

_ a eye Lawn Blowers,
Iron Fencing, Cresting and Architectural
Iron Work of all kinds.

MAST, FOOS & CO.,
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.

REFERENCES
Before hiring a man you want to Know where and

how well he has worked. Just so with fences. Plenty
of careful, thrifty farmers have had ours in use eight

or ten years. Can you do better than ask their

opinion. Send for our monthly paper free.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

Gabled Field and Hog Fence

GEO.ERTEL&CO OUINCY. ill

I

24 to 58 Inches high; Steel Web Picket Lawn Fence;
Poultry. Garden and Rabbit Fence; Steel Gates,
Steel Posts and Steel RailsjTree.Flower and Tomato
Guards; SteelWire Fence Board, etc. Catalogue free.

DeKALB FENCE CO., 38 High St., DeKalb, III.

WHITMAN'S pK.
Always Victor-

ious. A Full Line.
Buy the BEST.
Send for Circu-
lars. 'Warranted
Superior to any

in use. ~The^.argest Hay Press Factory ill

America. WH1THAS AfcRlC'L CO.. St. Louil, Bo.
Mention this paper. -

BUTTER in 2
<&lf%fl PER MONTHmm S^SK %J# I »JV ra^ilr made tailing

III a THE QUEEN BUTTER MAKER.

Sells at sight. Every woman wants one when she sees the batter
come and gathered in two minutes. Every machine guaranteed
or money refunded. Butter churned and gathered by the same

machine ; larger yield as all the butter i6 taken out. The Queen Butter Maker is the greatest invention of the
age. We will send a trial machine to one family in any neighborhood ; a good chance for agents to make big
money; costs but little more than an ordinary churn. The Queen Butter Maker Co., II E. 3rd St., Cincinnati, 0

DON'T BUY
A Carriage, Buggy; Phaeton or vehicle of any description
without first getting our illustrated catalogue and price list
(sent free). We sell only work manufactured in ourfactory.
GUARANTEED THOROUGHLY RELIABLE

at prices within reach of all. Capacity, 10,000 johs per year.

THE COLUMBUS CARRIAGE MFG. CO. Box 377 G Columbus.O.

DA IN THE BEST.
THE CHEAPEST.
THE STRONCEST.
THE MOST OURAB.STEEL CORN CUTTER,

A PRONOUNCED SUCCESS—THE VERDICT IS UNANIM0U8.
An Entirely New Departure.
STRICTLY UP TO DATE.

ADJUSTABLE, PRAC-
TICAL, SAFETY SEAT,
EASY TO RIDE, SAFETY
SHAFT. SAFETY GUARDS,
REASONABLE IN PRICE.

"I think it by far the best corn cutter I ever saw."
H. Q. WILLIAMS, Shenandoah, la.

"Workj spk&did- A valuable implement; an absolute necessity for every corn
grower." H. GIBBS, Mt. Vernon, Mo.
"Find it satisfactory is every war. I mnild net raise com without one."

J. S. HOCKING. Wheatland, N D
"A success and a great labor-saving machine. £*ery farmer ought to hare one.*'

O. U" BROILS. Browninf . Mo.
"The best corn carter I ever saw." A. W 8CARBOROL OH, Xlmo, Mo.
•'Works perfectlj. Can cut from fire to seven acres per day. *

ADRAM GILBERT A S0>, Franklin Grove, HI

It will cat more corn than any device
ever invented anil at less expense (ma-
chines costing: 8100 to 8150 not excepted).
For special information, prices, etc., address

DAIN MANUFACTURING CO.,
CARKOLLTON, MISSOURI.

BUCKEYE STEEL FRAME, GRAIN
and FER/TILIZER DRILLS

With the Celebrated Gins. Disc
Fertilizer Distributer and
Entirely New Force Feed
Grain Feed, Chain Gearing
and Ratchet Drive Wheels.
Our New Lifter Bar raises

the Hoes easier than any
other Lever ever invented.
New Single Shifter Bar

yi i th New Lever Tor shifting
Hoes.

ESTABLISHED 1854.
Also manufacturers of BUCK-
EYE Ridingand Walking Cul-
tivators, Broadcast Seeders,
Cider Mills and Hay Rakes.

Branch House t

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Send for Catalogue.

P. P. MAST & CO., 17 Canal Street, SPRINGFIELD, O.
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IN the July 1st number were published some notes on
the St. Louis convention and the portraits of the

Republican nominees for president and vice-president,

William McKinley and Garret A. Hobart. In this

number we give some notes on the Chicago convention

William J. Bryan, of Nebraska,
Democratic Nominee for President.

The Chicago Democratic national convention was the

most notable one in the history of the party since 1800.

It marks an era in politics. The convention was under
the control of new party leaders from start to finish.

The most important resolutions in the platform adopted

are new, and new men were chosen as standard-bearers.

The great contest in the convention was over the

money question. A strong minority fought hard, but

the free-silver men gained every point contested. They
made no concessions, adopted the platform demanded
by the most radical, and then selected a presidential

nominee suited to the platform.

Condensed in briefest form, the platform demands the

free, unlimited, independent coinage of silver at the

ratio of 1G to 1; opposes the issue of bonds in time of

peace for the purpose of maintaining the redemption
of legal tenders in gold ; denounces national banknote
circulation; holds that tariff duties should be levied for

purposes of revenue, be adjusted to operate equally, and
be limited to the needs of the government ;

opposes agita-

tion for further changes in tariff laws, except to make up
deficits in revenue ; declares in favor of an income tax;

suggests reorganization of the Supreme Court; favors

preventing the importation of foreign pauper labor;

favors arbitration of differences between employers and
employees engaged in interstate commerce; demands
larger governmental control over railways; denounces
the appropriations of recent Republican congresses;

denounces interference by federal authorities in local

affairs; objects to government by injunction; recognizes

just pension claims; favors admission of the territories

into the Union; favors improvement of important inter-

nal waterways; indorses the Monroe doctrine; extends

sympathy to Cuban patriots; opposes life tenure in pub-

lic service; favors civil-service system; and opposes third

term for presidential office.

Two propositions on the silver question over which
the great contest raged were presented to the conven-

tion. The one adopted by a vote of 020 to 303 reads:

"We demand the free and unlimited coinage of both

silver and gold at the present legal ratio of 10 to 1, with-

out waiting for the aid or consent of any other nation.

We demand that the standard silver dollar shall be a full

legal tender, equally with gold, for all debts, public and
private, and we favor such legislation as will prevent for

the future the demonetization of any kind of legal-tender

money by private contract."

The one rejected reads:

"We declare our belief that the experiment on the part

of the United States alone of free silver coinage and a

change in the existing standard of value, independently
of the action of other great nations, would not only
imperil our finances, but would retard or entirely pre-

vent the establishment of international bimetallism, to

which the efforts of the government should be steadily

directed. It would place this country at once upon a

silver basis, impair contracts, disturb business, diminish

the purchasing power of the wages of labor and inflict

irreparable evils upon our nation's commerce and indus-

try. Until international co-operation among leading

nations for the coinage of silver can be secured, we favor

the rigid maintenance of the existing gold standard as

essential to the preservation of our national credit, the

redemption of our public pledges and the keeping invi-

olate of our country's honor. We insist that all our

paper currency shall be kept at a parity with gold."

silver monometallism and a silver standard, which would
reduce the purchasing power of every dollar of our sil-

ver and paper currency, except gold certificates, by
nearly one half.

Senator Teller and six associates who bolted the

Republican convention have issued an address, urging

silver Republicans to support Bryan, in which they say:

"The Democrats who believe in the gold standard are

announcing their intention to support McKinley, or pro-

posing to put a third candidate in the field for the avowed
purpose of aiding Mr. McKinley's election. A great

number of leading and influential Democratic journals

have declared that they will support the Republican

nominees. It is evident that there is to be a union of

forces on the part of the advocates and supporters of the

gold standard to elect Mr. McKinley, and a Congress

favorable to him, which will support the financial policy

outlined in the Republican platform."

It is evident that party lines are being re-formed for a

great battle of the standards.

From a circular recently issued by the Department of

Agriculture, on imports and exports for the past

three years, we have taken the following figures:

EXPORTS.

Years ending June 30.

1892. 1893. 1894. 1S95.

Totaf
Agricultural

Non agricultural

$1,015,733,011

799,388,232
8831,030,785
615,382,986

8869,204,987
ti2S,3lj3,038

£793,397,890
553,215,317

210,4(13,779 215,647,798 240,841,899 240,182,573

IMPORTS. S(J6,400,922 054,994,u22 731,957,876

The large exports for 1892 were due to a failure of the wheat
crop in Europe and an immense crop iu the United States.

The value of the agricultural exports was about

$75,000,000 less in 1S95 than in 1S94. Against this the

ap.thit. Sf.wall, of Maine,
Democratic Nominee for Vice-president.

and the portraits of the Democratic nominees, William
J. Bryan, of Xebraska, and Arthur Sewall, of Maine.
The public and private character of each one of these

four men is above reproach, and the political campaign
. should be free from personalities. On another page of

^thi's number are advertised interesting biographies that

> give in full the career of each one of the candidates.

These two declarations are radically different, and they

set forth, more or less clearly, one of the great political

issues now before the American people. One favors

maintaining the existing gold standard which has pre-

vailed in the United States since 1S34, and keeping every

dollar of our silver and paper currency at par with the

gold dollar. The other declaration, in naked truth, is for

value of the imports increased nearly §77,000,000, by far

the larger part of which was agricultural imports. Im-

ports of raw wool increased §19,500,000, and manufactures

of wool increased §17,500,000; hides and skins increased

§3,200,000; leather increased §2,400,000, and leather gloves,

§2,100,000; seeds increased §4,100,000; cotton increased

§1,700,000, and cotton manufactures §10,900,000.
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The Advertisers in this Paper.
We believe that all the advertisements in

this paper are from reliable firms or business
men, and do not intentionally or knowingly
insert advertisements from any but reliable
parties; if subscribers find any of them to be
otherwise we should be glad to know it.

Always mention this paper when answering
advertisements, as advertisers often have dif-

ferent things advertised in several papers.

Forests and Farms.
The accompanying
three illustrations,

shown as models at the Atlanta exposition,

have been reproduced from the 1895 Year-

book of the United States Department of

Agriculture. The illustrations are designed

to show the evil effects of the action of

water on rolling land denuded of forests,

the methods by which the lost ground
may be restored, and the way the farm will

look when forest, pasture and field are

properly located and treated.

The Dewberries.

There has been no gain in productiveness

or earliuess upon the trellised or racked

plants; the only advantages have come
from the greater ease of picking and culti-

vating, and the less amount of room occu-

pied. Of course, these advantages are

material.

Staking the

Lucretia.

In a general way, how-
ever, Professor Bailey

prefers tying the canes to

stakes. Three or four canes may be allowed

to grow from each plant, and these are

tied to the stakes with wool twine or

willow thongs, two or three times during

the season, as they grow. The canes may
be left on the stakes all winter, although

it is better, particularly in exposed local-

ities, to lay them down late in fall. Whilst

the year-old canes are bearing fruit, the

new ones are growing on the ground. As
soon as the fruit is removed, the old canes

are cut out and the new ones are tied up
for the remainder of the season. To pre-

vent the breaking of these young canes by
the early cultivating, it is necessary to

turn them lengthwise the rowr with a fork.

If they become very strong, and if the

land gets weedy, it may be advisable to tie

up these young eanes along with the old

ones before the fruit is picked. On the

other hand, if the land is clean, so that

much cultivation or hoeing is unnecessary,

the new canes may be allowed to lie on
the ground throughout the entire season.

I confess that Professor Bailey's illustra-

tion of his rows of Lucretia, as here shown,
tempts me to make renewed trials with
the plant on these lines. The one great

merit of the dewberry is theearliness of the

fruit, being ten days and often two weeks
earlier than the standard varieties of black-

berries.
-* * *

the herd the more cheaply can silage be
supplied to each animal."
With a general shortage of hay staring

us in the face again, this subject becomes an
important one. We must try to find means
of saving every bit -of fodder stuff and put-
ting it to best use this year.

Potato-starch.
Potatoes are thrown out
by the wagon-load into

j

the fields and back yards to be plowed
1 under or to rot. At the same time the

A Silo

Summary.

The New York agricultural

experiment station, at

Geneva, has just issued a

bulletin on "Silage and Silos," by Mr. N.
P. Wheeler. He gives a general summary,
as follows

:

" The silo affords a most economical
means of assuring succulent food in win-
ter, and efficient and palatable food to

supplement or supplant the dry pastures
of summer.
"Maize, or Indian corn, is probably the

most valuable plant for ensiling.

"As a succulent food for milk-cows corn

Lucretia Dewberries Trained to Stakes.

people who thus try to get rid of them
buy their starch in small quantities at

highest retail prices, little thinking of the

]
lot of starch thus goiug to waste. Potatoes

contain a large percentage of starch, and
this latter is easily gotten out. A home
process is about as follows: Wash, peel

and grate the potatoes. Place a sieve with
very tine meshes over a clean wash-tub,

and put the grated pulp into the sieve,

adding clean water as needed to wash out

all starch. The latter sinks to the bottom

incomes. This is true of the families of

those who live on what is earned in the
mills and manufactories. The amount of

canned fruits consumed by them, when the
manufactories are running, greatly exceeds
the amounts consumed by the wealthier
classes.

Ripe fruits, whether canned or evap-
orated, are now being substituted largely

for meat for table use, and are now coming
to be universally regarded as the natural

corrective for a disordered digestion,

especially when used at the beginning of

or during meals. A genuine luxury within
the means of all is a dish of ripe fruit

lightly sugared, and its best accompani-
ment that of oatmeal properly cooked.
It constitutes the beginning of a morning
meal that cannot be surpassed, however
wealthy the partaker of it may be.

The demand for evaporated fruit is con-

stantly increasing. One reason for this is

that when dried by the latest methods, it

is vastly superior to that dried in the sun or

about the kitchen stove. The evaporated
fruit sells at about one half the price per
pound that the canned fruit commands,
yet one pound of the latter, if soaked in

water a few hours, and then cooked for a

short time, makes fully six times as much
excellent sauce as one pound of the

canned product.
£- .£

The preservation of fruits that cannot be

profitably marketed in their fresh state

has led to the building of improved dry-

houses, capable of drying large quantities

of perishable fruit in a superior manner.
Although the present market prices are

quite low, yet they are much more satis-

factory than those obtained from the

growing of grain or other field crops.

In the cotton-growing states, where the

seasons are long, and danger from frost is

rarely to be feared, the business of growing
and preparing fruits for table use, that we
have heretofore imported to the amount of

millions of dollars annually, is likely to

assume vast proportions in the near future.

Until quite recently the evaporating pro-

cess was effected by fire heat in suitable

flues. Steam coils beneath the trays have

now been found toanswera better purpose.

Mr. L. R. Rogers, of Albion, N. Y., has

NOTES AND COMMENTS.

Personally, I like the

dewberry as a table

fruit, even more so, perhaps, than I do the

cultivated blackberries. But I have never

fallen in love with the former as a garden
fruit. Its sprawling habit of growth is not

to my taste. This may be more of a prej-

udice than a real objection. We have to

learn how to handle fruits which are rather

new as objects of cultivation, and after-

ward we often find them worthy of a place

in our gardens and fruit-patches. Professor

Bailey has just issued a bulletin of "Fruit

Brevities," and in it he also ventilates this

very same question
;
namely, whether dew-

berries are worth growing. The prejudices

against the raspberry and the blackberry, he

says, are only recently outgrown. Here and
there a person has studied the dewberry,

and has found it to be a valuable addition

to the market fruits of early summer.

Fig. 1.—How the Farm is Destroyed.

Clearing of hilltops, excessive thinning of wooded hillsides, fol-
lowed by the burning of litter, underbrush and young growth, and
the compacting of the soil by the tramping of animals, induces
rapid surface drainage, and this causes erosion, gullying and wash-
ing away of the soil.

The surface-water rushing unimpeded over bare slopes and com-
pacted soils, washes away the soil, cuts gullies in fields on hillsides,

and washes down silt, sand and gravel, and spreads them over fields

and meadows; thus the fertile portions of the farm are injured
by the encroachment from the unfertile.

Almost a score of different varieties of

dewberries have been introduced, and yet

there is really only one which has gained a

wide prominence and popularity; namely,
the Lucretia. It is the only one, too, which
has been well tested in this part of the

country. The great question is how to

train any of these fruits. Trellises and
racks of various kinds have been devised.

At Ithaca, New York, three methods have
been tried. In one portion of the planta-
tion the plants are allowed to lie upon the
ground without mulch, and the canes are

cutoff when three or four feet long. An-
other portion is trained upon a common
grape-trellis of three wires, the canes being
tied to the wires in the spring of the bear-

ing year by means of wool twine. In the

third portion the vines lie upon a flat rack

standing eighteen inches above the ground,
and made of light slats laid crosswise the

row, and resting upon bents at the sides.

silage is cheaper and generally more effic-

ient than roots.

"Corn silage has proved equal in feeding
value to the best dried corn fodder.

"The largest-growing variety of corn
that is reasonably sure to ripen before
frost is the best one to grow for silage.
" Corn should be put into the silo after the

grain is glazed, before there is much dry-
ing of the leaves or stalk. Clover should
be cut when in bloom.
"The essential points in buildingsilosare:
"To have the walls tight enough to

exclude air from the contents.

"To have the walls not only strong, but
rigid.

"To have sufficient depth—thirty feet or
more, if possible.

"There should be not more than about
five square feet of feeding surface in the
silo for each cow.
"The larger the silo the cheaper the

storage for each ton of silage. The larger

j

of the wash-tub, when the water can be

;

carefully poured oft". Clean water is then

added and stirred thoroughly with the

starch. When the latter has again settled to

the bottom, the water is once more poured
1

off. This washing and pouring oft' must
be repeated until the starch is perfectly

white, and the water above it entirely

clear. Pour oil' all the water; then take

the starch out with a spoon, and dry it at

once on clean sheets in the sun, or in an

oven. Put in clean paper or cloth sacks,

and hang up in a cool, dry, airy room.

T. GflEINKR.

UTILIZING FRUITS IN THEIR SEASON.

The preservation of luscious fruits during
the bearing season, either by canning or

evaporating or other suitable methods, has

now become a matter of much importance
to both consumer and producer.

The daily use of fruit has now become
quite common, even by families of limited

taken out the old style of flues, and has

substituted steam-heat, with highly satis-

factory results. The product of his evap-

orator ranges from 4,500 to 5,000 pounds of

dried fruit in twenty-four consecutive

hours.
* * *

It is evident that the wasteful methods
of other days, in allowing fruit to go to

waste whenever the market is overstocked,

must be done away with. All fruits or

vegetables that can be converted into

salable products should be. There are a

number of methods of converting the

indispensable apple into choice salable

forms, such as jellies, marmalades, butters,

evaporated fruit, etc., to say nothing of

peaches, pears, cherries, plums and the

great variety of small fruits. The time has

come to save, and to put into attractive,

quick-selling packages the fruit products

that have too long been only partially

utilized. J. W., J u.
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FARM THEORY AND PRACTICE.

Insect Like.—The insect world is a

mammoth affair, of which most far-

mers take little notice. When the
chinch-bug or army-worm or plant-

louse makes serious inroads upon a crop,

attention is temporarily attracted to it ; but
ordinarily insect life is ignored, in great
measure, and our crops are produced with-
out any consciousness on our part of the
warfare being waged between our insect
foes and friends. Not infrequently is a
crop menaced by the presence of some
serious pest, and the foe' is routed by some
insect friend of the farmer without his
knowledge. The habits of these little fel-

lows are wonderfully interesting, and a
knowledge of them has practical value for

the farmer. Most men are poor observers
of nature, and the fault lies in part with
our system of education. Every farmer
boy should learn to watch insect life

closely, botli for the economic value of the
knowledge thus obtained, and the pleasure
to be gotten from study of the myriad of
little creatures that surround us.

Plant-lice.—Plant-lice infest many of

our cultivated crops, sucking the sap of

stem or leaf or root. The corn-root louse

has become a serious source of damage in

some corn-producing districts. Another
kind of lice feeds upon melon-vines, and
is difficult to exterminate. The relation-

ship existing between these lice and ants

is one of the curious things of nature. The
lice have two little "horns" set upon their

backs or sides, called " honey-tubes," from
which a sweetish substance is exuded that

greatly pleases the taste of ants. It results

that the ants have learned to care for the

lice, housing the eggs in their burrows
during the winter, and placing the newly
hatched lice in the spring upon such veg-

etation as they prefer. The presence of

the latter is often first revealed by the

activity of the ants. When the little

brown ant is seen running up and down
the trunk of an apple-tree, it is safe to

guess that a colony of lice infests the tree.

A closer examination will reveal ants run-

ning over certain leaves, passing from one
louse to another, stroking its sides and
then feeding from the "honey-tubes."

Ants as Nurses.—The writer has often

watched the performance of ants with the

lice that feed above ground upon leaves,

there, as it happens, but are finally gath-

ered by the ants for the winter in little

heaps and stored in their galleries. If a

nest is disturbed, the ants will commonly
seize the aphis eggs—often several at a

grasp—and carry them away. In winter
they are taken to the deepest parts of the

nests, as if for some partial protection

against frost; but on bright days in spring

they are brought up, sometimes within
half an inch or less of the surface, some-
times even scattered about in the sunshine,

and carried back again at night—a practice

probably to be understood as a means of

hastening their hatching. I have repeat-

edly seen these ants in confinement with a

The fact is that many pernicious weeds are
kept within bounds by insect enemies and
fungous diseases, much to our advantage.
Just now there is much interest in the
fungus that attacks chinch-bugs. Our
experiment stations have been sending
this fungus to farmers, who have used it

in fields infested with bugs, with gratify-

ing results. It is not very effective in dry
weather, some moisture being required to

cause the disease to take hold upon the
bugs. Bad outbreaks of chinch-bugs have
occurred in some sections this year, and
the rainy weather has favored the spread
of the disease. I found that it required
about seven days to get the disease fully

pores of the flesh, and animal heat cannot
escape readily, hence a "sheepy " flavor to

the mutton.

Finding a Turkey's Nest.—An old
lady has a hen turkey which hid her nest
so completely that searching several
hours a day for a week did not reveal the

hiding-place. The woman was anxious to

save the eggs from prowling skunks. She
shut the fowl up at night. The next day,
about noon, she tied a small piece of fresh

meat to the bird's leg and let it go. "When
it had been gone for half an hour she put
her dog on the track. Soon he was heard
barking in a piece of woods. The turkey

Fig. 3.—How the Farm is Retained.

On the ideal farm there is no waste land, every foot of ground being
used for the purpose for which it is best adapted. The farm is divided
into cultivated fields, pasture and woodland, a proper proportion of
ground being devoted to each. Roads are made with a view to con-
venience and grade, and stock is fenced into the pasture—not out of
the fields. Damage caused by water is to be repaired at once.

Hilltops, steep hillsides and rocky places are kept under forest. A
fringe of wood stretches along river-banks, and long slopes are broken
up with small groves or timber belts. Wood is cut systematically and
judiciously, so that it will reproduce. Where natural reproduction
fails, replanting is resorted to. The pasture is located ou a gentle
slope where the soil is too thin for field crops.

little mass of aphis eggs, turn the eggs

about one by one with their mandibles,

licking each carefully at the same time, as

if to clean the surface. These anxious
cares are, of course, explained by the use

the ants make of the root-lice."

Carnivorous Insects.—There are many
insects that feed exclusively upon other

insects, and not a few of them are good
friends of the farmer. I have observed

several kinds feeding upon the larvte of

the Colorado potato-beetle. The ladybird

beetle and its young are gross feeders on
other insects, and assist greatly in keeping
plant-lice in check. Last spring I noticed

started, and then the surface of the ground
was soon dotted with dead bugs that

rapidly changed into masses of fungus,

which send out spores to infect other bugs.

Our entomologists have a great work to do
for the farmer, but their success depends
upon our co-operation. David.

PICKED POINTS.

Angora Goats.—Only last spring holders

of Angora goats sprung a boom of these

animals upon a too confiding public. The
most active boomers were domiciled in

Michigan, Georgia and the Southwest.

They declared that the fleeces brought

eighty cents a pound in the East. A Texas

How the Farm is Regained.

To prevent erosion, gullying and washing, keep hilltops and steep
hillsides under forest; change surface drainage into underground
drainage; check the rush of water by brush and stone dams, terrac-

ing, contour plowing and ditching; renew organic matter in the soil

by green manuring and mulching, and give thorough cultivation.

The rush of water must be checked by means of dense forest
growth on the tops and steepest sides of hills—places where floods
acquire their momentum. At such points gullies should be filled

with brush and stone work, runs filled up with brush, and the soil

so treated that water can pass through it and flow off underground.

but concerning the corn-root louse, or

aphis, as it is called, the following state-

ment, by the state entomologist of Illinois,

is most interesting. He says: "Seven
kinds of ants have been found by us ful-

filling the relation of host, guardian and
nurse to the corn-root aphis. As one
explores ants' nests in November, when
the root-louse eggs are being laid, he is

struck with tiie relative independence of

the oviparous adults, which are allowed to

wander unattended through the burrows
of their hosts as far as a foot or more from

the corn-root. These eggs, which are yel-

low when first deposited, but soon become
shining black, and turn green just before

hatching, are at first scattered here and

large numbers of brownish mites on the

potato-vines, destroying the eggs of the

Colorado beetle. This work was done so

thoroughly that few eggs were permitted

to hatch, and although the old beetles were
very numerous early in the season, there

were few of their young to fight with Paris

green. Our insect enemies are not much
more numerous than our little friends,

and a warfare is constantly being waged
that should interest us.

Valuable Fungous Diseases.—We are

so accustomed to note the ravages of

fungous diseases upon vegetation that we
assume that all arc harmful to agriculture.

man wrote to New York and inquired the

value of mohair. The commission-house
replied that there was absolutely no mar-
ket for it this season.

Woolly Flavor of Mutton.—Farmers
are eating more mutton this summer than

usual, but few know how to dress a carcass

to prevent a disagreeable woolly flavor.

Take the pelt offas rapidly as possible, and

do not permit the wool to touch the flesh.

Haug up and remove all internal organs at

once and spread the flanks. Wait until

nearly cool before washing down and out.

To apply cold or hot water when the car-

cass is warm has a tendency to close the

was found in a hollow place in a large tree,

about six feet from the ground. As the

bird had provided against skunk depreda-

tions herself, the woman did not molest
the eggs.

Balanced Rations.—Now that live stock

is generally out at pasture, calls upon the

veterinary columns of agricultural papers
for aid have almost ceased. The reason is

obvious. Grass of itself is a balanced
ration. When stock get that they are all

right. This indicates that they were
improperly fed during the winter, and
this caused their ailments. Some papers

make it a point to compound rations for

subscribers when requested. This will

help one man with one list of feeds, but

neither he nor others with other lists.

It is a slow process to educate feeders

up to lie able to compound rations for

themselves. " First Principles of Agricul-

ture," by Professor Voorhees—a book of

212 pages, costing seventy-two cents—will

instruct one how.

Great Danger of Open Wounds.—The
atmosphere is full of malignant microbes
of disease ready to enter any open wound,
and each to produce a disease of its own
kind, as malaria, fevers, lockjaw, etc. In
the southwestern portion of Long Island

both the atmosphere and the ground seem
to be permeated with the bacilli of lock-

jaw, which generally proves fatal. A little

girl there last week had a scratch on her
hand, and was playing in the ground.
Her hand began to swell, and finally she
died in great pain, of lockjaw. Cases of

this disease are frequent there. There is

great danger everywhere in permitting a

raw surface to be exposed; such should be
covered at once, and be made air-tight.

Blood-poisoning—that terror to patient

and physician— is the result of entrance
into the circulation directly of microbes
of disease ferment. Poultices or com-
presses of cloth will not shut out the

disease germs; safety lies only in entirely

excluding the atmosphere, and doing it

the moment the wound is made. Common
adhesive plaster will do this. It can be

had at druggists', and is very cheap. I

would about as soon be without food in

the house as that. When traveling, it is

an accompaniment as much as is a clean

kerchief or dicky. When Due is wounded
sufficiently to "draw blood," the best

thing he can do is to hold his hand on the

spot, and proceed at once to his adhesive
plaster and cover the wound with it. This

is not " farming," but it is protecting the

farmer, as well as others, from deadly
enemies. Dh. Galen Wilson.
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FROM GARDEN AND FIELD.

Planting Trees.—In regard to my
remarks on the "Stringfellow ''

method of trimming trees closely

at both ends, really to a mere

stub-like cutting, Mr. Stringfellow writes

to the Farm and Fireside that the pro-

fessors I named, and others, are now
experimenting with trees so treated. I

am glad to hear it. That is the way—and
the only one—to find out. "We must try

things if we want to get at the real facts.

I have planted a lot of trees, both trimmed
closely and after the usual fashion, this

spring. There can be little doubt that

good trees can be made by cutting them
closely before planting, especially in a cli-

mate where it is easy to grow almost any
kind of tree from cuttings. I greatly doubt,

however, whether the Stringfellow method
is the best plan for us here at the Xorth.

At any rate, under ordinary circumstances,

and with good stock to plant, I M ould pre-

fer to plant trees that are just moderately

trimmed at both ends. It is an old, safe

and approved plau, and only when further

experiments show conclusively that closer

trimming is best will we adopt the String-

fellow method more generally.

Whatever the value of this newer style

of planting trees may be for us here, Mr.
Stringfellow deserves credit for bringing

it out. We need more people like him, who,

leaving old ruts, try to work out a new and
better road for themselves and others. It

is this independent thinking and acting

on new lines that leads us on to progress.

I hope that with the approach of another

tree-planting season (and further South this

is fall) many growers will conclude to make
some trials of their own with the various

methods of setting trees. Then they can

find out for themselves what method is

best suited to their wants.

The Potato Crop.—My impression is

that the potato crop this year will be short.

In this -vicinity, at least, late potatoes will

lie a comparatively scarce article. People

have not planted as freely as they used to,

and a large portion of what has been

planted did not come up. The ground, at

the usual season of planting late potatoes,

was so dry and hot here that a large share

of the seed planted simply rotted in the

ground. At least it has failed to grow, and
the plants that did come up are lacking in

vitality. This really was a season for plant-

ing whole potatoes. Wherever I used
whole seed, as with my own seedlings, the

stand is perfect. Wherever the seed was
cut, there are miss hills in plenty. My ad-

vice was to use plenty of seed, when seed

is as cheap as it was this spring. Unfor-
tunately, I could not always plant whole
potatoes, even this year. Some of my Car-

mans were so large—and the seed so val-

uable—that we had to cut it (or thought we
had to); If we had planted it uncut—even
where the tubers weighed a pound—we
would be better off to-day. Our area in po-

tatoes would be much smaller, but we
would have good plants and no miss hills.

As it is, I am going to make more of a fail-

ure in potatoes this year than I have ever
made before. On the whole, I think our-

c.ommercial potato-growers will only have
a repetition of former experiences. A sea-

son of unusual abundance of potatoes, and
unusually low prices, is quite sure to be
followed by a season of unusual scarcity

an«l unusually high prices. Extremes are

always apt to meet. Last year we had a

combination of excessively heavy plant-

ing and unusually heavy yields. Such
a combination may not occur again in

many years.

Salt fob C.\I!Ba<;ks.—It has often been
recommended to throw a small handful of
salt into each cabbage-head in order to

make them head all the better. There is

some foundation for this advice. Quite
often the cabbage-worms ruin the heads if

left undisturbed. A little salt scattered
over the plant, or a solution sprayed on
forcibly, will soon rid the cabbages of
worms, and thus help to make good heads.
Of course, we can secure the same result by
other means, also; as, for instance, by dust-
ing with buhach, or tobacco-dust, or by
spraying with tobacco- water, etc.

T. GREISER.

.^ORCHARD AND SMALL FRUITS.**

CONDUCTED BY SAMUEL B. GREEN.

OUR NATIVE PERSIMMON.

The persimmon, or date-plum, is found
growing wild in most of the southern

states, where it produces fruit in the great-

est abundance. It is especially adapted to

the soil and climate of the southern half of

Indiana, but will ripen its fruit as far north

as the Great Lakes.
The fruit has a very disagreeable, astrin-

gent quality when green, or but partly

ripe, but this disappears in most varieties

when the fruit becomes fully ripe. The I

date of ripening varies from the first of
j

August to December. The old notion of
;

early botanists that this fruit must all be

subjected to the action of frost before it

becomes edible is now known to be false,

as many varieties ripen their fruit in
j

August and September, long before the

appearance of frost. In fact, these early-

ripening varieties are preferable because of

their greater market value, since they
present the best appearance, and have sold

for from six to eight dollars per bushel in

the large cities.

The fruits vary greatly as to the number
of seeds which they contain. Most of the

old wild varieties are full of large seeds,

which is a most undesirable quality, but in

many of the newer varieties only two or

three seeds are found in a single fruit, and
some are practically seedless. The fruit

differs also in quality; some varieties are

as sweet as dates, while others never be-

come edible, being so exceedingly puckery,

or astringent, that neither sun nor frost has

any appreciable effect on them.
The persimmon is readily propagated

from seeds, which should be procured in

the fall or early winter, and planted in the

same manner as peach-pits. The young
seedlings will often attain a height of over

two feet the first season. These seedlings,

especially from cultivated varieties, cannot
lie depended upon to reproduce themselves.

In fact, this fruit varies greatly in the wild

state. Twenty trees raised from the seeds

of one parent tree may produce twenty
distinct varieties; we must therefore resort

to budding or grafting the young stocks

with buds or scions from the variety which
we desire to propagate.

Both budding and grafting should be

done in the spring. Fall budding has

proved a failure on account of the flow of

sap, which prevents the adherence of the

bud to the stock; but the operation may be

readily performed in the spring as soon as

the bark will slip freely. Old trees may be
top-worked in the spring.

The persimmon is more difficult to trans-

plant successfully than almost any other

kind of fruit-tree. The tree has a long

center, or tap, root, and if too much of this

root is cut off in transplanting, the tree M ill

be most sure to die. The safest plan is to

secure quite young trees, one or two years

from the graft being preferable. Older

trees may be successfully planted if they

have been transplanted once or twice while
growing in the nursery. The soil where
the trees are to be transplanted should be

thoroughly pulverized with a subsoil-plow

to a depth of at least eight inches below the

bottom roots, so that an abundance of

moisture may be supplied to the young
growing roots during the first season.

Transplanting is most successfully done
in autumn, as the tree then becomes ad-

justed to its place by spring, and the roots,

if properly pruned before planting, will be
nicely calloused and ready to throw out
their fibrous rootlets as soon as the warm
days of spring appear. It is similar to the

peach and plum in its choice of soil and
location, but it will grow M'ell on almost
any kind of soil, from rich bottom" land to

poor, thin soil of the hilltops. A warm
soil, however, well exposed to the sun, is

best adapted to the persimmon.
The persimmon may be greatly improved

by cultivation. It is especially necessary
that the trees be well cultivated for the first

few years after planting, until they become
adapted to their new surroundings. The
trees will stand a great deal of neglect when
once well started, but should not be sub-

jected to such treatment if one expects to

secure the best results. In the wild state

the trees will thrive on very thin laud and
under seemingly discouraging circum-
stances, and still bear fruit of very good
quality] but the largest and best fruit is

only produced when the trees are kept in a

perfectly healthy condition by cultivation.

varieties.

1'ntil recently there were no well-defined

varieties under cultivation. We have

found, however, many well-marked vari-

eties growing wild. They uitter in quality

as much as our cultivated apples. Some
are very astringent, others are iusipid and
worthless, while still others are sweet and
delicious. Almost every tree is a variety

of itself, as the persimmon, like the apple,

does not reproduce itself from seed with
certainty. In the wild state it is sometimes
found growing in clusters of ten or a dozen
trees, and all apparently of the same
variety; but these probably came from the

roots of the original, or parent, tree.

The fruit differs in size from that of a
small wild plum to that of the .large culti-

vated kinds, an inch and a half to two
inches in diameter. They also vary greatly

in form—some are globular, others either

conical or oblong, those of the globular
form predominating. There are more than
a half dozen named kinds now introduced,

and many of them are evidently of much
value for cultivation and marketing.

—

Bulletin of the Indiana Experiment Station.

PROTECTING FRUIT FROM BIRDS.

In testing varieties of new fruits, it is

very important that they be allowed to

remain on the plants or trees until they
are thoroughly ripe, in order to secure

reliable data as to their good or bad qual-

ities. But of late years this has become
almost an impossibility, owing to the

ravages of the English sparrows and
robius. These birds have become so nu-
merous in our experiment grounds that

they completely strip the early varieties of

cherries before ripening. The past season

we had several varieties of the Russian
cherries which were fruiting for the first

time, and wishing to test the practicability

of covering trees as a protection from
birds, we procured several hundred square

yards of bird-netting, and a part of the

trees Mere covered with this just before

the fruit began to ripen.

Three trees of the Bessarabian variety

were standing together in the same row,

all well loaded M'ith early fruit. Two of

these M ere covered with the netting and
the third left exposed.

When the fruit on the covered trees M as

ready to pick, the exposed tree M as com-
pletely stripped of every cherry, thus

showing what the result would have been
to the others had they not been protected.

The question has often been asked, Will it

pay?
As already stated, the trees were young,

having been set but six years. Each tree

bore a half bushel or more of fine fruit

this year, which sold for eight to ten cents

a quart. The trees were of the round-

beaded type, about ten feet high, so that

the labor involved in covering was com-
paratively slight. The amount of netting

required for each tree M as about seventy-

live square yards, which cost four cents

Rasbf.khy-caxe Affected with Anthrac-
xose (Caxe-kl'st).

per square yard. As soon, however, as

the fruit from these early trees was

gathered, the netting M-as transferred to

later varieties, and the same process

repeated. So that M-hen the experiment

M-as completed, the account stood as fol-

lows :

To 75 yards netting at 4 cents S3.00

Bv lii quarts of cherries at 10 cents Sl.fiO

•' l« ' 8 " 1.-H

It will be seen that in this experiment

the accounts nearly balanced at the end
of the first year. With careful handling,

this netting will last ten years or more; so

that the question, Will it pay to use it?

will depend largely upon circumstances.

Judging from our own experience the past

season, where, in testing varieties of fruits,

it becomes absolutely necessary that the

fruit should remain on the tree until fully

ripe, there seems to be no question about

the expediency of covering the trees.—

India/la Experiment •station.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED.
Safe to Tse Hellebore.—E. \V., Salem,

Ohio. You need not be afraid to use your cur-
rants two weeks after putting ou white helle-
bore or Paris green, or even twelve hours
afterward, providing you have a severe shower
meantime. The amount of poison on the fruit

is very small if it is properly applied, and the
sun and rain soon remove it.

Safe to Spray.—E. W-, Owatonna, Minn.,
writes: "Do you consider currants sprayed
with white hellebore in water a mouth or
more ago perfectly safe to market? "

Reply :—Yes. I generally consider it per-
fectly safe to use white hellebore or Paris
green on currants or gooseberries, provided
there is as much as two weeks' time before
they will be used.

Pear-blight.—H. K. A.. Caswells, Tenu.
Your pear-trees are affected with what is

known as blight. There is no remedy. The
best treatment is to cut ofi" and burn the
infected portions as soon as the injury is

seen. Some varieties are sure to blight to

death, others blight a little, while still others
scarcely blight at all. Protection consists in
selecting proper varieties. There is no prac-

tical remedy.

Cane-rast—Borers.—J. S., Ariel, Pa. It

seems to me that j our black raspberries must
be troubled with cane-rust, or anthracnose.

In this disease the suckers generally grow
well, but the bearing canes often die off soon
after the fruit is set. For remedy, see article

elsewhere in this issue. Your plum-tree is

probably injured in the trunk or root, most
likely by borers. An examination will show
where.

Renewing Stran berrj -beds.—C. H. K.,

Canoe Camp, Pa. You cannot enlarge old

strawberry-beds satisfactorily with plants,

but the old bed should be mowed off close to

the ground as soon as the fruit is gathered,

the leaves, etc., burned, paths made for the

cultivatorand the rows thoroughly cultivated.

Treated in this way you will get better results

the second than the first year. If you want

j

to increase your plantings of the strawberry,

it would be best for you to get plants from a
young bed in August or next spring. Burning
the leaves of the old bed destroys insects and
fungous diseases.

Leaf-roller.—W. B., Ada, Mich. The insect

infesting your strawberry-leaves is known as

the strawberry-leaf roller. If Paris green is

applied to the leaves ahead of the worms, it is

an effectual remedy, but if 3011 wait until the

worms have rolled up in the leaves, you can-

not get at them with the poison. The old bed
should have been mowed off close to the

ground, and the leaves, etc., burned as soon as

the crop was gathered, which will kill ninny

of the worms and other insects as well as the

rust. If there are but few leaf-rollers, the

worms are easily gathered by hand, but one
must be quick about it or the worm will slip
out of the leaf and get away. If Paris green is

applied regularly for several weeks, it is a
good remedy.

Plant-lice.—J. F. W., York, Pa. The cur-
rant and cherry leaves are injured by lice,

which work on the under side of the foliage,
causing it to curl together. Strong tobacco-
water or kerosene emulsion are good remedies,
and work all right if applied early, but after
the leaves are curled up tight, you cannot
reach the lice; and in that case the only rem-
edy is to gather and burn the injured foliage,
and spray what is left. In the case of cur-
rants, however, the injury is seldom serious
dough to pay for going to this trouble, but I

should practise it if my cherry-grafts were
affected. Xext year you should spray with
kerosene emulsion or tobacco-water as soon as
the leaves are fully expanded, as you will be
pretty sure to have the same trouble again at
that time.

Anthracnose, or Cane-rnst.—D. K., Mon-
tour, Wis. Anthracnose must be prevented,
since it cannot be cured. The treatment for
infested patches should be toremove all plants
as soon as they become weakened either from
anthracnose or age; next thin out the young
canes and burn those that are diseased ; third,
cut out aud burn the old canes as soon as the
fruit is off. If a patch is very badly diseased,
either pull it out or start anew, or mow off the
bushes in the fall, burn all the brush, aud the
following spring keep all the new growth
covered with Bordeaux mixture. Thus, by
sacrificing a year, it is possible to get ahead of
the disease. In new plantations it is best to
spray the new growth as soon as it is six
inches high, and give three or four sprayings
in the early part of the season. The difficulty
of doing this on bearing plants comes from
the fact that the foliage on the old canes is

liable to injury by Bordeaux mixture, while it

does not at all injure the leaves of the young
canes. In my own practice I spray twice in
the spring on old patches, and try to avoid
growing those kinds that seem very liable to
this disease. We use Bordeaux mixture made
of five pounds of lime, five pounds of sulphate
of copper and fifty gallons of water.

Cures
Absolute, perfect, permanent cures, even after
other medicines have utterly failed, have given
Hood's Sarsaparilla the first place among med-
icines aud the largest sales in the world.

Hood's
Sarsaparilla

Isthebest—in fact The One True Blood Purifier.

Hnnrl'c Pillc unre Liver Ills; e»isj t .

I IUUU » rllis take, easy to operate. £.c.
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ECHOES FROM THE NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL
ASSOCIATION.

The object of this association, which
lias just held its thirty-fifth

annual meeting in the city of

Buffalo, is " to elevate the char-

acter and advance the interests of the
profession of teaching, and to promote
the cause of popular education in the

United States." Few who have attended
the meetings of this organization can
doubt that it is successfully accomplishing
its object. The following notes, not in

the exact words of the speakers, but giving
the substance, will give the readers of

Fakm and Fireside some idea of who
was- there and what was said :

Superintendent Skinner, of New York,
welcomed the members and visitors to a
state which spends annually one third of

all its money raised by taxation on its

public schools, and last year expended
§22,000,000 on education. There are 36,000

faithful, hard-working teachers in New
York, and Ihey are training our youth in

the way they should go, and instilling

them with high ideals of good citizenship

and civic honor. He paid a glowing
tribute to the women teachers of the state,

and aroused great enthusiasm when he
declared that every woman who does a

man's work in the school-room should be

paid a man's wages.

Superintendent Sabin, of Iowa, in an
address on Horace Mann, said he was born,

like Lincoln, of the common people, and
stands forth as the grand central figure of

his time, who first espoused the cause of

the common school. To educate the people

was the cause to which he gave his whole
soul, and labored with all his strength.

Such a man needs no monument; he built

his life into the lives of the people, and his

memory must abide forever. He pos-

sessed the true spirit of teaching in his

patience, endurance, self-sacrifice and
self-consecration. In all Horace Mann's
writings he emphasizes the thought that

as we strengthen the intellect we must
also quicken the conscience. An intel-

lectual class with no love of man in their

hearts, and an ignorant, depressed class

with no fear of God before their eyes, form
a dangerous state in society.

Dr. Nicholas M. Butler, of New York
City, in his address on " Democracy and
Education," said: "The state is the com-
pletion of the life of the individual, and
without it he would not wholly live. To
inculcate that doctrine should be the aim
of all education, and to live up to it should

be the ideal of the nation's educated men.
If education and training unfit men for

political life, then there is something
wrong either with our political life or

with our education. The teachers of the

country should address themselves to this

question with determination and zeal.

The teaching of civil government is good

;

the inculcation of patriotism is good; the

flag upon the school-house is good. But
.all these lie upon the surface; the real

question involved is an ethical one. It

reaches deep down to the very foundations

of morality; it is illuminated by history.

Public education has other aims to fulfil

than the extension of scientific knowledge
or the development of literary culture. It

must prepare for intelligent citizenship.

That democracy alone will be triumphant

which has both intelligence and character.

To develop both among the whole people

is the task of education in a democracy."

From a paper by Prof. Brander Matthews,

the writer and novelist, entitled "Lit-

erature and American Literature," we
take the following abstract: " The earliest

Americans had other duties than the

writing of books; they had to lay deep the

broad foundations of this mighty nation.

It was more than two hundred years after

the establishment of the first trading-post

on the island of Manhattan before Wash-
ington Irving published the "Sketch

Book," the first work of American author-

ship to win a wide popularity beyond the

borders of our own country We may say

that American literature is now but little

older than the threescore years and ten

allotted as the span of a man's natural life.

We had had authors, it is true, in the

eighteenth century, and at least two of

these, Jonathan Edwards and Benjamin
Franklin, hold high rank; but it was not

until toward the end of the first quarter of

the nineteenth century that we began

really to have a literature. It is scarcely

an overstatement to say that there are men
alive to-day who are as old as xVmericau

literature. But in the past three quarters

of a century American literature has taken
root firmly, and blossomed forth abun-
dantly, and spread itself abroad sturdily.

Emerson followed Edwards and Frank-
lin. Hawthorne and Poe followed Irving

and Cooper. Bryant proved that nature
here in America was fit for the purposes
of art; and he was followed by Longfellow
and Lowell, by Whittier and Holmes."

In the kindergarten section the following

were among the many thoughts presented :

The purpose, of the story is to quicken
into activity that love and sympathy
which is life, and which is one with all

life, nature, humanity and God. Stories,

judiciously selected, should be used by
teachers and parents, because they bring

into the children's lives sweetness, bright-

ness and the appreciation of the beautiful.

Monthly mothers' meetings in connection
with the primary and secondary school

departments, like those now held by
kindergartens, should be held. Too often

the child is led by the right hand at school,

and by the wrong hand at home. One can
only wonder that he escapes with any
original life at all—except original sin.

Kindergartens should work for open-air

playgrounds in cities, for vacation-schools,

and for general singing choruses for all

children who are shut out from most of

the healthful pleasures of life.

In the section on industrial education

the need of manual training for girls was
urged. Girls should be taught dexterity

of hands in all things that go toward the

making of the home, and be prepared to

assume the duties of wife and motherhood.
The fruit of education is character, and
upon the girls of to-day depend the homes
of the future. The average girl is of little

worth in the practical affairs of life, and
all the accomplishment she may possibly

possess cannot atone for her inability to do

her duty to society aud the world at large.

Cooking, sewing, floriculture and similar

arts should be taught in schools of manual
training. True education for a girl means
giving her the best preparation possible

for her life-work, that the fullest measure
of happiness in all directions may be as

her heritage. William R. Lazenbv.

BEST TIME TO CUT UNDERBRUSH AND
TIMBER.

But few subjects are of more importance

where the average farm is mostly in tim-

ber than that of knowing when the best

time occurs for cutting bushes to prevent

subsequent sprouting.

It may be set down as a fact that August
is the best month in which to destroy

sassafras aud many other persistent

sprouts. The practice has become a

universal one, and with hardly an excep-

tion it is agreed' that the best time to cut

any plant or shrub, to check sprouting, is

when the principal growth for the season

has been made. This period is in mid-

summer. If the bushes are cutoff earlier

in the season, the roots will send forth

vigorous new shoots. If a bush or tree is

cut after it has made its principal growth,

and while the stem and leaves are fresh

aud full of sap, the vital force of the root

will rarely be, sufficient to start a new-

growth, or at least anything like a vigorous

growth. If cut in August, the second

growth will have a somewhat stunted

appearance.

In order to make a sure job of under-

brushing for fall seedingorwoods pasture,

turn in a flock of sheep, and they will eat

off the tender sprouts as rapidly as they

appear. Much time and labor will be

saved the spring following, if the early

fall growth is broken off where the tender

growth has pushed out from the base of the

green stumps or roots which have not been

grubbed out of the clearing.

The most effective plan, therefore, is to

cut in August, pasture with sheep, and

destruction is certain and sure.

When to Cut Timber.—When one de-

sires to destroy the willow, cottonwood,

locust or any of the fast-growing, suckering

trees, cut them in August. Leave the trees,

when felled, untouched as to bark and

branches. Let them season with the leaves

on, and the timber will notonly last longer,

but the stumps and roots will throw up
comparatively few sprouts. Willow-trees

can be easily killed without cutting them
down, by cutting the bark around the tree

in August; then strip the bark down to the

ground, being careful not to break it off.

If broken off at the ground, or if small
strips of bark be left on the body of the

tree, it will continue to grow.

Experiments made in Germany, under
direction of Stockhardt, show that "the
greatest proportion of water in wood was
found in the months of December and
January; in the bark in March to May.
while the minimum of water in the wood
occurred iu May, June and July." This
evidence from a purely scientific stand-

point fully accords with the experience of

all practical farmers that late in July and
during August the least proportion of

water is found in the wood of the trees

which grow in the temperate climates.

It is for this reason that August is the
best time to cut timber for posts, rails or
stakes. Even hickory rails made from
trees cut iu August will remain unattacked
by worms, and last for years. The durabil-

ity of many other kinds of woods is

increased fully fifty per cent by being
prepared for use in midsummer. This will

pay, notvvithstandingthe slight increase in

the cost of labor in preparing the timber
for use. W. M. K.
Near Washington, D. Q.

SOUTHERN LANDS.

Were I looking for a farm for a home,
this frigid North would not detain me a

week. I would "pack up my traps" and
start for southern "hunting-grounds."
Here one has to work six months of the

year, and then eat and feed out the most of

it the next six. The cold winters are severe

on young people ; but the older ones suffer

intensely, and must keep within doors

most of the time. In the South they can
be out in the pure air of heaven the year

round, except stormy days, and enjoy
themselves. The farmer need not cease

work a day, only for storms. But little

feed has to be grown for live stock. In

most cases cattle and sheep pick their living

all the year, on the ranges. Probably not
one fifteenth of the land is fenced. All the

rest is free range.

A correspondent in Florida does not own
a foot of land, and yet has seven hundred
sheep. Were it possible to leave business

here, I would go South and purchase land
enough for a home and to grow some
things for use, get a flock of nat : ve ewes
(because they are acclimated), and then
breed up; I would graze them on the

range, and winters feed them some cotton-

seed, which they like, and it agrees with
them. It can be purchased there at fifteen

cents a bushel. Wool, lambs and mutton
would bring in the profit. There would
still be another profit, that of the enhanced
value of the animals by breeding up.

But any branch of farming there, if

wisely conducted, would pay as well as

anywhere, and some things very much
better. Butter is thirty cents a pound and
good hay in the cities about twenty dollars

a ton. There are thousands upon thou-

sands of farms, large and small, for sale

cheap, from tide-water, Virginia, around
to the Mississippi river.

Dr. Galen Wilson.

PEAR ON AN APPLE-TREE.

Under date of July 7th, the Commercial

Tribune published the following special

from Shelbyville, Indiana: "Mr. Tillsou

Wheeler, who lives three miles east of this

city, has a curiosity in his orchard that is

worth going miles to see. A few days ago

Mr.Wheeler was examining the apples care-

fully, when his eye was attracted by some-
thing peculiar. He pulled down the limb,

when to his amazement he found a pear

growing on the limb of an apple-tree. On
the same limb, both above and below the

pear, were apples, which entirely removes
the first explanation that will be offered

for the freak; namely, that the apple-tree

has a pear-limb grafted upon it. The pear

is not ripe, but the apples are, and the pear

is to be left until matured. Some twenty
feet from the apple-tree grows a pear-tree,

which was in bloom about the same time,

and the explanation of the strange phe-
nomenon is that the bloom of the pear

found a proper mate in the bloom of the

apple, and the result was a pear."

FRUIT REPORT.

From Michigan.—E. S. Law, Muskegon
county, writes: "The crop of small fruits

was go'od. Strawberries were a full crop;

raspberries, gooseberries aud currants

were a fair yield ; cherries were a full

yield
1

, never better. Everything seems to

be two weeks ahead of conditions one year
ago. Apples promise well; plums, about
seventy-live per cent; pears will be light

everywhere. As things look now, the
peach crop will be enormous. Grapes
promise well, and if no drawbacks come,
the yield will be immense. In the line of

farm crops, corn is looking well, potatoes
have done well, but are suffering for lack

of rain. Hay was light in this vicinity,

and so far as heard from, the same con-
ditions prevail in adjoining counties.

* EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE. l£

- f -t v T vVr ^tt **

From Florida.—There is more intelligent

bee culture in western Florida than in nearly
every other section of the country that has
such small areas suitable for it. The country
here that is suitable is, as a rule, malarious,
being on the borders of the swamp, the high
pine lands having few flowers that yield honey
in sufficient quantity to be profitable. The
palmetto is an excellent honey-yielding plant,

but the practice of burning off the woods in

the early spring by the cattlemen prevents
boney being taken from it. In this sect ion of

western Florida, bordering the great swamps
on the Apalachicola river and the Dead lakes,

there are over six thousand colonies of bees in

Langstroth hives, one firm alone having l.-lUU

colonies. This firm shipped in 189:1-1 forty-

seven tons of honey. The drawback to this

section for beekeeping is that as the rainy
season sets in early- in June, and often con-
tinues until the middle of August, our honey-
flow ceases at the commencement of that
season, and with the exception of one single

species of flower, which blooms in August and
September, ends the flow for the year; and as a
consequence brood-rearing ends, bees die out,

and to stimulate the queens to lay, feeding
artificial pollen has nearly always to be re-

sorted to iu August. Calhoun county claims
to be the banner beekeepingcounty in western
Florida. The finest locations in western
Florida are, I think, to be found in Liberty
county, from Bristol to Fort Gadsen.

Wewahitchka, Fla. E. B. M.

Women in the
far East are edu-
cated to a life
of pure sensual-
ity. Wrong, of
course, but the
other extreme is

nearly as bad.
Continually
h a m m e r i n gaway on the
idea that any-
thing connected
with the repro-
duction of the
h u m a n species
is of necessity
bad and degrad-
ing has had, in
civilized coun-
tries, the effect
of keeping wo-
men in ignor-
ance and of de-
veloping a false

modesty that has been prolific of weakness
and disease. Four out of every five women
in America are not perfect women in the
sense of being perfectly healthy. They are
not perfectly equipped for the performance
of the duties of wifehood and motherhood.
Their training has made them feel that it is

better to suffer in silence than to tell of
their trouble and be cured.
The doctors are much to blame for this,

because when treating the diseases pecu-
liarly feminine they invariably insist on ex-
amination and local treatment. That these
things are generally absolutely unnecessary
has been proven by the wonderful success
of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It is

'a positive specific for all forms of female
weakness and disease. It purifies, strength-
ens aud regulates the organs distinctively
femiuiue, restoring them to a state of per-
fect health; and in so doing cures four-fifths
of all the illness of women, for almost all
womanly illnesses spring from this one
cause.
Any woman who wants to know just how

to use the " Favorite Prescription," aud just
what methods will be surely successful in
her case, may have the desired information,
free of cost if she will write to Dr. R. Y.
Pierce, chief consulting physician of the
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the only

known cure for constipation, biliousness,
heart-burn, and attendant ills. There are
many temporary reliefs from these troubles,
but only one cure. The " Pellets " do not gripe
or cause any other unpleasantness. Druggists
sell them—25 cents.

CIDER
MACHINERY

Hydraulic, Knuckle Joint and Screw
Presses, Graters. Elevators, Pomps,

etc. Send for Catalogue,

BOOMER & BOSCHERT
PRESS CO.,

99W.Water St.. SYEACUSK

HYDRAULIC CIDER PRESSES. None Better. Send
lor priced. Thomas-Albkight Co., Goshen, Ind.
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THE POULTRY YARD.
Conducted by P. H. Jacobs, Hauimoutou. New Jersey.

KEEP AT LICE DESTRUCTION.

It
is not a very agreeable job to enter a

poultry-house that is badly infested

with lice, and undertake to clean them

out. They make up in numbers for

the size of each individual, and when the

work is finished there remains unpleasant

recollections in the shape of a few that have

been transferred from the poultry-house to

the proprietor. The best plan to pursue is

to begin early in the season, before warm
weather approaches, and give the poultry-

house a thorough cleaning, following with

a liberal spraying of kerosene emulsion.

In a majority of cases the bodies of the

hens will also be covered with lice.

If the poultry-house is kept clear of ver-

min, the hens will soon free their bodies of

the pests by dusting themselves, but it

will be an advantage to apply a small

quantity of melted lard on their heads in

order to destroy the large gray lice, which
are not easily removed by dusting. It is

useless to resort to dipping them, as any
remedy used in that respect will only be

temporary.
If the poultry-house is sprayed once a

month, aud air-slaked lime freely scattered

over the floor aud roosts, with a dust bath

provided for the hens, there will be but

little annoyance from lice, if the work is

commenced early in the season and con-

tinued during the summer; but if lice are

permitted to multiply until they swarm
into every crack aud crevice, the spraying

must be done every other day, until not a

single one of the pest remains.

bones of a chick, and this mineral matter

[

is composed of several substances. There

is nothing produced on a farm that can

approach the egg in completeness as

human food, especially when a more
nitrogenous ration is required with the fat

pork and potato diet, so prevalent on some
farms. More eggs should be used at home,
instead of being sold, and they should be

more plentiful, their value being a sufficient

inducement for farmers to make their pro-

duction a specialty.

NESTS FOR EGG-EATERS.

The only way to prevent hens from eat-

ing eggs in the nests is to have the nests

covered with a top only sufficient to permit
each hen to go on the nest, with barely

room enough to stand up. The nests

should be about eight or ten inches

IDLENESS AND VARIETY OF FOOD.

It has been claimed that the cause of

feather-pulling is a lack of substance

required by the fowl. This is true according

to the circumstances, but feather-pulling is

usually due to idleness and the forming of

bad habits. When fowls are confined,

however, and fed exclusively on grain,

they often lack many substances which are

essential. Feathers contain sulphur, aud
at times it is required by the fowls in larger

proportions than is supplied in the food,

and it should be given them, but the use of

sulphur in the food is a matter requiring

judgment. If it is allowed during damp
weather it may cause rheumatism, having

the same effect on the system as minerals,

but during dry weather it may be used
more safely, a teaspoonful of sulphur in a

quart of ground food for twenty hens,

twice a week, being sufficient. Ground
bone, meat, clover and small seeds also

largely assist in balancing the ration. The
rule should be to reduce the grain ration in

proportion as other materials are allowed,

so as not to give too much. Solutions of

copper, as carbolic acid and such, which
are often given as tonics, do more harm
than good, and should never be used
unless in cases of emergency. Red pepper
in summer is something excellent, but it

should only be used occasionally, and not

regularly.
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THE MISTRESS OF THE HOUSE
is always interested in having" painting-

done, and the great variety of shades

or combinations which can be produced by

the use of

PureAVhite Lead
Tinting Colors will afford her an

her judgment and

Cleveland.

Saletn, M ..--

Buffalo.

Luubivill*'.

and ' the

opportunity to exercise

taste and secure the best and most durable

paint. The brands shown in list are genu-

ine. For colors use the National Lead

Co.'s Pure White Lead Tinting Colors. Xo
trouble to make or match a shade.

Pamphlet giving valuable information and card showing samples
of colors iree ; also cards showing pictures of twelve houses of different

designs painted in various styles or combinations of shade* forwarded

upon application to those intending to paint.

NATIONAL LEAD CO.,
1 Broadway, New York.

from the floor, so as to prevent the hens
from reaching the eggs from the front.

When they are on the nests they cannot

eat the eggs, and as they cannot reach them
from the floor, they will be unable to

indulge in their luxury. The design is not

novel, but gives an idea of how to arrange

the nests as a precaution against egg-

eaters.

MOLTING HENS.

At any time during the summer there is

a possibility of the old hens commencing
to molt. They are occasionally sent to

market before they cease laying. It is a

mistake to do so, as the hens that are the

first to molt are the ones that are ready to

lay when winter sets in. It requires three

months for a hen to molt. She must throw
off her old feathers and renew them. In
doing so, she does not lay because she
cannot stand the drain of providing
feathers and eggs at the same time. Give
the molting lien but little grain, allowing
meat, bone and clover. An occasional

mess of ground grain, mixed with a little

sulphur aud linseed-meal, will be beneficial.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED.

Capons.— J. G. G., Augusta, Ga., writes:
" When should chicks be caponized if they
are to bring the highest prices, and which
breed is most suitable for producing capons?"
Reply:—The cross of Dorking male and

Brahma or Cochin hens is considered the best,

and the chicks should he caponized as early

in the season as possible, in order to give

them plenty of time to grow to huge size.

Hairhiii;; Late Pullets.—J. E. B., Weston,
W. Va., writes: " Is it too late to hatch pullets

to lay in November, and during the winter,
if Leghorns are used?"
Reply :—It is too late to hatch young pullets

of any breed to have them lay in winter, but

such pullets will be among the first to begin in

the spring.

I.ico.—M. E., Lebanon, Pa., writes: "What
is the matter with chicks when they droop
without cause? They are well fed and have a
variety."

Reply:—The difficulty is lice, which multi-

ply rapidly during very warm weather. Clean

out the coops of the chicks, dust hen and
chicks with insect-powder, and anoint beads
with a few drops of melted lard.

Prices in Market.—L. B. L., Mt. "Vernon,

Ohio, writes: "Is it necessary to have fowls
with yellow lpgs in order to get the best prices?
What is the principal requirement in a mar-
ket fowl?"
Reply:—There is a preference for yellow

legs and skin, but a fat and plump fowl will I

always sell and bring the highest price, irre- .

spective of the color of the legs.

MANN BONE CUTTERS
THY THEM BEFORE TOO PAT FOR TU£1L

VTU1XG DM K4RTH WILLMAKE HENS LAY
Ufca Um.ii Cut Boue. I i caul-siu- free it t«u name
^Pf'- F. W. MANN CO., MILFORO, MASS.

Mentiou this paper.

FARMERS
DO YOU WANT TO BETTER YOUR

CONDITION? If you do, call on or ad-

dress: The Pacific Northwest Immigra-

tion Board, Portland, Oregon.
Mention this paper.

CIDER PRESS
The only press awarded medal
and diploma at World's Fair.

HYDRAULIC
Send for free catalogue
and fall particulars.

HYDRAULIC
PRESS MFC. CO
No. 6 Main St., Mt.Qilead, Ohio

.U iMi t n>n this paper.

ENGINES

THE BEST BREED FOR MARKET FOWLS.

Fowls that are plump and have plenty of

meat on their breasts will always sell well

in market. The carcass, however, depends
on the breed. To know which should be
preferred, it may be stated that breeds that

are the most active and fly the highest
have the most meat on the breast. This is

easily explained, as the ability to fly-im-

plies great muscle power, and the muscles
are mainly on the breast. The Games,
Dorkings and even Leghorns are plump
on the breast, and they can fly over
a high fence. Brahmas cannot lly, and
they have but little breast-meat. The
Langshans and Cochins are apparently of

the same stock, but when a fowl of both
breeds is dressed for market, Langshans
will he found much superior, as they have
a larger proportion of meat on the breast.

FEEDING BEFORE MARKETING.

In some cities there is a strict law in

regard to selling fowls dressed, but with
full crops, yet many farmers will feed their

fowls up to the time of killing and dress-

ing for market, in many cases incurring

the risk of confiscation, or compelling the

commission merchants to sell at a sacrifice.

No fowls should be fed within thirty-six

hours of being killed. If this is done, they

will keep in better condition and bring

much higher prices. In some cities in the

South all poultry must be drawn, the

heads and feet cut off, and the carcasses

slightly salted. Such requirements are not

necessary in a cold climate, but the law is

explict in regard to empty crops.

EGGS FOR HOME USE.

A complete egg contains about (13 per
cent of water. The shell, skin, etc., con-
tain about IV/, per cent, the solids, other
than the shell, contain 23 per cent. Of the
edible portion of au egg, about 74 per cent
is water and 26 per cent solids. The solids
consist of 15 per cent protein, 10J-£ per cent
fat, and a fraction less than one half per
<ciit of mineral matter. Eggs vary in

composition, bat the above is about the
average. Looking at the egg as an article

of food, it has a large percentage of solid

matter, and its relative proportions of pro-
tein and fat are not far apart. Thero is

sufficient mineral matter to produce all the

MOVABLE ROOSTS.

To fasten a roost or nest in a poultry-

house so that it cannot be moved is to have
lice at all seasons. It is impossible to

thoroughly clean out the house unless

everything is movable, and can be carried

outside. When the work has been done
inside, a sponge dipped into kerosene and
squeezed, so as to simply dampen the

article removed, and a lighted match
applied, will end all pests in less than a

minute, without damaging the articles,

which may then receive a light coating of

kerosene, and be returned to the house.

Tiik Clark Syndicate Companies have re-

cently published an illustrated edition of the

FARM and Fikeside, containing interesting

information and letters from those who have
visited the companies' lands in Western
Florida, and who have purchased farms in the
Tallahassee- country.
Send to the Chirk Syndicate Companies, 315

Dearborn Street, Chicago, for a copy of this

and further particulars about the beautiful
Tulhihassec hill country.

GINSENG.

I plant roots and they produce seed, and
plant seed and they produce roots. Persons
wishing to grow ginseng should buy roots,

as they give results so much quicker. Any
light, loose, rich soil will answer. Make
beds three or four feet wide, any length

desired. Use all the humus you can get on
the beds, and mix it well with the soil.

Plant the seed in drills three or four inches

apart, and one inch apart in the drill,

covering them one half inch deep with
leaf-mold. Plant the roots six inches

apart each way, and cover the beds with
leaves after planting. The seed will ger-

minate eighteen months after planting, and
j

the roots will send up shoots the following

spring. Let the leaves remain on the beds
until you are ready to dig the roots. All

the roots or seed must be planted in the

fall, while fresh and moist, or kept so until

spring, and then planted.

The plants need no cultivation except to

pull the weeds. They may need some
special care to keep out the moles, and
during seed-time to keep out the ground-
miee, or a small white fly that may get on
the stem just below the seed-head. Un-

j

leached wood ashes is the best fertilizer to

use, and is beneficial in keeping off this fly

when scattered around the plants and on

the leaves.

If you have no suitable land in the woods
for growing ginseng, you may plant in

open land by having shade and leaves from
the woods. Roots that are two or three

years old will bring, on an average, two
cents each when dried for market, and one
acre will produce from 750,000 to 1,000,000

roots.

CHEAP EXCURSIONS TO THE WEST AND
NORTHWEST.

On August i, IS, September 1, 15,29, October
G and 20, 1880, The North-Western Line (Chi-

ce.go A North-Western R'y) will sell Home
Seekers' excursion tickets at very low rates to

a large number of points In the West and
Northwest. For full Information apply to I

ticket agents of connecting lines or address
W. B. Kniskern, G, P. i T. A., Chicago, III.

ITltlGHT and
HOUIZONT A T„

From 3 H. 1'. 1 v-
Prices Low, Terms m i>nn
Liberal. Send for Pam- RQ ERS

wants to "T Ti
"

JA3IE55 LEFFEL Jk CO., Springfield, Oliio.

Mention this paper.
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The Standard Machine

Different sizes and prices. Illustrated Catalogue free.

THE BL?MT£K IBONWORKS CO., Cincinnati, O.

FRUIT EVAPORATOR
Best for Farmers and general use.

D. STCTZ.HAN, LIGONIEK, INDIANA.
Mention this paper.

L^\/EJ Mento Eye Balm cures granulated and
I T2t sorceyesin three days. No canstic.no pain.

50c at all druggists or express paid. Are
AND You Deaf? Aura=Cura cures or per-

. -g-^ imtnently benefits, or money refunded.
I—< A gi.w per bottle. Circular trie.
*-<'»*V Mento Remedy Co., Exeter, Nebraska.
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AS YOU GO THROUGH LIFE.

Don't look fur the flaws as you go through life ;

And even when you find them
It is wise and kind to l>e somewhat blind.

And look for the virtue behind them.
For the cloudiest night has a tint of light

Somewhere in its shadows hiding ;

It is better by far to look for a star.

Then the spots on the sun abiding.

The current of life runs ever away
To the bosom of God's great ocean ;

Don't set your force 'gainst the river's cqurse

And think to alter its motion.

Don't waste a cnree on the universe

—

Remember it lived before you ;

Don't butt at the storm with your puny form,
But bend and let it go o'er you.

The world will never adjust itself

To suit your whims to the letter;

Some things go wrong your whole life long.

And the sooner you know it the better.

It is folly to fight with the infinite,

And go underat last in the wrestle;

The wisest man shapes into God's plan

As water shapes into a vessel.

—Jeiri<h Tt'dintts.

THEM McWILDERS.
BY FLORENCE L. PITT.

F my mem'ry serves me
right, it's been jest

about three months
sence the McWilders
fust moved into Sap-
ville. Tliey wuz the
quietest, "tend-to-
my-own-b usiness"
sort a folks you ever
see—paid no 'tention

to nuthin? nernobody
outside their own fam'ly.

Now, Sapville didn't seureely know what to

make a seeb people. Allays before, when
strangers moved into town, we'd started right

in bein' neighborly with 'em, but with these

folks 'twas differ'nt ag'in. We seen right away
they wanted to be let alone, so we squenched
the sperrit of lovin' our neighbors as our-

sel's, an' wuz as cool as cowcumbers to 'em;

Fer more'n a week not a soul in Sapville

knowed the name of these folks; but fin'ly,

one of 'em went to ask for their mail, an' then
it leaked out thet their name wuz McWilder.
After they'd been here about a month an'

gut all settled, we wiinmen begun tbinkin'a
leetle^ 'bout goin' to see 'em, 'lowin' mebbe
they'd got over their uppish spell. But, la me!
they jest froze everybody right out that went
to the house.

Well, by an' by folks begun to git s'pieious,

an' Ephrum said he'd heerd round town thet

McWilder wuz a fugative from jestice, an'

inebbe a counterfltter, bein's he hed so much
money to spend. An' we hed our reasons fer

bein' s'pieious, too. In the fust place, Mr.
McWilder wuz never seed doin' a day's work;
not even mowin' the grass ner whitewashin'.
He hed his hired man. Josh Prill, an' he never
laid his hand to nuthin', fur's outdoor work
went. They hed a big house (the old Wudger
place), an' I'd beerd 'twas fixed up real han'-

some on the inside, speshully the front room.
So t'other afternoon, hevin' nuthin' pertick-

ler on hands, I made up my mind to go set

awhile with Mis' McWilder, an' see fer myself
jest how they wuz fixed. I sez to Ephrurn:

' Xow, you keep your eyes on the front gate,

an' ef Mis' Tuggles or Mis' Prouty should
come, you jest, hev 'em come in an! wait till I

git home. Then I kin tell 'em about the

McWilders an' their furn'ture."

Sosayin', I set out. Arrivin' at the house,

the hired help met me at the door, an' when I

asked ef Mis' McWilder wuz to home, she

smiled an' said:

"Yes. Jest step into the drawin'-room an'

hev a seat."

Well, I went in. I jest hed time to takeoff
my walkin'-spees an' put on my gold-bowed

ones, when Mis' McWilder came a-rustlin' in.

I riz up, an' sez I

:

"Howdy-do, Mis' McWilder? My name is

Bowers—Mrs. Ephrum Pepperel Bowers. I

reckon you've heerd a my husband—him
bein' pres'dent of the ' Poultry Protective

Society.'"

She bowed, an' said, " Mrs. Bowers."
I wuz a leetle tuk back thet she wuzn't no

more friendly ; yit I'd ort a-knowed what to

expect. She treated 'most everybody the same
way. I thought mebbe she felt a leetle mift

'bout my not callin' on her sooner, so I sez

:

"I would 'a' come sooner, jbut me an'

Ephrum hev been busy puttin' in the garden,

then come house-cleanin', an' it seemed as ef

I never could ketch up with my visitin'."

She seemed to thaw out a leetle after I told

her this, an' she talked real free 'bout Mr.
McWilder an' her son. So,seein'my chance,

I sez to her, sez I

:

" What trade is your son learnin'?"

"Well," sez she, " he has not. decided as yet

as to a profession. He is assisting his father

at present."

"An' what might his pa's trade be? " sez I.

" Oh. my husband is a great, man for mechan-
ical inventions," sez she.

"Is thet a legal business? " sez I.

" Why, certainl3r it is," sez she, sneerin'ly.

"Why do you ask such a question ? "

"Ob, jest to find out," sez I. Then, to keep

her from freezin' up too much, I sez to her,

"How beautiful your house-furnishi n's are.

Mis' McWilder. I wish you'd jest take me all

through the house, from cellar to garret.'" I

put in the garret, fer I wuz most sure t het wuz
where the counterfilt in' wuz goin' on.

"Well," sez she, "I'm not in the habit of

having my callers inspect the house, but with
you, it seems a shame not to gratify such curi-

osity."

"La! Mis' McWilder," sez I, "'tain't. cur'os-

ity with me. It's jest my taste fer what is

lovely."

"Yes," sez she; "but I imagine the two
characteristics are very often confounded,
there is so small a distinction between them."
So sayin', she beckoned me to roller her. She

took me well round down-stairs fust, an' then
come the up-stairs. I hurried through thet,

thin kin' all the time 'bout gittin' to the garret.

But, ef you b'lieve me, thet woman jest said

right out thet she wouldn't take me in the

'attic' fer thet wuz her husband's workroom.
I guess she must 'a' seen a s'pieious look on
my face, fer she smiled an' said :

"Now, don't be imagining all sorts of mys-
terious things about the attic, Mrs. Bowers.

We have no skeleton in the closet, I can assure

you."

I looked at her stiddy fer mebbe two sec-

onds, but she never flinched. It seems as ef

the meaner a body be the bolder they be. I

tried to be kalm an' pleasant when I wished
her good-day, but I hed a struggle with myself
to keep from telling her what I thought.
When I got home, I found Mis' Tuggles an'.

Mis' Prouty there, a-waitin' fer me. They hed
started to a committee meetin' at the church,
but t hey said Ephrum he.l urged 'em to stay

ontil I come back. I wuz glad t hey wuz there,

fer I wanted to onburden my mind to some-
body thet 'u'd be interested. Before I'd fairly

ketched breath an' got my bunnit off, Mis'

Tuggles tackled me, an' sez she

:

"Now, Mis' Bowers, do tell us what you've
seen an' heerd at the McWilders'."
"Well," sez I, meditatively, "where shall I

begin?"

"Oh, begin at the very beginnin'," sez Mis'
Prouty. "I'm all worked up 'bout it."

" Yes," sez I ; ." an' I reckon you'll be worked
up more'n ever, when you've heerd all I've

got to tell you. Well, when I fust got to the
house, a hired girl met me at. the door an' told

me to take a seat in the drawin'-room. I weut
in, an' I Mowed they'd been cleanin' house,
from the looks a things—nuthin' was in its

place. The furn'ture wuz all cluttered up in

the middle of the floor, till you could scurcely

walk for it ; an' big vases that, belonged on the
mantelpiece wuzsettin' round in corners, an'
on leetle stands thet looked as ef they'd fall

over ef you teched 'em. Most ev'rything in

the room looked mighty light-built. Even
the cheers hed sech spindliu'-lookin' legs I

wuz most afeerd to set. down in one of 'em. I

know ef Ephrum should tilt back in one of

'em, like he does in our cheers, they'd cresh
right down. They wuz sech funny shapes,

too. Some wuz low, catty-cornered, an' some
wuz high, with leetle, narrer, oncomfort'ble
backs, an' some with ho backs 'tall. Now, jest

think a-settin' down to rest a spell in sech

cheers as them."
" Well, I reckon they wouldn't set the easiest

in the world," sez Mis' Prouty, " but long as

they are stylish, I wouldn't mind hevin' a
few."

" 'Tain't in me to be stylish," sez I; "I'm in

fer solid comfort. I'll put my two rockin'

willers ag'in' any other cheers in Sapville, fer

comfort as well as Iooks."

Mis' Tuggles she jined right in with me, fer

bein' heavy on her feet, she does iujoy a good,
easy cheer when she finds one. But as for

Polly Prouty, one cheer is 'bout as good as

anuther fer her—her only weighin' som'ers
nigh eighty pounds.

While I wuz still talkin' 'bout the furn'ture,

Mis' Prouty broke in, an' sez she:
" Well, did you git up-garret, Mis' Bowers?"
"No," sez I, "I didn't; an' I even went so

fur as to ask Mis' McWilder which door led

up-garret. She told me, an' then sez she, ' We
won't go in the attic; that's my husband's
workroom.' I looked at her stiddy, my idee

bein' to squelch her; but she looked at me as

cool an' onconcerned. An' while I wuz still

lookin' at her, she up an' told me I needn't be
imaginin' all sorts a things about the attic, fer

they hed no skeleton in the closet, she could
assure me. An' I felt like sayin', 'Well, ef it

'tain't a skeleton, what is it?' I tell you, sis-

ters, there' hain't a doubt in my mind but
what there's counterfittin' goin' on in thet

garret; an' it makes my blood bile to think a
sech darin' meanness."
" Now hush ! " sez Mis' Tuggles. " How you

do talk. Who'd 'a'thunk it? I hope 'tain't so,

Mis' Bowers, fer Jed jest sold Mr. McWilder a

load a hay, t'other moruin', an' mebbe the

money he paid hain't no good."
" Bite on it, an' you kin tell," sez I.

" But I dasn't bite on it," says she, " fer it's

hills."

"La! thet's all the wuss," sez Mis' Prouty.

"Jerushi Bender hed two a them bad bills

passed on her over at Hoopeston, an' she hed
to pawn her retticule an' six new shirts a

Zeke's, to Sallie Tool, so to git money 'nough
to come home on."

"Well," sez I, " Mis' Tuggles, you'd better

git red a thet money soon's you kin, fer I'm
most certain 'tain't good. Now, jest t'other

day Eben Sykes give me a lead nickel in

change, an' when I tuk him to task about it,

he sez to me, sez he, ' Mis' Bowers, I never
knowed I hed thet. nickel. Now, I'm tellin'

you the truth, but the last place I tuk change
wuz at McWilder's.' "

" Well, thet looks bad," sez Mis' Tuggles,
" but I hain't goin' to worrj' 'bout it, for the
bay wuz pore, an' I'll hev Jed give thet money
to the mission collection next Sunday—we ort

to give more freely to the heathen."
Jest here we wuz interrupted by little Enoch

Prouty a-comin' fer his ma. Some a their kin-
folks bed druve over from Curryville to spend
the night with 'em, so a course Mis' Prouty
hed to go right off. A course, this sp'iled our
chat, an' Mis' Prouty wuz awful put out to
think she bed to leave in sech a resh. Then
Mis' Tuggles made up her mind she ort a-start,

too, so's to hev Mis' Prouty to walk piece ways
home with her.

Well, d'rectly after they'd gone Ephrum
come in, an' sez he:
"Marthy, git my supper fer me as quick as

you kin. Jim Tinder, Jed Tuggles an' myself
is goin' to shadder McWilder's house to-night,
an' see ef we kin git any clew to what is goin'
on in thet there garret."

"Well, I hope you'll git, along better'n I did,

Ephrum," sez I. "But, 'twa'n't my fault I

didn't git up-garret, I'm here to tell you."
"Oh, I'm willin' to bet 'twa'n't your fault,

Marthy- 1 reckon you did your part to help
things along," sez Ephrum.
Ephrum got ready to leave the house about

eight o'clock, an' he sez to me afore he went,
sez he

:

"Now, don't try to set up fer me, Marthy,
fer it may be as late as half-after nine o'clock

afore I git back."

"Well," sez I, "it 'pears to me, the way I

feel now, thet I kin set up till then, easy
"nough; fer I tell you, Ephrum, them McWil-
ders an' their goin's-on ha'nts me. I hope
you'll find out, one way or t'other, fer I'm des-

perate tired a-bitin' money, an' it's bad on
my store teeth, too."

After Ephrum left, I set down to read the
colume of "Helpin' Hints" in the Sapville

Sword, fer I nearly allays found out suthin'I
wanted to know; an' ef you'll b'lieve me, I

hedn't read four paragraphs afore my eyes lit

on the follerin'

:

"Notice has been received from Washing-
ton, D. C, to be on the lookout for a very dan-
gerous counterfeit in the shape of a ten-dollar

bill. It is said to be an excellent reproduc-
tion, but the paper is a trifle faulty."

Imagine, ef you kin, my feelin's when I read

this. Not thet I'd been handlin' many ten-

dollar bills very lately, but I wuz horror-

struck to think thet mebbe Sapville wuz the
home of sech a sneakin', skeemin' rascal as a
counterfltter. Well, the more 1 thunk on it

the more narvous I got, an' it 'peared like I

jest couldn't settle down to readin' ag'in. I

knowed 'twas too early to look fer Ephrum
home, so I brought out my patchwork an' be-

gun workin' on my new "Frog in the
medder."

I hedn't quite finished my block when
Ephrum come a-reshin' in, an' sez he:
" We've caught him, Marthy! He's makin'

lead money. We heerd him hammerin' it."

"La! " says I, gittin' weak, "you don't mean
it, Ephrum. I cain't b'lieve it."

Sez he, "You've been accusin' the man
'nough to b'lieve most anything you'd heerd,

I should jedge."

His sayin' this nettled me some few, but I

dasn't take him up, fer ef I did he wouldn't
tell me none a the perticklers, so sez I, ignor-

in'ly:

"How do you know so much, Mr. Bowers?"
"Well," sez he, "me an' Jed an' Jim went

over to the house about half-after eight

o'clock, an' the light in the garret wuz burnin'

full tilt ; so we sneaked back to the north
side a the lane an' begun planum' on how to

git up an' see in the winder. But we couldn't

think a nuthin' no better than thet big cot-

tonwood-tree. You know thet's right on a

line with the garret winder, but it's a good
hunderd foot 'way, an' thet wuz ag'in us; so we
'lowed 'twouldn't do no barm to climb the

tree, fer we couldn't see nuthin' from the
ground. Well,- Jed an' Jim dumb up fast

'nough, but, Marthy, I hedn't more'n got my
legs wropped round thet tree afore I wuz tuk
with swimmin' in my head, an' hed to git

right down. An' then the fellers begun to

laugh at me, an' Jed hollered down an' axed
me ef I needed any axle-grease fer my j'ints.

His sayin' this made me mad, an I sez to my-
self, 'Ephrum Bowers, you'll git up thet tree

or die a-tryin'.' So I pulled myself together

ag'in, an' after a deal a wrasslin' an' barkin' a

my shins, I got up to the fust fork ; an' while I

wuz waitin' there to ketch my breath, a owl
come blunderin' down an' flew smack in my
face. Well, I thought that in spite a Jupi-

ter I'd go out thet tree head fust; but Jim
grabbed me by the sleeve an' held onto me till

I got stiddy. Then I weut on up."

"An' what did you see?" sez I.

"Not much," sez he. "But McWilder an'

his boy wuz both a-poundin' away on lead fer

all they wuz wuth. I'll tell you how we
knowed 'twas lead, Marthy. When they fust

begun to hammer it sounded dretf ul muffled,

jest as lead would when it hed been bet up;

an' after they'd beat it a few minutes, it

sounded like wood hittin' metal, an' Jed said

thet wuz a shore sign thet it wuz lead."
" But," sez I, " Ephrum, you ortn't to be so

shore. You didn't see—you only heerd."

"Well, fur's I know, thet's all you goby—
what you've heerd," sez Ephrum.

"Thet may be," sez I, "but I hain't pro-
posin' to take the law to a man on mere hear-
say."

" 'Twa'n't hearsay with us, Marthy," sez be.
"'Twas hoar stithin', an' I'm goin' over to
Hoopeston to-morrer, to see the jedge an' fix

things up to hev McWilder 'rested."
" Well," sez I, "don't tell me no more 'bout

this tO-night, Ephrum, fer I hain't li'ble to
sleep a wink this hull night."
Well, when mornin' come, I told Ephrum I

'lowed I'd go over to Hoopeston with him, fer

I never could live through the day, bein' in

sech a agony a suspense to know what the
jedge thought 'bout McWilder. I see he
wuzn't overly tuk with the idee a me goin',

fer he 'lowed I'd watch him too close. But the
truth is, Ephrum 's most too much of a ladies'

man to suit me; he's allays friskin' round an'
sbowiu'offef there is any young girls round.
There bein' a young ladies' school over at

Hoopeston, I 'lowed we wuz pretty sure to

run across some girls on the train goin' to or
comin' from school.

Sure enough, soon's we got on the train I

spied two of 'em up in the front a the car, jest

a-munehin' candy fer all they wuz wuth.
D'rectly, an oldish woman, with clothes a
leetle old style, got on the train, an' right

away them girls begun sniggerin' an' makin'
remarks. They looked acrost at me an'
Ephrum, oncet or twicf, in a impedent sort a
way, an' I give 'em a witberin' look; fer I

knowed there wuz nuthin' 'bout my clothes

but what wuz stylish. I hed on my new buff

shirt-waist, with a red horseshoe rigger, my
snuff-colored cashmere skirt, an' as a finishin'

touch, my red ribbon belt with a big silver

buckle onto it. I'm dressin' lots gayer'n I

used to. but Ephrum an' the fashions is deter-

mined on makin' me Ink as bloomin' as I kin.

Well, the fust thing I knowed, one a them
girls come tearin' down the ile after a glass a
water, an' as she weut back, 1 stopped her, an'

sez I

:

" What's the matter? Is your partner sick ?"

"Yes," sez she. "She is sufferin' with one
a those terrible sick headaches, an' we bevu't
any reinedy with us."

"Thet's too bad," sez I. "I reckon she et

too much a thet sweet truck. I'm sorry I

hain't got any campfire ner nuthin' to offer

you."
" Oh," sez she, " I don't think it wuz the

chocolates thet made her sick ; but this car is

so insuft 'rably hot."

Hearin' this, Ephrum jumped up, an'

sez he

:

" Why, I'll open the winder fer you, miss."

She thanked him, an' showed him which
winder she wanted open. »Then she begun
puttin' water on the sick girl's head. D'rectly

she se"z:

"Now, if we only hed some balony sau-

sage. Thet always stops your headaches."

Me an' Ephrum both heerd this, an' he
looked at me an' I looked at him. Then sez I

:

" Well, thet's a new cure fer headache. The
girl must be crazy."

"Now, Marthy," sez Ephrum, "mebbe the

pore girl jest hez a onsatisfled hankerin' after

balony. It's a pity she hain't got some."
Well, the next station we stopped at Ephrum

went a-scramblin' out a the car afore I hed a

chance to holler at him ; an' directly he come
back with one a them emense fifteen-cent

balonies under his arm. He walked up to

them girls, an' sez he, making a big bow

:

"Young ladies, accept this balony, with my
complements."

They looked up at him an' shuck their

heads, both of 'em gnawin' their lips like as

ef they'd bust out laughin' any minute. But
Xsaw nuthin' funny. Well, Ephrum didn't

know what to make of 'em not takin' it, an'

thinkin' mebbe they wuz jest back'ard 'bout

takin' so much of a gift from a stranger, he
pressed it on 'em. Sez he:

" I overheerd one of you sayin' thet balony
sassage would cure headache, an' I got this fer

you speshully."

Fer a miuit they stared at him like ijits,

then all of a suddint they broke out a-laugh-

in'—an' sech laughin' an' gigglin' I never
heerd. An' all the other people in the car (ex-

ceptin' me an' Ephrum) wuz titterin' an'

sniggerin' as ef snthin' dretful funny hed
happened. Ephrum stood still in the ile,

holdin'thet balony like a sword, an' lookin'

like he'd drop any minit. Fin'ly, one a the

girls managed to squeal out between giggles:

"We spoke of Bromo-Seltzer. You must hev
misunderstood. But many thanks fer your
kindness."

"Thet's all right," sez Ephrum. "But tell

me, will you, what is this here Bromy-
Selzur? "

"Why, it's a headache medicine. You can
get it at any drug-store," sez they.
" Ob, yes," sez be. "Well, it's my mistake,

young ladies—my mistake."

Sosayin', he left 'em an' come back to his

seat. I reelly felt sorry fer the man, but I

dasn't show no sympathy ; an' yit I wuz agger-

vated with him, fer he's allays so officious.

He set down by me an' hove a long sigh. I

turned to him, an' sez I:

" Ephrum, mebbe you've learnt a leetle. Ef
you'd 'a' asked my advice you'd 'a' never made
sech a goose a yourself, ner 'a' been the laugh-

in' stock a this hull car."

"Yes," sez he, in grindin' axents, "now
begin on me, will you, an' jest harp till you
git tired."

" Ephrum," sez I, "you know I'm talkin' fer

your own good."
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He glared at ine, but I never made no an-

swer; an' fust thins I knowed be wuzsfcru.tt.iii'

into tbe smokin'-cur, packin' tbet balouy

right with him. Jest afore we got to Hoopes-

ton become back ag'in, lookin' cros£ as two

slicks, an' sez be:
•' You've jest sp'iled my day. Mis' Bowers. I

wish you'd 'a' staid at home, where you
b'long."

"Very likely," sez I; " fer ef I'd 'a' staid to

home I'd 'a' been kep' in ignerance a this sas-

sage episode, an' I wouldn't a-missed lliel fer

nuthin'. Mr. Bowers. By the way, what did

you do with tbet balony?"
"Slung it out'n tbe winder," sez he.

"Well, Ephrum Bowers," sez I, "you do

beat all. Tbet piece would 'a' been plenty fer

our supper an' breakfast. Yore awful free, all

'twunce."

Afore be hed time to answer, the trainman

hollered out " Hoopeston," so we dumb off.

We went, right from the depot up to Jedge

Black's office, 'lowin' to ketch him afore he

hed any other bizness on hand. He wuz real

nice an' pleasant to us, an' said he hed the

hull mornin' to devote to us. So Ephrum
started out an' told him ev'rything tbet 'ud

jestify him in hevin' Mr. McWilder 'rested.

The jedge beerd him through, an' then he sez,

with bis eyes a-snappiu':
'" Well, Bowers, I did thiuk you were a man

of good common sense, but after these state-

ments you've made, I doubt it."

Then Ephrum flared up an' sez he:

"Well, s'long's you've expressed yoreself so

free, I'll tell you what my opinion is: I

b'lieve, Obadier Black, that yore in cahoots

with MeWikler, an' yore tryin' to bluff me—
but 'twon't work."

"Now, Mr. Bowers," sez tbe jedge, "keep
perfectly cool; we'll not discuss this matter
further, if you lose your temper. I spoke
rather abruptly, I'll admit, but the idea of

McWilder being engaged in such a business

was so absurd, that it would have provoked
me to hear you even hint such a thing—much
less come right out and condemn the man.
Why, Mr. Bowers, there's not a more honest,

reliable and upright man in the whole coun-

try than Duncan McWilder."
Imagine ef you kin our feeliu's when the

jedge got done telliu' us this. Well, wescureely
knowed what to say. But fiu'ly Ephrum
ketched breath, an' sez he:
" Well, jedge, more'n likely we're mistaken

'bout this—but ev'rything p'inted ag'in' the

man."
" JSverylhing

!'" sez the jedge. "Why, the

few trifling incidents you had to go on were
too slimpsy to even come under tbe bead of

circumstantial evidence: and to tell you the

truth, Mr. Bowers, I think tbe whole story

grew out of the fact that McWilder attefided

strictly to his own business—and that is very

much against tbe principles of Sapville."

Then sez I, speakin' up:
" Well, what is the man's business, anyway?

Nobody ever sees him doin' a lick a work."
"He is an inventor, Mrs. Bowers," sez he,

"and he has made an immense amount of

money off of his patents. Some of his me-
chanical inventions will make his name
famous all over the country, before many
years."
" Well," sez Ephrum, gittin' up to start, "I've

beerd 'nough—the man's all right fur's I know

;

all I ask a you, jedge, is to keep mum 'bout

this."

Well, the jedge said he would, an' as we wuz
startin' out the door, he hollered to Ephrum,
an' sez he, "Now don't be hunting any more
trouble, Mr. Bowers— it doesn't pay."
After we got away from the office, Ephrum

sez to me

:

" Marthy, let's ketch the fust train fer home,
no matter if it's the freight 'commodation."
" Yes, Ephrum," sez I, " I'm more'n willin';

but there's no kind a train fer two hull hours
yit—so jest keep kalm."
" Well, we et dinner, an' then we went

'round to see some folks a out'n ; we'd never
hed much to do with 'em afore—but we did
want some place to stay 'till time fer the train

to (;ome. The lime drug 'Icmg drctful, an' we
wuz powerful glad when we got on the train

bound forSapville.

Then Ephrum begun a-worritin', an' sez he:
" Marthy, I'd rut her face the parson ef I wuz

drunk, than to see Jed an' Jim."
"Well," sez I, "it seems to me with what

we've been through today, Ephrum, you
could face most anything."
"You may feel tbet way 'bout it now, Mar-

thy," sez he, " but wait till the time conies."

When we got off the train at Sapville, tbe
fust inan we saw wuz MeWilder; he give kind
of a edgeways look, an' spoke dredful freez-

in', it 'peared to us. But I 'lowed mebbe 'twuz
because we felt as ef he ort to snub us.

When we went a-past Jim Tinder's store,

neither me ner Ephrum looked in; but we
hed n't gone two squares afore Jim and Jed
come rugttln' out and ketched up with us.

" Well." s ( z Jed, "did you git the warrant,
Bowers?"
"No, "sez Ephrum, snappishly, "we don't

deed no warrant; the man's all right."
"What's tbet?" sez they, a-starln' at him.

Ephrum repeated what he bad said, add In'a
few convincing facts, so's to hcv as little argy-
hl' as he could.

A course they both held the p'lnt that ef
tin s 'd tended to seein* the jedge. they'd 'a'

made everything tell dead ag'in' .McWilder,
soV the ledge 'ml been right round to their
way a thlDkln' in no liiue.

When we got home, I went on in tbe house,

an' the men folks set down on tbe porch to

continue the con flab. Well, all of a suddint I

beerd a gret scurryin' round, an' Ephrum
yelled out

:

"Come back here, Jim Tinder; you needn't

think you kin play the sneak."

I resbed to the door, an' there wuz Ephrum
a-boldin' Jim by the collar, an' Mr. McWilder
jest comin' in 1 lie gate. Fer a minute I

couldn't think what bed happened; but
d'rectly it dawned on me tbet Jim must 'a'

seen McWilder comin', an' being afeerd of a

rumpus hed started to skin out—an' Ephrum
bed stopped him.
Mr. McWilder turned to 'em with the

squelchinest look on his face, an* sez be:

"Well, what have you three old gossips got

to say for yourselves? "

They all stood lookiu' each at t'other, but

never said a word. D'rectly, Mr. McWilder
sez

:

" Well, talk now, and talk fast, if you want
to avoid being arrested for libel."

An' mebbe you think them men didn't talk
;

they all lit out talkin'at wunce, each of 'em

layin' ev'rything that hed been done an' said

onto t'other one. Well, Mr. McWilder couldn't

git no sense to nuthin', so he hollers out, "One
at a lime! And I want a straight story

; you've
lied enough for awhile."

Afore Mr. McWilder bed fairly got the words
out a his mouth, Jim spoke up, and sez he:

"I'm dretful sorry this hez happened, Mr.
McWilder; but Bowers and Tuggles hev kep'

tryin' to pizen my mind ag'in' you, lately, an'

I'll own I did listen to some a their stories-

hut I never b'lieved 'em."

Just here Ephrum broke in, an' sez he:

"Tbet Jim Tinder hain't told you a word a

truth; he's been the biggest frog in the puddle
to talk ag'in' you all the time. He wuz the

fust one thet ever thought a yore bein' acoun-
terfltter."

"Yes," sez Jed, "an' 'twuz him thet put us

up to shadder the house— an' be wuz the very
fust man up the tree."

"What are you talking about now?" sez

Mr. McWilder, not knowin' nuthin' 'bout 'em
watchin' the bouse..

Well, then. Ephrum, he told him how they'd

clumb the tree an' listened to him a-hammer-
in' suthin' tbet they 'lowed must be lead, from
the way it sounded.
"What if it had been lead?" sez Mr. Mc-

Wilder. " You had no reason whatever to

suppose I was a counterfeiter."

"Yes we bed," sez Jed. forgittin' hisself.

" Eben Sykes give Mis' Bowers a lead nickel in

change t'other week, an' when she told him of

it, he looked skeered, an' said the last place be
tuk change wuz at yore house, Mr. McWilder.
Now, if tbet hain't proof, I don't know
what is."

"What other proofs?" sez Mr. McWilder,
smilin' sneeringly.

"Well, Marthy read in the Sapville Staord,"

sez Ephrum, " tbet there wuz a counterfit ten-

dollar bill out; an' Jerushi Bender hed two
bad bills passed on her over at Hoopeston,
'long the middle a last month ; so, puttin' two
an' two together, we 'lowed you needed
watchin'. A course, we wa'n't so sure 'bout

yore makin' paper money; but it 'peared to us

ef you could make onekind, you could t'other,

jest as easy."

"That's philosophy," sez Mr. McWilder. "It

takes great minds to reason and arrive at such
conclusions; and nothing short of such intel-

lect could ever figure out the word proofs, from
these few shallow, commonplace occurrences.

My reputation is not the first that has been
attacked this way. There are, to-day, scores

of people whose whole future has been blasted,

just through this accursed and ever-increasing

pest of gossiping. I hope that some day you
may he made to feel as thoroughly uncom-
fortable as I have been over this affair." An'
with thet he, turned right 'round on his heel

an' left 'em.

Well, the men looked jest plum dumb-fud-
dled. They hedn't 'lowed the fuss 'ud end
tbet way ; in fact, they kerried the idee tbet

McWilder 'ud take the law to 'em fur slander

—in spite a what they hed to go on. But I

reckon all Mr. McWilder wanted wuz a chance
to tell them men what be thought of 'em.

A course, I blame Ephrum for ever gittin'

mixed up in the trouble, but him bein' my
better half, I'm bound to take up fer him. An'
I sez to him, sez I

:

"Ephrum, I reckon we've learnt this lesson

together: Not to b'lieve ev'rything we hear,

ner to be too quick to put a foot on a feller-

man's neck—even ef suspicion should p'int

bis way.''
" Yes, Marthy," sez Ephrunii " we've learnt

suthin', even as old as we be—an' I reckon
we've got lots to learn ylt."

FOR THOSE WHO WAIT.

Beloved, who of us so wise

That does not sometimes lift bis eyes,

In quest grown old, perhaps, and say, /
" Will fortune never come tbis Way ?

"

And vet, for us the year shall bring
The sweet insistence of the spring,

The Bummer's dear delights unfold,

A lid autumn store her garnered gold.

What need we. then, that we should say,
11 Fortune has never passed this way?"
Is hope deferred or love denied?
Ambition'e dream unsatisfied?

Content we wait, while slowly swings
The gate where beggars stand w ith kings.

'Tis well, dear heart, and soon or late

Shall all things collie to those who wait.
— Murtltn J. Farioell, in Boston Triuiscript.

TO HAVE JUICY FHUIT PIES.

The great annoyance of people who are

baking fruit pics comes from the loss of the

rich syrup of juicy pies. To prevent this, take

a strip of muslin one Inch wide and long
enough to go around the pie and lap. Wet the

cloth in cold water and lay It around the edge,

half upon the. pie and half upon the plate,

pressing It on ill her side. When the pie Is

taken from the oven, remove the cloth. Tbis
will be found a success.

" How to make 11,000." See grand prize Offer
I on pages 18 and ID.

Delus Exploit
BY MRS. F. M. HOWARD.

HATiVEE We'll dO
with 'er is more'n
I can see," fretted

FarmerSharp. "I
s'posed when We
had a gal-baby

that we'd have
some peace and
quiet in the house
in our old age,

but land !

"

" She was an
awfully pretty child, you'll admit that, Sam'l,"

suggested tbe mother, meekly.

"Them eyes of hers begun a-twinklin' in

the cradle, an' she was always a-reachin' out,

I ('member, We might a-known what sort of

a chicken we was raisin' by the pin-feathers."

Samuel Sharp smiled at his own wit, in spite

of his annoyance. "Still, I neverdreampt that
I'd ever see her a-fly in' around on a t wo-legged

boss. Next ye know she'll be beggin' ler

hloomers, and then I'll go clean plumcrazy. I

wish't we'd never come to town."
The gray head was plunged between two

hard, horny hands as Mr. Sharp looked at his

annoyances through dismally blue glasses.

"Don't you think you'd better try an' get

one for her, Sam'l?" ventured the mother,

after a time. "You an' me liked to have
our way when we was young," coaxingly.

"Not that I ever had mine very much," with

a sigh. " I can remember yet bow I longed for

a hobby-horse until I was a big girl, a'most in

long dresses. I never see one to tbis day with-

out thinkin' on't ; an' true as you live, Sam'l,

if I was young I b'leve I should be as sot on a

wheel as she is."

Samuel Sharp stared at his wife as if in

alarm for her sanity, then with one reproach-

ful look, stalked out of the room.
"Oh, Mamity, what do you thiuk?" cried a

rollicking voice at tbe door an hour later.

"I've bad an offer."

"Goodness, child! What do you mean?"
" Why, Jed Boysen has offered me his bicycle

— it's adjustable, you know—and for only f-l-f-

teeu dollars. Bo you suppose father'11 get it

for me? I shall die if he doesn't," and the

merry, round face was drawn down into an
expression almost pathetic.

"I'm sure I d'know, child. We've just been

talkin' about it. You'll have to ask him."
Dell did ask him. She asked him at break-

fast, at dinner and supper. She haunted him
so persistently with the bicycle question that

be began to dream of wheels at night.

"Give me a red-headed young one fer hang-

in' onto an idee," he said to his wife, in

despair.

" Well, seems to me you've got one," she

replied, slyly. " You liked it all right when
she bunted Black Bess last year—caught 'er

and rid 'er home, when no man could 'a' done
it. You thought hangin' on was a virtue

when she persisted, in spite of pounded ringers,

in mendin' that gate, an' kept the cattle out of

the corn—"
" My land, mother! you buz-z-z like an old

spin uin'-wheel when you get a-tellin' over

that gal's smart capers," cried Mr. Sharp, beat-

ing a hasty retreat. "It docs beat all how sot

mother is on humorin' that child," be mut-
tered, when at a safe distance.

The Sharps had lived on a thrifty country

farm until the year past, and Dell had reveled

in its freedom, and grown up as blithe and
strong as the birds that made melody in the

capacious elms before tbe old weather-beaten

homestead. Not a nook in the great hay-barn
that she had not explored, even to the ridge-

pole; not a colt in the pasture that she could

not ride bareback. Of thrilling accidents by

flood and Held she had a long list to her credit,

but perils seemed only to act as a stimulant to

her active and fearless nature. She had an
accomplishment, a shrill, piercing call, be-

tween a whistle and a college yell (and strictly

original with herself), by which she could

summon the men to dinner from the remotest
bounds of the farm.

"Beats a fog-horn all holler," said Dick, the
hired man. " Keep on practising, sissy, and
they'll be liirin' you up to tbe village for a
lire alarm."

Dell mourned sincerely when the family
moved into town. She kissed the cows, and
said pat be tic good- by s to t be colts, and insisted

on taking the poultry which she bad petted

and fed from chickenbood with her to the
village home.
The young oak transplants easily, and Dell

soon found pleasure aud occupation in her
new home.

Tbe bicycle-riders, gliding along with their
airy, bird-like motion, fascinated her from tbe
first, and in "just no time," to quote her
mother, she bad begged the loan of one, and
learned to ride it. From that time oh, every
stray dime which would otherwise have gone
into the confectioner's till was invested in the
rent of a bicycle, and she already rode beauti-
fully.

"Say, sissy [bow the child did abominate
being caHed 'sissy '], tell ye what I'll do," said
Mr. Sharp, when Dell bad pestered the life out
of him, to use his own expression, for about
three weeks. "I calculated you'd keep little

Whiteface till you come of age when I give
her to you, but if you're a-mind to be foolish
enough to sell 'er now, I won't interfere with
the spendin' of the money she brings. She's
wulh a plump twenty-live dollars, but yon
must make your own bargains an' take your
own risks."

Poor Dell ! It did seem as if her father was
determined to break her heart one way or
another. Little Whiteface had been her own
ever since she was a frisky, playful calf. Dell
shed bitter tears over her decision, but—she
could not ride the heifer! Dear as Whiteface
was, tbe bicycle was dearer.

She borrowed Jed's wheel that very after-

noon, and rode out to Farmer Spencer's place.

He had teasingly offered her high prices for

her pet in times past, and her mind naturally
reverted to him. She found tbe farmer not
nearly so anxious to buy as she was to sell.

"Twenty-five dollars! Je-whittiker! That's
a party big pile o' money to pay fer a heifer
these hard times."
" But she's a pure Jersey Mr. Spencer. You

said yourself she would be worth forty dollars

when she came to milking age. Twenty-five
is cheap for her," replied Dell, sturdily.

Mr. Spencer's sharp eyes twinkled. " But the
price o' cattle has tumbled since tbeu—tumbled
away off the perch, sissy. I'd be mortally
extravagant if I gave you twenty for her."

Dell held her ground bravely, and came
away at last with twenty-five dollars tucked
safely into the old wallet her mother had lent

her.

"She'll make her way," chuckled the farmer,

as he looked after her. "It's wuth an extry
five dollars to see a gal know her own blind
an' stick to it. Not but what the heifer is

wulh every cent she asked for it, but I could
'a' got it from any other gal for less money."
Dell rode home on her own wheel, and at

her mother's suggestion the remainder of the

money was deposited in the village bank.
Now began an ideal life for active Dell. She

was up with the birds in the morning, and
out for a spin on her wheel, and back again in

time to help her mother with the breakfast,

rosy and bright-eyed from the exercise. She
kept evciy bit of nickel upon tbe bicycle pol-

ished to the utmost, and being an ardent lover

of machinery, she pried into its mechanism
until she knew its construction by heart.

"Mamity, it does seem as if it was alive,"

she said one day, when she had been practis-

ing curves, circles and short turns on the one
bit of paving the village afforded. "I wish
you would learn to ride."

'' My goodness, child, I'm too old ! " cried Mrs.

Sharp. "My share of the bicycle is a-seeiu'

you take comfort with it."

"Mrs. Graham rides, aud she's a grand-

mother," persisted Dell.

" Mis' Graham may ride if she wants to, but

my old bones are too rickety to trust on sech

a narrer foundation. I did want a hobby-
horse onct, but I've noticed that the things

that I've had tbe most of hain't been the

things I've wanted the worst. I hope you'll

be more fortunate, Delly."

Tbe tone of regret in the mother's patient

voice touched Dell's bright, brave heart, and.

leaving her treasure, she threw her arms
around her mother's wit hered neck.

"You shall have every nice tiling that ever

I can get for you, Mainity, dear," she whis-

pered, between hugs.

Dell's love for machinery led her often to

tbe village station at train-time. She loved

dearly to see the great locomotive come in,

puffing, panting, like a huge living thing, then
resting after its trial of strength. Dell, on the

platform, resting on her bicycle, became a
familiar figure not only to the trainmen, but

to the passengers who passed over the road

most frequently. "Tbe little red-headed
bicycle-girl," they called her, in commenting
on her bright, cheerful face and evident love

for her wheel.

She was there one evening when there was
an unusually, large crowd upon the platform.

Among them she noticed a man whose sly,

thievish look attracted her particular atten-

tion. He bad on a light felt hat, which
drooped over one defective eye, and a large,

loose overcoat, and as she passed him, Dell

noticed the gleam of something bright in bis

band. He was hovering near the express-

agent, who, with a revolver in bis belt and
money-pouch over his shoulder, was over-

seeing tbe removal of goods from tbe express-

car The truck was full, and as tbe agent

turned to go into, his office with a package in

bis hand, Dell saw the man slip a sharp knife

under the pouch-strap, cut it loose, and hide

tin- pouch under bis coat, gliding among the

crowd in an instant.
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Dell could never explain the impulse which
impelled her to do the only thing there was to

do, follow him, swiftly, surely, keeping that

light hat in her quick, keen sight as vigilantly

as an alert cat keeps the trail of a mouse,

wheeling her bicycle noiselessly beside her, in

and out among the people.

All was commotion on the platform as Dell

mounted her bicycle at the end and followed

the robber, who threw himself on a gray horse

standing there, striking out for the open
country.
" My God, I am robbed ! " the agent had

exclaimed when he realized what had been
done; but in the confusion the thief had
easily threaded his way out unnoticed, and
Dell was so afraid of losing him that, she dared

not attempt to point him out to the by-

standers. Her quick mind outlined, as if by
intuition, his plan of escape, and she was not
mistaken. Away they went, Dell's shrill, far-

reaching voice, "Here's the thief! Here's

the thief! Follow me!"
The pair would have been swallowed up in

the dark of the evening had it not been for

the glimmer of Dell's bicycle-lamp, which
pointed out her whereabouts, while her voice

kept incessantly calling for help, settling down
at last to her farm call to dinner.

Crack, z-i-p-p went the ball of a revolver

close to her head, but still she went on. She
could hear horse's hoofs now in hot pursuit,

but she never took her eyes off the flying gray

horse before her, and she had never rode in

her life as she was riding now, her wheel and
herself one, in earnest, persistent effort.

She heard the robber cursing her, she was so

near, when he raised his revolver to fire again
;

but just then her wheel ran upon a stone,

throwing her violently to the ground just as a

second bullet cut the air where her head
would have been, and a horseman went thun-

dering by in pursuit.

The robber, finding himself hard pressed,

flung away the pouch, and slipping from his

horse, fled into the dark covert of a grove near

by, and the pursuing party were forced to

return without him, but with the pouch and
its contents unharmed.
They found Dell sitting by the roadside em-

bracing her shattered wheel, and crying bit-

terly.'

"Are you hurt, my brave girl?" asked the

leader of the party, tenderly.

" No-o, I think not; but my wheel is broken,"

sobbed Dell, forlornly.

Her grief had been so much sharper than
her pain, that she did not realize that her

strong right arm was broken until one of the

men, in lifting her up, felt it give in his hand,

at'd *>rave Dell, with one shriek of pain, fell

back' in a faint.
" Well, mother, I guess the gift of grit and

hang-on is a purty good thing for a gal to

have, after all," said Mr. Sharp, after reading

a newspaper account of his daughter's exploit,

which roused ail his fatherly pride.

The thief had been captured since, from her

minute description of his face and dress,

which were vividly photographed upon her

trusty memory.
"Have you got my bicycle mended yet,

father? " asked Dell, a white shadow of her-

self from suffering.

"I guess you won't want to ride no more
bicycles very soon, sissy," he replied, sooth-

ingly. "There, there, don't go to gitfin'

excited," he continued, as Dell's cheeks

flushed with indignant protest. " I'll get the

masheen mended all right enough if there's

any mend to it. I'll have to pay the doctor for

mendtn' up your arm, fust. A'purly big bill to

pay, I reckon, fer a newspaper item." But for

all his disparaging words, he was very proud

of his young daughter.

Dell's arm knitted very rapidly, thanks to

her perfect physical condition, and she was
sitting up with the wounded member in a

sling one day, when the express-agent came to

the door. He was wheeling a wonderful glit-

tering creation in the form of a bicycle, silver-

mounted pedals, soft pneumatic tires, and
altogether such a thing of beauty as she had

never seen or dreamed of, with her name
engraved on the silver-plated handle-bar,

with the compliments of the express com-

pany whose property she had saved.

"There was thirty thousand dollars in that

pouch, miss," the agent said, gratefully,

after Dell's hysterical acceptance of the gift.

" 1 should have gone crazy with trouble, 1 fear,

if it had not been recovered."

He beckoned Mr. Sharp outside when he

went away, saying a few words which caused

that frugal-minded gentleman to come in rub-

bing his hands delightedly. " He says, mother,

that the company want to pay every cent of

Delly's doctor bill. I didn't let on, but I shall

pay every penny ou't to her bank account. I

guess I kin pay my own doctor's bills yet

awhile."

Dell's beautiful wheel was the marvel and
envy of the village, but never again did she

have the opportunity of putting it to the prac-

tical use to which the old one lay a martyr in

the wood-shed, a wrecked, dismantled victim

of a red-headed girl's hang-to-it-iveness.

OLD SOUTHERN HOMES.

One of the oldest traditions of the southern

people is hospitality, and it has* survived all

of the changes wrought by social and agrarian

revolution since the war. It is the best her-

itage of slavery times, and it is treasured

alike in the stately mansions which were

built long ago and in the showy and artistic

residences with which the architects of the

day have adorned the flourishing cities of the

New South. Perhaps it is in the oldest houses
that the choicest flavor of refinement of

courtesy is retained. That is natural, for the

splendor of the appointments of the palaces

built for the tobacco millionaires and the

merchant and railway princes encourages
ostentatious display, and that lessens the
charm of simplicity.

The old-time hospitality was unaffected,

warm and gracious. It counted not its own
resources. It was not puffed up with a sense
of its own social importance. It opened with-

out pretension a household to a stranger or a
visitor, and by simplicity of entertainment
and absence of restraint made him feel at

home as soon as he had crossed the threshold

or taken a seat at the table. That is still the

characteristic feature of southern refinement.

A Frenchman has said that the best-bred

man in the company is the one who makes
the fewest people uncomfortable. It is the

pleasantest charm of art old-time southern
house that a visitor is at once put entirely at

his ease and released from embarrassment
and a sense of strangeness. He is entertained

without having the uncomfortable feeling

that either host or hostess is making any
effort or taking any trouble on his account.

Introduced in the drawing-room, he is uncon-
scious at dinner of being a new acquaintance.
There are no pauses in conversation, and there
are no artificial expedients for directing or
shifting it. The visitor is quickly brought
into touch with everybody and enabled to

forget that he is not in his own house and
among his life-long friends. When he leaves

the house he may not be able to remember
the furnishings of the drawing-room or the
details of the table service, but he carries

away with him a distinct impression of

warmth of congenial fellowship with those

who had been strangers, but are now friends.

The newer houses may have finer rooms, more
elaborate decorations and greater refinement
of social etiquette; but what are these in

comparison with the unaffected simplicity

and naturalness of old-time courtesy?

The old mansions in Richmond, Charleston,

Savannah, Montgomery, Mobile and New
Orleans have an air of distinction about them
which the newer architecture can never
acquire. They were built by men who desired

to live in comfort and to entertain their

friends in an open-handed way, but who did

not find it necessary to attract attention and
to advertise their wealth and social position.

The exteriors are still massive and stately,

with their unbroken, rectangular sides, their

Doric columns and colonial porches; and the
interiors are unrivaled for comfort and con-
venience of home life and social entertain-

ment. With these fine models of classic

simplicity in town and country, it is to be
regretted that the new houses on fashionable

driveways and streets are not designed by
architects content to follow the old lines.

The colonial architecture was not without its

effect upon the character and tastes of the

people who lived in the houses. It taught

them to be simple in their social pleasures, to

be natural and unaffected in manner, and to

avoid meretricious display of wealth and
dignity. There has been a reversion to

colonial lines in northern houses. Perhaps
there will be a similar movement in the

direction of purer taste and more refined

feeling in southern towns.

There are many fine things to be said about

these southern houses, but the choicest

tribute must be reserved for the lovely old

ladies who are to be found in most of them.

The young ladies and the middle-aged wives

and mothers are charming, too, with their

sensitive, high-bred faces and their soft,

melodious voices; but the old ladies are

exceptionally well preserved in figure and
feature, and delightful in conversation. They
do not affect to be young, yet have not lost

their animation of manner nor their interest

in life. They are entertaining, womanly and
bright, as quick as their granddaughters to

perceive a good point in a story, and as fine as

choice old lace in the thread and texture of

their homely simplicity and cheerfulness.

There are good portraits of famous ancestors

in some of the old houses, but there are no
better studies of the lights and shades of

advancing age and of the compensations

attending increasing infirmity in the evening
of life than are to be found in the charming
old ladies of the Carolinas, Georgia and
Tennessee.

The old houses iu town or country are still

regarded with affection by swarms of negroes

who were once slaves. There is a peculiar

relation existing between the old negroes and
their former masters, and neither emancipa-
tion nor the lapse of time, nor political

agitation, has impaired its binding force.

The plantation-house, where "old master"
and "old missus" are still living, is looked

upon by gray-headed negroes as in a real

sense their own home. They always expect

to be invited tp the family festivities at

Christmas-time, and to return to their cabins

laden with presents. If they are in trouble,

they turn first to " the colonel " at the hall for

assistance and relief. An old negro who was
run over on a railway gasped out in his

dying moments that he "wanted to see the

major," and then left a last message for him.

"I wanted to ask him," he said, "if he
wouldn't keep an eye on my old lady when I

am gone." That was an illustration of the
sympathetic relations prevailing between
former slaves and their masters. The dying
negro knew that the former master was the
only one who would do anything for the relief

of the old colored woman.
There are many exceptions to the rule, but

ordinarily there is a kindly feeling existing

between former slave-owners and the negroes
who once belonged to them. The old names
are retained; "Massa George" smiles upon
" Uncle Ned," and forlorn Leah, bereft of a
favorite grandchild, wends her way to the

"hall" to talk it over with "missus," and to

be comforted in her affliction with the gift of

an old bonnet and a black silk handkerchief.

In a little while all these associations between
the races will be broken off. The rising gen-

erations of planters and negroes have no
relations of sympathy arising from slavery

conditions. The old negroes alone have any
claim upon the great houses, and they are

rapidly passing from the plantation scene.

Perhaps the finest tribute which can be paid

to the occupants of the old southern houses is

that they have not outgrown their chivalrous

feeling for women any more than their

refined ideas about hospitality. The talk

about women in smoking-rooms and in the

club-houses is higher and purer in tone than
it is in the North. There is among southern
men a feeling of respect and almost of rever-

ence for the opposite sex, which tends to

purify the social atmosphere of the old houses.

The follies of the duello have been discarded,

and questions of honor are no longer either

matters of high tragedy or of low social

burlesque; but there is one thing which it. is

unsafe for any man to do in the presence of a

true southerner. That is to say anything
derogatory to the dignity or purity of a

southern woman. This is an unpardonable
affront which the true chivalry of the old

houses cannot endure.

CROWDING THE TRUTH.

The old man was leaning over a pine table,

laboriousl y making pencil-marks on a sheet of

white paper.

"It's denied hard writin' advertisements,

Maria," he said, at last, " when you don't

know jes' how."
"You writ one last summer, Hiram ; can't

you jes' copy it? " she asked.
" 'Twa'n't no good," he answered, shortly.

".I've been lookin' the matter up some since

then, an' I find I left out a hull lot. Is the old

trough down in the five-acre lot all cleaned

out?"
" Henry cleaned it this mornin'," she said.

"All right," he returned, bending to his

work again, "I'll put in, 'Good bathin' within

easy walkin' distance of the house.'"

"Ain't that a lie, Hiram ? " she asked, doubt-

fully.
" Course it ain't," he replied, promptly. " It

would be a lie if I said anything about swim-
min,' but that trough is good for bathin'. Is

the windmill workin' all right? "

"The boys say it's a little cranky yet, but

they've got it fixed so's it works most of the

time."
He went on with the pencil again, and a few

minutes later he read the following:

"Running water not ten yards from the

door."

Maria shook her head.
" Mebbe it's all right," she said, " but. it don't

seem so to me. I s'pose you put in somethin'
about the lawn, too? "

"Of course I did," he replied. " I said it was
a lovely lawn, an' almost limitless. I'll paint

'Lawn' on a hoard, an' stick it up in the old

hay-field 'cross the road. Then I said, 'Fish

within a mile, ' and—

"

"Fish!" she exclaimed; "there ain't any
fishin' within twenty miles of here."
" Who's talkin' of fishin'?" he demanded

;

"I said fish, and I know there's fish at Cy
Parker's general store, not more'n a mile from
here, for I see a box of sardines there myself,

yesterday."

"I s'pose you've got in somethin' about fine

shade-trees?" she said, resignedly.

"Of course," he answered, "and that ain't

no lie, either, for you know there's a hull

grove of them up the road a ways. The only

thing that kinder hurt my conscience was the

'cool nights.' I reckon that, was a straight, lie

;

but we've got to lie some if we go into the

summer-resort business, and they'll find every-

thing else just as advertised."

And having thus squared himself with his

conscience, he added something about no
mosquitoes, and mailed the advertisement to

a city newspaper.— Chicayo Pus'.

SOCIETY IN GUATEMALA.

"Life in Guatemala City to a foreigner, and
especially a young man, possesses about as

much attractiveness, from a standpoint of

amusement, as would a residence in a grave-

yard. There is absolutely nothing to do ex-

cept work, sleep and eat. The only place a

man has to go when he has finished work,"
said J. J. Pringle, son of the consul-general to

Guatemala from this country, " is to a saloon,

and there he has nothing to do for recreation

but drink. The door to the best society is shut

in the face of Americans—'gringoes,' as they

are called by the haughty dons—no matter
what their standing. Of course, when one has

official dignity he is invited to the president's

ball and other official functions, and has

entree into society, but there is no such thing
as social intercourse in its American sense.

Nobody is allowed to see a young lady unless
it. is in the presence of her entire family, or
under the watchful eye of her duenna, and
there isn't, much pleasure in this kind of a
visit, to most young men of America. Guate-
mala City has a population of 80,000, but. has
no theaters. There was an opera company of

fair character there two years ago, but there
have been no attractions at all of this kind
during the past season. Living is very high in

Guatemala City, and salaries are by no means
correspondingly high. 1 would not advise any
young man to go there with the idea of mak-
ing his fortune. There has been too much
immigration to the country as it is."—New
Orleans Times-Democrat.

FLUTTERING FANS.

The pretty paper fan, beloved by the sum-
mer girl for its cheapness and beauty, is very
much in evidence, this midsummer season.

And behold! Conservative Japan has yielded

to the dictates of French fashions, and during
the heated term of 1890 we will catch our
breezes with tiny trifles of Empire design.

Finest silk, gauze and paper have been em-
ployed in their construction, and the work-
manship of the delicately carved sticks has
been done by skilled fingers. The slender
splints are most of them less than half an
inch in width, with the mounted material no
wider when folded. They average from six to
about nine inches in length.

The paper covering of some specimens is

graduated from three inches on one side to six

on the opposite. That of others is only about
four inches deep across. These are not apt to

prove useful in agitating the air, but they are

undoubtedly pretty. Those made with two
slips of paper, revealing the sticks between,
are of great variety.

I came across a little gem. Its finely carved
frame was mounted with a narrow strip of thin

white silk, hand-painted with lilies-of-the-

valley. The artist had extended his work to

the sticks, where green leaves and the same
dainty flower added the finishing touch to the
perfect production.

Some of the antique fans had sticks of ex-

quisitely carved ivory, while others were of

mother-of-pearl, decorated with gold. The
ends of the pivots of a few were finished with
jewels. They were all mounted with parch-

ment, handsomely painted with pretty rural

scenes and groups of figures in the style of

Watteau.

EXPERIMENTS IN CATTLE- FEEDING.

The finely finished lot of steers fattened at

the university state farm are now held for

sale in dressed form in the shambles of the

Twin Cities. These animals, some twenty head
in all, are two and three years old, respectively,

the major portion of them being nearer two
than three years. The average live weight

wTas about 1,250 pounds. Some of them were
fed to determine whether a moderate or a

<.eavy meal ration is the best in a prolonged

period of feeding. Others were fed to show
the relative value of different foods in fatten-

ing; and yet others to test the value of oil-

cake as a finishing food when fed in large

quantities along with ground corn.

This year again it was found that steers, fed

an average of ten pounds of meal per day
during the entire fattening period, made at

least as much gain during the five months of

the experiment as those fed an average of

fourteen pounds per day. The feeders of the

state use much larger quantities of food, as a

rule, hence the inference that much of the

food thus used must be wasted. In other

words, when animals are being finished they

will take more concentrated food than they

can properly digest if it is fed to them. It was
found that a free ration of oil-meal and corn

produced extraordinary gains for a short

period, that is to say, for about seventy days,

but that if continued much longer than the

period named the animals began to get shaky
on their limbs. Iu other words, they could not

be carried much longer than seventy to eighty

days without a modification of diet.

—

Minne-

apolis Times.

EXPLAINING THE FIGURES.

When the total vote for president was
posted, one individual scanned it for several

minutes. He was apparently iu doubt about it.

" What does that say up there?" he asked a

man who stood shoulder to shoulder with him.

"McKinley is nominated for president," was
the reply."
" By how many votes?"
" McKinley has 661%."
" Where did he get the half?"
" I don't, know."
"Well," straightening himself up, and as-

suming what he considered a Solomon-like

expression, " if you don't know, I can tell you.

McKinley hasn't got half a vote. That fraction

up there means that he's received half of 661

votes, and that doesn't nominate him, you
can bet."—Providence News.

Special attention is called to the letter of Mr.

A. H. Schiereck, of Cedar Grove, Wisconsin,

on page 14, who writes interestingly of his ob-

servations of the Tallahassee country. This

letter contains very many interesting facts,

and you should read it.
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THE CAREFUL MESSENGER.

A pound of tea at one and three,

And a pot of raspberry jam,

Two new-laid eggs, and a dozen pegs,

And a pound of rashers of ham.

I'll say it over all the way,
And then I'm sure not to forget,

For if I chance to bring things wrong,

My mother gets in such a pet.

A pound of tea at one and three.

And a pot of raspberry jam,

Two new-laid eggs, a dozen pegs,

Aud a pound of rashers of ham.

There, in the hay, the children play;

They're having such jolly fun;

I'll go there, too, that's what I'll do,

As soon as my errands are done.

A pound of tea at one and three,

A pot of—er—new-laid jam,
Two raspberry eggs, with a dozen pegs,

And a pound of rashers of bam.

There's Teddy White flying his kite;

He thinks himself grand, I declare;

I'd like to try to make it fly, up sky-high,

Ever so much higher
Than the old church spire,

And then—but there—

A pound of three and one at tea,

A pot of new-laid jam,
Two dozen eggs, some raspberry pegs,

And a pound of rashers of ham.

Sow here's the shop, outside I'll stop.

And run my orders through again ;

I haven't forgot, no, ne'er a jot-
It shows I'm pretty cute, that's plain.

A pound of three at one and tea,

A dozen of raspberry ham,
A pot of eggs, with a dozen pegs,

And a rasher of new-laid jam.
—Sunrise.

HOME TOPICS.

Easy Sealing.—I have sealed catch-

ups, bottled pickles, grape-juice

aud raspberry vinegar with cotton

for a number of years, and they

kept perfectly. I rill the bottle's with the

hot material, put in the corks, and tie them
down ; then tie apiece of the cotton batting

tightly over all. I have kept raspberry

vinegar three years in this way.
For the Nursery.—Some time ago I

described and illustrated a medicine aud
emergency closet, to be built iu the wall.

Mrs. L followed the plan, aud had this

closet built in the wall of the nursery,

which is occupied by five small L's. In
addition to the well-stocked closet, she
had a large card printed to hang above its

door, with the key of the closet, which
was far above the reach of childish hands.

At the top of the card is the name and
address of the family physician. Below
this is a list of common accidents and the

remedy for each, or in the case of poisoning,

the antidote to be used until the arrival of

the physician. This card is valuable in

any case when the mother happens to be
absent, and would be a great help to a
nervous, excitable mother who might not
be able to think of the right thing to do
iu a serious emergency.
Buttons.—The mother with a family of

boys and girls finds it one of the problems
of her life to keep buttons on all their

clothing, without being a slave to the

will prevent their slipping out aud losing.

There are a great mauy inexpensive studs,

agate, pearl, plated and linen-covered ones;

or buttons with a shank aud eye instead

of holes to sew through may be used, the

eye of the button being put through an
eyelet in the garment, and then the tape

run through the eyes of the buttons from
one to another. Washable studs may be

left on the garment when tape-fastened,

and are not nearly so apt to be lost in the

laundry as buttons that are sewed on. If

by accident the tape breaks and the stud

pulls out, it will be still fast to one part of

the tape and not be lost, and the garment
will not be torn, as is often the case where
buttons are sewed on.

Fresh Air for All.—It is often a source

of wonder to the uninitiated that women
in country homes grow pale and sickly

and old before their time, while their

husbands, who work just as hard, are still

hale and hearty. The cause of the differ-

ence lies just here: Men work out of doors

in the fresh, pure air, with varied scenery,

and their work frequently takes them on
long drives to mill and to market, 'which

gives them the needful variety. Women
work all day, and almost every day, iu the

house, over hot stoves aud steaming dish-

pans and wash-tubs. When their work is

done, if it ever is, they are too tired to

walk, and so they try to rest a little

indoors.

Then, too ofteu the air in and about the

house is poisoned by exhalations from
reeking drains, wet barn-yards and un-
sanitary outhouses. A celebrated phy-
sician once
said, "It is

ignorance
that fills the

doctors' pock-
ets." It is the

duty of every
man to s e e

that there are

no disease aud
death breed-

ing places
around his

home.
Then let the

good wife
have a horse

that she can
drive, and
when there
are errands
that she can

do as well,
persuade her

to go while
you do the
churning or watch the bread bake and
mind the children for a little while. Some-
times, after the work for the day is done,

ask her to take a little ride with you (you
used to do this), and see how soon she will

begin to look younger and brighter.

Maida McL.

BOB
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THE TRAVELER AND THE TRUNK.

For the benefit of the unsophisticated
traveler, a few suggestions may prove
beneficial. What to take must be decided

by the length of the proposed visit or trip.

For a sight-seeing trip a well-packed valise

will answer every purpose, and save both
trouble and expense.

As a traveling-costume, nothing is more
acceptable, useful or appropriate than a I

serge or mohair skirt, in navy
blue, dark green or brown, with a
dark silk waist and a flyaway coat
of the same material as the skirt.

The hat should be small and
plainly adorned, so that a veil can
easily be adjusted aud kept iu
place.

The valise should contain several

changes of underwear, a light-

weight dark skirt of silk or alpaca,

to change with the traveling-skirt

in case of an accident , several pairs

of stockings, a pair of low shoes,

rubbers, nightgown s—made of

cream China silk are delightfully

cool and take up very little room
in the valise—a light-weight wrap-
per or dressing-sack, a pair of slip-

pers and a dressy silk waist. A
change of dress skirts is quite rest-

ful if the journey is long; also a

wash shirt-waist.

When traveling, or the guest of

a friend, criticism is never lacking,

and if the modest wardrobe men-
tioned above be chosen with taste

aud worn with care, you may well

have the pleasant feeling of being
well dressed. Carry your um-
brella, and be sure not to forget it,

for it is au absolute necessity when
traveling. Of equal importance is

the hand-satchel, which need be
nothing more than the plain,

every-day affair. In it should be put a

brush and comb, sewing utensils, tooth-

brush and wash, cologne, nail-brush, pow-
der for face, handkerchiefs, cold cream, and
a few simple remedies in case of sickness.

Let nothing be forgotten, for it is

humiliating to find that you must ask your
hostess for some trifle. Above all things,

provide yourself with writing materials.

Make your arrangements for your ticket in

advance, and when you take your train

you will feel " a journey well begun is

indeed half done." M. E. S.

Another spread I am making is from an
old linen sheet which belonged to my
grandmother. She spun and wove the

linen herself, and it is now about seventy
years old. I ripped the breadths apart and
between them put a row of insertion which
I made from linen thread. I used a wheel
pattern, making the insertion two wheels
iu width. On each side I put two rows of

wheels, same as used as insertion, only one

For Dressy Occasions.

side of row had thread tied in, making a

fringe. I have this spread nearly com-
pleted, and -it is receiving much admiration

from my friends.

Sometime I will tell you how I am using

some of my grandmother's old linen

pillow-slips, if you wish. M. B. A.

APRONS.

Bib-aprons first for the little ones. The
best material is the fine gloss toweling,

as it washes well; also the very fine huck-
aback. A little bride who expected to

board for awhile iu her new home made
aprons of cross-barred muslin after the .

most simple pattern, long enough to cover
|

A simple apron.

needle and button-bag. It is not only the
children, in their rough-and-tumble play,
that cause the buttons and garments to

part company, but the wringer and the
flat-iron in the laundry are just as effective

in this line.

Many mothers now make two sets of
buttonholes, and use studs in place of

buttons on nearly every garment. A strip

of tape knotted around the post of each
stud, thus fastening them all together,

her entire dress, and easily slipped on and
off, when she wished to do a little sewing
or wash her hands without changing her
dress. They would do nicely for a young
housekeeper.

All of us like a particularly dressy affair

when we serve our turn at the church
social, and the one formed of lace and
ribbon is just the thing. If the sales are

j

watched, both can be bought cheap, aud it

I will do service for a loug time.

SOME FANCY BEDSPREADS.

I want to tell you of a bedspread I have
been making. I got three and one half

yards of the unbleached sheeting, getting

the wide goods so no seam was necessary

in the middle. After making my dining-

room table as large as possible, I spread

my goods out on it. Then with lead-pencil,

ruler aud tape-line, I found and marked
the center of my goods. After allowing

for hems at ends, I marked off a Greek
border six inches deep entirely around
outer edge of goods, leaving a margin of

about four inches. Then in the ceuter I

outlined a cluster of oak leaves, after which
I filled in rest of space with different

geometrical designs, out-

lines of animals and flow-

ers, or any pretty design

I could think of.

After all was marked
on plainly iu pencil I

fastened the cloth in

quilting-f rames; then

with medium-sized
white knitting-cotton I

threaded a coarse needle

with the cotton so

doubled as to give me
four ends. I drew in the

cotton on marked lines,

taking up only one stitch

at a time. Drawing
thread through until

about one half inch was
left on right side, I cut

it, leaving about the

same length that I did

not pull through. Do not tie the thread

at all.

Take next stitch about one half inch

from first, and so on, using all markings
in same way. The ends of cotton can be

raveled out after cutting, which makes a

sort of ball, and closes hole made by needle,

so there is no danger of cotton working
out; or, as I left mine, which was just as

cut, and then by time it is washed aud
shaken well it is all right. I recently saw
one of these spreads that had been iu use

for several years, aud it is as good as when
first made.

TRILBY FEET.

In the course of an article by Lady Violet

Greville, in the London Graphic, on cramped
and deformed feet, she asks, " Will Trilby

set a new fashion—that of pretty feet, un-
compressed and undistorted?" And she

goes over the old ground of telling what
sort of feet we shall find in the old Greek
statues, and expatiates on the delights of

walking in the bare feet over dewy grass

and along the sea-shore. But she makes
this astonishing assertion: "American
women have exceptionally small feet ; but

then, they never walk! " What would the

athletic associations, now to be found in

all our -women's colleges, say to this? In

one, the primary term of admission to

the " walking club " is the ability to do ten

miles without resting; aud though Amer-
ican women, whose time is generally so

filled as to leave no place for the English-

woman's regular "constitutional," seem

perhaps to walk little, au examination of

the daily walk of a lady who keeps but one

servant and tills all the gaps herself, would
show many pedometer miles.

On the Xew York end of the Brooklyn

bridge, where, at the rush hours, oue can

get a true notion of the phrase, "swarming
humanity," myriads of the women who
will cross the bridge and go home on the

trolley-car have walked anywhere from

half a mile to two miles in coming from

their work or going to it. In spite of Lady
Greville, we <lo ivalk, but are quite willing

to declare that the loug, unresting ten-mile
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stretch is too much, and we believe its evil

effects will sooner or later become manifest.

Short walks, alternated with short rests,

such as our great-grandmothers, who did

their own work, took, hold a great panacea
for that kind of dyspepsia that comes from
want of proper exercise; but to say that

we do not walk—well, we do.

II. M. Plunkett.

AT SUNSET.

So much there was in my thought to do
When this fairest of summer days begun;

So much is of labor in vain, to rue

Now that the beautiful day is done,

I lift my eyes to the glowing west
As the sunset splendor fades away.

Can I give to the One who loves me best

Account for this wasted and broken day?

I falter, and words on my lips are few;
I, with no record of victories won

;

I, whose transgressions are ever new;
Scarce can I pray at the set of sun.

But lo! there Cometh a wave of rest

;

X am fain in my weariness to lay

Jfy aching head on the tender breast

Of the One who accepts my broken dny.

—Eunice Marsh.

CROSS-STITCH.

This is being revived for many uses.

For children's clothes nothing- is prettier,

and for table-napkins for covering bread

and cake it is always

neat, and serviceable in

every way. The corner

can be used on the Mol-

davian fichu, although

not exactly like the one

that appears upon it.

SNAILS.

Did our little folks

ever observe that curi-

ous little creature, the

snail, as he draws his slow length along?
Indeed, his slowness has become a kind
of proverb; but he travels fast enough to

accomplish all purposes in snail life.

Let us make an object-lesson on snails.

Examine the shell first; notice the spiral

shape. Each turn or twist of the shell is

called a whorl; all the whorls taken
together are called a spire; the point of

the spire, or cone, is called the apex; the
opening of the shell is called the mouth,
or aperture; the line dividing the whorls
is called a suture. The shell is part of the

wants to move from one place to another,
it creeps part way out of its shell, so as to

get its long foot on the ground. If you
place a live snail on a piece of glass, and
watch its movements, you can see how it

moves on its single foot. As the snail

begins to move, you will rvptice little

feelers on the front part of its head,

moving about, as if feeling its way along.

These feelers are called tentacles, or horns.

The common land-snail has four horns.

Ou the tips of two of them may be seen
black dots about as large as pin-heads.

These are the snail's eyes. Notice how
quickly they are drawn back when
touched. This shows that the snail has

the sense of feeling, and believes in taking

care of its eyesight. You may notice how
it eats by placing it on a piece of lettuce or

cabbage. It breathes by holes in the sides

of its body.

Snails are hatched from very small,

jelly-like eggs about the size of home-
opathic pills. A single snail will lay from
fifty to one hundred eggs. The eggs
hatch in two or three weeks, and at first

the young snail has a. very small shell,

containing only a whorl and a half; hut

the shell grows larger as the snail grows.

If the shell becomes a little broken, the

snail can repair it.

In the autumn the snail buries itself in

the ground, retires within its shell, closes

the mouth with a gum-
my mucus, and remains
in this condition until

the warm weather of

spring revives it.

Slugs are sometimes
mistaken for snails by
ignorant persons. They
are both cold-blooded,

soft-bodied, and have
no bones, rings or joints

in their bodies. Both
are covered with a

slimy skin, but the slug has no shell or

house. They are found on plants in gar-

dens and on the under side of boards in

damp places. Slugs are often very destruc-

tive to plants in gardens, and gardeners

put on dry ashes to keep them away. Toads
eat slugs. Augusta Millek.

A SUMMER TOILET.

The season's Hower-ladened hat, the

parasol with chiffon ruffles, the jaunty capo

and light summer dress, are now at their

snail, and is sometimes called its house;
but the snail cannot leave its house and
move about without it; it cannot live out
of its house, so when it moves it carries

its house on its back. When the snail

height. Everything in this season's style

speaks of airiness and daintiness. It is

many years since so much thin material

has appeared upon our streets, but it

shows the summer girl to best advantage.

RECIPES.

Scotch Short-bread.—
2 pounds of flour,

M pound of corn-tlour,

1 pound of butter,

]4 pound of powdered sugar,

Yi ounce of caraway-seed,

1 ounce of sweet almonds,
A few strips of candied orange-peel.

immediately from the ice-chest. Frozen
watermelon makes a nice dessert, and may-
be made as any frozen fruit would be.

Watermelon Butter, or .Marmalade.
—This is equal to that made from almost
any other fruit. Use only the red core cut

in small pieces. Drain oil' the water that

arises, and use one half as much sugar as

melon. Boil until moderately thick, stir-

Beat the butter to a eream, gradually dredge
j

ring constantly toward the last to prevent
in the Hour, add the sugar, caraway-seed scorching. When nearly done
and almonds blanched and cut in small add a large lemon for each gal-

pieces. Work and knead the paste until it hm of tlie fruit used. Slice

is quite smooth, and divide it into six lemons very thin, or
pieces; put each cake on a piece of white sqnee,zoin the juice and
paper, roll it out to the thickness of ;rate the rind

inch, pinch it well all around, prick on top ' Wat k it m e lo n
with a fork and ornament with the strips P reserves.—
of orange-peel, and bake in a good oven Remove all the
thirty minutes.

Jerusalem Artichokes— I don't think
that Jerusalem artichokes are used as much
for a winter vegetable as they ought to be.

I will give the recipe which I have used foi

a great many years. I hope some of the i
to

sisters will try it and report how they like

it, and I will send a few more recipes
how to cook them. Peel and cut
twelve artichokes into the shape of a
pear; cut a piece off the bottom of

each, that they may stand up-
right in the dish. Boil them
in salt and water twenty
minutes. Boil twelve
Brussels sprouts in an-
other vessel the same
length of time; dish

them with one be-

tween each artichoke,

and pour the follow-

ing sauce over them:

green from
the rind
and then
cut it

i I) -

Boil one cupful of

milk with one tablespoonful of butter, one
tablespoonful of flour, made smooth in a

little cold milk. Season with pepper and
salt. A. E. H.

CANNING HELPS.

In November 1st issue of Farm and
Fireside I noticed a nice way to can
tomatoes in glass cans. I have used no
other but the Mason jars for fifteen years.

The way I can tomatoes I scald, peel and
then fill the glass jars full of raw tomatoes.
Then take a clothes-boiler and cover bottom
of boiler with a little hay, to keep cans off

of kettle; then set can, filled, in the boiler,

and fill it with cold water to one and one
half inches from top of can. Then put a

paper or lid over kettle until the tomatoes
on lop are burning hot; then take the cans

out one by one and fill the can full with
some cooked ones which I cook to till up
with while others are cooking. Then put
on rubber and lid and turn down tight and
set in the dark. I have good luck. I have
canned peaches, cherries and berries in the

same way, only I sweeten the fruits.

Mixed Pickle.—One gallon of sliced to-

matoes, salt, then drain; three pints of

small onions, one peck small beans in pod,

one peck small cucumbers, one half pint

of grated horseradish, one half pint green
nasturtium-seed, six green peppers, five

cents' worth each of black and white mus-
tard, ten cents' worth of cinnamon bark,

two tablespoon fuls of whole cloves, five

cents' worth of pepper,. one tablespoonful

of allspice, five cents' worth of mace, one
teaspoonful of ginger, ten cents' worth of

celery-seed, two pint bowls of sugar, one
gallon of vinegar. Put the spice in the

vinegarand let simmer. Put all together

and let stand on back of stove for half a

day, but not to get hotter than you can
bear the hand. A Reader.

small squares or fancy shapes. Lay in

strong alum-water two hours, then in clear

waterone hour. Weigh the fruit before it is

soaked, and to five pounds take five pounds
of sugar and two large lemons. Add a

cupful of water to the sugar to make a

syrup, and when it boils add the melon
and sliced lemon, and boil until the melon
looks clear, which will be from half an
hour to an hour. Remove the melon, boil

the syrup until very thick, return melon,
boil up once, put into jars, and seal.

Watermelon Pickle.—Cut the rind in

strips an inch wide and three inches long.

Soak over night in salt-water. In the morn-
ing take the necessary amount of vinegar,

adding as much sugar as vinegar and a

tablespoonful of finely broken stick cinna-

mon and one of whole cloves to each quart.

Boil together for five minutes and add a

part of the melon rinds, which have been

carefully drained, and cook until easily

pierced with a broom-straw. Remove and
add more, and so on until all are done;

pour the syrup over them, and seal. Should
one make many at one time, it is some-
times necessary to make a fresh syrup of

equal parts of vinegar and sugar, with the

necessary spices, as that in which the

melons are cooked becomes weakened and

WATERMELONS.

The watermelon is often considered un-
healthfnl—the forerunner of cholera morbus
and kiudred diseases—when in reality, if

eaten when perfectly ripe and fresh, it is

very wholesome, the juice acting on the

kidneys iu a very salubrious manner, and

has a disagreeable green taste. Waterme lon

pickles, if well made, are next to cucumbers
in point of excellence.

Clara Sensibaugh Everts.

MOLDAVIAN FICHU.

This quaint little shawl garment is

worked in cross-stitch upon wool Japanese

needlework enters largely into decoration

of every wearable article. Even part of

the pattern worked upon white flannel

with silk would make a very pretty trifle

to throw around the shoulders of an
invalid.

during its season it may well find a place
:
canvas. It is brought from abroad, where

on the table three times a day.

A sweet, luscious watermelon makes a

delightful substitute for soup as a first

course for dinner on a hot day. A pretty

way to serve it is to cut through crosswise

with a narrow-bladed knife, in deep points

or notches (see illustration), then slice off

each end and stand on a platter iu place of

the soup-tureen. With a sharp knife it can

easily be cut in slices from the points
|

downward, and served on plates with fork

or spoon.
For dessert, the rind and seeds should

be carefully removed, and even, regular

slicesof the rich, red meat served on dessert-

plates. To be at its best, the melon should
be kept on ou ice for some time before

HAVE YOU SENT YOUR ANSWER?

Do you know that the publishers of

Farm and Fireside offer 2,33.8 prizes for

answers to the question, "Who will be the

next president, and how many electoral

votes will he receive?" The first prize is

one thousand dollars iti cash. The sooner

you send in your answer the more likely

you are to get a big prize. See full partic-

beiug served, and should go to the table I uiars on page 19.
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©ur Housebote.

MOTHER TO CHILD.

Is there no way 1113* life can save thine a pain?
Is the love of a mother no possible gain?

No labor of Hercules—search for the grail-

No way for this wonderful love to avail ?

God in heaven, oh, teach rue!

My prayer has been answered, the pain thou

must bear

Is the pain of the world's life which thy life

must share;

Thou art one with the world—though I. love

thee the best,

And to save thee from pain I must save all the

rest

;

Well, with God's help I'll do it.

Thou art one with the rest, I must love thee
in them

!

Thou wilt sin with the rest, and thy mother
must stem

The world's sin. Thou wilt weep, and thy
mother must dry

The tears of the world lest her darling should
cry

!

I will do it, God helping.

And I stand not alone. I will gather a band
Of all loving mothers from land unto land;

Our children are part of the world! Do ye
hear?

They are one with the world, we must hold
them all dear.

Love all for the child's sake.

For the sake of my child I must hasten to save
All the children of earth from the jail and the

grave

;

For so and so only I lighten the share
Of the pain of the world that my darling must

bear;

Eiven so and so only.
— Charlotte Perkins Stetson.

(according to size of book) to use as index,
as the pages should be numbered. Under
the different headings of bread, yeast,

meat, pickles, preserves, pie, cake, cookies,

tarts, doughnuts, candies, frostings, etc.,

write the recipe that you know by use and
experience to be good, and especially those
that the young folks are fond of. Give
directions plainly ; not only amounts, but
the modus operandi, so that a new beginner
may be assured of success. Do not be
afraid to try new recipes that your judg-
ment approves, and when proven to be a

success, add them to your written recipe-

book.

What a valuable one you can make by a
little patience and time! Do not keep this

book in the pantry to use as constant

reference; have another copy there that

you care less about soiling, and the first

one may be kept as a valued keepsake from
mother to daughter for many generations,

if they so desire; and at last its own age

will make it valuable as one of

the belongings of the last cen-

tury. Gypsy.

Ivory Soap
99*Moo Pure

The popular wash silk waists can be made as fresh as new by

washing in a suds of Ivory Soap. The gloss is restored by ironing

when almost perfectly dry. Use no starch.

The Procter & Gamble Co., Cin'ti.

veranda is furnished like a living-room of HATS,

the house, and used for social entertain-
j

So many of our young people with deft
ment, cushions of blue denim, worked

j

fingers trim and get up their own hats,

with a scroll design in white Asiatic rope that for their help we give the accoin-

silk, will be quite appropriate. panying models. The sailor is no louger

RECIPE-BOOK.

There are recipe-books innumerable,
and every week brings something
new in some paper or magazine.
Yet how few try them on account

of cost or scarcity of some necessary in-

gredient, generally eggs in cake! Each
housewife will often think, "How I wish
I could remember the way mother did this

or that; how good her cooking did use to

taste!"

Do you ever stop to think how your chil-

dren, in years to come, will think back and
make the same expression? The appetite

of childhood flavors mother's cooking with
the best of spice that cannot be procured

when mature years shall call on the child

to take her turn at the mill and grind out

the daily provisions from the bake-shop or

store-room. But you can leave an heritage

that will be prized beyond gold, when the

lips shall have lost their power to unfold

secrets in the culinary art to the ones left

behind.

Take a medium-sized blank-book, well

bound; leave several of the first leaves

SOFA-PILLOWS.

We cannot have too many sofa-

pillows. No limit is put on the

number we may have, unless it

be in the matter of means in in-

dulging in them. No restrictions

whatever is put on the manner of

decorating them, so that the

adaptability of the material is

considered in connection with

their use. Sofa-pillows that we
have all seen, that could only be

looked at and not tised, were, to say the

least, very meaningless things.

Pillows or cushions are not now, as

formerly, used singly, set up primly against
the sofa, and with too frail or delicate work
to be leaned against, but are piled up in

twos, threes or even more, and all manner
of material and embellishments used, even

though the maker is compelled to run
down the financial scale until she reaches

blue denim. And right now is the time to

be making cushions for the veranda lounge

for use next summer. And now that the

A lack of simplicity and harmony in

colors are errors which many women fall

into in their decorative efforts. In conse-

quence, so many articles entirely lose their

usefulness, and are so elaborate as to be
almost ludicrous. I saw among a pile of

pillows, the other day. one that pleased

me very much from the fact that it was
just the opposite of this; it was
very pretty, but not too dainty

for use. It was made of golden-

brown figured terry, and was
ornamented with a spray of

white daisies with yellow cen-

ters, that looked at a little
distance like heavy raised em-
broidery, but which were in

reality crocheted daisies done in

crochet-silk. These daisies
were made in what is known
as "roll stitch." Over a chain

of ten, joined in a ring, were
worked twenty-four rolls. The
roll was made by throwing, the

silk rather loosely around the

needle twenty times, insert the

hook under the ring and draw
up the loop; silk over, and draw through
all twenty loops on the hook at once; one
chain and repeat; join last roll to first one
made. The daisies were stitched down to

the terry with invisible stitches. Leaves
and steins were added in natural colors in

outline-stitch with Boston art silk. There
was a deep ruffle of the goods around the

pillow, and on it was worked a line of cat-

stitches in yellow outline silk. "I made
it in one afternoon," said the owner, "and
of all my cushions it is the most ad-

mired." Mrs. T.

Crescent, Ark.

A CORNER-COUCH.

To arrange a comfortable and effective

lounging corner, get a narrow cot, which
may be bought at any furniture store for a

few dollars, reduce its height to about

eighteen inches from the foot, and lay

upon it a soft mattress or an improvised
covering of thick quilts, or a comfort. Then
cover it completely with a cover of cretonne

or a rich-colored Bagdad portiere, and com-
plete the arrangement by forming a bank
of downy pillows. Pretty pillow-coverings

can be made of silkoline or embroidered
denim, art linen or cretonne, but a sense of

harmony is needed to make the couch an
effective piece of furniture.

M. E. Smith.

COSTUMES FOR BOY AND GIRL.

These two blouse costumes for children

will be found very easy to make, and
always becoming. The girl's waist is

made as usual, only open in front over a
shirt-front, witli revers; or it can beopened
in the back and the front simulated to

produce this effect. White pique is used
for the revers and cull's, trimmed with
narrow embroidery.

strictly plain, but is loaded with rosettes

of tulle and flowers, and bows of ribbon.

Soft straws are bent and doubled to suit

the face, trimming at the back to suit the

hair.

HOUSEHOLD HINTS.

Plants do not thrive in glazed pots.

Hard soap is better than grease to stop

squeaking doors.

Spirits of turpentine cleans and brightens

patent leather.

The Famous
DeLongf Hook and Eye stands first

on the following points

:

Simplicity,

Durability,

Finish

;

and complete security to the wearer.

See that \

hump?
Richardson <fc DeLong Bros.,

Philadelphia,

Also makers of the

CUPID Hairpin.

tBIH
7 Are the BEST in
W Ratchet Wick Adjuste.,
A Double Center Draught. Give the Brightest jV and Best Light. Our Little Book, mailed V

Are the BEST in Every Respect. A
Burner, 1

free, tells more about them, and about our Gas P
and Electric Fixtures, Fireplace Furni- £
ture, Brass and Wrought Iron Grille Work, ^
and Railings, Art Metal Goods, B. & H. Oil Z
Heaters, Etc. Leading Dealers Sell Our Goods, r
BRADLEY & HUBBARD MFG. CO. 1
NEW YORK. BOSTON. MERIDEN, CONN. V

CHICAGO. PHILADELPHIA.

2 Minutes for

Refreshments
THE

Handy Tablet
requires neither sugar nor
spoon to make healthful
and refreshing drinks the
moment it touches water.
Sample Box,t\0 cents.

The HANDY TABLET CO., 1041 N. Front St., Phi1adelphia,Pa.

Mead
Lemon
Orange
Vanilla

Ginger
Sarsaparilla

Root Beer

PERFECT
EASE and
COMFORT.
Sanitary Dye.
Fast Perma-
nent Black.

THE

"Gladstone"
SEAMLESS
HALF HOSE

Sample pair,

20 cents, or 3
pairs SO cents.

Sent postpaid.

GLADSTONE
HOSIERY CO.,

Providence. R.I

12 Yards Turrlion I A^*p Siren Away.
All one piece FKKE to a™ rA \J K ai| genuine hic.

fur puper 3 uioa. Fireside tiem, Watflrville, Maine.
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Qur Sunfcai? afternoon.

CHRIST IS COMING.

Lo, he cometh ! Christ returning,

His appearing now is near;

Have thy lamps all trimmed and burning,

Make thy pathway bright and cleav.

Christ is corning

For his waiting bride so dear.

Christ is coming! Be thou working
In the vineyard of the Lord;

With thy lamps all trimmed and burning
With the oil of his pure Word.

Christ is coming!
Son of man and mighty God.

Christ is coming! Be thou watching
For the coming of thy King;

With thy lamps all trimmed and burning—
Lo, his loved ones he will bring.

Christ is coming!
Let us loud his praises sing.

Christ is coming! Be thou waiting.

He will come in royal state;

Have thy lamps all trimmed and burning,
As good stewards calmly wait-

Christ is coining!

He will come in splendor great.

JOIN THE CHURCH.

No man or woman professing to fol-

low Christ has a right to stay

outside the church organization.

All such should belong to some
branch of Christ's church. The Lord
Jesus has declared himself to be the head
of the church. He founded it, having
bought it with his blood. He appointed its

ministers and its ordinances. It is clearly

his will that it be perpetuated ; and no one
who regards his commands can afford to

shirk his part in its maintenance. He has

directed that his followers be baptized in

his name; that they partake of bread and
wine in company in remembrance of him

;

that they forsake not the assembling of

themselves together for his worship and
for mutual aid in his service. These things

could not be rightly attended to, nor could
a vigorous effort be put forth for the salva-

tion of the world, without a definite orga-

nization under proper officers and leaders.

The privileges which the church provides
are great, admittedly so, and no one has a

right, as we look at it, to-appropriate these

privileges without sharing also in the
burdens and responsibilities which they
involve. No one can go to heaven alone,

unless circumstances beyond his control

combine to isolate him wholly from his

fellow-believers and his fellow-men.

Since, then, whoever loves God will make
it known, will want to work for him, will

want to be in the society of his people,

and will want to obey his commands—all

of which things are best compassed by con-

nection with some branch of his church

—

it is evident how perfectly valueless is the

declaration of great love for God on those

who shun the church ; except, indeed, so

far as "invincible ignorance" and dark-

ness may suffice to excuse them for this as

for any other palpable wrong-doing.

—

Zioifs Herald.

KICKED INTO NOTICE.

Abuse is not the worst thing a man can

have. Many a man owes his reputation

largely to the abuse of his enemies. If

they had let him alone he would have been
forgotten, but by persistent hammering
they compelled the world to know Mm;
and if he is worth knowing, the fact is

found out in due time.

Some of the greatest orators, patriots and
philanthropists have been hated, mocked,
scorned, persecuted, despised and rejected,

but the wind that has blown against them
has furnished motive power for them to

rise. Thus by their enemies they have
found friends, and through opposition they
have gained victories.

•Do not be afraid of persecution, if it be
for righteousuess' sake. Let men " say all

manner of evil against you falsely," and
you are quite sure of God's blessing here

and a great reward hereafter. Persecution,
trial and abuse give us strength we should
not otherwise know. The hurricane helps

to anchor the trees which it cannot uproot;

they stretch their moorings wider, and set-

tle themselves more firmly after every
storm. The heat of battle turns the raw
recruit into a veteran. When men have
been dead a hundred years, people are

likely to get acquainted with them. They
build the tombs of the prophets and gar-

nish the sepulchers of the righteous. They
stone the live prophets and honor the dead
ones. So long as we live we must be con-

tent to take our share of this hatred of

Christ our Master, and overcome by the

blood of the Lamb and the word of onr
testimony.— The Christum.

put off till to-morrow what you can do to-

day " is a good proverb, but don't do what
you may regret.

—

Merchant- Sentinel.

"KEEP THE STAR IN SIGHT."

A young man gives the following experi-

ence: "Our captain was ill, but when he

saw what weather we were threatened

with, he took his place at the wheel. At
length he cried to me, ' My strength is go-

ing. Do you see that star right ahead? If

my strength should fail, steer right ahead
for that, and you are safe. And oh,

remember that there is another Star you
must keep in view, if you are to get safe

into port at last!' I knew what he meant.
He was pointing me to the Lord Jesus
Christ, for he was as good a Christian as he
was captain. He died that night. When
he could stand the gale no longer, he
shouted, 'Keep the star in sight, my lads,

keep the star in sight !' Then he was helped
down to the cabin, and I never saw him
alive again. The star guided us aright.

When the ship was in safety I went to the

captain's cabin. Death had not altered his

manly, resolute face. I knelt there and
prayed to God to guide me through the

storms of life, and from that night I have
kept the Star in sight."

"A Dollar Seems a Good Deal of Money
in these hard times." Yes, but if you have a
Cough, a Cold, Asthma, Bronchitis, or Incip-
ient Consumption, a dollar spent for a bottle
of Dr. D. Jayne's Expectorant, may prove your
cheapest outlay, iof you will'then have the
surest remedy ever known for such disease.
The best family Pill, Jayne's Painless Sugar-
Coated Sanative.

THE CHRISTIAN FAITH.

They tell us there is no Creator, only a

cosmos dust. Who made the dust? There
is only protoplasm, indeed! Who made
protoplasm? They tell us of evolution

from dust to monkey, and then to. man;
but all the scientists have never found the

missing link. The simple gospel of the

humble son of a carpenter, preached by
twelve fishermen, has survived the centu-

ries and outlives all other philosophies of

eighteen hundred years. I am not versed

in the terminology of the philosophies. I

believe thein to be of little use to reach

the hearts and to influence the actions of

simple men. There is no liberty that

lasts in the world, and there is no govern-
ment which has liberty in it that lasts, that

does not recognize the Bible. What is the

object of all theology? It is to reach the

human heart and to control the actions of

men as they are.

How many of us can understand what
the philosophers say? You might take the

whole stock exchange and read Kant to

them, and it would be utterly incompre-
hensible to them. Not so with the teach-

ings of the Golden Rule. . . . They tell

us God must disappear; that praying is

begging; that holy communion is canni-

balism. When did such a religion ever

send out a missionary?- When you show
me a colony of ten thousand people who
have come to live decently by its teach-

ings, T may believe it. But I say now that

the. Christian faith of my mother is good

enough for me. If we believe this faith,

what harm? If we disbelieve it, and
thereby go wrong, what of our future?

—

Chauncey M. Depew.

THE DANGEROUS BOOK.

If, when I read a book about God, I find

that it has put him farther from me; or

about man, that it has put me farther from
him; or about this universe, that it has
shaken down upon it a new look of desola-
tion, turning a green field into a wild
moor; or about life, that it has made it

seem a little less worth living on all ac-

counts than it was; or about moral princi-
ples, that they are not quite as clear and
strong as they were when this author be-

gan to talk—then I know that, on any of

these fiveeardinal things in the life or man,
—his relation lo God, to his fellows, to the
world about him, to the world within him,
and the great principles on which all things
stable center—that for me is a bad book.
It may chime in with' some lurking appe-
tite in my own nature, and so seem to be
as sweet as honey to my taste; but it comes
to bitter, bad results. It may be food for

another; I can say nothing to that, lie

may be a pine, while I am a palm. I only
know this, that in these great first things,
if the book that I read shall touch them at
all, it shall touch them to my profit, or else
I will not read it. Right and wrong shall
grow more clear, life in and about me more
divine; I shall come nearer to my fellows
and God nearer to me, or the thing is a
poison.

—

Dr. Robert Cblfyer.

PROMPT PEOPLE.

Don't live a single hour of your life with-

out doing exactly what is to be done in it,

and going straight through it from begin-

ning to end. Work, play, study—whatever

it is, take hold at once, and finish it up
squarely; then to the next thing, without

letting any moments drop between. It is

wonderful to see how many hours these

prompt people contrive to make of a day; it

is as if they picked up the moments which

the dawdlers lost. And if ever you lind

yourself where you have so many things

pressing upon you that yon hardly know
how to Wgin, let me tell you a secret:

Take hold of the very first one that comes

to hand, and you will find the rest all fall

into file, and follow after, like a company
of well-drilled soldiers; and though work

may be hard to meet when it charges in a

squad, it is easily vanquished if you can

bring it into line. You may have often

seen the anecdote of the man who was

asked how he had accomplished so much
in his life. "My father taught me," was

the reply, " when I had anything' to do, go

and do it." There is the secret—the magic-

word now ! Make sure, however, that what

is to be done ought to be done. " Never

RICH WITHOUT MONEY.

Many a man is rich without money.
Thousands of men with nothing in their
pockets, and thousands without even a
pocket, are rich. A man born with a good,
sound constitution, a good stomach, a good
heart, and good limbs and a pretty good
head-piece, is rich. Good bones are better
than gold; tough muscles than silver; and
nerves that flash fire and carry energy to

every function are better than houses and
lands. It is better than a landed estate to

have the right kind of a father and mother.
Good breeds and bad breeds exist among
men as really as among herds and horses.

Education may do much, to check evil

tendencies or to develop good' oiies, but it

is a great thing to inherit the right propor-
' tion of faculties to start with. The man is

rich who has a good disposition, who is

naturally kind, patient, cheerful, hopeful,
and who has a flavor of wit and fun in his

composition. ,

The hardest thing to get along with in

this life is a man's own self. A cross,

selfish fellow, a desponding and complain-
I ing fellow, a timid and care-burdened man
—these are all born deformed on the, inside.

They do not limp, but their thoughts some-
times do.

THE LOST SPECTACLES.

Some gentlemen belonging to a Bible
association called upon an old woman, and
asked if she had a Bible. She was very
angry at being asked such a question, and
replied, " Do you think, gentlemen, that I

am a heathen, that you ask me such a
question?" Then calling to a little girl,

she said, " Run and fetch the Bible out of

the drawer, that I may show it to the gen-
tlemen." They desired she would not take
the trouble; but she insisted that they
should "see she was not a heathen." Ac-
cordingly the Bible' was brought; nicely

covered. On opening it, the old woman
exclaimed, "Well, how glad Iain that you
called and asked about the Bible! Here
are my spectacles; Ilifive been looking for

them these three years, and did not know
where to rind them!" Might she not be
called a heathen? Certainly she was liv-

ing like one, ignorant of the Word of Cod,
and this arising from Criminal neglect.

—

Ilculitiition.

GOD-GIVEN DAYS.

Ourdaysare like beautiful summer fields,

as God gives theni to. us. ' The minutes are
•lovely, blooming'Mowers and' silvery grass-

blades, and stalks of ' wheat ' with their,

germs of goldenioliage, or vines with their

blossoms—prophecies of coming; purple
clusters. Oh, -the possibilities, of the days
and hours and minutes as. tihey come to: us
from God's hands! But what did you do
witli yesterday? How does the little acre
of that one day look to you now? Is it

waving with beauty? Are there no waste
spots upon it? What did yon do' with the
seven days of last week? How does that
seven-acre field -appear-to you as you view
it from the hilltop of the holy Sabbath?
Are there no wasted minutes, no squan-
dered hours?—Rev. J. li. MUler.

DOMESTIC MARTYRS,

Lots of women suffer constantly,
and seldom utter complaint.

Ciood men rarely know the pain
endured by the women of their own
household, or the efforts they make to
appear cheerful and happy when they
ought to be in bed, their suffering is

really so great.

Our habits of life and dress tell

sadly upon women's
delicate organiza-

tions.

They
ought to

be told

just where"1

thedanger
lies, for

their

whole fu-

ture may I

depend
upon that

knowledge,
and how to!

overcome it.

There is no 1

need of our de-

scribing the ex-

periences of

such women
here, they are '

too well known by those who have suf-

fered, but we will impress upon every
one that these are the never-failing

symptoms of serious womb -trouble,

and unless relieved at once, a life will

be forfeited.

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound never fails to relieve the distress-

ing troubles above referred to ; it has
held the faith of the women of America
for twenty years.

It gives tone to the womb, strength-

ens the muscles, banishes backache
and relieves all pains incident to

women's diseases.

IN REACH OF ALL.

Best Education SSiiao,

Northern advantages in Southern moun-
tain climate, 130 miles from Cincinnati.

Reduced R. R. rates. 3 College Courses.

Music, Academy, Normal, Manual. Tu-
ition free. Incidentals S4.50 a term. The
great expense in education is board. Go
where good board can be furnished cheap-

ly. Address Pres. W. G. FROST, Ph. D.,

Berea, Kentucky.

No Saloons
Find Out About Berea College

Band Instruments:
Drums, Fifes and Trumpets,

at special prices during Presidential
Campaign. Illustrated catalogue (128
pp)aud sample parts of band music free.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
Manufacturers. ^-
Established 1856. .

Cincinnati.
Write for Catalogue ,\

Bicycles
Shipped anywhere

\C. O. D., at lowest
ilwholesale prices.
ll$HiO'<hik>iood'rur$57.50
/$S5 'Arlington' " $15.00
$65 " " $87.50
$20 BIcyelo *' $l«l."5

Latest models, fully guaranteed; pneumatic tires; weight 17H to

30 lus., all styles and prices. Large illustrated catalogue tree.

CashBuyers'Union,162W.VanBurenSt.B-7 Chicago

600 SECOND HAND BICYCLES
all makes Must Be Closed Out, $r,.0O
to $20.00.. 1,000 New ItlGH-GRADE
'95-'96 models. $25 to $J2.5U. Stock of bank-
rupt house. Sendat once for descripl ive lists.

O. R. Mead & Prentiss, Chicago.

$0 c flfl for an Up-to-Date Wheel.
,
OJiUU Agnus make. Bit tfoney. Hundreds of
New ami Second- Hand Wheels. Catalogue Free.

Steruer Wheel Co., 75 Dcarbornst., Chicago

BIG

MAIL

IF YOU WANT TO RECEIVE
Lota of Letters, Papers. Cirri's, Mag-
azines, Novelties, etc. p D CT ETsend us lCc. and we J W\ Ea Sw
will put your name m our Agents
Directory, which we send to man ufact-
urers, publishers and supply houses.
You also get our new fA-cot. [Rut. Afug-
azir/e to Jan. I8*J7, on trial, all for 10c.
Don't miss this chance.' Address at once
YANK PLC. CO \H Federal SL, Huston, ffiasti.

I WANT A MAN
In every city or township tn hmk after my business,
on stiiaj*) or coiiirpisKtoii ; steady work and liberal
pay lb* war round. Our matt cleared §140.45
last week. Plappfl for a few ladies. Don't delay
or bother to send stamps, but write at once to

J. W. JONES, Springfield. Ohio.
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HOW TO KEEP STRAIGHT HAIR IN CURL AND
ORDER IN HOT WEATHER.

From May till October the girl with natural-

ly curly, wavy hair can crow over her sister

with straight locks, for heat and dampness are

deadly, invincible foes to artificial curls. The
rest of the year it is share and share alike, for

cold, crisp weather makes the natural curls

stiffaad straight. There are a hundred and
one inventions and appliances to make the

hair curl, and some are remarkably successful.

But the trouble with all is the same. The
results are not lasting, and a sudden shower,

any fog, or the thermometer going up into the

nineties, makes all previous toil fruitless.

It may seem a small matter to the world at

large, but it is no small matter to the woman
concerned, to start out looking trim, neat and
really pretty, and in half an hour to be a hid-

eous fright, with long, lank locks in place of

the coquettish, trimly arranged ringlets.

The only plan that has proved efficacious

is to wet the hair thoroughly with alcohol or

cologne, curl it while wet, leaving the curls

uncombed until the hair is thoroughly dried.

Then putting a touch of powder both on curls

and forehead will remove any temporary
dampness, and the curls will stay in—mysteri-

ous saying—for hours. The alcohol dries up
the natural moisture of the hair, and the curl-

ing while wet with the spirit is what produces
the desired results. The dash of powder is so

slight as not to show, and gives an additional

dryness. The curls must be curled with hot

tongs; there is no use in using the patent
curlers for this purpose.
The waved effect which has been so fashion-

able for the side locks comes under this

same rule, and it is surprising how long the

curls remain wavy even on the hottest day,

and, be-^t of all, how natural they look.

Constant curling and waving with hot irons

is bound to be prejudicial to fine hair, but
much damage can be prevented by being care-

ful not to use the irons if they are in the least

rough. A perfectly smooth, evenly heated
iron, not hot enough to burn the hair, will

do no harm, and the roughness that cuts can
easily be discerned, and consequently guarded
against. It is a good plan if one is in the habit

of constantly curling the hair with irons to

take a vacation for a month or six weeks, and
during that time wear one's hair quite smooth.
A good way to make the hair look naturally

wavy across the top of the head is to wet the

front locks very thoroughly before going to

bed, then to pull them forward and tie as

tightly over them as is comfortable a band of

net. This holds the hair down, and when
taken offin the morning makes a most natural

and becoming wave, much more graceful than
can be produced by even the broadest iron.

Bang-nets, as are called the nets for the front

hair, are necessary parts of every woman's
summer outfit, and save a lot of trouble, keep-

ing the hair in place nicely.

—

Harper's Bazar.

WONDERFUL THINGS THAT ARE NEAR.

The Philadelphia Press says: "Flying is

solved. The principle is known. A mechan-
ical expedient is all that is now needed to

make it successful. Practical flight is to-day

not more than five or ten years off.

"A glowworm makes light with about one
three hundredth part of the force used in or-

dinary artificial light. When men know how
to make light as cheap, streets and homes will

be as light as day for a mere fraction of what
light now costs. This is near. Vacuum il-

lumination without incandescence is already

in full operation, and in a year or two should

cut down the price of light to a sixth of its

current cost, and in five or ten years light in a

city may be, like water, turned on in every
house at will.

"Compressed air has long been known to be

the best way, theoretically, to store force for

use in transportation. There is no waste and
no deterioration. The need is a cheap and
efficient motor to apply compressed air to city

transportation. If this can be done, first the

trolley poles and wires will come down, next

the horseless, air-compressed motor-carriage

will do all the work of city delivery.
" When these changes come the only use for

gas will be for cooking—if this is not done
by electricity. Factories, also, before many
years, will be run by transmitted electric

power. This has begun to be done, and in five

or ten years will be completed, and the factory

fire and boiler will be a thing of the past.

"The city of the future, and no very distant

future, will have no trolley poles or wires, and
no horses. All movements will be on rails by
silent air-motors, or by horseless carriages

equally silent. All pavements will be asphalt.

Unlimited light will be as cheap as unlimited
water is to day. No coal will be delivered at

private houses and no ashes taken from them.
With no horses, no coal and no ashes, street

du^t and dirt will be reduced to a minimum.
With no factory fires and no kitchen or fur-

nace fires, the air will be as pure in the city as

in the country. Trees will have a chance.
Houses will be warmed and lighted as easily

and cheaply as they are now supplied with
water.

"A city will be a pretty nice place to live in

when the first twenty years of the Uvent ietb

century are passed."

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR GOOD FARMERS.

What a Wisconsin Man Thinks of Florida's

Agricultural Resources.

Mr. A. H. Scbiereck, of Cedar Grove,

Wisconsin, writes entertainingly of his

observations in the Tallahassee country.

The following are extracts from his letter

written to his city paper:

At 9 : -J5 the next morning we steamed out of

the union depot at Jacksonville toward Talla-

hassee, the capital city of Florida, which lies

almost near the state line of Georgia^ After

we had gone about fifty miles, we made up our
mind that we would now enter the farming i

country of Florida, and such was the case. We
went through fields of oats, corn and cotton,

such as we had not seen in the southern part I

of the state. It looked altogether more
familiar to us; in fact, we liked it better, also i

knew that this country was better adapted for

any Northern farmer to make a decent and
wholesome living on. The further we went
west the better the country looked, also more
prosperous. We reached Tallahassee at four I

p.m., and being a perfect stranger we looked
for the city, which, however, proved to be

away about one and one half miles from the

depot. Lots of hacks and vehicles were there,

also a street-car (the only one, we learned

afterward) propelled by three little' mules.

Nobody seemed to want to ride in it, so we
made up our mind to try it. It took fully

three quarters of an hour before getting into I

the city, it being rather up hill all the way ; .

but we got there all the same, and landed in
j

our future home all in good shape. After re-

freshing ourselves with a good wash and clean
I

clothes, we set out to seethe city, also looking
j

for a place for refreshing ourselves otherwise,

not having had a chance of getting anything
in the shape of eating or drinking since morn-
ing. Luck was with us, and we soon espied a

big sign of "Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Beer." Of
course we were well aware that where they
have such they also have something good to

eat, and in this we were not disappointed.

We found a well-kept place, neat and clean,

and everything in ship-shape. We came out

feeling one hundred #er cent better, and then

presented ourselves to the gentlemen who
i

represented the Clark Syndicate Company,
and made the acquaintance of the " boss," Mr. !

Swearingen, and Mr. Taylor and Mr. Snook,

all very clever business men. also very nice 1

gentlemen in every respect. They do the

business for the Clark Syndicate Co., handle

all the real estate there, which is about one i

million acres of very nice farming land. We
also made the acquaintance of a Mr. J. S.

Bradbury, from Portsmouth, Ohio, who, like

ourself, works in TJncle Sam's mail depart-

ment, he being railway mail-clerk. His wife

and small daughter were with him. He, like

ourself, was looking for something betterthau

what be had. On meeting the land men it was
arranged that we would start out by team the

next morning, being Friday, to see some of

the surrounding country and sights of the

capital city. The city itself does not amount
to much to look at, for us Northern people, for

|

we are used to seeing much nicer places than
what this is. It is old-fashioned, and about

fifty years behind any modern Northern city.
|

Everything looks neglected, and in need of a

good set of industrious Northern business men
j

to wake her up.

The next morning, as per agreement, the

carriage, with Mr. Taylor from the Syndicate,

waited in front of the hotel for us. We drove

out about six miles and saw lots of good tracts

of land which they offer for sale, situated in a

good rolling country, and all it needs is .some-

body that knows how to farm. The land is

very cheap there; from S10 to $15 per acre,

within two or three miles of the capital city, i

is, in our estimation, very cheap, and within

reach of all, especially poor folks who are

looking for a home and have not the means of

maintaining or buying such in the Northern
states. The afternoon was spent in looking

over the several state and county buildings,

also taking in the city in general, together

with the railway mail-clerk, who proved him-
Bell a very good companion.

The next day we had another drive in the
country, in a different direction, and visited a

creamery which is operated the same way as

we do in the North. The owner disposes of
;

the product at twenty-five cents per pound
for butter, and fifteen to eighteen cents for

cheese, and does a very good business, using

the milk from his own cows only. He has a
J

herd of fine Jersey cattle, the best we saw in
j

Florida. We saw some good and nicely located

lands that day, which any Northern farmer
would be proud to live on. That afternoon

J

Mr. Swearingen took us out on the Land
Company's own railway to Lanark, which is

situated on the Gulf of Mexico, about forty-

five miles from Tallahassee. We left at 4:30,

and arrived at that well-known Lanark Inn
about supper-time. We had already made the

acquaintance of the manager of the railroad,

also the proprietor of the Lanark Inn. on the

train, and soon made the acquaintance of the

ladies of the inn, upon our arrival, and were
duly installed—myself and Mr. Bradbury and
family. The Lanark Inn is owned by the

Clark Syndicate Company, and is a fine and
costly hotel, well managed by Mrs. Chittenden,
the wife of the manager of the railroad, and

everything is first-class. The well-known
Lanark Spring is on the hotel grounds ; it is

very fine water after you get used to drinking
it. Such was our experience.
The next day being Sunday. Mr. Swearingen

arranged for a sail on the Gulf, in which he,

Mr. Bradbury, myself and the master of the
boat took part, it taking' about four hours
before we returned. This being done after

dinner, supper tasted good after such a ride.

Soon after we got ready to again take the train

to return to the capital city. The land bet ween
the Gulf and Tallahassee is mostly owned by
the syndicate, and is settling up quite fast.

Lots of small villages have already been
started. Some of the country is quite thickly
covered with pine: so it is a lumbering country.
We also saw several turpentine camps. It is

only a question of time when that part of the

country will be settled as thickly as our North-
ern country, because the land is good, rich arid

cheap, and better adapted for farming than
any other -parts of that state. We arrived at

the capital city about 8 p. jr., and on account of

its being a Sunday town, and "dry" at that,

we concluded that a good night's rest would be
very wholesome.
The next day, Mr. and Mrs. Bradbury being

otherwise engaged in making calls, we took
another peep at the city and country in the
forenoon, being accompanied by the genial
Mr. Taylor, showing us the different locations
and chances for anybody wanting to start in

business.

Lots within the corporation limits are as yet
very cheap. We also saw some three or four
acre tracts just outside the limits, very cheap
indeed. The afternoon, being our last one
there before starting on our homeward jour-

ney, was a pleasant one for us as well as the
party which we visited. Mr. Swearingen took
us out to a farmer named John Dunk, a
native Hollander, who resides about, three and
half miles southwest of Tallahassee. He
came from the old country direct to Florida

about twelve years ago, and is now working a

farm of one hundred and five acres owned by
an Eastern man; also has sixty acres of his

own. He has succeeded well in gathering
worldly effects during his short time here, and
is said to be well off". Arriving from the old

country with very limited means, he is on a
prosperous road to fortune.

We encountered Mr. Dunk in the field before

reaching his" home. Mr. Swearingen being
well acquainted with him, induced him to

enter our carriage, as we intended to visit his

home, to which he most readily consented.
He took a seat alongside the writer, and we
greeted him in hisown native language, which
completely "took him off his feet," as he
afterward explained he did not converse in

his own language with anybody except his

own family, since he came to Florida, because

Hollanders are very scarce in Florida, and
none near that place. Of course we talked

Holland all that afternoon. We also surprised

his wife and daughter when entering the
house by him introducing me to them in the

Holland language; they were thunderstruck,

and did not know what to make of it. We
spent a very pleasant afternoon with them.
Time seemed almost too short for us, but the

sun was lowering aud reminding us that it

was time to start home, so we made a break
and succeeded in getting out of the house,

but had to see the cattle, hogs, etc., before

we could leave. The lady of the house
presented us with a Iiome-made Holiand
cheese, which we took home, the first of

which we ever tasted manufactured in this

country.

After looking over the cattle, hogs and
horses, we viewed his crops, such as wheat,
oats and rye, which were already harvested.

The grain was very good and a big crop, with
corn and cotton to hear from yet. Judging
from the height of the straw and the grain,

the soil must be very rich and productive,

without doubt, but we don't like the way they
farm in that part of the country—not that we
wish to criticise the way our friend Bunk is

farming, because he had not had the chance of

learning the modern way. Coming direct

from the old country, he did not see any other

way of farming, only such as he saw of those

farming in that community. We feel assured

that we could pick out twenty farmers from
our neighborhood and bring them on such
farms as are situated in the neighborhood of

Tallahassee, and give them such chances as

that of Mr. Dunk, and they would be rich in
j

the course of ten years..

The farming done there at present is no
fanning, in our estimation ; in fact, the most

'

of them don't know what farming is. When
they can raise only thirty-five bushels of corn

from an acre on such land as they have, then

you may make up your mind that something
is wrong and not properly worked. We ex-

]

plained the corn-planting to Mr. Dunk, and he

also is of the opinion that our way is better.
,

They plant the corn there four feet apart and
one kernel in a hill, which stands there spin-

dling and alone, and allows too much ground
to be uncovered and dry out; where, on the

other hand, if they would plant it three feet

apart, and five or six kernels in a hill, the

ground would be covered by the corn when it

reaches the height of two and one half feet,

and so would protect the ground from drying

out. We hope Mi. Dunk Will try our method
next season, for wc are sure it is in the plant-

ing only. After putting in our time that way
until almost dark, we parted, the best of

friends, he sending along the best wishes toall

brother Hollanders here.

CONDITION OF CROPS IN FLORIDA
For the week ending June 22d. Believing
it will be interesting to many of our read-
ers to have reliable reports on the general
condition of crops in Florida during the
present summer season, we quote the
following from the Florida Fruit and Farm
G-rower:

Advices from all sections of the state are
very favorable, reporting a marked change for

the better in the condition of all products.
Sections two weeks ago reporting veiw unsat-
isfactory outlook have now joined the ranks
of the optimists, and are able to see something
encouraging in the renewed vigor of corn and
cotton, and the flattering growth of orange-
trees, not to mention the abundance of
melons and'the fairly satisfactory output of
small fruits. Perhaps corn shows the most
gratifying change since the rains have fallen;

many fields thought to have been beyond all

possible restoration are now green and mak-
ing rapid growth. A large quantity of corn
has been "laid by." Previous to the prevail-
ing showers, all crops were free from grass,

but great activity is now necessary to continue
such satisfactory condition. Some sections

report that while cotton is doing well, it is not
as large as at this time in 1S95. The concensus
of opinion, however, indicates general satis-

faction with the outlook for the staple. In
Washington county peaches are few, but the
pear crop is very good, especially Kieffer pears.

The western portion of the state will begin
shipping LeConte pears within a few days.

The " blight " appears to have ceased its rav-

I

ages on this fruit, hence the outlook for the
1 crop is much more satisfactory.

An enormous quantity of sweet-potato slips

: have been set, with vegetables and melons in

great plenty. The majority of counties in the
state recently planted tobacco, which is pro-

gressing favorably.

PROFITS OF PEACrLRAISINQ.
An exchange thus speaks of the profitable-

ness of peach-raising in Georgia: "Fifty
thousand dollars from 200 acres, or S250 per
acre, and that net! The cost of the land, the
trees, the planting, and the cultivation into

bearing did not exceed one fiftieth of the re-

turns from one crop. The same 200-acre peach
orchard has returned to the owner fully $125.-

000 in four years, and in one of those years
oeeured the total failure of a crop, while in

another year only a partial crop was raised.

Nor is this profit confined to large growers.

The small growers have done as well, if not

better. One grower, with an orchard of less

than eight acres, sold his crop on the trees for

I

$2,500. or more thau $300 per acre. Another
small grower sold his crop on one acre for $5o0.

while the buyer said that he made S600 on the

transaction One man gathered and packed
seven crates from one tree in his garden, and
sold them for $15, or at the rate of $1,500 per

acre. Last year W. O. Tift, of Tifton, sold

peaches in New York at $12 per bushel."

EXCURSIONS TO FLORIDA.

Round-trip excursions to Tallahassee,

Florida, from Chicago and Cincinnati have
been arranged for the following dates

:

August 3d and 4th and 17th and 18th,

September 1st and 15th and October 6th

and 20th. The tickets are good for thirty

days, and the fare from Chicago is $29.80,

and from Cincinnati, $22.80.

We leave Chicago either by the "Big
Four" or the "Monon" routes, and from
Cincinnati we leave over the "Queen and
Crescent."

We pass by daylight through the beauti-

ful blue-grass region, and make almost an

entire daylight ride from Cincinnati to

Florida, giving one a most excellent oppor-

tunity to see the country.

If you cannot come to Chicago or Cincin-

nati and join our excursion, go to your

nearest ticket agent and get through rates

from him on the special excursion days.

Then, if you will advise us when you leave,

we will have our manager at Tallahassee

meet you at the depot. He will show you
every courtesy and attention, and arrange

free transportation for you over our own
railroad lines while you are visiting Talla-

hassee.

People wishing to go from the East can

make the trip via the Clyde Steamship Line

from New York or Philadelphia, and the

Savannah Steamship Line from Boston,

at low excursion rates, which includes

meals and berth on board steamer. For

speciahrates by water from these eastern

points address the steamship companies at

either New York, Philadelphia or Boston.

For any further information regarding

excursions to the Tallahassee hill country,

address

CLARK SYNDICATE COMPANIES,
Care of FARM AND FIRESIDE,

1643 Monadnock Block, Chicago, or

108 Times Building, New York City.
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Queries.
SSTKKAD THIS notice.-sa

ijiiestions from regular subscribers of Fakm and
Fikf.side, and relating to matters of general interest,

will be answered in tbese colllihns free of charge.

QuiTists desiring immediate replies, or asking infor-

mation upon matters of personal interest ouly, should
inclose stamps for return postage. The full name and
post-office address of the inquirer should accompany
each finery, in order that we may answer by mail if

necessary. Queries must be received at least two
weeks before the date of the issue in which the answer
is expected. Queries should not be written on paper
containing matters of business, and should be written

on one side of the paper ouly.

Alfalfa-seed.—Mrs. L. D.,Aroostook county,

Jle. For seed of alfalfa, write to any of t lie

large dealers in seeds, who will gladly quote
prices.

Tomato-blossoms Falling- Off.—H. P.,

Sonoma, Cal. Why the blossoms should drop
before fruit sets I do not know. Some vari-

eties set fruit more readily than others, and
possibly there may be some that are self-

sterile. Try another variety; or better, sev-

eral of them. You might also try ashes or

mineral manures.

Onion-seed.— E. T., Mendota, Minn. Cut
the onion-tops when the stalks turn yellow

near the ground and the seed-cells begin to '

open. Spread the heads thinly in a dry, warm
place, and stir frequently to prevent molding
and to secure uniform drying. When the

heads have become thoroughly dried, flail

out the seed and run it through a good fan-

ping-mill.

Propagating; Sfew Fruits.—F. I., W'an-

amaker, Oklahoma, writes: "I have quite a

lot of young peach-trees that grew from the

pits. This seasou some are bearing choice
peaches. Sow, in order to propagate them, do
I have to bud, or can they be grafted? "

Reply:—New fruits are propagated by bud-
ding and grafting. The best plan for you to

follow will be to get a reliable nurseryman to

propagate your choicest seedling peaches by
budding."

Saving Cabbage ami Turnip Seed.—J.

\V., Canon City, Col. As soon us the seeds

mature, cut the tops. Allow them to cure two
or three days in t he open air, if the weather
permits. If not, remove them at once to a
good shelter and hang up or spread thinly.

When the tops are thoroughly dried, the seeds

may be easily flailed out, and then cleaned by
a fanning-mill provided with sieves of proper
fineness. If the tops are cured in the open
air they' must be handled carefully, as the
seeds shatter easily. Large cotton sheets are

used in handling the dry seed-tops.

Weevil in Stored Grain.—J. F. C, Blooms-
bury, N. J., writes: "Is there anything that
will drive weevil out of the grain-bin without
removing the grain ? My granary is infested,

and I have failed to find anything that will

disperse them."
Reply :—Bisulphid of carbon is the best

destroyer for weevil in stored grain. Arrange
the bin so that it can be closed tightly. Throw
over the wheat about one pound of the liquid

for every twenty or twenty-five bushels, and
shut the bin up tight. The heavy vapor from
this volatile liquid will penetrate to every
part of the grain and destroy every insect

in it.

Carolina Poplars.— S. P. M., Birmingham,
Ala., writes: "A tree agent is selling 'Carolina

poplars' here for shade-trees on lawns and
around houses. Is the foliage dense, with
uniform and symmetrical crown, or is it

nothing but a big forest-tree?"

Reply:—The Carolina poplar/ or cotton-

wood, is a large forest-tree, but it is a good
shade-tree, and has been largely planted in i

northern cilies for that purpose. It is consid-

ered the best of the poplars for planting as a
shade-tree. It is a rapid grower, and requires

pruning. Properly trimmed, it makes a large,

handsome tree of dense foliage and symmetri-
cal form. In your latitude it may grow larger

than is desirable for a lawn shade-tree. But
its rapid growth makes it very desirable here

when the object is to obtain shade as soon as

possible.

Fo'nltry Queries.—J. W. F., Xocatee, Fla.,

writes :
" 1. My chickens droop around two or

three days and then die. When cut open, the

liver fills the entire cavity of the body. They
have a variety of feed and good, pure water,

changed twice a day. 2. Where can I get a
good, cheap, practical book on poultry?"

Reply by T. Gkeixeh:- I have asked our
friend P. H. Jacobs about these things. He
says: " 1. The difficulty in this case is that he
has fed his fowls too heavily, causing the en-

larged livers, just the same as geese are fat-

tened to secure the same thing. Of course,

when the birds reach the stage he describes

there is no cure, but to prevent it in other
fowls he should turn them out and feed

nothing at all in summer, so as to compel
them to work at scratching. 2. As to a gorxl,

cheap, practical book on poultry, I am frank
to say that there is not one that I could safely

recommend as the best, and I have written

two or three myself. There is a book called

'Poultry for Profit,' written by me ten years

ago, but I would gladly change some of it

now. I think 'The Business Hen" is a good
one, and 'Five Hundred Questions An-
swered,' published by J. W. Darrow, Chatham,
N. Y., is a good one for a beginner. It is only
twenty-five cents."

VETERINARY.
J* Conducted by Dr. H. J. Detmers. J*

To regular subscribers of Farm and FikbbiUK, an-
swers will be given through these columns free of

charge. Where an immediate reply by mail is desired,

the applicant should inclose a fee of one dollar, other-

wise no attention will be paid to such a request. In-
quiries should always contain the writer's full address.

Queries must be received at least Two weeks before the

date of the issue ill which the answer is expected. Sub-
scribers may send their veterinary queries directly to

Dr. II. J. Detmers, 1315 Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.
Note.—Parties wlfo desire an answer to their in-

quiries in this column must give their name and
address, not necessarily for publication, but for other

good reasons. Anonymous inquiries are not answered
under any circumstances.

Ringbone.— J~. T., Mountville, Ohio. Please

consult brief answer in Fakm and Fireside
of July 15, 1S9U, or consult issue of November
15, 1895.

Front Tents Closed.—F. S., Cuba, Mo. If

the teats of a cow have become closed, and are

opened by force or in any other way than by
niilkiug, an adhesive inflammation will set

in, and the trouble is apt to increase,

Probably Horsing.—V. B. C, Prall, Ohio.

Your mare, in good condition, eleven years

old, and' appearing perfectly healthy, is

probably horsing when, as you say, she passes

every week or ten days water that leaves a

pink stain on her white coat of hair.

Abscesses.—M. K. H., Vi'nland, Kansas. If

your cow has been troubled for two or three

years with abscesses or boils on her throat, it

will be be>t to have her examined and treated

by a competent veterinarian, because such a

case will undoubtedly require some surgical

operation.

Running' Sores.—M. C. IS., Shepherdstown,

W. Ya. The nature of the running sores on
the thick part of your colt's hip does not pro-

ceed from your description. Possibly the sores

may be fistula. It will therefore be best to

have them examined and treated by a compe-
tent veterinarian.

Itching.-H. M. L., Pulaski, N. Y. The
itching sensation of your horse, manifested
by rubbing and biting himself, may have
various causes. It may be caused by chicken-

lice, by horse-lice, by mange, by several other

skin diseases, and even by uneleanliness.

Have the horse examined, and treated accord-

ingly.

Garget.—T. A. B., Winston, X. C, and J. F.

W., New Milford, Conn. What you describe

are cases of garget. It seems you do not milk
often enough, especially in hot weather, when
a good cow in vfull milk should be milked
oftener than twice a day. When an attack is

on, milk every two hours until the milk pre-

sents a normal condition.

Heaves.—H. M. O., Kingston, Minn. If your
mare is afflicted with a common case of heaves,

avoid feeding bulky food, particularly dusty

timothy and clover hay. Make up with grain,

and see to it that she does not get constipated
;

if so inclined, keep the bowels loose with an
occasional bran mash. In the winter feed

sheaf oats instead of hay.

Probably Tuberculosis.—C. II. B., Willow
Branch, lad. It is possible that what you
complain of is simply a case of garget, but it

very likely is something far more serious. I

have to aOvise you to have your cow subjected

to the tuberculin test. You may ask the

veterinarian of your state experiment station

to apply it, if you have no competent veteri-

narian nearer your home.

Leaking Teats.—C. A , Harrisville, Mich.

If your cow loses her milk because there is

not sufficient contraction at the ends of her

teats, you may wash the latter after each milk-

ing with an astringent decoction, or with a

solution of alum; but if she only loses her

milk when the udder becomes too full, more
frequent milking constitutes the remedy.

A Swelling of Three Years* Standing.—
A. Y. H., San Antonio, Texas. Liniments are

useless on a swelling of three years' standing.

If the swelling is temporarily increased by

very hard work, applications of cold water

will speedily reduce it to its former size. The
interfering (striking together with the hind

feet) must be remedied in the blacksmith-

shop by judicious shoeing. Any good horse-

shoer who understands his business will know
how to do that.

Rloody Mi 11c.—E. K., Seward, Xeb. Bloody

milk may have various causes. In some cows

it occurs when they are in heat ; in others it is

due to inflammatory processes in the udder, ot-

to external injuries or very rude milking; and
in still others to a relaxed condition of the

capillaries. If the latter constitutes the cause,

it will be advisable to avoid all kinds of sloppy

and relaxing food, and if that does not suffice,

to give a few doses of ergot, provided, of

course, the cow is not with calf. In all other

cases a removal of the causes constitutes the

remedy.

Heaves.—G. G. M., Cuba, Mo. Your horse

evidently has what is usually called " heaves."

This is not a definite disease, but rather a con-

dition, which can be produced by various

morbid changes interfering with the process

of respiration, and is defined as a feverless,

chronic and incurable difficulty of breathing.

In your case-, it seems, serious morbid changes

are existing, either in the respiratory passages

or in the lungs themselves. In most cases of

heaves a suitable hygienic treatment will

more or less alleviate the. difficulty at breath-

ing, but even this is exceedingly doubtful in

your case.

May be a Cataract.— E. W. H., Calhoun,
Tenn. What you look upon as a brown-look-
ing growth in your horse's eye is probably
nothing but strongly developed uveous bodies,

and nothing abnormal. The small, white speck
in one eye, very likely,' is a cataract speck, or
what is the same, an opaque spot in the
crystalline lens. A cataract can be removed
by an operation, but practically nothing is

gained by it, because after the operation, even
if ever so successful, the horse will be very
near-sighted, and for practical purposes a
blind horse Is much safer I ban a near-sighted

one.

Abdominal Hernia.—W. K L,, Hermitage,
Cal. What you describe appears to be an
abdominal hernia. Whether it is safe or not '

to breed your mare, and whether the hernia
will disqualify your mare for work, depends
upon the size, the extent and the seat of the

hernia, and also upon the direction of the

rupture. Taking into consideration that your
mare is already twenty-three years old, it is,

under the circumstances, at lxist, hardly ad-

visable to breed her. Whether she will be able

to do light farm work, or work in which
neither speed nor heavy pulling, especially

uphill, is required, you can easily ascertain

by careful trial.

Contracted Flexor Tendons.—J. H. X.,

Jamestown, X. C. Your four-year-old colt has
its flexor tendons morbidly contracted, and
therefore is compelled to walk on its toes, or

is what you cal 1 " club-footed." It is possible

something can be accomplished by a surgical

operation, if well performed, but whether it

can or not has first to be determined by a

thorough examination. Besides this, if the

same condition prevails in both fore feet, only
one can be operated on at a time, and the

other probably eight weeks later. It requires

a good surgeon to make the examination and
to perform the operation, hence it will not be

necessary to go into details.

Pulled Out tlio Permanent Nippers.—
L. Mel., Elyria, Xeb. I cannot learn from your
description what may have ailed your twenty-
three-months-old heifer, but you most
assuredly played the animal a bad trick by

pulling out her only pair of permanent in-

cisors (the nippers), which, being permanent,
were naturally longer and stronger than the

other temporary, orinllk, teeth. These nippers

will never come back, while all others will in

time drop out and be replaced by permanent
ones. In cattle, the shedding of the incisors

takes place as follows: Nippers, at an age of

18 to 20 months; inner middle teeth, at an age

of 2 to 2% years; outer middle teeth, at an age

of 2% to 3 or 354 years ; and the corner teeth at

an age of %}i toS1/, or 4 years. In cattle, all the

incisors are loosely and not rigidly inserted in

the lower jaw. There is a slight difference,

due to breed, keeping and individuality.

Probably a Tooth-fistula.— J. H. Y„
Bushton i

Kan. What you describe appears to

be a fistula leading to, or rather, starting from,

the damaged root of a tooth. First, the fistu-

lous canal must be carefully probed, so as to

learn where it leads. It is probable that the

probe will come out at the side of a tooth in

the mouth; but even if hot, by careful prob-

ing it can be learned, approximately, at least,

how extensively the damage already is. If

there is no opening leading into the mouth, or

if no opening can be forced into it, or if the

diseased tooth is loose or extensively diseased,

no healing can be expected unless the latter is

extracted. Further, if the external opening
leads into the maxillary sinus, it may even be

necessary to trepan that cavity. All these

operations require a good surgeon, and if you
desire to save your colt you will have to

employ one. It will therefore not be necessary

to go any further into details.

Treatment of Mange.—T. H. K., Scenery

Hill, Pa. I readily believe you that you have
failed to cure your horses of (inveterate)

mange, because you have limited your treat-

ment to the horses, and have neglected to

extend it to the premises, stable utensils, har-

ness aud all other things that come in contact

with the horses. You may even have at-

tempted to cure a skin disease produced by

external parasites, with internal remedies,

which, of course, are ineffective. The best you
can do will be to apply to your state veteri-

narian, whom I happen to know to be a very

competent man, and if you then execute his

directions, your horses surely will be cured,

provided they are yet worth the treatment.

Mange can be cured by a great many things;

in fact, by anything that is able to kill the

mange-mites. The success of the treatment

does not so much depend upon what is used as

upon the thoroughness and extent of the

application.

Luxation of the Patella.— f. K., Zanes-

field, Ohio. What you describe Is habitual, or

at least a repeated, luxation of the patella, or

knee-pan. The luxation, which you say occurs

when the horse is standing in the stable, is

caused by getting up in a somewhat awkward
manner, and will not occur if you prevent the

horse from lying down. Where, as in your
case, such a luxation has repeatedly occurred,

and the ligaments of the patella, as a conse-

quence, are relaxed, a reposition, as a rule, is

easily effected, and usually brought about by

giving the horse a sudden stroke with the

whip in such a way as to cause the same to

move sideways. You may succeed in prevent-
ing future luxations, especially if the horse is

not allowed to lie down for three weeks or
more, if you apply a good blister to the sides
of and below the knee-joint. The principal
effect of this will be that the pain caused by
the swelling will induce the animal to avoid
awkward movements, and to rest the joint
until the relaxed ligaments have become suffic-

iently contracted and strengthened to pre-
vent any further dislocation of the patella, or
knee-pan.

Wants to Know What Was the Matter.
—s.. Corn well," S. C. There was nothing the
matter with your cow, except that the animal,
accustomed to exercise, was suddenly deprived
of it when, as I understand you, you took her
out of the pasture. This may have somewhat
contributed to the excess! vencss of the swi ll-

ing of the udder when calving-time arrived.

The advice your family physician gave you
was surely safe; namely, to milk the cow oven
before calving. It is true, as a rule, it is not
necessary, and it may not have been in your
case, but it surely eased the cow, which, I

expect, will prove to be a good milker. The
treatment instituted by the other man was, to

say the least, a very dangerous one, and 1

regard it as fortunate that you did not fully

execute it and did not compel the cow to stand
in the water of the creek. Xext year see to it

that the cow, if possible, has all the voluntary
exercise, up to the time of calving, she is will-

ing to take ; and if you fear too much swelli ng
of the udder before calving, do not feed too
much during the last three or four weeks before

that time. Still, if the udder should again
swell to such an extent as to seriously dis-

commode her, adopt the safest course and
relieve her by frequent milking; but once
begun with it, continue it. There was ho
inflammation, but only an extraordinary
physiological congestion.

HARVEST EXCURSIONS.

In order to give everyone an opportunity to

see the grand crops in the Western states and
enable the intending settler to secure a home,
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R'y has ar-

ranged to run a series of harvest excursions to

South and North Dakota, and to other states

in the West, Xorthwest and Southwest on the
following dates: July 21, August 4 and 18,

September 1, 15 and 29 and October G and 20, at

the low rate of two dollars more than one
fare for the round trip. Tickets will be good
for return on any Tuesday or Friday within
twenty-one days from date of sale. For rates,

time of trains and further details apply to any
coupon ticket agent in the East or South, or

address Robert C. Jones, Traveling Passenger
Agent, 40 Carew Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

"Eli" Baling Presses
38 Styles & Sizes for Horse and Steam Power

=s=»48lnch f
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Power Leverage 64 to 1 ^SjS' STEEL
Send for 64 page illustrated catalogue.
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STRONG WAlLfl rnUUr, by gases.
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A Durable Substitute lor I'lnster on walls.
Water ProofSlieathine of same material, tin- bout
and <'lie;ipt*Bt in the market. Write fur samples, &c.
The FAY MANILLA ROOFING CO., Camden, N. J.
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FORCE FEED

GRAIN & FERTILIZER
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©ur fflMscellan^.

A bible 2tS years old was recently found in

an ancient building in New Loudon, Conn. It

was printed in Cambridge in 1WS.

Indianapolis' co-operative laundry is be-

ing enlarged. The stockholders are all women
who work in the laundry. Each person is

paid so much a week for service, and any
surplus above paying such wages and keeping

up current expenses goes into the surplus

fund.

The Bank of France is guarded by soldiers,

who do sentry duty outside the bank, a watch

being likewise kept within its precincts. A
former practice of protectingthis bank was to

get masons to wall up the doors of the vaults

in the cellar with hydraulic mortar as soon as

the money was deposited each day in these re-

ceptacles. The water was then turned on and
kept running until the cellar was flooded.

Those who are interested in the work of the

vessels which surveyed the cable route be-

tween Hawaii and the California coast would
be surprised to see how vers- level the ocean-

bed is—"so level," as one of the survey
officers remarked, " that if on dry land a rail-

road train could run over a stretch of five

hundred miles of the bed at a speed of sixty

miles an hour without the grade belt being
altered anywhere."

THE PASSING OF DECORATIVE FADS.

In decorative fads we have happily outlived

the use of bamboo portieres, the Japanese fan

and the everlasting tidy. Bamboo portieres

were only an oddity of the moment, not
sufficiently beautiful to justify their perma-
nent use; they were flimsy in construction,

and were neither a curtain nor a decoration.

The Japanese fan was altogether too flimsy an
article to afford lasting pleasure, and the tidy,

born of theageof black haircloth upholstery,

has happily disappeared with that sleazy

material. There is no objection to the use of a

beautifully embroidered doily for the dinner-

table, with an embroidered square for the

epergne or table-lamp, but the use of the tidy

as a device to save the wear of upholstery

savors too much of the furniture-wrapper,

which has long been used to deform whatever
beauty the furniture possessed in the way of

upholstery. Many women, through their love

of dress, have the instinct to hide everything

under a cloth, and cover the mantel with

lambrequins and the carpet with crash, and
the piano with a decorative jacket, as if it

were made of pine boards, and unfit to be

exhibited. Let us hope that the day of spreads,

mats, lambrequins, scarfs and tidies that

make rooms look stuffy and unviting is gone

forever.

Both pictures and furniture should fall back

flat against the wall as much as possible, leav-

ing the greatest possible amount of space in the

center of the room, so that the individuals

who dwell in the apartment will be the reai

decoration, the furniture and minor furnish-

ings forming a necessary, agreeable and

artistic background. Every apartment should

convey the feeling of use, rather than the

idea that it is a room for the exhibition of

furniture.— The Decorator and Furnisher.

WOMAN'S WORK AND AIMS.

This is the time for many quickly arranged

sales and impromptu fairs. A " butterfly tea "

at a summer resort puzzled the readers of its

announcement until the Aay arrived. One
of the hotel parlors was hung with dark red

cheese-cloth, on which were strewn innumera-

ble gilt and silver butterflies. The tables were

in the shape of butterflies two feet square, and
were merely stands with tops cut from large

sheets of pasteboard, which were covered with

crape-paper of different hues. The only things

sold were butterflies, cushions and, sachets,

fans and hand-screens, and especially the can-

dle and gas screens, so prettily evolved in that

shape, out of crape-paper and gold and silver

dust.

A golf-stall is suggested, now that we have

adopted this game! It should be made gay with

golf flags, and among the articles to be sold

should be balls, ball-cleaners, puttees, clubs,

niblicks, cases and gloves. Score-cases and golf

manuals and bags of all sorts will also find

easy sale at such a stall.

A recent fair to raise funds for a church or-

gan was so spirited and original in its design

and currying out, that it was not only unex-

pectedly successful in securing the entire

amount needed, but made itself a model for

other similar entertainments. There were
eight booths, each trimmed in some effective

tint of the cheap art muslin whose beauty,

fortunately, does not depend upon its price.

The fair attendants at each stall wore gowns of

the same material and tint as that which
trimmed the booth, ajjd, care being taken in

the juxtaposition of colors, the effect was very
charming.
Next to the blue stall, where the pretty girls

wore a delicate shade of that color, wit h white

fichus, and hats trimmed with white wings,

came a pink and black one. Here the stall-

holders were all dressed in pink muslin, with

black satin shoulder-straps and rosettes on

the shoulders, and black satin swiss belts,

with big black lace hats crowning the pretty

toilets. The pink draperies of this stall were

caught up with black satin rosettes. A white
muslin and silver booth came next; the dra-

peries wereof white,caught with silverribbons,

the muslin being powdered with real butter-

flies. This stall had a large white and silver

" Cakes " over the top, its business being en-

tirely to sell iced cakes, and plants in artistic

pots.

The refreshment-stall was draped in yellow,

with bunches of real ivy, and the attendants,

although in green and yellow, were anything
but melancholy. A dairy-booth was in red,

white and blue, and gay with flags.

A crimson-draped booth was very effective,

set off as it was by loopings of black ribbons,

and attended by pretty girls in gowns of the

soft, sheer black muslin, with big bunches of

crimson carnations at their belts and nodding
on the big black picture hats which they wore.

FOR CLEANING VARIOUS SUBSTANCES.

Alabaster—Use strong soap and water.

Black silk—Brush and wipe it thoroughly,
lay on table with the side up that is intended
to show; sponge with hot coffee strained
hrough muslin; when partially dry, iron.

To remove stains or grease from oil paint-
Use bisulphid of carbon, spirits of turpen-
tine, or if dry and old, use chloroform. These
and tar spots can be softened with olive-oil

and lard.

Stains, iron rust or ink from vellum or
parchment—Moisten the spot with a solution
of oxalic acid. Absorb same quickly by
blotting-paper or cloth.

Rust from steel—Take half ounce of emery-
powder mixed with one ounce of soap, and rub
well.

Fruit spots from cottons—Apply cold soap,
then touch the spot with a hair-pencil or
feather dipped in chlorate of soda, then dip
immediately into cold water.

Grease from silks—Take a lump of mag-
nesia, rub it wet on the spot, let it dry, then
brush off the powder.
Iron rust may be removed from white goods

by sour milk.
Scorch stains from white linen—Lay in

bright sunshine.
Mildew—Moisten the spot with clean water;

rub on it a thick coating of Castile soap mixed
with chalk scrapings; rub with end of finger,

then wash off.

Oil-marks ou wall-paper—Apply paste of

cold water and pipe-clay, leave it on all night,

brush off in the morning.
Paint spots from clothing—Saturate with

equal parts turpentine and spirits of am-
monia.
To cleanse house-paper—Rub with a flannel

cloth dipped in oatmeal.
Black cloth—Mix one part of spirits of am-

monia with three parts warm water, rub with
sponge or dark cloth, clean with water; rub
with the nap.

Furniture, for finger-marks—Rub with a
soft rag and sweet-oil.

Chromos—Go over lightly with a damp linen

cloth.

Zinc—Rub with a piece of cotton cloth

dipped in kerosene, afterward with a dry
cloth.

Hands from vegetable stains—Rub with a

slice of raw potato.

Window-glass—Paint can be removed by a

strong solution of soda.

To clean tinware—Common soda applied

with a moistened newspaper, and polished

with a dry piece, will make it look like new.

comical instances of slips of this kind is the
case of the preacher who.describing conscience,
and desiring to get his listeners to recognize
the promptings of its inward voice in the half-

formed wishes of the mind, appealed to them
whether t here was one there who at one time
or other ' had not felt within him the effect of

a half-warmed fish.' After this the instance
of a parson who, devoutly reading the lessons

in solemn tones, announced, 'He spake the
word, and cattlehopperscame and grassipillars

innumerable,' seems almost commonplace.
So, too, does the mistake of t,he priest who as-

sured his congregation that ' it was easier for a
rich man to pass through the eye of a needle
than for a camel to enter the kingdom of God."

JUVENILE TALE OF THE BABY HIPPO-
POTAMUS.

The steamer Calabar, from West Africa, has
brought into Liverpool a baby hippopotamus.
The animal is about three orfourfeet high and
four or five feet long, and is only three months
old. It is so tame that with evident relish it

permits strangers to rub its nose. The capture
of the hippopotamus was brought about in an
ingenious manner. It seems that it was born
in the upper reaches of the Gambia river,

West Africa. It is customary for the male to

eat the young, and to prevent this the mother
usually secretes her offspring. The present
infant was placed by the mother in a hole dug
on the banks of the river, being afterward
covered by weeds and grass. This operation
was watched by the natives of the village ad-

jacent, and when the mother went to the
opposite side of the river to feed, they pounced
on and secured their youthful prize. This was
done by covering the baby with a net, and
securing it with ropes. They brought their

captive with all possible speed to the village

and sold it to a trader, who was a passenger in

the Calabar. The animal is in good condition,

though its hide bears traces of the ropes that

bound it when first captured and when its

coat was tender. Its quarters on the voyage
was a large crate, and its chief food grass and
vegetables.—London Daily Telegraph.

grow anxious for their husbands, and conjure
up accidents, analyze their feelings and lose

their power of will.

"A woman who studies herself, her wants
and desires, her ailments and loneliness, is on
a fair road to an asylum, did she but know it,"

says the journal. Imaginative children have
also a tendency in the same direction, and'
should play with merry companions.
The cure of house nerves is very simple, if

people would only follow it. It does not lie in
medicine or doctors, but in visiting others,
long walks in the open air and sunshine,
repression of every morbid thought as it i

arises, or expulsion of it by thinking of a
necessary duty, and gaiety or innocent amuse-
ments.

VANISHING ORANGES.
A well-known rifle-shot says: "It is not

generally known that an orange hit in the
exact center by a rifle-ball will vanish at once
from sight. Such, however, is the fact, and
that is rhy way of making an orange disap-
pear—shooting it through the center, which
scatters it into such infinitesimal pieces that
it is at once lost to sight."

A LESSON IN FINANCE.

Light of the household —" Papa, what is

them red, white and blue things mama
found in your pocket, and calls chips?"
Blushing papa—"Fiat money, my son, re-

deemable at the bank in gold, silver or paper.
The system dates back with faro. You know-
bis daughter found Moses in the bulrushes.
Now run out and ride your bicycle."—Detroit
Free Press.

ART
ofCrayon Portrait I*aintinf* taught
by mail free ifyou want work. 83 to $5 a day
made at home. I". J.Smitn.I'ortland.Me.

BE SOCIABLE.

A scientific journal has some timely remarks
on what it calls- " house nerves "—that is,

the low spirits and brooding, irritable, morbid
habits or stay-at-home or sedentary people.

Women, especially women who are delicate

and afraid to go out owing to the weather, are

those who suffer most from this malady. They

SPEX
BIS SONET IB SPECTACLES. Send for our
Optical Catalogue—just out. New goods.

Cut prices. F. Z. BAILEY, Chicago, 11L

Yon work right

around home. A
J m brand new thing.

No trouble to make $18 a ^week easy. Write to

us quick, you will be surprised at how easy it can be
done. Send us your address any way. It will be for your interest
to investigate. Write todav. Yon can positively make $IS a
week easy. D. T. MOKGAX,,Boi Z 0',Detri>it,Jlich.

Every reader of this paper has an

opportunity to get that first prize of

$1,000 in cash, offered on page 19.

THIS SET OF SIX-

THS BENEFITS OF EARLY RISING.

It was once laid down by a celebrated writer

and historian that the difference between
rising at five and seven in the morning for the

space of forty years, supposing a man to go to

bed at the same hour every night, is nearly

equivalent to the addition of ten years to the

life. This consideration should carry very
great weight, and be sufficient to induce those

who have not hitherto practised this habit to

commence to do so, more especially the people

who are always complaining that life is not
long enough for them to transact all the
work that they have to perforin. There is

much foundation for their complaint if they
persist in wasting so many valuable hours of

the day in bed. The advantages and benefits

of early rising cannot be overestimated; in the

early hours of the morning the brain is clearer

and more ready for work, and after a night's

sleep we should be ready to attack the work of

the day.

SLIPS OF THE TONGUt.

"Almost in the nature of bulls," said Uncle
Joshue, "are slips of the tongue which we
sometimes hear. It was but the transposition

of two or three letters which spoilt tbe el-

oquence of a preacher who, in place of 'Bow
not thy knee'to an idol,' said, ' Bow not thy eye

to a needle.' In a similar manner a young
clergyman, in giving out the hymn 'Conquer-

ing Kings,' merely stumbled over the first syl-

lable,but being unable to save himself, startled

his congregation with the announcement,
• The hymn to-night will be"KinqueringCongs
—Kinquering Congs." Much the same was the

pitfall into which a reverend gentleman
walked when, in place of saying, 'Behold the

fig-tree, how it wituereth away,' by a simple
transposition of two or three litters asked
his audience to ' Behold t he wig-tree, how it

fithereth away.' But perhaps one of the most

Silver=plated

Teaspoons

Every Spoon Guaranteed to be Equal to

Solid Silver in Beauty and Finish.

These silver-plated teaspoons are espec-

ially manufactured for us. We do not

make any profit on them, but simply
offer them to get subscribers. This is

why we are able to furnish such

handsome initial teaspoons as pre-

miums. They are of the latest

style in shape and design, and
are full size; in fact, they are

perfect beauties. We have ,V

received many letters from j,-

ladies praising them, and ^
almost every time they ^ J?
say they are so much

FREE

i

finer than they ex
pected.

SAY WHAT
INITIAL YOU
WANT

EACH SET OF
SPOONS IS EN-

GRAVED WITH ANY
INITIAL LETTER.

We received tbe silver-
plated initial teaspoons.

They are perfect beauties,
and we are well pleased

with them.
Josephine B. Alter,

Greider, Pa.

I received the spoons, and am
highly pleased with them. They

are much nicer than I expected.
Many thanks for the same.
Hattie Mehaffey, Concord, N. C.

I received tbe teaspoons in due time,
nnd I am sure (bey are handsome and

nice. I kindly thank you for them. I do
n«'I know bow it in that you can give such
lovely presents, fur I think the magazine
worth double the price you ask for it.

U. B. Kmeuy, Maiden, Mass.

Premium No. 14 received. I am much
pleased with the spoons. They are
lunch nicer than I expected. Please ac-
cept thanks for same.

Makv J. Holts, Oswego, Kan.

We will send this Set
of Six Silver-plated Tea-

spoons, and this paper one
year, for 60 Cents.

One answer to the voting contest can be sent
with each subscription. See page 19.
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Smiles.

PHONETIC RHYMES.

There was a young chappie named L'oliiiun-

deley,

Who always at dinner sat dolmonueley.
His fair partner said,

As he crumbled his bread,

|

"Dear me! you behave very rholmondeley !"

There was an old parson named Beauchamp,
Who would lecture his flock: and bepreau-

champ.
"They must learn their letters

And bow to their betters!"

I
(He said), " and I'm going to teachainp !

"

There lived a young lady named Saint Clair,

I

Whose eye was the merriest twaint Clair.

She said to her beau,
" I want coals from below;

j

" Do you mind agitating the taint Clair? "

i A fine old landowner named Marjoribanks,
Found the summer heat dry paths and parjor-

ibanks,

So about his estate,

To protect his old pate,

[
He arranged pine plantations arid larjor-

ibauks.

I A wealthy old buffer named Saint John
j

Had a Are, and went off for an aint John.

He helped it to play.

But, alas! the next day

| He was plagued with rheumatical twaint

John.
—London Punch.

A
HOW HE CUT WOOD.

lady residing in the southeastern part

of the city had an experience with a

tramp the otherday which has soured

heron that class of mendicants. The
fellow came around and begged for

[

something to eat, and got it.

Have you any work that I can do?" lie

asked, after satisfying his hunger.

Well, you might cut that wood," said the

lady, pointing to a pile' of four-foot stove-

wood. " How much do you want for the job? "

"Six bits."

" Well, go ahead," she said.

Shortly after that she had occasion to go

down town, ami when she left the house the

tramp was industriously at work. Upon her

return lie-had finished. Pointing at the wood-
pile, he said, proudly:

'What do you think of that? Ever see an
old man like me who could cut wood as quick

as that? Oh, I'm a lightning striker."

The lady acknowledged that he was a fast

worker, and promptly paid him his money.
Shortly after His departure she went to the

woodpile for sticks, and was surprised on re-

moving a few of them to find that only the

top layer had been cut. The body of the wood-

pile consisted of uncut, four-foot pieces so

arranged as to leave large spaces between
them. It was quite apparent then that con-

siderable of the wood had disappeared, and
that the remaining sticks had been arranged

in that wasT so as not to show the pile had
shrunk.
Investigation disclosed the fact that some

of the wood had been hidden under a side-

walk, while other large sticks had been con-

cealed in various places around the yard, and
some of the fuel taken into the woodshed.

Yesterday the woman chanced to see a giant

stick on top of the woodshed roof. She ex-

pects to happen on other pieces here and there

around the premises for the next two months,

and would not be much surprised to find that

the tramp had wedged some of the fuel in the

chimney top.—Stockton Mail.

" NO CURE, NO PAY. '

Judge Joline was all ready to decide what
appeared to be a clear enough case In the Cam-
den district court yesterday, when an un-

looked-for obstacle arose and he reserved

decision. It was in the trial of a suit brought
by Dr. (i. P. Finlaw, a well-known specialist,

against F. Sitley, a prosperous grain dealer, to

|
recover $130.

The doctor stated his ease briefly, explaining
that he had attended Mrs. Sitley, and that Mr.

Sitley had refused to pay his bill. That was
plain enough, but when the plaintiff was
turned over for cross-examination to ex-Judge
Howard Cnrrow, as counsel for Sitley, the case

took a somewhat different turn.

"Doctor, this is a pamphlet issued by you,

is it not?" asked the attorney, presenting a

small book issued as an advertising circular

by the doctor.
'• Yes, sir," replied the plaintiff.

" And are all its statements true? "

" Yes, sir."

" Please turn to page 10."

The doctor turned the leaves and opened the

designated page.
" Now read the last line."

"Xo cure, no pay," quoted the plaintiff.

" That will do; that is our case. Mrs. Sitley

is dead," and the ex-judge proceeded to gather

up his papers.

Judge Joline gave his spectacles a twitch,

gave a turn to his fluffy mustache, and said

that he would decide the ease later on.—Phil-

adclphia Record.

All lamps smell, if they do

not smoke, with wrong chim-

neys. You want the "Index

to Chimneys."

Write Geo A Macbeth Co,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Pearl glass, pearl top, tough

glass.

Hiqh
Arm MY HUSBAND

$00 Krnnood Jlneliiup for

Ca.it sc. ho»-

juu do It.

S23.00

HER REASON.

The young man picked up his hat and looked
sadly at the lining.

"There is no hope forme?" heasked, faintly.

"None whatever," replied the beautiful girl,

her eyes filled with compassion.
When he reached the door he turned toward

her again.

"I have to thank you forone thing," he said,

bitterly.

"What is that? "she inquired.
" You have not told me that you would be a

sister to me."
" I thought of that," she rejoined, hurriedly;

" but I suddenly remembered."
'• What?" heasked, shortly, as she stopped.

"That I promised, this morning, to marry
your father."—Brooklyn Life.
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1 $15.00, and 27 other styles. All at-
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>Oicr 100 OOOtnuse. CatatogueanuleSti'—A in' 'ii ials Free. Write at once. Address,
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158-164 West Van Buren St., B 7, Chicago, Ills.
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rj A'w COLLEGE, Lima, Ohio.
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each 25c. 9 for SI'. .1. Lee, Omaha ISMg., Chicago;
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Sulnrv .tii'l ••s|i.ih.-3 in Irnvil. Iiicln^ .tutnp

;u-Ol'ER ATIVK CO.. 517 Cth Ave.. New Y'.rk

THE CHIEF OBJECTION.

As a party of bicycle-riders passed her win-
dow sin- tossed her head contemptuously and
exclaimed

:

"Jt is, simply shocking."
" You refer to the bicycle costume? " said the

young man.
" Yes. It is painful in its unsightliness."
" I suppose that you object to it because it

makes the young women look so mannish ? "

" Xo. What I dislike is the manner in which
it makes the young men look girlish."—Judge.

Paper Clippinsa tionshl at| p 111 On! I kinds, and acquaint-
'.: .1 V Im Vw W Particulars tor

stamp. News Clipping Co., Dep'l. A.C. o04 W. 139th St. N. Y.
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2-uuut stamp. National Consolidated 06., Chicago, 111.
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/fe fa sz WCCyf V S3 '000 ye" r,y. no experience re-

t^CvJ\\^.\ quired, failure impossible; our

% ^ % 6cheme a new one; particulars free. Address

S.S.Ware Co. Box S308, Boston, Mass.

BEATS EVERYTHING ELSE ^a^n^:
el plufed sash lock free for postage (r»c). Matchless
Specialty Co., Bux yo5. Clarksburg, W. Va.

You cun now grasp a fortune. A new
ynide io rapid wealth, with 'i JO fine en-
L'raviiiL's, sent free to any person. This
is a chance of a lifel inie. Write at once.
Lynn tV (I«,4S ttoud Sr. NewYork

iJU^ ^ %^^% 1 1 ^J*6 a pcniianentposi-

WW IjlUl |i I I liJ tion andU50 month-

w i T * „ ly.if^writeusatone*.
We will send you full particulars Free, or a valuable
sample ofour <?oodsin Mter-linsr Silver upon rcceiDt
of 1" ive Two cent stamps for postage, etc. Address
Standard Silver Ware Co., Boston, Mass.

Wanted-An Idea

THE REASON.
" What was the cause of the shouting at the

magic-lantern show in the town hall last

night ? " inquired a prominent citizen of Coot's

Crossroads.

"Why, when the picture of Neptune with

his trident was thrown on the canvas, all the

farmers in the audience cheered for Tillman
and his pitchfork," was the reply.— Puck.

UNCLE ALLEN.

" 1 believe in a man living up to his princi-

ples," said Uncle Allen Sparks. "Now, I

have a neighbor who is a howling silverite

and is always talking about the crime of 1S73,

but whenever he finds that somebody has

passed a Canadian ten-cent piece on him, he

saves it to throw in the contribution-box at

church, and I've got him down in my hypo-

crite book as the biggest fraud of them all."

SHE WANTED TO KNOW.

"Mr. Munn!"
" Yes, dear."
" When we were married, didn't you say,

' With all my worldly goods I thee endow?'"
" I did."

"Then I want to know why you issue them
to me on the instalment plan, in such very
small lots, and only after wearisome urging."

—

Truth.

WOMAN'S CONSIDERATION FOR WOMAN.

"Mama," asked the little girl, pointing at

t he woman on the other side of the car, " what

makes the lady wear her rings outside her

jlove?"
"Hush," said the mother, in an aggravated

stage whisper. " Don't be rude. The lady

wears her rings outside her gloves to keep

them from blackening her lingers."—Indianap-

olis Journal.

HE FORGOT TO MENTION IT.

Greene—"Say! That shotgun I bought of

you blew into ten thousand pieces the first

time I fired it off. I don't see how I ever got

off alive."

Gunsel—"Oh, yes; I forgot to tell you. You
have heard of those new disappearing guns
the government is getting? Well, that was
one of them."

—

Indianapolis Journal.

Who. can think
of some simple
thing to patent?

Protect your ideas; thev may bring you wealth.
Write J6HN WEDDEKB'URN & CO., Patent Attor-
neys, Washington, D. C, for their $1,8U0 prize offer
and list of two hundred inventions wanted.

SALARY COMMISSION
With allowance for expenses^ to one live, wide-
awake man or woman in each town or city, to intro-
duce goods on a brand-new scheme, never before
worked, resulting in quick sale at almost every
house. Steady work for the right person. Address
:tt once, LOCK BOX 488, SprinsGeld, Ohio.

, yon
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W e

oiler 5 on the S>ole Agency for an article that
Wanted in Every Home and Indispensable
in Every Olliee, something that SiELbS AT
SIGHT, oilier articles sell rapidly at Double
the Price, though not answering the purpose
half so well. Yon can make from §500 to S700
in three months, introducing it, after which it will

bring A Steady, Liberal Income, if properly at-

tended to. Ladies do as well as men, in town or coun-
try. Don't Jliss this Chance. Write at once to

J. W. JONES, Manager, Springfi eld, Ohio.
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FREE TO BALD HEADS.
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troduce it into thousands of home* \\ here it is not now
taken, and make the following I' N I'll EC K H K NIT V.It

DEFER: On receipt of only 30 cents, stamps, we will
enter your name for a trial Subscription, and send you
auyselectiou of three of the large hooks from list below.

LIST OF BOOKS.
No. Order by Xmubrr. Pages.

"Esther Waters," (Jem-go Moore ::::ii

S—"The .Man in Black," by Stanley .1. W\ man 1285—"Ships that l*n>s in the Night," by Beatrice
Htirraden 176

7—"The Duche'sa" Tin* Duchess 224
s—"Called Back," Hugh Conway IMI
9—"A Wicked Girl." by Mary Cecil Hay 17li

II—"Wedded and Parted." IJfiarlotte M. Braine....ll2
II
—"A Study in Scarlet." A. Comill Doyle I7li

1"|—"Forging Fetters," Mrs Alexander IKU
21—"Lady Grace," Mrs. Henry Wood 2IW
22—*'Maid, Wife or Widow?" Mrs. Alexander vtv

L't—"Ideala," Sarah Grand |H2
W—"Her Last Throw.'' The Duchess .... im
29—"The House of the Wolf," S. .1. Wj man 11*2

"The Mystery of No. ]:!." Hi-leu li' Mathers IWI
''A—"lie Went for a Soldier," John St range Winter.HI
39— The Earl's Error." Charlotte M. Braeiue. Hi"
41—"A Little Itebel," The Duchess I-'S

48—"A Marriage at Sea." W. Clark Russell (7fi

511—"The Other Man's Wife." John S. Winter V.'2
36—"The Two Orphans." D'Ennery 1 12

til—"The Hired Baby." Marie Corelli 9ii

til—"By the Gate of the Sea," Christie Murray Ii'.n

7u—"Itose Fleming.'' Dora Russell ". 128
71'—"Under the Bed Flag," Mies M. E. Braddoii....lliu
sn—"A Great Heiress," B. E. Francillon Ill

S3—"She Loved Him, 11 Annie Thomas 112
86—"Ouce, False. Bmli Fair,".! B. Harvroud 192
SS—"Love Finds a Way." Bice & Besant 112
Ins—"At the World's Mercy," F. Warden 128
119—"Love, and Money," Charles Beade 1S2
(28—"The Southern Star," Verne 114
134—"The Sign of the Four," A. Conan Doyle 128
142—"An Inland Voyage," R. L. Stevenson 12*
111—"The Master of Ba'.lantrae," Stevenson 192

148—r"A Change of Air." Anthony Hope hill

155—"When a Bran's Single," Bartie Iiill

163—"The Mystery of Cloomber," A. C. Dos le 128
17n—"Sport Royal." Anthony Hope 96
177— "The Master of the Mine," Buchanan 192
Is:;—"A Man of Mark," Anthony Hope 192
1st— " A Case of Identity." A. Conan Doyle 96
193—"Mr. Meesou's Will," Rider Haggard 224

.lust think of it! A trial subscription Of a SI maga-
zine, ami a selection of three books from the leading
authors of the day (the three hooks alone retailing for
7"i cents'; for only 30.centS stamps. .Money refunded if

not fullv satisfied. The nunrber of pages in each hook
follows the title.

Address J. II. Plnmmer, Publisher, 9U',-I', Temple
Court Building, New York, N. Y. We refer lo any
mercantile agency as to our responsibility. Yon know
the advertisement would not appear in this paper
if it were not genuine.

6 a

J ...AN... $

I d

t Agent Wanted i

t I• In every town and neigh- •

{, borhood to solicit subscrip- J
b tions for ^

t 4
• Farm and Fireside •

(? 1

^ In connection with popular

premiums. Liberal com-
^

ft mission given. Write for A
I terms and sample copies at i

V ouce y

<? 5

C Mast,Crowell&Kirkpatrick, ^

Springfield, Ohio.

H it 1 1^3^n I C! "-^'"11

|K wm III sr\ O* '
in 1

I 3£ B 3Ba 1 f. 1
'

p a yik a Great Uemcdy Uheuvcreil. Send foratrial pack-

El |V ageaiMll«l ll sink for icself. t.»us-

III OuK.S.PKKKEY, Chicago, Ills.

BED-WETTING .Urs. B. Kowan, Milwaukee, His.

MENTION THIS PAPER WHEN ANSWERING
ADVERTISEMENTS.

HAVE YOU ASTHMA OR HAY-FEVER?

The Kola Plant, a new botanic discovery

from the Congo river, West Africa, is stated

Hjy medical science to be a positive cure for

Asthma and Hay-fever. Its cures are really

wonderful. If you are a sufferer you should

send your name and address to the Kola Im-

porting Co., No. 1164 Broadway, New York,

who, to make it known, will send you a large

case by mail free. It costs you nothing, aud
you should surely try it.

RENEWING THE TROUBLE.

Wife—"The minister made an earnest ap-

peal for contributions in aid of our mission-

ary work in Africa."

Husband—" Well, he'll have to count me out.

If he had his way, he'd nave us exporting

gold to Africa—just as our country is getting

on its feet, too."—Brooklyn Life.

[FREE
Xl\nnrSnnA llpttnWk Rnnlr Grand Art Portfolio. All latest and best styles. Orjraus from $25
rlduU dllU Ulgdll DUIiA* up , and Pianos $160 up. Shows how to buy from factory and save

50 per ct. If interested book sent free
Instruments warranted 25 year"

Free trial in your home and credit given,
Write for boqk to-day. CORNISH A CO.,

Estab'dSOyeaTS.
Wii-nineton, N. J.

NO-TO-BAG
GUARANTEED
TOBACCO
HABIT

Over 1,000.000 boxes sold. 300.000 cures prove Its power to destroy thedesire tor tobacco in any
form. No-to-bac is the greatest nerve-food in the world. Many tain 10 pounds in lOdays and it never
fails to make the weak, impotent man strong, vigorous and magnetic. Just try a box. You will be de-
lighted. We expect you to believe what we say. for a cure is absolutely guaranteed by druggists every-
where. Send for our booklet "Don't Tobacco Suit and Smoke Your Life Away." written guarantee arid
free sample. Address THE ST£J£JLIXGJK£M.£JJ1T CO., C'hlcaso or New TTorlt. LM

INFERENCE.

Helen—" What makes you think that Eve
rode a bicycle in the garden of Eden?"
Larkins—" Merely inference. TheBiblesays

she was the first woman to fall."—Town Topics.

8PECIAI* SALE
Positively soch
a good Telescope
wfts never sold for
this price before.
THESE TELESCOPES
ARE MADE BY ONE
OF THE LARGEST
M A >" U FACTOREK3
OF EUROPE, MEAS-
URE CLOSED 13

OP 10,000 EARCE POWEItFrE

JUgT X
WHAT ^° uJyVANT

f|

On sea"
LONG

ACIIItOMATIC TELESCOPES.

:
0NLYef

9 9 Cents

FARM " or RANCH
ihchks and dpen over 3 feet in 4 sections. Tbey are mcely brass bound.

A NICE PLACE.

First girl (in aa intelligence-office)—"D* ye

t'ink that leddy will be aisy to git along wid? "

Second girl—"Yis; she's a reg'lar fool.^—New
York Weekly.

bras* safpty cap on each ph.] ro

ezelsile dust* ~eicl with powerful lenses, scieimtlrauy ground and adjusted. Guaranteed oy tho maker.
Heretofore, Telescopes of ihis size have been Bold f.-r from $5.00 to $3.00. Every sojourner in the country or at BeaMdo
resorts should certainly secure one of these instruments, and no tanner should be*wuh<>nt one. Objects miles a*ay ure

brouclit to vl*»w with aatonishinrr clearness. Sent by mall or express, safely parked, prepaid for only 99 ots. Our new
Catalogue oi Wnichea, etc. Bent with each order. This Is a Krand oiTer and yeni nhould not miss It. We Harm nt each
TeiescnpB lust as represented <»r money refuud>-'i. A eui*Coiuer writ eg: from "Fulton, N.Y. March e; -Gents,
received your To»escope: am very much pleased wiih It-, It is all yon recinuminid li t<> be.—J. L. Hanahts." St-nd

99 e«*nl - br Kt>" : stered Letter, Pout OfBc*) Money Order, B kitprs Mihipt Order, "r Itftllh l>r»if( jnirnblu in inir or«ler,

Address, JbXCKLSIOB 1MP««TiXii CO., Oept||
j(
Excelsior JJuiidlng, Sew Vork City, Box 783,
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40 Cent Patterns for 10 Cents
Any FOUR Patterns, and this paper one year, 60 cents, post=paid

No. 6711.—Boys' Fauxtleroy Blouse
10 cents.

Sizes, 2, 4, 6 and 8 years.

Full descriptions and directions—as the
number of -yards of material required, the

number and names of the different pieces in

the pattern, how to cut and fit and put the
garment together—are sent with each pattern,

u-ith a picture of the garmenl to go by. These pat-

terns are complete in every particular, there

being a separate pattern for every single piece of

the dress. Your order will be filled the same
day it is received.

For ladies, give BUST measure in inches.

For SKIRT pattern, give WAIST measure iD

inches. For misses, boys, girls or children,

give both BREAST measure in inches and age

in years. Order patterns by their numbers.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

To get BUST and BREAST measure, put the

tape measure ALL of the way around the

body, over the dress close under the arms.

Price of each pattern, 10 cents.

Postage one ceni EXTkA on skirt, tea-gown and
other heavy patterns.

IC**^

No. esoi.

Sizes, 32,

—Ladies' Cape, 10 cents.
34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust.

DO NOT SEND
FOR PATTERN
CATALOGUE

We have no
pattern cata-

logue, and no
patterns ex-

cept those
which have
appeared i n

the paper. All

new patterns

appear on this

page as soon

as ready.

t£t j£t£

No. 6752.—Ladies' Cape. 10 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust.

No. 6713.—(jiRLS' Dress. 11 cents.
Sizes, 8, 10, 12 and 14 years.

No 6707.—Misses' Blouse. 10 cents,

Sizes, 10, 12, 14 and 16 years.

No. 6785.—Ladies' Wrapper, with
Bishop-sleeves 11 cents.

Sizes, 32, 34, 36,38, 40 and 42 inches bust.

No. 6762.—Hisses' Shlwj>waist
with Blouse Front. 10 cts.

Sizes, 10, 12, 14 and 16 years.

No. 6761.—Same Pattern-
Ladies' Size. 10 cents. No. 6765.—Ladies' Shirt-waist. 10c.

Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 and Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 inches bust.

42 inches bust.

No. 6S14.—Child's Dress. 10 cts. No. 6722.—Child's Blouse, Sailor

No. CS20.—Ladies' Bishop Shirt-sleeves, with Iour
Styles of Cdffs. 10 cents.

Sizes, 32, 36 and 4U inches bust.

Sizes, 2. 4, 6, 8 and 10 years. Costume. 10 cents.
Sizes, 4, 6, 8 10 and 12 years

No. 6797.—Girls' Reefer. 10 cents.
Sizes, 4, 6, S,Mu and 12 years.

No. 67!i2.—Misses' Toilet. Ki cents
Sizes, 12, 14 and 16 years.

No. 6654.

—

Misses' Skirt. II cents.
Sizes, 10, 12, 14 and 16 years.

No. 67S2.—Child's Coat. 10 cents.
Sizes, 1, 2, 4 and 6 years.

WE HAVE OFFICES IN NEW YORK CITY, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, AND CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

NOTICE.—Send all orders for patterns direct to our central office, to FARM AND FIRESIDE, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, where our stock of patterns is kept.
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3,000 Dollars in Prizes
TO SUBSCRIBERS

In order to test the judgment of subscribers and agents on the results of the presidential

election, we offer prizes to the amount of Three Thousand Dollars for answers to the question,

Who will be the next President, and how
many electoral votes will he receive?

THE PRIZES
1 FIRST CASH PRIZE to the person who sends the correct answer, $1,000.00

\ Second Cash Prize to the person who first sends the next nearest to the correct answer, - 300.00
\ Third Cash Prize to the person who sends the next best answer, - - - - 100.00
JO Cash Prizes of Ten Dollars each for the ten next best answers, - - -• 100.00
50 Cash Prizes of Three Dollars each for the fifty next best answers, r 150.00
75 Cash Prizes of Two Dollars each for the seventy-five next best answers, - - - 150.00
200 Cash Prizes of One Dollar each for the two hundred next best answers, - - - 200.00
2,000 Prizes, value of each 50 cents, for the two thousand next best answers, - - 1,000.00

2,338 PRIZES, - - - - - - - - Amount, $3,000.00

Each subscriber is entitled to one answer for each yearly subscription*

Each agent or club raiser is entitled to send as many answers as there are yearly subscriptions

in each club. Each and every answer must be inclosed in the same letter with the subscription

and the money.
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS AND CONDITIONS.

BRYAN AND SEWALL
We expect to offer in our next issue one of

the best books that will be published on the

lives of Bryan and Sewall.

We wilt send any ONE of the follow-

ing premiums, and this paper one year,

for 60 cents.

Premium No. 7.-

Premium No. 15.

Premium No. 34.

Premium No. 11.

-LIFE OF WASHINGTON.

-LIFE OF LINCOLN.

—SAMANTHA AT SARATOGA.

-PEOPLE'S ATLAS.

Premium No. 26.—GEMS FROM THE POETS.

Premium No. 17.—STANDARD COOK BOOK.

Premium No. 28.—HISTORY OF THE U. S.

Premium No. 460.—LIFE OF McKINLEY.

Premium No. 30.—BEAUTIES AND WONDERS.

Premium No. 19S.-GLEAS0N'S HORSE BOOK.

Premium No. 14.—SET OF 6 SILVER=PLATED
INITIAL TEASPOONS.

We will send any TWO of the above

premiums and TWO yearly subscrip=

tions to this paper for One Dollar.

^6 ti?^

One answer to the voting contest can be sent

with each subscription.

^8 «j£

AGENTS WANTED
The publishers of this paper want an agent

or club raiser in every community in America

quick. Something new. No money required.

Pays big. We will send everything required

free to any address.

If at any time before election day two or more persons

send the correct answer, then the first prize of one thousand
dollars will be equally divided among those sending the

correct answer.

If two or more persons send the next, nearest to the correct

answer, then all of the second prize of three hundred
dollars will be awarded to the person ivho first sends the

next nearest to the correct answer; and the one of these answers

that is stamped with the next earliest date will be considered

the next best answer, and all of the third prize of one hun-
dred dollars will be awarded to the person sending it. This

same plan will be followed in awarding all of the remaining

prizes.

We will stamp each answer with the day and hour it is

received in our office. No more than one prize will be

awarded to any one persou.

It makes no difference whether subscriptions are ordered

singly or in clubs,with or without premiums. Offers in back

numbers of this paper may be accepted. In every case each

subscriber is entitled to one answer for each yearly sub-

scription, and, in addition, the club raiser is entitled to send

as many answers as there are yearly subscriptions in his

club.

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS.
(Without premiums.)

Farm and Fireside one year, and one answer, 50 cents

A club of Three, and three answers, = One Dollar

Three years to one address, and three answers, One Dollar

All subscriptions will be entered for one year from the date

we receive the order, except the subscriptions of paid-in-

advance subscribers, ivhose time will be extended one year

from the date on the yellow label.

HOW TO SEND YOUR ANSWER.

Put your answer on a separate piece of paper about three

inches wide aud rive inches long. Suppose you think Smith
will be the next president, and that he will receive 400

electoral votes; then fill out your answer after this style:

SniTH, 400 VOTES.

Answer of
James Johnson,

Beaver,

Brown County, Idaho.

The table below is given to assist you in making up your answer. There are

447 electoral votes, divided among the states as follows : <m %h ^ ^

Alabama 11

Arkansas S
California '. 9
Colorado .• 4

Connecticut 6
Delaware 3

Florida 4
Georgia 13

Idaho 3
Illinois 24
Indiana 15
Iowa 13

Kansas 10

Kentucky 13

Louisiana s

Maine 0
Maryland 8
Massachusetts 15

Michigan 14

Minnesota 9
Mississippi 9
Missouri 17
Montana 3
Nebraska 8

Nevada 3
New Hampshire'....: 4

New Jersey 10

New York i 3(>

North Carolina 11

North Dakota..;....., 3

Ohio 23
Oregon 4

Pennsylvania 32
Rhode Island 4

South Carolina 9

South Dakota 4

Tennessee 12

Texas 15
Utah 3
Vermont 4
Virginia 12
Washington 4>

West Virginia 6
Wisconsin 12
Wyoming 3

Total 447

Set down your estimate of the electoral votes that each state will give the man
you think will be the next President, add up, and you will have an answer. The
sooner you send an answer, the more likely you are to get a large prize. -j* %h >Jt

Postage paid by
us in each case. Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.
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KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE

The mesh arounO tmep*hel shows
ho* the Fence is maoe.

Combines more points of merit than any
other fenoe made. A trial will convince
yon. Write for catalogue.

KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.,

No. 30 Rush St., • PEORIA, ILL.

Alahama Unmoo For particulars write THE THOMAS T.
AldUdlltd nUIIIca MUNTQRD LANO CO-. Deuibpolis, Ala.

FOR SALE
UGH GRADE FARMS .

Alsoa few cheap
rurnis. \\ rite for my list. J,
Leland Hanna. Baltimore, JVld.

.*
ntm

'8 —
s

A SOFT ANSWER
Works on the same plan as elasticity, but besides

"turning away wrath", ELASTICITY turns away do-
mestic and wild animals, practically insuring the
farmer against loss. The PAGE is full of ELASTIC-
ITY, and like the soft answer, has such a winning
way. It makes friends wherever it goes.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.
Mention this paper.

STEEL P GKET LAWN FENCE
I

steel pates, steel postsand rail, also Field and
Hog Fence \\ i: single and doublefarmgates.
For further Information, write to the

UNION FENCE CO., De Kalb, III.

Mention this paper.

FRANKLIN COLLEGE,^,AJ0̂ ;,°
fur.roam anil liooks.S2.s»tuS.'>

. a wk;<otorfco8t.SH0ii yr.

i> courses; no Raloous. Tlioro. safe. Catalog free, with
j

plan to earn funds. \V. A. WILLIAMS. 1). I)., Prest.

Gloyer Collegiate Institute
WEST LIBERTY, OHIO

Both sexes—Four departments of study. Literary
Commercial, Music and Art. Prepares for the Fresh-
man class in our best colleges. Sixty-four students
last vear. Tuition, S30.UO. For catalogues address
REV. DAVID BLYTH, President, West Liberty,
Ohio, or REV. J. B. HELWIG, Urbana Ohio.

STENOGRAPHY, BOOKKEEPING,
etc., thoroughly taught bv mail or personally
at EASTMAN BUSINESS COLLEGE.
We not only train for practical work, but always
secure positions for the competent. We place
hundreds yearly in situations where they make

and save money If yon are seeking employment and
willing to study, write to me. .Students commence
anytime. Charges low. Address for catalogue con-
taining thousands of testimonials,
C. C. GAINES, Box 15, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Ohio State University-Columbus X°p
f£

rt
J?n

Education.—A grand chance for earnest, energetic
young men and women. Short coursesin Agriculture,
Dairying, Hurticulture and Domestic Science. Each
county in Ohio entitled to a FREE SCHOLARSHIP.
It is good for two years and covers all college dues.
Appointments are made by the officers of the County
Agricultural Societies. Apply to the Secretary thereof
and write the University for further information.
Also full collegiate courses in Agriculture, Horticul-
tureand Forestry, and Domestic Science. Catalogue
of the College of Agriculture and Domestic Science
sent upon application. Fall term opens September Uth.

OHIO NORMAL
UNIVERSITY
A complete school of twelve departments: Literary,
Military, Law, Pharmaceutic, Civil Engineering,
Electrical Engineering, Commercial, Stenographic,
Music, Fine Art. Telegraphic, Elocutionary. The
Literary Department embraces. Preparatory,
Teachers, Scientific, Literature, Classical and Uni-
versity Courses. Last annual enrollment 2865 differ-

ent students. Has university power and confers
degrees. Is chartered by the state, recognized by the
national government, having military department
under the supervision of an officer detailed by the
Secretary of War. Sits, in advance, pays hoard,
room-rent and tuition 39 weeks; SH-O, -in weeks;
$28, 10 weeks. Board and room, when paid by week,
$2.25 to $2.50 per week. Text book rent, cheap.
Good library advantages, excellent literary soci-
eties. Students can enter at any time and find suit-
able classes. No vacation except holiday week.
Money refunded if everything is not as advertised.
Send for catalogue. H.S LEHR, Prest., Ada, Ohio.

BEFORE BUYING A
NEW HARNESS

Send your address, with 2 cent stamp,
for Illustrated Catalogue, giving full
description of Single and Double Cus-
torn Hand-Made Oak Leather Har-

ness. Sold direct to the consumer, at wholesale prices.
kl>G 1IAKNESS CO...No. ? Church St.. Owcuu,>.i.

To Pump Water
If you want water for any purpose

and have not the facilities, or want
tocliunge, write for catalogue of the

Celebrated DeLamater-Rlder
and Delamater-Erlcsson Hot-
Air Pumping Engines.
They will pump water from any

source and force it anywhere. Any
kind of fuel can be used. Address,

DeLAJIATKK IKON WOIiKS,
467 West Broadway, New York City.

Mention this paper when you write.

Humor.

MARY UP TO DATE.

Mary had but little nerve
With mice, until she got

Her bloomer safely fastened on,

And then she had a lot.

—Detroit Tribune.

IMPROVED FARM METHOD.
"They are talking about putting in long-dis-

tance telephones for the farmers' use."

"How charming! Of course they can be uti-

lized in calling the cows."— Cliieagn Record.

INTERESTED.

"My family." said Miss Antique, "came
over with the Pilgrims on the Mayflower."
" Did they, really? " exclaimed Hicks. " How

very interesting! And were you seasick?"—
Harper's Beizar.

NOT FAVORABLY CONSIDERED.

Deacon Brown—"The parson istalkin' about
gettin' more salary."

Deacon Jones—" What ? An' him gettin'

eight hundred now; an' maybe, fer all we
know, plaguyaryizin' his sermons at that!"—
Puck.

HAD SUFFERED ENOUGH.
Mr. Houlihan—" Oi dhrempt lasht noight

thot Oi died."

Mrs. Houlihan—"An! how long did yez lay
in purgatory?"
Mr. Houlihan—" Divil a minute! Saint Peter

said to me, ' Yer kin go roight into heaven ter

wunst, Houlihan ; Oi know yer wife !
1 "—Puck.

NOAH'S CLAIM TO WISDOM.

Teacher—" Who was the wisest man?"
Tommy—" Noah."
" Noah ?

"

"Yes'm. He was the only man who knew
enough to come in when it rained.."—Indian-
apolis Journal.

THE TRUTH NOT HALF TOLD.

"You are charged," said the judge, "with
riding your bicycle through the streets at a
rate exceeding ten miles an hour."
"Ten miles?" said the man, whose new

wheel had run away with him; "ten miles?
I'll bet I was going three hundred."—Indian-
apolis Journal.

TITBITS.

The man who hasn't sand enough to refuse
a leap-year proposal deserves the kind of wife
he will get.—Atchison Globe.

Brown—"Have you read this article upon
' How to tell a bad egg? '

"

Jones—" No, but if you have anything to tell

a bad egg, my advice is to break it gently."

When a man goes into Wall street and comes
out several millions in debt, he is a Napoleon
of finance. When he goes in and drops all

he owns, he is merely a commonplace, every-
day fool.— Texas Sifter.

"Brown is a good shot, isn't he?"
"Very good. We were practising without-

guns at my country place the other day, and
he hit the bull's eye the first time."
" Very clever."

"Yes; but he had to pay for the bull."—
Harper's Weekly.

" Your fine," said the judge, " will be a dol-

lar and costs."

"Couldn't you make it ninety-eight cents? "

asked the lady, who had been convicted of
riding after' dark without a lighted lantern.—
Indianapolis Journal.

"Papa," said Jimmieboy, "you are the
nicest man in the world."

"And you are the nicest boy in the world,"
said his father.

"Yes; I guess that's so," said Jimmieboy.
" Isn't it queer how we both managed to get
into the same family? "—Harper's Hound Table.

" Jennie," said little Mabel to her big sister

at breakfast, " did you tell papa?"
"Tell papa what ?" asked Jennie.
" Why, you told Mr. Buster last night if he

did it again you'd tell papa—rmci he did it

again. Isaie him .' "

And then papa looked at Jennie over his

glasses.

—

Harpev's Bazar.

Mrs. Prudence Cumback, of Corning, New
York, has patented a muzzle which can be
put on the old man, effectually preventing
him from kissing the hired girl. If he docs,

an electric current is produced which strikes

a bell and blows a whistle in the kitchen. The
factory is running night and day, and is way
behind on the orders,—Middhtoun Asylum Con-
glomerate.

The lark was up to meet the sun, and carol
for his lay ; the fanner's son took down hisgun
and at him blazed away. The busy bee arose
at five, and buzzed the meadows o'er; the
farmer's wife went for his hive and robbed
him of his store. The ant rose early, his la-

burs to begin; the greedy swallows flew that
waynnd took his lordship in. Oh, bee, birds
and ants, be wise; in proverbs take linstock.
Like me, refuse to rise till half-past eight
o'clock.—Athens Banner.

CORN FODDER
is the Farmers
Gold Mine

MOST SUCCESSFUL REMEDY
FOR MAN OR BEAST.

Certain in its effects and never blisters.
Read proofs below

:

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE >«

SiiF.LiiY, Mich., Dsc. 16, '93.
[

Dr. B. J. Kendall Co. >

Sirs :— I have used your Kendall's
j

Spavin Cure with good success for I

curbs on two horses and it is the best )•

Liniment I have ever used.

Yours truly, August Fredrick,
j

For Sale by all Druggists, or address
[

Dr. B. J. KEXDALZ COMPANY,
ENOSBURGH FALLS, VT.

this year. Cut it quick and cheaply with
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The national convention of the Populist party was
held in St. Louis the third week of Julyi By a vote

of 1,042 to 321 the convention nominated for president

the standard-bearer of the Democratic party, William J.

Bryan. For vice-president, the convention rejected Mr.
Sewall, the Democratic nominee, and chose Thomas E.

Watson, of Georgia.

Condensed in briefest form, the platform adopted
demands national legal-tender currency issued by the

general government; free, unrestricted and independent

coinage of silver at the ratio of 16 to 1 ; immediate increase

in volume of currency ; no more bond issues except by
specific act of Congress; postal savings banks; graduated
income tax; direct legislation through initiative- and
referendum; government ownership of railroads and
tblegraphs; prohibition of private monopoly and alien

ownership in lands; election of president, vice-president

and United States senators by direct vote of the people;

home rule in territories and their early admission into

the Union ; public employment of idle labor, etc.

.The three most important planks in the Populist plat-

form relate to land, transportation and finance. The one
on transportation may be summarized to government
ownership of railroads. The one on laud reads:
" The true policy demands that the national and state

legislation shall be such as will ultimately enable every
prudent and industrious citizen to secure a home, and
therefore the land should not be monopolized for spec-_

ulative purposes. All lands now held by railroads and
other corporations in excess of their actual needs should

by lawful means be reclaimed by the government, and
held for actual settlement by settlers only, and private

laud monopoly as well as alien ownership should be
prohibited.

"We condemn the frauds by which the land grants to

the Pacific railroad companies have, through the conni-

vance of the Interior Department, robbed multitudes of

actual boua-fitle settlers of their homes and miners of

their claims, and we demand legislation by Congress
which will enforce the exemption of mineral land from
such grants after as well as before patent.
" We demand that bona-fide settlers on all public lands

be granted free homes, as provided in the national home-
stead law, and that no exception be made in the case of

Indian reservations when opened for settlement, and
that all' lands not now patented come under this

demand."

The declarations on finance read

:

" We demand a national money, safe and sound, issued

by the general government only, without the interven-

tion of banks of issue, to be a full legal tender for all

debts, public and private; a just, equitable and efficient

means of distribution direct to the people, and through

the lawful disbursements of the government.
" We demand the free and unrestricted coinage of sil-

ver and gold at the present legal ratio of 16 to 1, without

waiting for the consent of foreign nations.

"We demand the volume of circulating medium be

speedily increased to an amount sufficient to meet the

demands of the business and population of this country,

and so restore the just level of prices of labor and pro-

duction.

"We denounce the sale of bonds and the increase of

the public interest-bearing debt made by the present

administration as unnecessary and without authority of

law, and that no more bonds be issued except by specific

act of Congress.

"We demand such legislation as will prevent the

demonetization of the lawful money of the United States

by private contract.
" We demand that the government, in payment of its

obligations, shall use its option as to the kind of lawful

money in which they are to be paid, and we denounce the

present and preceding administrations for surrendering

this option to the holders of government obligations."

1 >» > < «<

I
have met on this journey," said General Grant, home-
ward bouud on his tour around the world, "four great

men—Bismarck, Beaconsfield, Gambetta and Li Hung
Chang. I am not sure, all things considered, but that Li

is the greatest of the four."

Li Hung Chang is now 011 a tour around the world, and

will shortly visit the United States. He has been travel-

ing leisurely through Europe, and has been received

with highest honors by the government of each country.

Li Hung Chang.

It is honor to merit; for Li is not of royal blood, but by
merit alone arose from an humble family to the position

of prime minister of China and greatest statesman of the

Orient.

Inquirers for official information on the financial ques-

tion are respectfully referred to a pamphlet of fifty-four

pages, published for free distribution by the Treasury
Department. This pamphlet contains, in the words of

its title, "Information respecting United States bonds,

paper currency, coin, production of precious metals,

etc." It describes every kind of money in use, and gives

the history of the laws under which it was issued
;
pre-

sents tables of gold and silver production and of the

relative value of gold and silver; and furnishes a sum-
mary of all monetary events since 1786. The object of

the pamphlet is to furnish reliable information from
official sources on all phases of the money question,

without making any arguments on the relative merits

of gold, silver or paper currency. For copies of this

pamphlet address Secretary of the Treasury, Washing-
ton, D. C.

>» ) c <«

The New Orleans Picayune, under date of July 30th,

says:

"All the accounts which have been received as to the

condition of the gtowing cotton crop indicate that it sel-

dom or never was in a more promising condition at this

period of the season than it now is. The marketing of

the crop is likely to commence several weeks earlier

than usual in most sections of the cotton belt, and pick-

ing is already progressing in many districts.

" The splendid promise of the crop has been noted by
the trade from the very start, and prices have gradually

declined, thus discounting in advance the size of the

yield. With spot cotton now at six and one half cents,

and fall contracts practically at six cents, it is a question

whether or not the yield has not been already discounted

fully.

" The new- season promises to open with general stocks

considerably shorter than they have been in several

years; hence, at anything like six cents per pound,
foreign spinners are likely to take a very large amount
during the early part of the season. Six-cent cotton

would be fairly satisfactory to the farmers under exist-

ing conditions, as the crop has been economically grown,

and the cost of marketing promises to be less during the

coming year than ever before. The South now produces

much more of the products it consumes than it ever did

before, and, agriculturally speaking, it is now indepen-

dent of other sections of the country. Cotton is more a

surplus crop than it ever was; hence, the prospect of six

cents, which five years ago would have meant ruin, now
has no serious terrors for the southern farmers.

" There can be no question but that the South is des-

tined to supply the world with practically all the cotton

it needs, and to grow the staple at a price with which no
other producing country can hope to compete. With
cotton as a surplus crop practically, and with southern

farmers in a position to produce their own supplies, the

South need have no fear of any competition.

"Although everything looks roseate for the cotton crop

at the present time, bad weather from now on may
greatly curtail the ultimate yield, an unfavorable pick-

ing season meaning the loss of hundreds of thousands

of bales. It is, therefore, not safe to confidently count

on low prices for the coming season, particularly as

many believe that the decline which has already taken

place has fully discounted a very large yield."

The cotton -planters have wisely diversified their crops.

They now produce farm crops which they formerly

bought from the North and West. This change has been

a profitable one. It has enabled them to lower the cost

of growing cotton, and they now find six cents a "fairly

satisfactory " price.

But this change has taken a good market from the

northern and western producers of corn, pork and other

farm products formerly sent to the South. They must
now find a new market to take the place of the old one,

diversify their crops, or endure what the cotton-planters

did a few years ago.
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A Coreless Apple.
The accompanying
cut is a reproduction

from nature representing five specimens of

a new variety of coreless apples. Coreless

apples are not novelties. The special merit

of this variety is that it is a winter

apple of fine quality and good size, worthy

in every way of propagation.

There is a peculiar marking in the

blossom-end indistinctly shown in the

illustration. The identation is deeper than

normal, and there is a formation which
appears to be the rudiments or remnants of

the core. It reminds one of the peculiar

formation in the blossom-end of the seed-

less Navel orange.

' * *'*

The illustrated
Cross-pollination . , . ,, T ,

article m the July
of Pear and Apple. 15th number on

this subject has attracted considerable at-

tention. From letters lately received, we
give the following from Mr. C. F. Wallace,

Lincoln county, Mo.

:

"Last summer, on the farm of Mrs.

Tobias Wagner, some little girls called the

attention of Dr.

H. G. Callisou to

some pears grow-
ing on an apple-

tree. He kept

a specimen twig,

something like
the accompany-
ing illustration,

which he showed
to me. We then

made a visit to

Mrs. Wagner's
orchard, and two
more specimens
of pear-shaped
fruit were found.

The apple-tree

was a Red Spice,

and very full of

apples. On close inquiry, I ascertained

that there had been five of the pear-shaped

fruits found on the tree. Although the

apples were red, the pear-shaped fruit was
of a green color. There was a pear-tree

about seventy-five feet from the apple-tree,

full of line pears, but I did not ascertain

the variety. In most of these specimens
the seeds were immature, although one
had two plump and well-developed seeds;

but they were not preserved, as we did not

suppose they would grow. Now, with the

two instances given in Farm and Fireside
I am satisfied that the horticulturist will

soon be able to produce a new fruit."

1 nder this head-
Production . . , .

mg, m his sev-
andPricesof eQth biennial

Farm Products. report) the Wis-
consin commissioner of the bureau of

labor says in part

:

"During a period of at least ten years

there has been a continuous depression in

agriculture. . . . While the causes pro-

ducing the present depression were in

operation prior to that time, farming was
profitable up to ten or twelve years ago.

My tables not only show the extent of the

fall in prices, but that this fall is largely, if

not entirely, due to the fact that our power
of production increases at a much greater

ratio than the consuming power, resulting

in what in a sense may be called overpro-

duction.
" From 1S70 to 1875 the average yearly

value of the products of one acre each of

wheat, corn, oats, barley, rye, buckwheat,
potatoes and hay was 8156.34. From 1890

to 1S95 it was 891.3S—a fall of §64.96, or of

about 41.5 per cent.

" The depression has been severe since

about 1S84. About this time a rapid fall

set in, which continued until temporarily

checked by the short crops in this country

in 1890 and in Europe in 1891 and 1892. The
slight advance from this shortage relieved

the situation somewhat at the time.

" During the last twenty-five years the

percentage of the fall in freight rates is

greater than that of the fall in prices gen-

erally, and the reduced cost at which grain

and other merchandise can now be moved
from interior points or where produced to

the centers of' population has undoubtedly
resulted in a gain to both producer and
consumer.
"To ascertain the extent of reduction in

the cost of production in agriculture from
this reduction is almost impossible.

"The result of progress and invention is

more products with a given outlay of labor.

The cost of production" has evidently not

been reduced in proportion to or to the

same extent as the fall in values.

"Prices on all products of human indus-

try are governed by the great and un-

changeable law of supply and demand.
" That our consuming power is not in-

creasing as fast as our productive power is

plainly illustrated by the following table,

in which is shown the percentage of in-

crease of population and production and
of the area under cultivation from 1870-74

to 1890-95:
Percentage
of increase.

Population 62.74

Production of wheat 81.71

Production of corn 70.69

Production of oats 162.08

Production of hay 117.52

Number of cattle 125.64

Number of hogs.- 56.60

* * *

AcorrespondentasksWhy Buy What . .. .

this pertinent ques-
We Can Produce? tion ^ and says . » xhe

increasing importation of*purely agricul-

tural products, raised on foreign soil that

is no better adapted to their production

than our own, should arouse every

American farmer to the disastrous results

to the great basic industry of agriculture

that will surely follow unless a speedy

reform is inaugurated.

"At the close of the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1S94, the imports of breadstuff's

amounted to 81,981,425; of fruits and nuts,

818,754,771; of hops, 8484,415; of sugar,

8120,S71,SS9; and of tobacco, another of out-

staple crops, 813,139,572, amounting in the

aggregate to 8101,232,072.

"The continued annual importation of

foreign products to so vast a sum should

not be looked upon with the least degree

of favor by any American farmer who has

the welfare of his country at heart. The
tendency to purchase from foreign coun-

tries what we ought to produce in this has

had much to do in bringing about the

depressed condition of agriculture which
now exists. Why not call a halt now?
Why not stop purchasing with gold what
we can and should produce to meet the

wants of American workmen who are

employed in our manufactories, mines and
other industrial pursuits? "

NOTES AND COMMENTS.

I have a horror of the phy-
Why Suffer?

siciaM ,

s )ance and thc dp„_

tist's forceps, and can well understand the

German poet (Heine) who remarked that

he would rather endure the most terrible

pangs of conscience than a severe tooth-

ache. In short, 1 do not like to sutler

physical pain, nor to see others suffer, be

they man or beast. On the other hand. I

can see operations performed and blood

spilled, when I am sure the patient is under
the influence of an anesthetic, and there-

fore unconscious of pain. I can see ani-

mals killed, when it is done decently and
without much physical pain to the poor

brutes. I am not too sentimentally sensitive

to kill chickens or ducks in any way that

the market demands, or to caponize cock-

erels or castrate young animals of any
kind. Here we simply face a necessity.

In these matters brutes have one great

advantage over humankind. They do not

usually suffer in anticipation. The fear of

pain or suffering is often, if not ordinarily,

the most dreadful part of an operation

—

like having teeth extracted or a boil lanced.

a heavy farm or street wagon; and finally

we let some brute of a man, some street

' peddler, ragman, or a soulless fellow of

some sort, have it, to let him starve, ill use,

!
and pound it to death, or let the street-cars

wear out its life by the endless tramp over
hard pavement, or sell it to some heartless

I

butcher to torture it to death and turn its

' flesh into sausages. Often, when I see a
fine young horse, I cannot help pitying it,

in the contemplation of what the future

has in store for the poor brute. Surely
there is great room for the spread of the

gospel of mercy.
& & &

Then there is this practice of "docking"
horses' tails. The operation is surely a very
painful one, and causing protracted suffer-

ing. Perhaps the "gracefully" curved
stub may look very aristocratic and beau-

tiful in the eyes of the city fop, but it

Coreless Apple—One Half Natural Size.

If I could rid myself of the dread of the

operation, the latter itself would be a com-

paratively easy matter. A person with

sufficient nerve to come to a dentist's chair

without fear will seldom need to take gas.

We often have our flesh torn or cut with-

out knowing it is done, and without the

least feeling of pain; but when we expect

the tear or cut, how it will hurt! The
brute, when an operation on its body
becomes necessary, knows nothing of our

intention to insert the knife, or break out

a tooth, and consequently there is either

no pain, or the pain is over by the time

that it is felt.

Caponizing

Cockerels.

Some time ago one of

our readers, a veteri-

nary surgeon besides,

suggested to me the plan of using chloro-

form on my cockerels when putting them
on the caponizing-table. I did not feel dis-

posed to adopt this practice. To any one

who has learned to caponize a chick witfi

neatness and dispatch, it is quite evident

that the pain to the bird connected with

the operation is too slight and too soon

over to justify us to resort to the use of

chloroform. We can and should be mer-

ciful, as every merciful man is merciful

to his beast, but there is no need of our

being hypersensitive and sentimental.

Needless
1 llsua" 5' ,}efine cruelty as

the needless infliction of
Cruelty.

pai]) Thus aU (
.ruelty is

not only needless, but a crime. In killing

animals, or operating on them, it is a cruel

proceeding to add to actual suffering; also

the fear of death or suffering. We should

avoid this as far as possible. The killing

of smaller animals, especially calves, sheep

and lambs, is in many cases attended with

considerable cruelty. In many instances

the knife alone is used, and often in a way
far too slow. Sometimes the skinning

process is begun even before the animal is

dead. We do not like to sutler ;
why should

we make poor brutes suffer? Let us be

decent. A smart blow with the hammer
upon the forehead, followed by the use of

the knife, will do the business for a calf or

hog, while a sheep or lamb can be quickly

and decently put to death by one stroke of

a sharp ax across the neck laid on a block.

Cruelty
^'ie norse *s ' almost 518

highly sensitive to pain
to Horses.

ag ig m .m . yet how aw_

fully do we treat this noble animal! Per-

haps we pet it for a few years, and take the

very best care of it, showing it off in all its

beauty and perfection before the gilded

carriage or coach. Then we make it work
hard for a few years more, hitched before

seems to me that "the horse as the Al-
mighty made him" is good enough and
beautiful enough for people with sense and
humanity.

Restrict

Vivisection.

Perhaps not in all de-

tails, but in a' general

way, at least, I am in

sympathy with the aims of the Society for

the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, and
of the American Humane Education Soci-

ety. One of these aims is the legal restric-

tion of vivisection in our schools. In " Our
Dumb Animals," President George T.

Angell asks this question:

"Will some one kindly tell usabout how
many experiments on living animals have

been made in Massachusetts during the past

twenty-five years, how many hundreds
or thousands of animals have prob-

ably been operated upon, what new dis-

covery thus obtained has been made by
any Massachusetts man which is now
used by physicians for the relief of human
suffering, and the name of the discov-

erer, and date of the discovery, aud where
made?"
Where vivisection is necessary for the

discovery of new truths in pathology, etc.,

and when carried on as decentlj- as possi-

ble by mercifully disposed persons, all

objections will have to be waived; but in

most cases these experiments in vivisec-

tion in schools are wholly useless and
unnecessary, and they simply furnish a

course in deviltry, where young people are

taught to rid themselves of every feeling

of mercy and humanity, and to take delight

in seeing creatures suffer, and to inflict

pain—all in the holy name of science. Viv-

isection—the cutting to pieces of live

animals—is not to be prohibited, but it

should be restricted, aud the sooner this is

done, the better for our civilization.

Home Schools
What our young peo-

ple neecC and need
in Mercy.

i,a(uy , is IUOre instruc-

tion and better examples in mercy. This,

indeed, would be more useful and more
effective in relieving a large share of

earthly suffering than all the kuowledge

that could be learned by the practise of

vivisection in our schools aud colleges.

Make decent men of our boys rather than

educated devils. Insist that your boy and

your hired man approach horse and cow
with a kind word and a kind act, with an

apple, a handful of grain, or at least a lov-

ing pat, rather than with an oath or a club,

and above all, set the good example. Dis-

courage the use of guns, except on rats,

ground-hogs, or other pests. Never allow

a bird to be shot. In these and other ways
cultivate a merciful disposition in yourself

and all around you. T. Gkejner.
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FARM THEORY AND PRACTICE.

Clover Failures.—Should the far-

mer depend solely upon clover as

a fertilizer? I cannot think that
this is necessarily true, and yet

very many have made it their sole reli-

-ance so completely that when it fails

they break the laud again for wheat, as a
preparation for another trial of clover.

Failures have been frequent and wide-
spread in late years, and I meet men who
are at an utter loss to know what to do
with fields that do not get a stand of clover.

Being a grand fertilizing plant, it is re-

garded a necessity to the rotation, and
there is little or no thought of other means
of building up tli« soil, excepting the use of

commercial fertilizers. The stable manure
is in small supply on half our farms, com-
plete dependence upon costly chemicals is

out of the question, and the result is that
the breaking-plow is used for another
grain crop and another trial of clover when
the spring seeding has failed for any
reason. This plan would not be wholly
unsatisfactory if experience had not taught
that partial or complete failure of the clo-
ver is probable on much land, and that the
repeated plowings for grain rapidly reduced
the scant store of plant-food in the soil.

What Clover Does.—The best way of
proceeding depends upon local conditions
on the farm that has a failure of the clover,
but it may be helpful to consider just what
this plant does for the soil. Much has been
made of the power of clover to add nitro-

gen from the air to the soil, and this is an
important item; but there is not a bit of
doubt that this peculiar power of legumi-
nous plauts has been dwelt upon too
much to the exclusion of other effects they
have upon the soil, and its importance has
been exaggerated. Careful experiments
have shown that clover does not take its

nitrogen from the air when the supply in

the soil is sufficient for its needs, and yet
we know that a rank growth of clover on
good land makes it much more productive.
This fact, in connection with the experi-
ence of those who have used non-legumi-

• nous plauts for green manuring, indicates
that it is not the uitrogeu-gathering fea-

ture of manurial plauts "that gives them
their chief value.

* * $

Humus is Needed.—Much of our land
has been tilled until it has lost a large part
of its humus. The result is that the soil

tends to pack, the air does not enter it

freely, natural chemical changes are
checked, moisture is not retained during
droughts, and unproductiveness increases.

We have found that clover changes all this,

but when it fails to make a catch, we can
use other and faster-growing crops to
furnish the needed vegetable matter.
Some of them cannot add any nitrogen
from the air to the soil, but they supply
the chief want of this worn land by filling

it with decaying vegetation when the
growths are plowed under.

Indian Corn and Rye.—There are many
ways of supplying this humus, and the

best one for the individual farmer must be
determined by himself. In the Ohio val-

ley, where the wheat harvest usually ends
in the last week of June, the wheat-stubble
that has no clover in it may be turned with
a breaking-plow, and com may be immedi-
ately drilled in. The ground should be
rolled firm before drilling, and the seed
should be put in sufficiently deep to insure
germination. If no severe drought occurs,

the corn will grow six feet or more high
before frost. It should be turned under in

September, and rye sown. By the next
spring the rye will furnish much addi-

tional organic matter to the soil, and the

ground will be in good heart aud ready for

a spring crop. The chief expense of this

method of adding fertility consists of the

labor of plowing the ground twice, but no
cash is paid out for more commercial ferti-

lizers and clover-seed. ^When one can get
the clover without fail in the wheat-stub-
ble, it is ^preferable; but when he cannot,
then this extra labor insures two manurial
crops that cause no loss of time in the rota-

tion, and supply one great want of old
soils.

«

Rye and Clover.—If there is a partial

stand of clover, and pasturage is wanted,
a better plan would be to sow rye in the

standing clover with a sharp-toothed grain-

drill, early in the fall. In the following
February clover should be sown in the
rye, and in this way a stand is pretty well
assured. When a field does not catch read-
ily in clover, a seeding on rye intended for

grazing is preferable to a seeding on wheat.
One reason for this is that the grazing pre-
vents the clover-plants from being stunted
by the cover crop, aud they arc hardier than
when fully protected from the sun until
harvest. The rye furnishes pasturage, and
no time is lost.

Other Manuiuai. Plants—It is better
to use any rank-growing plant for fertiliz-

ing purposes than to leave ground bare or
to plow continually. It is all right to pre-
fer clover—nothing is better—but the plant
that adds goodly quantities of organic mat-
ter to the soil is building it up to the point
of profitable production. It helps to make
future seedings of clover surer, and in most
soils it produces sufficient disintegration
to make a profitable plowed crop possible
without heavy applications of costly com-
mercial fertilizers; or in case these are
usually applied, the humus makes the
application more effective. David.

"PLANTS FOR SALE!"

The above sign is occasionally seen
posted on some leading thoroughfare, at a
cross-roads, or in some public place. Grow-
ing plants for sale is a profitable business,
if properly conducted and advertised. It

is especially profitable in connection with
some other business, aud it is a branch of

horticulture that old or crippled men, or
even women, can conduct with pleasure
and profit to themselves.

I have always grown plants in connec-
tion with trucking and poultry-raising,
aud have limited myself to tomato, cab-
bage and sweet-potato plants, three of the
most salable plants in this section. One
must, of course, suit himself to circum-
stances, surroundings and individual tastes.

I sow tomato-seed, for early tomatoes,
about the last of January or first of Feb-
ruary in hotbeds, transplant in cold-beds
under glass from the first to the middle of

March, aud the plants are ready for setting
in open ground the first of April. Toma-
toes should always be transplanted before
putting in the field or garden, if one wishes
best results from them. The per cent of

loss in resetting into 'the patch is then
small, and the plants are thriftier and
hardier. A nice, stocky plant, such as is

produced by allowing plenty of space, air

and sunshine, and grown not too rapidly
after putting in the cold-bed, should have
ripe fruit in eight weeks from the time of

setting in open ground. This result, how-
ever, cannot be obtained ordinarily unless
the vines are trained to stakes and trimmed
to one or two stems, and the suckers kept
removed.

There is not a large sale for tomato-plants
in this section, especially among the far-

mers. The season is long, insects that injure
the tomato are not numerous, and the
majority of people prefer sowing seed
themselves. Tomato-plants do not bear
shipping well, either, which is another
disadvantage. Extra care is necessary.

Cabbage-seed in this latitude should be
sown from November till the first of Feb-
ruary. I sow in November in cold-beds,

and in December in hotbeds. In general

trade I do not find that it pays to transplant

the cabbage. It is more profitable to grow
them close aud sell at lower prices. I do
not mean, however, that the plauts should
stand so close as to be spindling, tender
aud worthless. If grown slowly, and given
plenty of air and sunshine, and not allowed
to stand too close in the plant-bed, an ex-

cellent cabbage-plaut cau be grown without
transplanting. To suit all customers, I

have three grades of plants—transplanted,

cold-frame aud hotbed—each of which
sells at a different price.

The most serious difficulty with the cab-

bage-plant is its damping off. I remedy
this evil by giving the plauts plenty of

open air and suushiue, not crowding them
too closely, keeping the bed at a moderate
temperature, and never allowing the sur-

face of the ground to keep damp if it is

possible to avoid it. An ounce of preven-

tion in this case is worth a pound of cure.

Many people need to be informed that

cabbage-plants properly hardened off will

stand light frosts and freezes. They also

need to learn that very early cabbage is not

so subject to the various aud numerous
insect enemies that prey upon the cabbage
in this latitude. Granting a good season,

it is very difficult to grow cabbage here
that heads later than the middle of July.

Sweet potatoes should be bedded about
four weeks before time to set in open
ground, if bedded in a hotbed or forced
under glass. If bedded in cold-beds in
Open ground, six or seven weeks is neces-
sary to produce plants of setting size. The
sweet-potato plant is very hardy except to
cold—it is very susceptible to frost. Early
settings in this latitude are put out the last
of April aud first of May. Most people,
though, set plants in May and the first of
June.
There is a great ditt'erence in varieties of

sweet potatoes as to earliness, productive-
ness, eating and keeping qualities, but the
bulk of trade demands but two or three
varieties—the Nausemond or Jersey Tor

the North, and the Queen and Yam for
the South. There is occasionally a demand
for some new variety, as the Hunch yam,
the last few years, for instance.
Another year I expect to advertise onion-

plants from seed for sale. Many, people
have yet to learn that the easiest and best
way to raise nice onions is by transplant-
ing seedlings. These plants are not diffi-

cult to raise, and they stand shipment and
transplanting well. People in the North
are familiar with this new plan, and so are
the truckers of the South, but southern
farmers know little of it.

Tomato-plants, transplanted, I find prof-
itable at seventy-five cents per hundred,
cabbage-plants at from twenty-five to fifty

cents per hundred, and sweet-potato slips

at ten and twelve and a half cents per
hundred Tor local trade. 1 have only mod-
erate demands for tomato-plants, but I

have never produced as many cabbage-
plants as I could sell. Sweet-potato plants
sell well some seasons, other seasons the
demand is light.

Cabbage, sweet-potato and onion plants
maybe mailed loose when they reach their

destination from ten to forty-eight hours.
I mailed plants this season to Georgia that

reached there in good condition, and they
had no packing, such as damp moss or
cotton, at all. This method enables one to

ship by mail at very little cost. By careful

packing I have shipped successfully from
the Lakes to the Gulf, and from the Atlantic

to the Rio Grande.
Careful advertising, and proper discrim-

ination as to the kind and quantity of

plants to raise, together with a knowledge
of how to grow them, determine the
measure of success. It is, generally speak-
ing, a pleasant and profitable business, and
requires but little capital.

Tennessee. John C. Bridgwater.

THE FARM DAIRY.

There are few farms upon which at least

a few cows are not kept. These cows are

expected to provide milk, cream and but-

ter for the use of the family, and usually
they are expected to furnish a surplus of

the latter, to be exchanged at the store for

sugar, coffee, rice, tea, spice, etc.

If one or two cows will not answer these

demands, the number is increased until

they fill the requirements. Too frequently

cows are found that will not give sufficient

returns to pay for the food they consume.
In such cases they are not only kept at a

dead loss, but they reduce the profits from
those that would otherwise bring good
returns. The true policy would be to

detect these poor cows as soon as possible,

and dispose of them. Better build up a

good herd, or none at all. Where conve-
nient, it is safest and quickest to buy a few
choice cows to start with; but since choice

cows usually command fancyr prices, it is

thought to be running too much risk. But
where the herd is to be built up, remember
that it is essential to breed only to well-

bred males.
A mistake quite frequently made is to

suppose that if one has a good cow, she
may be bred to most any kind of a male,

and thus produce good offspring. But
while it is important that both should be

well-bred stock, it is of special importance
that the male should be of good blood.

In selecting a male to head your herd,

inquire particularly as to the history of his

dam. The characteristic traits are said to

be transmitted from mother to son, and
from father to daughter. Therefore, if

you want a male that cau transmit the

qualities of a good milker to his daughters,

see if he possessed a good mother from
which to inherit these qualities. Other-

wise you may not breed up.iu years.

The first year that young heifers are

milked, they should be kept in milk as

long as possible, to reduce, if possible, the

property of persistent milkers. Another
important factor is that the heifers should
come in with their first calves in May aud

June. The udders can be much better
developed and a greater flow of milk
secured than if fed upon dry provender.
The milking should always be well done,

thoroughly done, and, if possible, by the
same individual each time. The last milk
drawn is much richer in butter fat than
that first drawn. Some people do not
believe this, but it is nevertheless true. A
cow that tested five and six tenths butter
fat to every one hundred pounds of milk
waS half milked, aud a sample of the milk
then taken. She was then thoroughly
milked, and a sample taken from the very
hist drawn.. The first.showed only two and
two tenths, while the last showed twelve
and two tenths.

Good shade, pure water and salt should
always be in access of the cows. Many
times all of these are unknown to cows
except on rare occasions, but we cannot
expect a cow to give us good results unless
she be given the proper attention. The
common barrel-salt is better for cows than
the rock-snlt, which has been so highly
recommended. Rock-salt will answer for

sheep or young cattle, but for milk-cows
it does not fill the requirements.
En tests we have made in the matter, it is

shown that as much as twenty per cent
better results were obtained from the use
of common salt thau were secured by care-
ful weigniug wheu they had access to rock-
salt alone, and frequently we have noticed
a shrinkage in the flow of 'milk when the
common salt was exhausted, even though
;m ^abundance of the rock-salt were still

remaining in the salt-box.

Constant watchfulness is essential if we
would reap the highest results in any-
thing, and it usually pays to see that every
condition is complied with.

John L. Shawver.

PICKED POINTS.

Fly-tanglefoot.—A subscriber asked
me how fly paper or tanglefoot is made.
Takeequal parts of melted rosin aud castor-

oil, and mix them; but do not use a particle

of water in the operation. Spread the
mixture on paper which is thick enough
so it will not strike through. Leave a
border by which to handle the paper. This
is generally considered better than fly-

powder, because it holds the insects fast;

by eatiug the powder they die all about the

room. Sprinkle a very little sugar in the
center of the paper.

Makes it Taste Better.—Hotels set the
fashion to have oatmeal mush as a break-
fast dish. The best class of farmers has
followed the custom. Sometimes wheaten
grits are used in the same way, and often

rice. Now, nearly all the grains when
thus cooked alone have a disagreeable,

iusipid taste—"dish-watery," Aunt Nabby
calls it. To give any of these dishes an
agreeable flavor she cooks with them some
kind of tart berries or fruit. Sour apples

answer well, but they must be cut fine to

cook through with the grain. In lieu of

fruit, some sort of sauce should be ou the

table to mix with the mush. Good-by to

plain mush when the fruit flavor is once
tasted.

« * *

Lawn-making.—A person who is erect-

ing a new house this summer wishes to

know the quickest and best way to make a
lawu and have it grassed thickly aud perma-
nently. I think the method pursued by Mr.
J. II. Hale, of Connecticut, meets this case.

Plow the ground deep, fertilize heavily

with well-rotted barn manure, and pul-

verize thoroughly. Of course, drainage

should be first attended to if necessary.

Cut sods about a foot square and very thin,

aud then before placing them, scrape off as

much of the earth from the under side

as possible, and so really there is only
left a thin skin of grass. These sods are

placed carefully and well wet down, and
covered with a good sprinkling of rich

loam, followed by another wetting, and
then an "everlasting pounding;" add
another layer of loam and more raking,

water and pounding, and the system is

complete. This method of root-pruning
of the grass stimulates growth of new
feeding-roots, which quickly take hold of

the prepared ground underneath. A blue-

grass sod is best for this purpose. Making
a lawn surface by sowing grass-seeds takes

so long to secure a turf that it is discour-

aging. In this case oue has a thick, smooth
turf at once, a feature which every house-
holder can appreciate. A lawn laid in

season to receive the September rains will

be well rooted by winter.

Dr. Galen Wilson.
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NOTES FROM GARDEN AND FIELD.

REMEDY for Celery-blight.—The
most effective application which
I have ever made over celery for

the purpose of conquering the

blight consisted of a simple solution of

copper sulphate, a level teaspoonful to the

gallon of water. At least I have succeeded

in bringing a box of plants, which were just

about gone with the blight, back to life

and health. I have not yet experimented
enough with such solutions to discover how
strong we can use them with perfect safety.

But the solution of the strength mentioned
seems to have had no ill effect in any way,
not having scorched a single leaf. I have
sprinkled liberal quantities on plants with

the ordinary garden-sprinkler, and re-

peated the dose several times. I suppose a

good deal of the solution soaked into the

soil about the roots, too, the last time. As"

the plants then showed a considerable

amount of diseased leafage, I cut them
back severely, also removing all leaves

that were killed by the blight, before

applying the fungicide. At present every

sign of blight has disappeared, and the

plants appear to be remarkably healthy

and thrifty. Of course, this box of plants

stood in the greenhouse and was well cared

for and watered. But the disease had
begun, or rather, developed, in the green-

house where the plants stood in partial

shade.
* * *

A patch outdoors, from plants in a sim-

ilar box similarly affected, was treated in

the same way, but only two applications

have been made. The disease seems to

be checked, only a few blighted leaves

now remaining. Heavy rainfall and cooler

weather, with frequent cloudy conditions,

have undoubtedly favored the recovery of

the plants, and possibly, if I had cut the

plants back and removed all diseased por-

tions as I did with the others, I might have
succeeded in removing every trace of the

blight out of the patch, too.

This is only one experience of this kind,

and I cannot yet draw final conclusions,

but I have great hopes of being able to con-

trol the disease now, and at any rate shall

tight it out on this line all summer. If we
can conquer celery-blight by this simple

means, many of my friends will like to

know it and make profitable use of it.

But I advise copious applications of the

solution, not a mere misty spray.

' ing of gooseberries made about I860 by
the late M. Billard, a French seedsman.
From this first start, a Mr. M. Edouard
Lefort commenced about 1SS4 to raise the

series of spineless gooseberries now offered.

These are in four varieties—Souvenir de
Billard, Edouard Lefort, Madame Edouard
Lefort ami Belle de Meaux. Edouard
Lefort is described as being perfectly

smooth and oval, one and one half inches
long by one and one fourth inches in

diameter.
s * 9

I am well aware that the climate of

England and France is more congenial to

the gooseberry than is the climate of the

United States. Large gooseberries are not

Cultivation in Orchards. — I wish
that I had a chance to accompany all the

readers of the Farm and Fireside who are

interested in fruit-growing through the ap-

ple and pear orchards of this vicinity, and
impress upon those who have eyes to see

the great importance and great effective-

ness of thorough cultivation and liberal

feeding. The treesin sod, where no manure,
or only small amounts or at long intervals,

has been applied, have this yellow foliage

and little and inferior fruit. The trees

that stand in soil that has had its share of

manure, and even occasional tillage, are

mostly of dark green color in leaf, and
loaded down with fruit. This difference

is especially observable in the Bartlett

pear orchards of the vicinity—and we
have a great many hereabouts. Some of

these orchards now have a wealth of fruit,

and I know of several which will give to

their owners over 1,000 bushels each.

This will probably mean an income of

$1,500 to s^,(MH), and will pay many times
over for the thorough manuring and
thorough tillage that these orchards have
received.

* » *

A Spineless Gooseberry.—From C. H.
Josten I have circulars, etc., describing and
picturing a new type of gooseberry ; name-
ly, one without spines. There can be no
doubt that such a fruit will be a good thing;

and no doubt, either, that varieties that one
can harvest without fear and trembling
will sooner or later supplant the thorny
kinds of to-day. We have just been har-

vesting our crop of the ordinary American
varieties, and know what a drawback these
spines are in the cultivation of this other-

wise quite satisfactory fruit. 1'n fortunate-

ly, I did not obtain plants of the spineless

type this spring, and it will be some years,

therefore, before I can pass judgment on
the novelty. The first gooseberry- bush
without spines that has been seen was a

result of chance. It was found iu a sow-

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

an uncommon thing in the European
countries named. Here it is only lately

that I have succeeded in raising large

berries, especially since the advent of the

Columbus, which seems fairly proof against

mildew, for even in this dry season I have
found no sign of it yet on any of my plants.

In Fig. 1 1 show the natural size of one of

the larger berries as gathered at this wri-

ting. As the berry is yet quite green and
hard, and in ripening must swell out con-

siderably, I think I will get some berries

that may come not so very far from reach-

ing the size of the one variety (Edouard
Lefort) of the spineless, as given in the

original description (one and one half by
one and one fourth inches), and shown
in Fig. 2. I have no doubt that it is possi-

ble to grow gooseberries of that size.

And yet the picture of the berry in Mr.
Josten's circular is surely overdrawn. At
least I am convinced that we have no
variety of gooseberry as yet which will

give us the size, as we must infer it, from
Mr. Josten's picture, which shows the fruit

in "one half natural size" (see Fig. 3).

When the introducer will see the fruit

shown in dotted lines, the exaggeration

will, I think, become cle«ir enough to him.
Itisenough, too, if wecan find a gooseberry-

bush without thorns that will give us a

full crop of good, fair-sized berries. The
fruit of the Columbus is large enough for

.^ORCHARD AND SMALL FRUITS.**
CONDUCTED BY SAMUEL B. GREEN.

INSECTS. AND HOW TO DESTROY THEM.

Having spent nearly all of my life in the

horticultural branch of farming except the

three years I lost in the Union army, I

think I am competent to give some advice

in regard to the true method of destroying
insects. Instead of using the expensive

[
methods of spraying trees to destroy the

i
eggs, I destroy the insect, and therefore

. there will be no eggs. Let any one who
j
owns an orchard or garden try my plan,

I

and see which is the cheaper and the surer

j method. All nocturnal insects are fond of

a light. Therefore, have your tinner make
you a few flambeaus such as are used in

processions; or if they are expensive, take
old tomato-cans, crimp in a top in each
with a nozzle the size of your thumb, fill

the can with cheap kerosene through a

small hole in the top. Cover the hole with
a piece of tin, to keep out the fire from the

wick. Make a wick to fit the tube, punch
two small holes on each side and run a

piece of bale-wire through the holes, mak-
ing a bale by which to hang the can ; hang
several in your orchard on one of the limbs
—lower ones are the best. Then hang one
or more in your potato-patch, one in your
sweet corn, and one or more in the squash
and melon patches. These pests leave

their hiding-places under old weeds, fences,

|

or any rubbish that will protect them from
the rays of the sun, and come forth as soOn
as it is dark. The first thing they see is the

flame of the flambeaus, and they then for-

. get to lay eggs. One quart of coal-oil is

enough to keep a light all night. Let
every neighbor follow my plan, and there

will soon be no nocturnal moths. The cab-

bage-moth eannotbe destroyed by this pro-

cess, as she lays her eggs under the leaves

of the cabbage in the daytime. Strong
saltpeter-water sprinkled over the cabbage
will destroy the young worm.
Kansas. Fenilon Atkinson.

Fig. 3.

all practical purposes. The chief question,

of course, is whether the new spineless

sorts will stand our climate as well as the

Columbus.
*( # 9

The Columbus Gooseberry.—Just at

present I wish that all of our friends could

come and see some of my plants. Some
of the branches are so loaded that from
the under side nothing but berries can
be seen. In fact, they form a complete,
solid mass, no leaf or stem appearing
through them. We have seen pictures of

branches loaded with fruit, and considered
them overdrawn; but I can show some
branches that fully correspond with the

illustrations. The secret of success is suit-

able soil (clay loam) and plenty of suitable
manure (compost and ashes), with good
tillage. Heavy mulching will be resorted

|

to hereafter. T. Greiner.

PRUNUS SIMONI.

This morning I picked from a tree in my
garden, only four years old, three Pruuus
Simoni plums, which weighed exactly

seven ounces. All the fruit on the tree

will average two ounces each and measure
six inches' in circumference. They are of

line flavor, and evidently very valuable for

this section. They have a very small pit.

The Botan Japanese plum can't be beat.

It is very sweet and of fine flavor. They
weigh oue ounce each. My trees have not

done well this year, on account of the

drought in this county. J. H. Jordan.
Maryland. — *

INQUIRIES ANSWERED.
Plant for Xame.—J. W. P., Empire, Ohio.

The plant is kuown as bittersweet. Its botan-
ical name is Solanum dulcamara. It is a near
relative of the potato and tomato, and, like

them, probably contains some poisonous prin-

ciple iu its leaves. The fruit is edible. Its

near relative, Solanum nigrum, or common
nightshade, produces a large amount of fruit

that is often used for cooking purposes.

Plant-lice.—H. P., Grove City, Ohio. The
insects working on the ends of the branches
are commonly called plant,-lice. The best

remedy for them is to spray with strong to-

bacco-water. If the trees are small, a better

way is to dip the ends of the branches into the

tobacco-water. If they are let alone they will

check the growth of the branches. The borers

should be dug out now, and again in the

autumn the trees should be looked over for

them.

Propagating: Raspberries, Blackber-
ries anil Dewberries.—S. G. M.', Columbia,
Va. Raspberries and blackberries do not prop-

agate readily from cuttings either of the soft

or hard wood. Some varieties produce such p.

|

large number of suckers that no other method
of increasing them is used; varieties of the

black raspberry class generally increase most
easily from tip layers. Dewberries are gener-

ally grown by layering the long canes the lat-

ter part of the summer. These produce roots

in many places. Thecanesarecutupinautumn
with some roots on each cutting, and the rooted

wood is planted out the same as ordinary cut-

tings. In one year they make good plants.

All the blackberries and many of the raspber-

ries Increase from root cutting. These are made
by cutting up the larger surface roots of the
ki mis wanted in late autumn into pieces about
three inches long. They are then mixed with
sand iu nail-kegs or boxes, and buried out-
doors until spring. In the spring they should
be brought into a cellar or other moderately
warm place, where they should remain until
they are calloused and starting buds, when
they should be sown rather thickly in warm,
rich land in rows three feet apart, covering

i the cuttings about one inch deep. They
,
should make good plants the fir^t yciir. Spec-

attention should be given to prevent the
cuttings from either drying out or getting loo
wet. and do not plant them out until well

1 calloused.

Koi Culture in British Columbia.—
E. P., Port Hammond, B. C. It seems' to me
very probable that butternut, black walnut
and chestnut' will all grow well in British
Columbia. It is certainly so very promising,
and at the same time so inexpensive, as to be
well worth trying. You can buy one-year-old
seedlings or the fresh seeds in the autumn to
start with, I would not start with anything
older than one year. They all grow best on
good bottom land, but succeed on anv good
tree-soil. The seedlings should be put" about
ten feet apart each way, but must be thinned
out when they crowd one another. In plant-
ing the seed, put three or four in a place, and
then thin out to one plant in a place when
one year old. You should also try pecans and
the paper-shell hickory.

Failure of Strawberries in Wisconsin.
—J. S., Hudson, Wisconsin. The strawberry
crop has been a total failure in most parts of
Minnesota and Wisconsin. I think it is one
of the effects of the drought of 1891-5, which
left the subsoil very dry. This, coupled with
the lack of snow last winter, resulted in 60
weakening the plants that while they had
strength to flower, they could not set fruit.

Some weak varieties were killed out last

winter, and all kinds looked poorly early in
the spring, but the favorable weather this
year has prevented many kinds from dying,
and the plants are mostly vigorous "now.
Where the beds were mulched very heavily or
otherwise well protected, the crop is all right.
The sets put out early very uniformly did not
grow well, but those set late after new roots
had formed, and the plants partly re-covered,
did nicely.

Red Raspberries from Tips.—K. M.,

South Orange. I think there is no red rasp-

berry on The market with bright color that
propagates from the tips, but there are a num-
ber of varieties, supposed to be hybrids be-

tween the blackcap (Rubus occidentalis) and
the common red raspberry (Rubus strigosus),

that are of a dark red color, and which increase
most easily from tip layers. Among these are
Schaeffer's Colossal and the New Columbian.
Both of these kinds are very prolific. These
hybrids sometimes are quite bright red in
color, as I know from having raised many of
them from seed, but they are generally pur-
plish. In the year of the world's fnirl fruited
for the first time about two hundred seedlings
of Schaeffer's Colossal, itself a hybrid, and
found thirty-eight plants that bore fruit. I
thought, good enough for exhibition at the
world's fair; and some of these were of excel-
lent color, although those of the best color
trave since been lost by caue-rust.

Pear-trees JTot Bearing-.—J. W. W., Fort
W;iyne, Ind., writes: "Kindly inform me
what is the reason my pear-trees, that have
been set out five years, do not bear. I see iu
the city and in the country trees one third
the size of mine bearing.V

Reply:—It is impossible to tell you without
knowing more of their circumstances. From
what you say, I presume the trees have not

flowered. Some varieties of the pear bear
much younger than others, and five years

might not be an unusually long time to wait
for such a variety as the Tyson to come into
fruiting in rich land. When growing in rich
soil, trees generally do" not bear as early as
when in poor soil, but they do better when
they once commence to bear. Then again,
sonie land seems to predispose trees to early
fruitine. If the trees were very vigorous, I

should favor cutting back the new wood about
two thirds during the early part of July,
which will check the tree and probably cause
the forming of fruit-buds.

Disease*! tSrapes.—A. B. K., Hoopeston,
III., writes: " Jly grapes are full of warts on
the green leaves. What can I do to save the

grapes? What is the name of the disease?"

Reply:—The trouble to which you refer is

probably caused by what is known as the leaf

or gall form of the phylloxera. This is a
native insect which is especially fond of our
native grapes of the riparia class, that is, the

common frost-grape of our woods, and such
cultivated varieties as have no wool on the

underside of the leaves, like the Clinton. It

infests the roots as well as the leaves of many
kinds of grapes. It is fatal to most of the
European varieties of grapes, aud its intro-
duction into Europe threatened to destroy the
vineyards of France and Spain. While our
American varieties are often attacked by this
pest, it seldom causes them serious injury,
except, possibly, when the leaves are badlv
infested. It is doubtful if there isavineyaid
in this country that is free from this pest on
the roots. On the roots it shows as a minute,
brassy-brown, wingless louse. N
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SOME DISEASES OF SHEEP.

The gadfly (CEstrus ovis) should be
guarded against during the month
of August particularly. It alights

upon the sheeps' nostrils, and
there deposits its eggs, where they hatch,

and the larvae then ascend the nostrils and
locate in the sinuses of the head. Here
they remain until the next spring, wlien
they descend to the ground, and in hot
weather arise again as flies. They rarely

cause the death of an animal, but they
irritate much and sometimes throw the
sheep into a bad conditidh.

No remedy is known. Efforts in the line

of prevention are the flockmasters' only
resort. If the animals can have a dark
shade to resort to in the heat of the day,
when these flies abound, they will occupy
it and protect themselves. Tar daubed on
the nose is effective, but it is so much
trouble to corral the animals often to attend
to this that it is rarely done. Some salt

them in V-troughs, and keep the sides

smeared with tar. This method is not
reliable. The animals daub their under
jaws, where not needed, and rarely touch
their uoses on the opposite side. The best

method 1 have found is to bore two-inch
holes in a log of wood, place it against a

fence, fasten a wide board over to shed
rain, till the holes not quite full of salt,

and keep the sides of the holes next the
fence well tarred. By this means they tar

their own noses where needed, and often

enough.

The lung thread-worm (Strongylus tilaria)

is probably the most destructive sheep
parasite in the United States.' When it

once becomes well established in a flock it

is likely to end the existence of every one
of thein, unless the well ones are isolated

and placed upon ground where no affected

animals have been within a year or two.

The most marked symptoms of this dis-

ease are a bad cough, dropsical condition,

"paper skin'' and a gradual pining away.
The disease is contracted by grazing after

affected animals. Treatment, when the

difficulty is well established, is very unsat-

isfactory. Slightly affected animals are

successfully treated with spirits of turpen-

tine. When one purchases sheep to keep,

if he does not know to a certainty that

they are free from this parasite, they should
be quarantined a month and be closely

watched. When any are affected, they
should be got rid of as soon as possible,

and no more be brought on the farm in two
years.

The liver-fljuke (Bistoma hepatica) and
tapeworm (Tieuia plicata) are ugly, troub-

lesome parasites. Salt and spirits of

turpentine are standard remedies for them

;

but as with all disorders, prevention is

better than a cure. Both of these par-

asites are propagated by eggs dropped in

pastures by these and other animals, and
then taken into the systems of other sheep
when grazing. It is believed that liver-

flukes exist only in sheep. They possess

the peculiar power of seif-impregnation

should a second individual not be present

for copulation. The tapeworm may be
propagated by other animals than sheep.

Bogs, foxes, rabbits, squirrels, skunks and
some "other wild animals are subject to

them, and may drop the eggs as they pass
over the fields, and sheep pick them up
when grazing. Eggs of most of the internal

parasites are tenacious of life when sur-

rounded by proper conditions, the princi-

pal two of which are warmth and moisture,

with freedom from anything of a salty

nature or strong-smelling substance.

Eggs of all similar parasites are very
much prolonged in their time of vitality

by a certain degree of moisture; and this

is the reason why it is so unwise and dan-
gerous to pasture sheep on low, damp land,

or to permit them to drink stagnant water.

The wise shepherd never does it. On high
and dry lands it is supposed that the vital-

ity of these eggs is destroyed by the heat
of the sun unaccompanied with moisture.
Sheep seem to know these things by
instinct, and avoid low places unless com-
pelled to seek them by hunger. Place
these animals in a pasture a part of which
is high laud ami, the Best low, they will

gnaw the grass almost down into the turf

before they will venture upon the low
land. This of itself should convince us
that sheep never should be pastured upon
low lands ; nor is it safe to feed them hay
grown on such. There is one exception to

this rule, and that is along the shores of

salt-water, as far inland as tide-water and
the influence of sea-breezes extend. Sheep
in the South are not troubled with internal

parasites, even on low land, for they do

not exist. Nor are they troubled in the

interior of the South, because the timber is

nearly all pine; they have access to it, they

eat it, and pine is death to worms. Sheep
on low, wet laud along tide-water do not

even contract diseases of the feet. The
germs of foot diseases do not exist where
influences of a salt-water sea prevail.

Br. Galen Wilson.

SURFACE TILLAGE HINDERS EVAPORATION.

For the conservation or preservation or

holding of moisture for germinating the

seeds of wheat or other grains, or timothy
for fall seeding, no practice equals in

importance that of the early plowing of the

wheat or oat stubble or clover sod, and
promptly harrowing and rolling the land

at 9:30 and 11:30 a. sir. and 3 p. m., and just

before finishing the day's work.
This may appear to be uncalled for and

too troublesome to pay. Nevertheless it

does pay. It is the only method by which
the moisture found in the soil at the bottom
of the furrow-slice can be conserved and
retained beneath the rays of-an August suu.

A recent invention by a Texan farmer of

a plow having a rapidly rotating harrow
just at the side of the right or left edge of

the mold-board effects a similar object,

without, however, having the additional

advantage of a well-rolled surface.

Where midsummer plowing can be obvi-

ated, it should be. In wheat culture, it can

be economicall3r done by turning under a

good clover sod as early as the ground can

be plowed in the spring, planting the field

to corn, cutting and removing the corn,

harrowing down the high-cut stubble, and
drilliug in the wheat.

The cultivation of the surface-soil con-

stitutes a mulch. A mulch is anything
spread on the surface to hinder the evap-

oration of the moisture induced by its

capillary flow to the surface, where, if

unchecked, either by a covering of waste

material, such as rotted straw, etc., or by
fining the surface and forming a mulch in

that way, the process of evaporation will

go on uninterrupted.

Experiments conducted at the Wisconsin
experiment station established the fact

that the proportionate evaporation from a

square foot of uncultivated soil was SOS

pounds of water, while that from cultiva-

ted ground was 665 pounds, or a difference

of 143 pounds in favor of the cultivated area.

The retention of moisture in the surface-

soil previous to the time of seeding to

wheat, winter oats, rye or timothy in Sep-

tember is of great importance, for without

it the best of seed germinates but slowly,

and a feeble growth is a sure result.

The wise farmer who lives between the

lower Ohio and upper Missouri rivers

should spare no effort to conserve sufficient

moisture to quickly germinate the seed of

the fall-sown crops in case of unusually

dry weather just previous to seeding. My
experience has demonstrated the value of

the practice, and I therefore unhesitatingly

affirm that the theory advanced is a correct

one, and in full accord with the irresistible

logic of ascertained facts. W. M. K.

Near Washington, D. C.

ELECTRICITY IN AGRICULTURE.

For some time it has been demonstrated

that electricity applied to soil in which

seeds are planted stimulates their growth.

At Amherst College and Cornell University

experiments have been made in a limited

way testing the influence of electricity on

the growth of fruits, flowers and vegeta-

bles.

The first real electric farm and garden

in practical operation on a large scale is

on the Jersey coast, about fifty miles from

New York City, and the first consigument

of vegetables raised by electricity is about

to be placed on sale in the New York mar-

ket. The owner of the farm is Thomas
Flemming, who is a thorough gardener

and electriciau, having served an appren-
ticeship in both lines.

A large stream of water flows through
the farm, and this is used in generating
the electricity. Plows, rakes, harrows,
mowing-machines are all worked by elec-

tric motors, and the dropping of the seed
is performed by planters that can be reg-

ulated to meet the required distance.

The cultivation of the plants after they
have come up is done by small plows.
Weeds are electrocuted. A small electric

wagon goes across the field or between the

rows of plants and drags a heavy wire
netting upon the ground. A powerful
electric current is applied to this, and
every weed or vegetable growth that it

touches is instantly killed. A lighter cur-

rent applied to the plants stimulates a
rapid growth and increases the size.

The effect on flowers in the greenhouse
raised under the influence of the electric

light is very curious. At first the light

proved injurious to many'blossoms. The
color of tulips was deeper and richer for a
few days, but they lost their brilliancy

when exposed to sunlight. The color of

scarlet flowers turned to grayish white,

and while all bloomed earlier and produced
larger blossoms, they soon faded. By
reducing the intensity of iight and cover-

ing them with opal glass globes, the injury
to their quality was lessened.

These flowers seem abnormal monstros-
ities. They are double the ordinary size,

and exceedingly brilliant when kept in

dark rooms during the daytime and used
only for evening decoration. Mr. Flem-
ming hopes by another winter to ship

specimens of these flowers to New York,
exposing them for sale only at night in

stores lighted by electricity. They are to

be used for bouquets or corsage bouquets
at night.

The explanation of the increased growth
of plants under the influence of electricity

was thought to be the extension of- the

working season for them—the continuous
light preventing them from resting at

night, but it is now generally conceded by
scientists that electricity helps the plants

to assimilate the nitrogen of the atmos-
phere and favors them in taking up certain

miueral salts of the earth.

A point of great importance which Mr.
Flemming expects to prove is that the

cost of producing fruits, flowers and veg-

etables stimulated by electricity will be

less than when cultivated in the ordinary

way. He is a practical man as well as

theorist, and utilizes power iu every avail-

able way in order to produce the greatest

results with the least possible expense.

The public will watch with interest the

progress of Mr. Flemming's work. It may
be found that we are just at the beginning
of a new era in agriculture, and that the

farmer is no longer to eat his bread in the

sweat of his brow, as he has done since the

primal curse. Under the influence of

electricity, the lost Eden may be restored,

and thorns and thistles no longer cumber
the ground.

—

Chicago Chronicle, June Kith.

THE BEST TIME TO CUT TIMBER.

On page 5 of the August 1st issue

W. M. K. is no doubt about right as to the

time for uiiderbrushing to the best advan-

tage.

As to the best time to cut timber I am
not yet fully convinced, but must admit

that the purpose for which timber is to be

used has much to do with the matter
;
still,

there is undoubtedly a best time for cut-

ting timber for the special purposes for

which it is to be used.

The common and most approved practice

is that of cutting timber in the winter,

when it is desired to convert it iuta sawed

lumber, posts, rails, railroad ties, etc.,

where toughness and durability are essen-

tial. This practice may have become gen-

eral on account of the cooler weather for

hard work during the late fall and winter

months.

Possibly, if in cutting timber in mid-

summer the outer bark is promptly re-

moved, so that the sap-wood will be quickly

deprived of its moisture, and insects will

not be able to find a suitable place for

depositing their eggs, the midsummer is

equally as good a time to fell timber as iu

midwinter.

For forestry purposes and encouraging a

rapid second growth from the base of the

stumps, fall and winter cutting is much
the best. The weather at the time of cut-

ting has its influence, and has no doubt

beeu instrumental in the formation of

opinions that might, under other circum-

stances, have been somewhat modified.

< EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE. >

j »

From Michigan.—Ionia is located on Grand
river, with a good fanning country all around
it. Peaches here are about half a crop; pears
are not a quarter of a crop; plums are about
half a crop; apples are an extra large crop,
and the trees are breaking down under the
heavy loads. I notice that the peach orchards
t hat had the best cultivation are the best. I

haVe fruit the third year in succession. They
have all the fruit they can bear up with prop-
ping. I manure the soil every year, and go
through, with the cultivator. D. H. S.

Inn id, Mich.

Kkom Nebraska.—Some time ago I read an
article in your paper giving the tiguresof the
value per acre of farm crops in the North and
South. While I presume they are correct,

they are to an Wctent misleading. Here men
put. in some wheat, ten to thirty acres of oats
and from sixty to one hundred acres of corn
to the hand—at least twice as much as is done
south of Mason and Dixon's line. This year
our Tall wheat was fair; spring wheat and oats

poor. The prospect is good for the corn crop.

The bugs were bad this year, and those who
did not use Paris green will get no potatoes.

The wild-grass crop is good. Sorghum and
millet were never better. Our principal grass

outside of the native wild-grass is alfalfa.

Some varieties of apples have a fair crop, oth-

ers none. Land is worth from ten to twenty
dollars per acre, according to distance from
town and improvements. Most of the people
in this part of the country are eastern people.

Superior, Nebraska. G. M. J.

From Colorado—San Luis Valley.—The
Sau Luis valley, iu southwestern Colorado,
is shaped like a horseshoe, with the open end
facing south. The San Luis valley is a high
plateau surrounded by mountains. Its alti-

tude is 7,000 feet. It is as level as a floor. Most
of its area is uncultivated, and presents the

appearance of the Great American Desert, with
a sandy surface overgrown with sage-brush

and grease-wood, and little tufts of wire-

grass here and there. Horses, native cattle,

wild antelopes and jack-rabbits run and graze

together, finding an astonishing amount of

nutriment in what little pasture there is. The
valley has no rains but light showers in July
and August, and but light snowfall in the

winter. This desert-looking country needs

only the touch of water to yield prodigious

crops; but there is the trouble. If there were
only water enough for the whole valley, we
would look to its future as a valley of great

wealth. Its growth will always be restricted,

by the nature of the seasons, to the cereals

and vegetables that grow uniujured by frost;

fruits, corn and garden truck not of a quick

growth a*e excluded. The most successful

crop is wheat, followed by potatoes, oats and
cabbage. Wheat often yields forty-five bushels

per acre. The straw of both wheat and oats is

of the rankest growth, and often stands above
a man's head, although it is not six inches

high by the first of June. Potatoes run from
two to four hundred bushels per acre, on
ordinary land, without cultivation or fertiliz-

ing, but this crop is gradually being limited to

the demands for home use. The prize cabbage

of the valley last year weighed fifty-five

pounds. The parts of the valley now under
cultivation are irrigated by water from the

mountains that so nearly surround it. The
Rio Grande river, rising in the northwest of

this valley, is entirely drained for water in

the summer months, when the snows have
been nearly melted at its source, and the other

little streams that pour down the mountain-

sides are used up before they reach far into

the valley. Sometimes the roads are flooded

with water which has been turned aside from
the irrigated fields as waste water; perhaps all

of this moisture will creep along on the blue

clay beneath the surface and subirrigate the

whole country for several years afterward. As
the new lands take less water each year, there

may be enough for the whole valley by and
by, and the outlying farmers will no longer

cry overthis "spilled milk." Alfalfa has been

raised in the valley in a few places only, and
with great success, but seeding with either

alfalfa or timothy, as a rule, has been an ex-

pensive failure with the farmer. Cattle have

a liberal range in the mountains on the west

side, and generally pass the winter fairly well

without other feed. A few sections raise hay,

such as the Rock creek country, along the San

Luis river, but only on lands irrigated by

flooding. Current prices at present are, hay,

baled, S8 a ton, and oats sixty to seventy cents

per hundred weight. All grain is sold by the

hundred weight, and the sack is included in

the sale, unless otherwise specified. Pork and

mutton prices are low, cattle high, and wheat

and potatoes have no market. The flouring-

naills and elevators of the valley are nearly all

owned by one company, the Colorado Milling

Company, which practically controls the mar-

ket. They have three large mills located along

the center of the valley. After crossing the

San Luis valley four times at different points,

and traversing its entire length from south to

north, the writer has concluded that the ques-

tion most vital with the people is not that of

production, but of transportation, as there is

only one railroad. E. C. C.

Allman, Col.
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THE POULTRY YARD.
Conducted by P. H. Jacobs, Hammoutou, New Jersey.

THfc COST OF LABOR.

It
seems to be the general impression

that poultry pays better in winter

than in summer. This is not due to

the better prices in eggs, but to the

low cost of labor in winter; that is, in the

winter season there is no employment on
the farm that brings in cash returns, and
time is consequently lost if the labor is not

applied in some manner. In the spring and
summer the farmer has but little time to

devote to poultry, leaving such work to the

women or children. The hens on the farms

have always been regarded as unworthy the

full attention of the farmer himself, and he

will sometimes work hard, from early in

the morning until late at night, out in«the

fields, and receive much less as a considera-

tion than would have been derived had he
given a flock of fowls the same labor that

he so willingly bestows on the land, or on
other farm stock. It is the labor the farmer

sells, whether in the form of meat, milk,

butter or crops, and it is the labor that

makes poultry pay.

Those who endeavor to secure the most
eggs by selecting the " best breeds " have
found that, after all, it is the labor and care

given them that makes the profit. Ask any
number of poultrymen their opinion as to

which breed is the best, and it will be

found that they do not agree, some pre-

ferring one breed and some the others. A
farmer may secure what he supposes to be

the best breed, only to be disappointed,

while the breed which is rejected may
prove profitable with his neighbors, because
of better care.

The hens should not pay more in winter

than in summer, but no doubt the farmers

are better satisfied with the winter results,

due to the giving of more attention to the

hens because no other farm work is urgent.

Women and children cannot properly care

for the fowls when the ground is covered
with snow. There is something more to do
than to throw down corn for them. They
must have water that is not frozen, the eggs

must be collected to avoid freezing, the

floors must be clean, a variety of food must
be mixed, and sick fowls must be cared

for, as well as looking after other details.

SUMMER AND BEGINNERS.

The summer season is the best time for a

beginner to use incubators, for the reason

that less difficulty will be experienced.

Eggs are now cheaper than in winter, and
also more fertile, less expense will be

incurred for heat, and the chicks can be

more easily raised. A beginner cannot

make much iu the way of profit at first,

but he can pave the way for next winter by
learning now, so as to be prepared to hatch

for market when the proper time comes.

Many beginners get disgusted because they

do not commence to learn until they wish
to raise broilers for market, when they lose

the first and best hatches, because they
have to learn how to avoid mistakes.

HAVE THEM FAT.

All fowls now going to market should be

fat, as greater weight and higher prices are

thus obtained, and they also sell immedi-
ately on arrival in market. Do not confine

them alone in coops, as all birds will lose

weight if so treated, but put about a dozen
in small yards and feed four times a day.

Give a morning meal composed of ground
oats, one of crude tallow and one of brail,

by weight, adding an ounce of linseed-meal

to every pound of mixture. At night feed

whole corn. The other meals may be of a
variety.

-* —
LANDS FOR SALE.

AT LOW PKICES A>T
1> ON EASY TERMS.

The Illinois Central Railroad Company offers
for sale on easy terms and at low prices,
loU,(KJ0 acres of choice fruit, gardening, farm
and •.'razing lands located in SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS. They are also largely interested
in, and call especial attention to the GOO.OOO
acres of land in the famous YAZOO VALLEY
of Mississippi, lying along and owned by the
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Railroad Company,
and which that Company offers at low prices
and on long terms. Special inducements and
facilities offered to go and examine these lands
both in Southern Illinois and in the "Yazoo
Valley," Miss. For further description, map
and any information, address or call upon E.
P. SKENE, Land Commissioner, No. 1 Park
Row, Chicago, 111. ; or, U. AV. McGINNIS, Ass't
Laud Commissioner, Memphis, Teun.

CHEAP FOODS AND POULTRY.

The large crops of grain and potatoes

raised this year in the whole country

should encourage poultrymen, and induce

them to keep larger flocks. Eggs are now
getting higher, and sell at prices far above

any other article produced upon the farm
at the same cost. Xot only is corn cheap,

but also oats and wheat, with potatoes

above the demand. The prices for poultry

should be better, as many buyers will prefer

the cheaper poultry to beef. There now
exists an excellent opportunity for an ex-

periment in the matter of learning if

poultry and eggs pay. If the proper man-
agement is given in the matter of keeping
the hens comfortable, the profit will not be

doubtful at present prices of food, as poul-

try and eggs are always salable during

every season of the year.

IMPORTANCE OF CAREFUL FEEDING.

Two flocks of the same number of hens,

given equal advantages, feeding one flock

during the day,' allowing a full meal at

night, and the other flock three times a

day, allowing both flocks free range, will

show quite a difference in results. The
flock that receives only one meal a day
will lay more eggs than the other, and the

eggs will give better hatches of chicks.

The reason is that as one flock comes out in

the morning it must work for food, while

the other, being well fed, will patiently

wait for the next meal to be provided, the

consequence being that indigestion en-

sues, disease appears, or the fowls become
too fat to be productive layers. Save your
food and compel the flocks to work and
exercise, as exercise is essential to the

thrift of the flock.

THE BLACK LEGHORNS.

Of all the varieties of Leghorns none
excel the Blacks as layers, and they are

perhaps also somewhat smaller than the

Browns, Buffs and Whites. As foragers

they are ahead of all breeds. Give

them a field on which to work and\hey
can take care of themselves, as they are

never idle, are always on the alert for

insects, and seldom fail to lay unless out of

condition. The standard requirements of

the breed are not favorable to breeders,

hence the Black Leghorns are somewhat
rare, and perhaps inbred. When used as a

cross with Langshans, an excellent laying

fowl is produced that nearly equals the

Leghorn, and which possesses the hardi-

ness of the Langshan.

EGGS PAY IN SUMMER.

Every farmer should have a large flock of

fowls, because during the warm season

they give almost a clear profit, the farm
affording ample room for foraging and en-

abling the hens to secure a variety. It is

not advisable for the farmer to have large

flocks, however, unless he is willing to

bestow some attention on them, as even in

the busy season it may be necessary to

keep their quarters clean and prevent the

spread of lice. Food will cost little or

nothing in summer if the hens have a

range, and if they produce eggs they will

give almost a clear profit, owing to the

reduction in expenses. It is better to have
only a small flock if the farmer is too

busv to look after the fowls.

LOSSES IN THE BEGINNING.

Not one half of the young chicks hatched

on the farms are raised, and strange to

say, while farmers will allow a large num-
ber of hens to sit and bring off good
hatches, they And at the end of the year

that the chicks hatched out in the spring

are gone, yet they are unable to account

for the loss. Now, the fact is that the

family cat gets her share, as do hawks and
rats. The loss by drowning iu wet weather,

or at the drinking-troughs, from getting

their bodies wet and chilled, may be safely

given as causes, also. The use of proper
appliances, such as small coops and runs,

safety drinking-troughs and protection

from the storms, would save a large

number.

COMMON FOWLS.

The supposition that common fowls are

hardier than pure breeds is not borne out

by the facts. Those who hatch chicks of

the common kinds lose a large number of

them, only the strongest surviving, and
every year they are more and more inbred.

The pure breeds suffer from beitig pam-
pered by their owners in many instances,

iu which cases they do not compare favor-
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THERE IS A RIGHT WAY to paint

and a wrong way. The right way is

to have the best Paint—Pure White
Lead and Linseed Oil—applied by a prac-

tical painter. The wrong way is to get

some mixture about which you know nothing

and apply it yourself or have some inexpe-

rienced, irresponsible person do it.

PureW^hite Lead
can be readily tinted to any' shade required

by using National Lead Co.'s Pure White

Lead Tinting Colors, prepared expressly for

this purpose.
Pamphlet giving valuable information and card showing samples

of colors free : also cards showing pictures of twelve houses of different

designs painted in various styles or combinations of shades forwarded
upon application to those intending to paint.

NATIONAL LEAD CO..
1 Broadway, New York.

ably with common fowls; but common
fow ls are of but little value compared with

the pure breeds, which have been found to

be more profitable in every respect.

MANN BONE CUTTERS S5

EGG-EATING HENS.

Hens are never known to eat eggs unless

eggs are broken in the nest, and the hens
then learn to eat them. It is a vice difficult

to cure, as the protection to the eggs is at

the sacrifice of time and labor or an incon-

venience in some other direction. The best

plan is to use a soap-box, open at one end,

so as to compel the hens to walk in, and
have the box sufficiently high from the

floor to prevent the hens from eating the

eggs from the ground. That is the easiest,

best and most feasible method known.

and up
T&t Tii£>' BEFORE YOO PAY FOR 'i,

NOTHING > WILLMAKE HENS LAY
Lika Green Cut Bone. Illustrated cataloCTie free if toii name

V- p*p«.. F. W. MANN CO., MILFORU, MASS.

A DEATH WARRANT for Lice. Mites, Fleas and other
vermin on poultrv, stock, etc. They are quickly and
completely exterminated. No dusting or dipping-

I I in. If ! II—-Endorsed bv all poultry farm-
LSS S L!C@ Miieiers. A postal will bring- circu-

lars of information and testimonials. Good sellers,

agts wanted. Geo. H. Lee, MPr. Leo's Llee Killer, Exeter, Neb.

FARMERS
DO YOU WANT TO BETTER YOUR

CONDITION? If you do, call on or ad-

dress: The Pacific Northwest Immigra-
tion Board, Portland, Oregon.

finPD —TO KEEP SWEET-Three Fornm-vIL/L<IV las for 25 cents. Big Profit to agents.

order. L. T.
Select your territory.
THOriAS, Sharon,

Terms with
Pa., Box 660.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED.

\Lice.— J. H. K., Towaliga, Ga., writes: "Hod-
can 1 destroy lice on chickens?"
Reply:—Clean the poultry-house of lice,

dust the hens well with Persian insect-pow-
der, and give them fine, dry earth in which to

dust. '

Gapes.—J. H. S., Marion, Pa., writes :
" Give

a remedy for gapes. We have used the horse-

hair method without success."

Reply :—Gapes are avoided by keeping the

chicks on clean ground. A drop of spirits of

turpentine on a bread-crumb, twice a day, is

the best remedy.

Mediterranean Breeds.—W. TJ. S., Pitch-

burg, Mass., writes: "What are Mediterra-

nean breeds of fowls?"
Reply- :—They are breeds which originally

came from the Mediterranean region, princi-

pally Italy and Spain, and comprise the
Leghorns, Black Spanish, Minorcas and Anda-
lusians, all of which are non-sitters.

Cholera.-A. L,., Petersburg, Pa., writes:
" Please give a remedy for cholera."

Reply" :—There is no sure cure for cholera.

A teaspoonful of carbolic acid in a half gallon

of drinking-water is the preferred remedy.
What Is supposed mostly to be cholera is indi-

gestion, due to feeding grain, the fowls being

too fat. Withhold food until the difficulty

ceases.

Breed for Town—Droopy Fowls.—E. B.,

Cumberland, Wis., writes: "Which breed is

most suitable for town lots, and the best to

raise chicks? My hens droop, do not eat,

combs turn dark, and are apparently stupid."

Reply :—Probably the Brahmas, as they do

not fly, and are contented in confinement, be-

ing also excellent mothers.-—The cause is

probably the large lice on their heads. Anoint
heads with melted lard.

>"umber in a Flock. — " Subscriber "

writes: "Are a cock and two bens enough to

start with a certain breed, or bow many bens
should be used, providing one tries different

bleeds?"
Reply:—Where one must pay high prices

for birds it is usual to purchase a trio (male
and two females), but it is better to use a male
and from eight to twelve hens of each flock, if

it can be nffoided.

I.ale Chicks Dying.—S. G. M., Columbia,

Va., writes: "My early chicks did well, but

those hatched in May and June, although re-

ceiving good care, droop and die. I found no
lice."

REPLY:—It is the large head-lice which
usually destroy late chicks. It frequently

happens that no small lice (mites) are found,

but close search on the beads will disclose the

large ones. Apply a few drops of melted lard

on heads of hen and chicks.

Farm Fnr Qalo acres; good soil: good buildings,
railll rui OalG o n very easy terms or will trade for
small place. J.B.Close,Harnionsburg,CrawfordCo..Pa.

FOR SALE
HUH GRADE FARMS. Also a few cheap
Farms. "Write for my list. J.
Leland Hanna, Baltimore, Md.

TEVAPORATORCRM
K II U 1 THE ZIMMERMAN" The Standard Machine
Different sizes and prices. Illustrated Catalogue free.

THE BLYMTEK IKONWORKS CO., Cincinnati, O.

Two thousand three hundred and thirty-

eight prizes will be awarded. Have you tried

for one? If not, do not put it off any longer.

The sooner you send the more likely you are
to get a big prize. See page 19.

CIDER PRESS
The only press awarded medal
and diploma at World's Fair.

HYDRAULIC
Send for free catalogue
and full particulars.

HYDRAULIC
PRESS MFC. CO
No. 6 Main St., Mt.Gilead,

1834- Established 42 Years-1896

GEM STEEL
THE OLD
RELIABLE

Halladay Standard, Halladay

Geared and U. S, Solid Wheel

MILLS
GUARANTEED RCCT UIHCTO BE THE DtOl IIIAUCl

Also Pumps, Tanks, Corn Shelters,
Feed Mills, Stalk Cutters, Hay-
ing Tools, Saw Tables, Etc.
SEXD FOR CATALOGUE.

U.S.Wind Engine &Pump Co.
101 Water St., Batavia.lll.

FRANKLIN C0LLEGE,^AK
fur.room and books.S2.f0 to $3 a »k; total cost.SHUa j r.;

s courses; no saloons. Thoro. safe. Catalog free, with
plan to earn funds. W. A. WILLIAMS, D. D., Prest.

flhio State University-Columbus ti°Tr
n™w Education.-* A grand chance for earnest, energetic

young men and women. Short coursesin Agriculture,
Dairying. Horticulture and Domestic Science. Each
county iu Ohio entitled to a FREE SCHOLARSHIP.
It is good for two years and covers all college ilm*s.

Appointments ai"e made by the officers of the County
Agricultural Societies. Apply to the Secretary thereof
and write the University for further information.
Also full collegiate courses in Agriculture, Horticul-
ture and Forestry, and Domestic Science. Catalogue
of the College of Agriculture and Domestic Science
sent upon application. Fall term opens September Uth.

UNIVERSITY
A complete school of twelve departments: Literary,
Military, Law, Pharmaceutic, Civil Engineering,
Electrical Engineering. Commercial, Stenographic,
Music, Fine Art. Telegraphic. Elocutionary. The
Literary Department embraces. Preparatory,
Teachers, Scientific, Literature, Classical and Uni-
versity Courses. Last annual enrollment 2So.

r
» differ-

ent students.* Has university power and confers
degrees. Ie chartered by the state, recognized by the
national government, having military department
under the supervision of an officer detailed by the
Secretary of War. SUS, in advance, pays board,
room-rent and tuition 4U weeks; $100, 40 weeks;
$2-i, 10 weeks. Board and room, when paid by week,
$2.25 to $2.n0 per week. Text book rent, cheap.
Good library advantages, excellent literary

;

soci-

eties. Students can enter at any time and find suit-

able classes. No vacation except holiday week.
Monev refunded if everything is not as advertised.
Send for catalogue: H. S. LEHR, Prest., Ada, Ohio.
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THE LITTLE RED RIBBON.

Tlie little red ribbon, the ring and the rose!

The summer-time comet:, and the summer-tinie goes-
And never a blossom in all the land
As white as tne gleam of her beckoning hand !

The long winter months, and the glare of the snows
The little red ribbon, the ring and the rose I

Atid never a glimmer of sun in the pkies

As bright as the light of her glorious eyes !

Dreams only are true ; but they fade and are gone—
For her face is not here when I awakened at dawn ;

The little red ribbon, the ring and the rose
Mine only ; hers only the dream and repose.

I am weary of waiting, and weary of tears.

And my heart wearies, too. all these desolate years.
Moaning over the one only song that it knows.
The little red ribbon, the ring and the rose!

—James Wltitcomb Riley.

A SPECIAL PROVIDENCE.
BY MACDE MORRISON HUET.

hree times had Aunt Hepsibah
carried the dish of potatoes,
the bowl of gravy and the
cracked platter of salt pork to

the table, declaring she
"wouldn't wait for Jedediar
auother minute, so there!"
She was "jest goiu' to eat."

And three times she had gone
and stood in the kitchen win-
dow, watching the muddy
spring road, until the potatoes

were cold and the grease in the cracked platter

turned white and hard ; then she had set them
again in the oven and dropped herself wearily

into the wooden rocker by the window, utterly

discouraged.

"Land alive! I should think he'd be hungry
'nough to mosy long home. He didn't eat seen

an overly scrumptious breakfast to hold out
all this spell; 1 thought he'd be piecin' 'round

'fore noon. He hain't got no appetite, Jed-

ediar hain't, an' I don' know es I blame Mm
much. 'Twould go onsatisfied, mostly, if it

wus overly big, I reckon.
" What with the cow well nigh dried up (she

hain't comin' in fur a month, nuther), an' not

a speck ner a smitch o' green stuff—not even a

dandyline 'r a cowslop—there hain't much to

hev an appetite fur, that's a fact; but I should

think he'd come 'long home if he wus ever

a-eomiu'. Pertaters b'iled with the skins on
hain't no good after they've been warmed up
forty times. Jedediar knows I alius cook 'em

that way. Some folks says they hain't fit to

eat, but I reckon it's 'cause they're too lazy to

peel 'em. Land knows I'm sick o' pertaters.

Wish't I never'd see another one fur a dog's

age. Seems 's if we live mostly on pertaters

an' gravy, with once in awhile a little sun-

thin' else along to make ye furgit it.

"Thet pork's set in the oven an' frizzled till

there's jest nothin' left of it hut line an grease.

Jedediar knows I alius hev dinner ready at

twelve. I hope he'll enjoy eatiu' thet gravy;
there's a crust over it an inch thick by this

time. I took the very last drop o' milk in

the house to make it, too. It's bad 'nough to

scrimp on butter an' eggs, but when it comes
to scriinpin' on milk, I feel 'si£ 'twus goin'

too far. 1 feel like standin' up ag'in' the fence,

'long with the spring cows.
" If Jedediar'd 'a' hed any gumption last year

he'd 'a' put in a patch o' passnips. Laud knows
I reminded 'im of it often 'nough; he can't

say thet he didn't think of it. A mess o' pass-

nips 'd taste real springy an' good. I heard

Jedediar say this moruin' he was a-hankerin'

fur a mess, but 1 reckon he'll hanker a spell

'fore he gits any, an' he'd orter. He might 'a'

got out an' dug some o' that boss- radish ef he'd

felt anyways consarned, not sozzle 'round

frum one day's end to another an' wait fur

me to do it. Needn't tell me the ground's

fruz with all them puddles all over it. I

should say it wus mud clean through to Chiny.

I should think ef I grated it I'd be doin' my
sheer. It never/d hev got set out ef it hed
waited on Jedediar's notion. I hauted at

'im fur two hull years fur that little patch o'

hoss-radish, an* it ended up in my puttin'

on my bunnit an' goin' over to Grandma
Brown's after the roots my own self, an' It

wusn't Jedediar.that dug the holes an' sot 'em,

n other.
" I guess Jedediar'll 'gree, by the time he's

sot down to 'taters an' salt pork fur a mouth
longer, thet it mought 'a' been 'bout es well to

took old Curtisses' sugar-bush on sheers, an'

been a-eatin' warm biscuits an' syrup 'casion-

'ly ; but land alive! 'twus altogether too much
bother fur Jedediar. He wa'n't able to do
nutbiu' much. He hed the rheumatiz an' the

liver complaint an' kidney disease an' the

dumb ager, an' you'd a thunk the man wus
a-goin* right into consumption, the lung
troubles he hed. He couldn't take no sugar-

bush, but he could go trailin' way off to the

end o' nowberes a-huntiu' rabbits 'long with
Deacon Plunkett; his rheumatiz didn't hinder

a mite. I couldn't see the sense of it, some-
how. Anyhow, I hope Jedediar'll hanker a
spell fur maple syrup. It's only his just

come-up-ence.
" I s'pose Jedediar thinks there hain't no use

in coniin' home. He's proba'ly settiu' 'round
Mis' Hackett's kitchen, talkiu' to thet shifMess

man o' her'n. I wish Mis' Hackett'd set the
dog on 'im, like I've .felt like doln'more'n once
to her'n. It does seem 'sif them two men's jest

persest. They're both of 'em too lazy to bresh
tl\e flies off of 'em, I say, an' I'll stick to it, too,

ef one of 'em is my Jedediar. I bet Mis' Hack-
ett hes a hard time findin' victuals fur all her
nine. I don't know how she does it. Land
knows, I find it hard enough to keep Jedediar
satisfied, so'st I dast look 'im in the face

'thout feelin' 'sif he wanted to eat me. Idon't
know what I'd do ef there wus any more
mouths a-gapin'. Guess IM jest git on the
table an' say, ' Here 1 be, come an' swaller me;
an' when you're done, I hope you'll be satis-

fied.'

"Dear me! I wish Mis' Hackett'd scald Jed-
ediar; he desarves it. Ef he don't come pretty
soon, I'll put on my bunnit an' march right

after Mm," sheadded, tersely, rising with spirit

from the cushioned rocker and going out on
the door-step. " I s'pose he thinks Mis' Hack-
ett'll invite him to dinner, ef lie hangs on long
'nough ; but I hope she hain't no such fool. I

never invited her'n, an' I wouldn't, nuther,
not ef he staid here till doomsdfly."
She shaded her eyes with one toil-hardened

hand and the corner of her green gingham
apron, and looked up and down the long, dis-

mal road. The shining top of a black car-

riage came bobbing along the other side of the
rail fence. Aunt Hepsibah stepped further
out on the porch and threw the green gingham
apron over her head.

"'Tain't none o' the Beechers, ner 'tain't

Deacon Plunkett's mother from Ebbenville.

They drive one while horse. I seen 'em goin'

by last summer. Land o' goodnessl^l hope
they hai n't a-comin' here," and Aunt Hepsibah
hurriedly smoothed back the locks of grayish-

brown hair that fell about her face. " It does

look a leetle bit like Jedediar's brother Reu-
ben's team ; he alius did drive a span o' bays,

an' he writ jest las' summer 'bout hevin' a
spankin' new topped buggy."
The buggy moved slowly nearer, and Aunt

Hepsibah waited to see no more. "I'm jest

sure it's Reuben," shegroaned; " can't Isee his

long, white whiskers clean here, an' Marthy
settin' there beside Mm, spick an' span in her

new black silk? They've druv clean frum
Cooper City this rnornin', an' they'll be 'most

starved to death.
"Oh, dear! whatever'll I do?" Aunt Hepsi-

bah wrung her hands in despair, and looked at

the unappetizing array of shriveled potatoes

in their dry, crinkly jackets, and the bowl of

brown-crusted gravy. She picked the gravy
up desperately and scraped it into the pigs'

swill. "There, they won't hev to eat that, I

reckon, not if they starve." She was about to

plunge the potatoes in after it, when the

thought occurred that they might do to warm
up; so she carried them into the pantry and
concealed them under the corner of the bread-

cloth. The carriage was just driving in the big

gate when Aunt Hepsibah, having cleared

away the last crumb of the much-abused din-

ner, folded the table-cloth nicely in the center

of the table.

" Land sakes ! Marthy's jest as high-toned as

ever. I never wus no hand to put on airs like

thet," said Aunt Hepsibah, smoothing down
the scanty folds of her dismal frock humbly,
as she watched the black silken flounces come
rustling up the front path between the brown
withered poppy-stalks of a summer ago. Aunt
Hepsibah put on her most hospitable smile

and ushered them into the humble sitting-

room, settling the black silk flounces comfor-

tably in the newly cushioned rocker, and
stowing the wraps away on the best spare bed
in the corner. She had started a fire in the
" settin '-room " stove and inquired all about
the family, from Reuben's oldest boy, John,
" who was out in Kansas, som'ers," to Martha's

sister's little girl, "who wus alius sickly."

Then Aunt Hepsibah came back to the

kitchen. There was a look of woe in her eyes

as she went to the window and took one hur-

ried look down the road for Jedediah. He was
nowhere to be seen. She blew her nose very

hard several times on her green gingham
apron as she went to the woodpile for wood.

There wasn't a stick there, she knew, but she

supposed she could pick up chips. Those hid-

eous people had to eat; she couldn't let them
sit in there and starve, though she would like

to. " 'Twould serve 'em jest right fur comin'
at this time o' the year, 'twixt hay and grass."

She picked up a pan of chips and put them on
the kitchen fire, then she grabbed her sun-

bonnet and went down the path to the barn as

fast as her portly frame would allow.
'* There's pertaters: I'll warm them up, and

—oh, dear! and—if there'd only been some ber-

ries 'r fruit o' some kind last summer; but

there wa'n't a smitch o' nothin' but rhubub,

an' I canned rhubub till I was sick o' the sight

and smell o' it; but it's all gone now, an' there

hain't a thing but jest pertaters. Goodness

gracious! why don't folks know 'nough to

stay to home when they know there's nothin'

to eat in the hull kentry?
" Well, I'd like to know where that ole dom-

nick's nest is, euyhow. Jedediar said 'twus

up here in the manger," she groaned, fumbling

around in the hay. " I don't believe there's a

blessed egg in it, so! I believe Jedediar jest

lied on puppus.

"No eggs, an' no butter, an' no milk, an' no

sass, an' not a blessed thing into the garden,"

she said, hurrying out of the barn. She theu

grabbed the hoe and tried to loosen some of

the horse-radish roots, but only succeeded in

chopping off a few whitish tops. She sat down
on a board laid across the top of the soft-soap

kettle, and was just blowing her nose vigor-
ously, when the squelch of a boot in the soft
mud made her look up. It was Jedediah. He
hung his head sheepishly as he drew near,

expecting the usual reprimand; but Aunt
Hepsibah only pointed one finger at the shin-
ing string of fish dangling from Jedediah's
shoulder, and gasped

:

"Fur laud sakes, Jedediar!" Words were
beyond her.

"Yes, an' look in this here pail," he said,

growing hopeful at Aunt Hepsibah's lack of
anger; " it's maplesyrup, sure's you're born. I

was jest comin' up through the bush where
Hackett was finishin' b'ilin' down, so I sot

down an' waited fur Mm to come up. He
Mowed it'd taste good 'long with hot biscuit,

seein' we hedn't hed any. Them's trout, Hep-
sibah ; do ye see?"

"Jedediar," said Aunt Hepsibah, a little

anxiously, as she followed him into the house,
"be you sure ye hain't laid yourself liable?

Fur land's sake, Jedediar!" she added, laying
her hand gently on his rough coat-sleeve, " it

wus nothin' short of an act of Providence. It's

nothin' short of it. Fried pertaters an' trout
an' Warm biscuits an' maple syrup. It's good
'nough fur anybody, so there ! An' to think,
all the while I wus wishin' Mis' Hackett'd
scald ye!

"

A RIGHTEOUS REVOLT.
BY ABBIE FARWELL BROWN.

Miss Phoebe Pike lived alone on the
second floor, aud kept house in a
prim and orderly way.
Miss Jane Baxter lived alone on

the third floor, and also kept house. Her way
was different from Miss Phoebe's.

Both had comfortable apartments, each
amply large enough for two such lonely bodies
as they, and each slept in a huge and volu-
minous bed in which the slender little ladies

were quite lost. Being alone in the world and
w ithout encumbrance.one would have thought
that they might easily and pleasantly have
consolidated homes and housekeeping for the
sake of company and as a saving of expense.
But though each had, during the past twenty
years, given casual thought to such an
arrangement, the subject had never been
broached. "For," as Miss Baxter said, nod-
ding her head energetically and indepen-
dently, " there are reasons." "And," as Miss
Phoebe sighed softly, and shaking her gray
curls deprecatingly, " there are reasons."
As I have said before, they held different

theories of housekeeping; perhaps these were
the reasons.

Miss Phoebe lived a very quiet and secluded
life with her canary-bird aud her windowful
of plants. She had many friends, for every-
one liked the gentle little old lady, but she
seldom went out, except for a walk on pleasant
days or to take tea with a neighbor. At other
times she was busy with her fancy work, her
modest housekeeping arrangements and the
care of her three rooms. For Miss Phoebe was
the pink of neatness, and the smallest speck
of dust was a mountain of misery to her tidy
soul. She always retired promptly at half-

past eight. She could not understand Miss
Baxter at all.

Miss Baxter was a new woman ; no one
would dare call her an old maid. She wore no
gray curls, or at least they were all tucked
away under a crimped brown "front," and
she despised housekeeping. She had a latch-

key, and was never at home, except to sleep,

and eat her very erratically prepared meals.
She loved " society," and was also a naturalist.

Chronically, and whenever she had nothing
else upon her mind, she was collecting spec-

imens for her herbarium and mineral cabinets,

or analyzing specimens already collected, in a

neighboring chemist's laboratory.

But Miss Baxter's eccentricity which most
tried the soul of the quiet lady on the floor

below was her nocturnal housekeeping.

It was meet and right that housekeeping
should be done by the light of day. But Miss

Baxter never returned from her daily rambles

or evening " parties " before ten o'clock; and
then, and then only, did she cook and eat her

dinner, and after that wash all the accumu-
lated dishes of the day—always with the win-

dow wide open. Poor Miss Phoebe, with her

sensitive nerves, would always spring wide
awake at the first ominous rattle of the dish-

pan; and the sturdy masculine tread coming
and going directly over her tired head would
drive her almost to distraction. Miss Baxter's

stove stood just over her bed, and the ceiling

was very thin. Often the naturalist would sit

down for an hour or so "before dinner" to

analyze some particularly interesting plant,

and then the tramping and the rattling, often

accompanied by vocal selections in a never
too musical voice, were protracted until after

midnight.
During these twenty years sundry gentle

expostulations from Miss Phoebe, both for the

principle of orderliness and for her own per-

sonal comfort, had failed to work any reform,

and had merely added to the strain upon
relations never too sympathetic.

Night after night Miss Phoebe would silently

cry upon her fat pillow from vexation, wear-
iness and sheer lack of sympathy. For she

knew that any one else would laugh at this

"small trial," if she should tell of it, as she
would never think of doing. Once she had
even roused courage, and in desperation had
thumped boldly on the ceiling with a broom.

But with a sudden cessation of the racket
overhead. Miss Baxter's penetrating voice had
come down through the open window most
distinctly

:

"Hello, Miss Pike! You fallen out of bed?"
Miss Phoebe had shivered with shame lest

some one should have heard, and subsided into
silent endurance after this. She never re-

peated that challenge.

But at last Miss Phoebe discovered that this
had gone on too long. She resolved on revolt,

and she formed a plan. If she could not drive
Miss Baxter away or stop this midnight
nuisance (she would not appeal to the land-
lord), she could at least give her fellow-lodger
such a fright as should help pay off some of
those old scores on the account of sleepless

nights and shattered nerves. And yet Miss
Phoebe was not vindictive; far from it—the
most kindly and generous of souls. But Miss
Baxter was a tyrant, and she was mortally
afraid of fire.

It was half-past eight, Miss Phoebe's inva-
riable hour for retiring, and yet, though un-
dressed and ready for bed, she still sat in the
dusk of her room, apparently waiting. She
had turned out the light, atid was now rocking
peacefully back and forth, an expression of
beautiful serenity upon her face, but with an
unmistakable twinkle in her blue eyes.
The hour went by, and the half hour; it was

ten, and with the stroke of the town-clock
Miss Phoebe heard the rattle of a latch-key,
then the sound of a tread on the stair, and
after that the usual bang, tramp and rumble
overhead. But to-night it seemed to Miss
Phoebe less hard to endure all this, for revenge
was at hand.
At last, earlier than usual, the sounds above

ceased, and soon a prolonged and nasal burb-
ling proclaimed that Miss Baxter's labors for
the day were over. Then Miss Phoebe softly
rose aud tiptoed about the room. She brought
out a pile of newspapers and some old cotton
rags. She also found a small tin foot-tub,
which she placed close beside the open win-
dow; and then twisting up some of the cloth
and paper, she lighted and placed it in the
tub. She then stole back to bed again and
waited.

In a few moments there was a slight sound
overhead. The guttural music ceased. There
was a pause; then a hasty step crossed the
room, and Miss Phoebe distinctly heard some
one several times sniff fiercely at the open
window above. She arose quietlj' and added
more fuel to the flames. Soon a nervous voice
strayed down from above:
"Miss Pike, Miss Pike, do you smell fire?"

No response; Miss Phoebe kept discreetly
silent. There was another interval, theu
louder and more excited sniffs, and once more
the steps crossed the room in evident pertur-
bation. Miss Phoebe traced a scuffling at that
point of the ceiling where she knew Miss
Baxter's wardrobe stood, and then in a few
moments the door above opened and a step

came wildly down the stairs. Some one
knocked at her door.

"Miss Pike, Miss Pike! I sniell smoke! I'm
afraid the house is afire!" croaked Miss Bax-
ter's voice, now hoarse with fear. But still

Miss Phoebe held her peace and feigned sleep.

"Laud! she'll be burned alive!" rather

impatiently than sorrowfully, and the feet

tramped on down-stairs. Miss Baxter was
evidently going to investigate the shop and
the cellar.

Her search was probably unsuccessful, but
her fears were in no way allayed, for fresh

paper and rags were now burning, aud soon
she came tramping wildly over the stairs

again, and tried to wake her fellow-lodger;

they two w-jre the only occupants of the
building at night.

But Miss Phoebe was chuckling in her bed
over the success of her revolt, and was appar-
ently not to be roused. She coucluded soon,

however, that she had frightened Miss Baxter
enough lor one night, and extinguishing the
smoldering papers, drew the tub back softly

out of sight. But the smell of smoke was
evidently as strong as ever on the floor above,
and soon to her horror Miss Phoebe again
heard the cry of "Fire!" shouted from the
third-story window.
"Fire, fire! Help!" shrieked Miss Baxter,

wildly, for the front door was locked, and in

her nervousness she could not remember
where she had put the key.

Miss Phoebe lay trembling now with appre-
hension, for the cry was shortly echoed from
surrounding windows, aud soon the fire-

engine came rattling down the street.

" Where, where?" cried the firemen, and the
small crowd already gathered to the white
figure leaning from the upper window.
" I thiuk—I think in the second story—Miss

Pike's room," stammered back the now thor-

oughly frantic woman; " but come up and get

me first. She's asleep and don't know."
Miss Phoebe trembled afresh. There was an

ominous pause, and then a head appeared,
looking into her window. She nearly fainted

with mortification and horror at the sight,

and her row of curl-papers fairly stood on end
till she had the presence of mind to hide them
under the blanket.
" Hello! "shouted a man's voice; " there ain't

no fire here," for the open window had carried

off all traces of smoke from this room.
"Oh, save me, save me!" wailed Miss Bax-

ter from above, and the fireman mounted to
investigate the next floor. Indeed, she insisted

upon being carried down straightway, cling-

ing wildly to the fireman's neck, and only
ceased crying "Fire, fire!" when safe in the
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street below. There she fainted with fear,

anil was carried into a neighbor's house.

The firemen overran the house, and even
insisted on investigating Miss Pike's chamber,
nuich to her horror and disgust. But they
found no trace of fire anywhere; and as she
d:d not confess ber guilt, they never found the

true source of Miss Baxter's alarm. Indeed,

the whole town, tbough sbe indignantly
denied the theory, credited it to nightmare,

and there was much mirth at her expense.

But little Miss Pike became the heroine of the

place.

"She never woke up till it was most all

over," they said, "and didn't scream or git

seairtat all like Miss Baxter, that went nigh

daft with fear."

Moreover the latter strong-minded lady

declared that it had been a warning to her,

and that she should never live so high up
again. She moved to a neighboring tenement
on the first floor, with windows close to the

ground, capable of a speedy and graceful exit

without the aid of a ladder.

So as a heroine of the town, and as one who
bad surpassed her wildest hopes by being
actually relieved of tier obnoxious neighbor,

Miss Phoebe had reason to congratulate her-

self upon the success of her revolt, and slept

thereafter in peace and with a sound con-

science.

But her reputation for bravery lasts to this

day; a thing incredible for one who is afraid

even of the smallest mouse.

THE SUCCESS OF " HESPER."
,o you consider 'Hesper' your

best novel, Mr. Ruthvener? "

"Certainly I do; in fact,

it made me, as a novelist.

My former books were dead
failures from a commercial
point of view."

The genial interviewer

smiled.

"Ah! that only proves the

ignorance of the British

public. Admitting, if you
will allow me to say so, that your last story

was far more sympathetic than its predeces-

sors, it cannot be denied that they have
achieved great success since the appearance of

'Hesper.'"
" Yes," said Mr. Ruthvener.
"Can you suggest any reason for the un-

doubted improvement—the sudden develop-

ment, I might call it—of your talent? "

"I attribute it all to sympathy. Xo more
than the first page of -Hesper' was written

before my engagement."
•' I have heard that April is the month fixed

for the wedding."

"That is quite right. Miss Bruton is going
shortly to Nice with her father, and I shall

follow as soon as possible."

"Miss Bruton is obliged to winter abroad, I

believe?"

"She can't endure these long arctic winters

of ours."
" You are fortunate to be able to spare time

to share her exile; yet surely you will regret

leaving London, the scene of your triumph?"
" Of course,'' said Mr. Ruthvener, seriously.

"Still, you know, a literary man needs fre-

quent changes of air. I have just come back
from a stay at Melton, a few snatched weeks
of recreation. Hunting is my hobby."
" The writingof ' Hesper ' must have entailed

a tremendous amount of study. May I ask,

Mr. Ruthvener, whether you accept the pop-
ular reading of the moral of your story?"
" What is it? Let me hear your version."

"That love is not noble unless allied with
self-forget fulness."

The author pushed his fingers nervously
through the curls of his dark beard. "That
was—something of the idea I had in my
rhind," he answered.
When the interviewer left him alone he sat

down by the paper-littered table, and laughed
softly to himself. " 1 must tell that to Gladys,"
he was thinking. In pursuance of this inten-

tion he wrote a letter:

'•My Darling Gladdie:—As soon as the
interview appears you shall have a copy of

the journal, but I cannot resist telling you a
joke on the subject. I am informed that the
British public has discovered the moral of
• Hesper,' which is to the effect that 'love is

hot noble unless unselfish.' Sometimes love
does have to bear a great deal silently, eh,

Gladdie? But Lilly (my betrothed!) can't

have guessed that sublime truth when she
wrote what she calls ' the rough draft of the
novel.* She believes that I love her, that her
share in the book was of no account, that its

success was due to my revision of the MS.,
that she will soon be quite well, and that in

April we shall be married. What can she
understand about love's unselfishness? The
poor.foollsh child is quite happy. You under-
stood, when you promised to wait for me.
And you need not be jealous, sweet, that her
' rough draft ' earned mc fame. I value success
solely for its money-producing properties, for
we shall not be economical, you and I—we
care too well for all the good things of earth.
To-day I must go and see her, Gladdie, and act
my part with what skill I can command,
cheered always by the expectation of our
future. Wc can afford to be patient for a little

while; by April (lowers will be growing on
Lily's grave. Good-by, then, for awhile, my
reward."

The letter was without any signature, but
Mr. Ruthvener smiled as he read it over.

Later he went out, called a hansom, and drove
to the town mansion of his future father-in-

law. The old man came to meet him in the
hall, clasped his hand tremblingly and drew
him into the library.

"Bad news, Tom, bad news, but bear it. like

a man. Lillian is worse. You knew there was
no hope—that your engagement was a farce

(.God forgive me for using such a word!)—but
Sir Drane gives her up now. We shall not get

her home from Nice this year, we mayn't even
reach Nice with her. The end's near, Tom,
quite near."

Ruthvener bowed his head in silence. The
father went on, coughing now and again as

an excuse for the broken nature of his speech.

"Your love has—brightened the end for her—
poor little girl !—for you must love her in some
way or another—no one could help doiug that.

I'm grateful to you that you've never let her

guess it isn't the right way—and you won't
have to pretend much longer. She took such
a liking to you from the first—devoured all

your books—believed in you—made a hero of

you; in short, crowned you with the bays long

before the critics did. To-day she's not quite

happy; there .seems to be something on her

mind. Go in and find out what it is, Tom."
There was a sunny room on the second floor,

where birds and flowers flourished. Lily's

couch was near an aviary cage, in which cana-

ries of all shades enjoyed their existence, and
the scent of many-tinted roses filled the air.

She was a little girl—brown-haired, not
beautiful at all. After some general conver-
sation, the father slipped out of the room,
leaving the author to a tete-a-tete with his

betrothed.

Ruthvener sat by the couch, holding her
hand, regretting that she would keep her eyes

fixed on his face. She was happily speculating

about him, until she remembered her trouble.
" Tom," she said, anxiously, " I don't think I

shall get ' Claudina ' finished."

He started. So she knew that she was dying

!

"Don't bother about it, dear."

"But if you don't have it soon you won't
have time to ' lick it into shape.' "

"Messrs. Badcock will have to wait, Lil. By
the by, I was interviewed to-day, and brought
your name into my confessions. That won't
vex you?"
"No, indeed. What did you say of me?"
"The fellow asked me to what I attributed

the undoubted improvement—the sudden
development—of my talent. I told him it

occurred soon after my engagement."
The little girl's face brightened wonderfully.

"I am so proud to have helped to make you
famous," she whispered, " but I often wonder
why I make so much difference. Is it because
we think alike?—we do on nearly every sub-

ject. That. I should have ' discovered ' you is

a real feather in my cap. Do you remember—'
A fit of coughing checked her reminiscences.
" I am curious to know whether you read my

books before or after you met me, Lily."

"Afterward, dear, and I found out at

once that the critics had not understood them."
The author glanced at his own reflection in

the mirror on the opposite wall.

"Ah! I thought it was after we met," he
said, smiling. " Naturally I believe that the

critics were wrong and you right, Lil; but
how much of my success do I owe to you? "

"A great deal to my—sympathy—I hope,

Tom—but nothing—oh, nothing at all—to my
writing. How could that be? I am only an
ignorant little girl, while you are a wise,

experienced man. But I am so sorry I can't

finish 'Claudina;' you would have liked the

idea—her character would have seemed so real

when we had discussed it. and you would have
taken away all the crudeness of the story

when you had rewritten it."

A canary close by began to sing boisterously,

in a voice louder than the tones of his mistress.

"You mustn't talk any more, Lil," said the

author.

"I must, Tom; I want you to promise me
something."
"Is it that I will finish ' Claudina,' if you

cannot?"
"No; of course you will do that. It is—that

if I die soon, before April, you won't let your-

self mope. You won't give up working, you
will strive as hard as though I were with you,

to be the first to say, ' Well done ! '"

The canary went through his whole song,

again, before the author answered, "I promise,

Lil."

"And you must always strive for the best,

Tom. You won't have to pot-boil, for I shall

leave you the little fortune mother left me."
" Lil, Lil, haven't I sponged on you enough?

How many hundreds have you paid for printers

and advertisements?"
"Don't be ungrateful, Tom. 'Hesper' more

than paid back the hundreds, and what is

yours is mine. If I die I shall not miss my
money, dear, while you, the living, will find

it useful. Father knows—he is quite willing—
you won't have much, only just enough, until

your fame is coined into gold, my dear one."
As Mr. Ruthvener walked away from the

mansion he was thinking again, "I must tell

that to Gladys."

A series of mediocre novels by Thomas
Ruthvener followed the production of "Hes-
per." The critics discerned In one only, called
" Claudina," some traces of the power, pathos
and originality of idea that had made his

earlier book a great work. But the reading
public, which had learned the name of the
author by heart, will forgive anything to a-

man who has once succeeded, so his novels
were always in demand at the libraries. His
brother writers, sympathetic, tender-hearted
fellows, shook their heads pityingly when they
spoke of him ; the papers published pathetic
paragraphs about bis private life. Had he not
once owned to an interviewer that a woman's
sympathy had developed his talent? Audthat
woman, his betrothed, had died some months
before the April date fixed for their wedding.
The author had indeed married, a year later,

a curate's daughter from the neighborhood of
Melton, but public opinion did not attach
much importance to that fact. No doubt he
had sought comfort—more sympathy to fur-

ther develop his talent, but the novels written
after his marriage were but gracefully com-
monplace.
Only his wife, whose Christian name was

Gladys, knew the secret of the success of
"Hesper."— 77te Queen,

MISS INAINGY.
November was growing old, and Miss

Nancy Camp, who sat at the window
watching the gray clouds shift across
the sky in heavy masses, wished in

her secret heart that it was gone.
" Who'd 'a' thought it would hev come off so

cold after such a warm spell, Nancy?" said a
voice from the little bedroom that led out of
the kitchen.

"It's moderating. I reckon it's going to
snow," responded Miss Nancy.
"It's jest like that November when Jim

Wilmot went out West," continued her sister,

reminiscently.

" Yes," was the low response.
" 'Twas a real warm Thanksgiving, and then

a day or two after it begun ter snow, and the
twenty-eighth—you remember, Nancy—'twas
the time they had thet cel'bration in the
school-house, and you and Jim went—my,
how it did blow and sleet! And oh Sunday it

was so drifted thet Cousin Anne Camp—she
thet was a Stevens, you know—couldn't git

ter meeting. It was the first time in 'leven

years thet she'd missed hearing Elder Dickens.
She felt reel bad about it," added Miss Abby.
Miss Nancy drew her chair nearer to the

window and brushed her hand across her eyes.

There was no sound from the little bedroom
for awhile. The big, old-fashioned clock on
the high shelf ticked away the minutes, and
Miss Nancy rocked by the window, with her
hands folded in her lap.

"There's some one a-coming across the old
bridge," said Miss Nancy, eagerly. "See who
it is, Nancy. Likely as not it's thet school-

teacher thet boards down ter Foster's, though
it don't sound like their team. She must be a
powerful sight of trouble to 'em."

Miss Nancy pressed her face against the
pane obediently, although there was a mist
before her eyes that blinded her a little. The
wagon came nearer and nearer, until she could
see that it had but one occupant—a man of

about forty, apparently, with a beard that
perhaps added a little to his age.

"Who is it, Nancy?" questioned Miss
Abby, fretfully. "It ain't her, is it? My! it

sounds as if it was coming in—in—here."
"I don't know," answered Miss Nancy.

" Like enough he wants some directions."

"He? Lands! It's a man, then! Be sure
you tell him us—"
But there came a heavy knock on the door,

and Miss Abby subsided. Slowly Miss Nancy
crossed the room and turned the knob. There
was nothing said for a moment. The man
looked steadfastly at the figure before him; at

the simply made woolen dress with its. pure
white collar and cuffs; the slender, blue-

veined hands; the face with its firm mouth
and faded blue eyes; the hair parted smoothly
and with that same little wave in front that
he remembered so well, and the high, shell

comb that was new to him. He saw the
wrinkles, too, but he saw more—the 3 ears of

toil and trouble that must have wrought
them. All this he noted, and then held out
his hand.
" Nancy ! Have you forgotten Jim ? "

She gave a startled glance into his eyes, and
a little crimson flush crept into her cheeks.
It reminded him of that time he had kissed

her in the garden at the back of the house.
" Who is it, Nancy?" whispered Miss Abby,

from the bedroom. " Do tell him ter come in

and shet the door, and—I want some more
fennel."

"Yes, Abby," answered Miss Nancy, open-
ing her lips with an effort.

Jim Wilmot came in, and closed the door
softly behind him.
" Is Abby very sick?" he asked.
" She hasn't walked for six years," answered

Miss Nancy, mechanically taking some fennel
out of a dish on the table and going into the
bedroom with it.

" Who is It? " whispered Miss Abby again.

"Jim Wilmot," responded ber sister.

"Jim! Lands o' Goshen! Well, well! Who'd
'a' thought he'd 'a' turned up after all these
years? Do tell him to come In here 'fore he
goes. Jim Wilmot! Well, I never!"
Miss Nancy gave a little pat to the pillows,

and then entered the sitting-room again.
"If you'll stay to supper, you'd better put

your horse and team under the shed. We
haven't a hired man now."

" Thank you," he said, gladly.

She seut him a little shy glance as he wept
out of the door.

In a few minutes he was back again, but the
talk was a little forced. He told her how
rough the lire was out West when he first

went; how, after many discouragements, a
little prosperity came to hini, an/1 then he
came back on a visit to bis folks, n|>o told
him that they two lived together at the little

house, and that Abby was "sicklv," though
they didn't know she was a regular invalid.
Miss Nancy wondered, looking at the firm

chin, and the hair that had been so brown now
streaked with gray, if it was not very lone-
some out there, and if he had quite forgotten
the old days.

The clock at last warned her that she must
be about her preparations for" supper, and
after excusing herself, she brought in a dish
of oranges to peel. She worked swiftly,
though her bands trembled and felt "all
thumbs." She had almost finished her task,
when an orange slipped out of the dish and
rolled on the floor. Both stooped to pick it up,
aud their hands met.
" Dear! " he said, holding oi t his arm =.

Miss Nancy gave one glance u,iu face so
near her own, and in a moment was crying
softly on his shoulder.
What mattered the years of waiting, the

years of toil and trouble? Nothing mattered
a>;y more.
The clock ticked on, and Miss Abby awoke

from the little " cat nap " she had been enjoy-
ing.

" Nancy ! " she called, sharply.
Miss Nancy started, aud raised her crimson

face with its new expression from its resting-
place. N

" Wait a minnte, dear heart," whispered
Jim. "I want to know when you'll go back
with me. I went away to make a fortune and
a home for you. They're waiting. When will

you go?"
" When will I go?" echoed Miss Nancy, be-

wilderedl y.

" Nancy ! " called Miss Abby again.

"I'm 'fraid I don't know what—what you
mean, Jim," faltered Miss Nancy.
" Why, back out West. I've got a pretty

little place therewith thirty acres or so, and
nary a mortgage. You'll have neighbors, for

there's three other farms near ; and you sha'n't
work, Nancy, I'll get a girl."

"And Abby?" asked Nancy.
Jim Wilmot started.

"I had forgotten her," he said, helplessly.

"But where's the rest of the relations? Or
why couldn't she go to a 'home' or—some-
thing?"

The flush in Miss Nancy's face faded, and a
little line of pain formed around her mouth.
"She'd never stand it to leave this place.

She's lived here all her life, Jim," she sAid,

slowly.

There was silence for a moment, then she
continued, steadily:

"I shall never leave her; so good—good-by,
Jim."
"And you'll sacrifice yerself aud me fer a

notion? "he replied, hotly. "All right, then, I

sha'n't leave my farm and settle down in this

humdrum place jest fer the sake of your
sister. Good-by, Nancy." And five minutes
after the horse drove out of the yard and
down the hill, while one lonely woman
strained her eyes for a last glimpse of it, and
the gathering flakes of snow were already fill-

ing up its tracks. .

She stood there a long while watching the
sullen clouds and the snow that was coming
thicker and faster. Little puffs of wind blew
the flakes of snow argainst the pane, and Miss
Nancy wondered vaguely if they felt uuhappy
because they melted so soon.

At last she roused herself aud went into the

bedroom. Miss Abby, tired of calling, bad
fallen asleep. She wasthankfulforthe respite,

and going out softly, prepared her own supper
and the invalid's, while the wind blew furi-

ously around the little old house aud fairly

shook its foundation.

She sat by the fire with her head on her
hands long after her sister had eaten her
supper, and being satisfied with the evasive

answers to her many questions, had gone to

sleep again. But the fire died down and it

grew chilly in the little kitchen, so finally

she, too, went to her night's rest. It was
very late when she dropped into a light sleep,

and the morning soon came.
The day passed drearily. Miss Abby talked

incessantly of Jim—Jim, until her sister felt

she should scream or go mad; but she did

neither, and was only a little more tender, a

little more patient.

The night set in with a regular snow-storm.

Miss Abby declared they would be snowed in

by morning. The wind blew down the chim-

ney with moans like an uneasy spirit.

In the morning Miss Nancy was startled by

the darkness in the little rooms. The wind had

blown the snow in big drifts against the win-

dows and door. What Miss Abby had feared

had come to pass, and they were snowed in.

But there was no cause for worry as yet.

There was plenty of food in the pantry and
wood in the wood-box. There was no stock to

suffer, and some one would surely go by before

the day was over a»id discover their plight.

She lighted a lamp aud did her work, though

iu rather a half-hearted way; and the day
passed, and no one went by, and the snow
piled up higher and higher around the house.

Miss Abb^ was very little frightened at their
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situation. Indeed, her sister hardly knew
what to make of her; she seemed a little wan-
dering, and confused things strangely.

The next day, late in the afternoon, it

slopped snowing, hut no one went by, and the

darkness came on again. Another long night.

Miss Nancy left a lamp burning in the

kitchen, and then went to bed.

Very early in the morning she was suddenly
awakened by a shout and the sound of some
one kicking on the side of the house. She
hastily dressed, and then entered the sitting-

room.
" Hi !

" some one called.

" Who is it? " she asked.
" It's me—Atwood—down to the foot of t he

bill, yer know. Wife was sick and I had ter go
fer t he doctor. Be ye snowed in '?

"

" Yes. Will you git some one to dig us out
some time to-day?"
"All right. I'll git Sam, if he'll come. Be

back in an hour or two."
Miss Nancy sat down and waited. The wood

was almost gone, and she was glad Mr. Atwood
had discovered their predicament.
The clock had just struck six when she heard

a shovel stri ke the house.
" We're here, Nancy—be out in a shake,"

said Mr. Atwood.
"All right," she answered, and went into the

bedroom to tell Abby.
But her sister was sleeping quietly, so she

tiptoed back again.

After an hour's hard shoveling the door
opened, and in the gray light of the morning
she saw Jim Wilmot standing before her. Mr.
Atwood, after assuring himself that every-

thing was safe, went around to the drifts before

the windows, and commenced work again;

but Jim did not go.

"Nancy," he said, "I was a fool the other

day. I'm going ter sell my farm and come
back here. I can't live without you. Nancy,
will you marry me? "

"And Abby? " she questioned.

"Abby shall live with us. You sha'n't be
separated."

"But it's so 'humdrum' here, Jim, and
you'll be homesick after the West again," pro-

tested Miss Nancy.
"P'raps so, a little," he admitted. "But I

must hev you, Nancy. Will you forgit what I

said the other day, an' marry me?"
" You know I will, Jim," she said, in a whis-

per, and he kissed her fondly.

And in the bedroom Miss Abby lay asleep, a
sweet peace upon her wrinkled face. She had
gone beyond all shadows into the reality.—

Jean Elyinbrod, in Waverly Magazine.

FORGIVEN.

1 dreamed so dear a dream of you last night

!

I thought you caine, I waB so glad, so gay,

I whispered—those were foolish words to say

—

I meant them not—" I cannot bear the sight

Of your dear face. I cannot meet the light

Of your dear eyes upon me. Sit, I pray.

Sit here beside me ; turn your look away.
And lay your cheek on mine." Till morning bright

We sat so. and we did not speak. I knew
All was forgiven; so I nestled there

With your arms around. Swift the sweet hours

flew.

At last I waked, and sought you everywhere.

How long, dear, think you, that my glad cheek will

Burn—as it burns with your cheek's pressure still ?

—Helen Hunt Jackson.

PAUL KENTON'S AWAKENING.

Business is business, Miss Mathers, and
hereafter your wages as copyist will

be five dollars and a half a week.
There are plenty of girls who own

machines who are willing to do for five dollars

the same amount of work for which I am now
paying you six. However, considering your
circumstances, I do not mind giving you five

and a half. Shall I expect you next Monday
on the new terms?"
Kate Mathers looked at her employer with a

touch of scorn and pity in her blue eyes, then
said, gently

:

'" I shall be at my desk, sir, on time."

Opening the office door, she passed out iuto

the night.

"Father, forgive him, for he knows not

what he does ! " That was her heart cry. And
truly, Paul Kenton knew not what he did.

Acting solely on business principles, he did

what he had been taught from childhood was
bis duty to do— he considered the interests of

the Kenton firm and worked for its pecuniary

success. And in order to obtain that, must he

not observe the petty details? Even as far

back as Noah's time, when drops of rain com-
bined to flood the world, the little things have
gone to make the great. To save at the bung-
hole and lose at the spigot had never been his

philosophy. What were Kate Mathers' pri-

vate affairs to him ? What if he had been told

that she was an orphan with a sister and a

brother younger than herself dependent upon
her? Was that any reason wliy he should

cotinue to pay her six dollars for work that

be could get done for five?

He arose and reached for his hat. He had
intended going through a lot of private cor-

respondence that bad come in on the fate

mail, but somehow he could not see about it.

He did not admit the fact even in the "secret

chamber of his soul," but the memory of a
pair of blue eyes, scornful yet sorry, did ii» a

certain way annoy him. And so he opened
the office door and passed out iuto the night;

and as he raised his face, cold, proud, stern in

all its outlines, upward to the heavens, lo!

the stars, like Kate's eyes, looked down in pity

on him. Why? Because money is ours only
for a little while; it is ours only by the law of

outward physical possession ; we can touch
and hold and use it for a time, but we cannot
take it within ourselves or make it a part of

us. And there is other wealth in the universe

beside gold—myriad things that gold cannot
buy.

In the vast domain of spiritual life Paul

Kenton was a stranger. He recognized no
part of its existence within him, save now
and then a vague longing, and even this was
crushed back, forgotten in his favorite pursuit

of material things. Surely, bis feet walked in

the shadows of earth, and the light of the

stars gleamed very far above him.

Night, night all about, but night made lumi-

nous by a thousand lights. It was nearing

Christmas, and all the city wore a look of fes-

tivity. Before one of the shops stood Paul
Kenton, watching—what? Theautomatic toys

in the window. There was something about
these mechanical devices of human genius
that fascinated him, and the interest he took

in them was almost pathetic. It made one
wonder if he never had a childhood, if in all

the years of his youth he had but few Joys. Do
we ever thus yearn toward and strive to at tain

the things we have missed out of life? Was
Paul Kenton's interest in the puppets before

him humanity's avenue of approach to a soul

unconscious of itself?

The climbing monkey traveled up and down
its string, the train of cars rolled swiftly along

their track, the village blacksmith toiled

incessantly, the group of dancers never paused,

and the old woman in the corner kept nodding
her muslin-capped head.

"Midge," said a childish voice, "isn't it a
beauty?"
Paul Kenton turned toward the speaker,

wondering what particular toy in the display

had .excited his admiration, and found that

the little fellow was not looking at the brill-

iantly lighted window at all, but at some-
thing which he held in his hand. It was an
orange, big, round and golden. The sunny
face under the shabby cap was bent over it

exultantly.

"Kate will be pleased, sister," he said, with
along-drawn sigh of delight in the anticipated

happiness of another.
" Yes, she will be glad you remembered her

birthday," said Midge, thoughtfully; "but
somehow I think, Tim, she would rather you
kept it and ate it yourself."
" What ! " cried Tim, in astonishment. " Eat

it? Me? Why, I bought it for Kate."
"I know," answered the girl. "But you

earned the money for it by carrying coal up
three flights of stairs for Mrs. Harmon, and it

made you look so white and tired, and Kate
would be sorry, Tim, and 1—I think you better

eat it."

" I don't want to," declared Tim, stoutly.
" Yes you do," urged Midge.
" No, I—I don't like oranges very well, you

know."
"Why, Tim Mathers, what a story! You

know you just love them."
" No," slowly—the lie, after alirwas hard to

tell—"they don't seem to agree with me."
This last rendered Midge utterly speechless,

and she could only stare at Tim in open-eyed
wonder at this sudden depravity. Tim him-
self felt rather guilty, and hastened to excuse

the baldness of the untruth by saying:
" Kate has been so sick, Midge, and even now

she says the fever in her veins often runs like

fire and that her tongue is dry and hot, and—

"

Paul Kenton strode up to the boy and laid a

hand on' his shoulder.

"She," he said, pointing to Midge, "called

you Tim Mathers, and you speak of Kate; is

she your sister? "

" Yes," answered Tim. " She has been siclc.'i

"How long?"
" Three,weeks."
"With a fever?"
" Yes." Tim hesitated a moment, then went

on: "You see, sir, she used to write or do
something like that in an office down town,

and they used to pay her six dollars a week.

But one night she came home and said the

man was only going to give ber five dollars

and a half after that, and she needed every

cent of the six for our rent and food and coal,

to say nothing of clothes. And Midge here,

she thinks sister Kate just cried over it, and
worried about it, uutil she was down sick,

because the next day she had a fever, and she

has just laid there ever since." There was a

lump in his throat, but Tim swallowed it man-
fully. " We haven't any father or mother,

you know, or any who seem to care much
about us, and Kate, I suppose, didn't see how-

she was going to get along, and—and—

"

The little fellow quite broke down under

the weight of it all, and his voice died away in

a sob.

"But your sister is better?" asked Paul,

huskily.

"Oh, yes, sir! Much, better," replied Tim,

with a child's quick transition from grave to

gay, from despair to hope. " But she is still

too weak to work, and that troubles her."

" How have you managed during her illness—

I mean, how have you lived? "

"The neighbors have helped us some, and I

have earned a little money by selling papers

and running errands, and Midge washes dishes

for Mrs. Harmon and sweeps her kitchen, and
altogether we have not been very cold or
hungry."
Paul Kenton's eyes darkened with horror.

Not very cold or hungry—that meant how
much! Then there were human beings in

this world who had not enough to eat. He
supposed everyone contrived somehow to
satisfy hunger, and yet—
" Tell me the name of yoursister's employer."
" Kenton—Mr. Paul Kenton," said Tim.
" I am he! "

The man said it, not audibly, if is ti ne, but
in mental articulation very slowly and dis-

tinctly, as if he wished the fact the word
announced to stand forever in his memory.
Until now his hand had rested on Tim's
shoulder, but he withdrew it, thinking per-

haps if Tim knew he might instinctively

shrink from his touch.
" Here is a silver dollar, my lad," he said.

" Go and buy one of those toys within."
" No, I would rather give the money to

Kate," was Tim's prompt answer.
"Very well; then I will buy you a toy my-

self. It will be a new experience for me lo

purchase a gift."

" Haven't you any little boy or girl or sister,

to buy birthday and Christmas gifts for?"
asked Tim, wonderingly.
"No one," replied Kenton.
"And didn't anybody ever buy you a

present?

"

"No."
" Oh ! " Tim felt very sorry for this desolate

man. With quick resolve, and a child's bliss-

ful ignorance of any lack of propriety in what
he did, he said:

"Then you must come to our house to-mor-
row afternoon. It will be Kate's birthday,

and we want to surprise her. Sally Mason

—

she lives next door, you know—has promised
to pop some corn for us, and Mrs. Harmon will

make some molasses candy, and altogether it

will be nice and jolly. Will you come?"
Paul Kenton stared wistfully at the eager

face.

" No—yes, I will come," he answered. " You
live—where?"
Tim told him, and Paul, hitherto so cold and

proud and stern, felt the thrill of a new emo-
tion within him as he repeated gentb'

:

"Very well, I will be there, Tim. Good-
night."

Home! Yes, this massive pile of stone and
brick and mortar, with its luxurious interior

of rare woods, its costly furniture, its per-

fumed exotics, its gleaming services of silver,

its fine linen and china, its rows and rows of

valuable books—yes, this was home, the only
home Paul Kenton had ever known. The
hard, grasping old man who had reared it as a
monument to his pride, and whom Paul had
called "father," was dead; his stately, fash-

ionable stepmother still lived within its walls.

But Paul had spoken truly when he had told

Tim that his real life was lived alone, with no
one to share in its joys or sorrows; that he had
known nothing of holidays or holiday-mak-
ing. Thus far it bad never occurred to Paul
that these things rightfully belonged to and
were a natural part of childhood; that it was
the law of youth to enjoy, and that as "a
broken law always brings suffering," the
absence of such enjoyment had in any wise

affected his true nature or his life. His baby
feet had been set in the path the man was to

tread, and up to the present he had been
absorbed in adding to the Kenton fortune.

But now he was beginning to realize that

there were other and higher things in life than

money. The eager longings of 3'ears gradually

assumed tangible shape within lain, and he

could have wept at the memory of his sordid,

cheerless childhood and youth.

" 'Tis never the foam brings the brave bark home

;

It reaches the haven through tears."

It wasaeheerless-looking place. And during

the three weeks when Paul bad accounted for

Kate Mathers' non-appearance at the office on
the ground of anger at the reduced wage, she

had lain here ill, suffering. The man looked

about hiin more closely. How easy for a

human life to burn itself out in surroundings

such as these! He knocked at the door; Tim
opened it, and led him wit h boyish delight iuto

the little sitting-room, and straight into the

presence of Kate.

"Mr. Kenton!" she exclaimed, startled to

find that Tim's new friend was her former

employer, but not half so overcome by the

fact as was Tim himself, who grew red and
white by turns, and finally sank on the nearest

chair in speechless agitation.

Paul was self-possessed and calm ; advancing,
he wished Miss Mathers many happy returns

of the day, and hoped he found her better.

She assured him that she was very much im-
proved, but he, looking down at the wasted
form reclining on the old sofa, at the wan face

and shorn head, and the thin, white hands
lying against the dingy blackness of her gown
—so thin and white that he could see the blood

flow in and out her fingers—felt how weak and
helpless she was, and how long it would be

before she would be able to take up life's batt le

again and earn the beggarly pittance that

meant life to ber and to Midge and little Tim.
Five fifty—even six dollars—think of it ! The
sluggish blood within him quickened, and
creeping upward, dyed his cheek with shame,
and Kate, seeing it, understood, and again was
sorry.

Kind little Tim was the soul of hospitality,

and it was not long before he rallied his forces

and set about providing for the comfort of his

guests. He took Paul's hat and coat, brought
a chair for him, replenished the fire, that the
bare little room might seem more warm and
bright and cheery. A half hour's pleasant
conversation followed; then, as the short
winter day was drawing to a close, Tim lit the
candles and r.pread a table with his little birth-

day feast. Besides the corn anil candy, there
Was the orange he had bought for Kate, and
another for Paul.

"I thought as you'd never had a present I'd

give you one,'' said Tim, modestly; "it's all I

could afford, you know."
With an odd' sensation Paul took the fruit

and tried to thank the boy. Hut a mist had
gathered before his eyes and shut out from
their vision the fragile little body that had
known both cold and hunger, and yet was the
earthly habitation of such a tlower-like soul,

and he could utter no word.

Tumult without and a knock at the door.

Paul hurried into the ball and gave some
directions. Then there was confusion within,

and a sound of heavy boxes being deposited

and unpacked, and soon the little sitting-room

looked like a veritable shop, for there were
stores of food and fuel, hooks and papers for

Kate and toys for the children. Best of all to

Tim there was a wonderful jack-knife with
seven blades. He had wanted a knife all his

young life, and now that the ambition was
realized, be could hardly believe himself to be
awake.
It was a wonderful time for the children

—

just like Christmas, they declared—but Kate
was strangely silent. She continued unusually
grave and quiet during the days and weeks
that followed, and that found Paul so often in

her humble home. But the soft pink of re-

turning health,, and the life and light of re-

turning strength and spirits came slowly back
into face and form, and one evening she told

Paul she thought she would be able to return

to her desk on the following Monday, provided
he still needed her services as copyist.

"Will you come to me on my terms, Kate?"
he asked.

And she, thinking be referred to the amount
of wages she was to receive, made answer:
"Yes, on any terms you desire."

In spite of all the novelists may say, there

are few "set" offers of marriage. Lovers
somehow come to a mutual understanding
without knowing just how it happened. All

Kate remembered about it afterward was that

Paul bent his head and kissed her, and that

his proud eyes were strangely tender, and the

flush on his cheek w»s of joy, not shame; for

at last his soul had entered into its heritage of

love and peace and gladness, and be would be

a lonely man no more.

A lamp with wrong chim-

ney stinks if it does not

smoke. Get the " Index to

Chimneys."

Write to Geo A Macbeth

Co, Pittsburgh, Pa, for it.

Pearl glass, pearl top, tough

glass.
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Have you read the $3,000 prize offers on paste

19. If not, do so now. The sooner you send the

more likely you are to get a big prize.

BECK DANDRUFF CURE
!

To the thousands annoyed by and suffering
from the itching, and distrusted with the dirt t

attendant upon DANDRUFF, we are glad to I

guarantee an absolute and permanent cure.
\

As an earnest evidence of our good faith in f

this matter, we have made a large deposit in I

First National Bank of Springfield, Ohio,
j

(Hou.A.S.Bushnell.Gov.of Obio.is its Prest.i, I

to be used exclusively as a fund from which I

to return the money paid by users of the great ;

and only BECK DANDRUFF CURE if it fails
j

to cure as guaranteed. Don' t miss this chance, I

MADE FROM A PRESCRIPTION BV

HERR DR. JOHANNES H. BECK 1

THE EMINENT BERLIN PHYSICIAN.

Remember, Beck Dandruff Cure is perfect-
|

lv harmless to everj thing in the world except
{

the ugly parasite causing dandruff. It kills
|

this parasite. It cures the disease by reinov-
{

ing the cause. Would you like to be cured? I

It never fails, because it cannot fail.

It has cured thousands, and it will cure you. {

WE SEND BY MAIL ANYWHERE IN U. S. I

ONE DOLLAR A PACKAGE |

MONEY REFUNDED IF IT FAILS TO CURE.
j

Remember that in each and every package is I

A Straight, Unqualified Guarantee

that it will euro the worst case of dandruff »

in existence, no matter of how long standing.
J

ho not forget that every package contains f

An Order for One Dollar

on the First Nat'l bank of Springfield, Ohio,
j

to be paid to any who have used this wonder- $

fill remedy. Beck Dandruff Cure, according
j

to directions without being entirely cured.
J

AnORESS ALL ORDERS TO I

THE BECK DANDRUFF CURE CO.,
{

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO,
SOLE AGENTS FOR U. S. AND CANADA.

i
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MILKING-TIME.

Come, pretty Phyllis, you are late!

The cows are crowding round the gate;

An hour, or more, the sun has set;

The stars are out; the grass is wet ;

The glow-worms shine; the beetles hum

;

The moon is near—come, Phyllis, come!

The black cow thrusts her brass-tipped horns
Among the quick and bramble thorns,

The dun cow rubs the padlock chain,

The red cow shakes her bell again,

And round and round the hawthorn-tree
The white cow bellows lustily.

The wistful nightingales complain
From bush to bush along the lane;

The ringdoves coo from fir to fir,

And cannot sleep because of her;

The eve-jars prate on every side—
Oh, Phyllis, where do you abide?

Now, fairies, fags, elves, goblins, go
And find out where she lingers so.

And pinch her nose and chin and ears,

Xor heed her cries, nor heed her tears;

At any farm 'twould be a crime
To be so late at milking time!

— C. TT. Dalmon, in the Speaker.

DAINTY SERVING.

Every woman likes to have a dainty,

prettily laid table, and many a
housekeeper is unhappy because
she cannot afford fancy or elegant

dishes; but any woman with a bit of gar-

den space can arrange to set a handsome
table with only plain, common dishes.

The value of flowers caunot be overes-

timated as table-decorators. Some seem to

be peculiarly appropriate for certain meals.

In our own family—although we are busy,
hard-working farmers—the children sup-
ply a bowl of morning-glories for the

breakfast-table, and the pretty dew-laden
bells of white, pink and blue seem to ring

a merry "good-morning" to us that helps

to give the day a good start.

In serving cold slaw or salad of any kind,

unless one has a handsome salad-bowl (and
few of us can afford one), cut firm, ripe

tomatoes in two, scoop-out the centers, fill

with salad, and stand on a plate or platter

that has first been covered with crisp let-

tuce-leaves. What decorated china could

give such pretty colorings, or add a charm
equal to this? If preferred, they may be

served on small side-dishes^ on which a

lettuce-leaf has been laid.

For a change, when making the salad,

reserve two or more of the large, regular

cabbage-leaves from near the outside, lay

in water to keep crisp until wanted, then

arrange two, three or four of them, accord-

ing to their size, on a platter or large plate,

and till the leaves with the salad. No
decorated china can equal the quaint

shape or delicate coloring produced in this

way without expense. If a few sweet-pea

or nasturtium blossoms and leaves are

laid on the platter beneath the leaves, the

effect is heightened.

In serving cold or canned meats, the

platter should lirst be covered with lettuce-

leaves, then on the leaves around the edge
may be added squares, circles or diamonds
of beet pickles, or hard-boiled eggs cut in

thin slices, the golden circle surrounded by
the ivory-white ring being in pretty con-

trast to the green leaves.

Nasturtium-leaves, which are often used
in salads and sandwiches, may be substi-

tuted for lettuce-leaves in serving cold

meats, and a few bright blossoms added
about the edge of the platter with beautiful

effect.

Hot meats may be. served with the

platter's edge completely hidden by pars-

ley-leaves, a few of which may be added to

each cut as it is served, and be more attrac-

tive than a decorated platter would be.

Stamped linens are now so cheap, and
outline embroidery is so quickly and
easily done, that any housekeeper should
be able to have a number of pretty doilies

for her table. If they be worked iu Asiatic

wash embroidery-silks, the flowers may be

done in natural colors, and be laundered as

often as necessary, without fading.

Clara Sexsibaugh: Everts.

THE EASIEST WAY TO CAN FRUiT.

I wish to tell the lady readers of the

Farm and Fireside my way of canning
fruit:

First rinse the jars out with warm water
with a little baking-soda in it, then
rinse with cold water, and turn upside

down to drain. Put the fruit into a porcelain-

lined kettle, with a half teacupful of sugar

to eachjar(half gallon), and let it cook well,

but not enough to mash. Place the jar on
a plate on which is laid a wet cloth, and
with a tablespoon fill up and close at once.

Wrap dry cloths around the jars, and let

stay until cold. This is for glass jars.

I never break a jar or have any fruit to

spoil. Rose S. Deatox.

made for rough use are left out the whole woven in stripes of fancy colors, to suit

season, only hammock and cushions being the choice of designer, and the center is

taken in at night. During a rain some
;
usually a dark or dull color. Old pants or

member of the family makes a spirited overalls make a good material for that, as

dash for the yard, turns the chairs over so they are strong rags, good color, and will

that the water will drain off, and leaves wear well, as the part of the rug most used
them in that humble attitude to the mercy is usually the center. A knotted fringe of

of the weather. The chairs are very
j
the warp makes a pretty finish for the

strongly built, and painted frequently, so 1 ends. The usual width is one yard. Two
that they stand this

hard service very well.

Two of our rustic
seats are well worth
special mention. Some
Portland cement, left

over from work about
the stables, was left

standing in a barrel.
It hardened to solid
stone in the barrel, was
easily removed, sawed
across the center, and
behold, two stump seats

that will last for cen-

turies. Another of our
seats is a real stump or

section of a log. These
are grouped at the base
of a large tree, and to

our partial eyes are ar-

tistic as well as useful.

Tbey are so near the

roadside that more than
once I have seen a

weary wheelman dis-

mount, look half apol-

ogetically at the house,

then yield to the invi-

ting shade and sit down
to cool off. It is need-

less to say stock laws

are enforced, and there

is no fence between our
yard and the public
road. We surfer no un-

due intrusion on this

account, as ours is a

quiet country road, and
we gladly offer the

kindly shade of our
dooryard and the cupful

of cold water to the oc-

casional passer-by who
needs it.

Often in the morning
we come to the ham-
mock or easiest chair to

shell our peas and peel our potatoes, and in
|
of these just alike, and about three yards

the afternoon we sit with our sewing or
j

long, sewed together, would make such a

books. But it is evening which endears nice crumb-cloth to use under the dining-

the spot to all. Friends and neighbors
[
room table. The extra length would in-

gather from far and near; children romp 1

crease the cost, but would then be much
and play, while the older people discuss

j
cheaper than a sale rug for that purpose,

topics of interest until the sun goes down,
, Yery handsome rugs are made from old

and twilight deepens to darkness, or ingrain carpets, but I do not know as

brightens to moonlight. More beautiful
j

ordinary weavers do that work. There

than any work of art is the landscape be- are firms in the cities who make that a

fore us; richer than any upholstery the business, and I have seen some of their

velvet of the grass, the graceful drooping
j

work that was just beautiful.

A SUMMER TOILET.

For a guide to a new costume, we give

a very stylish toilet, which can be copied

in any of the season's materials; also a

very simple and effective child's dress.

So many are fond of dressy aprons,

and the one we illustrate is particularly

dressy. It can be made of wash silk

and be a very dressy affair, or of very
simple material.

A very pretty dresser-towel is em-
broidered iu a large monogram, and
trimmed with crocheted wheels and in-

sertions.

OUR SUMMER LIVING-ROOM.

It is out of doors, of course, and the

particular spot in our yard where the

family most frequently gathers has

come to have all the homelikeuess and
individuality of au indoors living-

room.
A jovial old minister remarked re-

cently, " The room we use commonly is

the only one in the house," and so he

did hot deign a look at the parlor, but

spent the day with us in what we have
fallen into a way of calling simply " the

room."
I have often reflected upon the truth of

that chance remark. Had our friend vis-

ited us a few weeks later he might very
truly have said, "The only room in your
house is outside of it."

Under the spreading branches of maple-
trees the hammock swings from morning
until night; chairs, rustic seats and pillows

of the branches, bright touches of color

added by flowering vines and plants.

I cannot but think that this close com-
munion with nature on one hand, and
hearty good-fellowship with our kind on
the other, is making our sum-
mer living-room a potent
factor in the great work of

character-building.

Under the open sky, at one
with nature in her happiest

season, we must unconscious-

ly outgrow mean and petty

thoughts, and give entrance to

a little of the joy that is ours

for the taking.

Berta Kxowltox Browx.

Clean up the old carpet nicely, send it to

the weaver's, and it comes home a beauti-

ful rug of any size you may have ordered.

The average cost of weaving these is

somewhere about eighty-five cents a square

RUGS.

Rugs are very convenient

and useful, and as boughten
rugs are quite expensive, the

farmer's wife tries to manu-
facture something of the kind
at home, and often the process

is quite tedious, and the result

not always satisfactory.

Carpet-weavers have turned

their attention that way now,
and are making rag rugs for

the small sum of thirty-five

cents, where you furnish your

own rags. They are pretty,

too. The rags should be about

one and one half or two inches

wide, depending on thickness of cloth, or

about four times as wide as the ordinary

carpet-rag.

There are four or five threads of warp,

then a space of about au inch, the same
number of threads again, theu a space, and

so on across the width of the rug.

The effect is very pretty. The ends are

yard. The carpet is cut in bias strips, I

think, which gives the surface of the ruga

rough, fuzzy appearance that looks very

soft and inviting to weary feet.
Gi'PSY.

A thousaud dollars in cash Is the first prize.

An opportunity for all. See page 19.
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A WONDERFUL PICTURE.

Unusual interest centers in the castle of

Blenheim, because the young- Duchess of

Marlborough was a New York woman.
In the rare collection of paintings hand-

ed down, from the first Duke of Marlbor-
ough there is one painted by Raphael in

1505. It was painted for the church of

Servia, in Perugia, and is considered the

rarest and costliest picture in the world.

It has been valued at §350,000.

The picture is the Madonna and the child

upon a throne, with a figure of a saint ou

Toads used to be on the French flag, but
after Louis VII. 's vision he changed the

emblem to the fleur-de-lis.

So each year the little Hag with the

French flower inwrought goes to Windsor
castle, by way of stirring up the remem-
brance of the duke's victory for the

English over the French in the olden

times. M. J. S.

PACKING THE LUNCHEON.

The luncheon-basket is so important a

factor in the household economy that much

either side, that of St. Xicolas and St. John
the Baptist, both life-size.

The picture is called " The Blenheim
Madonna," because it is in Blenheim
castle. That palace was named from the

battle of Blenheim, Bavaria, which the

English won, led by the Duke of Marlbor-
• ough, over the French. The battle occurred

in 1701, and that same year, as a reward of

merit, Queen Anne gave the laud, a very
.large tract, to the duke, on a part of which
stands the castle of Blenheim. This

English Blenheim has been handed down
from duke to duke to the present day.

In Southey's poem, V The Battle of Blen-

heim," he makes Petrekin ask his grand-

father:

" Xow tell us all about the war,
And what they fought each other for."

But the old man, having no very clear

idea of the reasons, replied:

" It was the English," Kaspar cried,

" Who put the French to rout;

But what they fought each other for

I could not well make out.

But everybody said," quoth he,
" It was a famous victory."

And because of this famous victory, the

Md Duke of Marlborough built and named
the castle.

Most everybody knows that the fleur-de-

lis is the flower of France, and every year

the Duke of Marlborough sends to Windsor
castle a little flag, on which is embroidered

a French fleur-de-lis. This is called a sort

of rent, just as in Pennsylvania there is

a little church that pays a red rose every

June for rent. The little flags sent each

more care should be taken in preparing it

than is usually bestowed upon it. The
school boy or girl, the young man or

woman that lives at a distance from work
finds the luncheon a necessit3*, and happy
is the one that has some one to prepare it

who takes a little thought and makes a

variety in this most difficult meal.

In the first place, too prominent a place

is given to sweets. Cakes, doughnuts and
pies too often form the staple parts of the

contents of the basket. This should be
changed, and the sweets should betaken,
as at other meals, as a finish.

There are always sandwiches, and these

Always put fresh fruit into the luncheon-
basket, for it is not only tempting to the
palate, but is healthful as well.

With all this variety given, the luncheon
with its daily surprises will be a meal to be
really enjoyed ; not only .that, but those
that partake of it will find that they will be
in better health than when they ate con-
stantly so much cloying sweet as they got
in the omnipresent pie and cake. Then,
too, the daintiness in the packing gives a

zest to the appetite. The clean paper nap-
kins, the shining spoons and forks and
glass, are all pleasing reminders of the
care that some one took in preparing the

basket as well as in filling it.— Golden
Rule.

AUGUST BREAKFASTS.

Cantaloups. — Take the small, round
cantaloups, keep them in the refrigerator,

or as cold a place as possible, over night.

In the morning, cut them into halves,

remove the seeds, and serve for breakfast,

one half on each plate.

Sliced Tomatoes.—Keep the tomatoes in

a cold place over night. In the morning,
peel and slice them, and serve for break-

fast, where each one can dress them to suit

individual taste.

Blackberries.—There is nq time of day
when large, juicy, ripe blackberries taste

better than when served with sugar and
thick cream for breakfast.

Apple Sauce.—The delicious flavor of

cold, tart apple sauce is sure to be appre-

ciated on a hot August morning. For
variety, a little ginger or cinnamon maybe
added to the apple sauce when it is cooked.

Broiled Ham.—Slice ham thin, trim off

the fat, pour boiling water over it, then

drain and wipe the slices dry. Broil

quickly, take up on a hot platter, dust a

A PREFERENCE.
When it comes ter selectin' a summer resort
I somehow don't keerforthe prominent sort,
Whur tlie bills is so long an' the dresses so

short,
Though they seem to be liked, as a rule.

But whenever I'm restin' from work ou the
farm,

An' the clouds seem ter melt 'cause the sun is

so warm,
I puts fur the place thet'U ne'er lose its

charm,
Whur the shadows dip deep in the pool.

Thur ain't no piazzy, thur ain't no brass band,
Xer nobody out promeuadin' the sand,
Her people a-grabbin' the cash from yer hand,
Ez ye try to keep up with the style.

But tl>e smooth velvet moss whur the
brandies bend low

Invites ye ter rest while the lazy hours go.
An' yer says tor yerself thet ye're lucky to

know
Of a summer resort thet's wuth while.

— Wwthinylim filar.

PAINTED WARDROEE HOLDER.

Gigantic pansies alternately of lilac and
yellow, or shades of lilac alone, are painted

in close rows after nature and in oils, on a

ground stained dark green. The woodcti

board on the pattern holder is one foot

nine inches long, four and one half inches

wide and one half inch thick, the length

being reckoned out so that the pansies may
appear as whole blossoms at the ends. A
steel hook is screwed into the middle of

each pansy, which is four and one half

inches in size. Sunflowers instead of

pansies may be painted, if preferred, as

they are even more decorative.

HANDY STEPS.

Who does not know the inconvenience of

reaching the dish on the high shelf, and the

IS

need not always be of ham or tongue;

there is cold chicken, roast beef, roast or

boiled lamb, or, in the absence of meat,

cheese or egg sandwiches, and, very nice

occasionally, a sandwich of baked beans.

Cut the bread thin for any sandwich ; trim

off the crusts, butter the slices
;
place ou

one slice the meat or whatever you may

—
;

:

—

^— "

If (i&gm

i
US

Of

year from Blenheim castle, now for so

many years, must cover a large space on
'the wall of Windsor castle, where each

time they are hung.
There is a curious legend among the

French about the fieur-de-lis. They say

"that the flower grew upon the grave of a

knight, and that his grave was opened, and
it was_found the root came from his lips.

use, season to the taste, then press the
|

other slice of bread over it. Wrap your
sandwiches in a Japanese paper napkin to

keep them from the rest of the luncheon,
You may have a salad by putting it into a

jelly-tumbler and putting the cover on
closely, so that it will be carried without
spilling; and you may carry preserves,

jellies, and even custard, in the same way.

[
little pepper over and pour a little melted I

book at the top of

butter over each slice. Serve with poached stretches in a way
eggs.

Hash on Toast.—Chop cold, lean meat
very fine. To a pint of the meat allow a

tablespoonful of butter, a teaspoonful of

flour and a teacupfnl of cold water. Put

the butter into a frying-pan; when it is

melted, stir in the flour and lef it brown
slightly, then pour in the water, stirring it

until it thickens. Put in the chopped

meat, and season with salt, pepper and a

teaspoonful of chopped parsley. As soon

as it is very hot, serve on slices of buttered

toast.

Fish Pyramids.—Pick any kind of cold

fish free from bones, and skin and cut fine,

put it into a saucepan with a tablespoonful

of butter and a teaspoonful

of flour in a half teacupfnl of

milk; season with pepper

and salt, stir it until hot

and thick, add a teaspoon-

ful of lemon-juice, and ar-

range ou slices of buttered

toast, heaping it up in tiie

center, pyramid shape.

Smooth the sides with a

knife, and garnish with
parsley.

Mushroom Toast.—Peel a

quart of meadow mush-
rooms.. If they are not

small ones, cut them in

quarters. Put them into a

saucepan with two table-
spoonfuls of melted butter;

season with salt and pepper,

and cover the saucepan. Do
not have the fire very hot,

and stir them often for fif-

teen minutes. Then add
half a pint of cream, and let

them simmer five minutes
longer, but not boil. Pour the mushrooms
and gravy over nicely browned slices of

toast. Maida McL.

the bookcase? One
that is perilous to

muscles aud sinews, and then looks around

for an object on which to mount. An up-

holstered chair is too good to tread on, and
a chair with a cane seat is not safe. Having
experienced these hindrances a hundred
times, it is strange that we so loug neglect

to get a proper stepping-place. I am de-

lighted with a set of steps Which combine
beauty with utility, and cost so little that

the amount shall not be told, lest you refuse

to believe. But try to imitate them and

see how cheap and useful they are. Show
the picture to a smart man in a.plariing-

mill, tell him the height you wish (my top

step is seventeen inches from the floor), and

have him cut out and tit together the parts,

To Let a Cold have its Own Way is to
assist in laying the foundation for Consump-
tion. To cure the most stubborn cough or
cold, you have only to use judiciously Dr.
Jayne's Expectorant. The best family Pill,
Jayne's Painless Sugar-Coated Sanative.

but do not fasten them till you carve the

ends, or decorate them with scorched work.
The steps look well embellished with a

strip of red leather, pinked on the lower

edge, and tacked in place with brass-

headed nails. My steps are black walnut,

carved ill slight relief. I would not sell

them for ten dollars, though they cost only
—but that I am not going to tell! K. K.
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GOOD LIVING AT SMALL COST.

s ix the past economy was a house-

hold god not to be despised, so

to-day how to make its acquain-
tance a practical benefit is the

cause of many sleepless nights and aching
brains. Constant forethought is the key-
note, w ithout which " Take ve no thought

A'

for the morrow " would be taken literally,

and the evil day of settlement be a surety.

How to sustain a large family well with
a limited income can best be solved in

profiting by the experience of others, for

in this way most of our knowledge is

gained.

It is my purpose to give in as few words
as possible the table economy of an ex-
perienced housewife with a family of seven
to care for, in hopes that thus I may be
able to lighten somewhat the heart of

some burdened sister. Without giving a

bill of fare for each day, I will give the
cost of materials, quantity, and manner of

preparation, for we must remember that

there is also economy of time and labor,

which must be considered in the prepara-

tion of food for a family.

The meats will first be considered, for

that is where we are easiest tempted to

extravagance. If upon Saturday, which is

generally baking-day, and a good fire

needed, a fifty-cent piece of beef is pur-
chased, instead of shank-bone, and a good,
substantial soup prepared, the meat can
be made to serve for several meals in dif-

ferent forms. For the soup, put the meat
into a pot of boiling water, add a little salt,

and allow it to boil three or four hours,

adding a little water as it boils away;
remove the meat, thicken with potatoes
cut in small pieces, and small white beans
which have been previously cooked in a

separate vessel. (A pinch of soda in the
water in which the beans are cooked will

prevent the unpleasant feeling occasioned
by eating this vegetable.) Just before ser-

ving, season to taste withbutter, pepper and
salt, a little egg-thickening made by mix-
ing flour and cold water to a smooth paste,

and an egg beaten into it; stir constantly

when adding to the soup, and boil. Some
of the meat can be served for supper, cut
iu thin slices'; some cut up fine and mixed
with water and cut-up potatoes, boiled,

seasoned with butter, salt and pepper, and
thickened slightly with flour, after which
it must boil. Or if a drier hash is desired,

which can be served on toast, less water
and more potatoes are necessary. The
remaining piece of meat cut in small bits,

mix with cracker-crumbs, season, and stir

in a well-beaten egg; mold in a roll, bake
until a nice brown; a little water and
butter should be around the meat when

baking. 'When cold, slice thin. This is a

nice way to serve remains of fish, liver or

chicken.

A good substitute for meat is

Ponhos.—
1 pound of good sausage,

1 pound of good pudding,
-1 quarts of water,

Corn-meal to thicken.

Put the meat into cold water, and boil

until it can be broken into particles; season

highly with pepper and salt, and add corn-

meal until the spoon will stand up when
stuck in the middle, cook until all the

raw taste of the meal disappears. Put into

bread-pans to cool ; when ready to use,

turn out, cut in thin slices, and fry crisp,

like mush. This quantity will make three

meals for seven people, and iu cold weather
can be kept for days.

W hite Pudding.—
1 pounds good suet, chopped fine,

4 pounds of (lour, and one pint extra.

Chop suet, and mix well with the flour;

season highly with pepper, saltand ground
cinnamon. Put away in crocks or buckets
until used. One good pint of the mixture
tied in a Stout piece of muslin is sufficient

for a meal; boil, and when it presses as

though the water had penetrated, turn out

ou a plate and set in the oven until a nice

crust forms on top. Serve very warm,
else it becomes unpalatable. Some put it

into skins, which is very nice, but much
trouble.

When the remains of a turkey are not
sufficient for a second meal, cut stale

bread into small bits, seasoning with
butter, salt and pepper and the cold gravy

;

mix with the meat which has been cut

from the bones, cut into bits, and warm
in the oven. We think this second meal
the best.

These rules provide a variety of meats
with very small outlay.

Dried beef, which comes put up in tin

boxes, for twenty-five cents, is very re-

freshing, either served in the delicate bits,

cold, or warmed in butter or cooked with

eggs.

Any one of these meats for breakfast,

with potatoes cooked in one of the numer-
ous ways of which they are capable of

being served, or mush and cream, or any
of the many cereals which can be bought

for a trifle, are good. Bread and coffee

are good enough for the best of man-
kind. If warm cakes are preferred, the

following will be found inexpensive as

well as good

:

Waffles.—
3 pints of flour,

1 teaspoonful of salt,

3 tablespoonfuls of baking-powder,
1)4 tablespoonfuls of lard, worked well
into the flour,

2>£ pints of milk,
2 eggs.

Drop Biscuits.—
1 quart of sifted flour,

2 teaspoonfuls of baking-powder,
1 teaspoonful of salt,

1 pint of milk,

Butter size of an egg.

Drop into well-

greased gem-pans, and
bake in a quick oven.

Graham Gems.—
3 pints of Graham

flour,

3 tablespoonfuls of

sugar,

3 tablespoonfuls of

baking-powder,
1 egg,

A pinch of salt.

Beat well, and bake in hot gem-pans.
Corn-meal gems are made in the same

way. M. E. Smith.

VORY S
It Floats

To cleanse dairy utensils, such as churns and milk pans, dis-

solve Ivory Soap in warm water, then wash the articles and rinse

well. The Ivory Soap will leave neither odor nor taste.

The Procter & Gamble Co., Cin'ti.

when the skin is bruised or broken in any
way. The microbes at once begin their

work of decay, and the fruit is unfit for

food. Children are chief offenders in re-

spect to this rule, and should be carefully

watched and frequently cautioned. A
daintiness as to the condition of fruit

should be cultivated to prevent its being
eaten unripe or too old, on the verge of

decay. Remember that it is sweet and
ripe fruit, in prime condition only, that is

recommended.—Philadelphia Times.

TO DRIVE AWAY FLIES.

Housekeepers are always glad of any
information that will help them to conquer
those enemies of their summer's peace

—

flies. Here are two items that experience

has proved of use in the battle:

We all know how flies settle upon a

screen door in rainy weather, or those of

the kitchen in any weather, waiting for an

opportunity to slip in as soon as it is

opened. If a cloth dipped into kerosene is

rubbed over the outer side of the wire and

FOR THIN WOMEN.
Tli in women should dress to conceal

their angles and to keep their bones in the

background. Plain bodices which permit
the collar-bones to reveal their presence,

tight sleeves which announce the existence

ofsharp elbows, and backs calling attention

to conspicuous shoulder-blades, are all to be
avoided.

In order to give herself the appearance
of gracious roundness of figure, the thin

woman should have skirts that flare as

much as fashion will permit. Scant skirts

make her look like an exclamation-

\/ point. She should wear bodices
\ / shirred at the neck and at the waist,

allowing fullness over the bust. The
sleeves should be full to a point be-

low the elbow, in order to avoid a

display of sharpness at that crucial

point. If wrist-bones are prominent,
long cuffs or frills of lace should help to

conceal the painful fact. Collars should
not be plain, but they should be gathered

or laid in folds.

BEWARE OF FRUIT-SKINS. "

Fruit-skins carry germs, and are no more
intended for human sustenance than

potato-skins, melon-rinds or pea-pods.

The bloom of the peach is a luxuriant

frame of the screen the flies will not settle

upon it. They do not like kerosene. One
application will usually prove effective for

several days.

The other agent—oil of lavender—is for

the purpose of disposing of such of the

enemy as have already gained an entrance

to the house. Darken all the windows but

one. The flies will soon congregate upon
that, for flies enjoy sunshine as thoroughly

as moths detest it. Now with an atomizer

spray the window-casing with the oil of

lavender, and either leave the open bottle

upon the sill or saturate a small cloth with

some of it. The flies will soon become
stupefied, aud can theu be brushed down
and disposed of. If an atomizer is not at

hand, rub the casing with the saturated

cloth. It is also a good plan to rub the oil

over any place that the flies particularly

like to light upon. A hanging-lamp has

often a great attraction for them, but if the

shade and chains are rubbed over with the

oil they will not light upon it.

growth of microbes, that of grape only less

so, and when these skins are taken into

the stomach they find more favorable con-

ditions for their lively and rapid develop-

ment, which cause the decay of the fruit

before it is possible to digest it. This is

the reason many persons think they can-

not eat raw fruit. If they would in all

cases discard the skin, they could derive

only good from the fruit itself. Nature

provides the skin for the protection of the

fruit from the multitude of germs which
are ever ready to attack it, as is evidenced

. FLY-PAPER.

The world's supply of sticky fly-paper

comes from Michigan. There are several

small factories, but the one great producer

is a single factory employing about six

hundred hands all the year round, which
ships its product to every land. The fac-

tory is surrounded by a high picket fence,

and sentinels are on watch night and day

to keep intruders out. The most intimate

friends of the proprietors are never invited

to enter the premises. The
preparation is not patented

nor copyrighted, as to gain

the protection of the gov-

ernment they would have

to name the ingredients

that go into the sticky formula, and that

would give trade pirates a chance to

operate. Only the proprietors know the

formula, which they mix in secret, allow-

ing no employee to be present, and they
have successfully guarded this secret for

over twenty years. None but the most
trustworthy men are employed, but even
the most trusted employee in one depart-

ment is never allowed to learn more than
one branch of the business, nor visit any
department but his own, but when once
engaged, has substantially a life job.

POINTED BRAID TRIMMING.

As so much more muslin underwear is

worn in these days of thin dresses, we are
glad to go back to some of the old-time
trimmings that better stand the ravages of

the laundry. For edging skirts these will

be fouud very durable.

ODDITIES OF MARRIAGE.

Half the weddings in the country are
celebrated on Wednesday and Thursday.
Saturday has more than the average num-
ber. Friday is not a favorite, as few
marriages are celebrated on that day. Wid-
owers are more inclined to marry than
bachelors, and widows more inclined than
spinsters. Both facts are eloquently in
favor of the comparative advantage of
matrimony. For one bachelor that marries
between the ages of fifty and fifty-five,

seven widowers remarry between these
ages. These are marriages out of an equal
number of each class. The actual number
of bachelors married will be the greatest,

only in proportion as they exceed by seven
to one the actual number of widowers
living at these ages. Under the same con-
ditions, for every spinster married between
thirty and sixty-five, two widows are
remarried.

A HINT ON MENDING.

To mend neatly a very large hole in fine

woven underwear, baste a piece of netting
over the opening and darn over it. When
finished, cut close the edges of net uncov-
ered. Thus mended, the garments will be
stronger than when new, and look far

neater than if darned in the ordinary way.
—Brooklyn Times.

Secure
Reliable
Strong

easy to hook ; easy to unhook ;

ifyou do the hooking and un-
hooking. Can*/ let go itself.

The DeLong Hook and Eye.

See that

hump?
Richardson & DeLong Bros.,

Philadelphia,

Also makers of the

CUPID Hairpin.

2 Minutes for

Refreshments
THE

Handy Tablet
requires ueitlter sugar HOT
spoon to iimke lieaMlifnl
ami refreshing drinks the
moment it touches water.
Sample liox, 10 cents.

The HANDY TABLET CO., 1041 N. Front St., Philndelphia.Pa.

| A C" Given Awn).LHl/C all sending inc.

Waterville, Slaine.

Mead
Lemon
Orange
Vanilla

Ginger
Sarsaparilla

Root Beer

J 2 Yards Torchon
All one piece FKKK to
for paper 3 mos. Fireside (.em

The publishers of this paper want a reli-

able agent at every post-office and in every
community in the United States and Canada
to take renewals and secure new subscrip-
tions. Ask for agency. Particulars free.
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SOME TIME.

Some time, some day, the dark clouds will be

rifted,

Some time will the pain from this sad life be

sifted,

And hearts aching now will with joy be up-
lifted,

Some time, some day.

Some time, some day, thro' the bitterness

springing,

Will fountains of light sweet heart-peace be

bringing.

Clear skies, soft winds, and sweet wild birds

winging,
Some time, some day.

Some times, some days, there are burdens of

sorrow

;

Be patient, dear heart; faith hath light—we
may borrow,

The Savior holds for us a goldeu to-morrow,
Some time, some day.

. Some time, some day, this drear earth will be
vernal,

There'll be rest, sweet rest, on fair hills eternal

;

For sorrowing hearts there'll be joys supernal,

Some time, some day.

—Gertrude Judson.

ONLY FORTY CENTS FOR THE HEIRS.

striking illustration of the manner
in which a large estate may be
literally eaten iu the process of

probate was given recently in the

probate department in the superior court

of Los Angeles county, California.

In December, 1S70, Enearnaeion Bucina
died in Los Angeles, leaving an estate

valued at twenty thousand dollars, which
has been in the courts on litigation ever

since, dragging along until it was almost

forgotten by those who had originally in-

stituted the proceedings.

When the public administrator came into

the court a few days ago to file his accounts

and settle the business of the estate, it was
found that after all claims and costs of ad-

ministration had been allowed, there was
but forty cents left to be divided among
the heirs.

During the time that has elapsed since

the death of Bucina all of the heirs had
eith€nr>died or left the country, and there

being no claimant for the remnant of the

competency, the judge, after mature delib-

eration, ordered the full amount turned

into the county treasury, thereby closing

the account.

There have been numerous cases where

large estates have dwindled into insignif-

icance after they had passed through the

bands of the administrators, but this is be-

lieved to be the rirst on record where the

entire property has been consumed in the

mere matter of paying routine legal ex-

penses where there has been no particular

contest and no charge of dishonesty on the

part of those who had the matter in charge.

START THINGS RIGHT.

Thelwall once said to Coleridge: "I
think it is unfair to influence the minds of

children by inculcating opinions before

they shall come to the years of discretion

so they may choose for themselves." Cole-

ridge made no reply, but asked his friend

to visit his garden. When inside he said:

"This is my botanical garden."
(

"How can that be," asked Thelwall, "for

it is all overgown with weeds? "

"Oh," saiil Coleridge, "that is only be-

cause my garden has not come to the age

of discretion. The weeds, you see, have

taken the liberty to grow, and I thought it

unfair to prejudice the soil in favor of

roses, berries and delicious fruits."

You get nothing good out of a garden

till you put something good in. There

must be seed or there are sure to be weeds.

Do not make a mistake. The word of God
must be planted in the heart if good results

are to be attained. A precious harvest

only comes from sowing precious seed, and

caring for it after it is sown.

—

The Christian.

ARMENIAN MARTYRDOM.

There have been more martyrs in Turkey
in the recent massacres than the total

number in the first three centuries—50,000

massacred; 400,000 homeless, 21 pastors

killed, with horrible tortures iu some cases.

Only one Protestant pastor denied the

faith. In the midst of all the horrors, the

diminished contributions of the American

supporters have necessitated a cut of one

half in the meager support of the work,

to its inestimable harm—Missionary D. A.

Richardson.

AN AGE OF ADULTERATION.

Commissioner Wells, of the dairy and
food department of Pennsylvania, has
made a comprehensive investigation of

food products with reference to the

presence of adulterations. Among those

which he found sophisticated are the

following

:

Allspice, which often is mainly composed
of ground and roasted cocoanut-shells;

baking-powder; beef, wine and iron pre-

pared as a tonic; butter, buckwheat Hour,

candy, catchup, cider, cheese, cinnamon,
cloves (the latter made almost entirely

from ground cocoanut-shells, the odor and
taste of cloves being scarcely perceptible);

coffee, consisting chiefly of coffee screen-

ings or damaged coffee, but sold at a high

price as a pure article; fresh "Java," made
from wheat and barley hulls, roasted with
sugar and containing no coffee; codfish,

not codfish at all—merely cheap dried fish
;

cream of tartar adulterated with flour;

flaxseed adidterated with starch;, fruit

"butters,'* such as apple-butter, peach-

butter, etc., very seldom pure, being

adulterated with starch waste and salicylic

acid; the same is true of grated pineapple;

ginger, adulterated with ash, rice-hulls,

rice flour and cayenne pepper; lard; maple
syrup, made from commercial glucose,

thinned with about twenty per cent of

water; mixed spices, orange-juice, lemon-
oil, lemon phosphate, molasses, mustard,
olive-oil, pepper vinegar, vanilla extract,

all kinds of preserves, extract of straw-

berries, and tea. To add to the deception, a

few apple-seeds are scattered through the

so-called fruit jams, or timothy or other

seeds are added to the mixture to represent

raspberry, strawberry, etc. — Milwaukee

Wisconsin.

AN UNEXPLORED MOUNTAIN.

Among the many objects of interest that

"have been brought to light by the Anglo-

Venezuelan dispute, there is perhaps none
that claims quite so much attention from

the scientific world as the so-called moun-
tain of Roraima. Situated in the south-

western corner of Sir Robert Schomburgk's
alleged boundary between British Guiana
and Venezuela, this wonderful geograph-

ical phenomenon, although long known,
has elicited but little interest. In point of

fact, however, it is a veritable scientific

sphinx, the message of whose riddle has

come down intact and unread from far

geological epochs to the present time. This

stupendous mountain, or isolated table-

land, which the native Indians call

Roraima, or the mysterious, rises high in

solitary grandeur above the surrounding
mountain system, its perpendicular rocky

sides rendering it absolutely inaccessible

to the foot of man or beast. Crowning this

impregnable fortress of nature is a tract of

territory estimated to contain upward of

one hundred and forty square miles. Un-
like other inaccessible mountain summits
of the world, this elevated region is no
mere wilderness of snow-capped ridges.

On the contrary, all the indications, in-

cluding the positive evidence of the

telescope, point to its being covered with

forests, intersected with rivers fed from

lakes, and to its possessing a climate that

must, in the nature of things, be temperate

—that is, neither wintry, despite its alti-

tude, nor tropical, despite its equatorial

position. It is to be hoped that science

will not much longer delay in wresting

from it the secret it has inclosed and been

waiting to divulge through many ages.

The possible result would justify almost

any cost that may be incurred in pursuance

of this object.

ONE SIN.

There was but one crack in the lantern,

and the wind has found it out and blown

out the candle. How great a mischief one

unguarded point of character may cause

us! One spark blew up the magazine and

shook the whole country for miles around.

One leak sank the vessel and drowned all

onboard. One wound may kill the body;

one sin destroys the soul.

It little matters how carefully the rest of

the lantern is protected, the one point

which is damaged is quite sufficient to

admit the wind; and so it little matters

how zealous the man may be in a thousand

things, if he tolerates one darling sin, Satan

will find out the flaw and destroy all of his

hopes. The strength of a chain is measured,

not by the strongest, but by its weakest

link, for if the weakest snaps, of what use

is the rest? Satan is a close observer, and

knows exactly where our weak points are;

we have need of very much watchfulness,

and wo have great causo to bless our
merciful Lord who prayed for us that our
faith fail not. Either our pride or our
sloth, our ignorance, our anger or our lust

would prove our ruin, unless grace inter-

posed
; any one of our senses or faculties

might admit the foe, yea, our virtues and
graces might be the gate of entrance to our
enemies. O Jesus! if thou hast indeed
bought me with thy blood, be pleased to

keep me by thy power, even uuto the end.
— C. II. Sjntrgcon.

THE INEFFICIENCY OF WORDS.

The wife who would depend upon her
words alone to express her love and her
allegiance to her husband has a very poor
medium of expression. It is the little acts,

the constant thougfatfulness, the unselfish

caretaking, that shows her affection. And
so with us. Wo ought, many of us, to

speak more earnestly in prayer-meeting,
to take a more active part in the public

services. But there is a life that speaks
more distinctly than words in a prayer-
meeting. It is the basket left at the door
of the poor. It is the kneeling form at the
bedside of the dying. It is the extended
hand held out to the stranger. It is the
beeming face reflecting' the love of Christ.

And the church member who depends
entirely upon words for expression of his

love for God or man, or his allegiance to

his church, is a very shallow church
member, however finely he may speak,

and however beautifully combined his

sentences may be. He loves God most who
acts most like him, does most for him.

NOT AT REST.

Why does the skeptic ever insist on
talking about a religion which be says is a

fable? Why does the stock-broker ever

and unceasingly talk up a bad lot left on

his hands? Why did the foes of our
Master refuse to be satisfied until not only

the victim of their hate was crucified and
buried, but a seal must be placed on his

grave, and a guard patrol the tomb by
night? They could not hush those mutter-

ings of fear and remorse. There may not

be a breath of wind, yet there comes to the

silent ship resting on the silent ocean a

ground-swell that ever rocks it, but not to

repose. Thus men try to seal down their

sins, and lock the sepulcher, that they can-

not disturb their peace, but all iu vain.

—

Presbyterian.

ANYTHING.

A Babylonish garment or a wedge of

gold, hidden, will bring failure where we
expected victory. Anything allowed in

the heart which is contrary to the will of

God, let it seem ever so insignificant, or be
ever so deeply under cover, will cause us
to fail in time of trial. Any root of bitter-

ness, any ill feeling cherished toward
another, any self-seeking, any meanness
or harsh judgments indulged in, any slack-

ness in obeying the voice of the Holy
Spirit, any doubtful habits or surround-
ings, any lust, lying or looseness, anything
in any way out of perpendicular, will

^weaken, and if indulged in will cripple

and paralyze our spiritual life. Our
blessed guide, the abiding and indwelling

Holy Spirit, is always quietly and secretly

discovering these things unto us, so we
see them and knowr them to avoid them,
and be without excuse and without blame.
Anything contrary to his will we should
put away—everything, anything.— King's

Messenger.

WELL ANSWERED.

"The infidel sueeringly remarks, 'Two
thirds of the church members of this coun-
try are women.' We do not see anything
in this of which the country need be
ashamed. Put over against this another
factf out of 45,000 convicts in our state

prisons, more than 43,000 are men. Now,
where should the sneer be placed."

Yes, and the 'writer might have safely

said that the great majority of men in our
state prisons do not come from the church-

going class, but quite to the contrary.

When a well-known Christian disgraces his

profession and goes to prison, how all the

scoffing, sneering tribe dilate and magnify
that fact! When a notorious unbeliever

commits a crime, it excites comparatively

little remark. Why? Simply and only

because unbelievers themselves expect

Christianity to make a man better than

infidelity can. Behold the unconscious

tribute that unbelief must pay to the

Christian religion, because it cannot help it.

Lydia E. Pinkham"s Vegetable Com-
pound. It speedily relieves irregu-

larity, suppressed or painful men-
struations, weakness of the stomach,
indigestion, bloating, leucorrhcea,

womb trouble, flooding, nervous pros-

tration, headache, general debility,

etc. Symptoms of Womb Troubles

are dizziness, faintness, extreme lassi-

tude, "don't care" and "want-to-be-

left-alone" feelings, excitability, irri-

tability, nervousness, sleeplessness,

flatulency, melanchol y, or the " blues,"

and backache. Lydia E.. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound will correct all

this trouble as sure as the sun
shines. That Bearing=down Feeling,

causing pain, weight, and backache, is

instantly relieved and permanently
cured by its use. It is wonderful fox

Kidney Complaints in either sex.

Glover Collegiate Institute
WEST LIBERTY, OHIO.

Both sexes—Four departments of stmly. Literary,
Commercial, Music anil Art. Prepares fur tlie Fresh-
man class in our best college*;. Sixty-four students
last year. Tuition, $30.00. For catalogues address
REV. DAVID BLYTH, President, West Liberty,
Ohio, or REV. J. B. HELWIG, Urbana, Ohio.

IN REACH OF ALL.

Best Education K£SL«,
Northern advantages in Southern moun-
tain climate, 130 miles from Cincinnati.

Reduced R. R. rates. 3 College Courses.

Music, Academy, Normal, Manual. Tu-
ition free. Incidentals 84.00 a term. The
great expense in education is board. Go
where good board can be furnished cheap-

ly. Address Pres. W. G. FROST, Ph. D.,

Berea, Kentucky.

%J oTS™, Berea College

FREE SAMPLE COPY
v A New Elementary Technical Journal
Of 24 Pages, with a New Plan of Instruction, in

MECHANICAL AND DRAWINGARCHITECTURAL k-f|Ay-\ VV uiw
For Machinists, Draughtsmen, Carpenters, Steam
Engineers. Electrical Workers, Plumbers. Steam
Fitters, Surveyors, Miners, High School Students.

Address, HOME STUDY, Box 859 Scranton, Pa.

.
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Common Sense Ear Drums,
New scientific invention; differ-
ent from all other devices. Tbe
only safe, simple, comfortable
and invisible Ear Drum in the
world. Helps where medical
skill fails. No wire or strini.' at-
tachment. Write for pamphlet.

Wilson Ear Drum Co.
301 Trust BuilUintr, Louisville, Ky.
It. 317, 1122 Broadway, New York.

MY HUSBAND"
Cant Bee how
jou do It*

$60 Kenwood Machine for - $*23.GO

$50 Arlington Machine for • $19.50
Standard Singers - $8.00, $11.00
$15.00, and 27 other styles. All at.

UchmenUFRIiE. We pay freight ship any-
where on 30 daysfreetrial, iu any home
without askine;one cent in advance. Bay

I

iroin factory. Save agents largo profits.

I Urer 100 OOOln use. Catalogue and teat i*

^yaJt monials Free. Write at once. Address,
* (infuli), CASH BUYERS'UNION,

158-164- West Van Buren St., B 7, Chicago, Ills,

$3,000
IN PRIZES

To Farm and Fireside subscribers

and club raisers. First prize,

One Thousand Dollars in Cash

*

Read at once the particulars on page 19
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of a lifetime
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DAINTY POWDER-PUFFS.

a new count in the indictment against

^» woman in the matter of her cra-

/"7» ving for plumage ornamentation

is found iu the way in which it is

said the needs of her dressing-table are

supplied.

An English journal warns the London
ladies that their powder-puffs, those airy

necessities of the toilet, are heavy with the

blood of slaughtered innocents.

It is stated that as many as twenty
thousand young swans—cygnets, as they
are called—are killed every year to supply
this dainty fluff, to say nothing of innu-

merable young birds of the eider duck and
wild goose variety. The bulk of these are

imported—the swan and geese from the

islands of the Baltic and from Norway and
Sweden, and the eiders from the northern
and more ice-bound seas.

One cygnet will make nearly a dozen
average-sized "puffs," which shows how
many women must be, to a greater or less

extent, addicted to the use of powder.
The puff trade is highly profitable, as

may be judged from the fact that the down
of cygnet costs a little more than twenty-
five cents, the poor creature often being
plucked alive, so that it may bear another
crop, while the puffs are sold at from
seventy-five cents upward, nicely mounted
in bone and blue or pink satin, which
adjuncts amount to comparatively nothing.

The ladies of Paris and Vienna are the

largest consumers of puffs, owing chiefly

to their fastidiousness iu casting aside

puffs as soon as they lose their pristine

delicacy.

A FAIR BICYCLIST'S TACT.

I saw an exhibition of tact the other day
that is worthy of record in the archives of

the nation. It was in front of a drug-store.

A young woman physician came riding up
on her bicycle, dismounted, and disap-

peared into the shop, leaving her bicycle

leaning against a tree. The champion bad
boy of that end of the town happened
along with the crowd of admiring satellites

the badness of a boy always attracts, and
proceeded to have fun with that wheel.

The young doctor heard the jangle of her
bell, and appeared on the threshold of the

shop. The bad boy grinned with the bra-

vado which is the admiration of every

other boy in the street. The young woman
called to him, and then drawing him aside,

I heard her say, confidentially:

"Now, you are the biggest boy out here,

and I'd like to leave my bicycle in your
care for a few minutes. Just see to it,

won't you, that none of the little boys
bother with it?"

t
She went into the shop again, and the

bad boy—well, if you had touched that

bicycle it would have been over his dead
body.

SHOE-SHINING PARLORS.

Mrs. M. L. Edson, of Chicago, one day
found herself down town with shamefully
muddy boots. There was no place for her
to go to have them cleaned unless she

cared to make herself conspicuous by tak-

ing a chair at one of the street stands. An
idea struck her. She made a cauvass of the

large buildings where many women were
employed, and received such assurances of

patronage that she rented a vacant store-

room on Adams street, equipped it with ten

stands, hired ten neat, expert boys, and
hung out a sign, " Ladies' and Gents' Boot-

blacking Parlor." The enterprise was a

success from the start, women hailing it as

a long-felt want. Mrs. Edison has now
opened a second and larger parlor, and,
according to a local paper, it is not an un-
usual thing to see a dozen well-dressed

women having their shoes oiled, mean-
while reading the newspapers, which are

furnished gratis.— Women)* Journal.

ORIGINAL ALARM-CLOCKS.

Mr. Rockhill, in his " Diary of a Journey
Through Mongolia and Tibet," mentions a
curiously ingenious device sometimes
employed by Mongolian letter-carriers.

These carriers make very long journeys
on foot, and within a time which allows
them only the briefest intervals for an
occasional nap. To insure themselves
against oversleeping, therefore, they tie a
piece of joss-stick to one of their thumbs,
light it and lie down to rest. When the
stick burns down to the flesh, the pain
awakens them, and they resume their

journey.

A THUMB NAIL SKETCH OF FLORIDA
AND THE TALLAHASSEE

HiLL COUNTRY.

Tallahassee, Fla., July 15, 1896.

Florida has a population of 500,000, an area

of 37,000,000 acres of land, about 20,000,000 acres

of which are fertile, arable soils, awaiting
only the sturdy hand of the husbandman to

transform them into productive, prosperous
farms.

The assessed aggregate real and personal

property of the state is about 5100.000,000. She
has 3,000 miles of railway lines and 3,000 miles

of navigable waterways upon which to trans-

port the product of her mines, her forests, her

fields and her groves to the markets of the
world; a coast line on the Atlantic and Gulf
of Mexico of about 1,400 miles, upon which sit

in their majesty a number of cities on the

finest harbors in America. Her watercourses

contain latent power in sufficient volume to

drive the machinery of hundreds of manufac-
tories which only await the capitalist and
artisan to utilize them in the employment
of labor and the adding to her aggregate

wealth.

The marketable products of Florida are now
about 560,000,000, and increasing every year;

timber and lumber head the list, followed by
phosphate, cigars and tobacco. Cereals and
oranges stood about equal ; the latter now,
however, will drop to a small crop for about
three years. Thousands are now turning their

attention to extensive and diversified farming.

There were complaints last year, the first year
after the freeze, but it was rather the com-
plaint of inexperience than otherwise, as the

sequel this year clearly shows. The day of the

orange may come again, but it will never
again stand alone as the representative of the
product of the state; it must divide with
the pineapple, the banana, the cocoanut, the

mango, the pear, the peach, the plum, the
hundreds of other varieties of fruits, as well

as the product of the farm, the field and the

market garden.

The wonderful fertility of the soils of Florida

is tinsurpassed by any other portion of the

known world. The major portion of these

deposits is not the result of the overflow of

great streams like the Mississippi or the Nile,

but gradual deposits of organic matter, the

accumulation of years, fitted for the purposes
and uses for which the lands are now being

bought, by the development of the husband-
man. Although the major portion of the soils

of Florida is what is known as sandy soil,

Middle and Northern Florida have quite a

different soil and topography.

As far back as 1823, one of the first American
visitors to the then newly acquired domain in

Florida, having occasion to examine and
report critically upon these lands, made the

following report of Middle Florida: "In ap-

pearance it is entirely unlike any part of the

United States near the seaboard. Instead of

being a plain of unvaried surface, it resembles

the highlands about the falls of the rivers of

the Atlantic states, and is beautifully diversi-

fied by hill and dale, threaded by limpid,

purling streams, and rendered picturesque by
the number of lakes whose pure water reflect

the forests of oak that clothe the sides of the

hills down to their margins, affording beauti-

ful situations for country residences, where
the natural groves of oak, hickoi-3-, beech and
magnolia surpass in magnificence the proudest

parks of English nobility. The soils of these

uplands bear a strong resemblance to that of

the best of Prince George county, Maryland;
the face of the country, in fact, is not unlike

that of the south side of the Potomac opposite

Washington."

The Middle Florida crops are composed of

every variety of field crops except wheat,
principally corn, cotton, potatoes, oats, rye,

peas, ground-peas, syrup, hay; hogs, beef,

butter and cheese, including all varieties. The
South Florida crop is for market garden-
beans, cabbage, cucumbers, egg-plant, lettuce,

onions, English peas, Irish potatoes, tomatoes,

with specialties of oranges, berries, tomatoes,

melons, pineapples, bananas, cocoanut, guava,

grape-fruit. Besides the market garden, they

can raise, and many are now raising, the reg-

ular field crops as well. x

Middle Florida has now millions of dollars

invested in the tobacco industry, and is grow-

ing a fine variety of Sumatra leaf, for which
fancy prices are obtained.

Money is being realized all the while from
the dairy business, some of the dairies turning

their undivided attention now to full cream
cheese, from which fancy returns are realized.

It is estimated that Florida's melon crop

will be 3,000 cars. They are now going to mar-
ket, but as yet no returns are at hand.

Much attention is being paid to immigration

and colonization throughout the state, and
people are coming and going from every state

in the Union. Our limited space in this article

precludes anything further than a casual

mention of the topic, which will be handled

in a future article.

Our weather so far has been fine. We have
certainly been without the desolating storms

and tornadoes that have devastated some
sections of the North and West. While it is

warm in the sun, there is always a refreshing

breeze. Florida has not a cosmopolitan pop-

ulation ; the culture of the North and West
has engrafted itself upon society, and In our
cities, towns, villages and hamlets are to lie

found the environment of modern Civilization,

Intelligence, refinement and energy. The time

is not far distant when she will hold the proud
position she is destined to hold—the brightest

star iu the Union. W. G. Powell.

WILL INVEST IN FLORIDA LAND.

Tallahassee, Fla., July 2, 1896.

Mr. T. G. Webber, of Montana, who is now
on a visit to the Tallahassee country, furnishes
the Florklian the following signed article. Mr.
Webber says:

"I have been in Tallahassee for about a
week, coming here direct from my home in

Montana. I am a cattleman, and have been
in the cattle-raising business in Montana for

t he past seven years. I have been all over the
Tallahassee country, having been accorded to
the fullest extent every facility to look the
country over to my entire satisfaction, every
courtesy and facility that could be asked or
expected having been extended me. I have
taken advantage of it to make close observa-
tions, not only of the character of the sur-

rounding country, but of the soils, climate,
products, water, its adaptability for stock and
cattle raising, together with the present and
prospective advantages had or to be derived
here.

"I am impressed with a great many advan-
tages to be had here over other sections of the
country, especially so as compared with the
Northwest. The descriptions of this section

which had come to my notice before coming
here are not only fully borne out, but as a
matter of fact they are inadequate, as the hill

country of Florida will have to be seen to be
fully appreciated. I find the character of the
country gently rolling, well watered with run-
ning streams and beautiful lakes. Drinking-
waterl find to be cool, wholesome and refresh-

ing; indeed, the water of the city of Tallahassee
is as fine drinking-water as I have ever drank
anywhere. The soils are good, though suscep-
tible of improvement by a moderate use of

fertilization, as no fertilizers are used in this

section. I find a variety of products, with an
abundant yield. The country is susceptible of

making a fine beef-cattle range, there being an
abundant supply of grasses, furnishiug green
pasturage for cattle the year round, with
the possible exception of sixty or eighty days
before the opening of early spring. This state-

ment can better be appreciated when it is

understood that our cattle in the far West
have to feed on dry grasses from the first of

November to the first of June; indeed, with
a little care in the matter of pasturage here,

cattle can be kept at slaughter-pen condition
the year round. The amount of pasturage
required in my section of the country for one
head, will here, with proper attention, sustain
ten.

" I do not find a special strain of beef-cattle

here, the majority of the cattle being confined
to dairy purposes, selling only their ' scalawag '

surplus to the slaughter-pen. In my opinion
a cross of Herefords with the native dams
would make an excellent beef-cattle strain for

this section, out of which good money could
be made, as the demand for beef-cattle is good.
Cattle thrive well the year round, there being
no special season for calving, and I am really

surprised to find so few cattle pests. I am told
that I am here during what is known as your
annual last of June and first of July hot spell,

said to be the hottest part of the season; and
while it is warm in the sun, there is usually a
good breeze from the Gulf, and the refreshing
showers make the climate, to say the least,

more comfortable and pleasant than one would
expect to find in Florida in July.

I find the country exceptionally well watered
for stock and cattle, and am impressed with
the variety of crops that are annually taken
from the soils. The lands here will compare
favorably with anything I have seen between
the Canada border and the Florida line, and
the prices are as reasonable as any one could
expect to find; indeed, they rule more reason-
able than I had expected to find them, being
cheaper than lands along the line of the
Northern Pacific railway, in the Northwest.
As to the facilities extended to me for the

purpose of looking over the country, I would
not like to give any statement of my visit for

publication without adding a commendation
of the parties who have given me these facil-

ities and extended the courtesies, which has
been done through the Tallahassee office of
the Clark Syndicate Companies, who have
done everything that could be asked, in order
that I might see the entire country for the
making of a thorough examination. In my
opinion, the future of this section is very
bright. I shall invest.

(Signed) Thos. G. Webber.

A HOME IN FLORIDA.

A Letter sent to the Tvleyraph, of German-
town, Pa.

:

For many years a vast amount has been
written about Florida, and tens of thousands
of people have located in this state; but four
out of five of them were directly or indirectly
engaged in the growing of tropical fruits—an
industry in which were invested millions of
dollars of hard cash and an equal amount rep-

resented by hard labor, and when the top
round of the ladder of success was almost
reached, then came the disastrous freeze of less

than two years ago, and in one night an esti-

mated loss of nearly one hundred millions of
dollars blighted the hopes of thousands o(

investors and toiling ones, killing to the
ground millions of orange, lemon, grape-fruit,
and other fruit-bearing tropical trees that had
been properly cared for and nursed for many
years. Thousands of interested people were
naturally disheartened and discouraged, it

being truly the most severe financial blow
ever received by the state. However, in one
sense it has not proved so disastrous, as people
have naturally turned their attention to other
industries and to other neglected sections of
the state, and they have learned that in West-
ern Florida is a section devoted to general
farming, and where so many of the natural
conditions are so much like their former
homes in the North. That section is in Leon
County, in which is located Tallahassee, the
capital of the state. It is several hundred feet

above the Gulf of Mexico, only twenty miles
away. The land is cla3_

, and originally covered
with oak, hickory, beech, and other hard-wood
timber. The land is rolling, being a hill-and-
dale country, with good water, fine, hard
roads as is found in any clay country, and pro-
ductive soil, producing good crops of corn,
cotton, oats, rye and other grains without the
aid of commercial fertilizers; and the most
surprising fact in the case is the low price at
which these lands can be obtained, being
from ten dollars per acre up, owing to the
distance from the capital. They are old planta-
tion lands, and are now being divided up and
placed on the market for the first time since
the war. Having lived in several places in the
state, and traveled over nearly the entire por-
tion, I say without fear of successful contra-
diction, that for diversity of products, eleva-
tion and health, this Leon County section is

superior to any other portion of the slate, and
should any who read this desire additional
information regarding a home for profit, or to
regain their health, or prolong life, I will
cheerfully give any information within my
power. L. D. Snook.

Tallahassee, Fla.

PROFITS OF PEACH=RAISING.

An exchange thus speaks of the profitable-

ness of peach-raising in Georgia: "Fifty
thousand dollars from 200 acres, or 5250 per
acre, and that net! The cost of the land, the
trees, the planting, and the cultivation into
bearing did not exceed one fiftieth of the re-

turns from one crop. The same 200-acre peach
orchard has returned to the owner fully 8125,-

000 in four years, and iu one of those years
occurred the total failure of a crop, while iu

another year only a partial crop was raised.

Nor is this profit confined to large growers.
The small growers have done as well, if not
better. One grower, with an orchard of less

than eight acres, sold his crop on the trees for

52,500, or more than $300 per acre. Another
small grower sold his crop on one acre for S500,

while the buyer said that he made 5000 on the
transaction. One man gathered and packed
seven crates from one tree in his garden, and
sold them for 515, or at the rate of 51,500 per
acre. Last year W. O. Tift, of Tifton, sold

peaches in New York at 812 per bushel."

EXCURSIONS TO FLORIDA.

Round-trip excursions to Tallahassee,

Florida, from Chicago and Cincinnati have
been arranged for the following- dates

:

August 17th and 18th, September 1st and
15th and October 6th and 20th. The tickets

are good for thirty days, and the fare from
Chicago is $29.80, and from Cincinnati,

$22.80.

We leave Chicago either by the "Big
Four" or the "Monon" routes, and from
Cincinnati we leave over the "Q,ueen and
Crescent."

We pass by daylight through the beauti-

ful blue-grass region, and make almost an
entire daylight ride from Cincinnati to

Florida, giving one a most excellent oppor-

tunity to see the country.

If you cannot come to Chicago or Cincin-

nati and join our excursion, go to your
nearest ticket agent and get through rates

from him on the special excursion days.

Then, if you will advise uswhen you leave,

we will have our manager at Tallahassee

meet you at the depot. He will show you
every courtesy and attention, and arrange

free transportation for you over our own
railroad lines while you are visiting Talla-

hassee.

People wishing to go from the East can

make the trip via the Clyde Steamship Line

from New York or Philadelphia, and the

Savannah Steamship Line from Boston,

at low excursion rates, which includes

meals and berth on board steamer. For

special rates by water from these eastern

points address the steamship companies at

either New York, Philadelphia or Boston.

For any further information regarding

excursions to the Tallahassee hill country,

address

CLARK SYNDICATE COMPANIES,
Care of FARM AND FIRESIDE,

1643 Monadnock Block, Chicago, or

108 Times Building, New York City.
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Questioos from regular subscribers of Farm and
Fiueside, ami relating to matters of geueral interest,
will be answered in these columns free of charge.
Querists desiring immediate replies, or asking infor-

' matioh upon matters of personal interest only, should
inclose stamps for return postage. The full name and
post-oHice address of the inquirer should accompany
each query, in order that we may answer by mail if

necessary. Queries must be received* at least two
weeks before the date of the issue-in which the answer
is expected. Queries should not be written on paper
containing matters of business, and should be written
on one side of the paper only.

Bog-days—R. T. H., Acton, N. C. Various
dntes, from July 3d to August 11th, are given
for the first dog-day, and various durations,
from thirty to fifty-four days.

Tobacco Culture.—F. E. W., Mt. Freedom,
N. J.. Send to Secretary of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, D. C, forfarmers' bulletin on " Tobacco
Culture."

Ice.—E. H. B., Concordia, Kansas. It would
require a treatise to answer your questions
to give full instructions for putting up ice

on a large scale. Send to Orange Judd Co.,

. New York, for "The Ice Crop," by T. H. Hiles.

Price one dollar.

ltamboiiillel Merino.—J. F. p\, Van
Cleave, Ky. The Rambouillet Merino was
developed from the Spanish Merino by the
French. It is a large-bodied animal, growing
a long, fine wool. They have large wrinkles
about the neck, smooth bodies, and are easy
to shear.

Cut Bones Jor l'ouUry.-M. F. P., "Wil-

liamsburg, Ohio, writes: "Where caiv I buy
cut green boues for poultry? "

Reply:—We do not know where you can
buy the bones cut and prepared for poultry
feed. The machines are advertised in this

paper. In towns and. villages a poultrym.au
with a good machine might do considerable
business preparing cut bone for market.

Moles—Squash-vines Bying-.—C. Z., Hur-
lock, Md., and G. K., Waterville, Kan. Moles
may be trapped or poisoned. Probably you
can get a good trap from your hardware mer-
chant. Carefully open a new run. Soak two
balls of cotton the size of a ben': with
bisulphid of carbon. Place one in each end of

the run, and close up tightly. From descrip-

tion given it is evident, that your squash-vines
were destroyed by the squash-vine borer after

it was too late to do anything to save them.

To Kill Ants.-C. W., Oakland City, Md.,
. writes: "Please tell how to keep ants out of

cellars. Ants of all kinds infest my cellar."

Reply:—Trap them in sponges moistened
with .sweetened water. Drop the sponges into

hot water. Repeat until all are destroyed. If

you can find the nests or ant-hills, there is an
easier way: Into each nest pour about one
fourth ounce of bisulphid of carbon and cover
closely all openings. The vapor of this vol-

atile liquid will quickly penetrate to every
,part of the nest and kill every ant.

Cheap Paints.—M. J. E., North Springfield,

Ohio. It is said tliat water-lime, mixed with
skimmed milk to the proper consistency to

use, makes a paint which will adhere as well to

wood, stone or brick which have not been pre-

viously painted as the best oil-paint. Or mix
the water-lime with crude petroleum. Color
may be given by the addition of ocher or Vene-
tian red, made to a paste in milk, or other col-

ors dissolved in alcohol. A white paint may be
made by mixing two ounces of fresh-slaked
lime with skimmed milk to a paste; then add
two quarts of milk, stir, and sift in five pounds
of whiting.

Oats for Pis' Feed.—C. S. M., Campbells-
burg, Ind., writes: "I desire to know some-
thing of the value of oats as a hog food. Are
they good for growing pigs? Will they pro-
duce fat? How is the best way to feed them?
Oats are very cheap, and I thought perhaps I
could realize more by feeding them to hogs
than by selling at the low price."
Reply:—Corn is a fat-producing and oats a

flesh-forming food. A mixture would be the
right thing for growing pigs. Grind a mixture
of one bushel of corn and two bushels of oats.
Make a slop of the meal, and you will have a
ration on which pigs will thrive. /

Spring- Wheat.—L. P. U., New Lyme, O.,
writes: " Will spring wheat do well in Ashta-
bula county? I would like to try it, but have
never heard of it being raised around here."
Reply :—Winter wheat is far more reliable

for Ohio than spring wheat. The writer has
seen experiments with spring wheat in central
Ohio, and the results showed that it was far
inferior for this latitude and climate than
winter wheat. It ripened later, usually in hot,
dry weather, was not as well filled, and the
yield per acre was less. If you try it, we sug-
gest that you get the No. 1 hard wheat from
the Northwest, and get new seed each year, as
it seems to deteriorate after the first crop.
Spring wheat from new seed each year might
do fairly well in northern Ohio. Doubtless if

you inquire diligently of the older farmers in
your neighborhood you will learn that it has
been tried in years past.

Cabbage-maggot.—J. M. G., Manchester,
Pa., writes- "In this vicinity we are troubled
with a small, white worm about half an inch
long, found at the roots of our cabbage. They
work themselves into the pith of the stem.
The cabbage stops growing, gets yellowish
gradually and dies. Over half in my garden
is killed already, and destruction is going on
steadily. What remedy or remedies can you
suggest? What is the name of the worm?"
Answer:—The maggots which are destroy-

ing your cabbage are the larva? of the cabbage,
radish or onion fly. Sometimes old garden-
soil becomes so infested that it is almost im-
possible to raise radishes, onions and cabbage
in it. Change of location is a simple preven-
tive. Heavy applications of caustic lime to
the soil will destroy the worms. Growing
plants should receive applications of lime-
water. Slake lime and mix it with liquid
manure. Apply about a pint to each cabbage-
plant. It 77111 destroy every maggot it touches.

VETERINARY.
Conducted by Dr. H. J. Detmers. &

To regular subscribers of Faiim and Fireside, an-
swers will be given through these columns free of
charge. Where an immediate reply by mail is desired,

the applicant should inclose a fee of one dollar, other-
wise no attention will be paid to such a request. In-
'ltii ries should always contain the writer's full address.
Queries must be received at leapt two weeks before the
date of the issue in which theanswer is expected. Sub-
scribers may send their veterinary queries directly to

Dk. H. J. Detmers, 13ir> Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.
Note.— Parties who desire an answer to their in-

quiries in this column must give their name and
address, not necessarily for publication, hut for other
gooil reasons. Anonymous inquiries are not answered
under any circumstances.

About Pigs.—A. H. M., Wegan, Ind. I

cannot tell you what is the matter with your
pigs. Your information is too meager.

Milk Souring-.—H. H., Humansville, Mo.
If the milk of your cow is all right when
milked, but sours afterward, the fault is not
with the cpw, but with the surroundings of

the milk, milking-vessels, premises, etc., as

the case may be.

Throws the Hay Out of the Manger.—
A. R. S., Decatur, Mich. The habit of your
horse of throwing the hay out of the manger
while eating is a habit more or less indulged
in by nearly all aged horses. Still, as no
damage is done, I would not mind it if the
horse prefers to eat the hay from the ground.
Maybe the horse in that way finds it easier to
pick out the best and to leave the poorest.

Wart (?) in the Mouth.—A. L. N., Gaines-
ville, Ala. Have the wart, or rather, tumor, in

your horse's mouth examined by a competent
surgeon, and if he finds that the nature of the
morbid growth and other conditions make it

feasible to remove it, let him do it. It will

require a surgical operation. If on examina-
tion it is not found advisable, or perhaps
useless, to remove the turner, do not unnec-
essarily irritate it, because any irritation is

apt to hasten its growth.

Quite Beaf.-T. H. W., Grand Junction,
Col. If your horse, which you admit is

twelve years old, and which possibly may be
much older, has become quite deaf during the
last month (that means that during the last

month you found out that he is deaf), I do not
think that anything can be done, unless the
cause is known, and is one that can be
removed. Old horses, like old persons, will

get hard of hearing, and sooner or later may
lose their hearing altogether.

A Cutaneous Eruption.—E. R. B., Old
Frame, Pa. The exact nature of the cutaneous
eruption on the lower surface of the body of
your horse does not appear from your com-
munication. If the affected skin is not yet
too much degenerated, and you can keep the
horse in an absolutely clean and dry stall,

where the diseased parts of the skin cannot
get wet, you will probably succeed in effecting

a cure, if you apply twice a day to the sore

places a mixture composed of liquid sub-
acetate of lead, one part, and olive-oil, three
parts.

Probably Garget.—M. E. B., Cumberland,
Md. What you describe has the appearance
of a case of garget. Diligent milking, once
every two hours, until the milk is normal
again, constitutes the remedy, provided it is

not too late when this reaches you. Still, a
cow, especially a Jersey, that does not do as
well as formerly after calving, and has trouble
with her udder, always creates more or less
suspicion of tuberculosis, except it be that
the cause of the trouble or of not doing well
is known, and therefore must be looked upon
as a fit subject for the tuberculin test.

Periodical Ophthalmia.— J. W., New
Bern, Ala. Although you do not give any
symptoms, there can be hardly any doubt
that your mare suffers from periodical oph-
thalmia (so-called moon-blindness), because
there is hardly any other eye disease that
makes such repeated or periodical attacks as
the one named. Although it must be con-
sidered as incurable, and will terminate in
blindness, you may somewhat contribute to
preserve the appearance of the eyes by
applying now and then, when an attack is on,
a little of an eye-water composed of atropin,
one grain, and distilled water, one ounce. It
is best applied by means of a so-called dropper.
Epizootic, or Infectious Ophthalmia.

—C. S. W., Edgerton, Kan. What you inquire
about is epizootic, or infectious inflammation
of the eyes. Keep your cows as much as
possible out of dusty places and out of the
hot sun, and if in the stable, see to it that the
latter is kept clean and well ventilated.
When an attack is coming on, use two or
three times a day an eye-water composed of
corrosive sublimate, one part, dissolved in
distilled water, one thousand parts, and apply
it by means of a so-called dropper, which can
be had in every drug-store. As long as no
abscess formation takes place in the cornea
(on the front surface of the eye) there is a
good prospect that the eye will ultimately
recover, and that the eyesight will be restored

;

but where an abscess is formed, which usually
freaks, the eyesight is apt to be destroyed.

Acted as if Choking.—E. B., Cumberland,
Wis. If your cow acted as if choked, imme-
diately after she had eaten turnips, the
diagnosis of your veterinarian was justified;
and if at the post-mortem examination you
did not find a turnip in the larynx or in the
trachea (windpipe), it does not prove at all
that the cow was not choked, because it is the
esophagus (gullet), especially the chest por-
tion of the same, in which in cases of choking
the foreign body is lodged, and not the larynx,
or throat, and the windpipe. It does' not
appear from your communication that the
chest portion of the esophagus was examined
at all at the post-mortem examination, which
latter undoubtedly was made in a very
superficial manner, because it revealed abso-
lutely nothing that can be considered as a
possible cause of death; consequently, every-
thing of importance, no matter what the
causeof death may have been, was overlooked.

Sudden Beath.— .1. M. 1'., Lenoir, N. (.'. I
Caiin.it tell you ttie cause of the sudden death
of your cow The only possible elue you give
is the apparent paralysis or inability to stand
before she died, which should have induced
you to examine the brain and the spinal
cord, in which, possibly, you might have
found the cause of death—a blood-clot, for
instance.

Bloody Murrain.-M. P., Kellyville, Texas.
Bloouy murrain is a term applied to several
different diseases; so, for instance, in Texas
it is often used as a synonym for Texas, or
southern, cattle fever, while in England it is
applied to a certain form of anthrax. The
term murrain, it seems, simply means any
fatal disease ot cattle, and is probably derived
from the Latin, and originally signifies dying.
The term dry murrain is sometimes used as asynonym fpr impaction of the fourth stomach
in cattle. Therefore, as I do not know in
what sense you use the term murrain, lean-
not comply with your request and tell you
the cause, describe the symptoms and give
the treatment.

Probably S\vliie-pIague.-L. H , Salem,
Ind. Th» disease among your pigs is probably
swme-plague (so-called hog-cholera). Separate
all those yet healthy from the sick ones, and
remove the same (the healthy ones) to an
uninfected piece of high and dry ground, on
which all and every communication with the
ones, indirect as well as direct, must cease.A good many things will kill lice on pigs,
provided everything, for instance, bedding,
manure, etc., in or on which lice and nits
may have been deposited is carefully removed.
A few good washes, three or four days apart,
with a four or five per cent solution of
creoline in water constitute a safe and effec-
tive remedy.

Possibly a Case of Mange.—A. C, Wil-
letsville, Ohio. The symptoms you give are
those of mange, but also occur in some other
skin diseases of dogs. A differential diagnosis
requires in all eases a very close and often
even a microscopic examination. If the dog
is not yet cachectic and emaciated, I would
advise you to prepare the following liniment:
Creoline (Pearson), one part, soft soap, one
part, and alcohol of sixty percent, ten parts,
and to apply this (rub in) once a day on the
affected parts of the skin. That at the same
time the sleeping-place of the dog must be
cleaned and be disinfected is self-evident.
Although creoline is not poisonous, it may be
well to keep the dog muzzled while under
treatment. In about two or three weeks a
cure will be effected, provided the treatment
is properly attended to.

A Saliva Fistula.-J. W. B., West Middle-
town, Pa. You say. a year ago when lancing
a distemper abscess of your colt, the
Stenonian duet of the salivary gland beneath
the ear (the parotis) was cut by accident, and
that since then the opened duct has never
closed, and that the saliva is constantly
flowing out while the animal is eating. Such
a condition is called a saliva fistula, and, as a
rule, can be cured only by destroying the
functions of the salivary glands, especially
in such an old case as yours. This is best
accomplished by injecting through the duct
into the gland either half an ounce of aqua
ammonia or a mixture composed of one ounce
of tincture of iodine, fifteen grains of iodide
of potassium and two ounces of distilled
water. After such an, injection, the gland
will become inflamed and very much swelled,
but the swelling will soon subside, the saliva
will cease to flow, and the gland will become
obsolete. Possibly an abscess may be formed,
but if such should be the case, it can easily be
lanced and be brought to healing. The horse
can spare one salivary gland, because there
are enough left to produce all the saliva that
is needed.

Vitiated Appetite. -s. A. B., Weldon, Ky.
If your cow has such a vitiated appetite that
she chews everything she can gel hold of,
clothes, old leather, etc.. it must be considered
as an indication that her food is defective,
lacking essential constituents needed by the
animal organism, and therefore craved for by
the cow. Consequently, it will be necessary
to change the food, and to give something
that is sufficiently rich in nitrogenous
compounds, phosphates and lime-salts; for
instance, clover or clover hay bran, some
oil-cake, or even soluble hone-meal, etc.
Besides this, I would advise you to induce a
veterinarian to give your cow. once a day,
three days in succession, a hypodermic
injection of two to three grains of Apomor-
phinum hydrochlorieum. If you do this, and
at the same time change the food of your
cow, the latter, unless already in a cachectic
condition, and therefore incurable, will re-
cover in a short time.

DAIN SWEEP GRINDER!
IMPROVED FOR 1896.

LARGEST GRINDING CAPACITY of any mill
on the market. GRINDS ALL KINDS OF GRAIN,
including CORN AND COB, WHEAT, RYE, OATS,
etc., Coareo, Medium or Fine. Auger Force Feed, Steel
Bearings, Chilled Grinding Rings, inches in diam-
eter, thoroughly first-clans in every particular. Most
desirable mill of the kind ever made. Every mill fully
tested before leaving thefactory.
DAIN HANUFACTURING CO., Carrollton.no.

Mention this paper.

TP SUCCESS ONE HORSE W%
Tread poweR

THE MOST
Successful and
Satisfactory

power for running
Cream Separators,
Churns, Pumps, be-
cause it has a Gov-

„ ernor which regu-
lilates the speed to a
|nicety. A success-
ful power for run-
ning small Grind-

ing Mill, Feed Cutter, or any machine, because the
largest horse can work in it with ease. SIMPLE,
EFFECTUAL AND LASTINC. ^ml^S
horse Tread Powers, also Ensilage Cutters, HERO AND
AMERICAN FEED MI1LS. Shellers, Wood Saws, Sweep
Kwbt£ THE CELEBRATED GOODHUE WIND MIUS. etc,

Our 150 page illustrated Catalogue SENT FREE.

APPLETGN MFG. CO. b
9
a
f
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s
Tlls.

Mention this paper.

2 FENCE!
18c Per ROD
Us the cost of wire 50-111

(high. You Can make
'$o rods per day with

our automatic machine. Circulars free.

KOKOMO FENCE HACHINE CO., Kokomo, Ind.

By MURAT HALSTEAD, ESQ.,
For Forty Years a Famous Political Journalist.

Premium No. 460.

Assisted by

williah Mckinley, of ohio.

HON. JOHN SHERMAN,
The Able Statesman on Finance.

With an introduction by

CHAUNCEY M. DEPEW,Esq.,
Tbe Brilliant Orator and Distinguished Citizen.

This is a complete biography, giv-

ing his ancestry, early life, strug-

gles for an education, career as a

soldier, lawyer, statesman and gov-

ernor, his eminent services and
brilliant attainments, rising from
obscurity to world-wide fame. Also

bis home life, church and social

relations. He is the

Great Champion of Protection.

This book also contains a brief

biography of Garret A. Ilobart, the

Republican nominee for vice-pres-

ident.

BEftUTirtlLLY ILLUSTRATED.
Many beautiful illustrations, made from photographs secured expressly
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g for this book, including the latest and best portraits of Mr. and Mrs. McKin-

g ley, views of their home, inside and out, portraits of Republican leaders, etc.

j|
" Life of McKinley," and This Paper One Year, 60 Cents.

k
ft EACH SUBSCRIBER IS ENTITLED TO ONE VOTE IN THE $3,000 PRIZE CONTEST. See page 19.

I Address FARH AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.
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The smallest bird known to the ornithol-

ogists is the West Indian humming-bird. It

weighs but twenty grains.

Have you read the 53,000 prize offers on page
19? If not, do so now. The sooner you send
the more likely you are to get a big prize.

Briggs— " You haven't any idea how much
I suffer from the infernal heat."

The Rev. Mr. Wilgus, mildly—"In anticipa-

tion ? "—Indianapolis Journal.

A LoxDOJf court recently condemned to

three months' imprisonment a man who had
supported himself fifteen years by means of

begging letters. Over five hundred of these

were found in his room. He had squandered
his wife's property, worth STo.OUO.

ACTIONS, NOT WORDS.

There are those who say happiness is

nothing; that one should not care or look

for it. When you hear such a sentiment
expressed, know that the speaker is saying
what in his inmost soul he disbelieves. While
nobody believes that happiness is the only

object to be sought in life, there is not that

human being who, while he lives, say what he
may, is not seeking it openly or unacknowl-
edged to himself. He who loftily waives off

the acknowledgment of this fact generally is

at the same moment finding plausible excuses,

of duty or present necessity, for securing to

himself all possible ease and enjoyment.
What is uncomfortable or disagreeable to do is

sure to be contrary to his ideas of "right."

What he wishes te do can never be " wrong."
By men's actions, not by their words, must we
judge them.

INTERESTING STATISTICS.

The Bureau of Statistics in Berlin records

the fact that of the steam-engines now work-
ing in the world four fifths have been con-

structed during the last twenty-five years.

France has 75,590 stationary and locomotive
boilers, "1,850 boat-boilers and 7,000 locomo-
tives; Germany 59,000 land-boilers, 1,700 ship-

boilers and 10,000 locomotives; Austria, 12,000

boilers and 2,800 locomotives. The working
steam-engines of the United States represent

7,500,000 horse-power; of England, 7,000,000

horse-power; Germany, 4,500,000 horse-power;
France, 3,000,000 horse-power; Austria, 1,500,000

horse-power. The whole number of locomo-

tives in the world is estimated at 105,000,

representing a total of 3.000,000 horse-power;
and tbe world's steam-eugines aggregate more
than 26,000,000 horse-power.—Sun.

DIFFICULTY OF SAVING MONEY.

"Talk about saving money," said a veteran
millionaire to a Buffalo Enquirer reporter, " it

is a hundred times harder now to keep cash in

your pocket than it was when I was a young
fellow and didn't spend a cent. I tell you it's

hard for them to save in these times. Every
young man wants a bicycle, and it's mighty
hard to stand on the street and see your
friends spinning by on wheels, and not invest

yourself. Again, it's a great privation for a

young fellow not to be well dressed. The dis-

tinction between good clothes and poor is so

sharp nowadays that it is galling to be con-

spicuous by cheap attire. Again, there is the

theater, the excursion-boat, the races, and a

score of other inducements to spend money
which hardly existed in my day, and I'm glad

they didn't, for ii they had, I honestly think I

would have been a poor man now."

YELLOWSTONE PARK WATERFALLS.

Yellowstone Park is the great playground of
the water nymph. It revels in rills, mountain
brooks, rivers, both hot and cold, and lakes.
It leaps about the great cataracts, disports
itself in the rapids, flits through the veils of
spray that gracefully sway hither and thither,
and plays in the hundreds of cool trout
streams that wind from sunlight to shadow,
from canyon . to meadow. But it finds its

highest joy in the rnyriad waterfalls that
abound. Here it abandons itself to pleasure
supreme. And what wonder, when such
cataracts, falls and cascades are there. Every-
where you find them. At the Grand Canyon
are the majestic, deep-toned thunders of the
Upper Falls 109 feet, and the Lower Falls 308
feet high. Between the two, Crystal Cacade
tumbles down a deep dark glen into the river.
Over near Yancey's is beautiful Tower Falls.
Isolated in locality, it has for companions the
many black, needle-like towers that are so
stately. Near Norris Geyser Basin are the
Virginia Cascades that go pirouetting down a
gentle declivity, alongside the road. At the
head of Golden Gate is the little Rustic Falls
that glides with gentle murmur down into the
canyon. Gibbon Falls, in the heart of the wild
Gibbon Canyon, is a wide fan of foam and
water sliding down the black, slippery rocks
for a distance of 80 feet still further into the
depths of the range.

If one will take horse and ride from Mam-
moth Hot Springs up the East Gardiner River
road for three miles, he will be repaid by a
sight of two or three lovely falls, deep among
glens and mountain canyons. Overhung by
dark rocks and mountains, with only the
green trees for friends and companions, they
are beautiful pictures in the midst of wild and
rugged scenes.
Besides these there are many more, some

easily accessible, others far within the hills,
that must be searched for by the hardy ex-
plorer. They are gems born to blush unseen,
except to him who goes in search of them and
at the same time derives pleasure and health
from their pursuit.
Send Chas. s. Fee. of the Northern Pacific

Railroad, St. Paul, Minn., six cents for Won-
derland "JO, that describes this beautiful land.

IRccent publications.

Wonderland for 1896, being a beautifully
illustrated and carefully printed book, setting

forth the country reached by the Northern
Pacific railway. " Wonderland " truly ex-

presses the character of the great Northwest
country. From a somewhat extended experi-

ence in traveling in all parts of this country
we rank the Northern Pacific as the best

transcontinental line, for attentive service,

quick time, best dining-car service; in short,

ahead of all others in all that constitutes a
first-class railway. Send six cents' in stamps
to Chas. S. Fee, St. Paul, Minn., for a copy of
" Wonderland."

The People's Bible History, prepared in

the light of recent investigations by some of

the foremost thinkers in Europe and America.
Beautifully illustrated. Edited by Rev. Geo.

C. Lorimer, LB.D., with an introduction by
Right Hon. William Ewart Gladstone, M.P.
Published by the Henry O. Shepard Company,
Chicago.

This book is not intended to take the place

of the Bible, but rather to illuminate its holy
pages with all the light the brightest intel-

lects of these closing days of the nineteenth
century are able to throw upon it. It has
nothing to do with churches, denominations
or creeds. Simply the Bible is taken up and
considered, section by section, and yet its

wondrous beauty as a whole is not detracted

from nor marred in the least.

In order that the work might be the most
comprehensive in its scope and varied in its

character, the Bible has been divided into

historical periods. This also enabled the pub-
lishers to secure the services of scholars in

these several fields of knowledge. There are

fifteen of these historical periods, the articles

upon which we may certainly in all propriety
call books, though the whole fifteen are com-
prised in one book. With the exception of

the books on the Literature and Manuscripts
of the Old and New Testaments, one man
wrote each book. But few men in this world
are thoroughly competent and have sufficient

data at first hand to write upon such exhaust-
less subjects as the literature and manuscripts
of the Testaments, and in these two cases an
additional writer was selected, making seven-

teen contributors for the fifteen books, and
including Mr. Gladstone, who has written the

general introduction, eighteen in all.

In their lifelong researches these eighteen
men have not only exhausted everything per-

tinent to their several subjects available in

the great libraries of the world, including the
British Museum, but have also drawn upon
oriental archaeology. From the imperishable
monuments of Egypt, from the clay tablets

of Tel el-Amarna, from the brick libraries of

Babylon, and from every other source of

knowledge discovered from the dawn of time
to the closing days of the nineteenth century,

they have gathered and garnered into this

mammoth storehouse on Bible history a com-
plete record of the events as they were record-

ed at the time they transpired. Thus, through
the labors of these great scholars are we able

to place before the people all contemporaneous
history which in any way refers to the events

recorded upon the sacred pages of the Bible,

and to throw a calcium light upon the dark

mysteries which have so long seemed past

finding out.

Here is a list of the eighteen contributors,

which you will see at a glance comprises the

brightest scholars, the deepest thinkers and
the brainiest men of two continents. The
list is headed by the Right Honorable William
Ewart Gladstone, followed by such world-

famous men as Prof. A. H. Sayce, Rev. Samuel
Ives Curtiss, Dean Farrar, Rev. Elmer H.

Capen, Rev. Frank W. Gunsaulus, Rev. George

F. Pentecost, Rev. R. S. MacArthur, Rev.

Martyn Snmmerbell, Rev. Frank M. Bristol,

Rev. W. T. Moore, Rev. Edward Everett Hale,

Rev. Joseph Agar Beet, Rev. Casper Rene
Gregory, Rev. William Cleaver Wilkinson,

Rev. Samuel Hart, Rev. J. Monro Gibson, and
lastly, the editor of the work, Rev. George C.

Lorimer.

The book as a whole is a condensed biblical

library. We know of no single book that con-

tains so much that is valuable and reliable on

the Bible, and we heartily indorse it.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.

University of Idaho for 1896-1S97. Moscow,
Idaho.

Year-book of DePauw University. 1S96.

Greencastle, Ind.

A Full Line of Plows of All Kinds. Bucher

& Glbbs Plow Co., Canton, Ohio.

Facts from Users. The De Laval Separator

Co., New York, makers of cream-separators.

Solid Comfort Driving-bit. Duane H. Nash,

Millington, Morris county, N. J.

Catalogue of American Roofing Co., St.

Louis, Mo., and Cincinnati, Ohio.

Catalogue The Kneeland Crystal Creamery

Co., Lansing, Mich.

Buffalo Pitts Steam Road-rollers. The Pitts

Agricultural Works, Buffalo, N. Y.

TO THE FRIGID ZONE.

" Is it true that young Wilson has gone on a

polar expedition?"
"Yes, he lias gone to Boston to see his girl."

—Detroit Free Press.

FORTUNATE AWKWARDNESS.
He—"'Pon my soul. Miss Amy, I never

proposed to a girl before !

"

She—"I believe you; and for your own sake
I'll see that you never do it.again '."—Brooklyn

Life.

SPLENDID OPPORTUNITIES

For home-seelfers and others desirous of
changing their locations are offered in the
great states of Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota,
South Dakota and Nebraska. Fertile and pro-
ductive land is for sale on the most reasonable
terms, and there are many openings for all

classes of business men, particularly farmers
and dairymen. Those interested will be fur-

nished full information, free of charge, upon
application to W. B. KNISKERN, 22 Fifth
Avenue, Chicago, 111.

MLMPER
Samples mailed free. Prices from 2Mc. to
$314 a roll, 8 yds. KAYSEIt Sc ALLMAN.
832-34 Market St., 41S Arch St., PllILAUHPUU.

Qu/aof Pntatnoc " Culture and Keeping of the Sweet
0W6BI rUlalUCO Potato"—a valuable book. Price
5u cents. Jno. C. Bridgwater, Art. Juliet, Tenn.

"Eli" Baling Presses
38 Styles & Sizes for Horse and Steam Power

46 Inch ggaEa Bell

Feed Opening

«

Power Leverage 64 to 1 \sgg? STEEL
Send for 64 page illustrated catalogue.

COLLINS PLOW CO.. 1116 Hampshire SU Quincy, III.

100 * " AG-ENTS-GENERAI" L0CAL 0R

$4?00 DO YOU WANT A JOB . send
^7~>*-*Kw_ SELL'-. AT" SIGHT - j^^. r% w*sK

EASILYMADE star hame fastener co. Chicago, ill

HENCH & DRMQOLD'S

Potato Digger
Positirely the simplest, neatest,

most effective and
cheapest Potato
Digger made.

Will dig more potatoes in a
day than any other digger

1^=,
n

for the price.

HENCH & DR^O^JOLD, itlfrs., Tork, Pa.

$50. Ul TRAVELING

—

ladies or gents selling
National Patent Dish Washer
Greatest seller on earth. Best made,
simple, durable. Price low. Over60,000

j sold. Washes and dries dishes in two
minutes. No muss, slop, scalded fing-
ers or broken dishes. A child can op-
erate. Everyone warranted. Sells on
merit. One sold lays foundation for
ten more. Every hotel, restaurant or
family buy. No canvassing, easy job.

Write for catalogue, wholesale prices and agencv.
World ?JLanuf*jx Co., (N3) Columbus, Ohio.

CREDIT TO A" AGENTS
JN ichols' Wonderful iyi£AX.EJR cures any headache
instantly. Sells like xcildfire. Retails50e. Sample In-
haler for 12 stamps; credit plan free. J. B.MCHOLS, CHICAGO

Wanted-An Idea
Protect your Ideas; they may bring you wealth.
Write JOHN WEDDERBURN Sr. CO.. Patent Attor-
neys, Washington, D. C, for their $1.S»J prize offer
and list of two hundred Inventions wanted.

Who can think
of some simple
thing to patent?

SPEX
BIG JIOXET III SPECTACLES. Send for our
Optical Catalogue—just out. New goods.
Cut prices. F.X. BAILEY, Chicago. I1L

CREDIT IS ALL
JCE.YTS. A 50-cent Nov
elty and our credit plan for

lOo. Jay Nichols, Englewood, III.

<T>Q DAin PER 100 FOR DISTRIBUTING SAMPLES
*DO rMlU of"Washing Fluid. Send 6cstps-A-W. Scott, Coboes, N.r.

V V rni l/C reduced 15 lbs.

§» ffm I
rutr»° a month, any oue

g Sa I can make remedy at borne.
" 31iss M. Ainley. Supply. Ark.,
Bays, "I lost 60 lbs. andfeel splendid." No
starving. No sickness. Samplebox, etc.,
4c. HA LL & CO.,B.,Box4U4,St.Louis,Mo

ABDOMINAL BELTS
for Corpulency and Umbilical Rupture,
Immediate reliefand solid comfort.
Write for particulars and prices.

I.B. SEELEY & C Om
25 S. 1 1th S t

,

3 Phil adelphia, Pa*

DAIN THE BEST,
THE CHEAPEST. -

THE STHONCEST,
THE MOST D URA-S

A PRONOUNCED SUCCESS

ADJUSTABLE, PRACTI-
CAL,SAFETY SEAT, EASY
TO RIDE, SAFETY SHAFT, SAFETY
GUARDS, REASONABLE IN PRICE.

.STEEL CORN CUTTER,
THE VBRD1GT IS UNANIMOUS.

"Works splendid. A valuable implement; an absolute necessity for every com
grower." N. GIBBS, Mt, Vernon, Ho.
"find it satisfactory in every way. I would not raise corn without one."

J. S. HOCKING, Wheatland, N D.
"A success and a great labor-savin? machine. Every fanner ourht to have one."

" b. BROILS. EJruroing. Mo.
"Tbe best corn cutter I ever saw." A. W. SCARBOROUGH, Elmo. Mo.
"Works perfectly. Can cut from five to seven acred per day."

ABRAM GILBERT & SON, Franklin Grove, I :

.

It will cut more corn than any device ever in-
vented and at less expense machines costing $100
to $150 not excepted). For special information,
prices, etc., address

DAIN MANUFACTURING CO.,
, CARROLLTON, HISSOURI.
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LIFE OF

I HON. W. J. BRYAN t

4*

*

*
*

By R. L. METCALF, *
A Distinguished Journalist and Lifelong Friend of Mr. Bryan, and Selected by Him to ^

Write This Biography.

An Official, Accurate and
Complete Biography of the

Presidential Candidate of the

Democratic, Populist and Sil=

ver Parties.

THE GREAT

"BOY ORATOR,"

THE CHAMPION OF

FREE COINAGE, 16 to 1.

A complete and authentic biography,
including bis birth and boyhood on tbe
farm near Salem, Illinois; a student in
school and college, where he led his
classes; a young lawyer; his marriage;
he moves to Lincoln, Nebraska; elected
to Congress; speeches that made him
famous; enters journalism; his great
speech-making tour in tbe cause of free
silver; his wonderful speech at Chicago;
bis nomination.

The Youngest Man Ever

Nominated for President WILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN.

The book is profusely illustrated with exact reproductions from photo-
graphs made expressly for it, including Mr. aud Mrs. Bryan, their chil-

dren and home; also leading free silver statesmen and other interesting
subjects. It is so complete that it makes an excellent *' voters' hand'
book," "the stump-speaker's friend," "a free silver manual," "an
earnest advocate of free coinage independent of any other nation."

*

4
4
*
*

*
*
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»
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" Life of Bryan," and This Paper One Year, 60 Cents.

One answer to voting contest can be »ent with each subscription. See page 19.

Address FARM flflD FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.
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Smiles.

THE DEPREDATING HEN.

Of all tbe things in nature tuat afflict the sons

of men,
There is nothing that I know of beats the

depredating hen

;

If you see a wild-eyed woman firing brickbats

from the shed,

You can. bet a hen has busted up her little

flower-bed.

She plunders and she scratches, she cackles

and she hatches,

And* forty thousand cowboys couldn't keep
her in a pen.

She was sent on earth to fret us, to excoriate

the lettuce;

She's a thoro'-going nuisance, is the depre-

dating hen.

I threw a brick and missed her, as she hustled

out my beans,

But Julius Ctesar's statue was smashed to

smithereens;
I saw her digging rifle-pits where I'd put my

pansies in,

I fired a gaod-sized rock and hit my hired

man on the shin.

She busts all bounds and shackles, she giggles

and she cackles,

-She makes me say some earnest things I

haven't time to pen.

I never used bad language, but now I'm filled

with anguage.
Alas! I've broke the record, thro' that depre-

dating hen.
*

But now thro'oui my cabinet there floats a

pleasant smell,

,And the reason for that perfume isn't hard
to tell

;

for when I rose this morning, saw my cab-

bage-bed a wreck,
.1 caught that depreciating hen and fiercely

wrung her neck

;

I hear her fizz and crackle, no more she'll

scratch and cackle,

Or make my summer garden look like some
hyena's den. . . •- ,

She far too long has bossed me, she far too
much has cost me,

I'U eat at luncheon-time to-day a hundred-
dollar hen.

~^-Tlie Khan.

THE RIGHT PROPORTIONS.

Bridget is, an excellent cook, but like

most women of her profession, she
is opinionated, and insists upon
making all her dishes strictly ac-

«) cowling to her own recipes. Her
mistress gives her very full swing, not only as

to cooking, but as to the purchase of supplies.

The other day her mistress said to her:

"Bridget, the coffee you are giving us is very
good. What kind is it? "

"It's no koind at all, mum," said Bridget;

"it's a mixter."
£' How do you mix it? "

"I make it one quarter Mocha and one
quarter Java and one quarter Rio."

"But that's only three quarters. What do
you put. in for the other quarter?"
"I put in no other quarter at all, mum.

That's where so many sphiles the coffee,

mum—by putting in a foorth quarter.""

—

New
York Observer.

SHOULD SPILL INK IF SHE WANTED TO.

A girl-bachelor says that, housekeeping all

by herself is the very acme of feminine com-
fort, and she refutes the statement about
order being heaven's first law. It was with a

pleasant air of badinage that she assured me
of having emptied a bottle of ink in the

middle of her new rug the night before. I

expressed regret.

"Don't be sorry," said she, and there was
the ring of the unconventional in her tones.

"I like it. It's a joy to be able to spill your
own ink on your own carpet, and have no one

to—well, no one to jaw about it." -

Has a craving for liberty been the cause of

making girl-bachelors of women? There are

no traits of old maids in the entire class. Girl-

bachelors are not relative.—Sew York World.

COMPLIMENTS WORTH HAVING.

A popular lecturer used to tell of two
compliments he had received, each of which
was, as he said, a " gem " in its way. One day
a friend met him on the street, and said,

cheerfully, " I see that you lectured last night.

Sorry I wasn't able to be there. Hope to hear

your lecture when it passes into literature."

This was different from the tribute paid him
by a young man, who, with a grave face and
businesslike air, stepped up to the lecturer

one night, as he left the platform, shook his

hand solemnly, and remarked, with the air

of one making a dry statement of facts, "I
merely wished to say that you are my favorite

writer and speaker," after which he bowed
and abruptly disappeared.

Two thousand three hundred and thirty-

eight prizes will be awarded. Have you tried

for one? If not, do not put it off any longer.

The sooner you send the more likely you are

to get a big prize. See page It).

FROM JUDGE'S DICTIONARY.

Autobiographer—One who strives to make
a hero of himself with becoming modesty.
Annotator—A false friend; a person who

confuses the text, and who is not a believer in

the proverb, let bad enough alone.

Memoirs—Reminiscences of great men,
written by little men to show on what
familiar terms they were with the objects of

their worship.

Literary syndicate—An institution which
employs young men to rewrite the current
encyclopedias.

Critic—A literary pope gifted with infalli-

bility; an individual who seems to eke a

negative enjoyment out of life by pulling

down what others have built, and who seldom
commits himself to tbe jeopardy of any
positive performance. Also a sort of safety-

valve or withholding force preventing an
overproduction of genius.

—

Judge.

HAIR 0N_THE FACE, NECK, ARMS OR ANY PART OF THE PERSON
QUICKLY DISSOLVED AND REMOVED WITH THE NEW SOLUTION

= AOP6H6 =
AND THE GliOWTU FilltKVEIi
* * * ^ IXJURV O

DESTROYED WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST » #DISOiLMKATlON <>K THE M "ST DELICATE PKIN.
Olscovered by Accident.— In Compounding. an incomplete mixture waa MCidentftHj

Bpilled uu the ba^-k of the bam.], aud ou washing Afterward it was discovered that the hair was
completely removed. We purchased the new discovery and named it aCODENB. ltis perfectly
pure, free from all injurious substances, aud so simple auy one can use it. It acts mildly but
nurely, and you » ill be surprised aud delighted with the results. Apply for a few minutes and the
hair disappears a,s if by magic. It has no resetublauee whatever to any other preparation ever used
fnr a like (mipQSO, aud uu Scientific discovery ever attained such wonderful results. IT CANNOT I'

1AIL. If the growth be li;ht, one application will remove it permanently; the heavy
growth such as the beard or hair on moles may require two or more applications before all the
roots are destroyed, although all hair will be removed at each application, and without slightest
injury oruupleasaut feeling when applied or ever afterward, houenk «cpkbckdeh blectkolysis.

-Recommended by all who have tested its merits—Used by people of refinement.-

JUVENILE INSPIRATION.

She was an awfully swell woman, exquisite

of make-up aud languishing of manner. The
children watched her and listened to her as

she conversed with their mama, evidently

with wonder and admiration. A little tot of

three years stood half concealed behind her

mother's skirts, and bashfully regarded the

fashionable visitor. The latter finally got

hold of the childish hand, and patted it

gently, smilingly displaying her own dazzling

fingers.

"Haven't you got anything to say to me,
my child?"
" Es ma'am, if oo pease! "

"That's a dear! Now, what is it? Some-
thing nice, isn't it?"

" Did oo—

"

" Yes, dear?"
"Did oo ever make mud pies? "—Pittsburg

Dispatch.

PROFITABLE WAITING.

Even the children of to-day have an eye to

the main chance. A western man has a little

daughter of whose character, strange to say,

he has an exalted idea, and delights to put it

to harmless tests. One day he said to her,

"My dear, a man this morning offered papa
this roomful of gold if he would sell little

brother. Now, that means gold enough to

fill this room from wall to wall and from floor

to ceiling. If I sell little brother for that sum,
I shall be able to buy everything in the world
you want. Shall I sell him?"
"No, papa," answered the little girl,

promptly; and then, before- her delighted

father could embrace her for expressing so

much unselfish affection, she went on, " Keep
bim till he's bigger. He'll be worth more
then."

HE SUCCEEDED.

"This is the saddest case of all, and yet he

achieved his ambition."
The keeper paused, and with pitying eyes

the visitors gazed on the hopeless, expression-

less face of the patient, from which all traces

of intelligence had vanished.
" How did he come to this sad state? "

" He was out of work and endeavored to

make himself eligible to serve as a petit

juror."— Truth.
: » — .

ITS LOCATION.

"Ah ! for a lame back, I presume? " inquired

t lie druggist, suavely.

"No," replied the callow poet, who had
asked for a porous plaster, "for 'writer's

cramp."
"Pardon me, but how can you apply it to

your wrist?"
" It isn't in my wrist; it's in my stomach."

—

Truth.

LOVE'S HARD ROAD.

One eye was in mourning, and there was a

long strip of court-plaster across the bridge of

his nose.
" Yes," he sighed, " how correct it is that the

course of true love never runs smooth."
" That's right," said his sympathizing friend

;

'\this trying to kiss a girl on a tandem is not
all asphalt and macadam."—Life.

ABSENT-MINDED.

Jenkins—" That was a rather pat blunder
that Rev. Dr. Coinly made while performing
the marriage ceremony for Millie Millions

and Banks Goldbug!
Sylva Chinks—"Indeed! What was it?"

"When he joined their hands, instead of

pronouncing them man aud wife, he said
' Dust to dust !

' "—Life.

REGRET.

Business man—"Yes; I'm sure it is a useful

book. I'm rather sorry I didn't get it some
time ago."

Canvasser—"Then you'll take a copy?"
Business man—"Oh, no; it's too late now!

But if I had had it before you called it might
have saved both of us a great deal of valuable

time."—Puck.

BALD-HEADED.

"Davie, do you know Mr. Baldley?"
"Is he th' feller that's troubled

I ingrowin' hair? "—Judge.
with

We Offer + 1,000

Gentlemen who do uul appreciate nature's girt of a beard, will Iltidla priceless boon in Mudene.
which does away with sua\ iue,. It dissolves and destroy, the life principle of the hair, thereby
rendering its future growth aa utter impossibility, and is guaranteed to he as harmless as water
to the skin. Young persons who find an embarrassing growth or hair coming, should use Modeue

- _ to destroy its growth. Modene sent by mail, iu safety mailing cases, postage paid, (securely
I sealed from observation) on receipt of price. I*. 1.00 per bottle. Send money by letter, with your

full address written plaiuly. (^^Correspondence sacredly private. Postage* stamps received the
same as cash, (always mbntiok vock coi/ntv and this papkk.) Cut this advertisement out.

LOCAL AND I
MODENE MANUFACTURING CO., CINCINNATI, 0., U. S. A.

GENERAL AGENTS Manufacturers of the lllcln-l Grade Hair Preparation*.
WANTED. I You can register your letter at any Post-office to insure its safe delivery.

OKFAILUKE OK THE SLIUUTEST INJURY. I7EVEBT BOTTLE GUARANTEED.
Mention this paper.

TO-BAC
GUARANTEED
TOBACCO
HABIT

Over 1,000,000 boxes sold. 300.000 cures prove its power to destroy the desire for tobacco in anvrorm. Wo-to-bac is the greatest nerve-food in the world. Many pain 10 pounds in 10 davs and it nevertails to make the weak impotent man strong, vigorous and magnetic. Just try a box. You will be de-lighted. We expect you to believe what we say, tor a cure is absolutely guaranteed by drufiL'ists every-where, bend tor our booklet''Don't Tobacco Spit and Smoke Your Life Away." written puaramee and
free sample. AddressTHE ST£KUNGBELIEDY CO., Chicago or Aew York. ja

Mention this paper.

OF 10,000 LARGE POWKRfTL
_Y0U WANT

JUST

ACHROMATIC TEiKSCOPES.

ON SEA

SPECIAL SALE
Positively such
a good Telescope
was never sold for
this price before.
.THESE TELESCOPES
ARE MADE BV ONB
OF TUB LARGEST
M A N U FACTORERS
OP EUROPE , MEAS-
URE CLOSED 19
inches and open over 3 feet in 4 SECTIONS. They ate ii icely b rasa bound, brass safety cap on each end to
exclude dust, etc. with powerful lenses, scieniiuVally grduml ami adjusted. Guaranteed oy the maker.
Heretofore, Telescopes of this size have oeeu sold for from $5.00 to $8.00. Every sojourner ia the couutry or at Beats ido
resorts should certainly secure one of these instruments, and no ninner should be without one. Objec's miles away ure
brought to view wiih astonishing clearness. Sent by mail or fx press, saiely packet), prepaid for only 90 cts. Our new
Catalogue of Watches, etc. sent with each order. This is a grand offer and you should not miss It. We warrant each
Telescope Just as represented or money renin d>it. A customer writes: from "Fulton, N.Y. March 27 —Gents
received your Telescope; am very much pleased wiih !t; it is all yon recommend it to be.—J. L. Hanarts.'* Send
99 cents bv Registered Letter, Post Office Money Order, KittrreH? Monev Order, or Bank Draft payable to our order
Address. EXCELSIOR LtlPOUTIAtw CO., l>c?t M g Excelsior iiuildiug, Aew Vork City, Box 783.'

Mention this paper when you write.

WRITERS WANTED \° ^.copying at home.
v Law UOLLEaB, Luna, Ohio.

MARRIAGE CERTIFICATES. Memorials. Family Records,
each 25c. a for SI. J. Lee, Omaha Bldg., Chicago.

.
.

RUBBER STAMPS. Best made. Immense Catalogue Tree
"to agents. The G. A. Harper Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O. WHM MftMBI H Btt

I

WOMEN Pa^Wl^o!; ^Z^: j

HUrTUK

MOTHERS. Your children cured of bed-wetting.
I¥l Box FREE. DR. F. E. MAY, Akrowsmith, III.

RFn-U/CTTINft CURED. Box FREE.BEU WEI llSlUtl,,. B. Bowan, Milw.ukee, His.

A positive, radical cure at bom«
S*»Vd). Book (ririnir foil particulars
Sent Free. Address DK.W.8. RICE.
BoxF, Smithville, Jeff. Co., N.Y-

AGENTS to sell cigars to dealers; SIS weekly; ex

-

™ perience not required. Samples free. Reply with
2-ce"nt stamp. Katioual Consolidated Co., Chicago, 111.

1 A D ! E 6 mU BIG M0NEY selliT, ~ our MacWnt(>5b Skirt

I Hill £t£} ami other newpoods. Freshterritory. Befirst.

Catalog free, LADIES SUPPLY CO.. 311S Forest A*¥e.,Chicago

ART ofCrayon Fortra.itPainting- taught
by mail free ifyou want work. S3 to $5 a day
made at home. E\ JT. Smith, Portland, Me.

BIG
SDOPITC To men or women, boysrnurilOEasy Work and big

girls.
ork and big pay. No

money required to carry on tbe business.
Address Fahji and Fireside, Springfield, U.

"The Cry of Gold"
is heard
throughout
the land.

Read it. SO pages. Send five two-cent stumps to

BURTON, Room 802, 84 La Salle St., Chicago.

FITS

AGENTS

A Great Remedy Discovered. Send for atrial pack-
age and let it speak for itself. Postage 5 cents.

DK. S. PERKEY, Chicago, Ills.

WANTrD Something new. Big" 1 tw profits. No money re-
quired. Outfit FREE. Send quick.
Farm and Fireside, Springfield, 0.

SALARY
-AND-

lALESMEN
WANTED to sell to dealers,

lopflily and expenses. Ex|n--

nnecessary. Enclosestamp. Acme Cigar Co. Chicago

0% fiPrX^f V 8-5 *000 yearly, no experience re-

i^riC ffClUfvLtS quired, failure impossible: our
Ik.^ % scheme a new one; particulars tree. Address

S.S.Ware Co- Box 5308,Boston,Ma8s.

ladies;
sending- 6 cts. instamps will receive sample
copy ; •'Fa.shioD it Fixing," and issamples
Dress Goods," also our offer how to get a

Bicycle, or pair "Diamond Ear-rings" free.

Address at once. Dnncan, Keller & Co., 156 Fifth Ave., New York.

YOU
You can now grasp a fortune. A new
guide to rapid wealth, witli '210 fine en-
eravings. sent free to any person. This
is a chance of a lifetime. Write at once.

Lynn &Co.4S Bond St. NewYork

tAt free campaign badge*
TO EVERY READER OF THIS PAPER.

. !

Send 2-cent stamp for postage, name of candidate wanted, will

mail you Gold Plated Radge Free and catalog. Agent's £oods. f 5
a day sure. BATES BADGE CO., Box 1540, Boston, Mass.

^% I ^ i ^ %^#| I P Ijke a permanent porf-

fftf |J || | 1 1 f jgfg tionaud«150month-
Wrf -£# gs* ea^ ^ W ^# ly,il'ao write us at once.
We will send you full particulars Free, or a valuable
sample ofour <:oods in Sterling Silver upon receipt
of Five Two cent stamps for postage, etc. Address
Standard Silver Ware Co., Boston, Ma&Si

COMMISSION
With allowance for expenses, to one live, wide-
awake man or woman in each town or city, to intro-
duce goods on a brand-new scheme, never before
worked, resulting in quick sale at almost every
house. Steadv work for the right person. Address
at once, LOCK BOX 4SS, Springfield, Ohio.

Will $500 Help You Out? jjff:
offer yon the Sole Aitencr for an article that is

Wanted in Every Home and Indispensable
in Every Office, sonic-thing that SEEl^S AT
SIGHT. Other articles sell rapidly at Double
the Price, though not answering the purpose
half so well. You can make from $500 tu !»700
ill three months, introducing it, after which it will

bring A Steady, Liberal Income, if properly at-

tended to. Ladies do as well as men, in town or couu-
try. Don't Jliss this Chance. Write at once to

J. W. JONES, illanager, Sprinedeld, Ohio.

FREE TO BALD HEADS.
We will mail on application, free

information how to grow hair upon a
bald head, stop falling hair and re-
move scalp diseases. Address,
Altenlieim Medical Dispensary,
127 East Third Street, Cincinnati, O.

HARVEST

FREE

BIG
MAIL

flllTflT We wi" send .
free °£ charge, to

UU I r II agents everything necessary to

start iu a profitable agency business.

Address Faesi .ino Fireside, Springfield,O

IF YOU WANT TO RECEIVE
Lots of Letters, Papers, Cards, Mag-
azines, Novelties, etc. C* D ET E7
send us 10c. and we Im Em Ei
will put your name in our Agents
Directory, which we send to manufact-
urers, publishers and supply houses.
You also get our new G4-co/. Ilhts. Mag-
azine to 4ao. J807, on trial, all for 10c.
Don't miss this chance. Address at once
XJlSK PUB* CO 18 Federal St., BoBtoo, SUis,

FOR AGENTS
making a pile of money working
for us. All say work is pleasant

and profitable. Particulars sent free on request.
Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, O.

I WANT A MAI
In every city or township to look after my business,
ou salary or commission ; steady work and liberal

pav the year round. One man cleared SI40.45
last week. Places for a few ladies. Don't delay
or bother to send stamps, but write at once to

J. W. JONES, Springfield, Ohio.

McKINLEY
...OR...

BRYAN
OR SOMEBODY ELSE?

S&Bicycles t $3,000 IN PRIZES
Shipped anywhere

\C. O. D., at lowest
^wholesale prices.
|J$100'(Uk«ood' forjri7.50

•Arlington' '• H5.IK)
$65 " Mf.lT.oO
$20 Bicycle " $K>.7S

Latest models, fully f»ofiranteed; pneumatic tires; weiclit I7*ft to

30 lbs., all styles and prices. Larpe illustrated catalogue free.

Cash Buyer's'Union,162 W.V anBurenSt.B-7 Chicago

600 SECOND HAND BICYCLES
all makes JIust Be Closed Out,$r..OO
to .fiO.OO.^ l.OOO New HlQH-fiKADE
'95-'96 models, *25 to £32.50. Stock of bank-
rupt bouse. Sendatoncefordescrtrttivelists.

0. R. Mead & Prentiss, Chicago.

For answers to the question, "Who
will be the next president, and how
many electoral votes will he receive?"

First Prize, $1,000 in Cash.

See page 19 for full particulars.
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40 Cent Patterns for 10 Cents
Any FOUR Patterns, and this paper one year, 60 cents, post-paid

^ull descriptions and directions—as the

number of yards of material required, the

number and names of the different pieces in

the pattern, how to cut and lit and put the

garment together—aresent with each pattern,

with a picture of the garment to go by. These pat-

terns are complete in ever\ particular, there

being a separate pattern for every single piece of

the dress. Your order will be filled the same
day it is received.

For ladies, give BUST measure in inches.

For SKIRT pattern, give WAIST measure in

inches. For misses, boys, girls or children-,

give both BREAST measure in inches and age
in years. Order patterns by their numbers.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

To get BUST and BREAST measure, put the

tape measure ALL of the way around the
body, over the dress close under the arms.

Price of each pattern, 10 cents.

Postage one cetit EXTKA on skirt, tea-gown, and
I othet heavy patterns.

No. 0819.

—

Girls' Xorfolk Suit. 10 cts,

Sizes, (i, S, lu and 12 years.

No. 6824.—Ladies' Waist. 10 cts.
Sizes, 32, 31, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust.

No. 6685.—Ladies' Drawers. 10 cents.
Sizes, 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 inches waist.

No. 6827.—Ladies' Waist, with Applied Basque. 10 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42 inches bust,

N». 6776.—Ladies' Tea-gowx. 11 cts.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42 inches bust.

No. 6S22.—Ladies' and Misses' Blouse
Vests. 10 cents.

Sizes, 32, 34, 36. 38 and 40 inches bust,
and 14 and 16 years.

No. 6804.—Child's Frock. 10 cts.
Sizes, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 years.

No. 6838.—Ladies' Seyex-gored
Skirt. 11 cents.

Sizes, 22, 24, 26, 2S and 30 inches waist.

No. 6836.—Ladies' Waist. 10 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42 inches bust.

No. 6711.—Boys' Fauxtleroy Blouse. 10 cents.
Sizes, 2, 4, 6 and 8 years.

No. 6825.—Ladies' Eton Jacket. 10c.
Sizes, 32, 34, 38, 38, 40 and 42 inches bust.

No. 6884.—Gems' Sailor Suit. 11c. No. 6783 —Lames' skirt. 11 cts.
Sizes, 0, .8, 10, 12 and 14 years. Sizes, 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 inches waist.

No. 6788.—Ladies' Plain Wrapper. 11 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 and 44 iuches bust.

No. 6809.—Child's (Jui.mpe Dress. 10 cents.
Sizes, 2, 4, 6 and 8 years.

No. 6829.—Misses' Shirt-waist,
with Sailor Collar. 10 cts.
Sizes, 10, 12, 14 and 10 years.

No. 6828.—Same Pattern—Ladies'
Size. 10 cents.

Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 Inches bust.

WE HAVE OFFICES IN NEW YORK CITY, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, AND CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

NOTICE.—Send all orders for patterns direct to our central office, to FARM AND FIRESIDE, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, where our stock of patterns is fcept.
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in Prizes
TO SUBSCRIBERS AND
CLUB RAISERS

In order to test the judgment of our subscribers and

club raisers on the results of the presidential election,^

we offer prizes to the amount of Three Thousands

^

Dollars for answers to the question ^ <m %h tse

Who will be the next President, and

how many electoral votes will he

receive t

THE PRIZES

J FIRST CASH PRIZE to the person sending correct answer, $1,000.00

\ Second Cash Prize for the first next nearest to the correct answer, 300.00

1 Third Cash Prize to the person who sends the next best answer,

JO Cash Prizes of Ten Dollars each for the ten next best answers,

50 Cash Prizes of Three Dollars each for the 50 next best answers,

75 Cash Prizes of Two Dollars each for the 75 next best answers,

200 Cash Prizes of One Dollar each for the 200 next best answers,

2,000 Prizes, value of each 50 cents, for the 2,000 next best answers, 1,000.00

2,338 PRIZES/ .- Amount, $3,000.00

100.00

100.00

150.00

150.00

200.00

Each and every answer must be inclosed in the same letter with

the subscription and the money.

Each subscriber is entitled to one answer for each yearly

subscription.

Each agent or club raiser is entitled to send as many answers

as there are yearly subscriptions in each club.

Only those can send answers who send yearly subscriptions

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS AND CONDITIONS.

If at any time be/ore election day two or

morepersons send the correct answer, then the first
prise ofone thousand dollursivillbe equally

divided among those sending the correct answer.

If two or more persons send the next nearest

to the correct answer, then all of the second prize

of three hundred dollars will be awarded

to the person who first sends the next nearest to

the correct answer ; and the one of these answers

that is stamped with the next earliest date will be

considered the next best answer, and all of the

third prize of one hundred dollars will be

awarded to the person sending it. This same plan

will be followed in awarding all of the remaining

prizes.

We will stamp each answer with the day

and hour it is received in our office. No more
than one prize will be awarded to any one

person.

It makes no difference whether subscriptions

are ordered singly or in clubs, with or without

premiums. Offers in back numbers of this

paper may be accepted. In every case each

subscriber is entitled to one answer for each

yearly subscription, and, in addition, the club

raiser is entitled to send as many answers as

there are yearly subscriptions in his club.

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION TERflS.
(Without premiums.)

Farm and Fireside one year, and one answer, 50 cents.

A club of Three, and three answers, One Dollar.

Three years to one address, and three answers, One Dollar.

All subscriptions will be entered for one yearfrom
the date tve receive the order, except the

subscriptions of paid-in-advance subscribers, whose
time will be extended one year from the date on the

yellow label.

HOW TO SEND YOUR ANSWER.

Put your answer on a separate piece of paper
about three inches wide and five inches long.

Suppose you think Smith will be the next
president, and that he will receive tOO electoral

votes; then fill out your answer after this

style

:

SMITH, 400 VOTES.

Answer of

James Johnson,

. . . . .

^

Beaver,

Brown County, Idah

The table below is given to assist you in making up your answer. J-J1

There are 447 electoral votes, divided among the states as follows : J> J>

Alabama II

Arkansas 8
California 9

Colorado 4
Connecticut 0
Delaware 3
Florida..... 4
Georgia 13
Idaho 3
..Illinois 24
Indiana 15
Iowa 13

Kansas. 10

Kentucky 13
Louisiana 8
Maine 6
Maryland 8
Massachusetts 15

Michigan 14

Minnesota 9
Mississippi 9
Missouri 17

Montana. 3
Nebraska 8

Nevada ^ 3
New Hampshire 4

New Jersey 10

Xew York 36

North Carolina 11

North Dakota 3
Ohio 23
Oregon 4

Pennsylvania 32
Rhode Island •.. 4
South Carolina 9
South Dakota 4

Tennessee 12
Texas 15
Utah 3
Vermont... 4

Virginia 12

Washington 4

West Virginia 0
Wisconsin 12
Wyoming 3

Total 447

Set down your estimate of the electoral votes that each state will give*?*

the man you think will be the next ' President, add up, and you will have

an answer. The sooner you send an answer, the more likely you are to^*

get a large prize.

Special Offers
Premium No. 7— Life of Washington.
Premium No. 15.— Life of Lincoln.
Premium No. 34.—Samantha at Saratoga.
Premium No. 11.—People's Atlas.
Premium No. 26—Gems from the Poets.
Premium No. 17—Standard Cook Book.
Premium No. 28.—History of the United States.
Premium No. 460—Life of flcKinley.
Premium No. 470.— Life of Bryan.
Premium No. 30.—Beauties and Wonders of Land and Sea.
Premium No. 195.—Gleason's Horse Book.
Premium No. 14.—Set of 6 Silver=plated Initial Teaspoons.

We will send any ONE of the above-named premiums, and EITHER
Ladies Home Companion one year or Farm and Fireside one year, for

60 cents. —or—
We will send any TWO of the above-named premiums and TWO

yearly subscriptions for One Dollar.

One answer to the voting contest can be sent with each subscription.

Ladies Home Companion
Is a high-class, illustrated woman's magazine, published monthly, with not less than
24 pages and a cover each issue, and during the fall and winter seasons it usually has
from 28 to 32 pages, same size as Farm and Fireside.

The front cover pages are works of art. In literary excellence and artistic features,

in paper and printing, it is one of the foremost American magazines for women. The
contributors are the best of authors, as Harriet Prescott Spoflbrd, Lilian Bell, Opie
Read, Mrs. Mary J. Holmes, "Josiah Allen's Wife," and many others whose names
are a guarantee that every number will be a literary feast.

Four or five serial stories are used a year, which usually cost the publishers about one
thousand dollars each, and when published in book-form sell for a dollar and a half a

copy. Thus each subscriber gets very many times the cost of a yearly subscription in

this way alone.

A great many short stories are also published. In fact, this is one of the leading and
delightful features of the paper, for nothing is so entertaining as good short stories,

beautifully illustrated. They are read and re-read by all who can get hold of the

magazine.

The magazine also covers a •wide field of topics useful and important to women, as

fashions, fancy work, housekeeping, decorations and furnishings, flowers, children's

department, mothers' department, etc. The departments are carefully edited and fully

illustrated. They also help to keep one up with the times by giving the new ideas in

styles, cooking, entertaining, housekeeping, decorating, etc. ,

LADIES HOME COMPANION has nearly a quarter of a million subscribers, and is

unquestionably one of the greatest magazines published for women.

QIOANTICjBAROAIN
The People's Atlas of the Wotdd

Contains 124 pages (each page is 11 inches wide and 14

inches long) and over 200 large illustrations and maps.
It should be in every home and school=room.

Premium No. 11.

4=J 3€I

IT IS ACCURATE.
IT IS AUTHENTIC.

IT IS COMPLETE.
IT IS EDUCATIONAL.

IT IS EXHAUSTIVE.
IT IS CHEAP.

IT GIVES
THE POPULATION

Of Each State and Territory,

Of All Counties of tbe United States,

Of American Cities with Over 5,000 Inhabitants

BY THE LAST
UNITED STATES CENSUS.

Miniature Cat of Atlas. Actual Size, Open, 14 by 22 Inches;
Closed, 14 by 11 Inches.

Excellent flaps.

The excellent maps of all the
states and territories in the Union
are large, full-page, with a num-
ber of double-page maps to repre-
sent the most important states of
our country. All countries on the
face of the earth are shown. Riv-
ers and lakes are accurately located.
All the large cities of the world,
the important towns and most of
the villages of the United States are
given on the maps. It gives a class-
ified list of all nations, with forms
of government, geographical loca-
tion, size and population.

There are Special Features Relating to Each State, and to the United States. A General
Description of the World, with illustrations embellishing nearly every

page. It is Superior to any School Geography.

AN UP-TO-DATE ATI/AS FOR UP-TO-DATE PEOPLE.

Every person who reads needs a concise, accurate and comprehensive Atlas of the World,

for the purpose of geographically locating the stirring events with which the world teems,

and of which we learn, almost coexistent with the occurrence, through the electric currents

that now girdle the globe.

The "People's Atlas," and This Paper One Year, 60 Cents.

One answer to the voting contest can be sent with each subscription.

Postage pai«l toy
us in each case.

For any article on this page order
by the premium number and address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.
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KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE

I L_

zzzz^zzz;

the mesh aaouho the panel shows
mow the Fence is made.

Strong, Hiorougltty Galvanized and
Fully Guaranteed,

Catalogue mailed on application.

KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.,

No. 30 Rush St., - PEORIA, ILL.

Humor.

SAW MILL
Wurks successfully
with 4 h. p. Also
Grinding Mills, Wat-

er Wheels and the best Baling Press made. DeLoach
Mill Mfg. Co.. 300 Highland Ave.. Atlanta. Sa.

FARMER'S

To Pump Water
If vou want water for any purpose

and Lave not the facilities, or want
to change, write for catalogue of the

Celebrated DeLamater-Rider
and Delamater-Ericsson Hot-
Air Pumping Engines.
They will pump water from any

source and force it anywhere. Any
kind of fuel can be used. Address,

DeLAJIATERIROX WORKS,
467 West Broadway, New York City,

III 1
> M M 1

i 1

—
-t-T-

Cablet! Field and Hog Fence,
24 to 5S inches high: Steel Web Picket Lawn Fence;
Poultry. Garden and Kabbit Fence; Steel Gates.
Steel Posts and Steel Rails:Tree.Flower and Tomato
Guards ; SteelWire Pence Board, etc. Catalogue free,

DeKALB FENCE CO., 38 High St., DeKalb, III.

Mention this paper.

THOMPSON'S BANNER**
ROOTS
CUTTERi
Cots all kinds of roots &
vegetables for STOCK
FEEDING. The only _
machine made with self lim
feeder. Warranted to do kM
Perfect work. Feed hM
left in shape to prevent all dan-
ger of choking. Used every-
where, Catalog FREE. Address

O. E. THOMPSON & SONS,|
12RiverStreet.YPSILANTI-MICH.'

Mention this paper.

HETflERYWlHD STACKERS
-MOST PRACTICAL «° MOST POPULAR

AS ARE ALSO Trie

ELT FEEDERS
C SWINGING^
LL MAGI.™
RS U SA

iVATORA O
00D51R'J

jJ5 **r**0 f_

AND SIMGLE" CYLVDER
eompouno
PORTABLE. SKID ^STATIONARY

enGines

CATALOGUE MAIltO TOO THE AilMMO- ASK K>B W

J.I.CV*>t TMXttllNO MICHIII <o

lUCINt WIS.

DOST PROTECTOR
Invalnable to everybody

working iu dust. Thoroughly
tested for many years. The
only reliable protector known.
Nickel plated protector SI,

postpaid. Circulars free.
Agents wanted.

GIBBS RESPIRATOR CO.,

34 La Salle St., Chicago, III.

THE RETURNED PRODIGAL.

This is the old, old place.

The daisies fleck the meadow still like snow.
There is the river in its noisy race,

And—there's the mule 1 mortgaged long ago.

There is the flossy mill,

Whose rotting wheels no more make merry
rhymes;

There the church-tower where the bells are
still,

And—there the grocery where X failed six

ti mes.

There is the old town hall

Crumbling with age, but as I stand and gaze
I hear no more the ancient accents fall.

"1 think I'll give you ten or thirty days."

Scenes of my youth, alas!

But what bent figure in the twilight chill

Comes limping t'ward me over fields of grass?
My creditor, with a remembered bill.

—Fran): L. Stanton, in Atlanta Constitution.

THE MAW OF AN OSTRICH.

An X ray light successfully applied to the
ostriches of any menagerie would reveal the
fact that these birds are winged museums of

themselves. One of a flock of these singular
birds was dissected the other day in Xew York,
and the following articles were discovered:
One wooden clothes-pin, two pieces of glass,

the bottoms of beer bottles, a mouth-har-
monica five inches long and two inches wide,
a metal skate-key, the ferrule of an umbrella,
with a piece of the stick in it about four
inches long, an ordinary- brass door-key five

inches long, a woman's black horn comb, a
woman's silk handkerchief, two pieces of coal

about an inch thick, and three stones about
an inch thick, with some cabbage, grass,

lettuce, celery, common dirt, and a few minor
pieces of vegetables. The ostrich did not die

from the effects of the junk-shop in the
stomach, but from tuberculosis. The bird will

be mounted in the museum, and perhaps the
collection may be framed near by; not to

point out the evil effects of indiscriminate
eating, but to show the use to which an
ostrich's stomach may be put.

HIS CONFESSION.

"Brethren," said the sad-featured man who
had arisen at the experience-meeting, " I wish
to unburden a heavy heart. I am the man-
ufacturer of the Bangup bicycle. For years
I have stated in the public prints that my
wheel is the only first-class bicycle in the
market. Alas! brethren, in those words I did
grave injustice to many of my rivaLs in trade.

The " Bangup " is not the only first-class wheel
in the market. True, it is the best—by far the
best. An experience of twenty-five years has
enabled me to make the " Bangup " a perfect

wheel. Catalogues will be sent free on appli-

cation. I have testimonials—

"

But as he brought forth a package of letters

from an Inside pocket, there was a storm of

interruption. Seventeen sinners and two just

men who did not need repentance rose to shut
him off and to explain that they rode other

wheels.

He sank into bis seat wearily; but there

was a faint smile of satisfaction on his lips.

He felt that he had done his best.—Puck.

Buckeye Wrought Iron Punched Rail Fence.

[ Iron Cresting, Iron Turbine nJ
Bnckeye Wind Engines, Buckeye Force
IMun its, Buckeye, Globe »ni Champion Lawn
Mowers, S*nd for Illustrated Cmlogue tad Prices to

,

MAST, FOOS& CO., SPRINGFIELD, O.

Mention this paper.

IN THE NEW AGE.

The man of the future sat patiently darning
the family socks. From time to time his

mild blue eyes glanced wearily at the pile of

mending at his elbow, and he sighed as he
thought of the raw Irishman in the kitchen,

who needed incessant instruction in the
simplest details of culinary art. Two noisy,

sturdy girls, as aggressive as became their sex,

romped merrily about the sewing-room,
aggravating his headache, while their gentle

little brother sat quietly by his father's side,

studying the pictures in an old book of

bygone fashions, which he had found, and
which appealed, of course, to the instincts of

the miniature man.
" Look, father! " he said, pointing to an old

print of the year 1S90; " see what queer clothes

that man has on! What are they? Did men
really wear them then?"
"Yes, dear," said his father, laying down

his needle for a moment and bending over the
page; "I never saw any, but father once told

me that grandfather wore them when he vvus

a hoy. They called them pantaloons."— Life.

IN POSITION TO BE INDEPENDENT.

Willie and his big sister didn't
very well. Willie was only seven and his

sister seventeen, but he resented her" bussing."

One day Willie's mama had something to

tell him—a piece of news from the household
of his still older sister, who had married a
year before.

" Willie," said mama, "tiod left a little baby
at sister Mary's house last night. You're an
uncle now, my boy. How do you like that?"
"Well," said Willie, after weighing the

matter over carefully a minute, "I'll just tell

you this: If 1 am Uncle Will, Lizzie ain't
j

goin' to boss me uo more."—Xew York World.

More Potash 'CORN FODDER

in the fertilizers applied

on the farm means
larger and better yields

of crops, permanent
improvement ot the

soil a-nd

More Money
in the farmer's pocket.
All about Potash— the results of its use

by actual experiment on the best farms in
tkc United States— is told in a little "book
which we publish and will gladly mail free
to anv farmer in America who will write
for it

GERMAN KALI WORKS,
93 Nassau St., New York.

Mention this paper.

is the Farmers

Gold Mine

this year. Cut it quick and cheaply with

THE SCIENTIFIC

CORN HARVESTER
Safety

Seats

Adjustable I

Safety Shafts

Hinged

Wings

Best on

Earth

Because it is

EASIEST to HANDLE,
SAFEST to OPERATE,

HANDIEST to STORE AWAY.
Will save many times its cost in one season. W«

I

have several 6tyles, prices just right. Send for ratal

THE FOOS MFC. CO., Springfield, O.

WHITMAN'SS,
Always Victor-

ious. A Full Line.
Buy the BEST.
Send for Circu-
lars. "Warranted
Superior to any

in use. The Largest Hay Press Factory in
America. WH1IS1S AGCIC'L CO., St. Louis, Ho.

Mention this paper.

The Ten Year Test
This Is attracting considerable attention among

fence buyers. They realize that all wire fences are
nice when first put up, but that very few are presenta-
ble after two or three years. After ten years service
there is but one able to answer roll call

—

The Page Woven Wire Fence, made at Adrian, Mich.

Mention this paper. GEO.ER TEL & C O QUINCV. ill.*
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If thrown from a

Dietz Victor Tubular Lantern
will rival the sunlight. The most popular lantern on
the market. Victor is fitted with handy device for
lifting globe to light and trim. Oil fount made of a
solid tinned steel plate shaped and then retinned. Best
quality only globe and burner used; they lock down se-
curely. Ask your dealer for DIETZ LANTERNS—accept no other. Write for free pocket catalogue.

R. E. DIETZ COriPANY, <So Laight St., NewYork. A
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Mention this paper when you write.

CUT PRICES ON PUMPS7
Everything the farmer sells is low. Who
sells low to him ? We have repeatedly refused
to join, and, therefore, defeated windmill combi-
nations, and have, since '89, reduced the cost of

wind power to one-sixth what it was.
1

,

I We believe in low prices, high grades
'

1 and large sales. No one knows the
best pump or prices until he knows
lours. We make short hand and long
power stroke pumps, with best seam-

,

CrtlCZr/s less brass tube cylinder, lower than
,^wQ iron ones—a 2j£ x 16 inch at $2.12. Tell

yonr dealer. Buy none other. Aermotor prices and
goods are always best. Through gratitude, and

because we are price makers, and are safest to
deal with, the world has given us more than half

its windmill business. We have 20 branch houses— ^

.one near you. Write for beautifully illustrated circular^

Mention this paper when writing.

The Wprll Famous BIRDSELL

Received Highest Award, World's Fair,
... CHICAGO, 1893. .........

WE WILL MAIL FREE TO EVERY FARMER "DTDPiCUT T Tl^TPt^ f"Y"^
SENDING HIS NAME AND ADDRESS, CIRCU- XjAjTAL/OCL/Lj lVirVj* \>Vr
LAR WHICH FULLY ILLUSTRATES AND DE- _ rjCrVTrN TrVTr,
SCRIBES THIS CELEBRATED WAGON. Address SOU 1 H DClNlJ. 11N1J.

Mention this paper when you write.
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From the eighth statistical report of the Interstate

Commerce Commission we take the following: The
total railway mileage in the United States June 30, 1895,

was 180,657.47 miles, an increase of 1,948.02 during the

year. The number of men employed by railways was

785,034, an increase of 5,42G over the preceding year. The
amount of railway capital June 30, 1895, was §10,985,203,125,

or §63,330 per mile of line. The increase during the year

was §1,88,729,312. Of the capital stock outstanding, a large

amount paid no dividend. The total amount of div-

idends was §S5,2S7,543, which would be produced by an

average rate of 5.74 per cent on the amount of stock on

which some dividend was declared. The number of pas-

sengers carried during the year was 507,421,362, a decrease

of 33,266,837 from the preceding year. The number of

tons of freight carried was 696,761.171. an increase of

58,574,618 for the yean The gross earnings for the year

were §1,075.371,4-2. an increase of §2,009,665. Passenger

revenue was §252,240,180, a decrease of nearly 12 per cent

from the preceding year. Freight revenue was §729,993,-

462, an increase of 4.36 per cent. The number of railway

employees killed during the year was 1,811, and the

number injured, 25,096. The number of passengers

killed was 170, the number injured, 2,375. The number
of passengers carried for each passenger killed during

the year was 2,984,832. For every passenger killed

71,690,743 passenger miles were accomplished. In respect

to railway casualties, considerable advance was made
during the year ending June 30, 1895, due to the fitting of

equipment with automatic appliances and to the raising

of the character of railway service and grade of railway

equipment.

In the summer of 1S93 Dr. Xansen sailed in the Fram on

an Arctic expedition. Last month he and a compan-

ion were accidentally found on Franz Josef Land by Mr.

Jackson, of the British polar expedition, and were carried

to England on the Windward. Dr. Hansen has achieved

success in getting nearer the north pole than any of his

predecessors. About New-Year's, 1S95, the Fram reached

north latitude 83° 24', a higher latitude than had ever

before been reached. A few days later the Fram was

solidly frozen up in a great ice-floe. Since then, as far as

known, the Fram has been drifting with the floe in the

Arctic sea. With Lieutenant Johansen Dr. Xansen left

the vessel, and set out with dogs and sledges on an explo-

ration northward over the frozen sea. He describes part

of this journey as follows:

" On March 3d we reached 84° 4' north. Johansen and
I left the Fram on March 14, 1895, at 83° 59' north and
102° 27' east. Our purpose was to explore the sea to the

north and reach the highest latitude possible, and then

to go to Spitzbergen via Franz Josef Land, where we felt

certain to find a ship. We had twenty-eight dogs, two
sledges, and two kayaks for possible open water. . . .

On March 22d we were at 85° 10' north. Although the

dog's were less enduring than we hoped, still they were
tolerably good. The ice now became rougher, and the

.drift contrary. On March 25th we had only reached

S5° 19' north, and on March 29th, 85° 30'.

" We were now evidently drifting fast toward the

south. Our progress was very slow. It was fatiguing to

work our way and carry our sledges over the high hum-
mocks constantly being built by the floes grinding

against each other. The ice was in strong movement,
and the ice pressure was heard in all directions.

"On April 3d we were at 85° 50' north, constantly

hoping to meet smoother ice. On April 4th we reached
86° 3' north, but the ice became rougher, until on April

7th it got so bad that I considered it unwise to continue

our march in a northerly direction.

" We were then at 86° 14' north. We then made an
excursion on ski farther northward in order to examine
as to the possibility of a further advance. But we could

we see nothing but ice of the same description, hummock
and hummock to the horizon, looking like a sea of

frozen breakers. We had had low temperature, and
during three weeks it was in the neighborhood of 40°

below zero. On April 1st it rose again to 8° below zero,

but soon sank again to 3S°. When a good wind was blow-

ing in this temperature we did not feel comfortable in our

too thin woolen clothing. To save weight we had left our
fur suits on board ship. The minimum temperature in

March was 49° and the maximum was 24°. In April the

minimum was 3S° and the maximum 20°.

"We saw no sign of land in any direction. In fact, the

floe of ice seemed to move so freely before the wind that

there could not have been anything in the way of land to

stop it for a long distance off. We were now drifting

rapidly northward.
" On April 8th we began our march toward Franz

Josef Land. On April 12th our watches ran down, owing
to the unusual length of the day march. After that

date we were uncertain as to our longitude, but hoped
that our dead-reckoning was perfectly correct. As we
came south we met many cracks, which greatly retarded

our progress. The provisions were rapidly decreasing.

The dogs were killed, one after the other, to feed the

rest."
<»-

After a perilous journey southward over the frozen sea,

through open water and over ice-capped islands, Xansen
finally reached Franz Josef Land in August, and remained

in winter quarters until May, 1896. He then resumed his

journey over the ice-pack toward Spitzbergen. His acci-

dental meeting with Mr. Jackson June 17th was the

climax of one of the most remarkable of Arctic

explorations.

The time for seeding winter wheat is near, and
farmers are studying the problem of acreage and

prices. How much wheat should be sown? What will

the price be after next harvest? It is putting it mildly to

say that the average wheat-grower is a discouraged man.

For four years the farm value of his crop of wheat has

been less than §7 an acre. There is not much hope for

the average grower of wheat, or the average producer of

any other farm crop, for that matter. The only relief in

sight for him is to quit that kind of farming. The aver-

age yield to the acre in 1895 was 13.7 bushels. Good
farming easily increases that yield to 25 bushels an acre.

Even at present low prices the farmer who produces 25

bushels an acre finds a profit in raising wheat.

Future profits in wheat seem to be in the direction of

less area, larger yield to the acre and lower cost of pro-

duction—better farming—rather than in much higher

prices. Prices are governed by the world's supply and
demand. The cause of falling prices in recent years is

excess of production. Farm prices in the United States

follow the world's production. They may lie high when
our crop is large, and low when our crop is small.

A few months ago Bradsireet's published a table of the

wheat crop of the world by countries, for the six-year

period of 1890-1895. The accompanying estimates of

wheat production for the world and the United States

are taken from that table. The average farm prices are

from the Yearbook of the United States Department of

Agriculture for 1895.

YEARS.

WHEAT PRODUCTION. Average
Farm
Price,
United
States.World. United States.

Bushels. Bushels. Cents.
1890 2.265.240,000 424.000.000 83.8
1891 2,382,480,000 080,000.000 83.9

1892 2.410,960.000 552,000.000 62.4
2,458,080,000 450,000.000 53.8

1894 2,507,000.000 512,000.000 49.1
1895 2,451,000,000 496,000,000 50.9

The world's production of wheat increased steadily and
heavily from 1890 to 1S94. In this period the average

annual increase was over 75,000,000 bushels. It is esti-

mated that the ordinary consumption of wheat for

human food increases about 8,000,000 bushels annually.

It is evident that the world's production of wheat in

recent years has been increasing much faster than the

bread-eating population of the world.

In 1894 the wheat crop of the world was the largest

ever produced, and the price, both at home and abroad,

was the lowest in a period of thirty years. In 1895 pro-

duction fell back to the production of 1893, and there was
a partial recovery in price. It is not safe to predict any-

thing as to prices in the future. They may be higher,

but there are vast new areas of wheat production pour-

ing out their golden treasures, and ocean transportation

is marvelously cheap.

The accompanying table of the total production, aver-

age yield and average farm price of oats has been

compiled from the 1895 Yearbook of the United States

Department of Agriculture. In 1895 the crop of oats was
the largest ever grown in the United States, and the

average farm price the lowest in a period of many years.

YEAR. PRODUCTION OF OATS.
Average yield

per acre.
Average value
per bushel.

1893 638,854,850 bushels 23 4 bushels 29.4 cents
J 891 602,030.928 24.5 " 32.4 "

1895 824.443,537 " 29.6 " 19.9 "

Compared with the preceding year, the crop increased

over 102,000,000 bushels, or over twenty-four per cent.

But this increase alone does not give the full reason for

the heavy decline in price. During the year 1895 the

number of horses in the country decreased over 769,000,

or over four and four fifths percent. With a phenom-
enal crop, and less horses to eat it, low prices were

inevitable.

After thorough investigation, Mr. W. B. Snow,
formerly assistant statistician of the Department of

Agriculture, estimates the total number of sheep now in

the country at about 32,000,000. If this estimate is cor-

rect, the number of sheep has declined over 15,270,000 in

three years. It is not strange that the value of the wool
and woolens imported into the country increased

§30,000,000 from 1S94 to 1895.
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Varieties

Red, 29.S2, ami CurreH's Prolific, 29.0(3

bushels. For those tested four years, the

yield of the first three is as follows: Royal
Australian, 30.5G; Canada Wonder, 29.(30,

and Jones' Square Head, 29.11 bushels. It

'

vicinity, and straw not less than SC. I do
not feel able to buy hay, knowing that I

can winter my stock much more cheaply

by using small quantities of corn-stalks

and straw, and heavier rations of grains

YIELD OF WHEAT VARIETIES \m, AND THE AVERAGE YIELD FOR SEVEN YEARS.
30 Cents.

The above rates include the payment of
postage by us. All subscriptions commence
with the issue on press when order is received.

Subscribers receive this paper twice a month,
which is twice as often as most other farm
and family journals are issued.

The comparison of new
and standard varieties of

of Wheat. wneat begun by the state

college agricultural experiment station in

1890 has been continued through the pres-

ent season. They were grown under as

nearly similar conditions of soil, exposure,

fertilizer, drainage, culture, etc., as possi-

ble, and the yields reported are from care-

ful weighing of the product of the different

plots made at the time of threshing.

The plots were one thirtietli of an acre in

size. The land was plowed August 27th

to the depth of seven or eight inches,

thoroughly pulverized and firmed. The
rotation followed is wheat, grass, potatoes

and oats.

Two hundred pounds dissolved bone-

black, containing 16.37 per cent phosphoric

acid, was applied per acre at the time of

seeding, and twenty tons of yard manure
before the land was plowed. All the vari-

eties were sown at the rate of six pecks

per acre.

Sixteen of the varieties have been grown
skle by side for the past seven years.

Seven have been under trial for four con-

secutive years, four for three years and
four for one year.

About ten per cent of all the varieties

were winter-killed. There was very little

difference in the amount of the different

varieties killed, with the exception of the

Golden Cross, which had about forty per

cent winter-killed, and the Reliable, which

had about twenty-five per cent winter-

killed. The Reliable was sown at the

northwest end of the field, so that the

large amount winter-killed was probably

due as much to the position of the plot as

to the variety itself.

In 1896 the Ontario Wonder, a smooth
amber wheat, produced :50.57 bushels per
acre, the largest yield of any variety

tested. Following this variety in the

order of their production are: Fulcaster,

29.81; Wyandotte Red, 27.99; Royal Aus-
tralian, 27.75; Mediterranean, 27.57; Cur-

reH's Prolific, 27.56; Jones' Square Head,
2(3.97; Red Fultz, 26.52, and German Em-
peror, 26.46 bushels.

A far safer measure of the varieties tested

will be found in the column showiug the

average yield for all the years tested. For
the varieties tested seven years, the aver-

age yield of the first six is as follows:

Reliable. .",2.21; Fulcaster, :50.75; Ontario

Wonder, 30.22; Valley, 29.S9; Wyandotte

1896 1890— 1896. AVKKAGE

Grain y'ld Grain y'ldlStraw y'ld
per acre per acre per acre
bus. 601t>s. bus. lbs.

1 Reliable
2 Fulcaster
3 Ontario Wonder
4 Valley
5 Wyandotte Red
0 CurreH's Prolific
7 Deitz Longlierry Red.
8 Mediterranean
9 German Emperor
lu Red Fultz
11 Fin ley
12 Fultz
13 Mealy
14 Theiss
15 Extra Early Oakly
16 Democrat

23.9-5

29.81

30.57
25.14

27 99
27.56
24.61
27.57
26.46

26 52
24.63
21.5S
22.93

22 12
19.97

19.61

32.21

30.75
30.22

29.S9
29.82
29.66
29.31
28.10
27.98
27.97
27.93
27.8-5

27.83
27.63
27.36
27.34

3797
4047
3245
4020
3107
3398
3734
3726
3295
.3-516

2995
3066
3031
33931

3075
3455

W'ght per
struck
bushels.

62,83
62 80
61.43
62.57

.63.39

62.80
62.78
62.67

62.10
61.77

62.56
63.01
60.14
61.82
62.57
62.61

Beardedor
smooth
chaff

B
B
S
B
S
s
B
B
S
s
s
s
s
B
s
B

Color of
grain, red,
amber or
wnite.

R
R
A
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
A

1S93—1896 AVERAGE 4 YEARS.

li Royal Australian
18 Canada Wonder
19 Jones' Square Head..
20 The Pool
21 American Bronze....
22 Rudy
23 Jones' Winter Fife...

27.75 30.56 3197 61.64 S w
2-5.59 29.60 3327 63.52 B R
26.97 29.11 2953 60.30 S W
24.43 28.54 2928 63.02 S R
23.02 27.88 2994 62.42 S A
25.92 27.81 3020 62.08 B R
19.97 27.16 3080 61.41 S R
1S94—1896 AVERAGE 3 YEARS.

24 Miami Valley
25 Oregon
26 Egyptian
27 Witter
28 Forty Fold
29 Reliable Minnesota..
30 Rochester Red
31 Golden Cross

20.71
20.26
19.66
17.36
24.13
22.78
21.85
11.52

27.39
27.24
26.97
25.22

2912
2722
3023
2917

62.23
62.00
62.53
62.67

B
S
S
S
-

B
S
B

R
A
R
RW
A
A
R

Average of 31 Varieties.

.. .. • > — 66

Av. of 12 Bearded Var. ..

66 64 J© " "

Av. of 19 Smooth Var....

66 66 J- Ctf 66

J3.74

23.2S

24.03

2S.49

29.00

2S.19

325^

3543

3091

62.29

62.59

62.11

will be noted that the order of yield for

1896 varies considerably from that of all

the years in which the varieties were
tested, proving that the results obtained

from a single year's trial is not an accurate

test of the value of a variety, but that it

should be continued through at least two
or three years in order that the test be
of any material value.

—

Notes from the

Pennsylvania experiment station.

Oats and Peas.

NOTES AND COMMENTS.

Early last spring I sup-

posed I had provided lor

plenty of coarse fodder for my stock,

especially in corn-stalks and straw. Then

and linseed-meal, than by feeding largely

of hay, especially if that happens to be

timothy, as in most cases. But I have tried

to help out in another way, and I consider

it so eminently useful, convenient and
profitable, that I shall make it a point to

resort to the same expedient more largely

hereafter. Some weeks ago I began
making sowings of oats and peas in small

lots, and I am going to keep it up untjl

early in September. The first sowings are

up nicely, and are making good headway.

j
In two or three weeks more I shall begin

to cut and feed the green stuff, thus saving

the hay, etc., already in the barn, and I

shall continue to feed green oats and peas
I as long as the season will allow. If at any

\ / K \i\

coarse food we can have. Our horses and
cattle like it, and do well on it. Of course,
it has to be cut while yet quite green.

Dwarf A few da 5"s aE° my boys
brought in some extra fine

pp es-
specimens of Red Astrachan

apples, plucked from a dwarf tree on the
grounds. I have a row of such dwarls
containing one tree each of about a dozen
different varieties. The trees bear young.
They are now only six or seven years old,

and well set with fruit. On the whole, I

do not think much of these trees, since I
have so many older standards which this

year are filled to breaking with choice
fruit. Yet I can well agree with every
word of the following summary given by
Professor E. G. Lodernan, in a recent
bulletin (No. 116) on " Dwarf Apples,"' pub-
lished by the Cornell University exper-
iment station:

" The evidence shows that dwarf apple-
trees have been so little and so carelessly
grown in this state that no definite evidence
of their value can be obtained. Nearly all

writers and correspondents agree in saying
that they are unprofitable for commercial
planting, although they are equally ready
to admit that the trees may be satisfactory

as single specimens or as ornaments in the
garden. It is a general and apparently
well-founded opinion that apples grown on
dwarf trees are handsomer and of better
quality than those grown upon standards.
This suggests that dwarf trees may be
profitably employed for growing varieties
which are suitable for very fancy or dessert
uses. Dwarf trees can be easily sprayed
and tended, and the fruit can be carefully
thinned. They may be planted as close as
eight feet apart each way, although a
greater distance is probably preferable. A
mature dwarf tree which has been well
grown may average two or three pecks of
apples each year. The Paradise is evidently
the best stock to use, but this stock is not
perfectly uniform in habit of growth or in
the size which it may attain. In short, the
name Paradise belongs rather to a class of
very dwarf-growing apple-trees than to

any single and definite variety. These
Paradise stocks are grown from layers,

chiefly in France, whence our nurserymen
obtain them. From all the evidence which
I have been able to collect, therefore, I can-
not advise the planting of dwarf apple-
trees for commercial rewards, but it seems
to me, nevertheless, that they are worth
experimenting with for this purpose."

Mr. Lodernan, however, has failed to
mention one very good use we can often
make of the dwarf apple; namely, as stock
upon which to graft varieties for testing.

The amateur who has no large trees at
command, but likes to test the various
varieties as introduced, can easily do so by
planting a row of dwarf apple-trees in his

garden where they will require but little

room, and then graft a few scions of new
varieties into the branches. Thus he will

be able to get fruit within two or three
years. The illustration shows a six-year-

old dwarf apple-tree (Ben Davis) at Cornell,

after pruning. It is given as a type of the
dwarf apple. Professor Lodernan says of it:

"The pruning has been severe, as the
tree has already reached such size that
further increase should be made slowly.
Much wood is allowed to remain near the
ground and in the center of the tree, for it

is always easier to remove superfluous
branches than it is to insert them where
they are wanted. The form of the pruned
tree is that of a rather broad vase, this
being the shape which the tree naturally
assumes. During the coming season it

should be well provided with foliage, so
that none of the main branches shall be
exposed to the full glare of the summer
sun."

/ * * «

Dwarf Apple (Ben Davis), Pruned.

I found my hay crop short and the oat
[
time I have more than my stock require, I

straw rusting, and corn failing to start and shall cut and store it like hay. Heretofore

grow as I had expected, so that the out- I have only fed this stuff in earl}- or mid-

come will be a decided shortage of fodder, summer; hereafter I shall have it right

This to me means a heavy cash outlay, for along during summer and fall. It is just

hay will cost §15 to §20 per ton in this : about as cheap and easily produced as any

Varieties Suitable Mr. Barry, in the
fruit Oarden,e\ves

for Dwarfing:.
the foUowing , jst

of varieties suitable for growing ou dwarf
trees: " Large Sweet Bough, Alexander,
Red Astrachan, Primate, Beauty of Kent,
Duchess of Oldenburg, Williams Favorite,

Fall Pippin, Gravcnstein, Hawthoindon,
Maiden Blush, Red Bietigheimer, Porter,

Mcnagere, Bailey Sweet, Canada Reinette,

Northern Spy, Mother, King of Tompkins
County, Twenty-ounce, TVagener." Pro-
fessor Lodernan adds to this list Jonathan
and Ben Davis, both doing well when
dwarfed. T. Greinkh.
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FARM THEORY AND PRACTICE.

Waste in Fertilizers.— Secre-

tary Edge, of the Pennsyl-
vania department of agricul-

ture, is a most practical and
successful farmer, and for many years was
secretary of the state board of agriculture.

His position has demanded close attention

to commercial fertilizers, their analyses and
use. In a lecture before the state board last

winter, Mr. Edge said: "It is enough to

assert my belief that if the balance-sheet

be struck as applying to their [chemical
fertilizers] use at large, the average farmer
will rind that he is out of pocket, more
especially if it were possible for him to

take into the estimate the results to his

land and the lower food value of the crops

grown under their stimulus. I feel safe in

asserting that commercial fertilizers—apart

from some of the better grades, as ground
bone—are not manures in the proper sense
of the term, but simply stimulants that

promote a rapid or forced growth, at the

expense of the soil, and, as I may show
further on, of the nutrient character of the

product."
« * »

A Complicated Problem.—The fore-

going seems a strong statement of the case,

and would be set down as a thoughtless

exaggeration were it not for the known
experience and ability of the speaker. If

it be true that the average farmer is a loser

by reason of use of chemical fertilizers, it

is time to give this question more thor-

ough study. The obstacles in the way of

getting at the truth seem nearly insur-

mountable, and yet it is every farmer's

business to know whether he should use

chemicals, and if so, what ones and in

what quantities. Large quantities are used
blindly without tests, but the worst of it

is that a test may be wholly misleading.

The fact that an application of commercial
fertilizers to a field causes sufficient in-

crease in the crop to give an apparent

profit on the investment in chemicals,

does not afford proof that such applica-

tions are desirable and will prove to be in

line with, good farm practice. In some
cases they are the thing needed, and in

other cases they pave the way to sterility

of the soil and bankruptcy of the farmer.

Some Fertilizers a Stimulant.—I am
well aware that fertilizer agents sneer

freely at the man who intimates that

chemicals in the form of our ordinary fer-

tilizers are other than simple plant-food,

but many of our most advanced farmers
are now convinced that some of the ferti-

lizers in common use owe their results to

their effect upon the soil rather than to the
plant-food contained in them. They pro-

duce certain chemical changes in the soil

that enable it to surrender its strength to

the growing plant, and a fair crop results,

but the soil is left in bad condition for the

future. When the ground is again broken,

its dependence upon chemicals is greater

than ever, and there is gradual increase of

fertilizer bills or else decrease in yields.

This is not true of all commercial fertili-

zers, probably, and it may possibly not be

necessarily true of any, but what is most
to our purpose, it is true in ordinary prac-

tice, whether the fault lie with the chem-
icals or our unscientific use of them.

Alleged Hostility to Chemicals.—An
eastern publication, professing to be the

organ of the fertilizer manufacturers' asso-

ciation, says in a late number: "The
almost universal hostility of the state and
national agricultural officials in this coun-

try to fertilizer manufacturers stands in

vivid contrast to action of similar officials

in other countries." This quotation is

made only to show that our impartial

leaders in agricultural knowledge feel that

we should not be too swift to incur heavy
liabilities for fertilizers without more thor-

ough investigation than has yet been given

this question. Much land is being grad-

ually impoverished by present methods of

fertilization, and it does no good to infer

that a certain combination of chemicals is

a good thing because an application shows
some results for the time. The question

is, "After a series of years has the soil be-

come better, more productive and safe for

cropping? " There is no hostility to chem-
icals in this question. The experiment
station, farm journal or writer that does

not want the exact truth, regardless of

special interests, is unworthy the confi-

dence of the farmers. Hostility is a childish

charge. The truth is the thing wanted.

Plot Experiments.—This same publica-

tion says: "The experimental plot will

say one thing this year and another thing

next year. In the hands of the illy trained

skeptic it will prove wonderful tilings. By
its use, farmers are claimed to be able to

tell just what their soil needs, in pounds
and ounces. There are perhaps half a

dozen men in this country to-day who
know how to properly manage an exper-

iment plot, and not one of these men are

farmers." If this be true, then indeed are

we in a bad way. I grant that we cannot

tell with ease what the future results of

the use of chemicals upon the soil for a

few years will be—cannot tell whether the

brand will prove to lie chiefly what Secre-

tary Edge terms a "stimulant"—but it is

only by farm tests that we may know
whether there is any present profit from
use of certain brands of fertilizers. This

condemnation of plot experiments is fail-

proof of their value. We cannot afford to

run along in a blind way, and it certainly

is not business to let agents determine the

amount of money we will invest in chem-
icals, and what brands we will take.

What the Farmer May Do—The prob-

lem of fertilization is a big one. The in-

dividual farmer must help solve it for

himself. He wants to bear in mind the

fact that the value of a fertilizer cannot be

gaged solely by its effect upon yields suc-

ceeding its application. The soil may be

growing permanently more unproductive
when not assisted by chemicals. Some
brands are only stimulants. He wants to

bear in mind that fertilizers should be

used chiefly to insure heavy sods, and that

worn soils often need nothing but an

abundance of humus to restore them to a

state of productiveness similar to that of

new, fertile soils. He wants to make field

tests, using plant-food from various

sources and in varying quantities. He
wants to entertain no prejudice for or

against chemicals, but to strive to learn by
tests what will cause permanent improve-

ment of his soil in the least expensive

way. David.

WEED-HOLDER.

The accompanying illustration shows a

weed-holder designed by Mr. Singleton, of

Georgia. The main part is a smooth,

round piece of hickory wood, eighteen

inches long and four inches in diameter.

This is attached to the plow-beam by two

arms, eighteen or twenty inches long.

The arms are bolted loosely to the beam, so

they can move easily and the weight can

ride over obstructions. The adj ustable pin

in the furrow-end of the hickory piece

holds the weeds in line, so that they will be

completely covered by the plow.

The heaviest growth of tall weeds can be

pressed down and covered up in the bot-

tom of the furrow with this simple device.

DAIRY GOSSIP.

Why keep cows except for profit? How
large a per cent are known to be profitable?

A late report states that the average

amount of butter a cow produces in a year

in the state of Indiana is but one hundred

and twenty-five pounds. This is a very

small amount, but there are some excellent

cows in Indiana that make several times

that amount in a year; hence there must
be a great number of cows that are below

the average. The great state of Ohio makes

a still worse showing, according to the

statistics, and who is to blame for such

conditions? Not the cows, surely, for they

are possessed of certain capacity for pro-

duction from birth.

The trouble is we are not careful enough

in selecting our cows. We select more
from the symmetrical appearance, judging

too often, even then, from a beef stand-

point rather than from any idea as to

capacity for butter production. I believe

that no cow can be profitable to the owner
that is not capable of producing at least

two hundred and fifty pounds of butter in

a year. They should produce three hun-
dred pounds or more.
On cheap pasture-land or when fed upon

cheap feed, though the feed should be of

the best quality, a cow may prove profitable

as a butter-producer if fancy prices are
obtained for her product. But fancy prices
for butter are not overly numerous this

year.

A cow that produces two hundred and
fifty pounds of butter which commands
such a price as to leave a profit of twenty
dollars, is only half as profitable as one
which, on the same feed and care, pro-
duces three hundred and thirty pounds,
because the last eighty pounds are all

profit.

But how are we to know if our cows are

always profitable? By investigating into

the facts with each individual cow and
weeding out the poor ones. How are we to

get at the facts when we milk ten cows
and make one thousand pounds of butter a

year? By applying the churn test or using
the scales and chemical test with each
individual of the herd.

First, you find five cows that give a good
quantity of milk for a few weeks, but
gradually diminish in the amount so that

they average seven thousand pounds of

milk a year. They test from two to four
per cent. They make four hundred pounds
of butter a year. They should make more,

you find, but somehow it does not mate-
rialize. Next, you find five cows that give

a moderate flow of milk, but are persis-

tent in keeping up the flow for several

months. They test from four to five per
cent. They make six hundred pounds of

butter.

You decide the first five are not prof-

itable, and sell them to the butcher. The
five remaining are given a little better care

and a little more feed, and you are glad to

see you have almost as much butter at the

end of theyearas when ten cows were kept.

You notice cream rises on the skim-milk,

and decide to test this on the testing-

machine. You find you are losing twenty
or twenty-five per cent of your butter.

You take part of the money received for

the five cows sold, and purchase a eream-
sepurator and save all the work of setting

the milk, pumping water, warming milk
for calves, etc., and find you get more but-

ter from five cows than formerly from ten.

I have traveled the road and have learned

some of its turns. If the reader finds any-
thing worth considering, let him ponder it

well. We must learn to make the most of

the opportunities within our reach.

John L. Shawver.
Shady Nook Farm.

PICKED POINTS.

It Looks Reasonable.—An acquaintance

says he has found a way to get his old fowls,

or those past a year of age, to laying

early in autumn—the last of September or

first of October. At that time everybody 's

adult hens are molting, and eggs are scarce

and dear. He obviates the slow process of

natural molting by plucking them of

their feathers in warm weather—when they

have ceased laying. A strip of feathers is

left on the back to protect from the sun.

Only the large feathers are plucked, but

not the wing or other quills. Nature is

ever ready to repair damages ; and to cover

the fowl's nakedness she starts the feather-

recuperating machinery to work at once;

and as this operates generally and not

locally, the remaining old feathers are

forced off and the fowl becomes clad in an
entire new suit and ready for the egg busi-

ness. Fowls should be fed well at this

time. It looks reasonable that forced

molting should expedite matters. Feath-

ers are ripe in summer, and it pains fowls

very little to pluck them.

"Farmin' Don't Pay."—In most cases

the true reason for it is ignorance of the

business of farming in those who find it a

failure. And those who use the expressiou

as I have written it—and the number is

legion—only advertise their own want of

knowledge of the business. Every intel-

ligent, well-read farmer is making some
money unless prevented by unforeseen ac-

cident; but not many are making so much
as formerly. If a lawyer should attempt

to practise medicine or a physician law, he
would certainly prove a failure, because he

had never studied that business and pre-

pared himself for it. Neither could acquire

a practical knowledge of the other's busi-

ness by simply seeing another do it. He
must read and study any business for

himself if he would be proficient in it, or
even be able to conduct it tolerably well.
Nine tenths of the farmers of to-day have
come into the business parrot-like, by
imitating what their fathers did, not by a
study of the business, and they can be just-
ly called parrot farmers. Parrot farming
is well compared with "quack" doctoring
and law "pettifogging." The science of
agriculture is more intricate and requires
more study than that of law or medicine;
and until farmers put their minds into the
business and study it from books, papers
and actual practice together, they will

remain as a majority of them are now—low
in the scale of human acquirement, sub-
ject to be taunted with the epithets of
"hayseeds," "buckwheats" and "mud-
sills;" and will be largely numbered with
those whose perennial cry is, "Farmin'
don't pay." Really intelligent, well-read
men make farming pay. Heretofore there
has been soiue excuse for a farmer not to be
well read up in his business, because there
was no book to give him the right start.

But this lack is now supplied with a little

book called " First Principles of Agricul-
ture." The boy or young man who studies
this will get a start that in the end will

make him a capable agriculturist.

Hog-cholera-Farm and Fireside cir-

culates largely in the great pork-growing
sections of the country. Hog-cholera
destroys annually millions of dollars in

value of the porcine race. Scientific gen-
tlemen have been investigating the subject

for years, with the view of discovering a

remedy. The rancorous public disputation
that two eminent scientists had about an
alleged cure or preventive, a few years ago,

is not yet forgotten. Since that time I

have been on the lookout for further

developments, with the hope that some-
body would "invent" a specific remedy.
I believe now that it has been found, and
by a humble, untitled man of Tennessee.

My opinion is the result of closely investi-

gating the published tests, both public and
private. Like most inventors, he is a poor
man, and has not the means to push his

discovery as it should be done, although
the remedy is now on sale. It is not for

this paper to advertise another's business

gratuitously, hence I cannot give the

inventor's address; but by watching the

papers, I think one may find it revealed in

the near future. Galen Wilson.

DIGGING A WELL.

A new neighbor took up his abode among
us last j

rear, buying the Smith farm. Smith
had got tired of farming, so sold his farm,

stock and tools, reserving one span of

stout horses, moved into the cityT , and
drives a truck team. For twenty-five years

Smith had lived on this farm, and all his

domestic animals, except his hens, as well

as those of the former owners of the farm,

had been obliged to get their supply of

water at a stream nearly one eighth of a

mile from the barn. In order to reach the

stream, the gate at the barn-yard had to be

opened, the highway crossed and two pairs

of bars let down in the lane.

The new neighbor took advantage of the

dry time last fall, and dug a well on the

highest side of the barn-yard, just outside

the fence and close up to the end of the

sheep-shed, from which a covering was
extended over the well—a convenience in

inclement weather.

Now about the expense. The digging

and stoning cost him seventy-five cents a

foot; he boarded the men while doing the

work. The farmer collected the stone and
delivered them near the well. Some fifteen

two-horse loads were required, removing a

portion of an old stonewall he desired to

get out of sight. Two men dug the well

and stoned it in three days. It is fifteen

feet deep. The digging was not hard, ex-

cepting for about half the depth. In this

portion the earth had to be loosened with

a pick. The water rose to about three feet

in depth by the time the stoning was com-
pleted, and later, after the rains came, to

four and one half feet. Now this neighbor

has an unfailing supply of water in both

cattle and sheep yards.

There are hundreds of other farmers

who need and might have wells at their

barns with comparatively little cost. Let

us see how much: Digging and stoning

the well, §11.25; board of men three days,

83; pump, so; water-trough, §1.50; grading
and plank cover, 75 cents; cover over well,

§5; or §26.50 cash outlay. Could that

amount be invested to better advantage?
L. F. Abbott.
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NOTES FROM GARDEN AND FIELD.

The Limas.—Lima beans, both of the

pole and bush varieties, like egg-

plants, always seem to do their

very prettiest where the most ma-
nure is put into the ground. When I am
most lavish with old compost, and give a

dressing of hen manure besides, I am al-

ways sure of a good crop. The wire and
twine trellis whiehlusein place of poles as

support for the pole Limas is still as satis-

factory as ever. But with the great quan-

tities of manure which I use for them, the

plants make such an enormous growth of

runners and set pods so very freely that the

tup wire, which is about six feet from the

ground, often sags between the posts if the

latter are rather far apart, and there is I

danger of the wire breaking or the whole
trellis being blown over in tme of these

strong autumn wind and rain storms, at

least if the trellis was not especially strong.

I just had a lot of poles cut, each with a

crotch on top, and about six feet long, and
have had them set under the heavily laden

top wire between posts to give additional

support. But what a lot of luscious Limas
even a short trellis of this kind will furnish

right along and clear to the end of the

season. Compared with them the bush
Limas are "not in it." And then, if we
do have a surplus, and make no particular

business of selling it (although Limabeans
u=ually sell well), we can dry the green

shelled beans, and during winter they will

come as a very welcome substitute for the

fresh Lima.

Keeping Tomatoes and Fruits.— A
year or two ago much was said about the

new way of keeping vegetables and fruits

in lime. I wonder whether any of our
friends have tried this plan. I think it

works well, but wish to experiment
further. The process is as follows: Put a

layer of dry, slaked lime, say an inch deep,

into the bottom of a suitable i tight) box,

then a layer of tomatoes, grapes or what-
ever green article you wish to keep, and
upon it sift another layer of lime, jarring it

well down among the vegetables or fruits,

and well covering them up evenly. Jsext

pack another layer of the tomatoes or

grapes, etc., then lime, and so on until the

box is full. Keep in a cool room (cellar,

for instance) until wanted.

The .Vacant Spots.—I do not like to

leave vacant spots in the garden to grow up
to weeds and wilderness. They mar the

whole appearance of an otherwise well-

kept garden. I like to have everything
look neat and tidy. So I make it a rule

to plow every little spot of ground just as

soon as cleared from an earlier crop. Where
I had early peas, Barletta onions, early

potatoes, etc., there I have now started

my turnips and winter radishes and spin-

ach and kale, etc., on the spots that were
cleared earliest in the season, even cabbage.

In this way the garden shows a " present-

able" appearance all the time, and I make
the best use of every bit of ground all

season through. Just at present I have
an elegant patch of cucumbers and Emerald
Gem melons (the latter just beginning to

ripen) on the same spot that a month or

two earlier in the season looked like an
ordinary potato-patch (with an occasional

row left vacant, or rather, planted to cucum-
ber and melons). I dug a pretty fair

crop of Early Ohio potatoes just as the

vines began to need the room, and in dig-

ging I at the same time gave the ground
between the vines a good hoeing, which
has seemed to be of great benefit to the

second, or rather, main, crop. The patch
now looks quite clean, and the vines are

doing nicely, the cucumbers giving
pickles in abundance, and the melons
promising a very large crop of these

most excellent little " Geins."

Broadcasting ahd Drilling.—The tur-

nips, radishes, etc., sown on these small
garden-patches are invariably grown in

drills. It makes cleaner work, and better

specimens, as it gives us a chance to keep
the weeds down, and the vegetables prop-

erly thinned. Our great weed pest at this

time is purslane, and we can keep it down
if we do not allow the plants to grow
large. If we do that once, the patch is

grown over in weeds almost without
recovery. But we have also use for the

broadcasting method. We often have

patches that we wish to put to some use. In

corn-fields, for instance, we often have a

chance to grow quite a crop of fiat turnips,

and if we do not harvest, they wiil come
handy for fall pasture, or, at any rate. Un-

covering the soil during a portion of the

winter. Sometimes I plow up weedy spots

among orchard-trees in summer or fall,

and even here I like to have something
growing. Sometimes I sow oats aud peas

to be cut in the fall for green fodder;
'

sometimes I prefer to sow crimson clover
j

and flat turnips, a very few seeds of the

latter being mixed with the former. In
short, in all out-of-the-way spots—spots

which do not come under daily observa-

tion, and on which we cannot spend much
time in cultivation—I plant some crop by
the broadcasting method. Something will

grow and return some value. But in my
garden proper I have everything in 1

apple-pie order—everything in straight

rows and under straight-laced culture.

T. Greiner.

one for each slit. The number of slits-for

each sto<-k will be determined by its size.

We will suppose the slock illustrated to be
six inches in diameter, and that six scions

are to be inserted. The stm-k after receiv-

ing the scions is shown at c. Grafting-wax
is not needed. A thick paper may be
wound about the top of the stock extend-
ing about one inch above it, and securely

tied with a strong twine, as shown at d.

The space above the stock encircled by the

inch of paper may then be filled to the top

of the paper with a puddle of soil and

CROP REPORTS.

Wahkiakum County, Wash.— This
county is along the Columbia river near its

mouth. Hay is a splendid crop. Very
little orchard fruit, but hosts of wild black-

berries. There will be a large crop of pota-

toes and other vegetables. Mrs. S. F. A.

Cooper County, Mo.—Apples, one half

crop; peaches and plums, full crop; pears,

about an average. O. B. R.

Wood County, W. Ta.—Apples, almost a.

total failure, owing to the trees having
overborne themselves last year; peaches,

a fine crop of all kinds, both early and
late; berries were very abundant and of

excellent quality. These remarks are

applicable to the whole state, so far as we
can learn, also to the southeastern part of

Ohio. R. R.

Wellington County, Ontario, Can.—
Apples are very plentiful here; pears, few

and far between. J. S.

Berkeley County", W. Ta.—This is the

greatest fruit county in the state. Apples

and pears, almost a complete failure, hardly

enough for home use. We have some Ben
Davis, but they are knotty and falling off.

One man within two miles of here sold

over (i,000 barrels of apples last year, but

has very few this year. M. B. W.

Clark County-
, Wash.—The severe frost

of March 1st and cold rains in April have
made a clean sweep of fruit in this section.

Orchards that produced tons of dried fruit

will not bear sufficient for a family. Very
few apples and pears. This is also true of

adjacent parts of Oregon. Mrs. F. E. B.

Franklin County-
, Ind.—Prospect of

fruit crop of this section is as follows:

Apples and plums, one half crop; pears,

one fourth crop; peaches, grapes and all

small fruits, abundant. Rain, plenty.
H. H. S.

Berks County, Pa.—The apple crop is

larger than was expected a month ago.

The early varieties are about an average

crop, which can hardly be said of the

winter apples. In some localities the I

yield was never larger than this year,

while in other sections the orchards fall

far short of an average crop. There is no !

particular reason for the shortness, except

that this is an off year for apples. The
pear crop is light throughout this and

adjoining counties; the Bartlett seems to

be especially scarce. The peach yield is

ordinary in a few localities, but throughout

this section it is very small. Plums yield

well, but apricots are very scarce. The
'indications are that the grape crop will be

big. The cherry crop, both sweet and sour,

was poor. Wild-cherry trees are well

loaded. Berries of all kinds are a good
crop. F. K. M.

.^OROiARD AND SMALL FRUITS.-^

CONDUCTED BY SAMUEL B. GREEN.

Crown Grafting.

water, made so thin that it can be readily

poured from any suitable vessel. This

mud protects the surface of the wood of

the stock, and excludes the air from the

insertions. It gives every advantage of

wax without its objections. Of course,

stocks of any size may be worked in this

way. One, two, or any number of scions

may be inserted, according tothesizeof the

stocK.

—

Sural yew- Yorker.

GRAFTING OLD TREES.

The following is an easy and effective

method of grafting old trees. By it the

percentage of failure is reduced to a min-
imum, and branches at least six inches in

diameter, and, in the case of pear-trees

seventy-five years old, may be worked
with assured success. Lasl year we men-
tioned the case of such a pear-tree having

been grafted two ye:irs l>cfore with the

Kieffer, that gave a full crop last fall. Saw
off the branch at right angles to the stem
to )>e grafted, as at Fig. ". Then cut a

elean slit in the bark through t" the wood,

the same :is in budding. Separate the

bark from the wood and insert the scion, 6,

CAUSES OF FAILURE IN APPLE CULTURE.

BAD HARVESTING.

Even presuming that the orchard has

been properly cultivated, pruned and en-

riched, there are many who yet fail to

handle the fruit to the best advantage. In

the first place, it is a common mistake to

leave the fruit hanging too long on the

trees before picking, and in consequence

they become too ripe to keep well, and a

large proportion is spoiled by falling to

the ground. My experience has led me to

begin gathering much earlier than for-

merly, and indeed before my neighbors

seem to think of it. At one time it was my
rule to begin gathering them about the

ninth of October, but the high winds of

that month made such havoc with them
that 1 soon changed the rule. The twentieth

of September is none too soon to begin

with such kinds as have attained full size

and color, and if by that time all the

apples upon a tree have not reached ma-
turity, it will pay to make two pickings,

leaving the greener and smaller ones to

grow and color up.

Attention to the details of preparing

fruit for market always returns a good

profit, and must not begrudged. Careful

handling and careful sorting are of par-

amount importance. Many throw apples

into the basket as if they were potatoes, or

squeeze them with thumb and finger as if

they were made of stone, and so leave

marks which spoil their beauty. Round
swing-handle baskets, attached with a

wire hook to the rounds of the ladders, are

the best for apple-picking.

Most orchardists empty their apples in

piles upon the ground, but sorting in that

case is back-breaking work, and every rain

delays it. Some empty them in heaps upon
the barn floor, but in a large orchard this

means much labor in carting. My custom

has been to empty into barrels in the

orchard, head up without pressure, write

the name of apple on the end, and store

under cover; and then in packing, empty
them out on a packing-table for sorting.

For young orchards and scattered varieties

this is the best plan I know of, for the

important work of packing can then be

done in a clean, dry place without moving
about with nails and mallets and press from
one part of the orchard to another.

Many inquiries are received concerning

the l)esl plan for the farmer to dispose of

his marketable apples, whether he should

sell them at home or ship to a foreign

market. Well, if he has a very large

orchard, so that he can ship by the car-

load, or if he has small lots of one special

kind, such as the Gravenstein or King, I

would say ship to some reliable English
wholesale house. As I can show from my
account sales, my Gravensteins and Kings'
in some ordinary seasons have sold in

Covent Garden Market, London. England,
as high as sti per barrel, which I consider

paid me very well. Of course, these apples
were extra selected, all No. 1 grade, and
highly colored.

But with mixed lots, less than car-loads,

it is better to take si, or even seventy-five

cents, a barrel for the fruit at home, than
risk a possible loss by shipping so far.

But at even si a barrel, I ask what farm
crop pays better. Take, for example, an
acre planted entirely with Baldwins and
Greenings, and what will it pay you at

those prices? Suppose you only get one
hundred barrels a year on an average from
it, what other crop would give s7.~> or S100

an acre with less labor?

Of course, it is expensive work planting
and raising an apple orchard, a heavy in-

vestment; but I am not urging the plant-

ing of new orchards so much as the better

care of those we have.

—

The Canadian Jlor-

tieuUurisL

A NOVEL MODE OF PRUNING BLACK
CURRANTS.

In judging cottage gardens in Es-

sex the other day, I came upon a lad

sitting on the ground picking the cur-

rants off a bough that had been
broken off by accident. Remarking on
this comfortable method of picking black
currants on a hot day, my fellow-judge

said that he had improved on that simple
plan for years. He prunes his black cur-

rants so soon as the fruit is ripe, aud care-

fully removes the fruiting branches to a

clean packing-shed or potting-beneh,

where the fruit is picked under cover in

cleanliness and comfort. The major por-

tion or whole of the fruiting branches is

then removed annually, the black-currant

bushes being pruned back to the young
wood. The wood being thus fully exposed
in July, ripens thoroughly before the end
of the season and produces full crops of

the finest fruits. Of course, for this mode
of culture the single-stem style of training

is abolished in favor of the production of

few or many suckers—from six to a dozen.

The bearing wood and bushes to a great

extent thus become annuals, and Tenew
their youth as well as their vigor every

year.

I have not hitherto adopted the early

annual cutting back of my fellow-juror.

My experience, however, in regard to the

wisdom of renewing black currants from
suckers entirely agrees with his. His
earlier and more severe pruning is also

altogether in favor of the improved
strength and fertility of the young wood

i
from base to summit, and his samples are

|

most all alike good—a great point in dry

\ seasons like the present. It is no exagge-

ration to affirm that nine tenths of the

black currants met with this year on
bushes grown on the old crowded system

are of no commercial value, the major
bulk consisting of dry, hard flesh, the

skins being nearly as tough as an old

shoe. But notwithstanding the persistent

drought, the fruit on last year's shoots,

where these have been fairly fed without

overcrowding, is of average size and full of

juice. And yet how many go on crowding
black currants with old wood, cutting

back the best of the young shoots into

close spurs—a mere wanton waste of vital

force and useful fruit.

—

The Garden (Eng-

land).

Boils
Pimples and other eruptions which disfigure

the face and cause suffering and annoyance,
are the manifest consequences of impure
blood. They may be removed by purifying
the blood with Hood's Sarsapnrilln. which
has accomplished wonderful cures of boils,

scrofula, salt rheum, rheumatism, neuralgia,

dyspepsia, and other diseases caused or pro-

moted by impure blood. Get only

Hood's
Sarsaparilla

The One True Blood Purifier. All druggists. $1.

Hr»r»H'c [>il1c the best family cathartic
I iouu a rnia and liver stimulant. 23c.
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WHY I AM A FARMER.

ojie purpose is generally found to

actuate us in the calling in life; it

may occasionally occur that chance,

as we term it, has thrown us into

the line we are pursuing, and ii so, it

is natural that our taste is sufficiently

satisfied, or we find our lot an up-hill

business. In my own especial case, 1 had
been reared on the farm, and as a matter of

course had an idea of what we naturally

must meet with in farm life. But having a

family that was growing, and the two
oldest being boys large enough to be at that

stage of physical development that much
of both their physical and mental develop-

ment rested largly with the surroundings
in which I placed them, I concluded it no
more thair my duty as a parent to give

them the best possible chance to make
them men both in a physical and mental
sense, and hence I left the store in town
(where I was making some money), and
have taken up farm life. I have noticed

both from personal observation and his-

tory that many of the most rugged and
mentally active of men have been reared on
the farm.

So far my expectations of my boys grow-

ing into a desirable manhood has been

realized, and, withal, my life outside of this

consideration has been sufficiently pleas-

ant. We as parents all owe it to our off-

spring to afford them the best possible

chance to develop into perfect physical and
mental manhood and womanhood, and I for

one am of the opinion that no better place

than the farm can be found for that purpose.

Indiana. T>. T. Stephenson.

OUR BOYS.

Having been in mercantile business the

most of my life, I had on my books a long

list of accounts and money scattered over

the country when the pressure of hard

times began to be felt. So I concluded to

invest in land without any experience as a

farmer. I purchased two hundred and
thirty acres, secured me two good tenants,

and subscribed for the Farm a>d Fireside
among other agricultural papers. I had
five boys, raised in town, and inexperienced

as farmers like myself, and I began to study
how to interest them. So I opened an ac-

count with each, from the youngest to the

eldest. I had to furnish them with their

clothing and incidentals, anyway, so to

equalize things I pay them for every day's

work they do, or rather, place it to their

credit. When Jack comes and says, " Papa,

I want a new hat," I turn to his account

and tell him I don't believe he has so much
to his credit; so he wants a job of work on
the morrow. Charles comes in and says,

" Papa, please order me a suit of clothes

not to exceed fifteen dollars." He knows
what he has to his credit, as I render them
a statement of account at the end of every

month. In this way each learns business,

even down to eight-year-old little Robert,

who comes with each nickel in his chubby
fist and says, " Papa, put that to my credit."

If their necessities exceed their cash on
hand, I offer them extra wages for some
specific work, and in this way I have en-

listed all of them, and each one virtually

pays his own expenses, and buys what he

wants if he works. The two oldest buy
stock sometimes; I advance them money
enough to make the purchase; when it is

sold, they deposit it with me, which I place

to their credit. Farmers, try it—pay your

boys for what they do, and charge them
with what they get, and they will not be

anxious to leave the farm. T. A. Cook.

Fleming county, Ky.

RUSSIAN APPLES IN INDIANA.

We have many varieties of Russian

apples which were set in the spring of 18SS,

which have not borne sufficiently as yet to

enable us to determine as to their bearing

qualities. The trees are all healthy, as a

rule, and very hardy and thrifty growing,

with thick foliage especially adapted to

resisting disease. Although this has been

an "off" year for apples, many of them
have shown better bearing qualities this

season than ever before. This much may
be said in their favor. But when we come
to the question of late keepers, there is not

much to be said. We have failed thus far

to find a good winter apple among them,

or, in fact, a winter apple of any kind.

They are evidently adapted to a colder

climate than ours, such as northern Iowa,

Minnesota, Wisconsin and the northern

New England states, as is shown by the
writings of Dr. Hoskins, of Vermont, and
others. I am still of the opinion that we
shall secure our best results for this climate
by crossing the best of these with our
best native varieties, producing new ones
which are inured to the soil and climate,
and which will, to a greater or less extent,

combine the hardiness of the one with the
long-keeping qualities of the other. This
will be the leading feature of our work
with these varieties in the future.

—

Pro-
fessor James Troop.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED
BY SAMUEL B. GREEN.

Catnlpn Seedlings.—J. F.,Van Cleave, Ky
Gather the catalpa seed-pods as soon as they
begin to crack. Take out the seed and mix it

with dry sand and store in a dry outbuilding
until spring.and then sowthickly in rows three

feetapart.covering one inch deep, in good, fine,

loose soil, as soon as it can be worked in the
spring. If you have several bushels of seed to

sow, this method would be too clumsy, and you
had then better place it about six inches deep,
in the pods, on the floor of a dry, cold shed
until spring. It should be turned over once in

awhile until diw, to prevent molding. In the

spring, plant as directed above.

Plnms Sfot Fruiting.—W. F., Sussex, N.
B., Canada, writes: " I have a numberof very
healthy-looking plum-trees of different vari-

eties bearing little" or no fruit. There seems to

be too much growth to trees. Do they need
pruning to raise fruit?"

Reply:—It often happens that when plum
and other trees make a very vigorous growth,
it is at the expense of. early fruitfulness, but
some varieties mature later than others, and
it is a good plan to have the trees well estab-

lished before fruiting heavily. However, you
will verj- likely find that pruning at once a
foot or so off all the strong-growing shoots of

this year's growth will encourage fruitfulness

next year, and probably without any injury
to the trees.

Boole on Peach Cnltnre—Borers.—C. B.

W-, Sunbury Pa. There is very little on the
subject of growing the peach but what is

found in its most practical form in "Thomas'
Fruit Culturist." The recent advances in

peach-growing have been made along the line

of the introduction of new varieties. These
will be found discussed in the horticultural

reports of the states of Ohio and Missouri, of

western New York and otherstates. General
experience of growers has been rather against
the efficacy of preventives of peach-borers, but
washing the trunks and larger branches'in the

summer months with a whitewash made of

lime soap, a little carbolic acid, and about a
teaspoonful of Paris green to each pailful of

the mixture, has proven as effectual as any
preventive. While it is not a certain remedy
it is repellant to the beetles that lay the eggs

that hatch into borers. Even if this preven-
tive is used, the trees should be examined for

borers in spring and fall. For this purpose a
sharp-pointed pocket-knife is best; a little

examination will show where the borers are

hidden, by the frass sticking out of the holes

or by the frass and gum around them. The
tunnels are easily followed up until the borer

is found.

Seedling Peaches—Time to Plant—
Piece-root ami Whole-root Grafts.—S. H.
M., Bird's Eye, Ind., writes: "Will seeds

from freestone peaches produce peaches of

same kind; that is, "freestone?" Would
you advise planting an orchard in fall or

spring? 1. In planting an orchard of con-

siderable size, would you advise planting any
piece-root grafted trees? 2. Can the stem-

grafted trees be obtained anywhere? 3. Are
not nearly all nursery trees of the piece-root

kind? i. I suppose the stem-grafted will cost

more than the others?"
Reply:—Freestone peach-pits usually pro-

duce freestone fruits.- 1 would mix the pits

with sand outdoors in the fall. In the spring,

sift out the pits, and plant those that are

cracked, and crack the rest by hand first before

planting. 1. Don't bother about piece-root

grafted trees, but select healthy, vigorous trees

without regard to how they were grafted. 2.

They are difficult to obtain, and in the case of

many sorts are no better than root-grafted

trees. They are only valuable for varieties

with weak or tender stems to increase their

endurance. 3. Yes, but the best nurserymen
prefer to use the whole of the root of healthy

young seedlings. 4. Yes, they generally cost

more.

Mannres and Small Frnits. — J. C,
Duluth, Minn. In the case of well-rotted

manure, it is best to apply it in the spring;

green manure may be safely applied in the

autumn without waste, but if possible it

should be plowed under before winter sets in.

Iu a small way strawberries may be planted

during August and first half of September,

and if the work is well done, the plants will

bear some fruit the following year. To get

best results at this season, the plants must be

carefully moved from some bed near by, with

earth attached to the roots, or else be first

rooted in pots. Red raspberries and currants

I prefer to plant in the fall, but they should

have the earth well firmed around them and
be billed up and mulched on the approach of

winter. Wneu so treated, they may safely be

allowed to fruit the following year. Lilac
suckers should not be moved until the leaves
fall or until they can be easily rubbed off. In
fact, none of our deciduous trees and shrubs
should be moved with their leaves on. When-
ever they are moved, any leaves remaining
ought to be taken off. About October 1st

would be about the right time in the fall to
move lilacs in your section. Of the farm
manures, that coming from cows, if it is thor-
oughly well rotted, is generally preferred by
florists for cut flowers. Of the commercial
fertilizers, there are several good kinds on the
market. Where cut flowers are wanted, it is

preferred to use a good general fertilizer

especially rich iu potash and phosphorous;
where foliage is wanted in preference to
flowers, more nitrogen should be used.

To Get Rid of Ants.—J. G. M., Jackson,
Mich., writes: " Please tell me how to rid my
house, cellar, yard and plum-trees of small
red ants and large black ants? They are
undermining the cellar walls, and the trees

are fairly alive with black ants."
Reply:—If you can find the nest of the

ants, you can destroy or drive them away by
making a hole with a stick in the center of it

and pouring into it a little bisulphid of car-

bon, and then covering it over with a piece of
cloth to keep in the fumes, which are destruc-
tive to animal life. Bisulphid of carbon
resembles gasolene in being very explosiveand
volatile. If you cannot get this material,
using a plentiful supply of gasolene or ker-

osene will accomplish the same purpose,
though not so effectually. It will not do to
usegasolene or kerosene around plum-trees;
hence, if the ants make their nests around
the base of these trees, as is very likely the
case, you will find kerosene emulsion a safe

and effective material to use, providing the
ground is soaked with it close to the trees.

The auts are most likely to cause injury
around the base of the tree and not to the

branches, trunk or leaves, hut they can easily

be kept out of the trees by surrounding it

with a band of cotton, or oakum kept smeared
with tar or thick kerosene emulsion.
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EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE.

From Georgia.—I write this in reply to let-

ter of inquiry received from readers of Farm
and Fireside. Improved land is fenced. We
have three churches in this neighborhood-
Methodist, Baptist and Primitive-Baptist.
Public schools are open five months in the
year. The land is level, as a general thing, and
easy to cultivate. The winters are short. Snow
has fallen only twice in twenty years. Some
of the soil is clay and some sandy. Pine is the
principal wood that is used here. Peaches
and figs do well here; pecans, corn, cotton,
sugar-cane, oats, rye, potatoes, chuffas, ground-
peas, ail do well. We do not have to plant
grasses. We are located about thirty miles
from the Florida line and one hundred miles
from the Gulf. C. M.
Cat Creek, Georgia.

From Alabama.—I have just read Dr. Galen
Wilson's letter on "Southern Lands" in your
issue of August 1st, from which I decided to

write my first to your excellent semi-monthly
Farm and Fireside, and if its destiny is the

waste-basket, I shall not complain. Iam not a
farmer nor a farmer's wife, but I subscribe
for and read and enjoy agricultural papers,
among them the Farm and Fireside; and no
one likes better than I to look at and some-
times take a hand in working in pretty
growing crops. I recently visited a rural dis-
trict in Alabama where crops were growing
in the greatest perfection I had ever seen. It
was in the flatwoods or post-oak region of
Marengo county. Large fields of the finest
cotton, corn, sugar-cane, millet, potatoes, rice,

peas and peanuts were to be seen as far as the
eye could reach. Cotton averaged about waist-
high, and was full of bolls. There was no
small or poor-looking cotton, except Where
some farmer planted more than he could tend,
or had to abandon some when wet weather
interfered. I saw more healthy, cheerful, con-
tented people there than can be found in the
same space anywhere else. There are, of
course, a few malcontents, but they are to be
found everywhere this side of heaven. All
who are industrious and good managers eau-
not only make a good living, but lay by some-
thing every year. The Farm and Fireside
is a regular visitor to some of the homes there,
and it was like meeting an old friend.
Kamp, Alabama. R. P. S.

From Nebraska—Alfalfa.—Red Willow
county is rightly called "The Great Alfalfa

Region." The year 1S94 was one of great

drought, the most severe ever known here, and
yet three to four crops were cut that season.

The yield for the season was four to six tons of

excellent hay per acre, which sold readily at
S10 per ton. Where seed was saved, the yield
was two to three tons of hay and five to seven-
teen bushels of seed per acre. Seed sold at £5
per bushel. Two hundred acres yielded seven-
teen hundred bushels of seed, worth S8,500, and
four hundred tons of hay, worth 82,000. A
patch of twenty acres yielded three tons of
hay and sixteen bushels of seed per acre.
These crops grew on bottom land, without
irrigation, and very nearly without rain.
There are over sixty thousand acres of rich
bottom land in thiscounty. A season's growt

h

of alfalfa on these rich lands, any year and
every year right straight along, is worth S20
per acre, and some seasons a great deal more.
It is good for hogs, and for stock of any kind
it is preferred to clover. As hay, it is preferred
to clover or timothy. If cows are well fed on
the hay, they will give about as much milk in
winter as on clover in June. In 1895 the seed
yield was less, but the yield of hay was more,
running from five to nine ton's per acre.
Alfalfa is sure every year. The crop this year
is good. As fine beef as I ever saw was fattened
on alfalfa hay alone. A patch of alfalfa is just
the place for calves, colts, or stock of any kind.
Alfalfa is the monarch of all forage-plants,
and is destined to make this a very wealthy
country. W. C.
McCuok, Nebraska.

A sick woman can-
not expect to have a
healthy baby. An un-
healthy baby lias not
the haine chance for
living as a healthy
baby. The mother's
condition must of
necessity tell on the
child's health and

happiness. The laws of heredity are index-
ible. The mother's weakness "will surely
show in some way in her child. A mother
can make her child's life happy and suc-
cessful, or miserable and a failure. She can
do it by making and keeping herself per-
fectly strong and healthy during the period
of gestation. She can do this by taking
Doctor Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It
is a most wonderful cure for all forms of
female weakness and disease, and perhaps
its greatest usefulness is in preparing for
the trials and dangers of child-birth. It is

a strengthening, purifying tonic. It acts
directly on the organs distinctly feminine,
drives out all impurities, promotes regular-
ity and restores hearty, vigorous health.
It will positively cure any form of female
weakness or disease. It is the preparation
of a regular, medical practitioner, whose
great success as a specialist in the treat-
ment of diseases of women has made him
famous all over the world. Dr. Pierce is

now, and has been for thirty years, chief
consulting physician in the Invalids' Hotel
and Surgical Institute, at Buffalo, N. Y.
Complete information about the "Favorite

Prescription " is to be found in Dr. Pierce's
"Common Sense Medical Adviser," several
chapters of which are devoted to the repro-
ductive physiology of women. A handsome
volume of 1908 pages, and over300 illustrations.
It contains more exact information about the
human body in health and disease than any
other medical book. Hundreds of useful,
simple receipts for the cure of many ailments
that come to every family. Its statements are
to be absolutely relied upon, and if followed
will save many a doctor's bill. A new edition
of half a million copies of this book is now
being distributed free, bound in strong paper
covers. Any one may have a copy who will
send 21 cents in one-cent stamps, to pay cost
of mailing only, to World's Dispensary Medical
Association, buffalo, N. Y. French cloth bind-
ing is 31 cents.

FOB SALE
HIGH GRADE FARMS. Also a few cheap
Farms. Write for my list. J.
1.eland Hanna, Baltimore, Md.

Whiskey Barrels for Cider Erite for
fS of

! c o nd-
hand barrels and kegs fur cider, kraut, 8orghum, etc.

Star Barrel & Box Co., 14 Indiana St., Chicago.

nhPD —TO KEEP SWEET—Tl
K^liJCtK his for -'."> cents. Big Pro

order.
Select your territory

L. T. THOnAS, Sharon,

Three Formu-
fit to agents.

Terms with an
Pa., Box 660.

FMPf VAPORATOR
THE ZIMMERMAN
Tbe Standard Machine

Different sizes and prices. Illustrated Catalogue free.

THE BLIMIEB IKONWORKS CO., Cincinnati, O.

FARMERS
DO YOU WANT TO BETTER YOUR

CONDITION? If you do, call .on or ad-

dress: The Pacific Northwest Immigra-

tion Board, Portland, Oregon.

CIDER PRESS
The only press awarded medal
and diploma at World's Fair.

HYDRAULIC
Send for free catalogue
and full particulars.

HYDRAULIC
PRESS MFC. CO.
No. 6 Main St., Mt.Gilead, Ohio

iHentiou this pape

CIDER
MACHINERY

Hydraulic, Knnckle Joint and Screw
Presses, Graters. Elevators, Pumps,
etc. Send for Catalogue. i

BOOMER & BOSGHERT ^
PRESS CO.,

99 W.WaterSt.. SYRACUSE

To Pump Water
If you want water forany purpose

and have not the facilities, or want
to change, write for catalogue of the

Celebrated DeLamater-Rider
and Delamater-Ericsson Hot-
Air Pumping Engines.
They will pump water from any

source anil force it anywhere. Any
kind of fuel can be used. Address,

Df.LAMA.TEK IKON WORKS,
467 West Broadway, New York City.

Mention this paper.

BEST
COOKER
mnde. Write for full
Information.

MITCHELL
MACHINE CO.,
Kendallville, Indiana.

Meotiou this paper
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THE POULTRY YARD.
Conducted by P. H. Jacobs, Hauinionton, New Jersey.

SMALL FLOCKS AND IMPROVEMENT.

There are a great many persons

who keep flocks in the suburbs

of towns, and. they nearly always

make poultry pay. It may be

stated in connection with suburban poul-

try-raising that nearly all the improve-

ments effected in breeds occur among
this class. TVhen the townsman decides

to have a flock, he wishes something good

and useful. Beauty of plumage and uni-

formity receive the first consideration,

and prolificacy is essential. If the breed

selected does not prove satisfactory, it is

discarded until a series of experiments

give better results. Such men soon get

into the country. They will not remain
content with their surroundings, but

determine to enlarge. They are the ones

who succeed with large flocks. They suc-

ceed because they begin with small flocks,

watch every detail, and know something
of the breeds and what the requirements

are for the kind of fowls used. They teach

a lesson to the farmer, pointing out where
failures occur, and what can be done with

better methods and select stock.

It has been estimated that if farmers

could be induced to discard scrubs, and
use only the pure breeds, the increase in

value of poultry products -would be fully

one hundred per cent. This can be demon-
strated by comparing the flocks owned by
farmers with those of the breeders who
make a specialty of keeping pure breeds.

It is not to be inferred that all farmers are

negligent of the advantages of good breeds,

for some of them are enterprising in all

departments of their farms, but as a class

they do not attach that importance to

poultry which they should, and in that

respect lose a profit every year, which,
though perhaps but a small sum with

each, is quite large as a whole.

DO NOT PREVENT SITTING.

Never" break a sitting hen from hatching

a brood." When a hen becomes broody she

has reached a point where incubation is

essential to her success as a source of

profit to her owner, and to deprive her of

hatching a brood only delays her. When
the food is unbalanced, and the hen be-

comes fat, she is then more inclined to sit

than at any other period, the excess of fat

on her body being a provision for sustain-

ing life during her partial fast when she is

on the nest. The process of incubation is

also to her a period of- rest, during which
she recovers her former condition, and
comes into laying prepared to do excellent

service.

When a hen is " broken up " from the

nest she may lay a few eggs, but she soon

becomes broody again, the loss of time at

frequent attempts to prevent her from
sitting being more than that which she

would spend on the nest in her endeavor to

hatch a brood. If she brings off a brood,

and raises eight chickens, worth twenty-
five cents each, at least one half the sum
will be profit, or equal to six dozen eggs at

Va% cents per dozen—more than a hen will

lay in four months. Let the hens sit,

and select choice eggs for them, as well as

aim to raise every chicken, and it will pay
to allow them to gratify their desire of

incubation.

AEMST30NG & McKELVY
PilUsuurgh.

EEY1IER-BATJMAN
Pittsburgh.

DAVI3-CHAMBEE8
Pittsburgh.

FAHNESTOCK
Pittsburgh.

ANCHOR -i

> Cincinnati.

ECKSTEIN I

ATLANTIC

BRADLEY

BROOKLYN

JEWETT

ULSTER

UNION

SOUTHERN

SHIPMAN

COLLIER

MISSOURI

RED SEAL

SOUTHERN

JOHN T. LEWIS * BROS.CO
Philadelphia.

j-
Chicago.

MORLEY

SALEM

CORNELL

KENTUCKY

Cleveland.

Salem, jloss.

Buffalo.

Louisville.

IF
YOU DON'T KNOW, ask the prac-

tical, responsible painter— ask anyone

whose business it is to know— and he

will tell you to use Pure White Lead and

Pure Linseed Oil. They make the best and

most durable paint. To be sure of getting

Pure Vr hite Lead
examine the brand (see list genuine brands).

For colors use the National Lead Co.'s

Pure White Lead Tinting Colors. No trouble

to make or match a shade.

Pamphlet giving valuable information and card showing samples
of colors tree ; also cards showing pictures of twelve houses of different

designs painted in various styles or combinations of shades forwarded
upon application to those intending to paint.

NATIONAL LEAD CO.,
1 Broadway, New York.

A FENCE FOR CONFINING DUCKS.

A fence only two feet high will confine

Pekin ducks. A movable fence is shown
by the illustration. It may be made of

lath sawed into two pieces. A strip or

post at each end of the panel, three feet

long, with one in the center, across which

VARIETY OF FOOD.

Suppose one adopts a regular plan of

feeding, with a view to giving a variety,

or rather, a change, every day. It should
not be difficult. The evening meal should
be wheat one day, oats the next, and corn
the next. If rye, buckwheat or barley can
be had at a fair price, they may also be used,

thus giving six changes on the nightmeals.

In the morning the following may be
used: Cut clover one day, the next cut

bone, then cooked potatoes or turnips, and
thicken with bran ; next a mess of corn-

meal, ground oats, ground meal and a

little linseed-meal mixed and moistened

;

skim-milk thickened with corn-meal may
follow

;
cabbage will also serve as a change.

These different messes may be varied in

several ways. They are not expensive,

and can be prepared with materials which
are easily obtainable. A variety will be
cheaper than a regular diet of one kind,

because it will induce egg production. The

LIMED EGGS.

A great many of the eggs that reach the

large cities are what are known as limed

eggs, and are purchased by those who buy
the cheapest in the market, bakers being
the best customers. They do not begin to

compete with strictly fresh eggs, which
are bought by a different class of custo-

mers, and it is doubtful if it really pays to

lime the eggs except in the extreme West,
or in those sections where eggs in the

summer are very cheap and plentiful. In

the East there is always a ready sale for

fresh eggs.

200^ More Eggs
Wheu bens are fed on

GREEN CUT BONE.

MANN'S
BONE CUTTER
will par lor itself in two months. Sent
on trial. #5.00 UDVS ONE.
Catalogue free if name this paper.

F.W. MANN C0.,Milford, Mass.

shingling-laths are nailed (to which the half

laths are nailed), leaves one foot of each
post to be driven into the ground. The
fence portion, aboveground, will be two
feet high.

To erect the fence, place the panels end
to end, drive the posts into the ground and
fasten the tops together with twine or
wire, as shown at A A. The portion to be
driven into the ground is seen at C C C,

the fence aboveground being shown at B B.

To move this fence to a new location,

which can be done in a few minutes, sim-
ply unfasten the twine or wire, pull up
the panels, and drive them into the selected
place. It is an excellent arrangement for

changing to a fresh grass-plot.

Such a fence, three or four feet above-
ground, made of whole laths, will also con-
fine large birds, as Brahmas or Cochins.

TAKE NO RISKS.

When considering the possibilities of
loss from any source, always give yourself
the advantage of the doubt. That is, if

there is something to be done to the poul-
try-house for the comfort of the fowl, and
which you may suppose is not absolutely
necessary, the better plan is to do it and
to take no risks. If you desire to add
more hens to your flock, and know nothing
or their breeding or freedom from disease,
be governed by the doubt, and do not buy
them unknowingly, as you may destroy
your entire flock by a single mistake.
Hundreds of poultrymen fail because of
overlooking the apparently unimportant
details, which are the key to success.

point to guard against is that of feeding

too much, and thus making the fowls

overfat. Fresh meat or liver, chopped
fine, may also be added to the list with
advantage.

UTILIZING SKIM-MILK.

Which is better, converting milk into

pork or eggs? The solutionis, both; that

is, let both the pigs and the hens receive a

share. Milk alone is not suitable for lay-

ing hens, as it contains too much water,

j
and they cannot drink enough of it to

make it serve as a sufficient food. The use
of milk in winter is not an easy matter, as

;

it freezes, while in summer it soon becomes
sour. Skim-milk is as serviceable as that

which is fresh.

One of the best methods of using milk is

to heat it to near the boiling-point, and to

a pint of milk add a gill of linseed-meal,

and then thicken sufficiently with ground
oats to make a stiff dough, feeding it

warm. A mess of this kind will be appre-

ciated by the hens, and is also invigorating.

If the hens are not laying, add one half

pound of finely chopped liver or lean meat.

At night give wheat, corn or oats.

DRY EARTH FOR FLOORS.

It is during midsummer, and when the

earth is very dry, that the supply of dry
earth should be stored. Use bins, old bar-

rels or hogsheads, and sift the dirt. Store

as much as possible, as it costs nothing,

and will be found invaluable in winter.

It may be used in the stables as an absor-

bent, as well as on the floor of the poultry-

house.

FAT MAKES THE PRICE.

It dpes not pay to sell a fowl that is in

I

poor condition, as such a bird in market
must almost be given away, or sold at a

price below the regular quotations. It does

not cost over five cents, even with the

heaviest feeding, to produce a pound of

poultry. A poor hen, weighing six pounds,
can be gotten to the weight of eight pounds
in from ten to twenty days—seldom more
than two weeks—and if the market price

is twelve cents per pound, she will bring
fourteen cents, owing to her superior

quality; but allowing VZ}4 cents per pound,
she will bring a dollar.

We allude to only the choicest fat fowls.

The poor hen weighing six pounds will

not sell for more than ten cents per pound.
Thus it will be seen that by expending ten

cents for food, and making a hen very fat,

I

not only is the expenditure for food re-

turned, but the profit is also much larger.

In fact, by increasing the weight and im-
proving the quality, the value of the hen
is nearly doubled in two weeks.
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INHERITING DISEASES.

When a flock is visited by roup, and the

disease puts in an appearance every year,

it means that either the premises should
be thoroughly disinfected or the disease is

inherited through a liability or suscepti-

bility thereto. For these reasons, not only
should the entire premises be cleaned and
disinfected, but the fowls should be gotten

rid of and healthy birds procured from
elsewhere, especially if roup has at any
time prevailed. It is a precaution that

may save labor and time, for when roup
becomes general it is only with hard work
that it can be eradicated.

RYE FOR POULTRY.

Among the grains, rye is not regarded
as a very important food for poultry, but
it may be used as a variety, however; a

mixed grain diet, composed of wheat, oats,

corn, rye and barley, is better than the

use of any one of the grains. Rye is excel-

lent when given once or twice a week, and
will be relished by the hens as a change.

It may be stated that as the warm days are

now on, the feeding of any kind of grain
should be done judiciously, as there is

greater liability of loss from diseases due
to too much grain in summer than from
any other cause.

SAVING POULTRY MANURE.

On the farm it is better to add the drop-

pings from the poultry-house to the

manure-heap than to try to keep them in

any other manner. The usual mode of

keeping them dry leads to a loss of am-
monia, no matter what absorbent material

they may be mixed with, and it is much
more convenient to add them to the heap
than to provide a separate place under
shelter for storing them.

CHEAP EXCURSIONS TO THE WEST AND
NORTHWEST.

On August 4, IS, September 1, 15, 29, October

C and 20, 1896, The Xorth-Western Line (Chi-

cr.go & Xorth-Westem R'y) will sell Home
(Seekers' excursion tickets at very low rates to

a large number of points in the West and
Northwest. For full information apply to

ticket agents of connecting lines or address
W. B. Kniskem, G. P <fc T. A., Chicago, 111.

THE FOOD REQUIRED.

One quart of wheat or corn is considered

by some as about the proper quantity of

food per day for a dozen fowls, but if an
experiment is made it will be found that

the hens will not eat the same quan-
tity every day. Large hens require more
than small ones, and if one kind of food is

given principally, they will eat but one
fourth the quantity after awhile. There is

but one way to give a full ration, and that

is to place food before the hens and let

them eat until the last one leaves. It is not
a safe way to feed, however, as the method
is too fattening.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED.

Canary.—A. T., Cyrus, Neb., writes: "My
canary-bird is covered with lice, and I have
tried several remedies without success."

Reply:—Dust the bird daily with fresh Dal-

matian insect-powder, and scald the cage until

lice disappear.

Red He»<ls on Chicks.—C. A. S. writes:

•' Why do my chicks have the sides of their

heads very red? I feed rye and oats."

Reply :—The foods are not at fault, the
cause probably being due to insects or par-

asites. Anoint the heads with vaseline to

which a few drops of carbolic acid have been
added—say five drops of the acid to a table-

spoonful of vaseline.

Ducklings Overfed.—H. T., Essex, Conn.,

writes: " We have some ducklings which are

unable to walk. They die when about two
weeks old."

Reply :—Probably they have been highly

fed and forced during the warm season. Feed
only twice a day, on cooked potatoes and
bran, giving only one meal daily if they run
on grass. Keep them dry at night.

Ias» Imperfect.—X. M. C, Wichita, Kan.,

writes: " What is the cause of broken yolks

in newly laid eggs, and why is the albumen of

eggs seemingly watery?"
Reply:—When fat liens roost on high

perches they are liable to injury, causing what
is known as "egg-bound." The difficulties

mentioned are due to diseases of the reproduc-

tive organs, usually caused by excessive grain

food in summer.
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THE GOOD OLD ART.

Sonic maids are gifted with the art
Of painting like the masters

;

To dullest canvas they impart
The freshness of the pastures.

While others, with the ready pen,
Find hours of busy pleasure

In polished prose, or then, again,
In light, poetic measure.

Another, like a w oodland bird.

May set the sad world ringing
With carols sweet as ever heard—
Hers is the art of singing.

But there's a maid and there's an art
To which the world is looking,

The nearest art unto the heart—
The good old art of cooking.

The Voting of Mrs. Gray.
BY KATE WARTHEX SEARCY.

-v. he little city of Syracuse,
in western Kansas, was
all astir. To be more
exact, it was almost all

astir, for there was one
among the residents who
showed utmost indiffer-

ence to the buzz about
her.

The cause of the com-
motion was tbe annual
scbool meeting at the

school - h o u s e. Impor-
tant questions to be de-

cided were, levy of tax

for scbool purposes,
length of scbool term,

whether female or male
teachers should be em-

ployed, and, principal business of all, election

of clerk for full term of service, and of treas-

urer to fill unexpired term of a removed mem-
ber of tbe board of education.

Even during the days of the first great boom,
the annual school meeting was of great

moment. Elections held for determining a

site for the county-seat were animated, but

provoked no such comment as tbe school-

district meeting. In county elections, only
men voted, wThile in school-district affairs

women had the privilege of the ballot. At tbe

present time the franchise is granted women
in municipal elections, also, but in that early

day they were limited to the exercise of one
political right. As is the way of women, when
they had a chance they generally made good
use of it.

Since those days it had continued to be the

event of each year. True, an annual August
cloud-burst above the city caused a small flood

to sweep over a portion of it; fire destroyed
three business blocks in three successive

winters; grasshoppers and droughts consumed
half the vegetation every summer, and in-

temperate violations of the prohibitorj

"original package" decisions were appre-

hended at tbe periodical court sessions. But
none of these surpassed the date when women
turned out to vote.

Tbe Syracuse school-building (in the chapel

of which the meeting was held) is atypical
western Kansas educational institution. The
pioneers of those prairies were in the main
educated, progressive people. The first step

they took, on reaching their destination, was
to provide some sort of shelter for themselves

and domestic animals; tbe second, to make
commodious arrangements for the liberal

education of their children ; the third, to erect

elegant edifices for public worship.

Travelers- on the Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe railway in western Kansas express

surprise at the superb structures used for

schools and churches in little cities along the

line. They say, "These people havebuilded
in advance of the country." Those people,

hearing such criticism, reply, "We have
builded thus knowingly. We grew up with
your country, and we purpose to make this

country grow up to us."

The Syracuse school-bouse is one among the

best of the buildings planned by the intelli-

gent pioneer. Situated on a hill in the north

of the city, a little off from Main street, it

stands, a large stone structure of several de-

partments, all amply supplied with modern
apparatus, and in proper season well filled

with children of school age, which in Kansas
means between the years of five and twenty-
one. To-day a flag floats from the cupola,

a barbed wire fence incloses a yard set with
trees, irrigated by means of water drawn from
a deep well by wind-power.
But on the particular day of which I write

there was no flag, no fence, no windmill;
nothing on the cupola but a wind-worn arrow
vainly struggling to speed away; nothing in

the yard but a thirsty-looking pump near the
back door, and spiny soapweed or yucca-
plants growing in the gravelly soil. Tbe
Alamo irrigating ditch cut deep banks a few
rods southeast of the front.

At one o'clock the school-house stood alone
and silent; at two o'clock it was alive with
resounding voices. Every seat up-stairs was
filled. A column of people ascended the stair-

way, groups climbed the hill, carriages un-
loaded their addition to the throng.

"Get ready, Mrs. Gray, and let's go up and
vote," called Mrs. Allison, over the yard fence,
to her next-door neighbor.
"No, ma'am," called back Mrs. Gray, em-

phatically, " you won't catch me tramping up
that hill to vote! I wouldn't do it even if tbe
governor said 1 bad to! "

" Really ? Not even to save your country? "

" Not even to save my neck."
Mrs. Gray, you perceive, was the one inhab-

itant not aroused over the scbool meeting.
"Good-afternoon, Mrs. Gray," chirped the

liveryman's wife, little Mrs. Evans, bustling
up the steps of the side porch, where Mrs.
Gray sat sewing. "La, me! Stitching away
in your old calico wrapper! Why don't you
dress up and come out in politics?"

"Because I'm a womanly woman. Mixing
in politics is not a woman's business. I

wouldn't do it if my life depended on it. For
my own part I've enough housework to keep
me employed."
" What's that beruflied garment you're mak-

ing now?"
" This is a lawn dress for Mamie. It's rather

fancy, but then here's some big gingham
sleeve aprons I've just made to wear over it.

No, I've no time to be gadding about doing
men's work. Monday I wash; Tuesday I

iron; Wednesday I patch; Thursday I sew—
and that's to-day, you know; Friday I scrub;
Saturday I bake

; Sunday I rest and read my
Bible. That's enough for any woman."
" Dear me, maybe 'tis ; but we all do t hat, and

more. What time do you take for society ? "

" Whose society do you mean, Mrs. Evans?"
" Everybodys.' Calls and—

"

"You know 1 never make fashionable calls.

In my opinion there is nothing more disgust-
ing than a housekeeper trying to stand on the
bottom steps of society. When I want to see
anybody or go anywhere, I drop what I am
doing and go. And that's the way I do when
anybody comes to see me. I always find time
to do anything I want to do, thanks to the
way I stay at home and tend to my own
business."

"Seems like you're aiming hints at me, Mrs.
Gray; but I'm going to move on and let 'em
miss me. You'd better join me, though I have
to walk while most of the ladies ride grandly
by in my Edward's carriages. The miller's

wife goes without meal, you know, the shoe-
maker's wife without shoes, and the livery-

man's wife without a carriage!" And laugh-
ing, the little woman tripped away.
Mrs. Gray gave a disapproving sigh, and

made her machine run like mad down a long
side seam of her little girl's dress. "Snap!"
went the needle.

"Here, Charlie, run to Mr. Wilson's and
bring me a machine needle just like this one.
Take these pieces along and match 'em.
Hurry, now !

"

" What in the world does your ma want with
a needle to-day?" asked the merchant. " Isn't

she going up to the school-house?"
"No, sir. She wouldn't walk up there for

the world ; she said so."
" She needn't walk ; we've secured buggies to

take everybody. I'll sendonefor her directly.

Of course, she's on our side; your pa is."

"She ain't on anybody's side; I heard her say
so. She wouldn't ride up there for the world,

either. I would, though. I'd like to be a
woman and get to ride up and vote."

Mrs. Gray was still fitting her new needle

when a surry halted before her house, and a
gentleman rang the door-beil.

" Let whoever it is ring again, Charlie," said

Mrs. Gray; "that's the style nowadays. Be-
sides, I'm busy."

But the gentleman was in too great a hurry
to wait or ring again. Evidently, he was
familiar with Mrs. Gray's habits, for he
walked briskly around to the side porch.

"How d'5-e do, Mrs. Gray?" be said. "I've
come to carry you to the school meeting."
"Good-afternoon, Mr. Steele; you've come

to tbe wrong place."

" Why, not going?"
" Not for love or money."
"You should, for it is a question of schools.

You have children, you know," he suggested.

"Yes, and I have a husband," she retorted.

"Let the widows and the spinsters vote, if

they must, and prate about the greatness of

the deed. To my way of thinking there's more
glory in working a bias buttonhole." And she

drew her needle through a loop in the thread

with the air of a person who has said a fine

thing and expects it to be convincing. "No,
Mr. Steele, don't think me contrary, but
there's plenty of men to manage public

affairs."

"They might not attend to them as well as

you could," he began.

"They always have."

"You ought to use your voice in tbe selec-

tion of teachers f»r your children."

"They always do have women teachers and
a man principal."
" There are changes talked of. A movement

is on foot to introduce radical changes. Two
officers have to be elected. Our side want men
who will employ home teachers. An under-

handed effort is being made to put in men who
favor a change. Now, there's George Melford

—there ain't a better principal living—and
what's the use of electing men who may send
off for a stranger not half as good? "

This argument was attacking an assailable

point. Mrs. Gray was particularly friendly to

George Melford. He had boarded with her

when he first taught in Syracuse. He had
been very poor, and could not pay his board '

at first until be received his salary. Now that
he bad prospered, married and had a snug
home of his own, Mrs. Gray's heart had not
lost its former sympathy for him. lie had
struggled honestly, he had taught successfully,
he had been a genial boarder.
"Hurry up, Steele! " came a voice from the

surry.

"Time's passing, Mrs. Gray. The election
will be closely contested, I fear. We want to
poll every vote in tbe district. Come on, Mrs.
Gray, do. and help out the right side by your
vote."

" I tell you, Mr. Steele, I wouldn't vote if I
went."
"Then lend the influence of your presence,"

said the gentleman, eagerly. "If you want
time to get ready, I'll go on with this load and
come back for you."

" Who have you in the carriage?"
"Mr. and Mrs. Carroll, Mrs. Dent and Miss

Snyder. We can make room for you."
"You know I wouldn't vote the same way

with Dan Carroll, whichever way it goes. All
he cares for is making a big per cent off the
coal he furnishes the school."
"You needn't vote," said the gentleman, his

ardor cooling. "All the ladies are anxious to

go, and are having a good time."
"You know very well I wouldn't be caught

in the same carriage with Mrs. Dent. She
ruined my hat this past spring trying to make
it over."
" I'll come for you myself, if you say so, Mrs.

Gray," said the gentleman, turning to go.

,
"You needn't come, Mr. Steele, thank you."
When he had gone she exclaimed, regret-

fully: " Why didn't I ask him who the candi-
dates are? Say, Charlie, you run up on the
street and tell your pa to come home."
"He ain't there, ma. He's up at the school-

house; I saw him."
" What were you doing there? "

" I rode up with Bob Jones. He's driving for

the Jenkins side."

"For what?"
"One side's runnin' Mr. Jenkins and Mr.

Greene, and the other's runnin' Mr. Warner
and Mr. Small. Bob Jones is drivin' a carriage
that takes up folks to vote on the Jenkins
side."

"Who is Mr. Jenkins for?"
"He's for hisself, ma."
" I mean what kind of teacher—new ones, or

the same old home ones? You heard what
Mr. Steele said."

"He's for women teachers, I guess, ma.
Some's for new an' some's for old, an' some
ain't for any ; but Mr. Jenkins told Mrs. Stay-
ton he was 'for women, God bless 'em!' I

beard him."
" What was your pa doing?"
" Pa was standin' on his right foot, with his

other foot on a bench, makin' figures right

fast on his other knee. He didn't know I w is

there, but I saw him."
Mrs. Gray sewed uninterruptedly for fifteen

minutes. She could bear the chatter of

women's voices as carriages rattled by. A
cloud of dust rose from the droughty street

and settled on tbe dwarfish shrubbery in her
front yard, reaching even the house-plants on

a shelf near the side porch where she sewed,

sheltered from the sultriness of the July after-

noon.

The back door opened and slammed, and Mr.
Gray appeared at bis wife's side.

"Jane, you're doing wrong in staying away
from up there. We lost the length of scbool

term right in the start, and not enough tax was
levied to pay for the schooling of a sparrow.

You ought to have been there and helped."

"How many votes were lacking?" she in-

quired, animatedly.

"Only five."

" Now, Harvey Simpson Gray," she spoke in

that vinegary way she had when saying some-
thing fine and convincing, "you know very
well if I had been up there and carried your
side with them five votes, the otberside would
have had me arrested and fined. I may not

know as much as some of you men and your
smart voting ladies, but I know enough to

keep out of jail. WThen I sacrifice freedom
and my honor it will be for something bigger

than the Syracuse school district."

"I don't mind losing the levy like I do let-

ting Warner and Greene be beat, which I'm
afraid they will be if there's many more like

you."

"I thought Mr. Jenkins was the man you
wanted."
"No; but I'd rather he'd get in than Small.

Small is so prejudiced in his views, and he
couldn't work with either Wilson or Greene or

Markham."
"Seems like I don't quite understand it all,"

said Mrs. Gray, slowly. "Now, if I voted for

Mr. Markham, would he be in favor of hiring

George Melford?"
"You can't vote for Markham; he's tbe

director that's already in. You—"
"Then it's Mr. Greene and Mr. Small that's

running together on your side against—"

"No, it's not. You—"
" I think Charlie said it was. I—"
"No, I tell you it's Warner and Greene

against Jenkins and Small."

"And if Jenkins and Small beat them, will

George Melford be crowded out of our school

by some strange man, and—"
" Great powers, Jane, no! Don't you know—"
"No, Harvey Simpson, I don't know, and I

don't want to know."
Mrs. Gray had returned to her sewing. An

idea came to Mr. Gray, which be grasped as a
bright one.

"You might go up there with me just to see
how things go on al an annual meeting. You
won't have to vote or say anything unless you
want to. Don't you think you'd vote for any-
body at all—not even George Melford?"
"1 tell you I wouldn't vote for the best man

on eart h !

"

"Not even for me?"
" Not even for you."
Tbe back door opened and slammed again,

and Mr. Gray had disappeared from his wife's
side. The sound of his footsteps had hardly
died away, when Mrs. Evans fluttered around
the corner of the house. She clasped her
hands and ejaculated, breathlessly:
"Greatest lime! You never saw! I voted!

First time in my life! Do it again next year! "

" Mrs. Evans," said Mrs. Gray, with chilling
deliberation, "if you could see how foolish
you are acting you'd be a smart woman."
"Excuse me, Mrs. Gray, but this voting is

the only remarkable thing I've ever done.
And now I see more importance in it than in
anything you ever did see in all your life."

"My opinion is,"said Mrs. Gray, "that this
whole business is more muddled than im-
portant. I've not seen a single person who
could tell tbe straight of it."

"You just ought to go up there your own
self," said Mrs. Evans, significantly. "The
polls will stay open till six o'clock. 1 voted and
came away to get supper. But I couldn't go
by without turning in to see you. 1 just
thought, when I looked at the way a few of
those men acted, to the mortification of the
more respected gentlemen, I thought how
much better was the quiet ways of us women."
"Now, Mrs. Evans, you know very well that

women at the polls are worse than men. There
won't be any honest, quiet ways left if they
keep on."

"Ob, Mrs. Gray, don't say it ! Don't think
that all women are bad just because a few of
them and lots of men are untrustworthy and
obstreperous. Anyhow, they were mostly
well-behaved this afternoon."
"Maybe school polls are different from

regular political polls," said Mrs. Gray.
A reply was prevented by the entrance of

Charlie, who had followed his father to the
school-house.
"Which way does it seem to be going now,

Charlie?" Mrs. Evans asked the boy.
" I can't make out whether they're goin' pa's

way or comin' Mr. Wilson's way," he replied.
" La, I thought they were on tbe same side!

"

said Mrs. Gray.
" La, no! " said Mrs. Evans.
"They was at first," explained Charlie,

proud of his superior information, " till Mr.
Greene and Mr. Small tried to trade off Mr.
Warner for themselves, an' then pa turned,
an' 1 don't know just where he is now, but it's

not where be was before. That's just the way
it is; I heard sev'ral say so."
" Dear me! "sighed Mrs. Evans, meditatively,

"1 thought it was Greene and Jenkins that
combined."
"Mrs. Evans," said Mrs. Gray, quizzically,

" I dont believe you can tell right now who it

was you voted for."

"Oh, yes. I can, ".asserted Mrs. Evans," look-
ing uneasy, however. "You ought to go up
and see the proceedings, by all means,"she con-
tinued, with a diverting burst of animation.
"Yes, ma, you'd ought to go up and see tbe

fun! Mr. Jenkins is makin' speeches ev'ry
few minutes, an' wavin' bis fists till us boys is

callin' him ol' Fourth o' July. My, I wish I

had a chance to vote like pa an' yon .'

"

"Well, well, I must go on home," said Mrs.
Evans, rising. "Having to vote for good
schools may be a trifle tiresome, but I'd feel I'd

shirked a duty to my family without it."

Mrs. Gray went to her room and donned the
gown she called her prayer-meeting dress. It

was a brown cashmere, plain and well-fitting.

She wore it sometimes on the street, when
visiting a friend, at home on Sundays, and
invariably to the midweek Methodist prayer-
meeting.
"So many folks keep dropping in," she

thought, " and seeing me in that old wrapper.
Besides, this is prayer-meeting night, and I

can be careful of it through supper, and not
have to dress again. Height of foolishness,

this stir and electioneering and running to

vote! And then for anybody to hint of my
neglect ing duty ! That's what they all mean,
from Mrs. Evans even down to Harvey Simp-
son Gray ; that's what they all mean. I guess

I can feel a hint without having it thrust

plump through me."
It. was now after five o'clock, and she re-

sumed her sewing.
"Charlie, make a fire in the stove for supper,

and call Mamie to peel the potatoes," she said,

sewing on the last of a dozen pretty pearl

buttons. "Go to the door, first
; somebody's

ringing."

" It's Mr. Melford, ma."
"Good-evening, Mrs. Gray. Now you must

lay aside all your delightful womanly squeam-
ish ness and go straight up to that school-house

and vote. Then you can come" as straight back
as you please. There's a lot of chicanery to be

swept out by your clean vote."

She shook her head.
"Come, now, you must. You like me, don't

you? I'm not seeking selfishly to magnetize
votes, but a vote for Warner and Jenkins
means a s

Tote for me, and superior schooling

for little Charlie, there, and Mamie for a year
to come," he said, earnestly.

"George, as much as I like you, you know
I've always said 1 wouldn't vote for anybody
living."
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"I used to say that, too," interposed Mrs.

Allison, stepping in at that moment, " hut you
can easily break off from that, as I did."

George Melford was nervous. He looked at

his watch. Mrs. Gray glanced at the clock on

the mantel.
"It's half-past five," she demurred. "Time

supper—"
"Go on, mama, urged Mamie, stopping at

the door with a pan of potatoes in her hand.

"Charlie and I will get supper till you come
back."
"You know I wouldn't go up there and vote

with men, just like a man."
••I'll go back again with you," offered Mrs.

Allison. '• I won't mind it at all."

" I'd rather Mr. Gray—"
"Here he is!" shouted the beaming Mr.

Gray, as he hurried through the hall. "In a

notion of going, Jane? Better. We'll win yet.

Hurry along, or the polls will close."

The four entered a waiting carriage, and
were whirled up the hill to the very stone

steps of the school-building.
— I hate mightily to do this," objected Mrs.

Gray, faintly, as her husband assisted her out.

••Oh, it's all right," he said, reassuringly.

"Must I vote Republican or Democratic?"
she asked, in a bewildered way, as the}- entered

the throng of people, some coming, some
going, all talking excitedly.

"Vote for Warner and Greene. Here's the

ticket I've fixed for you. There ain't any
politics in this election."

"I thought there was," she murmured, with
growing confusion. The folded bit of paper
was clutched in her gloved fingers. "What
must 1 do with it? " she said.

A man handed her another bit of paper
folded precisely like the first.

" Where must I put them?" she repeated.
" Put what, where? " said her husband, try-

ing to check her aimless turning and keep her
moving toward the clerk's desk. "I'm man-
aging this for you," he said, somewhat an-

noyed, taking her ticketsand examining them,
tossing aside the superfluous one. " Don't you
take anything anybody gives you. Here, keep
straight ahead with me," he whispered.
"Polls ready to close!" shouted a man.

"Anybody not voted, come quick; now's your
time! Warner and Greene!

"

" Jenkins and Small !" shouted an opposing
voice.

"There's the ballot-box," said Mr. Gray,
pointing to a cigar-box on the clerk's desk. It

had a slit cut in the top for the votes to drop
through. "Xoiv put in your ballot."

By this time Mrs. Gray had regained her
usual composure. "So this is the polls!" she
exclaimed, disdain fully, presenting two folded
ballots.

Half a dozen hands interposed.

"Wbere'd you get. this?" gasped Mr. Gray,
making a -second examination of her ballots.

"Oh, I don't know. It must have just

slipped in somehow," she said, joining in the

general friendly laugh.

Mr. Gray placed the proper ballot in her
fingers, and moved her hand over the ballot-

box. Thus guided, the vote was finally de-

posited.

"I'm actually ashamed of your ignorance,
Jane," said Mr. Gray to his wife when they
were inside their own yard. He spoke in that

confiding tone which goes unresented by com-
panions who thoroughly understand each
other.

"So am I, Harvey Simpson, and I tell you
now I don't know for sure who I voted for or
what I voted for, aud I don't think the rest

of you are any clearer in your minds than I

a in. I don't much care, either, which way I

voted; but if I voted on the losing side, you'll

never get me to vote again while time lasts."

When the votes were counted, Mr. Small
was declared clerk for a term of three years,

and Mr. Warner treasurer to fill the unexpired
term of one year.

After the new board of education met, an
announcement of teachers was made, showing
a few minor changes in the lower grades, and
the selection of Miss Alice Caroline Woodbry,
of Kansas City, as principal.

Mrs. Gray was ironing when she heard of it.

" I'll never vote again as long as I live," she
declared.

And to this day she has kept her word.

HOW MOTHER-0-PEARL BUTTONS ARE MADE.

Though buttons of all kinds are made in

Birmingham, the pearl branch is the most
extensive. Motber-o'pearl is a most suitable
material for making buttons; it is so strong,

so pretty, and so easily worked. The sheila

are obtained from Australia, Manila, Bombay,
Egypt, South America, and some other places.

They are as large as dessert-plates, and half an
inch in thickness. The button-maker cots the
shells up into lozenge-shaped pieces oC various
sizes, so as to leave as little waste as possible,

for the shells are expensive, a ton of picked
specimens costiiuj £.itKJ. The cutting is done
by means of a saw in the shape of a tube,with
the teeth cut upon the rim of one of its ends.
The saw is made to spin round in a lathe, and
rapidly pierces the shell held to it by the work-
man, cutting out a piece which is as large as
its internal diameter. The pieces thus cut are

top thick to be used for buttons, and are split

up into three or more lozenges, each of which
is turned separately in a lathe, and has the
holes drilled in it through which it is to be
sewn to the garment on which it is ultimately
to find a place.

—

lAUle Folks*

LEOTA.
BY JULIA KENTON GARWOOD.

» t was finished at last—the grand house on

j| Beechwood Hill. It stood complete. M om
A the silver-tipped flagstaff down to the

-fi. beautifully cemented cellar floor. It

overlooked one of the most fruitful val-

leys of the Susquehanna, and the "lordly

mansion " had been the theme of the rural

inhabitants for the past year.

Roland Aurand, the proud owner, was a
bright young physician. To-day, as he walked
up and down the broad veranda, he felt an
inward triumph in realizing the dream of his

life. His one wish, his one earnest longing,

ever since his early childhood had been for a

home.
His parents died when he was four years old,

and at the tender age of six his guardian put

him in a boys' school. His earliest recollection

was of crying every time the other boys went
home on a vacation. It was then that poor

little lonely Roland resolved that "some
day " he would build a home of his own. His

father's modest, little fortune was just enough
to carry him through college and to give him
his medical education; and with these he

started out equipped for the battle of life.

About two years after he commenced to

practise his profession, a distant -relative died,

and he suddenly found himself in possession

of a large fortune. He immediately estab-

lished himself in comfortable quarters, and
then began to look for a place to build his

long-coveted home. Now, after two years,

everything was finished, and the house-

furnishers had just left.

"Everything is complete now, doctor," said

the foreman, " and it looks more like a fairy

palace than a human habitation. You ought
to be a happy man."
The young doctor continued his walk on the

veranda.
" He says I ought to be happy. Well, I sup-

pose I am," he added, with a short laugh. " I

have a home to-night, even if I do feel a little

blue and downhearted. But that will pass off

to-morrow, when the housekeeper and ser-

vants arrive. Yet it seems that there is some-
thing lacking."

Just at this moment he noticed that there

was some disturbance in the road below. He
looked, and saw two little ragged children,

their voices sounding harsh and high in the

evening air.

"You sha'n't have it!"

"I will!"
" I tell you it's mine!

"

"It ain't! "

" I dugged it up !

"

" I pulled it out, an' you sha'n't have it !

"

And the girl snatched something from the

boy's hand and attempted to run away; but

with one quick blow he sent her sprawling in

the dust, her pink sunbonnet flying off, dis-

closing a mat of flaxen hair.

"Shame!" cried the doctor, as he ran down
to the road and picked the child up. " Why
do you treat your little sister in this cruel

manner? "
" 'Cause she won't gimme that little gold

medal."
"'Taiu't his'n," said the girl, "an' I want it

to wear round my neck."

"An' I want it to sell to the groceryman. I

can git ten cents' worth o' lickerish fur it."

" Let me see what you are quarreling about,"

said the doctor, as he held out his hand for

the bone of contention.
" We digged it out o' the sand down by the

river, an' Jake's so stingy he wants it all his-

self," the girl explained, as she handed him a
slender gold chain with a locket attached.

"So you would sell this for ten cents' worth
of licorice, would you?" he said to the hoy.

"You bet I would."
" Well, suppose you let me have it until I

find the owner? And here is something to pay
you for digging it up." And he handed each

one a bright silver dollar.

They were speechless with amazement, but

their eyes glistened with delight as they ran

homo to display their riches to their less for-

tunate brothers and sisters.

The doctor looked after them until their

little forms grew indistinct in the distance,

then returned to the house and examined the

little treasure he held in his hand.
The locket was. small, and oval in shape,

with a monogram on the outside. The little

hinge was rusty, and in trying to get it open
the cover fell off on the floor, disclosing to

view the pictured face of a young girl.

"How beautiful! " exclaimed Roland, invol-

untarily,' as he gazed at the marvclously
bright face which seemed to look frankly up
into his.

'•This young lady is a puzzle to me," he
thought, after studying the features long and
earnestly. "One way I look at her she seems
radiantly happy; then again there is a sort of

sadness in the expression of the eyes. But
whoever she is, she is charming, and I wish I

knew where to find the original. I'm sorry I

broke the locket," he mused, as he began to

senrch on the floor for the missing part. As
he picked it up he discovered the name
" Leota" on the inside of the cover. "Ah! I'm
glad to know your name," he said, as he once
more looked at. the picture. "How kind you
are, Leota, to come and share my new home.
Why, I declare," lie said, laughing, "my lit of

the blues is all gone."
He went over to the dressing-case, got a

little velvet-lined box, and laid the locket in-

side; but as the cover was off, it would not lie

straight, but rolled over on its velvet cushion.
• Do not turn your face away from me, my

beautiful Leota," said Roland. "You are to

be my guardian angel, for I am all alone in

this great house."
The next morning, as he wandered through

the rooms of. his fine home, he thought of the

remark of the house-furnisher.

"Yes, he was right; it does seem like a fairy

palace, and how thankful I am to have the

dream of my youth realized. But where is

the fairy?" he said, as he once more picked
up the little box and opened the lid. " She is

more beautiful this morning than she was last

night," he mused. "Surely, she is my good
fairy." And lie stood gazing at the picture so
long that he almost forgot to go to the station

to meet his housekeeper and servants.

Weeks and months passed away, and every-
thing went smoothly arid pleasantly in the
doctor's beautiful home. He had practice
enough in the little village to keep him com-
fortably busy, and had gained many good
friends, especially among the poor. Every
day, it must be confessed, he gazed long and
lovingly on the fair face of Leota. She had
come to be almost a living reality to him, and
he consulted her on all occasions. Without
the picture he would have been lonely and
miserable.
One evening, a year and more after he had

rescued Leota from the little ragamuffins, he
received a letter from a college chum, saying

that he would pass through on the evening
train, and wished Roland to meet him for a
few minutes' conversation.
He drove down to see his friend, and on his

return was overtaken by a violent storm. The
vivid flashes of lightning almost blinded him,
and the rain began to fall in torrents just as

he neared an open shed at the side of the road.

He drove under the friendly shelter and
hitched his horse, then thrqw the large fur

robe over his head and ran across the road to a

more secure shelter for himself. It was an old

log cabin, substantially built, that had once
been a dwelling for the winter wood-choppers.

It was almost dark, but he could see that the

door was standing half way open; and as he

jumped briskly through the driving rain into

the darkness within, he felt rather than saw
that the place was already occupied. Just as

he landed inside, a terrific gust of wind blew
the door shut with a bang, and he was in total

darkness. As the sound died away he thought
he heard a rustle near him.

" Who is here?" he asked.

"Oh," said a sweet, trembling voice, "oh,
sir, I came in out of the storm, and I—" There
it stopped.
" I am glad you fouud shelter," said Roland,

in reassuring tones, for he knew from the
voice that the speaker was a woman and that

she was very much frightened. "It is indeed

a hard storm, hut you are perfectly safe here.

Allow me to introduce myself to you." And
he told her his name and where he lived.

"I am Miss Volney, from Buffalo," she said,

"and I came to »visit Mrs. Doane, who lives

about a mile from the station. There was no
one there to meet me, so I started to walk;
but the storm drove me in here. Do you know
where Mrs. Doane lives?"
"Yes; her house is just across the hill from

mine. But it has not been occupied for two
years, as the family is in Europe."
"Oh, have they not returned? I received a

letter from Mrs. Doane three months ago, and
she said they expected to sail the next week,
and wished me to come to see her as soon as

possible. She is my dearest friend, and— But
I will have to return on the next train. Do
you know what time it leaves?"
Between fear and disappointment her voice

trembled so that she could scarcely speak.

Roland tried to comfort her by saying:
" Do not lose courage, Miss Volney. You arc

safe here as long as the storm lasts, and as

soon as it is over I will take you to my homo,
where you can wait until the noon train to-

morrow. I- wish I could see what accommo-
dations this place affords, so that I could ask
you to sit down. Never before have I been in

a place quite so dark as this. I can only locate

yon by the sound of your voice, and I will

confess," he laughingly added, "that I would
like to see the face of my partner in distress."

"Yes," said she, her voice brightening, "I
have been trying for the last three minutes to

see my hand close to my eyes. I wonder if

there are any windows in this house? "

"There used to be, but they are boarded up.

When I came by yesterday, the man who lives

on t lie next farm was boiling apple butter in

here. But I will open the door now, as I do
not think it is blowing so hard."

He stepped to the door and felt for the latch,

but all in vain. It seemed to be a perfectly

smooth surface inside. At last he found a

hole, but a stick was necessary to lift up the

heavy wooden bar that held the door shut.
" We are locked in, Miss Volney, but I think

I can find a stick to raise this latch." And he

explained to her just how the door was bolted

from the outside.

"I will help you find a stick," she said, as

she began to feel around in the dark.

"How unfortunate," said he, "that my
pocket match-safe is empty. With a match
we might at least find out where we are

standing."
They walked slowly and cautiously back

and forth, across the floor of the little cabin,

hut could find nothing that would serve to

raise the bar of their prison. The situation

began lo a>smne a ludicrous form, and they
were soon laughing ut liieir many mishaps in
stumbling about in the dark.
"Where are you now. Miss Volney?" said

the doctor, after a minute's silence.

"Oh, I am sitting over here on a pile of
apples. Where are you?"
"I am playing Cinderella in the ashes in the

fireplace."

"I wish there were fire there, for I am get-

ting cold."
" Pardon me. How thoughtless I am," he

exclaimed. "I will try to make you more
comfortable, if I can find the fur robe I

brought in with me." And he groped over
toward the door. "Here it is. Now, if I can
find some place to put it where you can sit

down— Hello! what is this?" as he struck
his foot against something hard. "I believe
I've found a place at last, where you can get
some rest. There, I've arranged the robe; and
now. Miss Voluey, if you will come forward I

will give you a seat fit for a queen."
"All right; I'll be there," she replied, as she

followed in the direction of his voice.
" Now, please give nie your hand, step up on

this ledge and sink down into the robe."

•'Oh, what a delightful little nest you have
prepared for me. I certainly appreciate it, for

I am very tired."

"Have you the least idea where you are,

Miss Vc-lney?" asked the doctor, trying to

suppress a laugh.

"No. Where?"
" Well, you are in the apple-butter kettle."

Then peal after peal of merry laughter
filled the old cabin. The icy reserve was com-
pletely broken. Roland sat down on the edge
of the hearth', and they talked a long time
like old friends.

••If her face proves to he half as charming
as her voice," said Roland to himself, "she
certainly will be a fascinating young lady."

He learned from her conversation that she
supported her widowed mother by filling the
position of stenographer in a large wholesale
house in the city. She and Mrs. Doane had
been room-mates at college three years before,

and had been firm friends ever since.
" Well," said the doctor, after awhile, " I will

go to work again. Miss Volney, and try to find

some way to get out of this place."

"I will lend you the q'ueen's throne, and
perhaps you can stand on it and find where
the windows are and knock the boards off. I

will hold the kettle in place while you climb
up."

" We can at least try," said he, as he helped
her out and rolled the kettle over against the

wall. "Hark! The little church-bell in the
village is striking midnight. Is it possible

that we have been in here five hours? "'

They worked together, succeeding at last in

getting the boards from the window, and
Roland climbed out and opened the door. The
rain was over, and the moon was struggling

through the clouds as they stepped into the

carriage aud drove toward his home.
"Oh," said Miss Volney, with a little scream,

as she looked at her hands in the moonlight,

"my hands are as black as coal, from the bot-

tom of that kettle, and my face must be, too."

She hastily pulled down her veil, looked up
into Roland's face, and burst into another
merry laugh. "Oh, doctor," she said, "your
face is covered with black spots. I'm glad I

can hide behind this friendly veil until I can
get some water. But," she added, more seri-

ously, "I'm so thankful to you for taking

such excellent care of me. What would I have
done had I been all alone in that dark, dismal
cabin? I should have died of fright before

morning."

In a few minutes she found herself under
the housekeeper's motherly care, in one of

the brighest, warmest rooms in the Aurand
mansion. After washing away the evidence

of her last night's adventure, she fell into a

deep, refreshing sleep, and did not wake until

late in the morning. She arose aud dressed,

brightening her traveling-suit with some fine

lace she liad in her little satchel. Just as her

toilet was completed, a message came from
the doctor, inviting her down to the breakfast-

room.
As she passed through the doorway of the

bright, cheery room, Roland raised his eyes

from the paper he was reading, jumped to his

feet, and with a cry of joy rushed toward her

with outstretched hands, uttering the one
word, " Leota !

"

She looked at him in astonishment, but did

not speak.
" Oh, Leota! have I found you at last ?"

She could not find words to answer him,
but looked as if she doubted his sanity. At
length she recovered sufficiently to say:

" I really do not understand why you should

call me by my first name."
Then, when the doctor had recovered his

right mind, he explained to her fully the

story of the locket.

"It must have been the picture I gave to

Mrs. Doane on my eighteenth birthday. She
wrote me that she had lost it. But, doctor,"

She said, in some confusion, " isn't it almost

train-time?" And to cover her embarrass-

ment, she began to get ready to go to the

station.

During the next year the doctor made num-
berless visits to Buffalo, and at the end of that

time brought his fair bride back to share his

home. As she stepped into the carriage she

whispered, roguishly:
" Please do not tell any one that you found

your wife in an apple-butter kettle."
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SOUTHERN SEMINOLES OF TO-DAY.

The Seminoles now number only about 1,500,

perhaps .somewhat less, though during the

last few years a large increase among them
has been noted by- others and reported by
themselves. As time has advanced and civ-

ilization making rapid strides along the coast,

the Seminole has scented danger to all he

loved most; and as the habitations of the

white man come nearer, he has retreated be-

fore the advancing foe, going further in toward
the interior of the state, until now he inhabits

the central portion of the Everglades, visiting

white settlements at rare intervals, and keep-

ing his whereabouts and numbers diligently

concealed from his paler brothers.

Only during the past five years lias any
attempt been made, either by church, state or

general government, to better their condition

or to look after them in any manner, though
individual philanthropists have time and
again manifested an interest in the Indians'

welfare. Within this time some effort has

been made to get their education and social

training well under way.
No government reservation has ever been

set aside for the Seminoles in Florida, but the

governor of the state, in 1X92, appointed three

commissioners to select 3,000 acres of state

lands for their homes. The general govern-

ment has sent an agent among them, Dr. J. E.

Brecht, of Fort Myers, and the Woman's Na-
tional Indian Association has selected Mrs.

Brecht, the doctor's wife, as its representative

among the Indians. The association began its

work through Mrs. Brecht before the govern-

ment appointed her husband, the government
making its appointment through the efforts

of the association. The association bought
some land for a station, and the government
in time bought of the association, the two
working along harmoniously.
In the meantime, the Episcopal church,

through the bishop of the southern diocese,

W. C. Gray, began work among the Indians.

He appointed a resident missionary, so that

now the enurcB, the government and the

humane society are all united in an effort to

educate the Seminole.

Efforts are being made to teach the Indians

useful, homely arts, and in this the agents are

succeeding. The women use sewing-machines,

and they are beginning to learn the use of con-

ventional cooking-utensils and tableware, as

well as household furniture, while the men
learn the use of farm tools, carpenters' tools,

etc. But they oppose all efforts to teach them
English or to instruct them in the rudiments

of learning or of the Christian religion.

It is only recently that photographers have

been able to secure pictures of the Seminole.

When the first man was approached and told

what was wanted, he said: "Me shoot white

man he take picture." But gradually the prej-

udice is dying away, and some of them are

anxious to be photographed, especially the

younger bucks, who, perhaps, like to show off

their courage in facing so devilish an appa-

ratus.

Many queer experiences are related that have
made us better acquainted with the Indian and
his attitude. He has a great dislike to being

considered a meddler or as interfering in any-

way, and when the Western Union stretched

its wires across the great alpatti (swamp) to

connect with the Nassau cable, the line ran

through a village. The chief immediately

moved, because, as he said, " pickaninny shoot

down bottle" from the poles, and he dreaded

the consequence even of childish meddling

with the " white man's talking debilment."

They consider that they hold the Everglades

by right and by treaty, and the various move-

ments .hrough that section looking to its

reclamation arouse anxiety and bitter feeling.

—Florida Citizen.

STAY IN PARIS AND "DO" EUROPE.

An artful and ingenious Frenchman in

Paris, with a well-developed and subtle knowl-

edge of the frailties and vanities of the trav-

eling public, has hit upon a plan that will

place many American dollars in his pocket,

and at the same time permit those who go

abroad this summer to practise innocent im-

positions upon their credulous friends and

neighbors on their return.

His method is a simple one, and yet, when
adopted in connection with a careful reading

of Baedeker or some other guide-book, is one

that is almost certain to mislead the " folks at

home " and give one an appearance of having

traveled much, although he may not have

gone to any other place on the continent than

Paris.

This thoughtful, provident Frenchman has

laid in an excellent stock of those innocent

and heretofore truthful telltale pasters that

all travelers cherish and delight in having

stuck upon their trunks and boxes in places

far from home. They are exact reproductions

of the pasters or labels most in use at railway

stations and hostelries in the various coun-

tries abroad, and these, for a mild considera-

tion, he will apply to any article of baggage

that a traveler may have. The tourist selects

the labels and he does the rest.

With enough of these stuck about indis-

criminately to be used in evidence, and asligbt

knowledge of the place thereby indicated,

gleaned from a guide-book, deception is made
easy, and a reputation for having "done"
Europe can be cheaply gained.

This industry is a new one, and bids fair to

meet with great success, as tales of foreign

travels, like those of fishing adventures, are
seldom confined to the niceties of truth, and
it is not considered any more improper to

stretch a point in telling about one than it is

in telling about the other.

The scheme was first made known on this

side on the arrival of the White Star steam-
ship Teutonic the other day. A vivacious
young woman who had been abroad with some
friends was met at the steamer by her brother,

who looked after her baggage.
After the customs officials had tumbled

the things in her trunk about as the law re-

quires, her brother noticed the many pasters

upon it.

He expressed surprise that she had been in

so many places during her short absence, and
remarked that she had said nothing of many
of them in her letters.

She laughed heartily at his remark, and told

him that they had nearly all been put on in

Paris. " It only cost me four francs, and lots

of others had it done, too," she said. She then
stated that she could have had plenty more
had she desired, as the man had all that any
one could wish.
The Frenchman has undoubtedly filled "a

long-felt want," and hereafter doing Europe
on a dollar a day will be considered an unnec-
essary extravagance.
Truly, Paris is the center of the universe.

—

2Tew York Times.

HUSBANDS OVERINDULGE WIVES.

There is not a wife living who would not
resent being told that her womanly nature,

her true self, was being destroyed, undermined,
by a too intense and absorbed devotion on the

part of her husband; that, she was daily los-

ing womanly strength and force, and rapidly

becoming a clog and impediment to her hus-

band's progress, because of his indulgence.

We hear a great deal said about the selfishness

of men, but unbiased observers will have to

admit that a great proportion of the selfish-

ness that escaped from Pandora's box found
refuge in the hearts of women.
Look about the world and see if you do not

find as many husbands victims of a wife's

nerves, headache or backache, as you find

wives sacrificed to a husband's sins or weak-
nesses. Men's acts of selfishness are more
apparent, as a usual thing; they are more
flagrant. Woman's selfishness is more insid-

ious.

A husband's comfort is wholly dependent on
a wife. If she chooses to revenge herself for

any inattention or deprivation, there are thou-

sands of petty ways open to her that a man
would scorn to use. The writer calls to mind
a pretty, girlish wife, who was excessively

extravagant, and who had a most devoted

husband. Sitting with a party of ladies one
day when the subject of managing husbands
was under discussion, she shook a pretty

golden head, and with a merry laugh, said, " I

manage better than any of you; whenSammy
dou't do just as I want him to, 1 go to bed and
stay there till he gives in." There was a burst

of protest, but the young woman went on
with perfect calmness: "You know last week
you all thought I was ill. I wasn't. I wanted

a hundred dollars for my spring dress and
bonnet; Sammy would only give me fifty ; but

I tell you he was glad to give me the other

fifty to get me up. I'd have stayed there till

now if he had not." And she looked around

with an air of triumphant pride. There are

few women who resort to such methods—none
worthy of an honest love; but are there not

women who assume a cold, reserved, con-

strained manner if they are deprived of an
indulgence or liberty, women who resent, per-

haps unconsciously, any control over actions

or expenditures?

Few wives or children stop to think how
little, comparatively, of a husband's or

father's income is expended on himself alone.

The major part is devoted to home and its

dependent inmates. This financial abnega-

tion is accepted as a matter of course by those

at home and abroad, and the world makes a

butt of the man who does otherwise; but

surely the deepest devotion should be given in

return from those who are benefited by it.—

Domestic Monthly.

THE WALK OF WOMEN.

"How women walk " has recently been the

subject of discussion in a Parisian journal,

says the London Figaro. According to this

authority, the palm must be awarded to

French women. The English woman, it

states, does not walk; she travels. Her limbs

appear to be moved by theengineof asteamer,

and her feet have the proportions of an At-

lantic liner! Concerning the gait of women
of other countries, this interesting journal

goes on to remark that the German is heavy,

one feels t he earth tremble beneath her tread
;

the Spanish woman " prances," the American
woman resembles the pendulum of a clock,

the Italian "skips," the Russian "skates,''

the Dutch woman " rolls," and the Belgian

tramps about.

Now. although these remarks are ungallant

and uncomplimentary to our own nation par-

ticularly, we cannot but own there is a certain

amount of truth in them. Numbers of women
do not seem to care how they walk so long as

they cover the distance they wish to travel

somehow. But if they could only see them-
selves as they appear to the casual onlooker,

how very differently they would comport
themselves! How often is a pretty face and

figure spoiled by a stoop of the shoulders and
a wriggling, bustling walk !

Corsican women are models of queenly
grace, and the reason is plain. They have a

curious custom of carrying burdens, water-
pots, etc., on their heads. I noticed a Cor-

sican woman going on board a steamer at

Marseilles not long ago carrying her baby in

her arms and her portmanteau on her head.
As nearly all the water in Corsica is carried

from wells by women in water-pots, the women
acquire from youth the practice of carrying
burdens on their heads. An hour's practice Of

this exercise a day with, for instance, a book
or a pillow on our head, would do wonders in

the way of making us into types of grace and
ease, when before we were the exact opposite.

SENSE OF INSECTS.

Concerning the ordinary senses of insects

comparatively little is known. Most of them
certainly see well, the eyes of many species

being far more elaborate than those of human
beings. The eyes of common house-flies and
dragon-flies are believed to be better fitted

than the human eye for observing objects in

motion, though these creatures are short-

sighted.

It may be reasonably supposed that insects

possess taste, judging from the discrimination

that they exercise in the choice of their food.

That they have smell is a matter of common
observation, and has been experimentally
proved by Sir John Lubbock and others. Most
insects seem to be deaf to the sounds which
are heard by human beings.

At the same time, there is no question that

they produce sounds and hear sounds that are

entirely beyond our own range of auditory

perception. Sir John Lubbock has said that

we can no more form an idea of these sounds
than we should have been able to conceive a

notion of red or green if the human race had
been blind. The air is doubtless often vocal

with the sounds made by insects of so high a

pitch as to be entirely out of range of man's
power to hear.

Certain senses in insects appear to be beyond
comprehension. The neutc-is among the ants

known as " termites " are blind, and can have
no sense of light in their burrowings; yet they

will reduce a beam of wood or an elaborate

piece of furniture to a mere shell withoutonce
gnawing through the surface.

An analogy is found among mammals. A
bat in a lighted room, though blinded as to

sight, will fly in all directions with great swift-

ness and with infallible certainty of avoiding
concussion or contact with any object. It

seems to be able to feel at a distance.— Wash-
ington Star.

A "SURGICAL INSTRUMENT."

A worthy lady of Chicago who does not keep
pace with the times was the heroine of a recent

incident, the point of which will be apparent

to boys. There had been a surgical operation

in the house, which was happily over. Some
time after the doctor had gone the mistress of

the house, as is related by the Chicago Record,

discovered on a table what she took to be one
of the surgical instruments, inadvertently left

behind.

She first carefully cleansed the polished steel

with a solution of carbolic acid and water,

then rubbed it dry with a flannel cloth,

wrapped it up and sent a servant with it to

the doctor. With it she sent this note:

Dear Doctor:—When you were at the house yester-

day you were so unfortunate as to mislay one of your

surgical instruments. I have taken good care of it,

and return it by the messenger.

I am very truly,

Before long the messenger came back with

the same parcel, a little rumpled by opening,

and with it brought this note from the doctor:

Dear Mrs. :—I thank you for your thoughtful-

ness, but there is evidently a mistake somewhere. The

instrument does not belong tome. I would suggest

that you ask your son about it.

Ver'truly Your*,

Full of astonishment, she went to her six-

teen-year-old son.
" Do you know what this is? " she asked.

"Why, yes; that's the pump that I fili my
pneumatic tires with," he said.

He wondered then why his mother should

be so much displeased with him for possessing

a bicycle-pump, when she had not objected at

all to the bicycle.

this, of course, in a most artistic and seduc-
tive manner. The rich man appeared much
impressed, but when the story was ended he
said, simply :

" Excuse me a minute while I go across the
street and get a drink."
When he returned, the Louisville man had

vanished. The coldness of the easterner who
could announce cold-bloodedly that he was
going to drink alone had got under the cuticle

of the schemer.—Louisville Commercial.

THE SWIFTEST VESSEL.

Probably the swiftest vessel in the world has
recently been built, according to the Heme
lndusrielle, in France. This extraordinary
craft is the seagoing torpedo-vessel, con-
structed at Havre by the well-known house of
Augustin Xormand, the contract requiring
that it should maintain a speed of from
twenty-nine to thirty knots for an hour under
full steam. At its trial trip, it seems, this ves-

sel, the Forban, ran a distance of more than
thirty-one knots in an hour, this being equiv-
alent to about thirty-five miles, probably the
greatest distance ever covered by a seagoing
ship in sixty minutes—powerful engines being
necessary, of course, to drive the vessel

through the water at such a rapid rate. On
this score, therefore, the statement is not sur-

prising that although the displacement of the

craft is only about one hundred and fifty

English tons, it carries engines of 3,250 horse-

power.

FREE CURE FOR KIDNEYS AND BLADDER.

We advise our readers who suffer from Kid-
ney and Bladder disorders, weak back or rheu-

matism to try the New Botanic discovery

Alkavis made from the Kava-Kava shrub.

The Church Kidney Cure Company, 418 Fourth
Avenue, New York, to prove its great value,

and for introduction, will send you a treat-

ment of Alkavis prepaid by mail free. Alkavis
is certainly a wonderful remedy and every
sufferer should gladly accept this free offer.

SAVE | YOUR FUEL
By using our (stove pipe) RADIATOR.

With its 120 Cross Tubes,

ONE stove or furnace does the work
of TWO. Drop postal for proofs from
prominent men.

TO INTRODUCE OUR RADIATOR,

the first order from each neighbor-

hood filled at WHOLESALE price, and
secures an agency. Write at once.

ROCHESTER RADIATOR CO.,

No. 3 Furnace St., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

KNOCKED OUT WITH ONE BLOW.

A cutting story is being told at the expense
of a well-known Louisville man, who is some-
thing of a beat, as well as a bore.

A wealthy man from the East was in the city

a short time ago, and during his stay the
Louisville man did his best to get his friend-

ship preparatory to borrowing a goodly sum of

money. He showed the eastern man all about
the town, saw that he was admitted into the

sacred precincts of the clubs, and took care

that he had a good time in all respects. The
easterner was charmed. He had often heard

of Kentucky hospitality, and his greatest

expectations were discounted by what, the

Louisville man did for him. He was no fool,

however, and it was not long before he learned

that his alleged friend was simply laying a
trap for him.

One day, when the Louisville man thought
his way to the rich man's pocket-book was
clear, he broached the subject of a loan, doing

gents 14 KARAT

LADIES
I press for examination. You ex-

Vp amine it at the ex press office ;and

|V ^ ifyou think it abargainpayoui

("jf^ sample price $2 75 and express

GOLD
_ PLATE.

CUT T11IS OIT and send itto

us with your name and address
and we will send you this beauti-

ful fold finished watch, by ex-
' "
" ex-
nd
our

press
charges and it is yours. It ismag-
nificently engraved and equ«l
in appearance to asernuneSulirl

Gold w:tlcb. A guarantee and
beautiful gold plate chain and
charm sent free with every
watch,write today.this maynot
appear again; mention whether

jk you want (rents' or ladies' size

THE NATIONAL MFG.
4? & IMPORTING CO.

331 Beurburn St., [ 9 ], Chicago.

$10,000 REWARD
The Beck Dandruff Cure Co., of Springfield,

Ohio, will pay Ten Thousand Dollars Reward
to any man or woman who can, by any process
known to chemistry, detect a trace of Sugar
of Lead, Arsenic, or any other poisonous sub-
stance of any kind in Beck Dandruff Cure.

« DANDRUFF*
It.~ discoverer, Herr. Dr. Johannes H. Beck,

the eminent Berlin phj sici an. cured more than
35,000 persons < f dandruff by its use during
lii~ forty years' me<lic;tl practise in that city,
it already lias more than 40,000 cures to

its credit in the Doited States ; and when used
according to the directions accompanying
each package, will never fail to quickly and
permanently cure the worst case of dandruff
in existence, no matter of how long standing.

Sent by Mail Anywhere
For Only One Dollar

Wo prefer seuding it to you by mail instead of
placing it in the drug-stores, because of the
fact that very many dniL'L'iMs substitute other
so-called cures containing poisons which give
them a greater profit than we can afford to
pay. Then, too, l»y selling to yon direct we
can always keep track of you, and refund your
money if it fails to cure.

WARRANTED TO CURE
So rertain are we of its never-failing efficacy

alike with Infants. < 'hildren or Adults of oolh
s. -x< -. that we havf mad'-a larj-'e deposit in the
First National Bank, of Springfield, Ohio
I Hon. A . S Bushnell. Governor of Ohio, is its

President . to be nsed exclusively as a Guar-
antee Fund, and we place an Order for One
Dolfaron this hank in each and every package,
to he paid to the user thereof if it fails to cure
when used as directed.

THE BECK DANDRUFF CURE CO.,

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO,
SOLE AGENTS FOR U. S. AND CANADA.

We sell

WATCHES AND JEWELRY cheaper than
any other reliable house on earth. Illustrated Cat-
alogue mailed FKEE. Bazzett & L'her, Chicago, III.

Headaches Cured Instantly. All forms of Headache
cured instantly. Price 25 cts. Mailed to any address on
receipt of same. I>r.(.;.S.Farquhar,Glenford,0.,U.S. A.
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LET'S PLAY.

Oil, the blessed and wise little children,

What sensible things they say!

When they can't have the things they wish

for,

They take others and cry, " Let's play !
"

" Let's play that the chairs are big coaches,

And the sofa a railroad-car.

And that we are all taking journeys,

And traveling ever so far.

" Let's play that this broken old china

Is a dinner-set rare and fine.

And our tin cups filled with water

Are goblets of milk and wine.

"Let's play everyone of our dollies

Is alive and can go and walk,

And can keep up long conversations

With us if we want to talk.

'• Let's play that we live in a palace,

And that we are queens and kings;

Let's play we are birds in a tree-top,

And can fly about on wings.

"Let's play that we are school-keepers,

And grown people come to our school,

And punish them all most soundly
If they break but a single rule."

Oli. the blessed and wise little children,

What sensible things they say!

And we might be as happy as they are,

If we would be happy their way.

What odds twixt having and not having.

When we have lived out our day

—

Let us borrow the children's watchword—
The magical watchword, " Let's play."

lie washed when soiled. In making the

bed, the under sheet ought to lie stretched

as tightly as possible and tucked in all

around, then put on the top sheet with the

wrong side up, and the wide hem close to

the head-board. The blankets and coun-
terpane should be put on leaving about

six or eight inches between them and the

head of the bed, then the upper sheet will

fold over nicely, and the blankets tuck in

well at the foot.

In the winter, if you use comforts on the

beds, it is a good plan to take a breadth of

muslin as long as the comfort is wide, fold

it in the middle and sew up the ends; then

slip it over the end of the comfort and:

baste it on. This will save the comfort
from being soiled so quickly, and is very

little trouble to take off and wash when
necessary.

I know a lady who, when traveling and
sleeping in hotels, always takes along one
of these slips and puts it on the covers of

the bed before retiring; then she is sure

they are clean on the outside, next her

face and hands, at least. Maida McL.

HOME TOPICS.

W~ utter-making.—The hot days and

H-^P nights of August and early Sep-

tember are the most trying to the

average butter-maker. Often, af-

ter churning a long time, the butter will

be soft and white, and the butter-maker
discouraged. This is especially the case if

she does not have very much cream, and
saves it several days to get enough for a

churning. Then many housekeepers do
not have a good, cool place to keep their

milk and cream, and ice is out of the ques-

tion. It is to such as these that I want to

tell one woman's plan of making sweet,

hard, yellow butter in hot weather or cold

—butter that will always sell above the

market price.

She usually churns from four to six

quarts of cream at a time, and before she

skims any cream into the cream-jar she

puts three pounds of salt into it, and then

every time she puts in cream she stirs

it thoroughly, so as to mix the salt well

through the cream. The churning is done
in the usual manner, and the butter always
comes firm and yellow. The butter is

washed, which takes out all the butter-

milk with very little working, and no salt

is ever put into the butter. The salt put
into the cream makes the butter just salt

enough. Of course, the buttermilk is too

salt for use, but the ease with which the

butter is churned, and its superior quality,

more than compensates for that loss.

Taking Care of the Bed.—Do not try to

get the chamber-work done too early in

the morning. It is healthier to let the beds
air thoroughly before making them. The
chamber-work should be commenced early

by opening the windows and spreading

out the clothes, pillows and mattresses to

the sunshine and air as much as possible;

then take the slops down and leave the

rooms until all the down-stairs work is

done, when fresh water can be taken up,

the beds made and the work finished.

Every mattress should be protected from
soil by a slip-cover of muslin which may

SOME PINEAPPLE DAINTIES.

The most delicious manner of preserving

this fruit for winter use is in honey, pre-

pared as follows: To four grated pine-

apples take six pounds of sugar and one

pint of water. Put all together into a stew-

pan, and boil twenty minutes; put into

tumblers, and tie up while warm.
Pixealple Jelly.—Jelly can be made by

soaking two thirds of a boxful of gelatin in

enough cold water to just cover it for one

hour. Shred
or chop fine

one large or

two small
pineapples
(canned may
be used j ust as

satisfactorily).

Strain over the

fruit the juice

of one lemon,

and cover with

one pint of

granulated su-

g a r. Add a

pint of boiling

water to the

soaking gela-

tin, and when
it is all dis-

solved, turn

over the pre-

pare d fruit.

Put into a

mold, an d

place on ice

until it hard-

ens. Serve
the jelly with

boiled custard

or whipped
cream. When
gelatin is used

with fresh pineapple, it should not stand

for more than three or four hours, as the

acid of the apple will digest the gelatin

and turn it to liquid.

Delicioi-s Pi'DDixG.—Soak half a pack-

age of gelatin in one half cupful of cold

milk for two hours. Peel and grate pine-

apple enough to till three cups. Place over

the tire in a double boiler one pint of milk.

Beat light the yolks of

six egas, and add to

them one capful of su-

gar, a pinch of salt and
one gill of cold milk.

When the milk is at

boiling-point, stir in

the fruit and the soaked
gelatin, and lastly add
the egg mixture. Cook
for two minutes, stir-

ring all the while; re-

move from the fire, and
place the boiler in a pan-

ful of cold water, and
then place in the ice-

chest for several hours.

Pineapple Dessert.

—A very nice, warm
dessert is made as fol-

lows: Place in a sauce-

pan four ounces of

butter and same quan-
tity of sugar; put the pan over the lire,

and when the butter becomes soft, mix
in a quarter of a pound of Hour, and stir

well; add one cupful of boiling milk,

and remove from fire. When the mixture
is cold, add the beaten yolks of three eggs,

and thoroughly mix before adding the

whites of the eggs beaten light. Peel one
pineapple, cut from it three or four slices

and lay them to one side. The remainder
of the fruit pick from the core and chop
fine. Butter a mold, and sprinkle it with

sugar; cut the slices of apples into dice,

and line the mold with them
;
put a layer

of the prepared mixture in the bottom of

the mold, and cover with some of the

chopped fruit; alternate fruit and mixture
until the mold is three

quarters full. Cover
with a greased paper;

place in a pan of hot

water one half the

height of the mold; set

in the oven to steam
for one hour. Turn out
on a dish, and serve

with the following
sauce: Put into a

saucepan one pint of

cold water and one half

pound of granulated

sugar, and place over

the fire. Moisten an
ounce of corn-starch

with a gill of cold
water, and add it to the

sugar when boiling,

stirring all the time
until it is clear. Take
from the fire, and flavor. Both pudding
and sauce should be served very hot.

M. E. Smith.

Tasks are made harder by putting off

from day to day what should be done at

once. "A task begun is half done " is an
old and true saying, and there is no hap-
piness like the happiness of looking back
over work well done.

To the young and middle-aged work is a

necessity. As it is one of the laws which

COLLARET.

For the first cool days of fall something
about the neck is always comfortable. The
boas will do later in the season, and the

new ruffs of

lace and inser-

tion will afford

a w a r m t h,

while still
having a sum-
mery effect.

They can be
worn outside

of cape or coat.

HAPPINESS
AND WORK.

These two
words, al-

though not
synonymous,
are largely
dependent on
each other.
There can be
no real happi-

ness without
work, and one
cannot work

'* without being

% happy; at
;i least, far more

so than he
w o u 1 d be if

idle. When
God made the

law that man must earn his, bread by the

sweat of his face, he conferred the greatest

possible blessing upon him, and it is only

those who are continually striving to evade

that law that find life's pathway most dif-

ficult to travel. Who do the grumbling
and fault-finding, aud are never satisfied

anywhere? Not the busy workers—those
who work with heart and brain and will-

ing hands to amass a fortune, to win a

name among their fellow-men, or merely

to earn a living. They are too busy for

that. Their minds as well as their hands
are employed, and they have neither the

time nor the desire for idleness—the sup-

posed state of happiness longed for by the

drones in this busy workaday world.

Idle people find it a difficult matter to

dispose of their time. They tire of read-

ing, of lounging about, of walking merely

for the sake of walking, of shopping with

no particular object but to kill time, of

visiting their friends, who, if like them-
selves, find the task of entertaining them
decidedly irksome; or if they belong to

the busy workers, are a continual reproach

to the idlers, providing their sensibilities

are not as indolent as their bodies, and

they are far from being happy. An idle

child is continually complaining for

amusements, which the industrious one

will provide for himself, and the tasks he

has to perform are done with such an ill

grace and with so much complaining, one

would rather do the work than be bothered

with them; while the willing worker dis-

poses of each job as if it were a pleasure

(as it really is), and when through with

them goes to his play with the feeling that

he has earned the right to his amusements,
aud enjoys them accordingly.

control our being, so it is of vital impor-
tance in our lives. As I said before, an
idle child is worthless; how much worse
is an idle youth! If their minds and
hands are employed, they will not have
either the time or inclination to be study-
ing up crime or committing acts which
cause them and their friends a life of

sorrow. The middle-aged man or woman
who will say, while yet in the prime of

i life, "I have done my share of work, here-

after some one else may take my place," is

of another class that never "fell in love"
with work.

The only ones who seem to have really

earned the right to rest and be taken care

of are the aged. It is a positive delight to

me to see an old person who can enjoy
himself or herself after a life of toil, and
hear them tell over the tales of early trials

and hardships, which, while hard at the

time, only proved the mettle in them, as

j

gold is tried by fire; and now that their

working-days are over, can feel that they
are deserving of the loving care that will

follow them the few remaining days
of their lives. And it may be that if we
perform our work faithfully and cheer-

fully, we, too, shall hear at life's closing,
" Well done, thou good and faithful ser-

vant; enter into the joys of thy rest."

However it may be, even should we "get
weary and think work is dreary, 'tis better

by far to have something to do."
A. M. M.

GRAPES.

The abundance of fruit this season will

spur every housekeeper on to great work
in canning for winter use. In making
grape jelly, the juice should be boiled down
some before putting in the sugar. Jelly

from half-ripe grapes is usually much nicer

than from very ripe ones, as it is much
more delicate.

A good spiced jelly is made by boiling

spices in it while cooking. Tie the spices

in new muslin, and then they can be easily

removed. Jam will take the place of butter,

and in some families a spread is always en-

joyed. The best way to make grape jam
is to pulp the grapes first, keeping the

skins separate; then cook* the pulps, and
put through a colander, to remove the

seeds. Put this in with the skins, with

half the quantity of sugar, and cook care-

fully for one hour, keeping them well

stirred with either a wooden or silverspoon,

to keep from burning.

Fine bunches can be pickled by arrang-

ing them carefully in a stone jar, and pour-

ing hot, sweet, spiced vinegar over them.

They will keep by tying them up, first with

paper, then a layer of cotton batting, and
then another paper. Never use newspaper.

I'nbroken bunches can be kept till Christ-

mas by covering the cut stems with

sealing-wax, wrapping them carefully in

cotton, and packing them in sawdust so

that they will not rest too heavily upon
each other.

For those who do not object to wine,

some can be made up in that way, and

kept entirely for medicinal purposes; also,

the juice can be boiled out of them,

slightly sweetened, bottled while hot, and

used as a cooling drink in sickness.

L. L. C.

SLEEVES.

There is a great change in sleeves for fall

dresses, and we give some of the best

styles to choose from.
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HOPES.

Grieve not, O heart! for those fond hopes
Which faded ere the spring was born,

Assuowflakes on the mountain-slopes
Which catch the light of early morn.

Grieve not for thy dead hopes.

Grieve not though gentle hands clasped t hine
And soothed thy Way, which are no more,

As stars which in the heavens shine
And pass from view when night is o'er.

Grieve not for thy dead hopes.

Oh ! grieve not, though the past he dead,
That golden past t hou once didst prize,

Though heights thou thoughtest once to tread
Have faded from thy longing eyes.

Grieve not for thy dead hopes.

Grieve not. The snows which melted here
Now sparkle in the rainbow's crown;

Tin' stars, which seemed to disappear,
On other worlds are looking down.

Grieve not for thy dead hopes.

The peaks thou deemed so near to climb
When by the light of morning»kiss'd,

Still rear their crags and peaks sublime,
Though veiled before thee in the mist.

Grieve not for thy dead hopes.

And thy dead hopes shall rise again
To greet thy spirit in the land

Where love is purified from pain,
And Hope and Truth stand hand in hand.

Grieve not for thy dead hopes.

—Norley Chester.

FOOTING STOCKINGS.

I

saw au article in your paper not long
ago advocating heeling and soling

stockings. I want to suggest a much
quicker and more lasting way, and

that is footing stockings.

Lay the bottom of the pattern for the
foot on a fold of an old stocking, and round
heel and toe like pattern shown in illus-

traiion. Should you happen to have old

socks on hand, let the rib of the sock form
the heel. Cut the stocking to be footed in

a V-shape like pattern.

After seaming up the heel and toe, place

the heel-seam at the back seam of the

stocking and sew around to the toe; then

return to the back seam again and sew to

the toe. After all seaming is done, lay each

seam open and run down on either side.

Carefully trim all superfluous edges, and

you will iiud you have a comfortable

stocking, and one that will wear fully as
well as a new one. Socks fixed in this way
are greatly preferred by gentlemen.

" P. H.

TO SAVE LABOR.

Why will not we American women, we
who must needs do much of our own
work, learn some of the labor-saving de-
vices of our European sisters?

Many a woman may yet be found who
laboriously scrubs her floor each day as

conscientiously as she washes her dishes.

Why not have the floors properly painted,

and save much of this hard work?
Some may say that their floors are so old

and uneven that it would do no good. This
can be partially remedied by the carpen-
ter's plane and hammer.
When there are cracks or knot-holes, an

excellent tilling for them is made by boil-

ing together a pound of flour and a dessert-

spoonful of alum in three quarts of water.

While still upon the stove, thicken this

paste with shredded newspapers, and
while yet warm, pound thoroughly into the

cracks. And now the floor is ready either

for staining or painting.

Stain comes in cans all ready for use.

Sometimes, however, it is too thick, and
must be thinned by theaddition of linseed-

oil. A delightful gloss may be given to it

by adding melted beeswax and turpen-

tine. A good mahogany stain is made by
mixing turpentine and oil, colored with
burnt sienna; or if cherry color is desired,

add red oxide of lead to the turpentine and
oil.

After the floor is painted and has become
thoroughly dry, it should be varnished
with what is called "hard-oil" varnish.

This will give not merely brilliancy, but
durability as well; and if this varnish be
applied once a year, the paint will be pre-

served much longer than it otherwise

would be.

A floor thus treated will not require the

old-fashioned scrubbing process. Simply
wiping up with a damp cloth is all that is

required. Ella Bahtlett Simmons.

DRAWN-WORK BORDER.

This dainty piece of drawn-work, com-
bined with a little silk embroidery, is very

desirable to use

upon handkerchiefs

or small doilies. The
corner is not cut out.

Drawn-work is nev-

er out of style, and
furnishes many
pretty patterns,
which are always
decorative.

AN OLD-FASHIONED
BUREAU.

Perhaps our grand-
mothers called this

quite massive and
ungainly piece of

furniture a chest ot

drawers. It is liter-

ally that, with its

plain, flat top and
four or five drawers of varying depths. In

this day of cheap and pretty bedroom-sets,

the old-fashioned bureau is sure to be dis-

carded from the spare room, usually to

accumulate dust and molder away its

dreary existence in some store-room or

attic.

Of late I have observed a pleasing excep-

tion to this general usage. One of these

old bureaus had renewed its usefulness,

and like one whose latter years are peace-

ful and productive, it served its purpose

and defied the changes of fashion. In a

bedroom quite too small for a modern set

of furniture, a carpenter cut out a place in

one of the walls just large enough to fit

the bureau. This opened directly into a

closet, so that when the bureau was

slipped into place the closed drawers were

on a level with the wall of the room; the

broad top extended back into the closet,

affording ample storage-room for books,

papers and the hundred and one articles

that must be saved in a household, and

j

yet ought to be put away out of sight.

Such an arrangement answers every pur-

pose of the drawers which are often built

into a room at first. The cost of the car-

penter's work is trifling, and if neatly

done adds to the general appearance of the

room. The front of the drawers may be

painted to suit the rest of the furnishings,

or simply varnished.

I have seen one bureau utilized in this

I way, with a neat bracket-shelf attached to

the wall above the drawers. This, with a
mirror and necessary toilet articles, served
every purpose of a dresser, while the floor-

room was economized, and there was none
of the moving inevitable with the furni-
ture standing out in the room.
Of course, such an arrangement is prac-

ticable only when the opening can be
made into a closet or store-room. Other-
wise we would but rob Peter to pay Paul
—improve one room to the detriment of
another. The idea, as I have seen it car-
ried out, led to vast economy in room and
improvement in appearance, two items
well worth the housekeeper's careful atten-

tion in the furnishing of a small room.
Our old bureaus, thus modestly retiring

from public view, promise long years of

usefulness yet, in the unobstrusive fashion
peculiar to ripe old age.

Bekta Knowlton Brown.

SOME DAINTY SANDWICHES.

The refreshments lor informal luncheons,
afternoon teas, picnics and such affairs

hardly seem complete without sandwiches.
Oftentimes the sandwich is the principal

feature. It should be borne in mind that

bread used for such purposes should be
twenty-four hours old, so as to be firm

enough to retain its form when cut thin.

The daintiest sandwiches ever made are

those cut from bread baked in baking-
powder cans, or other tins not over two or

three inches in diameter. Bake slowly for

half an hour, and allow the bread to

partially cool before removing from the

cans, so the crust will be very light and
tender. If cans five inches in diameter are

used, the slices should be cut in two,

making half-circle or crescent-shaped

sandwiches. If square loaves are used, the

slices should be perfectly regular, either

square or slightly oblong, then cut from
corner to corner, making triangular sand-
wiches. The thinner the bread is cut, the

more acceptable the sandwiches will be.

Celery Sandwiches—Chop celery very
fine, heart and all, and add enough salad

dressing to spread it easily.

( 'auisage Sandwiches are nice by substi-

tuting finely chopped cabbage for the

celery.

Mixed Sandwiches.—Chop very fine any
cold meat or bits of fowl; two or three

kinds may be used; add one half the

amount of finely chopped cabbage or

celery; mix with sufficient salad dressing

to thoroughly moisten, and let it stand two
or three hours before spreading between
the slices of bread.

Cucumber Sandwiches.—Chop very fine

tart cucumber pickles, add one half the

amount of hard-boiled egg yolks rubbed
smooth, and enough melted butter, and
vinegar from the pickle to form a paste.

Mix thoroughly and spread.

Tomato Sandwiches.—Pare very ripe

tomatoes, and press through a sieve to

remove the seeds; mix thoroughly with

mayonnaise dressing.

Nut Sandwiches.—Chop hickory-nuts,

walnuts or hazel-nuts until fine, and mix
with salad dressing; or with the rolling-

pin roll to a paste, sprinkle well with salt,

and spread very thickly between slices of

bread cut as thinly as possible.

Lemon Sandwiches.—Into a teacupful

of nicest butter slightly softened beat the

raw yolk of an egg and a teaspoonful of

French mustard. Rub smooth the yolks

of two eggs that have been boiled for three

quarters of an hour; rub into them one
fourth of the butter, a scant half teaspoon-

ful of salt and a teaspoonful of lemon-
juice. Add another fourth of the butter

and a teaspoonful of lemon-juice, and so

on until all the butter and two tablespoon-

fuls of lemon-juice have been used, rub-

bing completely until all is smooth and
fine, and spread moderately thick. These
are as appetizing as anything could well be.

Peach Sandwiches. — Pare very ripe

peaches, slice thinly, sprinkle well with

sugar, and let stand for two or three hours.

Spread bread thickly with fresh, sweet
country butter, add plenty of the sliced

peaches, and serve at once. Almost any
seedless fruit may be used for sandwiches.

If for a picnic, slices of sponge-cake may
be used instead of bread, and whipped
cream substituted for butter, and served
for dessert.

Cheese Sandwiches.—Split small crack-

ers, spread thickly with grated cheese,

place together, lay on a pan, sprinkle well

with salt, and set in the oven until only
slightly browned. These make deliciously

crisp sandwiches that are very relishable

served with tiny cucumber pickles.

Clara Sensibauoh Everts.

FASHION HINTS.

Mrs. Jenness Miller says in the March
number of her magazine:
"A very deep, rich Java brown will make

a woman of brown hair and brown eyes a

very attractive figure, especially if a touch
of old rose or parma violet be introduced
into hat or waist trimmings. (In the other
hand, the woman having very yellow hair

must not attempt dull brown ; neither must
the woman of jet black, pure white or iron-

gray hair. The very yellow-haired woman
looks well in sapphire-blue or the yellow

ecru or golden shades, and, if her complex-

ion be without a touch of age, in very

decided myrtle'green. Gray-haired women
are at their very best in the grays that have

a pink shimmer, and in the reddish heli-

otrope shades. Black-haired women may
wear deep wines, bronze-greens having a

suggestion of gold, and, if their cheeks
have the warm pink tints, very soft grays

and violet. The very snow-white-haired

type of woman may wear only purples,

wines, ivory and pink lavander.

"An exquisite fabric for a glowing bru-

nette shows the changeable effect of sudden
lights and flashes of color in the louisine

weave. There are frosted and waved and
crinkled and dotted and interlaced effects

in silks. The old-fashioned grenadines in

silk, satin and velvet stripes, alternated

with openwork design, are shown among
the newest fabrics, but the handsomest of

these grenadines are those that are very

sheer and have exquisite lacy designs im-
possible .of description. Such fabrics in

black may be happily combined with a

bright changeable silk underlining that will

rob the black grenadine of its inartistic

features, and make a gown at once shim-
mering and becoming."

THE SITTING-ROOM.

Some time may be saved in the morning
if the parlor or family sitting-room be
straightened up and put to rights on the

previous evening before going to lied. l*n-

less the hour be very late, or the house-

keeper be more than usually weary, five or

ten minutes spent in picking up books,

papers, games, music or work, straighten-

ing rugs, table-cloths, cushions, putting

chairs in place, and all such things, will

not be unpleasant, and how much more
comfortable the room will look next morn-
ing! It will be all ready for occupancy,

without taking time from the breakfast-

work to put it in order—time that always

seems to be precious to the busy house-

keeper.

Then if there should be illness in the

night the room is presentable ; or should an

early caller come in the morning before

the work has been done, one need not be

embarrassed by its appearance; while last,

but not least, it will add to the family

comfort, and be a constant and silent lesson

on neatness to the children.

Clara S. Everts.
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UNSPOKEN WORDS.
The kindly words that rise within the heart,

And thrill it with their sympathetic tone,
But die ere spoken, fail to play their part,
And claim a merit.that is not their own,

The kindly word unspoken is a sin

—

A sin that wraps itself in purest guise,

And tells the heart that doubting, looks with-
in,

That not in speech, but thought, the virtue
lies.

But 'tis not so; another heart may thirst
For that kind word, as Hagar in the wild-

Poor banished Hagar !—prayed a well might
burst

From out the sand to save her parching
child.

And loving eyes that cannot see the mind
Will watch the expected movement of the

lip;

Ah ! can ye let its cutting silence wind
Around that heart and scathe it like a

whip?

Then hide it not, the music of the soul,

Dear sympathy, expressed with kindly voice,

But let it like a shining river roll

To deserts dry—to hearts that would rejoice.

Oh, let the symphony of kindly words
Sound for the poor, the friendless and the

weak;
And he will bless you—he who struck these

chords
Will strike another when in turn you seek.

—Julin 'Boyle O'Jicilly.

FRENCH NOSES.

MY friend and schoolmate, a versa-

tile woman proficient in mod-
ern languages, and a traveler of

wide experience, just returned
from a thirteen-montlis' sojourn in Paris.

She is enthusiastic about French
women, and the young girls, also.

"Oh, their voices are so sweet!"
she exclaims, repeatedly. " It is

all nonsense to say that American
women are more brilliant in con-

versation. French women far out-

shine them. The young girls, too,

are fascinating talkers. It is not

that they know more, or say bet-

ter things, but the way they say
them. Oh, they are so graceful, so

piquant, so charming! Their mo-
tions, their exclamations, their

manners !

"

Not being experienced in French
society, I could not confute these

statements, but it must be ac-

knowledged that such unqualified
praise of French women, to the
disadvantage of Americans, made
me feel dejected. After several

days, in one of our conversations,

my friend exclaimed:
"One of the funniest things is

the way Parisians blow their

noses ! Both gentlemen and ladies,

with a perfect snort! At a con-

cert or lecture one hears what
seems to be the blast from a small
trumpet. One looks around, and
lo, the sound comes from a pretty,

girl blowing her nose! The lady
with whom I boarded once said,

'All, m'amoiselle, you Americans hlow the
nose so silenliy !

'

"

Is not this encouraging? Those French
ladies who are "so graceful, so piquant, so

j

charming," have at least one habit that we
Americans regard as disgusting. And this

proves that all graces are not monopolized
by any one nation. K. K.

erable, and has not even power to influence
her husband to any better life. She stays
away from her friends—avoids them on
the market if she is liable to meet them.
She never goes to church, because 'he'
won't go, and she has no heart, so she says.

She is not even conscious of the uplifting
power of the religion of Jesus Christ,

though she believes she knew it in early
life.

"Justin the flat above her lives a frail

little woman, whose husband died several
years ago. She has children, and must
depend wholly upon herself, yet she is

bright and cheerful. She has conscious
power of intellect. She easily earns the
living, as she says, ' with pen and ink and
some think,' or by tutoring languages
and mathematics. She does not need to do
her heavy work. Her conscious power
keeps her above worry and anxiety.

"As I have watched them, somehow the
words ' silver and gold have I none, but
such as I have ' never meant so much to

me, and I want to encourage you to use
such as you have, cultivate it until it

comes to you a conscious power; in fact,

try not to be satisfied until you are con-
scious of power of some kind. If you have
wealth, seek the best and wisest use of it;

if your social position is your power, care

for it as a treasure of which you shall give
account ; but if ' silver and gold ' you have
none, learn what you have, and by using
it it will increase a hundredfold, until you
will be conscious of power in some line or
walk of life. Mary Joslyx Smith.

Ivory Soap
99 *Moo Pure

Those who think that imported soaps must be the finest, do not
know that the materials for Ivory Soap are the best to be found
anywhere. The vegetable oil of which Ivory Soap is made, is im-

ported, almost in ship loads, from the other side of the world.
The Procter & Gamble Co., Cin'Ti.

HOUSE-JACKET.

Often a good skirt is left of a costume
which must do duty with bodices and
jackets for house wear. These are the new

sleeves, and will be worn much during the

season. The body part is of lace or all-over

embroidery over scarlet or pale blue, the

sleeves the color and material oE the skirt,

or of a plain, dark color to harmonize with
the bodice.

AROUND THE HEARTH.

As the company of girls gathered around
the hearth, the hostess said:

"I have been thinking all the week
about conscious power, and it has so
wrought upon me that it has seemed
worth bringing to you.

"Some are conscious of the power for

wealth-getting; some have intellectual
,

power; some power of body, muscular or
physical power; and some seem only to
have the power to suffer. All this has
come to me from knowing the people in
the apartment-house near my home.

" In one of the lower flats live a couple
who cannot make a living, or do not.
They are getting on in years. The hus-
band drinks some, though not a drunkard,
and is cross and sour. He has no trade
and no regular business; in fact, his busi-
ness is very irregular. His wife takes good
care of what little he brings home, and
does her washing and scrubbing, but is

not able to work for others. She really
has no conscious power for anything but

:Vi-rinjj, Sh< is worried, restless, mis-

THE AFTERMATH.

Christmas is over long ago, and it is

almost time to be thinking of the next one,

yet such pleasing fancies, such secret

recollections, of the joyous tide will remain
with us to cheer and drive " carking cares "

away that we like to live over the day
again.

One of my most useful gifts was a dozen
kitchen holders, fashioned by loving fin-

gers out of an old calico dress-skirt worn
by me in my girlhood days, and left at the

old home and long since relegated to the

attic. That particular dress was a little

different from most dresses, for it was
made for a special occasion, and worn at

" the best time I ever had," which, paradox-
ical as it may seem, comes a great many
times in a young girl's life. Well, those

days are gone. Days just as good, just as

happy, but so very different, have come,
and the old dress, now converted into

holders, graces a nail on the kitchen chim-
ney, and does homely duty.

Have you ever read a little book called
" What is Worth While ? " This beautiful

little message, although it wasn't intended
for a Christinas token at all. come into my

hands about that time, and I count the

possession of its contents among my
richest treasures. I wish all the Farm and
Fireside sisters might read it, for it is so

helpful and uplifting.

This particular copy was on quite a tour,

going in a roundabout way from coast

to coast. An old friend read it, saw the

beauty and richness of it, caught the spirit

that it breathed, and sent it with a beauti-

ful letter to a friend who was to readit, add
a letter and send them all on to the next

friend on the list made by the originator

of the plan. Each one was asked to con-

|

tribute to the letter, and thus add to the

interest and richness of the first ideas.

Isn't that a pretty way to read a pretty

book?
One of the most novel gifts I ever saw,

and at the same time one of the most
valuable, was a gift from a mother to a son

who had reached his twenty-first Christ-

mas. It ought to have been valuable, for

the giver was twenty-one years at work on
it, or at least the work was undertaken
twenty-one years before its accomplish-

ment.
The gift was a book, originally a morocco-

bound blank-book, but completed it bore

on its outer cover, in gilt letters, " Letters

to My Son, IS— to IS—." On every Christ-

mas that mother had written to her boy,

telling him the details of each day, and
adding many other things thereto ; in fact,

we suppose them to be j ust such letters as

a mother would write to her son. Many
things in them are not to be shared in

common with others, because of their

very sacreduess. Mary 1). Sibley.

1AMP5
Always the Best

mm Our Little Book—mailed free—
tells why, and will interest you
in our line of Gas and Electric
Fixtures, Fire-place Furni-
ture, Wrought Iron and Brass
Grille Work and Railings,
Art Metal Goods, B.&U.OU
Heaters, Etc. Leading Dealers
Sell Our Goods.

PACKING SWEET CORN.

Canning sweet corn seems to prove a

failure among many of our neighbors, and
at last a substitute wras found that is very

satisfactory so far.

Cook the corn on the cob the same as for

table use, theu shave off as for drying.

Take a gallon crock, scatter a layer of salt

over the bottom, then about two inches of

corn and one inch of salt alternately until

the crock is full. Every layer of corn

must be packed down solid with a potato-

masher or something similar. Over the

whole put a saucer or small weight, to

keep the corn under the brine.

We kept it in that way until corn came
again, just as fresh and sweet as when first

put up.

When wanted for use, it is better to take

out the corn, rinse with cold water several

times to take out the salt, and let soak over

night. When sufficiently freshened, cook

as fresh com, adding a little sugar.

Gypsy.

about

]CB5G to meet, from>w TRortbto Soutb, ev>erg=

wbere, tbe musician,
tbe Dealer, tbe artist, tbe
amateur, tbe judge, tbe
specialist and ejpert, all

now acknowledge tbat never
before bave Cbicftering &
Sons made pianos witb sucb
magnificent artistic attri*

butes as tbe uprigbts and
grands now maoe bg tbat
famous ano distinguished
old firm. Gbeg are models
of scientific ano artistic

flMano= building ; tbeg are
wonderful instruments."

— Musical Courier, March 4, 1896.

Cbkfcering & Sons,
Sen6 for Catalogue. Boston, flDass.
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GOOD RECIPES.

Chow-chow.—
2 gallons of green tomatoes,

1 large head of cabbage,

1 dozen green peppers,

1 dozen red peppers,

1 dozen onions.

Chop each separately, very fine; mix all,

then put a layer of the mixture and a

sprinkle of salt; then put intoabagandhang
all night to drain; in the morning, squeeze
it perfectly dry with the hands, and when
put into a dish, cover with cold vinegar; let

set six hours, then squeeze as before.

Season \v i th

1 cupful of mustard-seed,

3 tablespoonfuls of celery-seed,

1 tablespoonful of mace,

3 tablespoonfuls of allspice,

1 quart of grated horse-radish.

Mix all of these well ; boil vinegar enough
to cover, put one pound of sugar in the

vineger; pour it boiling over the pickle.

Tomato Preserves.—Scald, and care-

fully peel small, pear-shaped tomatoes, not
ton ripe; prick with a needle to prevent
bursting, and put their weight in sugar

2 Minutes for

Refreshments
THE

Lemon Handy Tablet
Orange

Tl Vanilla roomies neither sugar nor
1 riinmr SpOOll TO lllilkp healthful
I . c

g „ .nu, ri.f ,.esllill2 drinke the
fa^fe | sarsaparnia n , 01„ ent it touches water.

Root Beer | Sample Box, 10 cents.

The HANDY TABLET CO., 1041 N. Front St., Philadelphia.Pa.

Mention this paper.

12 Yards Torchon I A^^C Given Away.
All one piece FREE to k#%\SEi all seuding inc.

for paper 3 mos. Fireside Gem, Waterville, .Maine.

over them ; let them lie over night, then

pour off all the juice into a preserving-

kettle, and boil until it is a thick syrup,

clarifying it with the white of an egg; add
the tomatoes, and boil until they look trans-

parent. A piece or two of ginger-root, or

one lemon to a pound of fruit, sliced thin

and cooked with the fruit will improve it.

Soft Gingerbread.—
2 eggs, well beaten,

1 coffee-cupful of molasses,

1 teacupful of butter and lard mixed,

2 teaspoonfuls of ginger,

1 teaspoonful of cream of tartar,

1 teaspoonful of soda dissolved in

y, teacupful of milk or water,

y, teaspoonful of salt,

Flour enough to make the dough as

stiff as a cup-cake.

Bake in a slow oven for half an hour.

Maidette's Cake.—
4 eggs, well beaten,

2 cupfuls of sugar,

1 cupful of butter,

1 cupful of milk,

4 cupfuls of flour,

2 teaspoonfuls of baking-powder.

Flavor with four drops of almond essence,

stir well. Bake in a solid loaf.
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Qur Sunfcap Hftcrnoon.

THE CHRIST OF CALVARY.

Theology is but a scheme
Of logic wrought, fn air.

And history a troubled dream,
If Christ be wanting there.

The grave conceals a mystery
To which Gods holds the key;

I need the Christ of Calvary
To open it for me.

For life and hope and destiny
Are shrouded in its gloom—

My proof of immortality
Lies in his empty tomb.

I know not how the Lord arose

And passed out into day;. ; \
, .,

Enough for me the linen clothes,

And place whereon he lay.

A glorious fact, not theory,

Supports my simple creed :

I build my whole theology

On "Christ is risen indeed. ".

—George L. filpinnikg, D.D.

FESTIVAL OF THE BAMBINO.

Standing on the height of the Capitol,

we have on one hand, the Tarpeian
rock, and on the other the .church

of Ara Cceli, believed to be the site

of the famous Temple of Jupiter Capitoli-

nus. The Tarpeian rock, from whence
traitors were hurled, taking- the famous
leap that "cured all ambition," is not so

horrible a precipice now as it was in the

brave days of old, the bottoms having
been tilled up 'with buildings and debris,

but it is still steep enough to inspire

dread, even though it is approached
through a pleasant garden, with wild
flowers growing in great profusion on
the fatal edge, and ferns and forget-me-

nots peeping out from crannies in the

cliff.
'

The church of Ara Cceli—so named from a

legend that Augustus erected an altar here
to Christ with the inscription, "Ara
Primogeniti Dei "—is in many respects

one of the most curious and interesting in

Rome, and certainly the interior is one of

lite most" picturesque. It is made up of

any number of styles of architecture, and
is as much a museum of curiosities as a

churchy. The floor is of the ancient mosaic
known , as Opus Alexandrinum, broken
up by' monumental slabs with worn-out
inscriptions and eftigiesalmostobliterated;

the nave is separated from the aisles by
twenty-two columns of varying size and
material, taken from aucieut edifices ; the

walls of the cbapel are covered with rare

frescoes, and the transepts are full of

curious monuments. In the Holy Chapel

is the altar marking' the spot where it is

said the altar of Augustus was erected to

the first-born of God ; in the chapel ded-

icated to Saint Anthony of Padua, a quaint

variety of ex-votos adorn the walls, placed

there by pious people who have escaped

every deadly peril conceivable to life and
limb through the good offices of the saint.

In the chapel of the Presepio, open only at

Christmas-time, there is a set scene, which
is then exhibited, of the ^Nativity, all the

figures being life-size, and then the

celebrated Bambino forms part of the

show. At other times it is only to be seen
upon application to the authorities of the

church.

II Santissimo Bambino (the Most Holy
Child) is a wooden doll, about two feet

high, said to have been carved from olive

wood from the Mount of Olives, crowned
with a gold crown resplendent with emer-
alds, rubies and diamonds, and robed in

swaddling-clothes literally covered with

precious stones. The Bambino is alleged to

have worked many miracles, and is still

employed for that purpose when all human
aid is failing or has failed. It is taken in a

state carriage to see patients, and the

people in the street, if they be decently

devout, uncover their heads and kneel as

it passes. The great festival of the Bam-
bino is celebrated annually in the presence

of a vast assembly, when the priests take

the doll to the head of the great stairway

leading up to the church, and, amid the

crash of music, the waving of censers and
the hum of voices, the Bambino is raised

above the head of the priest, when every

head is uncovered, every knee is bent, the

soldiers on duty present arms, and the

Bambino is worshiped, as Mr. Hobart
Seymour says, " as if the Eternal Jehovah
were visibly present in the image," and
" with idolatry as gross as any that was
ever found in pagan Rome."

—

Cities of the

World.

TWO WAYS.

There are two ways of preaching a ser-

mon
; yes, more than that, but two that I

have tried. One is to strive anxiously to

gain attention and impress truth, to wonder
even while you speak if the people are

listening, and if they are helped; to

struggle and strive, and perhaps get blue
afterward with fear that you have made a
failure. Yes, you know all about that

way.

The other way is to get tilled with the

Spirit and filled with your subject, and then
say, "This is the Lord's meeting. I am
only the channel for the message. I have
nothing to do with success or failure but
to do my best." Then let the tides of God's
infinite love and pleading sweep forth.

Preach with serene confidence that God is

with you. But you cannot do this unless
God is with you. Pray God, brother, that
it may not take you eight years to learn
how to preach this way.
There are two ways of living. One is to

worry and fret for fear that your plans will
not come right; to fear and strive and
grow timorous like a child in the dark; to

fight the battle alone and bear the burden
of the responsibility down to the grave.
The other way, blessed be God, is to say,

"This is the Lord's battle, for I am his. I

love him, and I have his promise down in

black and white that he will cause all

things to work together for good to me. I

will do my best, and then trust serenely in

him." " My peace I give unto you," said
Christ. How many a disciple has toiled in
the tempestuous night with the Master at

hand waiting to say, " Peace, be still."

—

The Sabbath Recorder.

SWEET HOME.

When two young people love each other
and marry, they restore the picture of the
apostolic church. They are of one heart
and one soul. Neither do they say that

anything they possess is their own, but
they have all things in common. Their
mutual trust in each other, their entire

confidence in each other, draws out all that

is best in both. Love is the angel who
rolls away the stone from the grave in
which we bury our better nature, and it

comes forth. Love makes all things new;
makes all cares light, all pains easy. It is

the one enchantment of human life which
realizes Fortunio's purse and Aladdin's
palace, and turns the "Arabian Nights "

into mere prose by comparison.
Before real society can come, true homes

must come. As in a sheltered nook in the
midst of the great sea of ice which rolls

down the summit of Mont Blanc is found
a little green spot full of tender flowers, so
in the shelter of home, in the warm atmos-
phere of household love, spring up the

pure affections of parent and child, father,

mother, son, daughter, of brothers and
sisters. Whatever makes this insecure,

and divorce frequent, makes of marriage
not a union for life, but an experiment
which may be tried as often as we choose,
and abandoned when we like. And this

cuts up by the roots all the dear affections

of home, leaves children orphaned, de-

stroys fatherly and motherly love, and is a

virtual dissolution of society.

—

James Free-

man Clarke.

A HINT FOR CRITICS.

A group of church people were one
evening discussing the merits of a former
pastor, the weight of criticism being on
the unfavorable side. At last one of the

number remarked

:

" Well, I don't think he was much of a,

preacher, anyway. I never could get in-

terested in his sermons."
Appealing to an aged official brother who

was present, and from whom she expected
a sympathetic answer, she was immedi-
ately silenced by his reply, as follows:

"Well, Sister , the poorest preacher

that I ever heard could preach so much
better than lean live, that I never feel like

criticizing a minister."

—

Zion's Herald.

COMMUNION WITH GOD.

For ourselves, and for all that we do for

God, living communion with, him is the

means of power and peace, of security and
success. It was never more needful than

now. Feverish activity rules in all spheres

of life. The iron wheels of the car which
bears the modern idol of material progress

whirl fast, and crush remorselessly all who
cannot keep up the pace. Christian effort

is multiplied, systematized, beyond all

precedent. And all these things make

calm fellowship with God hard to com-
pass. The measure of the difficulty is the
measure of the need. I, for my part,

believe that there are few Christian duties
more neglected than that of meditation,
the very name of which has fallen of late

into comparative disuse; that argues ill for

the frequency of the thing.

We are so busy thinking, discussing,
defending, inquiring, or preaching and
teaching and working, that we have no
time and no leisure of heart for quiet con-
templation, without which the exercise of

the intellect upon Christ's truth will not
feed, and busy activity in Christ's cause
may starve the soul. There are a few things
which the church of this day, in all its

parts, needs more than to obey the invita-

tion, "Come ye yourselves apart into a

lonely place, and rest awhile."

OUR TIMES.

No one can read the newspapers of the
day without being aware that the state-

ment of the apostle Paul is certainly being
fulfilled. He said that " evil men shall

wax worse and worse " (II, Tim. iii. 13).

The Christian Herald (London) gives the

following sad statements: "The immoral
state of France is attracting increased

attention, and abundance of material is

furnished by the Paris newspapers, which
almost daily have to chronicle events so

bizarre, sometimes so monstrous, that they
can be explained only as symptoms of the

moral sickness of the nation—pointing
unmistakably to degeneration. The pop-
ular clamor evoked last spring by the

attempts to suppress bull-fighting in the

south of France might be attributed

merely to devotion to what had been for

centuries an institution of the South; but
studied in connection with the wave of

suicide and murder that is sweeping over
France, it may be taken to point to a love

of bloodshed, to a revival of fierce instincts

no longer restrained by the discipline of

civilization. In Paris it is so common for

man and woman to die together by the

revolver, that the newspapers take small
notice of such occurrences, and sometimes
group several of them under the heading
' Dramas of Passion.' " We have in this

dark picture a reason for desiring the

Peacemaker to come and stop this tide of

evil.— The Coming One.

. A CONVERSATION.

"The Bible is a failure; for there- are

only a few that will be saved:"

Answer.—Infidelity is a much greater

failure; for by it nobody at all will be

saved.

"According to the Bible account of

things, the devil is more powerful than

God."
Ans.—Better wait until the fight is over,

before you decide who whips.
" If the Bible is true, it would be better

not to have been created."

Ans.—But you have been created ; so you
had better make the best of it.

" None but the friends of Jesus testified

to his resurrection."

Ans.—Of course not; for honest men
could not testify to his resurrection till

they knew it to be a fact, and that knowl-
edge made them his friends.

"The witnesses of the resurrection were
all interested witnesses."

Ans.—Yes; they were interested to the

extent of receiving imprisonment, scourg-

ing and death for testifying.

WORTH LESS NESS OF RICHES.

A large portion of men make their gold

to be their strength, their castle and their

high tower, and for awhile they do rejoice

in their wealth, and find satisfaction in

gathering it, in seeing it multiplied, and in

hoping by and by that it shall come to

great store. But every ungodly man
ought to know that riches are not forever,

and often they take to themselves wings
and fly away. Men of colossal fortunes

have dwindled down to beggars; they

made great ventures and realized great

failures. None are secure. As long as a

man is in this world he is like a ship at

sea—he is still liable to be shipwrecked.

Oh, you that are boasting of your gold,

and calling your treasure your chief good,

the day may come to you when your
strength will be hunger-bitten, and, like

the victims of famine, you will find your-

selves helpless—you whose money afore-

time answered all things and made you
feel omnipotent!

—

Spurgeon.

ANNA IVOR'S REQUEST.
Personal letters reach Mrs. Pinkham

by thousands; some asking advice, and
others, like the following, telling of
what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has done and will ever con-
tinue to do in eradicating1 those fearful

female complaints so little understood
by physicians.

All womb and ovarian troubles,
irregularities, whites, bearing-down
pains, displacements, tendency to can-
cer and tumor are cured permanently.

" I feel as if I owed my life to your
Vegetable Compound. After the birth
of my babe I was very miserable. I

had a drawing pain in the lower part
of my bowels, no strength, and a terri-

ble backache. Every day I failed. My
husband said if I would try a bottle of
your Vegetable Compound, he would
get it for me. The change was won-
derful. After I had taken the first

half bottle I began to have great faith

in it. When I had taken three bottles^

I was well and growing stout. It is a
pleasure for me to write this to you.
I only ask women in any way afflicted

with female troubles to try it."

—

Mrs.
Anna Ivob, Pittsford Mills, Rutland
Co., Vt.
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Would be glad to hear from any seeking employment
and willing to study. Charges low. Write for catalogue.
C. C. GAINES, Box Pousbkeepsie, N. Y.

Mention this paper.
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WEST LIBERTY, OHIO.
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Best Education g££&*
Northern advantages in Southern moun-
tain climate, 130 miles from Cincinnati.

Reduced R. R. rates. 3 College Courses.
Music, Academy, Normal, Manual. Tu-
ition free. Incidentals S4.50 a term. The
great expense in education is board. Go
where good board can be furnished cheap-
ly. Address Pres. W. G. FROST, Ph. D.,

Berea, Kentucky.
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LITTLE THINGS.

A good-by kiss is a little tiling,

With your hand on the door to go,

But it takes the venom out of the sting

Of a thought less word or a cruel fling

That you made an hour ago.

A kiss of greeting is sweet and rare

After the toil of the day,

And it smooths the furrows plowed py care.

The lines on the forehead you once called fair

In the years that have flown away.

'Tis a little thing to say, " You are kind
;

I love you, my dear," each night
;

But it sends a thrill through the heart, I find—
For love is tender, as love is blind

—

As we climb life's rugged height.

"We starve each other for love's caress,

We take, but we do not give;

It seems so easy some soul to bless,

But we dole the love grudgingly, less and less,

Till 'tis bitter and hard to live.

RUBBER-TREES IN FLORIDA.

Those familiar with the southern
portion of Florida are aware of the

fact that the rubber-tree is indig-

enous here, and grows in greatest

profusion on both coasts south of a line

drawn west from Xew Smyrna. Many
large trees grow on the east coast.

To the natives countless numbers of im-
mense rubber-trees are known, but as their

usefulness has not yet been developed
here, they are very little noticed.

On the west coast the trees are abundant-
ly prominent, and are an open bid for the

people of Florida to investigate their value.

At this time, when the people are looking
for new avenues in natural products of the

soil to replace the orange culture, it would
be reasonable to suppose that they would
utilize the wild rubber-tree. On any of the

keys along the coast one could find a rub-

ber plantation or estate in an advanced
state of growth.

At Anna Maria Key, says the Daily

Florida Citizen, at the entrance of the har-

bor, Col. John R. Jones has a place upon
which is one of these trees, with five sep-

arate trunks, similar to a banian-tree. The
largest trunk is eleven feet in circum-
ference; the others measure twenty-eight,

twenty-seven, eighteen and fifteen inches,

respectively. When the tops of these trees

become too spreading, they send down a

sucker, which takes root and assists in the

support of the branches. Such a tree as

mentioned above covers a large area, and
would afford a good revenue were its great

flow of sap utilized.

Colonel Jones, on April 14th last, planted

a little rubber nursling eighteen inches in

height. On the fourteenth ultimo that tree

stood five feet ten inches high, showing
with what rapidity they grow in their wild
state without cultivation.

SOLICITOUS.

Age does not always firing wisdom, or

even expertness, as a Philadelphia gentle-

man will testify. He spent nearly three

months gaining a thorough knowledge,
as lie supposed, of bicycle-riding, and
when he ventured to Fairmount Park
he felt both confident and competent.

But by some mischance, in making a

graceful curve, he slid over an embank-
ini nt and came down with his wheel all

in a heap. While he was wondering what
had happened to him, two little shavers,

one aged six, the other eight, came wheel-

ing up to the embankment, dismounted
easily, and while both regarded him pity-

ingly, the youngest asked, anxiously:
" Is 'oo much hurted?"
The gentleman, who was more bewil-

dered than "hurted," remarked after-

ward that if his legs had been broken he

would not have groaned.

A TOPSY-TURVY WORLD.

The editor of an exchange has discovered

the fact that this is a sort of topsy-turvy

world. One man is struggling for justice,

and another is fleeing from it. One man
is saving up to build a house, and another
is trying to sell his house for less than it

cost, to get rid of it. One man is spending
all the money he can make in taking a

girl to an entertainment and sending her

(lowers, in hopes eventually to make her

his wife, while his neighbor is spending
the gold he lias to get a divorce. One man
escapes all the diseases that man is heir to,

and gets killed on a railroad ; another goes

without a scratch, and dies of whooping-
cough.

FLORIDA'S CANE SYRUPS.

ITS BEST IS BETTER THAX AST OTHER IN THE
WORLD.

THE CANE OF THE SANDY UPLANDS OF THIS
STATE RIVALS THE BEST LOUISIANA

PRODUCT—SYRUP FERMENTS EASILY
—SUGAR IN PLACE OF SY'RUP.

(From Tlie Citizen, Jacksonville, Fla.)

Florida cane syrup is the finest flavored of

any growu in the South, or in any other land,

and if properly clarified and bleached, and put
in air-tight cans, will rival the best maple
syrup in the markets of the world, especially

in our Southern cities, in which it is preferred

to any other kind of sweetening.

HAKE MORE SYRUP.

The high, sandy land of Florida is the best

sugar section of the South, and it can produce
sugar in large quantity, and of such a high

grade of purity, as to make it as profitable a
crop as it is in Louisiana. It would be much
more profitable than any other field crop of

the state, and on all railroads concerted efforts

should be made to secure centrifugal sugar-

factories, to make the cane into sugar instead

of syrup. We should be glad that our juice is

too rich in "sugar content " to make syrup,

but it will make more sugar to the ton of cane
by twenty per cent than will the best cane of

Louisiana.

FOUR GREAT STAPLES.

In four great staples for which Florida is

peculiarly adapted, a manifest shortage of the
home product exists. Their production offers

to Florida farmers a surer future than do
any other crops that we can recall, and into

the production of which we should at once
enter with the greatest possible energy. These
are sugar, tobacco, wool and long-staple cotton.

No matter what may be our different ideas as

to the duty of the government to foster cer-

tain industries to the exclusion of foreign

products, it is safe for us now, in these times
of overproduction, to expand those in which
our country is deficient, and to whose growth
it is specially adapted. Only about thirteen

per cent of the sugar consumed in the XT nited

States is produced by its people. This leaves

a safe margin for some years to come in our
struggle to grow the remaining eighty-seven
per cent. And more, unless a great revival

takes place in many other departments of

agriculture and manufacture, whatever may
be the policy of the government on protection

lines, a very great increase in the production
of beet sugar in the Western states is sure to

come, and thousands of acres that have been
planted in corn will be changed to sugar-beets,

and the West, with its undaunted energy, will

in the next decade wrest from our fair state

its greatest birthright.

Shall we show the world that Florida is the
home of the tropical sugar-cane, and draw the
restless thousands of Kansas and Nebraska to

our own sunny land, or shall we force them to

stay where the3' are?

FLORIDA SHOULD GROW STAPLES.

Florida has experimented for many years in

luxuries to tickle the palates of its Northern
customers, and allowed them to grow rich in

sending us their staples. Shall we continue
this mad policy, or shall we grasp the possi-

bilities of our fine soil and climate for great

field crops that do not perish in the shipping
or wither with the faintest touch of frost?

Let others do as they will; West Florida

places on her banner "sugar, tobacco, wool
and long-staple cotton," and she lifts it in the

clearest of skies, under the brightest of suns,

the softest of moons, the gentlest of breezes,

the clearest of raindrops, the most fragrant

of flowers, the richest of fruits, the grandest

combination of Edenic pleasures left to a sin-

cursed earth. John T. Porter.

HISTORY OF THE HILL COUNTRY OF
FLORIDA.

THE PICTURESQUE TALLAHASSEE SECTION.

(Extract from article in Jacksonville Citizen.)

Middle Florida proper embraces t he territory

of the counties of Leon, Jefferson, Gadsden
and Wakulla—the Italy of America. Our first

presentation, however, will be mainly of the

attractions and advantages of Leon and
Wakulla Counties.

As far back as 1823, one of the first American
visitors to the then newly acquired domain in

Florida, having occasion to examine and
report critically upon this section, makes the

following report on Leon County: "In
appearance it is entirely unlike any part of

the United States near the seaboard. Instead

of being a plain of unvaried surface, it resem-
bles the highlands about the falls of the rivers

of the Atlantic states, and is beautifully

diversified by hill and dale, threaded by lim-

pid, purling streams, and rendered picturesque

by the number of lakes whose pure waters
reflect the forests of oak that clothe the sides

of the hills down to their very margins, afford-

ing beautiful situations forcountry residences

where the natural, open groves of oak,

hickory, beech and magnolia surpass in mag-
nificence the proudest parks of English nobil-

ity. The soil of these uplands bears a strong
resemblance to that of the best of Prince
George County. Maryland. The face of the

country, in fact, is not unlike that, of the south
side of the Potomac opposite Washington."
Can words make it more plain? Is not the
power of simple expression exhausted by yiis

unparalleled extract? There can be but one
thing more added, and that is that the same is

true to-day—the same hills and dales, the
same fertile soil, the same limpid streams and
placid lakes, and the same proud forest trees
are all here, rendered only more picturesquely
beautiful in their grandeur by the lapse of
nearly three quarters of a century. This is the
finishing stroke to a word picture of one of the
loveliest landscape scenes in America, the hill

couutry of Tallahassee.

THE TIDE OF EMIGRATION IS

SOUTHWARD.
THEY ARE COMING TO MIDDLE FLORIDA.

[From the Weekly Floridian.]

It must be obvious to the most casual
observer that a tide of immigration is setting

in Southward, never before known in the
history of the country. It is comparatively
safe to say, and without fear of contradiction,

that there is to-day no issue of any paper
published in the South but contains some
mention of attention being drawn to its

particular section from the Northern, Western
or Eastern states, and that they are con-
fidently looking forward to immigration.
They are inviting it, and their invitations
are being accepted. That the sentiment in

the direction of immigration is tending South-
ward is unquestionable; that the South can
maintain a density of population with an
ease and comfort conducive to prosperity
greater than now exists in the most thickly

populated sections of the United States is

also unquestionable. In a broad assertion,

it can safely be said that we have everything
contributing to a general and enduring
prosperity in greater profusion and acces-

sibility, to be acquired with less exertion and
expense than either the East, North or West.
This is so because the climate and soils of the

South, from an agricultural standpoint, make
conditions such as will admit of a diversity of

crops practically impossible in higher lat-

itudes.

We do not make the assertion as a claim,

but as a fact, that Middle Florida is attracting

more attention just at this time than any
other section of the South for general agricul-

tural purposes. Inquiry is being received

daily from all over the United States and
Canada, aski ng for general information. We
have not the space to give specifically or in

detail the attractions and advantages offered

by Middle Florida to the settler; we will,

however, say that they are extended a cordial

welcome, and with the invitation the assur-

ance that a living can be made easier here

with well-directed efforts than in any other
section in the South. Finer crops have never
been known than have been grown this

season in Leon County, some of the planters

having portions of last year's crop still on
hand. Fruit and vegetables have been raised

and grown in the greatest profusion and
abundance where attempted. We have seen
this year the finest specimens of truck-farm
products ever grown anywhere, and fruit is

particularly fine. The pear crop has been
simply enormous; but for the blight which
appeared when the pear was in bloom, the

pear crop of Middle Florida would have been
25,000 barrels. The stock-farms and dairy

industry are prospering, while we have the
most, encouraging reports from the tobacco

industry.

It would be impossible in one article to

even make a resume of the diversity of crops

which can be successfully grown in Middle
Florida. The climate and our fertile soils

make this section susceptible of so many
valuable agricultural resources of profit, it

would be futile to attempt an intelligent

description of them in so limited a space.

Read the letters in the sixteen-page illus-

trated editions of the Farm and Fireside from
those who have visited the Clark Syndicate

lands in Western Florida, and who have pur-

chased farms in the Tallahassee country. For
further particulars send to Clark Syndicate

Companies, 315 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

THE RELATIVE VALUE OF LAND NORTH

AND SOUTH.

The Southern States, of Baltimore, Maryland,
in its issue for November 3, 1895, said:
" Is not an acre of land in theSouth that will

produce in a year more revenue than an acre

in Iowa, Ohio or New York, worth intrinsically

as much? And yet, while laud in these last-

named and other Northern states is held at S30

to S100 an acre, land in the South, capable of

yielding more money in a year, can be had for

from S2 to S10 per acre. The price is low because

there are millions of acres more than the

present population can cultivate. As the pop-

ulation increases through immigration, prices

will rise. Prices are now much higher than

formerly in some localities. Can the Northern
farmer afford to go on cultivating high-priced

land that will never increase in value, when
for a tenth to a fourth of the value of his farm
he could get another in the South on which he

could make more money and live in more
comfort, and which would be getting more
valuable every year?"

The Jacksonville (Florida) Times-Union elab-
orates this idea as follows:
" The low price of land should attract immi-

grants from the Northwest, where a farmer
has to pay four times as much as in the South
for land no better than he could obtain in this
section. One hundred acres of land that in
the South would represent an outlay of only
§500, would cost 82,000 in the West.
"These conditions are purely artificial, and

are sure to change. In fact, the change has
commenced already. In the Northwest land
is beginning to decline in price; in the South
it is rising, and in ten or fifteen years, by a
slight shrinkage in the former section, and a
large gain in the latter, the price of land will
be equalized.
" It is the part of wisdom, then—it is only

plain common sense—to sell that which will

depreciate and buy that which will appreciate.
A Western farmer, who owns 100 acres of land,
can sell, pay the expenses of moving his fam-
ily South, buy an equal amount of land equally
good, and in ten or fifteen years will be equally
valuable, and have left more than S1,000 in
clear cash.

"This fact is beginning to be known and
appreciated to an extent that has turned a
considerable tide of immigration southward.
It is also known that a greater diversity of
agricultural products can be grown in the
South than in the West, and proper diversifica-

tion is the only guarantee against glutted
markets and ruinous prices. '

TALLAHASSEE.

TEACHERS ASSIGNED TO POSITIONS BY THE
LEON COUNTY" SCHOOL-BOARD.

[Daily Florida Citizen.]

Tallahassee, July 14th.—Leon County will

contain sixty-eight schools during the current
scholastic year, thirty-two white and thirty-

six colored. The school-board has assigned
teachers to twelve white and six colored
schools, as follows: White schools—Hale,
Mrs. S. J. Bond; Mt. Zion, S. 1). Hightower;
Aenou, Miss Mary Herring; Jackson Bluff,

R. L. Cowder; Iamonia, Mrs. L. K. Banner-
man; Smiths. Miss Lula H. Smith; Strick-

land, Mrs, C. J. Crutcher; Spring Hill, Miss
Mamie Johnson ; New Hope, H.P. Woodberry

;

Pine Grove, W. B. Landrum; Tuten, Miss
Genette Bond; Manville, B. F. Maxwell.
Colored schools—Fountain Head, Lydia Har-
mon ; Miller's Pond, Monroe Duncan ; Pleasant
Grove, Hasty Jenkins; Long Pond, Amanda
Wanza; Footman, George N. Footman; Tal-

lahassee graded school, J. G. Riley, principal;

assistants, J. VV. Jones, J. W. Davis, Jonas
Frazier, Francis J. Gardner, Julia Williams,

Maiy C. Forbes.

A sample of Georgia "gourd-seed" corn,

produced by a grower in Hernando County, is

thus described by the Brooksville Star: " The
ear weighs two and one half pounds, and
measures twelve inches in length and ten

inches in circumference. This corn was
grown on pine land, without fertilizing, and
is not a clear-cut giant by itself, but is a
sample of the ten acres." Improvement in

agricultural methods, through securing and
carefully experimenting with new varieties

of staple products, is always commendable.
The true purpose in such experiments should

be to produce the largest and most profitable

returns from the least possible outlay in

processes, on the smallest possible areu.

EXCURSIONS TO FLORIDA.

Round-trip excursions to Tallahassee,
Florida, from Chicago and Cincinnati have
been arranged for the following: dates

:

September 1st and 15th and October 6th
and 20th. The tickets are good for thirty

days, and the fare from Chicag'o is $29.80,
and from Cincinnati, $22.80.
We leave Chicago either by the "Big

Four" or the "Monon" routes, and from
Cincinnati we leave over the " Glueen and
Crescent."
We pass by daylight through the beauti-

ful blue-grass region, and make almost an
entire daylight ride from Cincinnati to

Florida, giving one a most excellent oppor-
tunity to see the country.
If you cannot come to Chicago or Cincin-

nati and join our excursion, go to your
nearest ticket agent and get through rates

from him on the special excursion days.

Then, if you will advise us when you leave,

we will have our manager at Tallahassee
meet you at the depot. He will show you
every courtesy and attention, and arrange
free transportation for you over our own
railroad lines while you are visiting Talla-

hassee.
People wishing to go from the East can

make the trip via the Clyde Steamship Line

from New York or Philadelphia, and the

Savannah Steamship Line from Boston,
at low excursion rates, which includes
meals and berth on board steamer. For
special rates by water from these eastern
points address the steamship companies at

either New York, Philadelphia or Boston.
For any further information regarding

excursions to the Tallahassee hill country,
address

CLARK SYNDICATE COMPANIES,
Care of FARM AND FIRESIDE,

1643 Monadnock Block, Chicago, or
108 Times Building, New York City.
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Queries.
8®-KEAI) THIS NOTICE.-Km

Qui-;stioiiH from regular subscribers of Farm and
Fireside, and relating to matters of general interest,

will be answered in these columns free of' charge.
Querists desiring immediate replies, or asking infor-

mation upon matters of personal interest only, should
inclose stamps for return postage'. The full name and
post-office address of the inquirer should accompany
each query, in order that we may answer by inair if

necessary. Queries must be received at least two
weeks before the date of the issue in w hich the answer
is expected. Queries should not be written on paper
containing matters of business, and should be written
on one side of the paper only.

Canaigre.—S. A. G., Villa Nova, Miss. Send
to Experiment Station, Tucson, Arizona, for

bulletin on canaigre.

Sorghum Syrup.—C. C. M., Hollenbery,

Kan. Send to United .States Department of

Agriculture, Washington, D. C, for bulletin

on tbe manufacture of syrup from sorghum.

Sweet Potatoes—Wheat Protluc'tioii.—

G. H. W., Trout Run, Pa., writes: '-Have the

sweet-potato growers any way of treating the

potatoes so they won't grow if planted? If so,

does it affect the taste? Which state pro-

duces the most wheat? How does California

rank in the production of wheat?"
Reply:—We have never heard that sweet

potatoes were treated to "prevent th'erri from
growing. Sometimes salt is sprinkled over
Irish potatoes to keep theni from sprouting in

the cellar, and when they are t hus treated

they are unfit for seed. In 18U5 Minnesota
ranked first in wheat production, with 65,584,-

000 bushels; North Dakota second, with 61,057,-

000 bushels.and California third, With l(),Uf)7.000

bushels.

"Wintering Cabbage.-A. B., Fresnal, N. M.
The accompanying illustration shows how
cabbages may be wintered. Pull them only

when dry, wrap the outer leaves closely around
each head, stand them, roots up, on the sur-

face of dry ground, in single or double rows,

and cover with a ridge of earth. If buried on
the north side of a building, they will keep
Inter in the spring. Do not bury them in bulk.

Cirter!—A. R. G., Nepesta, Colorado, writes:
" Please tell me how to keep cider sweet."

Reply :—To make choice cider, select sound,

ripe apples. Make the cider in cool fall

weather. Carefully filter it as it runs from the

press; every particle of pomace should be

removed. Put the cider into a sound, sweet

cask, and keep it in a cool place. Insert a small

rubber tube in the bung, which should fit

tightly. Let the tube bend over and the end
hang in a vessel of water. The carbonic-acid

gas formed in the cider will pass off through

the tube, no oxygen will be admitted, and fer-

mentation will be prevented. After standing

awhile in a cask, the cider may be drawn off

and bottled or put into small stone jugs. Seal

the corks carefully, and keep the bottles or

jugs in a cool, dry place. Various things are

used in cider to keep it sweet. Some are good

;

some spoil the flavor; some make it unfit for

use. By trial you can find out which are

reliable.

VETERINARY.
^ Conducted by Dr. H. J. Detmers.

To regular subscribers of Farm and Fireside, an-

swers will be given through these columns free of

charge. Where an immediate reply by mail is desired,

the applicant should inckjse a fee of one dollar, other-

wise no attention will be paid to such a request. In-

quiries should always contain the writer's full address.

Queries must be received at least two weeks before the

date of the issue in which tbe answer is expected. Sub-
scribers may send Their veterinary queries directly to

Du. H. J. Detmeus, 13r»Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.

Note.—Parties who desire an answer to their in-

quiries in this column must give their name and
address, not necessarily for publication, butfor other

good reasons. Anonymous inquiries are not tfriewered

under any circumstances.

I.ung Trouble.—M. A. C, Norwich, Conn.
The symptoms you give indicate the presence
of chronic morbid changes in the. respiratory
organs, probably most serious in the lungs
themselves. If your horseis yet feverish, the
morbid changes are still increasing; and if

free from fever, the disease is equivalent to
heaves, and incurable.

A " lump. '-A. G. C, Oxford, Iowa. The
" lump " situated on the lower surface of t he
abdomen of your cow, apparently adhering to
the milk-vein, and as large as a man's head,
may be a hernia (most likely), possibly an
abscess; or if really situated in the course of
the abdominal subcutaneous vein* so-called
milk-vein, it may be a big trombus. Have the
cow examined by a competent veterinarian,
and follow his advice.

A Tumor.—C. F. R., Co'zarL. Neb. What can
be done with the tumor boil the *upper lip of
your horse, which tumor you describe as "a
hard lump of t*e size of a goose's egg,!' and of
which J'ou say That it has been noticed over a
year ago and neither grows nor diminishes,
will depend upon the nature of the tumor on
theone hand, and upon its connection, extent
and exact situation on the other. Have it

examined by a good surgeon, and if he deems
it advisable, have it removed by him.

W"e will send you Free of expense

Samples and Particulars.

F. W. BIRD & SON,
Sole flfrs. East Walpole, /lass.

"For that leaky, dripping roof,

Use Neponset Water-proof."

Cover and sheathe your barns, sheds,

henhouses— all your outbuildings—
greenhouses—hotbeds—with NEPON-
SET. With it you can erect excellent

buildings at low cost, and costs very

much less than shingles, 500 square feet

only $5.00— tacks and tin caps in-

cluded. Send for a sample.

Neponset Black Building Paper

for inside lining. Better than tarred

paper; odorless, clean, economical.

NEPONSET
For Roofing and Side Covering.

Red Rope

Water-Proof

FABRIC.

Does not Sweat.— J. W. R., Tarson Spring,
Fla. Insufficient perspiration is observed in
horses affected with chronic skin diseases, and
also in horses that have chronic diarrhea or
sutler from polyuria or diabetes; in other
words, make too'much water. Ascertain what
may be the cause in your case, and then
remove the same, if it can be done.

Tnbercnlosis.—H. H. B., Butler, Pa. Your
description indicates that your cows are
affected with tuberculosis. As this is a case
requiring absolute certainty, I have to advise
you to apply to your state veterinarian. Dr.
Leonard Pearson, professor in the University
of Pennsylvania, and ask him to examine
your herd, and to apply, if he deems it neces-
sary, the tuberculin test.

Evidently Sick.— J. J. S., Almena, Mich.
Your mare, it seems, suffered last spring from
an attack of influenza or some similar disease,
and probably would have recovered if she had
been treated as a sick animal and exempted
from work. As it is now, she evidently suffers
from disorders produced by morbid changes
caused and left behind by tbe attack of dis-
ease in the spring. The nature of these mor-
bid changes and the possibility or impossibil-
ity of removing them can only be ascertained
by a careful examination of the animal, and
not, at least not with any degree of certainty,
from your description.

Infectious Abortion - Diseased Udder.
—P. H., Miller, S. D. If you have some more
cows with calf that have' not yet aborted, take
them to another non-infected place, and keep
them there until they have calved; mean-
while subject the old premises toa thorough
cleaning and disinfection. If yet another case
should occur, destroy fetus and afterbirth by
fire (cremation), and disinfect tbe genitals and
the tail of the cow with a solution of corrosive
sublimate, one part, in 1,000 parts of distilled
water or clean rain-water. The morbid con-
dition of the udder of your cow is either due
to garget or is possibly tbe effect of tuberculo-
sis. If it is the former, the remedy consists in
frequent milking—once every two hours.

The Use of Mil king-tubes.—Wm. K.,
Green Lake, Wash. Milking-tubes, no matter
how well they may have been made, are at
best dangerous instruments, because unless
thoroughly cleaned and sterilized before each
insertion they will cause infection and inflam-
mation, and therefore aggravate the morbid
condition which it is intended to remove by
their use. If you wish to continue the use of
the milking-tube, you must clean and sterilize
it before each insertion, in boiling-hot water,
and remove it immediately after the milk has

, been withdrawn. But even if you do this in
a most conscientious manner, the damaged
quarter of the udder of your cow will, sooner
or later, become degenerated and dry.

Ropy Milk.—W. K., Kenesaw, Neb. If tbe
milk of your cow presents a normal condition
immediately after it has been milked, but gets
ropy or stringy afterward, the fault is not
with the cow, but the ropiness is the product
of an infectious principle that enters while
the milk is exposed. On the other hand, if the
milk is already abnormal when drawn from
the cow, the abnormal condition of tbe same
is due to morbid processes going on in the
udder. These morbid processes may be noth-
ing but garget, which, if attended to in time,
is as arule easily removed by frequent and thor- I

ough milking, or they may be of a tuberculous
nature. If there is any suspicion that the
latter may be the case, the truth can be ascer-
tained with almost absolute certainty by sub-
jecting the cow to the tuberculin test. Your
state veterinarian undoubtedly will attend to
such eases.

So-called Sweeny.—S. L., Coitsville, Ohio.
What you describe, a case of so-called sweeny,
consists in a morbid relaxation of the affected
muscles, and is produced by an overexertion
of the muscles themselves and of the nerve
(usually the radical nerve) which governs
their action. It really is a paralysis of the
nerve, and the muscles are displaced and ap-
parently shrunken, because inactive. The
remedy consists in a gradual restoration of the
nerve force. Rowels, blisters and other hokus-
pokus so often applied are worse than useless.
The rational treatment consists in exempting
the affected horse (almost invariably a young
animal) from all kinds of work, in feeding the
same with good, nutritious food, and in allow-
ing all the voluntary exercise the animal is

willing to take. Time will do the rest, and if

the case has not been spoiled in the beginning
by injudicious treatment, the afflicted animal
will fully recover in six to twelve mouths,
according to the severity of the case.

Probably Trichinosis.—D. J. T., Clear-
water, Neb. If all your statements are care-
fully considered, it appears very probable that
your hogs were affected with and died of
trichinosis. Still, the diagnosis that a hog is

trichinous is reliable only if the trichina? are
found in the muscles. It is therefore advis-
able, if any more should die or become affected
in the same way, to have certain parts micro-
scopically examined. The favorite seats of

LIFE OF

Hon. Wm. McKinley
By MURAT HALSTEAD, ESQ.,
For Forty Years a Famous Political Journalist.

Premium No. 460.

williah Mckinley, of ohio.

Assisted by

HON. JOHN SHERMAN,
The Able Statesman on Finance.

With an introduction by

CHAUNCEY M. DEPEW,Esq.,
Tbe Brilliant Orator and Distinguished Citizen.

This is a complete biography, giv-

ing his ancestry, early life, strug-

gles for an education, career as a

soldier, lawyer, statesman and gov-

ernor, his eminent services and
brilliant attainments, rising from
obscurity to world-wide fame. Also

his home life, church and social

relations. He is the

Great Champion of Protection.

This book also contains a brief

biography of Garret A. Hobart, the

Republican nominee for vice-pres-

ident.

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED.
Many beautiful illustrations, made from photographs secured expressly

for this book, including the latest and best portraits of Mr. and Mrs. McKin-
ley, views of their home, inside and out, portraits of Republican leaders, etc.

"Life of McKinley," and This Paper One Year, 60 Cents.

EACH SUBSCRIBER IS ENTITLED TO ONE VOTE IN THE $3,000 PRIZE CONTEST. See page 19.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.

trichina? are in the muscles of the tongue, in
the muscular fibers of the diaphragm and in
the psoas muscles, or tenderloins. Still, if

there are a great many, they may be found
in about any piece of meat from any part of
the body. The affection of the tenderloins, it

seems, constitutes the principal cause of the
paralytic symptoms in the hind quarters. I

have no doubt that some one of t he professors
of your state university will cheerfully make
the microscopic examination, if you send him
a small piece of tenderloin.

A Peculiar Morbid Growth.—J. A. McC,
Steele, N. D., writes: "I have a cow that has
something growing about the center of the
backbone like shell, very hard, and stands up
something like fins on a fish. It has been
growing there for two or three years. She is a
fine large cow, gives excellent milk, and it

does not seem to hurt her in any way only
looks. I have tried different remedies, but
they had no effect."
Reply:—The nature of the morbid growth

which you attempt to describe does not appear
from your communication, consequently I

have nothing upon which to base a reliable
diagnosis. It is possible that the whole thing is

nothing more nor less than a so-called horny
wart. Therefore, unless a reliable surgeon is

available, who can make an examination,
ascertain the true nature of the morbid growth,
and according to circumstances remove it,

either by means of a surgical operation or
otherwise, I have to advise you to leave it

alone and to do nothing, especially not to
irritate it, as irritation, very likely, would

accelerate its growth, because you say it does
not seem to hurt her in any way except in
looks."

Attacks of folic—A. C, Warren, Me.
What you describe are repeated attacks of
colic. Feed your mare as regularly as possible,
and nothing but food comparatively easy of
digestion and sound, water with clean water,
preferably from a good well, and only allow
her to drink a moderate quantity at a time.
Further, never put the mare to work unless she
has had at least one full hour of rest after she
has finished her grain, and never feed her any
grain or other heavy food immediately after
she conies home from hard work, but wait at
least a full hour. Meanwhile she may be
allowed to nibble some good hay. If an
attack is on, do not give any medicine unless
necessary ; make it as comfortable as possible
for the animal by taking her to a place, a loose
box, for instance, with an abundance of bed-
ding, in which she can paw and roll as much
as she pleases without injuring herself, apply
gentle friction to the sides of her abdomen to
promote peristaltic motion, and make injec-
tions with warm soap-suds into the rectum.
Only, if the peristaltic motion is very insuffic-
ient or cannot be heard at all. a physic, an
aloe pill, for instance, is indicated ; but fluid
medicines should not be given under any cir-

cumstances, and especially must be avoided in

all cases in which the respiration is accel-
erated. If tile attack is a severe one, but
especially if the pulse runs over seventy-five
beats a minute, a veterinarian should be
called at once.
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®ur fHMscellan\>.

It is part of my religion to look well after

the cheerfulness of life, and let the dismals
shift for themselves, believing with good Sir

Thomas More that it is wise to be " merrie in

God."—Louisa M. Alcolt.

" It is a great mistake," says Bazar, " to carry

about handsome toilet articles in a traveling-

bag; and traveling-bags themselves, while very
superior, are not always such luxuries as

might be thought. They are very heavy, and
when all the toilet articles are put in their

places, there is very little room left for any-
thing else. Silver tarnishes quickly, and it is

impossible to have it properly cleaned if jour-

neying from place to place; so it is best to

leave handsome toilet-sets at home, and take

good, serviceable articles instead.

Yotjjtg people often have a time when they
amuse themselves by saying everything back-

ward. It once proved a nearly fatal habit to a

young minister, who, for some time previous

to his ordi nation, had been one of a number
of hard-reading but laughter-loving young
people of Berlin. At his first prayer-meeting,

held in his native town, the poor young man
rose and -said: "Deacon Wood will please

pread and raver; no, rayer and pread." And
then be sat down in confusion worse con-
founded, and left Deacon Wood to lead in

prayer.—Boston Budget.

The transmission of disease through the

agency of public drinking-vessels is well

known to mothers who find their children

affected by dangerous sicknesses immediately
following a visit to places where public gath-

erings make the maintenance of general

drinking fountains and vessels a matter of

seeming necessity. Where prevention is con-

sidered of greater value than cure, the neces-

sary "ounce" may be readily supplied by a

quarter sheet of note or blank paper. If this

is formed into a sugar-loaf, or cone-shaped

vessel, and t he pointed top torn off even with
the body of the receptacle, a safe and handy
drinliing-cup may be had on the instant.

—

Domestic Monthly.

The Philadelphia Inquirer says: "The ethics

of good sleep should form a part of household
morality. It is hardly an extravagant asser-

tion that comparatively few people, after

childhood is passed, know by experience what
perfect sleep is, and satisfy themselves with a

poor apology for this most perfect refresh-

ment. Rising tired and weary from a disturbed

imperfect sleep, they proceed to summon up
lost energies by strong tea or coffee, which in

turn again interferes with a perfect rest at

night, and this process of life, more than
mental or physical labor, wears women out
and makes them prematurely old. ' I have
been reading myself to sleep before retiring,'

said a lady the other day, 'and when I have
done this for two or three nights, I can see

that I look five years older.' It is an experi-

ence that any woman can verify, and con-

versely, she can see that sleeping in a perfectly

dark and well-ventilated room brings back the
contour and the roses of childhood or early

youth."

The social functions attendant upon a birth

in the royal family are very elaborate. They
last several days. All the riches and mag-
nificence of the court and nobility are dis-

played. At night the illuminations transform
the capitals. Lamps are removed from the

street-posts and in their places shine illumi-

nated stars and circles. All house fronts, roofs

and chimneys are outlined with lights. The.
trees are full of festoons of Chinese lanterns,

and from every limb hang globes of glass in

red, yellow, blue and green, each formed and
hung so as to resemble fruit. The houses of

the nobility look like fairy palaces. The
gardens are ablaze with light, and everywhere
appear the burning monograms of the emperor
and empress. On the day the child dons its

first shoes, the czarina gives three or four

hundred pairs to be distributed among the

poor children of St. Petersburg. These are

ordinary shoes, of course, not a bit like the

royal baby's, which are of white leather, em-
broidered with gold. The nurse of a royal

Russian child is always gorgeous in her ap-

parel. She wears a rich velvet skirt with two
broad bands of gold around it, a blue velvet
apron, also trimmed with gold, a bodice of

black velvet fastened with silver buttons, and
around her neck a golden chain. This is the
dress for ordinary days. For state occasions
there are oilier costumes even more elaborate.

—Sew Yurk Sun.

ARTIST'S PERFECT WOMAN.
An artist is authority for the following

measurements, which he claims are necessary
for a perfect model of physical beauty of the
female form :

"To meet the requirements of a classic fig-

ure," he says, " a woman should be 5 feet i%
inches tall, 32 inches bust measure, 24 inches
around the waist, 9 inches from armpit to

waist, long arms and neck.
"A queenly woman, however, must be 5 feet

5 inches tall, 36 inches bust, 26% inches waist,

35 inches over the hips, 1\y2 inches around the
ball of the arm, 6% inches around the wrist,

hands and feet not too small."

A similar authority lays down the rule that

no colors should be worn, save those which
have a duplicate in the bair, eyes or complex-
ion, and he claims that a woman with blue-

gray eyes and a thin, neutral-tinted complex-
ion never looks so well as when dressed in

blue shades which are mixed with gray.

A brunette should wear cream color, as this

reproduces the tints of her skin; while florid

complexions look well in plum and heliotrope,

also in dove gray, as these contain a hint of

pink, and so harmonize well with the face, in

which there is a great deal of color.

SWEATING OF THE FEET.

By applying boric acid thoroughly to the
feet, particularly about the nails, between and
under the toes, and to the soles, two or three
times a week or ofteuer, as the case may need,
dressing them while there is a good coating of
powder on the skin, sweating of the feet may
be effectually relieved. The application is

easily made and will prove satisfactory.

—

Medical Record.

AND THE BRITON SWALLOWED IT.

Englishman (patronizingly)—" Your school
facilities are excellent, I am told."

American (suavely)—" Well, I should say so.

See the Smithsonian Institute ' over there?
Think of a building like that, just to educate
the Smiths! "— Vogue.

FRUIT AS A MEDICINE.

Very few people are aware of the medical
qualities of grapes; but these they possess.

The pulp is nutritious, and the juice contains
sugar, tannic acid, bitartrate of potassium,
tartrate of calcium, common salt and sulphate
of potassium. Without doubt the woman
who cultivates the habit of eating a great deal
of fruit is the gainer of health and appear-
ance. The grape-fruit, or shaddock, so called

from its discoverer, Lieutenant Shaddock, or,

to mention its~ soft Chinese name, pumelo, is

highly prized by those who live in malarial
localities. It is a charming rival to quinine
and boneset, and is driving them from the
field. She wrho eats her grape-fruit with a
spoon from the natural cup, or relishes it

served as a salad, may gladden her heart with
the reflection that she is not only pleasing her
palate, but benefiting her health. Like or-

anges and lemons, the grape-fruit has great

medicinal virtues. If you are of a bilious

temperament, eat grape-fruit ; if fever threat-

ens, eat grape-fruit, but in this latter case do
so only at the advice of a physician, as there

may be certain tendencies which the grape-

fruit would only aggravate. The complaint is

often made that this fruit is extremely bitter

and unpleasant. It is only the white inner
rind which is so, and this should be carefully

removed.

GREAT GEOGRAPHICAL GLOBE.

Mr. T. Rnddiman Johnston, a Fellow of the

Royal Geographical Society, is going to erect

in London a terrestrial globe which will show
the earth's surface on a scale of about eight

miles to the inch. This means that the globe

will have a diameter of eighty feet, or about
double that of the big globe which was exhib-

ited at the Paris exposition in 1889. Every
geographical feature of importance will be

shown and named, as well as every city and
town having five hundred inhabitants or
more. The larger cities will be drawn to scale,

London covering a space rather larger than
that of a penny. The globe will take nearly

two years to construct, and Mr. Johnston
hopes to have the views of all those having a
special knowledge of any portion of the
earth's surface, and will confine his labors to

systematizing the information received,

organizing a staff and guiding it toward a
satisfactory completion of the globe. This
miniature world will be examined from a
spiral gallery, to the upper end of which a
spectator will be taken by an elevator, and as

the globe is slowly revolving, every portion of

its surface will come into view—Philadelphia
Public Ledger.

THE GIFT OF A VOICE.

One would hardly think that a cow was
influenced by music, but it seems she is. In

Switzerland this fact is so well understood
that a milk maid or man gets better wages if

gifted with a good voice. Experiments have
been made, and it has been found that a cow
gives one fifth more milk if soothed during
the milking by a pleasing melody. At the
famous horse-stables in California a cross

word is never heard, nor are the stable-boys

or grooms permitted to swear while working
about their charges. It will be a new idea to

many children, however, that cowsand horses

thus appreciate gentleness and harmony.

DUST IN THE EYE.

When a speck of dust or metal gets into the

eye, the best plan is to shut it and keep Itshut
for over a minute. Nature will then come to

the relief, and there will be enough tearlike

moisture to get rid of the obstruction, which
will be found in one of the corners when the

eye is fully opened.

A 16 TO I TOWN.
"Is this a sixteen-to-one town ?" asked the

drummer.
" It air on Sunday," answered the native.
" On Sunday?"
" Yas. Sixteen goes fishin' to one goin' to

church."— Cincin nuti Enqu brer.

\ CAMPBELL'S EARLY grape
0 Best and most valuable. Highest commendation from highest authorities. Harrtv healthy vi°--0 orous, very productive. Early or late. Largest clusters, finest quality, not foxy. Seeds need: not be swallowed. Sold by many reputable Nurserymen. None geriuine without ourseals We

guarantee safe arrival by mail. Largest stock of grape vines in the world. Small fruitsm Introducer of unrivalled Red Jacket Goose-
^ berry and Fay Currant. Catalogue free. CEO. S. JOSSELYN, Fredonia, New York.

s

Mention this paper.
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.

AERMOTOR
COMPANY.

Chicago; San Fran*
Cisco, Cal.; Ft. Worth,
San Antonio, Tex. ; Lin-

! coin,Neb.; Kansas

J
City, Saint Louis,

Mo. ; Sioux City,

Dubuque, Daven-
port, Des Moines,

i la.
;
Minneapolis,

Minn.; Toledo, 0.

t
Milwaukee, Wis.;

k
Peoria,™.; Detroit

'

k
Mich.;Buffalo,NY.;
New York City;

Boston.Mass.;
Baltimore,

Md.

IF SILVER WINS"labor and labor products
doable in price, then metals must also double in price,
as they are <j$% labor. If labor doubles in cost and the prod-
uct of the mine doubles in cost, Aermotors, Pumps, Spiral
Pipe, Fittings, Cylinders, Tanks and Substructures, being the
product of the mine and labor, must also double in cost and

.price; therefore, your Si now will buy as much as 2 of the
'

same dollars if silver wins, or if people think it will win.
in favor of buying now. The 1

_ _ advance may come in a month
_j or in a week. Aennotor prices will not advance unless

\

compelled by an advance in labor and material. Our
'prices on Brass Cylinders are 40$ below anything ever quoted,
and our other goods are as low as they can be produced,

t

even with our splendid facilities. A general rush to cover
future needs, while Si buys so much, may quickly exhaust our

j

immense stock and compel the advance. Great saving can
be assured and IP WAI1 D8IV USIW
advance avoided if I W IP BUI HlPlf

IT IS I TO I

Mention this paper.»»»»
+

A.n Unprecedented Offer %

THE WEEKLY

CINCINNATI

COMMERCIAL'

GAZETTE
The Weekly Edition of the

CINCINNATI
COMMERCIAL^ TRIBUNE.

ONLY <*
J 3 CENTS

UNTIL JANUARY 1, 1897,
OR 3 CENTS PER
MONTH.

We desire Agents to take hold of the work at once, and secure large clubs as soon
as possible.

g(BP~As an extra inducement to Agents, we will allow a commission of 25 per
cent, on all club orders of five and over.

Address THE COMMERCIAI, TRIBUNE CO., Cincinnati, O.*< >»
HUNCH & DEOHGOLD'S

FORCE FEED

GRAIN & FERTILIZER
DRILL Positively the

neatest, lightest,
and strongest grain
dri 1 1 on the market.
Many points of su-
p er i or i t y; it is
geared from the cen-
tre.Quantityof grain
and fertilizer can be
changed while
i n operation
without the nse of
gear wheels. Fully
guaranteed. Posi-

tive^ accurate in quantity. Give one a trial and
be convinced. Agents wanted. Circulars free. Address
HENCil & DR03IG01.D, Mfr's, York, Pa.

Mention this paper.

OHIO NORMAL
UNIVERSITY
A conipletp school of twelve departments: Literary,
Military, Law, Pharmaceutic, Civil Engineering,
Electrical Engineering. Commercial, Stenographic,
Music, Fine Art, Telegraphic, Elocutionary. The
Literary Depart merit embraces, Preparatory,
Teachers, Scientific, Literature, Classical and Uni-
versity Courses. Last annual enrollment 2Sti5 differ-

ent students. Has university power and confers
degrees. Is chartered by the state, recognized by the
national government, having military department
under the supervision of an officer detailed by the
Secretary of War. SI IS, in advance, pays board,
room-rent and tuition 49 weeks; SWO, M weeks;
828, 10 weeks. Board and room, when paid by week,
$2.25 to $2.50 per week. Text book rent, cheap.
Good library advantages, excellent literary soci-
eties. Students can enter at any time and find suit-
able classes. No vacation except holiday week.
Monev refunded if everything is not as advertised.
Send for catalogue. H. S. LEHR, Prest., Ada, Ohio.

AMERICAN GOLD FILLED GASES
Eirf)_^^k

-lUCm. <^^» r^-y, Warranted SO
nMl) J) JTT\i7% if Idfrn^. *enrs, are tuo

fiaT™.c^%l XiT ^»tWi money can buy.
I .^§m.t.fs£^£s (?«?!»w«a Retuni this adr*-

( fffi'&ags %l Pit f^,B witl1 orderandwe
will send by ex-
press prepaid, this
beaucitul filled-
bunting case, full
jeweled, Elgin

le, stem wind and set watch which you
lean sell for 825.00. If worth itpay express
agent gS.SO and keep it; otherwise have
it returned. We only ask y»ur promise
toco to express office, examine and buy.
If as represented. These Watches are
equal to those sold by certain dealers from

£12.50 to $25.00. A guarantee with erery watch. You sea
all before you pay. Give your full name, express and P.O.
address. State which wanted, ladle.' or cents' sire.
If you i-t.nt Watch sent by mail send cash gtt.50 with,
order. For 60 days a Gold and Platina Rolled Plate Prince
Atber« Double(Kope Pattern) Chain given FREE with
each Watch. Chains of this stvle are sold from *3.00 up.
A Customer Writes: February 5, 1895—Watcb re-

ceived. Better than expected. Would not sell it for *25"
If I could not get another. E. Sbortbb, Washington
Address KIRTLAND BROS. & C0.111 Nassau St. N.Y

Mention this paper.

NIK

BANS.RT-PT SALE! Eries, etc., $2S-$3S.
Coluntbias, Rambters, Second-Hd, $10-$25.
C. S. Wabnek & Bbo.. 291 Wabash Ave., Chicago

SPEX
BIS MONEY IM SPECTACLES. Send for our
Ootical Catalogue—just out. New goods.
Cut prices. F. "E. BAILEY. Chicago, IIL

P£S ELECTROBOLE gives instant re-

ILcu Finalcureina few days and never
I I liliV returns; no purge, no salve, no supposi-
tory, no indelicacy, no dieting. SOLD by druggists.

$3,000
MAIL-PAPER I
Vat Samples mailed free from the largest con-w cern in U.S. Prices 30* lower than others.
PAPERS from 2^c. to a Roll-8 Yards.

IN PRIZES
To Farm and Fireside subscribers

and club raisers. First prize,

nrfll CDC can nave large books by ex- ^
Hs-^VSSS^ DISCOUNTS. ' t °ne Thousand Dollars mCash

A MILLION BOLLS—An Unlimited Variety.

KAYSER & ALLMAN
982-984 Market St.

418 Arch St.,

PHILADELPHIA.

The opportunity of a lifetime to 4

Mention this paper.

Mento Eye Balm cures granulated and
1^ Y Ct sore er.es in three days. No caustic, no pain.

MIC :tt all druggists or express paid. Are
AND You Deaf? Aura=Cura cures or per-

. maneutl} benefits, or money refunded,h A y -i (XI per bottle. Circular free.11V Mento Remedy Co., Exeter, Nebraska.

make a fortune in a minute.

: * :
Read at once the particulars on page 19.

riENTION THIS PAPER WHEN ANSWERING
ADVERTISEMENTS.
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Smiles.

ARBITRARY ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

We'll begin with box, and the plural is boxes,

But the plural of ox should be oxen, not oxes.

The one fowl is a goose, but two are called

geese,

Yet the plural of mouse should never be nieese.

You may find a lone mouse or a whole nest of

mice,

But the plural of house is houses, not hice.

I f the plural of man is always called men,
Why shouldn't the plural of pan he called pen?
The cow in the plural may be cows or kiue,

But a bow if repeated is never called bine,

And the plural of vow is vows, never vine.

If I speak of a foot and you show me your feet,

Aiid I give you a boot, would the pair be called

beet?

If one is a tooth and a whole set are teeth,

Why shouldn't the plural of booth be called

beeth?
If the singular's this and the plural is these,

Should the plural of kiss ever be nicknamed
k eese ?

Then one may be that and three would be
those,

Yet hat in the plural would never be hose,
And the plural of cat is cats, not cose.

We speak of a brother, and also of brethren,
But though we may say mother, we never say

methren.
Then the masculine pronouns are he, his, him,
But imagine the feminine she, Shis and shim?
So the English, I think, you all will agree,
Is the greatest language you ever did see.

— The Commonwealth.

PUSSY'S PLEA.

Now is the winter of my discontent.
When summer comes,"and all the world is

gay
With nature's smiles, my mistress hies away

To fields and pastures new, while I am pent
4 ii back yards lone and empty. Weak and spent
From lack of food, I prowl by night and day
O'er fence and gate, and howl my doleful lay;

But there is none to heed a cat's lament

!

Sad is my lot! Why was I born a cat-?

My mistress' ugly poodle takes his nap
On some hotel piazza in her lap;

Without a care he feasts and waxes fat

The summer long. Please, editor, give space

To plead the cause of my ill-treated race

!

—Henry Coyle, in Boston Globe.

* A GOOD LIAR.

I'M
done with South America," he declared,

with an air of disgust, as he looked at t he

other loungers iu the hotel regaling par-

lor, and sipped a glass of beer. " Ifat'ure

overdoes everything down there. Melon-
vines grow so fast that the melons are ruined
by being dragged over the ground. Where the

soil is most fertile, the natives have to go up
in a balloon to pick grapes. Corn grows so tall

that the crows eat it out of gun-range, and the

stalks have to be cut down with an ax. The
grass conies on so fast that the farmers make
hay every week, and there is enough fruit

raised to supply the markets of the world. A
man can live there without turning a hand."
" I guess noVgruntcd an old toper, who was

looking for just that kind of a snap.
" I say you can, and have the. best there is go-

ing. But I wouldn't live there if they deeded
me the whole shooting-match. There are more
snakes there than there are leaves iu Formosa,
or wherever it is. They can run like a motor-
car and climb a tree like a cat."
" Ugh !

" shuddered the toper.

"And you people don't have any storms up
here. One of your cyclones "wouldn't be a

fresh breeze down there. I've seen a blow iu

Brazil turn an iron kettle inside out. I'd just

bought a ticket for a place sixty miles away
one evening, when I'll be durned if the wind
didn't pick the little station up and land me
right where I wanted to go. It was done so

quick that the old clock didn't get through
st i i king seven while we were making the trip.

I located a gold-mine on top of a hill, and it

was full of gold. One night the whole top of

that infernal hill blew away, and when I

found it, a lot of Spaniards had jumped the
claim."

"How's the grocery business?" brusquely
asked a man who had come in a minute before,

but the South American traveler had van-
ished as though on the wings of a South
American storm.

"Runs a little one-horse grocery out here at

Jumptown," continued the new-comer. " Nev-
er been out of Michigan in his life. Heavy-
weight champion liar of the world."

—

Detroit

Free Press.

BRUTAL.

"Could you spare me a little money this
morning, dear? " said she.

"Really," the brutal husband replied, with
a harsh, dyspeptic laugh, "judging from the
biscuits, I thought you had dough to burn."

TRANSFORMATION.
Dashaway—" I saw your sister on the beach

half an hour ago in her bathing-dress. Where
is she now? "

Willie—"She's up-stairs p.utt;,.g on some
giothes."—Life.

PARTICULAR ABOUT STYLE.

Mrs. Prim (stylish boarding-house keeper)—
" It cannot be delayed any longer. We must
have a new set of dishes."
Daughter—" Yes, ma; the old set was very

handsome in its day, but it's all out of fashion
now."
Mrs. Prim—"Well, my dear, go to Brick-

abraek * Co.'s and order a new dinner service;
take nothing but Royal Windsor china or
Dresden ware, no matter what the cost,"

Daughter—" Yes, ma."
Mrs. Prim—"And, by the way, on your re-

turn step into the market and order twenty
pounds ot corned beef and forty pounds of
liver."—Hew York Weekly.

SMARTNESS.

A gentleman traveling in England, some
years ago. while walking near a railway, en-
countered a number of insane people in charge
of a keeper. Nodding to one of the lunatics,

he said: "Where does this railway go to?"
With a scornful look the lunatic replied :

" It

doesn't go anywhere; we keep it here to run
trains on."—Philadelphia American.

HOME, SWEET HOME.
" The best time to strike your clients is right

after dinner, is it not? "asked the social statis-

tician.

" It is when they eats at a hotel." answered
the begging gentleman. "Home dinners, man
is just as liable to be comin' away mad'as in a

good humor."

—

Indianapolis Journal.

WAITING.

Bacon—"It's funny you don't ride?"
Egbert—" I'm waiting until they have

bicycles built for two."
Bacon—" You can get tandems now."
Egbert—"I know; I mean a bicycle built

for jS,"— Yohkers Statesman.

AGAIN THE YOUNGER BROTHER.

'Rastus Hamilton—" Whar's yo'r di'mond
stud, Mistah Jackson?"
Mr. Jackson—" I put it in soak, ef yo' knows

whad dat means."
'Rast us Hamilton— " Oh, yes. Sis does de

same flng wif her teef nights evah since de
muel kicked her in de face."

LITTLE BITS.

"You didn't tole de troof in your sarmon to-

day, sah, when you said dat Mister Noah came
fust outer de ark," said Deacon Snow.
"Can you proob dat, sah?" asked Reverend

Mr. Johnson.
" Sartin ! It says in de good book dat ' Noah

came fourth out of de ark.' You should be
keerful how you lead your flock astray, sah."

That was a bright, girl in the street-car the
other day who said to her companion, who
was making the usual female search for her
pocket-book :

"Let us divide this, Ethel; you fumble and
I'll pay."

Two friends met recently after many years'

absence. The one said to the other:
" Well, old chap, and how have you been get-

ting on in the world?"
"Well," was the reply, "as a failure I have

been a distinct success. But as a success I have
been a complete failure."

"This, mum, is me twin bye, Mickey," said

Mrs. O'Finnegan.
" Indeed; where is the other one? " inquired

Mrs. Worthington.
"Sure, he's over to his mother's house, Mrs.

O'Toole's. Her Jimmy and me Mickey was
twins—born on the same day, mum."
" Pay your fare or get off! " said the trolley-

car conductor.
" What do j-ou take me for? " asked the dig-

nified Philadelphian.

"Fi' cents, same as anybody else," answered
the conductor.

The mother asked little Dot to go into the

next room and see if the clock was running,
for she had not heard it strike all the after-

noon. Dot came running back, put her curly

head into the door, and exclaimed :

" Why, no, mama, de clock ain't a-runnin'.

It is des stannin' still and a-waggin' its tail."

Lung Comi'laixts, Bronchitis, Asthma,&c.,
are speedily relieved, and if taken in time, per-
manently cured by Dr. D. Jay lie's Expectorant.
Y'ou will find in it also a certain remedy for
Coughs and Colds. The best family Pill, Jayne's
Painless Sugar-Coated Sanative.

Not even "pearl glass" or

"pearl top" lamp-chimneys

are right, unless of right shape

and size for your lamp. See

"Index to Chimneys."

Write Geo A Macbeth Co,

Pittsburgh, Pa, maker of

tough glass.

Piper Clippings bou^h
nces names. S3...

BUitnp. Newt* Clippiu

>on^ht|k| kinds.an.l acquaint-iii»iJ1CHOmi«. Particular!! for
, lfcu'l. A.C. SIH W. I3KI1 SI. N. Y.

WRITERS WANTED l° *> copying, 't home.
Law Collkue. Luna, Ohio.

MARRIAGE CERTIFICATES. Memorials. Family Records,
"' i-in-h I'.'.c. '.' fur si. .[. Lee, Omaha U IiIh', Chic ago.

RUBBER STAMPS. Best made. Immense Catalogue Free
"to audits, Thu G. A. H abpkb Mm. Co.. Cleveland, o.

PDCIIITTnill A.GXNTS. A SO-cent No-
ll nCUl I

,u "t-l- i-l'i ami our credit plan tor______ 10c. Jay Nichols, Englewoud. 111.

HARVEST

CLEAN SWEEP BADGE.
HERE YOU ARE. The CLEAN

SWEEP CAMPAIGN BADGE.
Republican or Democratic. A
liroom with the portrait o£ your
favorite candidate on it. Novel
and attractive. Buy ot us and
save middlemen's profits. EIGHT
BADGES, postpaid, 10 cents; 45

BADGES postpaid, 50 cents; 100

BADGES postpaid, gl.00; 500

BADGES postpaid S4.00. Send
money order. MAKE BIG MON-
EY selling these badges now.
When ordering be sure to say
whether you want Dem. or Repub.
or part of both. Orders filled

promptly. Address SAWYER
& Co.,Mfr.,"Waterville,Maine.

FOR AGENTS
making a pile of money working
for us. All say work is pleasant

and profitable. Particulars sent free on request.
Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, 0.

Wanted-An Idea
Protect your ideas; thev may bring you wealth.
Write JOHN WEDDERBtTRN & CO.. Patent Attor-
neys, Washington, D. C, for their $1,800 prize offer
and list of two hundred inventions wanted.

Who can think
of some simple
thing to patent?

CUTTHISOUT
col. Illustrated Magazine just being boomed, and we will publish
lour Name Free in our Agents Directory. You will get bushels
of Papers, Cards, Magazines, Novelties and Music from Publishers
and Manufacturers who want agents. A' 1 for 10c (This firm is re*
liabie.-Ed.) Addr. The Colnob'ao, IS Oils St., Boston, Mass,

and return it
to us with 10c.
for a year's
trial subscrip-
tion to new 64-

BIG

MAIL

IF YOU WANT TO RECEIVE
lots of Letters, Papers, Cards, Mag-
azines, Novelties, etc. C D CT C
send us 10c. and we r l» B &
will put your name in our Agents Di-
rectory, which we send to manufactur-
ers, pubs, and supply houses. You will
get our 6i-col. Illus. Mag., also another
Mag. 6 mos. on trial, all for 10c.
liott'tmiss this chance. Address at once
YANK PUB. CO., 18 Federal St. , Boston, Xass.

I WANT A MAN
In every city or township to look after my business,
on salary or commission ; steady work and liberal
pay the year round. One man cleared S140.45
last week. Places for a few ladies. Don't delay
or bother to send stamps, but write at once to

J. W. JONES, Springfield. Ohio.

SALARY COMMISSION
With allowance for expenses., to one live, wide-
awake man or woman in each town or city, to intro-
duce goods on a brand-new scheme, never before
worked, resulting in qnick sale at almost every
house. Steady work for the right person. Address
at once, LOCK BOX 48S, Springfield, Ohio.

$100.00 IN GOLD!
And Hundreds of Valuable Prizes

To be given away before Christmas, by

To help introduce the magazine into new families.
THE COLUMBIAN already has a larger circu-

lation than any similar publication in Massachusetts,
but we are not satisfied. So, in order to familiarize its

name in every household where it is not now taken,
we offer $100.00 in Gold and hundreds of other
valuable prizes to thereaders of this and other pa-
pers who can form the greatest number of words
from the nine letters in the word COLUMBIAN.
Here are a lew examples : can, cain, calm, catjin, an, am, aim,

bin, Iamb, etc. Every person who makes a list of twelve words or
more will receive a prize. You ought to be able to think up twelve
words with the help given yon above. Some may study out fifteen

or twenty. The person sending in the largest number of words
made from the nine letters in COLUMBIAN will receive S50 In

gold; the second $20 In gold; the third $15 in gold; the next two
$5 each in gold, the next five $1 each In gold and the next five a.

neat American movement watch. AH who send a list of twelve
words or over will receive by return mail a valuable souvenir
bontonniere ofMcKmley & Hobart or Bryan <fc Sewall, as you prefer.

The Grand Prizes will be awarded just before
Christmas, and. the list of successful contestants
published in the first possible issue of the THE
COLUMBIAN thereafter. Do not use proper
names, foreign language words or any letter more than
once. We guarantee satisfaction in every case or will
refund your money- We offer these awards simply to
get THE COLUMBIAN into new homes and de-
sireto please all soms to obtain permanent subscribers.
All we ask is that with your list of words you send
10c. silver or 13c. stps. to pay for trial subscrip-
tion to magazine. We refer vnu to any publisher or
bank in this city as to our reliability. Get to work at
once and send in a list, with 10c. silver or 12c«
stamps for trial subscription and "win your prize.
XttE COLUMBIAN,2350tisSk, Boston, Mass.

lUKNTS to sell cigars to dealers ; Sis weekly, ex-
* perience not required. Samples fret;. Reply with
-cent stamp. National Consolidated Co., Chicago, 111.

BIG
pDnCITQ To men or women, boje or girls.rnurilO Easy work and big pay. No
money required to carry on the business.
Address Farm and Fireside, Springfield, 0.

PQMEM WANTED to gell to dealers,

i fA L L O 1*1 U 11 fclOO monthly aod expenses. Expe-
' rleuce unnecessary. Enclose stamp. Acme Cigar Co. Hi ..

experience re-
" le: our
Address

Mass.

AfiPNTQ WANTED P™£
iu
io

n^¥i
MULIl I U qu^ed. Outfit FREE. Send quick.w w Fakm and Fireside, Springfield, O.

YOU
You can now grasp a fortune. A new
guide to rapid wealth, with '2-1-0 fine en-
gravings, sent free to any person. This
is a chance of a lifetime. Write at once.
Lynn & Co. 4S Roud St. NewYork

CREDIT TO lit AGENTS
Nichols' Wonderful INHALER cures any headache
instantly. Sells like iHltlfire. RetailscJOc. Sample In-
haler fur 12 stamps; credit plan free. J . II. Mi Htii.s, c II II mi i

WfSIIP H IJfl 1 1 » Permanent post-

?f J, . ,? 'JM 1 "° »rite us at once.We will send you full particulars Free, or a valuable
Eampleofoursoodsin Sterling Silver upon receipt
ot live Two cent ttamps for pottage, etc. Address
Standard Silver Ware Co., Boston. Mass.

I (H 3W 6 6 K t3SV braoa
d
oewThiD^

All B No trouble to make $18 a 'week easy. Write to

• us quick, you will be surprised at how easy it can be
done. Send us your address any way. It will be for your Interest
to investigate. Write todav You can positively make $18 a
week easy. D. T. JIORGA_N,,Boi Z 0, Detroit, JUch.

Will S500 Help You Out? :

offer yon the Sole Agency for an article that is

Wanted in Every Home and Indispensable
in Every Office, something that SELLS AT
SIGHT. Other articles sell rapidly at Double
the Price, though not answering the purpose
half so well. You can make from 8500 to S700
in three months, introducing it, after which it will
bring A Steady, Liberal Income, if properly at-
tended to. Ladies do as well as nien, in town or coun-
try. Don't >Iiss this Chance. Write at once to
J. W. JONES, Manager, Springfield, Ohio.

It is more than strange that people will
suffer the pain, misery and clanger caused
by diseases of the above organs, when Dr.
D. A. Williams, East Hamp-
ton, Conn., will send particulars of a
POSITIVE HOME CURE Free of Charge i

W* mm rni I/O reduced 15 lbs.
Mm H I 1 wurvij

. month, any
§ Mm I can make remedy at home.

Miss M.Ainley, Supply. Ark.,
says, "I lost 60 lbs. and feel splendid." No
starving. No sickness. Sample box, etc.,
4c. HALL &CO.,B.,Box404,St.Locis,Mo

FREE TO BALD HEADS.
We will mail on application, free

information how to grow bair upon a
bald head, stop falling hair and re-
move scalp diseases. Address,
AKenheim Nedical Dispensary,
127 East Third Street, Cincinnati, O.

RUPTURE
A positive, radical cure at tiumf

Sealed). Book citine fiill i-artinilar?

tent Free. Addreas DR.W.S. BICE,
Uox F, Smith.ille, Jell Co., N.Y-

FITS
A Great Remedy Diseorered. Send for atrial pack-
ape and let it ipeak for itself. Postage 5 cents.

JOB. S. PEBKEY, Chicago, Ills.

M
OTHERS. Your children cured of bed-wetting.
Box fREE. DR. F. E. MAY, Akrowsmith. III.

QCn.UfCTTINA CURED. Box FREE.DLU WEI I INU j < B. Kowan, Milwaukee, His.

Who will it be? 1
McKINLEY

...OR...

BRYAN
OR SOMEBODY ELSE?

$3,000 IN PRIZES
For answers to the question, "Who

will be the next president, and how
many electoral votes will he receive?"

First Prize, $1,000 in Cash.

See page 19 for full particulars.

Pianos! Organs! FREE!
TEST TEIAL FQR"30 DAYS IN YOUK OWN HOME. NO MOSEY KEQL'IBED

PIANOS-ORGANS FROM $25.oo UP
.
Including, a Com- CASH or EASY PATMESTS.
plete Musical uutut.

NEW SOl'YEMB CATALOGCE

onlv firm in the world spllintr exclusively from Factory
to Family direct. A sinerle instrument at wholesale price.

We save you from J33.CH) to 3250.00. Established 30 years.

FOR ONLY A 2 CENT STAMP
We don't want our trade to slack off these next few

months. Our SPRING BUSINESS has been great. We
want the same A1X SUMMEK and in order to get it

,ve have decided to DIVIDE OL'U PROFITS "v ith

A>VO>E WHO WILL ASSIST I S INT MAKING KALE*.
A CASH BONUS CERTIFICATE PAYABLE AT SIGHT WILL BE
SENT TO "YOU WITH OUR SOUVENIR CATALOGUE ON
APPLICATION—It will only costvou Two Cento for a postage
stairp and the sending of only Ten Good Name* may easily
bring you FIFTY DOLLARS. Write at once. Thousands
of Uollars have been paid by us already in Cash Bonuses. This i

Offer is onlv good for sixty days. Help m* and we'll help you.
We have NO AGENTS, this is a pergonal appeal to our]
good friends, the people, whom we nave dealt with direct for
over thirty years. Write at once.

CORNISH & CO., WASHINGTON, NEW JERSEV.
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40 Cent Patterns for 10 Cents
Any FOUR patterns, and this paper one year, 60 cents, post-paid

Full descriptions and directions—as the

number of yards of material required, the

number and names of the different pieces in

the pattern, how to cut and fit and put the

garment together—are sent with pach pattern,

uith a picture of the garment to go by. These pat-

terns are complete in every particular, there

being a separate pattern for every single piece of

the dress. Your order will be filled the same
day it is received.

For ladies, give BUST measure in inches.

I For SKIRT pattern, give WAIST measure in

inches. For misses, boys, girls or children,

give both BREAST measure in inches and age

in years. Order patterns by their numbers.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

To get BUST and BREAST measure, put the

tape measure ALL of the way around the

body, over the dress close under the arms.
Price of each pattern, 10 cents.

Postage one cent EXTRA on skirt, tea-gown and
' other heavy patterns.

No. 6373.—Ladies' Cape. 1U cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust.

V
No. 6849.—Ladies' Jacket. 10c.

Sizes, 32, 34,36, 38, 40and42 inches bust.

No 0840.—Ladirs' Waist. 10 rents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 Inches bust.

No. 6717.—Girls' apron. 10 cents.
Sizes, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 years.

No. 6844.—Misses Waist. 10 cents.
Sizes, 10, 12. U and 16 years:

No. 6848—MlSSKS' skiut. 11 cents.
Sizes, 10, 12, 14 and 16 years.

WE HAVE OFFICES IN NEW YORK CITY, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, AND CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

NOTICE.— Send all orders for patterns direct to our central office, to FARM AND FIRESIDE, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, where our stock of patterns is kept.
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Miscellaneous,

SOME TIME.

Sonic time, some day, the dark clouds will be
rifted,

Some time will the pain from this sad life he
sifted,

And hearts aching now will with joy be up-
lifted,

Some time, some day.

Some time, some day, thro' the bitterness

springing.

Will fountains of light sweet heart-peace he
bringing,

Clear skies, soft winds, and sweet wild birds

winging.
Some time, some day.

Some times, some days, there are burdens of
sorrow ; i

Be patient, dear heart; faith hath light—we
may borrow,

The Savior holds for us a golden to-morrow,
Some time, some day.

Some time, some day, this drear earth will be
vernal,

'

. ;

—T r~~" *v
There'll lie rest, sweet rest, on fair hills eternal

:

For sorrowing lie:i i ts t here' u.be joys supernal,
Some time, some day.

— tirertritde .Tudson.

A PREFERENCE.

When it comes ter selectin' a summer resort

I somehow don't keer for the prominent sort,

Whur the bills is so long an' the dresses so
short.

Though they seem to be liked, as a rule.

But whenever I'm rest in' from work on the
farm,

SAn the clouds seem ter melt 'cause the sun is
so warm,

I puts fur the place thet'll ne'er lose its

charm,
Whur the shadows dip deep in the pool.

Thur ain't no piazzy, thur ain't no brass band,
fier nobody out promenadin' the sand,
Jftr people a-grabbin 1 the cash from yer hand,
Ez ye try to keep up with the style.

But the smooth velvet nios* whur the'

branches bend low
Invites ye ter rest while tire lazy hours go.
An' yer s;iys ter yerself thet ye're lucky

know
Of aStvrhme'r resort thet*s wufeh While.

art : — Wn*f)inQ(im Star.

to

LIFE"AND DEATH ETERNAL.

If I believe in the hopeless doom of

incorrigible sin, and alsoin the undimmed
glory o.f a perfected kingdom, I must
believe in the annihilation of the incorri-

gibly vioked. Fire, in the Bible, is gener-

ally an emblem of destruction, not of

torment. The chaff, the tares, the fruitless

Iree, are not to be tortured, but to be
destroyed. The hell-tire spoken of in the

New Testament is the tire of Gehenna,
kept burning outside the walls of Jerusa-

lem, to destroy the offal of the city. Here
was the worm that dieth not, and the fire

that is unqnenched; emblems of destruc-

tion, not of torment.
I find nothing in the New Testament to

warrant the terrible opinion that God
sustains the life of his creatures through-
out eternity only that they may continue

in sin and misery. That immortality is

the srift of God through our Lord Jesus

Christ; that man is mortal, and must put
on immortality; that only.he can put it on
who becomes, through Christ, a partaker
of the divine nature, and so an inheritor of

him who only hath immortality; that

eternal life is life eternal, and eternal

death is death eternal, and everlasting

destruction is destruction without remedy
-this is the most natural, as it is the

simplest reading of the New Testament.

—

Lyman Abbott.

HOUSEKEEPERS' NOTES.

To polish shell-combs, rub them with
flannel on which has been put some finely

powdered charcoal moistened with a little

water. Then with a clean flannel rub the

shell vigorously with whiting or precip-

itated chalk to which a few drops of vin-

egar have been added. After this, polish

With the palm of the hand and dry powder.

In traveling, a tooth-brush ease is a

convenient little article to own. To make
it, take a piece of ribbon about an inch and
a half wide and a yard and a quarter long.

First, neatly line the ribbon with oil silk,

finishing the outer edges with the simple
herring-bone stitch, worked in silk the

same color as the ribbon. Then fold the

ribbon, overhanding the edges to form a

pocket. The remainder of the ribbon is

used as the cover. It is fastened to the

pocket by fine silk goods which tie in a

bow. This little case will be found most
useful in protecting the tooth-brush.

Warm bread and cake should be cut with
a knife the blade of which has been heated
by standing it in boiling water.

If a tablespoonful of vinegar is added to

the water in which tough meats or fowls
are boiled, it will serve to make them
tender.

Linen pockets and cases for night-dresses
and other toilet uses are easily decorated
by using white Honiton and other lace

braids and put on in a design of lover's-

knots, festoons and medallions. Blue
linen looks best decorated in this way, as

on white the pattern does not show to

advantage. Table-spreads of shadow silks

made for small drawing-room tallies have
full double frills of silk muslin for a finish.

The woman who rests every day is the
woman who keeps young and fresh. If

she is a woman of leisure, she may indulge
in an afternoon nap, after which she will

rival her daughter in usefulness. If she is

a busy housewife, she should snatch at

least half an hour a day for lying still

in a darkened room. If she is a business
woman, she must break into the afternoon
with the only sort of rest she can com-
mand—sitting still for ten or fifteen min-
utes, with eyes closed, thoughts banished
and muscles relaxed. " Which advice,"

some old bachelor remarks, " not one
woman in five hundred would think of

doing, nor could if she would."

The bath-tub will be less trouble to keep
clean if it is painted with enamel paint.

This may be purchased already mixed,
and the least skilful woman will be able

to apply it satisfactorily. The tab should,

of course, be kept perfectly dry until after

the last coat of paint has been applied.

The walls of the bath-room back of the tub
and wash-bowl, if they are not tiled or

of marble, should be "papered" with
linoleum in tile patterns. This will per-

mit unlimited splashing of water without
damage. The floor may well be covered

with the same material. If the bath-room
has not been equipped with wire, soap
and sponge trays, shelves for bottles,

hooks for clothes, racks for towels, and
the like, there is no time like the days of

spring house-cleaning in which to repair

the' omission. Before descending to the
lower part of the house, the mistress

should discover if her mattresses need
renovating. If she uses feather ones, she
should destroy them, for in the opinion of

physicians they are positively pestiferous.

Hair mattresses, if they are hard and dirty,

may be freshened by ripping the ticking,

removing the hair, washing the ticking,

picking the hair and putting it in a dry,

airy place for several days. When the

ticking is dry it should be filled lightly

with the hair and tacked together again.

DRESS NOTES.

Pearl buttons being used so universally

as a trimming has kept them much to the

front.

A charming visiting-costume is in gray
monsseline-poile-de-chevre, the front of

the bodice forming a little coat of gray
glace, with a straight collar, and trimmings
of small cords and barrels, the lapels fall-

ing slightly open to show glimpses of

white satin lining and vest of white tulle,

confined at the waist by a broad, black

satin band. The outer bodice is of poile-

de-chevre, with a natty little zouave of

white spotted muslin and embroidery
applications showing beneath a falling

collar of gray glace and cream embroidery.

The sleeves are rucked to the shoulders,

and the skirt is of the newest fashion, the

top forming box-plaits stitched down to

about three inches below the waist, giving

a princess effect above and full godets

below.

Another gown is of blue and white checked
mohair, trimmed with plain batiste ribbon

down the back and front of the bodice,

and showing beneath the folds of the tab-

lier in the skirt. The small collar is of

cream point-lace, and cream satin ribbon

is draped at the neck and twisted several

times around the waist and fastening at

one side. The sleeves are high puffs above,

with smaller ones below.

Although Mine, la Mode is most kaleid-

oscopic in her fashions this year, with her

pretty chine bouquets on white grounded
glaces, divided by black, narrow stripes,

her gay chameleon shots, and her rich

multicolored brocades, there is still one

newerand more dominant fashion
; namely,

bright green and bright pink silks, with

bold floral patterns upon them in pure

white.

$3,000 in Prizes
TO SUBSCRIBERS AND
CLUB RAISERS ej{ tM *M

In order to test the judgment of our subscribers and
club raisers on the results of the presidential election, -jt

we offer prizes to the amount of Three Thousands
Dollars for answers to the question ye ye ye ye ye ye

Who will be the next President, and

how many electoral votes will he

receive?

THE PRIZES

1 FIRST CASH PRIZE to the person sending; correct answer, $1,000.00
I Second Cash Prize for the first next nearest to the correct answer, 300.00

I Third Cash Prize to the person who sends the next best answer, 100.00

10 Cash Prizes of Ten Dollars each for the ten next best answers, 100.00

50 Cash Prizes of Three Dollars each for the 50 next best answers, 150.00

75 Cash Prizes of Two Dollars each for the 75 next best answers, 150.00

200 Cash Prizes of One Dollar each for the 200 next best answers, 200.00

2,000 Prizes, value of each 50 cents, for the 2,000 next best answers, 1,000.00

2,338 PRIZES, - Amount, $3,000.00

Each and every answer must be inclosed in the same letter with

the subscription and the money.

Each subscriber is entitled to one answer for each yearly

subscription.

Each agent or club raiser is entitled to send as many answers

as there are yearly subscriptions in each club._

Only those can , send answers who send yearly subscriptions.

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS AND CONDITIONS.

If at any time be/ore election day two or

morepersons send the correct answer, then the fixst
prize ofotte thousand dollars will be egut dlu

divided among those sending'the correct ansiver.

If two or more persons send the next nearest

to the correct answer, then all of the second prize

of three Hundred dollars will be awarded
to the person who first sends the next nearest la

the correct answer ; and the one of these ansicers'

that is stamped tuitli the next earliest date will be
j

considered the next best answer, mid all of the '.

third prize of one Hundred dollars will be

awarded to the person sending it. This same plan

icillbe followed in awarding all of the remaining

prizes. 1

We will stamp each answer with the any I

and hour it is received in our office. No more.
than one prize will be awarded to any one-

j

person.

It makes no difference whether subscriptions.'.]

are ordered singly or in clubs, with or without i

premiums. Offers in back numbers of tbis-ij

paper may be accepted. In every case each,

subscriber is entitled to one answer for each

yearly subscription, and, in addition, the club- "j

raiser is entitled to send as many answers asiij

there are yearly subscriptions in bis club.

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION TERHS.
(Without premiums.)

Farm and Fireside one year, add one answer, 50 cents.

A club of Three, and three answers, • • One Dollar.

Three years to one address, and three answers, One Dollar.

All subscriptions tvill be entered for one yearfrom
the date tre receive the order, except the

subscriptions of paid-in-udcancr subscribers, whose

time will be extended one year from tlie date on the

yellow label.

HOW TO SEND YOUR ANSWER.

Put your answer on a separate piece of paper

about three inches wide and five inches long.

Suppose you think Smith will be the next

president, and that be will receive J0U electoral

votes; then fill out your answer after this

style

:

SMITH, 400 VOTES.

Answer of

James Johnson,

Brown County,
Beaver,

Idaho.

The table below is given to assist you in making: op your answer. J- J-

There are 447 electoral votes, divided among- the states as follows : J- J- J-

Alabama 11

Arkansas 8
California 9
Colorado 4

Connecticut <•

Delaware 3
Florida 4
Georgia 13
Idaho 3
Illinois 24

Indiana 15

Iowa 13

Kansas 10
Kentucky 13
Louisiana 8
Maine li

Maryland 8
Massachusetts 15
Michigan 14
Minnesota 9
Mississippi 9
Missouri 17

Montana 3
Nebraska 8

Si vada 3
X«j w Hampshire 4

K«r w Jersey 10

NeA v York 36

JTot th Carolina 11

Xr/r tb Dakota 3

Ohu< > • 23
Oreg on 4

Pem isylvania 32

Khoi le Island 4

Soul b Carolina. 9

Soot h Dakota 4

Tennessee 12

Texas 15

Utah 3
Vermont -1

Virginia 12

Washington 4

West Virginia li

Wisconsin 12

Wyoming 3

Total 447

Set down your estimate of the electoral 1 votes that each state will give,^

the man you think will be the next Presa dent, add up, and you will have

an answer. The sooner you send an ans-w er, the more likely you are to.^

get a large prize.

Address FARM AND FIRF2S IDE, Springfield, Ohio.
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KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE Humor.

Wherever used takes the lead, and holds

it. The safest fence for stock. Prices

right. Catalogue free.

KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.,

No. 30 Rush St., - PEORIA, ILL.
Mention this paper.

«M0O DO YOU WANT A JOB send

EASILY MADE star hame fastener co. Chicago, il

m
Mention this paper when you write.

BEFORE BUYING A
NEW HARNESS

Send yonr address, with *2 cent stamp,
f for Illustrated Catalogue, giving full
'

t
description of Single and Double Cus-

• tom Hand-Made Oak Leather Har-
ness. Sold direct to the consumer, at wholesale prices.
KLSVt 11AK>KSS CO.,_\o. 7 CJiiirvii St.. O weeu.-V Y.

Mention this paper.

THOMPSON'S BANNER
ROOT
CUTTER

(Hand&
i

Power.)

' Cuts all kinds of roots &
1 veeetables for STOCK J.'""
> FEEDINC. The only
i machine made with self
feeder. Warranted to do

< Perfect work. Feed
( left in shape to prevent all dan-
/ ger of choking. Used every-
t where. Catalog FREE. Address

$ O. E. THOMPSON & SONS,|
S]£Hiver Street. YPSILANTI-MICH,

Mention this paper.

STEEL P

A

CKET LAWN FEN CE,
steel gates, steel posts and rail, also Field and
Hog Fence Wire, single and double farm gates.
For further information, write to the

UNION FENCE CO., De Kalb, III.

Mention this paper.

A WIND MILL
.that you can rely upon
I for all the purposes
| for which wind
j mills are used

I IT IS NOT LIKE

! OTHERS-IT
IlS BETTER

js the GOODHUE <

PUMP AND
OWER
MILL.'

9 We also

Jmake
5 full line „.

7 grinding mills
* wood saws, si

J lers, fodder

f ensilage cutters, Ac
J Catalogue sent FREE. *w

1 APPLETON MFG. CO.

Our
j

famous
|

Soeeesf

j

horse i

READ
POW E R

; a Marvel.
]

Adapted to a 1

1

4

uses requiring a
]

moderate power.
j

9 Fabgo St.,
Batavia. Ills.

!

Mention this paper.

IMPERIAL
GALVANIZED STEEL

WIND
MILL

WITH COVERED

Internal Gear
L*nco.ualed in th<

Pumping Wind Mills,

We Holicit the cloMHt
in vef-tic.it ion. AIhu

Imperial ^alvaniwd
S .*«. DerrlrkH. Iron
Turbine and Colum-
bia Steel Wind Kn-
ur'ii' - Buckeye Force
and Lift rumpo.Tank
and Mp ray Puiupii,
Well Drilling Ma-
chine**. Hydrants,

1 Bftreel Waftheni. Buck*
«\V4- I, n w n Blowers,

Iron l-'encingr* ('renting and Architectural
Iron Work of all kind*..

MAST, FOOS & CO.,
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.

Mention thU paper.

THE SQUARE THING.

The sheriff was bilking polities when a con-
stable drove up with a man in a buggy.
"Majah, this yere is Jim Howland, who has

ben sentenced to jail fur ninety days by the
court over at Marion," said the constable.

"Jim Howland, eh?" queried the sheriff.
" Wat's the sentence fur?"
"Stearin." two pigs," said the prisoner.
"Waal, yo' orter be sent to jail. Look yere,

Jim Howland, what sort of a man might yo'
be on the average?"
" Purty squar'. kurnel—purty squar'."
" Because," resumed the official, "one end of

the jail has caved Out, the roof has sunk in,

and the ningers has ripped out all the floors.

It's a mighty lonesome place to put a white
man in, and 1 don't reckon he'd stay but over
two minutes. I don't want to he bothered goin'
around thar two or three times a day, and 1

don't want to put yo' to the trouble of break-
in' out."
" 1 see," mused the prisoner.
"And so yo'd better pass yo'r word not to get

onery and skip ont, and yo' kin hang around
town, and come up to the house fur meals."
" I'd druther be in jail, kurnel. Fact is, I've

alius wanted to be sent to jail, but suuthin'
has alius happened to prevent."
"But consider the circumstances, Jim. Yo'

hain't nuthin'ag'in me, hev yo'!"
"Oh.no; but it'll disapp'int the ole woman

and childern if I'm not put behind the bars."
"Thar hain't a blamed bar or bolt or lock

about the shanty, Jim."
"Couldn't I be chained to the wall? "

"Y-e-s. yo' could, but it would be bad fur
yo'r health. Yo'd hev chills inside of three
days. They'll hev the new jail done next year,
and then, if yo' feel that yo' must go to jail,

I'll take yo' in fur thirty days."
" Waal," said Jim, " I don't want to be onery

to nobody, and as yo' seem to want to do the
squar' thing, I'll agree to bang around town;
but remember, kurnel, that the next time I'm
sent to jail I'm either goin' thar or rip the cot-

ton out of one hull side of this count}'! "

And Jim got down, and was soon seated on
the platform, telling the crowd of idlers what
ailed the county, and the remedy for it.—Har-
per's Magazine.

HE WON HIS CASE.

Charles O'Conor and James W. Gerard were
once opposed to each other in an important
trial, When Mr. O'Conor produced his first

witness. Mr. Gerard rose and said:
" Mr. O'Conor, what do you propose to show

by this witness?"
Mr. O'Conor told what he wished to prove.

"It is useless to waste the time of the court
and jury in proving that," said the other.

" I admit it."

Mr. O'Conor then called his next witness, and
the same question and answer were repeated.

"I admit it," said Mr. Gerard; "don't let us
waste time."

Another witness began, and Mr. Gerard in-

terrupted :

" I admit all you say you are going to prove.

Let us hurry along."

With a rapidity which almost took O'Conor's
breath away, all the facts which he bad ac-

cumulated were accepted wholesale. There he
rested his case, and Gerard, tor the defense,

called no witnesses, but at once began his

address to the jury :

"Gentlemen of the jury," said he, "some of

you know me personally. I have no doubt
those of you who are not personally acquaint-
ed with me know me by reputation. Now,
gentlemen, you know that if my client had
been guilty of any fraud, I should be the last

man on earth to admit it. I should hide it

from you, 1 should cover it up, 1 should fight,

fight—and I know how to fight—against the
proof of its getting in evidence. If my client

had been guilty of fraud, do you think I would
admit it? No! no! Never! never! never!" Here
he looked at his watch. "Gentlemen, excuse
my brevity. I have an engagement to dine
to-day, and my time is almost up; I will de-

tain you no longer."

He won his case.

—

Argonaut.

A NEW PLANT THAT CURES ASTHMA.

Medical Science at last reports a positive

cure for Asthma in the wonderful Kola Plant,
a new botanical discovery found on the Congo
River, West Africa. Its cures are really mar-
velous. Rev. J. L. Combs, of Martinsburg,
W. Va., writes that it cured him of Asthma of

fifty years' standing, and Hon. L G. Clute, of
Greeley, Iowa, testifies that for three years he
had to sleep propped up in a chair, being
unable to lie down night or day. The Kola
Plant cured him at once. To make the matter
sure, these and hundreds of other cures arc
sworn to before a notary public. So great is

their faith m its wonderful curative powers,
the Kola Importing Co., Of 116-1 Broadway, New-
York, to make it known, is sending out large

cases of the Kola compound free toall sufferers

from Asthma. All they ask in return is that
when cured yourself you will tell your neigh-
bors about it. Send your name and address
on a postal card, and they will send you ;,

large case by mail free. It ci>sts you nothing,
and you should surely try it.

Potash
is a necessary and important
ingredient of complete fer-

tilizers. Crops of all kinds

require a properly balanced
manure.

The Best

Fertilizers

is the Farmersj

Gold MineCORN FODDER
this year. Cut it quick arid cheaply with

THE SCIENTIFIC .
CORN HARVESTER

percentagecontain a high
of Potash.

j

All about Potash— the results of its use
i by actual experiment on the best farms in
,

the United States— is told in a little book
which we publish and will gladly mail free
to any farmer in America who will write
for it.

GERMAN KALI WORKS,
93 Nassau St., New York.

Mention this paper.

Safety

Seats

Adjustable

Safety Shafts

Hinged

Wings

Best on

Earth

Because it is

EASIEST to HANDLE,
SAFEST to OPERATE,

HANDIEST to STORE AWAY.
Will save many times its cost in one season. WJ

have several styles, prices just right. Send for catq

THE FOOS MFC. CO., Springfield, O,
Mention this paper.

WHITMAN'S
BALING
PRESSES.
Always Victor-

ious. A Full Line.
Buy the BEST.
.Send for Circu-
lars. Warranted
Superior to any

GaS9 Next Witness!!!
Name, J. W. Dewey, residence Cambridge, Mich.,

occupation, farmer. Bought +0 rods of Page in 1 S86
—gave note payable in one year, if perfectly!
satisfied. Paid note before due. May 21, '96. writes]
"10 years to-day since put up first Page." Holds altl

his stock, had no repairs, and has now 5>00 rods in use.

See copy of his note and letter in the "Hustler."

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.
Mention this paper.

"Eli" Baling Presses
38 Styles & Sizes for Horse and Steam Power

Received Highest Award, World's Fair,
... CHICAGO, 1893. ...

WE WILL MAIL FREE TO EVERY FARMER OrPT^CTTT T TVfl"Pf
>

I
/
"Y"^

SENDING HIS NAME AND ADDRESS, CIRCU- JjJJ\L/OCl-^L> IVlJTVwT. ViV<
LAR WHICH FULLY ILLUSTRATES AND DE- 0/-NT TTTJ DCMH TMF4
SCRIBES THIS CELEBRATED WAGON. Address bOU 1 H DElND. lfNL/.

Mention this paper when writing.

C/!VaLOGIJE^

FREE
Now la the lime to buy m M.YNO or

OKGAN from the largest m*amam*n In

tlit world, who sell their instruments direct to

the public at wholesale factory price*.

prtv'T pat a pn-fit loafcenli and middlemen.

TVTC to N 1 money salted in

orpan or plsnn In your own h"'ne 30dsvs. No
expense to you if i*ol talis! actcry. Warranted
95 years.

Bank references fumbhed on application : the editor of this paper;

any businessman of this town, and to the thnoaau-ls uslior out In-

' ttrnmentsin Iheirhomes. A liook of testlmonlalssent with every catalogue. A* so s.l verti.e-

ment we will sell the first 1'iano iu a place for only (1100. Organs from 626 upwards.
I Stool, Book, 4c, FIJEK.
Ifyouwanttohuyforcash. U/ritn lip BEETHCVT..T TIA1T0 4 033AH CO.

,

ilfj > want to buyon Instalments, WlltC US. „ ,-. „„„ ffflfi

BUT DON'T BUY UN TlL YOU P.O.Box

, REFERENCE

WASHINGTON, N

Mention this paper when Ton write.

NO-TO-BAC
GUARANTEED
TOBACCO
HABIT

Over 1,000.000 boxes sold. 300.000 cures prove Its power to destroy the desire for tobacco in any ——

-

torni. rso-to-bac is the greatest nerve-food in the world. Many train 10 pounds in 10 davs and it never
fails to make the weak Impotent man stronK. vlicorous and magnetic. Just try a box. Vou will be de-
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Commenting on a compilation showing the world's

wheat production from 1882 to 1896, the Cincinnati

Price Current sa'ys:

"It appears that the annual average for the five years

from 1S82 to 1886 inclusive was 2,175,000,000 bushels; for

1887 to 1891 inclusive, 2,330,000,000; for 1892 to 1896 inclu-

sive, 2,600,000,000. It thus appears that the annual average

for the past five years has been about twenty per cent

greater than the average for the first five years of the

period. This information makes it quite apparent that

the world's wheat production in the past twenty years

and more has advanced more than the increase in pop-

ulation, probably largely due to the lessened cost of pro-

duction and of transportation from localities of surplus

to those of requirement. For the current year the indi-

cations are that the world's crop of wheat will not vary

greatly from last year, and also will not be much out of

line in comparison with the estimated consumption—

which implies that while the markets may not be so

forcibly influenced by accumulated stocks in sight as

heretofore, there is promise of an abundance for all

requirements."

In political affairs, next to platforms in interest stand

the letters of acceptance by the presidential candi-

dates. Mr. McKinley's letter has been given to the pub-

lic. On the money question, it reads in part as follows:

"For the first time since 1868, if ever before, there is

presented to the American people this year a clear and

direct issue as to our monetary system, of vast impor-

tance in its effects, and upon the right settlement of

which rests largely the financial honor and prosperity

of the country. It is proposed by one wing of the

Democratic party and its allies, the People's and Silver

parties, to inaugurate the free and unlimited coinage of

silver by independent action on part of the United States

at a ratio of sixteen ounces of silver to one ounce of gold.

The mere declaration of this purpose is a menace to our

financial and industrial interests, and has already created

universal alarm. It involves great peril to the credit

and business of the country—a peril so grave that con-

servative men everywhere are breaking away from their

old party associations and uniting with other patriotic

citizens in emphatic protest against the platfortaof the

Democratic national convention as an assault upon the

faith and honor of the government and the welfare of

the people.

"The meaning of the coinage plank adopted at Chicago

is that any one may take a quantity of silver bullion

bow worth fifty-three cents to the mints of the United
States, have it coined at the expense of the government,
and receive for it a silver dollar, which shall be legal

tender for the payment of all debts, public and private.

The owner of the silver bullion would get the silver

dollar. It would belong to him and to nobody else.

Other people would get it only by their labor, the

products of their land, or something of value. The
bullion owner on the basis of present values would
receive the silver dollar for fifty-three cents' worth of

silver; and other people would be required to receive it

as a full dollar in the payment of debts.

" The government would have no part in the trans-

action, except to coin the silver bullion into dollars. It

would share in no part of the profit. It would take upon
itself no obligation. It would not put the dollars into

circulation. It could only get them, as any citizen

would get them, by giving something for them. It

would deliver them to those who deposited^the silver,

and its connection with the transaction there end. Such
are the silver dollars which would be issued under free

coinage of silver at a ratio of sixteen to one. Who
would then maintain the parity? What would keep

them at par with gold? There would be no obligation

resting upon the government to do it, and if there were,

it would be powerless to do it. The simple truth is, we
would be driven to a silver basis—to silver monometal-

lism. These dollars, therefore, would stand upon their

real value. If the free and unlimited coinage of silver

at a ratio of sixteen ounces of silver to one ounce of gold

would, as some of its advocates assert, make fifty-three

cents in silver worth one hundred cents, and the silver

dollar equal to the gold dollar, then we would have no

cheaper money than now, and it woflld be no easier to

get. Bat that such would be the result is against reason,

and is contradicted by experience in all times and in all

lands. It means the debasement of bur currency to the

amount of the difference between the commercial and

coin value of the silver dollar, which is ever changing,

and the effect would be to reduce property values, eutail

untold financial loss, destroy confidence, impair the

obligations of existing contracts, further impoverish

the laborers and producers of the country, create a panic

of unparalleled severity, and inflict upon trade and

commerce a deadly blow. Against any such policy I

am unalterably opposed.

" Bimetallism cannot be secured by independent action

on our part. It cannot be obtained by opening our

mints to the unlimited coinage of the silver of the world,

at a ratio of sixteen ounces of silver to one ounce of gold,

when the commercial ratio is more than thirty ounces of

silver to one ounce of gold. Mexico and China have tried

the experiment. Mexico has free coinage of silver and

gold at a ratio slightly in excess of sixteen and a half

ounces of silver to one ounce of gold, and while her

mints are freely open to both metals at that ratio, not a

single dollar in gold bullion is coined and circulated as

money. Gold has been driven out of circulation in these

countries, and they are on a silver basis alone. Until

international agreement is had, it is the plain duty of

the United States to maintain the gold standard.

"It is not an increase in the volume of money which

is the need of the time, but an increase in the volume

"of business. Not an increase of coin, but an increase of

confidence. Not more coinage, but a more active use of

the money coined. Not open mints for the unlimited

coinage of the silver of the world, but open mills for the

full and unrestricted labor of American working-men.

The employment of our mints for the coinage of the

silver of the world would not bring the necessaries and

comforts of life back to our people. This will only come
with the employment of the masses, and such employ-

ment is certain to follow the re-establishment of a wise

protective policy which shall encourage manufacturing

at home. Protection has lost none of its virtue and
importance. The first duty of the Republican party, if

restored to power in the country, will be the enactment
of a tariff law which will raise all the money necessary

to conduct the government, economically and honestly

administered, and so adjusted as to give preference

to home manufactures and adequate protection to home
labor and the home market. We are not committed to

any special schedules or rates of duty—they are and
should be always subject to change to meet new condi-

tions—but the principle upon which rates of duty are

imposed remains the same. Our duties should always
be high enough to measure the difference between the

wages paid labor at home and in competing countries,

and to adequately protect American investments and
American enterprises."

During the reception ceremonies in New York, Li

Hung Chang received a delegation of Christian min-
isters representing churches having missionaries in

China. Replying to an address read by one of their

number, Earl Li said:
" It affords me great pleasure to acknowledge the grate-

ful welcome to this country offered to me by you as the

representatives of various boards and societies who have
engaged in China in exchanging our ideas of the greatest

of all truths which concern the immortal destinies of

man. In the name of my august master, the emperor of

China, I beg to tender to you his best thanks for your
approval and appreciation for the protections afforded to

the American missionaries in China. What we have
done and how little we have done on our part is nothing
but the duties of our government; while the mission-

aries, as you have so ably expressed, have not sought for

pecuniary gains at the hands of our people. They have
not been secret emissaries of diplomatic schemes; their

labors have no political significance; and last, but not

least, if I might be permitted to add, they have not inter-

fered with or usurped the rights of the territorial author-

ities.

" In a philosophical point of view, as far as I have been

enabled to appreciate, Christianity does not differ much
from Confucianism, as the golden rule is expressed in a

positive form in one, while it is expressed in the neg-

ative form in the other. Logically speaking, whether

these two forms of expressing the same truth cover

exactly the same ground or not, I leave it to the investi-

gations of those who have more philosophical tastes. It

is at the present enough to conclude that there exists not

much difference between the wise sayings of the two
greatest teachers on the foundations of which the whole

structure of the two systems of morality is built. As
man is composed of soul, intellect and body, I highly

appreciate that. your eminent boards, in your arduous

and much-esteemed work in the field of China, have

neglected none of the three. I need not say much about

the first, being an unknowable mystery of which our

greatest Confucius had only an active knowledge.

"As for intellect, you have started numerous educa-

tional establishments which have served as the best

means to enable our countrymen to acquire a fair knowl-

edge of the modern arts and sciences of the West. As

for the material part of our constitution, your societies

have started hospitals and dispensaries, to save not only

the soul, but also the bodies of our countrymen. I have

also to add that in the time of famine in some of the

provinces you have done your best to the greatest num-
ber of sufferers to keep their bodies and souls together.

"Before I bring my reply to a conclusion, I have only

two things to mention. The first, the opium-smoking,

being a great curse to the Chinese population, your

societies have tried their best, not only as anti-opium

societies, but to afford the best means to stop the craving

for the opium ; and also, you receive none as your converts

who are opium-smokers.

"I have to tender, in my own name, my best thanks

for your most effective prayers to God to spare my life

when it was imperiled by the assassin's bullet, and for

your most kind wishes which you have just now so ably

expressed in the interests of my sovereign, my country

and people."
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The Advertisers in this Paper.
We believe that all the advertisements in

this paper are from reliable firms or business
men, and do not intentionally or knowingly
insert advertisements from any but reliable
parties; if subscribers find any of them to be
otherwise we should be glad to know it.

Always mention this paper when answering
advertisements, as advertisers often have dif-
ferent things advertised in several papers.

„ „ . , The Missouri College of
School of . .- .. _

, , .

Agriculture, Columbia,
Horticulture. win open a school of

horticulture January 5, 1897. The twelve
weeks' course covers instruction in nursery
work, orcharding, small-fruit growing,

market gardening, hotbed forcing, flor-

iculture, landscape gardening, greenhouse
construction and management, soils,

manures, etc.
* * *

Bulletin 64 of the Ohio
Treatment of

experiment station re-
Seed-wheat

pQrts th& of a
for Smut. serjes 0 f experiments

made on the station farm at Wooster in

1S95 in the treatment of oats for the pre-

vention of smut, in which it was shown
that from duplicate samples of seed, taken
from the same sack, the untreated seed
produced as high as forty per cent of

smutted heads, while the treated seed pro-

duced a considerably larger crop entirely

free from smut. These experiments have
been repeated with the same result in 1896,

a year when the smut of oats has been ex-

ceptionally prevalent. It has also been
demonstrated that, withe a very slight

modification, the same treatment will abso-
lutely prevent the stinking smut of wheat,
and the bulletin named gives full direc-

tions for tli is treatment, both for oats and
wheat. From the reports which have come
to the station it seems probable that the
farmers of Ohio have this year lost not less

than half a million dollars from oat-smut
alone.

» * *

wheat The Ohio experiment
station has grown six-

Experiments. teen varieties of wheat
side by side for eleven years. The follow-

ing is a comparative statement of their

average yield and weight per bushel:

•AVERAGE YIELD
TO THE ACHE.

Valley 30.88
Poole Wl. 12

Red Kultz 29.97
Tusciin Island 29.*)
N Igger 29.27
Egyptian 2».2i
Dettz 27.91
Velvet Chaff. 27.7:1

Democrat 27.28
M' <IH<-n ;ni< :m 2fi K7

UI'twHon 2»t..")8

Silver Chuff. 20.30
Surprise. 20 24
Fultz 25.80
Thelss 25.71
Martin's Amber....25.56

AVERAGE WEIGHT
TO THE BUSHEL.

Velvet Chaff. (10.

Del tz 59
.Martin's Am her. ..59.

Nigger 59.

Egyptian 59.
Valley 59
Theiss 59
Kultz 59.

Tuscan Island 58.
Mediterranean 58.

Democrat 58.

Poole -58.

Red Fultz 58
Silver Chuff. 57.77
Clawson 57..'!!)

Surprise 57.18

NOTES AND COMMENTS.

A great deal of editorial
Salicylic Acid. ink ha§ been spmed ^

warning agninst the promiscuous use of

salicylic acid. This drug is a good thing

in its place, but we have thought that its

proper place is not exactly in our canned
fruits and other goods, especially when it

is put in unknown to the user. Years
ago I occasionally took light doses of it

as a medicine, but I always found that
when it was put into the fruit as a preser-

vative the fruit tasted insipid. Now,
really, I do not fear that the minute doses
of salicylic acid which we are liable to put
into our stomachs in an occasional dish of

canned goods will kill or even injure us.

Some injury might result if we use canned
goods thus doctored in large quantities,

and right along. Few use such articles in

that way. In the very small quantities

that the drug comes into the stomach of

the ordinary user it can hardly be poison-

ous, or even in any degree harmful. The
main objection to its use is that it injures

the flavor of the doctored article, makes
the fruits, etc., taste flat and insipid.

Tilling:
When traveling through
our hilly sections, one can

Hillsides. see large tracts 0 f hillside

land in hoed crops. Some people would
wonder why such lands are used in this

way, when plenty of nice, level land lies

idle in many parts of our vast territory.

But people will always try to make the

best use of the land they have, and if that

happens to be hilly it has to be planted

just the same. I have an idea that hoed
crops are seldom the best or most prof-

itable crops one can plant on a hillside. I

would prefer trees, either forest or orchard,

for such localities, and permanent grasses

next. In most cases, where hillsides are

planted to corn or potatoes, the rows are

made up and down the face of the hill.

Now, if you happen to see these fields after

a heavy rain, you will find great gullies

washed out, and much of the loose surface

soil carried down to the foot of the lull.

Planting up and down the hill is surely all

wrong. My usual practice in handling
hillsides has been to plant alongside the

face of the hill, and sometimes to lay this

off in terrace-shape.

A recent bulletin (No. 121) of the North
Carolina experiment station treats on
making hillside terraces or ditches, and
those of our friends having hillsides

should try to secure a copy. The terraces,

of course, have to be laid off in such a

manner as to afford a slight slope, if pos-

sible, toward a natural watercourse. How
terraces may be formed with the plow is

pictured and described as follows:

" With a small plow and one mule turn

two furrows, one up and the other down,

when the terrace is finished. A side-hill

plow to work back and forth on the same
strip should be used, but turning the soil

j

every time one furrow toward the bank of

I

the terrace. When the plow has been used
,
as much as is desirable, the work may be
finished by hand labor. Use a level, and
shovel out enough of the plowed soil from
upper side onto the bank to make a level
about ten feet

wide. The ter-

race is complete
when this level-

ing has been
done. The ter-

race is kept up
and strength-
ened each year
by making the

bank the back
furrow every
time the field is

plowed. In
planting, the

rows are run
diagonally
across each ter-

race, and just

steep enough so thatif there is any water to

run it will follow the row instead of cross-

ing from row to row. Water is discharged
from row to terrace toward the top, or up
hill rather than down. Therefore, the
steepness of the hillside, and tendency of

the soil to wash, determines the slope of the

rows. The tendency all the time should
be to deepen the soil by thoroughness in

plowing, and thus further retard the flow

of water. Care should be taken to add
something to the humus in the soil each

year, and also to plow a little deeper each

time until there is sufficient depth of soil

to take up and hold the water from a sud-

den heavy shower or a long storm, and
ease it down to the outlets of the terraces

with no appearance of water on the surface

to threaten a break anywhere in the field."

WINTER OATS IN INDIANA.

Winter oats is a comparatively new and
untried crop in the state'. Advertisers
claim winter oats to be hardy in Indiana,
heavier, more prolific, and a more certain
crop than spring oats. The tests at the
experiment station do not sustain these
claims as to yield and hardiness, and the
reports in the agricultural press are con-

The Wild Onion.
Some years ago I made
the acquaintance of the

wild onion, and with all the noxious weeds
we have to contend with here, I think
we are fortunate in not having the wild
onion. I had all I wanted of it by even a

slight acquaintance with the pest. It is

said to be a native of Germany, Switzer-

land and Italy, but is now very abundant,
and one of the worst weeds, from New
Jersey southward. Our friends in infested

localities can secure a good deal of infor-

mation about it from a hulletin recently

issued by the Tennessee experiment sta-

tion, but unfortunately they will not be
able to gather much consolation from the
suggestions found therein. The pest seems
to be well nigh unconquerable. Plowing,
frequent cultivation, mowing and persis-

tent cropping, all have been tried without
complete success. "Shaving the soil" at

Process of Forming Terraces by the Use of the Plow.

flicting. A number of queries were re-
cently sent to fifty farmers living in
northern, central and southern Indiana.
The following is a summary of the

twenty replies received : Eight state that
they have grown winter oats one year;
four, two years; one, three years. The
area varies from one to twenty-five acres.
The yields range from nothing to sixty
bushels to the acre. Four state that they
sow in August, six in September and one
in September and October. The quantity
of seed sown varies from three pecks to
two bushels to the acre. Most sow but one
bushel. Eleven state that they sow with a
drill, and one sowed a part of the seed
broadcast. Five state that their purpose
in growing winter oats is to obtain seed.
Six state that they sow both for pasture
and seed. In reply to the question,
"Would you advise your neighbors to
grow winter oats as a regular farm crop? "

five answered " yes." Two of these five cor-
respondents live in Bartholomew county,
and one each in Madison, Jennings and
Lawrence counties. One correspondent
each in Harrison, Morgan and Cass coun-
ties state that further trial of winter oats

is necessary to determine their adaptabil-
ity. One correspondent each in Ripley,
Jackson and Tippecanoe counties answer
the question with a "no." One corre-

spondent each in Gibson, Switzerland,
White, Randolph, Noble and DeKalb coun-
ties is unable to learn that the winter oats
are grown in the county.
One correspondent each in Posey and

Putnam counties states that winter oats
have been tried in a small way without
favorable results.

Judging from the replies received,
winter oats are not a reliable crop even
in southern Indiana. In all parts of the
state where spring oats can be grown
successfully, it will be less risk to grow
them. This is especially true of the north
half of the state. Winter oats "killed
out" completely at the experiment station
in the winter of 1894-5. The winter of
1895-6 so seriously damaged the crop that
the yields on two plots were only twenty-
eight and thirty-seven bushels, respec-
tively. Spring oats in the same field

yielded forty-seven to eighty bushels to

the acre.

Where spring oats is an unprofitable
crop, it will doubtless be well to give
winter oats a further trial, in the hope of

developing greater hardiness. An acre or
two will be quite enough lor this purpose.
Early sowing is advised, both for pasture
and to enable the crop to pass the winter
more successfully.

Farmers are cautioned to carefully clean
the oats before sowing, to remove any
weed-seed that they may contaiu.

W. C. Latta,
Agriculturist of Indiana Experiment Station.

Section of Hillside Showing Terrace.

on the line indicated by the broom-straws.
Now a heavier plow and team may be used,

and eight or ten furrows plowed on each
side toward the first, which is to be the
embankment of the terrace when com-
pleted. The work may now be advanced
by plowing on the upper side only, as
shown by the drawing, except that more
earth will be removed in this case than is

there shown, and the bank made higher

or near the surface is the only thing rec-

ommended that promises complete relief,

if done as fast as the green tops make
their appearance. If the work is properly

done, regardless of its considerable cost,

not a plant can remain. The bulletin sug-

gests the use of a large, broad-bladed im-
plement by which the work can be rapidly

and thoroughly performed. &
T. (jr REINER.

THE DAIRY INDUSTRY.

With the oleomargarine business cur-

tailed, as is reported by the Internal Rev-
enue Department regarding the sale of

stamps, taking the whole country over
there should be an increase in the demand
in addition to the regular trade in pure
butter. Taking the consensus of opinion
of the producers and dealers throughout
the country, it would indicate that the

moderate prices and the excellent class of

goods, the demand on the average would
be sufficient to absorb them all.

—

Elgin
Dairy Report.
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FARM THEORY AND PRACTICE.

Low Prices.—A big crop is not neces-

sarily a profitable one. The indi-

vidual farmer may put forth his

best effort to get large yields per
acre, and may succeed satisfactorily, but
net profits depend also upon the prices

obtained. This year prices are ruling low,
and in some cases there is no apparent mar-
ket at any price for some kinds of produce,
while other kinds command very low fig-

ures. It never pays to become discouraged,
and it is in such years as this that one
needs to display the most energy and use
the mostjudgment in disposing of his farm
.products. Years of experience in disposing
of crops inclines me to mention some mis-
takes that we are apt to make when the
market is dull and prices are low.

* * *

Cost of Production.— The question
whether one can afford or cannot afford

to grow a crop at the ruling price should
have no weight in deciding whether a
certain price should be accepted. It often

does have weight, and leads to further

loss. Figures that prove that potatoes

cannot be grown for twenty cents a bushel
in the Ohio valley, or that wheat cannot
be raised for' fifty cents a bushel, or that

a good draft-horse cannot be put upon the

market for seventy-five dollars, are worth
nothing in determining whether we should
accept such prices or hold for an advance.
When the supply exceeds the demand,
cost of production exerts no appreciable

influence upon the price of the goods on
hand. The old idea that it does must be

discarded, if one would have his judgment
worth anything to him as a guide. The
goods have been produced, and the only
point to be considered is the time and way
in which they may be converted into the

greatest amount of cash.

* * *

Shipping to City Markets.—We hear
much about farmers getting close to

consumers, and the advice that they
should is all right in a general way; but
my observation is that many farmers
ship only when they cannot sell at good
prices at home, amL. these are the very
times when they should not ship. It

takes some men a long time to learn that

the occasional shipper has no show in a

glutted city market. When markets are

bare and prices high, every shipper may
receive good attention from commission
merchants, but in a glutted market these

merchants have all they can do to protect

their old and regular patrons from loss.

While farmers may complain at the

seeming injustice, it is considered only
business to give first attention to regular

patrons ; and the outsider who forwards a

few hundreds of dollars' worth of stuff

a year must accept neglect when a market
is overrun with shipments. The fact that

local buyers do not want one's products

at what he may regard a living price is

usually evidence that sales are slow, and
should be a warning not to ship. One
may more safely ship for himself when
local dealers are eager to buy.

* * *

Market Quotations.—It is the custom
of commission merchants to send price

currents to the addresses of everyone who
might ship stuff to them. The quotations

prove misleading to many farmers. A
few facts should be kept iu mind: First,

there is sharp competition between the

various commission-houses for shippers'

patronage, and there is consequent temp-
tation to represent that the market is in

good condition, and that the firm making
quotations is getting top prices. Second,

it is considered legitimate to base quota-

tions for the best on any chance limited

sale of extra fine goods—such as only a

most favored locality could supply. The
farmer's idea that his stuff is first-class

amounts to nothing when it is placed side

by side with something extra tine. Not one
farmer in twenty, nor one community in

twenty, furnishes really " fancy " products

of any kind. Third, regular shippers do
not depend exclusively upon these printed

price currents, but are advised by wire

when the market is becoming glutted, and
are thus protected; but the occasional

shipper has no guide but a printed market
report that comes by mail, and may be

several days old before his goods can reach
the market. These things are often the
cause of disappointment to the farmer
who does a limited business.

Selling Direct.— I certainly am not
advocating the cause of the local dealer.

The farmer needs all the money he can
get for his products. But it is true that

a year of overproduction is a bad time to

begin shipping for one's self. It is equally
poor policy to load stuff for a city market"
just because home prices are low. Such
consignments too often bring absolutely
no returns for the produce sent. The only
satisfactory plan for the farmer who
proposes to send two or three car-loads of

stuff to a city market is to bill the cars to

himself, go to the city, and then sell to the

merchants instead of consigning. This

course is advisable nine times out of ten.

I am not attacking commission merchants,
but some observation of city markets,

made while disposing of my crops, fully

convinces me that the occasional shipper
should be upon the ground himself when
his produce reaches the market, and this

is especially true when the market is dull.

He need not expect the attention to his

consignments that is given those of

regular patrons of a firm. Old patrons get

the first attention.

* * *

Holding for Better Prices.—Storage
of crops entails more expense than many
estimate. Wheat may be held at less

expense than most other farm products.

The shrinkage of wheat, if fairly dry when
threshed, does not exceed two or three

per cent, and the only considerable items
are handling, loss from vermin, insurance

and interest. Corn fit for the crib loses

heavily by the next May. No exact

figures can be given, the results of tests

varying much. A loss of fifteen per cent

should be expected. Potatoes lose heavily,

and the risk in storing is far greater than
in the case of grain or hay. In years of

plenty immediate sales from the field of

fruits, vegetables and hay at very low
figures usually afford more net profit than
results from storing. David.

THE SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FLORISTS.

The twelfth annual convention of the

Society of American Florists has just been
held in the city of Cleveland. This society,

which at one time had the reputation of

being the strongest distinctively horticul-

tural organization in the Fnited States, has

had an interesting history. Its inception

dates back to the centennial year of 187G,

at which time there was organized the

American Association of Nurserymen,
Florists and Seedsmen. This organization

was for a time quite successful, and ap-

peared to fill a place not occupied by any
existing horticultural society. About the

year 1SS3, the seedsmen, feeling that their

interests could be better subserved by an
organization devoted wholly to their own
affairs, organized the American Seed Trade
Association.

The following year the florists organized

a society of their own, naming it the

Society of American Florists. The reason

assigned for this new organization was that

in the old society not sufficient time was
devoted to the interests of commercial
floriculture, although a large proportion of

the members were florists. The first

regular meeting of this society was held

in Cincinnati, iu the year 1SS5. The atten-

dance was large and the interest great. For

several years the society made rapid

growth, and was noted for the enthusiasm,

vigor and genuine earnestness of its mem-
bers. The meetings of the original society

were still maintained, but after the with-

drawal of the seedsmen and florists it was
devoted entirely to the interests of nursery-

men, and in 1S87 the name was changed to

American Association of Nurserymen.
Notwithstanding the remarkable success

of the Society of American Florists, the

tendency toward subdivision or still

further specialization still continued. This

tendency was manifested, and reached its

culmination in the formation of the

Chrysanthemum Society of America, the

American Carnation Society and the Amer-
ican Rose Society. Although the first sub-

division resulted in great good, and the

seedsmen, florists and nurserymen were

each the gainers thereby, the subsequent

division of the florists has almost imperiled

the life of the Society of American Florists.

The treasury, which was formerly over-

flowing, is now empty, and the member-
ship has rapidly declined.

The objects of this society, as set

forth in the constitution, are to secure a
greater national interest iu floriculture; to

encourage the development of its indus-
tries, commercial and otherwise; to

judiciously examine and classify its prod-
ucts; to determine nomenclature, and to

hold exhibitions and conventions.
Perhaps the most interesting session of

the Cleveland meeting was the one that

had been arranged with special reference

to interest and instruct the general public.

This session was devoted to a number of

brief, practical talks by experts, and could
scarcely fail to increase the love for and
knowledge of ornamental plants.

Robert Craig, of Philadelphia, gave an
equally interesting and instructive talk,

illustrated by specimens, on " Foliage-

plants for Home Adornment." He said

that the use of plants for home adornment,
and the very graceful habit of decoratiug
public assembly-rooms, were increasing at

a marvelous rate. Among the plants now
largely used for this purpose, the various

species of palms held the first place. These
were closely followed by Draca?nas, rubber-

plants, Araucarias and others. Many of

these were hardy, and would stand a wide
range of temperature. As a rule, the lack

of success with these plants was generally

due to irregular and insufficient watering.

The lack of moisture had probably caused
the sickness and death of more house-
plants than all other causes combined. One
large eastern firm of florists now grows and
sells annually over 100,000 of a single

variety of palm.
Among the other speakers were Edwin

Lonsdale, of Philadelphia, who read a

paper on " Flowering Plants for Windows."
He especially commended various forms

of geranium or pelargonium, cyclamen,

Chinese primrose, fuchsia and others. The
various flowering bulbs presented many
advantages, the first of which was that by
proper management they could be forced

into bloom at almost any season. Flower-

ing plants need light, plenty of moisture,

and should be kept free from dust.

Other features of the session were talks

upon "Cannas," by J. F. Cowell, Buffalo,

New York;- "Pansies from Seed," by J. C.

Vaughn, of Chicago ;
" Roses for Outdoors,"

by E. G. Hill, Richmond, Indiana, and
" The Care of Cut Flowers in the House,"

by J. M. Jordan, of St. Louis.

Among the auxiliary or closely affiliated

organizations, the Chrysanthemum Society

of America aud the American Carnation

Society held brief meetings, elected officers

and adopted a new scale of points for judg-

ing flowers at exhibitions. The subject of

awarding a medal for competition at the

approaching centennial of the National

Chrysanthemum Society of England was
discussed, but no action was taken.

Another interesting affiliated society is

known as the " Florists' Hail Association."

It is organized for the purpose of insuring

the greenhouses of the florists against

damage by hail-storms. A member pays a

certain fee to join, and if his glass is

broken by hail he is reimbursed for his loss.

During the past year the association had

insured something like 8,000,000 square feet

of glass, valued at 8500,000. L6sses to the

amount of §7,380 were paid during the year.

In some portions of the country the hail-

storms had been unusually severe, and the

damage correspondingly large.

The selection of a place of meeting in 1897

occasioned no little discussion. There were

two invitations, one from Nashville, Tenn-

essee, the other from Providence, Rhode
Island. The latter city was chosen. Mil-

waukee, Wisconsin, sent a very cordial in-

vitation for the society to meet there in

1898, when the fiftieth anniversary of the

state will be celebrated in that city.

W. R. L.

ANCIENT SHEEP-COTES.

When the Romans occupied the British

Isles (B. C. 55), many parts of the country

were overrun with wolves to such an

extent that sheep-raising was not gener-

ally engaged in. The Romans sought to

give importance to this colony by intro-

ducing some systems of improved agri-

culture and preparing the country for

comfortable occupancy. Sheep husbandry
at that time was of considerable impor-

tance, and a woolen manufactory was
established at Winchester and Cirencester,

which served to give advanced considera-

tion to already well-established domestic
woolen fabrication of cloths. The conclu-

sion is that no sheep existed, because of

wolves, in what are known now as the Cots-

wold hills; at least the Roman historians

make no mention of sheep in that section

until a more complete occupation of the
country.

For safety—partly from prowling beasts
and to protect the Hocks from the snows
and storms of winter—the sheep were pro-
vided with "cotes." This fact designated
these sheep from all other sheep in Eug-
land, and finally gave them the name of
Cotswold—"cotes," sheds, and "wold," a
plain or low hill, or a plain without tim-
ber. Iu time the sheep that were accus-
tomed to cotes gave the name to this range
of hills. Some have thought that the hills

gave the name to the sheep, but this is not
the case.

These cotes were made of wood or stone,

and "were long ranges of buildings, fre-

quently three or four stories high, with
low ceilings and with an inclination at

one end of each floor reaching to the next
by which the sheep were enabled to ascend
to the topmost one."

Whether these cotes were suggested by
the Roman colonist or not, we are left to

so consider it, since the Romans were the
most civilized people of the period, as well

as the most enterprising in everything
that would bring reputation and prosperity

to their dependencies. R.M.Bell.

DAIRY GOSSIP.

A good cow has a bright, observing eye;
so has the good dairyman. I know a
mechanic who is just starting in the dairy
business because the factory is closed

down. He lives in the city, but keeps one
cow for home use, and sells milk to his

neighbors. He knew he had a good cow,
and he wanted to purchase two or three

others just as good, and if possible a
little better.

How is he to know when he found one
for sale whether she was good, bad or

indifferent? Ask the owner? The owner
would say she gave five or six gallons of

milk a day, as near as he could guess,

though he never milked her himself, or

noticed her milk very carefully. But he

would avow that she was as good a cow as

one could find in a day's drive.

No; our friend had his eyes open to

business, and he made a trip of twelve
miles to have his cow's milk tested. It

showed G.6 per cent butter fat. He then
said he would be willing to give a fair

price for any cow as good as his. Of
course, -those who' had cows to sell said

their cows Mere as good as his, and
perhaps a little better. He saw the cows
milked; he took samples of their milk
and had them tested. They frequently

fell far below his estimates, and not for

some time did he find cows that gave both

a large flow of milk and a large per cent

of butter fat.

Now, some reader may ask what differ-

ence did it make if the milk was below
the standard in butter fat, so long as he
was not making butter. He was selling

his milk on its merits, and to a special

class of customers who wanted a good
article, and were willing to pay for it. He
was determined to sell six-per-eent milk,

at least, and with his class of customers
he was right in that determination.

But to the batter-maker the question of

butter fat in the milk drawn from his

cows is of much more importance. His
cows either pay him a revenue or they
collect a revenue from him. How many
are there of each class in the average
herd? I doubt if one farmer iu ten can
tell. He may guess at it, but is quite

likely to be mistaken. They usually

judge by the flow of milk alone. This is

very deceptive. I have known of cows
with half the flow of milk make more
than twice the amount of butter of

another cow in the same<herd. While the

big cow was getting credit for good work,

it was the little COW that deserved it. Let
both quality and quantity count in the

contest. Better sacrifice quantity, how-
ever, rather than quality.

( 'are and feed are also important factors

in the profitable cow. The cow that has
no other shelter than a rail fence in winter

cannot be expected to prove very prof-

itable. She consumes too much butter in

her effort to keep warm. She sheds too

many tears for the wrongs she has
endured. Give her a warm stable in

winter, a shady pasture in summer, an
abundance of proper food, and she will

give back in return a good flow of milk.

If she does not return favors for favors,

turn her off for beef. John L. Shawver.
Shady Nook Farm.
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NOTES FROM GARDEN AND FIELD.

The Tomatoes.—For years I have
planted scores of different toma-
toes every year; but last spring I

came to the conclusion that I

would retain only two; namely, the Early

Leader and New Imperial. Both have
been spoken of in these columns before.

Now, the Early Leader (Tick's) is not

one of our best tomatoes. The specimens
are only of medium size, some even small,

and they are not as smooth and uniform
in shape as would be necessary for a good
market tomato, and yet the variety has

' would be much lighter generally. But

|
here we meet the fact that our markets
;ire fully supplied with a great abundauce

I
of all sorts of vegetables. Many of them
are hard to sell. Fruits, too, such as early

apples, plums, etc., are in oversupply and
can hardly be given away. The low price

of wheat has driven many of our farmers,

who used to make that crop their chief

source of income, to seek greater profits in

growing vegetables and fruits, and the

consequence is we are feeding choice veg-

etables and fruits to our city people, charg-

ing them next to nothing for our labor.

And yet I have an idea that we can pro-

duce somethings with profit. For instance,

I look to my Prizetakers, grown on the

new method, for some fair returns for the

labor expended, and I surely can figure outdecided value—it is early ; in fact, it is

the earliest tomato I have yet found,
j

good profits yet in raising pickling onions
When we have no other ripe, fresh toma-

t (Barlettas). Then I think choice Emerald
toes late iu June or early in July, we are

not so very particular, and will appre-

ciate a tomato that is far from being very
large in size, or very smooth and uniform.
The color of the Early Leader is good, and
so is its texture. It has firm flesh and
good flavor, and some twenty years ago it

would have been called a good tomato for

general use. But the Leader leads in an-
other direction. It has a habit which is

one peculiar to itself, that of setting fruit

early and in great clusters, even under
unfavorable circumstances. I know of no
other sort that will fruit so readily on the

first bloom under glass. Iu short, we have
iu this new sort a new type which needs
developing and improving, and better

sports or selections will soon appear that

may come nearer to our ideal as a first-

early tomato. For a general-purpose to-

mato, and for later fruiting, I think we
will have to hunt a good while before we
find anything much better than the New
Imperial (Maule's). It has size, solidity,

flavor, good color and uniformity in shape
and ripening, or all iu all a combination
which will be hard to beat.

Tomato Bulletin-.—Prof. W. M. Mun-
son, of the Maine state college agricultural

experiment station, last year read a paper,

entitled " Some Notes on Tomatoes," before

the Massachusetts Horticultural Society.

This paper has now been printed in bulletin

form. Prof. Munson's "ideal" tomato, as

described by him, must be of medium size,

firm texture, rich color, perfectly smooth,
and must be early and productive. He
thinks such variety is not in existence at

I In- present time. Now.if he is not satisfied

with the Imperial, he is hard to please. Of
course, he had not yet tried it when he

wrote that paper. Possibly, too, it is a
little larger than his ideal. A tomato can

be too large to become popular. We have
seen this in Peter Henderson's Ponderosa.

It was too "ponderous," indeed, and we
dropped it for that reason as much as for any
other. Besides, these very large tomatoes

do not usually ripen up evenly.

Gem' melons still pay if put in a discrim-

inating market. There may be other veg-

etables that still leave us a profit. I hope
that readers of the Farm and Fireside
who are still making money in some lines

will tell us about it.

Transplanting Device.— The trans-

planter here illustrated has been largely

advertised this year under the name
" Richard's Transplanter." ,Just now we
are using this device for transplanting
strawberries, especially in filling out
vacant spots in the rows placed iast

spring. It seems to be a safe way-of doing
such work, and we are confident that we
can get a fair crop of fruit on the vines
thus moved from their original spot near
the old plant to a new location. The trans-

planter has three parts. One part (Fig. 1)

is a bottomless pail about four inches in

diameter and depth, with an upright rod of

iron twenty-six inches high on either side,

and a wooden handle. Then there is an
ejector (Fig. 2), which is a concave disk of
galvanized iron fastened to handle. It has
an opening on one side to admit the stems
of the plant to be transplanted. The third

part (Fig. 2) is

the transplan-

terproper. It

is a bottom-
less pail of

g a 1 v a n i zed

sheet-iron, of

same dimen-
sions as that

of the excava-
tor, having a

strong iron

handle.

Fig. 2.

In regard to solidity in a tomato, Prof.

Munson says:

i "Solidity is largely an individual rather

than a varietal character. The solidity of

a fruit depends on the relative number of

cell or seed cavities. A further controlling

factor is the number of seeds present. Now,
we know that the amount of pollen availr

able has an important bearing on the seed

production of most fruits. In other words,

with certain limits, the amount of pollen

received by a given flower, by determin

In using
this tool, we
select the spot

where we
want the
plant, press
the excavator
down into the

soil clear up to

the rim with
the foot, and
pull out (by

|

the handle)
fil 1 e d w i t h
soil. This

leaves a smooth, clean hole of the size of
j

the excavator. Next we place the trans-
j

planter over the plant to be taken up, and
j

press it down to the rim; pulling it out
~j - -- -» ~* - -

aga in Dy the handle, we have the plant!
mi; the number of seeds produced, may to '

, . . „ *
i

, . , , complete as in a flower-pot. Transplanter
a large extent coutrol the size, form and

; , . . , .
1

I

' and contents are now placed into the hole

i applications were made thoroughly and
j frequently. The one lot which was cut

|

back severely (within a few inches of the
ground), aud had the affected leaves all

removed, recovered fully after one or two
more sprinklings with the common garden-
sprinkler. I find that stronger solutions

can be used without harm to the leaves.

Thorough sprinkling with a solution of

one quarter ounce to the gallon of water
seems perfectly safe, and I don't know yet
how much stronger it might be made with
yupunity. T. Greinek.

Fig.

relative solidity of the resulting fruit.

Every grower is familiar with the small,

unmarketable fruits so common in the
house during winter. A careful study of

these fruits will reveal the fact that most
of them are nearly, if not quite, seedless."

In fruits as grown outdoors, with pollen

previously made for it, the ejector placed

over the plant to hold it down, and finally

the transplanter pulled out by its handle,
leaving the plant smooth and clean in its

new place. Vegetable-plants can be trans-

planted in the same manner, and with
equal safety. The set includes six trans-

Bupposedly furnished freelv, we find a .

, .....
, ,

planting pails, and the cost of the whole
great difference as to number and arrange-

i

.

men t of seed cavities, number of seeds, etc.,

and consequently of solidity. This is due
mostly to inherent varietal characteristics.

Yet the amount and availability of pollen
undoubtedly has a great deal to do in de-
termining the degree of solidity under
some conditions. Seedless greenhouse
tomatoes are solid clear through like a
plum and w ithout seed-cavities.

What Pays?—From the reports given
me last spring by seedsmen about their

materially decreased sales of seeds, I had
jumped at the conclusion that the planting

Celery-blkhtt.—Tf there is anything
that will cure celery-blight, our readers
will want to know what it is. I believe
that a simple solution of copper sulphate
is more effective than the Bordeaux mix-
ture or the ammoniacal solution of copper
carbonate, or anything else yet tried. My
success this year, at least with a small lot

that was terribly affected with the blight

(Septoria Petroselini), is complete and
elevating. The strength or the solution
used was one quarter ounce of the copper
sulphate to two gallons of water, and the

^ORCHARD AND SMALL FRUITS.**

CONDUCTED BY SAMUEL 6. GREEN.

PEACH-YELLOWS.

The word " yellows " is often confounded
with any weak or yellow condition of

peach-trees, but in this case it stands for

the disease commonly thus termed. Peach-
yellows is very generally spread through-
out the peach-growing sections north of

North Carolina and Tennessee and east of

the Mississippi river. A section of Tennes-
see and Kentucky, where the peach does
exceptionally well aud is very healthy, is

generally looked to by nurserymen for the

pits for growing stocks.

It should be understood, to begin with,

that peach-yellows, like plum-knot, is a

communicable and fatal disease. This has

been clearly recognized by New York and
other states, where it is treated as a public

nuisance.

Symptoms.—When yellows attacks a

bearing tree, the first sign of its presence
is usually in the fruit. The one unmistak-
able symptom in the fruit is the presence

of bright red spots on the skin, which may
be likened to measles blotches, and the

flesh is more or less marked by red spots

and streaks, which often run through to

the pit. When the attack is faint the

streaks do not appear, but the spots show-

plainly. The fruit generally ripens pre-

maturely, often as much as six weeks in

advance of its season. Trees may also

ripen their fruit prematurely from the

presence of borers, but the fruit will not

then have the bright red spots.

The disease generally appears in only a

spiall part of the tree at one time, and per-

haps only a few fruits 6r a branch will be

affected the first year, and whether cut off

or in t. tiie whole tree will probably be

affected the next year.

The next characteristic of the yellows

is the appearing of short, yellowish, un-
branched shoots upon or near the ends of

the healthy branches. These shoots gen-
erally appear in August or September, but

may come earlier or later. Sometimes
these also appear early in the spring, and
again the trees may flower late in the

autumn.
Another symptom is the appearance of

abnormal shoots on the larger branches or

trunks, the leaves of which are narrow and
stand out at right angles. These shoots

develop into bushy growths the first or

second year; later on, the whole tree takes

on a peculiar growth, which is character-

ized by reddish or yellow, stiff leaves, but
in this stage it is not easily distinguished

from trees that are infested with borers.

To distinguish it, we must depend on the

peculiarly spotted fruit, the yellow tips

and bushy growrths.

The cause of the yellows is not known.
It is well known that it spreads from one

tree to another, but we do not know how.
There is no known remedy, and the

destruction of the infected tree is the only

proper treatment. If fruiting trees are

affected only in a small part, it is consid-

ered safe to remove and burn the infected

branch, allow the tree to ripen its wood,

then dig and burn it. Where this practice

has been closely followed it has held the

disease in check. This is notably so in

parts of Michigan.

The disease is most injurious to the

peach, but also attacks the nectarine,

almond, apricot and Japanese plums.

JUNE BUDDING EXPERIENCE.

The storm broke off one of my sand-

cherry hybrid grafts, June 6th, that was
nicely started, with nine cherries on it.

June sth I cut a green bud from it, and
budded it into the same stock below where
it broke off". It started to grow, and now
( August I2th) is three feet high, with some
side branches. That is a pretty good
record for Only a little over two months.
Minnesota. H. Knudson.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED.
Plants for Xiiiue.— E. K. A.. Colebrook

j

River, Conn. The slips consisted of Unbus
odoratus, or flowering raspberry; fruit of
Amalanchier, or Juneberry; leaves of com-
mon speckled alder.

Snowy Cricket.—S. K. P , Oskaloos:i. Iowa.
The insect you inclosed is the snowy tree-

cricket, that lays its eggs in the caues of rasp-

berries, etc., which so weakens the canes that
they may break off when loaded witli fruit.

It is not otherwise injurious. •

Propagating Choke-cheri-ie*.— L. B. R.,
Waterville, Minn., writes: "I have five nice
large choke-cherry trees, ten years old. 1
want to bud them with tame cherries."

Reply:—The choke-cherry, or wild black
cherry, cannot be successfully budded or
grafted with the cultivated varieties of the
cherry, but the wild bird-cherry can be easily

so treated.

Wfakcned Cherry-trees.—II. P., Arietta,
Wash., writes: • My cherry-trees grow thrifty,
blossom well, and then throw all the blo's-
soins and took wilted. Gum exudes from the
branches. Is there any cure for it?"
Reply:—I judge that your trees are weak-

ened by some adverse condition. Cold, wet
soil might bring on the condition, and weaker
sorts might have it when the hardier kinds
would be free from it. Of course, a bad attack
by borers might bring on this trouble, but I

think you would know it if that was the
cause. It is probably the result of a local con-
dition which is unfavorable to the growth of

the cherry. If the trees are very bad, I would
throw them away and plant anew, after im-
proving the conditions. If they are not very
bad, improve their conditions and perhaps
they will recover.

Hardy Fruits—Rochester Sfnrseries.—
R. B., Provo City, Utah. The hardiest peach I

know of Is the Crosby. If you are on cold,

wet land you will probably find the peach to

do best when worked on the plum. The har-

diest large blackberry is the Snyder or Taylor.
The Italian is perhaps the most popular large

prune geuerally grown. The largest well-

tested large gooseberry is the Triumph. The
Logan berry is very hardy, but the fruit is of
poor quality; it is, however, of good size and
red color. I do not know anything about the

Red Cross currant. The earliest pear in culti-

vation is probably the Summer Doyenne, but
the earliest large productive sort is probably
Clapp's Favorite. The latest strawberry is

probably Timbrel. English Morello is a good
late, very hardy sour cherry. The climate
of Rochester, New York, is very cold, but well
adapted to raising the trees of the north tem-
perate zone. The thermometer not uncom-
monly reaches 15= below zero in winter, aud,
much lower temperature is occasional.
-* •: ^V«.-''-"
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Sports.—H. H. L., San Francisco, Cal.,
writes: *' In the spring of 1836 I was living in
Parkman, Geauga county, Ohio. I had thirty
or forty apple-trees. Some men came along
grafting apples, and I employed them to graft
my trees, which were'about six years old.
Tbey cut off the limbs and put In probably
half a dozen grafts to the tree. When tbey
got to bearing, one of the trees had one graft
that bore apples of aboulT medium size, and
one half of the apple was yellow and the other
half green. The yellow half was sweet and
the green half was sour. One graft bore apples
one fourth yellow and one fourth green; and
again one fourth yellow and one fourth green.
The yellow was sweet and the green was sour.
Can you tell how that could happen?"
Reply:—Similar instances have been noted

many times. Darwin referred to them, and
thought them due to the effect of the stock ou
the scion, and called them graft hybrids. A
most peculiar thing about these hybrids is

that they often come true from the graft.

Greening apple-trees have sometimes borne
russet apples. We know not how or when
such "sports " come, and practically the stock

affects little, if at all. the quality of the fruit

produced by the graft, but occasionally the
qualities of both stock and scion show in the

fruit. In thinking of the peculiarity where
one section of an apple is different from the

rest, you should remember that apples are

naturally divided into five parts by the seed-

pods inside. The marks of some of these

divisions can often be seen on the Golden
Russet and other apples, and is generally

found on the Talmau Sweet apple, where it Is

plainly indicated by lines on the skin. Sim-
ilar graft hybrids have also been noted in

other fruits and iu potatoes.

Vigor
And vitality are quickly given to every part
of the body by Hood's Sarsaparilla. That
tired feeling is quickly overcome. The blood
is purified, enriched and vitalized, and carries

health and not disease to every organ. The
appetite is restored and the stomach toned
and strengthened. The nerves are fed upon
proper nourishment and are therefore strong;
the brain is cleared and the mind refreshed by

Hood's
Sarsaparilla

TheOiieTrue Blood Purifier. All druggists. SI.

H ' it Dillc «re the only pills to take
I IOOU i> flllS* Wiih Hood's Sursaparillst.
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TREATMENT OF FARM ANIMALS.

To get the most for any purpose
from farm animals, it is necessary
to give them more than sufficient

food and shelter. Farm animals,
especially the dog (the farmer's dog is a
farm animal), the horse and the cow, are
more human, or have more human charac-
teristics than they get credit for.* They all

want something more thamfood and drink
—they want kind words aud human sym-
pathy.

Suppose a farmer brought home a cooley
pup, and from that time on did not speak
to the dog or give him any attention, except
to throw him his fpod. What kind of a
dog would that farmer have? A useless
dog, if he remained; but he would not
remain, probably, for no self-respecting
dog would live where he was treated so ill.

A farmer had a dog that ran away aud
remained for weeks. He was whipped and
kept tied up, but when given his liberty
was olT again. Returning after a long
absence, the dog met his master in the lane
leading to the pasture, and crept up to him,
asking as plainly as a dog could for for-

giveness: but the farmer resolved to have
no more to do with him, and passed him
without a look. The dog was seen to creep
away with head down, moaning piteously,
and was found dead the next day.

I mention this to show that even a dog,
perhaps, may die of a broken heart. Some
reader may smile at this, but the most in-

significant dog has a heart or something
akin. When you return home after an
absence of several days, the dog shows his
delight if he has been treated as a friend
or companion. If you think he has no
heart, or what is equivalent, do not notice
him when he frisks around you in his

attempt to express his joy at your return.
The horse is as intelligent as the dog, and

under proper treatment will show his in-

telligence; and more, he will show his love
for you if you will give him opportunity.
The horse is a companionable, sociable

being; he likes company, and likes the
voice of his master, if the master be kind
and sympathetic. Any man who has
traveled on what was called the "Great
American Desert " (now the best farming
laud in the United States) knows that at

night it was not necessary to tether his
horse. The horse given his liberty would
go only a short distance. The solitude of

the place impressed the horse as well as
the man.

Horses, like children, show their bring-

ing up, their treatment at home. Let no
man suppose that he can abuse his horse
without others knowing it; it is impos-
sible. The horse carries his home history
in his face. I once had a neighbor who
never spoke a kind word, as far as known,
to any animal. To his horses he scolded
and swore continually, and the result was
that the horses became like their master

—

cross, ugly, with their ears turned back,
always ready, apparently, to bite or kick.

In passing along the street, or where
there are a number of horses standing, and
looking into the faces of the horses, I

believe I can select those that have at home
something besides board and lodging. The
" hang " of the head, the position of the

ears, the eyes, the lips, and the set of the
jaw, all tell the story. Some are hopelessly
despondent, suspicious of every movement
I make, and stand aloof ; others are bright

and cheery, and almost bow down (if not
checked too high) to me and show their

appreciation of a gentle pat on the neck or

a soft stroke on the nose.

Calling at a farm-house I was told that

the farmer was at the barn. I opened the

barn door and looked in. There were six

horse-stalls near the door, and there were
horses in some of them, for I heard them
moving and kicking flies, but not a head
in sight. Waiting a moment, a nose ap-

peared cautiously, then an eye, and at last

the head. When the horses saw that the

one who had entered was not the one they
were acquainted with, they thrust their

heads over the mangers and looked at me
in a friendly way, and as much as said,

"Come up nearer." I was rubbing their

noses, when their master appeared sud-
denly. Every horse went back the leugth
of his halter, as though he had been
thrown back.

The abuse of the horse by the farmer—by
any one in his senses—is beyond compre-
hension. Of all men, the farmer must be,

and perhaps is, the most economical. He
tries to save every penny, to be economical

of all resources to the last degree. The
farmer knows that the oftener he strikes

his horse, the less the horse will do, in the
long run, and the less the horse will be
worth. In other words, as* the whip-lash
shortens, the farmer's income grows less

in the long run. If humanity will not
lead a man to coax, to pet, to deal gently
with farm animals, then common sense
and experience ought to teach him that

kindness shown to all animals (all animals
are kind until made otherwise by ill usage)
is profitable—always a good investment.
The owner of a fine herd of cattlo went

into the stalls at milking-time and found
one of his men beating a cow because she
held up her milk. Ill treatment of the

animal excited the owner, and he seized

his hired man and held him up against the

side of the barn, and shouted to him:
" Don't you know that every time you
strike that cow you are taking money out
of my pocket? Don't you suppose that

that cow can feel a shovel as well as you?"
A horse refused to pull a load out of a

deep rut. A hired man said, "Give him
the whip." But the farmer had no use for

whips. He sent to the barn for a sponge
and a pail of cool water. He gave the horse

a part of the water to drink, aud with the

remainder moistened the sponge and
bathed the horse's nose, neck and shoulders,

for the day was unusually warm. After

ten minutes' rest, during which the horse

was given half a dozen sweet apples, the

farmer took the reins. " Xow, Jerry, can

you pull that?" There was no whipping,
no shouting, no uproar. And Jerry went
into the collar with a rush and drew the

load out of the rut.

I went to a farm to see a cow. The
farmer said that she was in the pasture,

and the farmer's wife, who liked the open
air, put on her broad sunbonnet and went
with us. Then I saw what I have not seen

often. Every animal on the farm not tied

which saw the movement of the farmer
and his wife followed, starting from all

parts of the farm. Such a procession ! The
cats—all sizes and colors—I could not stop

to -count, but there must have been a dozen
of them; and there were dogs, hens and
chickens, turkeys and geese. Two calves

tied in the orchard made a great uproar

because they could not follow. When that

wide sunbonnet appeared, all the animals
appeared to know that their best friend

was abroad. In pasture were several horses

and about thirty cows. As soon as they

saw us, every one started for the bars. A
horse, an old fellow whose work-days were
over, pushed his way through the throng

until he reached the farmer's wife, who
had a lump of sugar for him. What a

sight! Cows, horses, dogs, cats, hens,

turkeys and geese all together, and some
of them talking loud enough to be heard

across the farm.

On this farm, need it be said, animal life

has its full enjoyment, and when animals

do enjoy life marked out for them, then do

they make for their owners better returns

than they would if conditions were other-

wise. George Appleton.

PROFITABLE STRAWBERRY CULTURE.

Now that the use of fruit has wisely be-

come so general in American families, the

question of its economical production is

one of special importance.

The culture of the luscious strawberry,

that most indispensable one in the list of

small fruits, ought to be largely increased.

Possibly a change in the season of plant-

ing from spring to fall can be made with

more satisfactory results than many sup-

pose.
* * *

My experience confirms me in the opin-

ion that much weeding and backache can

be prevented by midsummer and early fall

planting of strong plants, from the first

runners that put out from the parent

plant; or still better, from the planting of

potted ones. Were it not for the dry

weather, which seems to be the usual con-

dition during September, strong layer

plants could be set with satisfactory

results. The safe way, however, is that of

setting potted plants.

Many a farmer, in the hurry of last

spring's work, has doubtless failed to set

out a bed of strawberry-plants, and the old

bed has become so overgrown with grass

and weeds that it will cost much more to

get it into good shape than to set a new
bed. By setting a few dozen of potted

plants in rows thirty-six inches apart and

eighteen inches apart in the row, where a

crop of early potatoes or other garden
crops have been removed, a full crop of
nearly a quart to the plant of luscious ber-
ries can be had the spring following, as

well as a full csop the succeeding year.
The potted plants can be obtained from
the leading seedsmen and nurserymen.

When planting, make the trenches three
inches in depth. Should a drought prevail
at the time the plants are expected to

arrive, thoroughly saturate the trenches
with water, and fine and pack the surface
soil, and reopen the trenches after four
o'clock in the afternoon, and set the plants
so that the crowns of each will be about
half an inch below the general surface of
the bed. Spread out the roots as you
would those of a tree, and press the soil

firmly with the hands over the roots, and
still more firmly about the crowns or stems
of each plant. See that the roots of each
plant are kept moist while setting. Kake
the surface as soon as the planting is com-
pleted. The daily use of the rake or wheel-
hoe will hasten the growth of the plants.

A liberal growth of surface roots is an
essential point in the production of a good
crop of fruit in the spring. As soon as

planted, begin to feed the plants, by scat-

tering a liberal supply of bone-dust and
hard-wood ashes over the surface. Plenty
of potash makes high-colored, firm, sweet
berries. If wood ashes are not available,

use muriate of soda as a source of potash.

As soon as winter arrives, mulching with
leaves, straw, corn-stalks, slough-grass or

any other material that is entirely free

from seeds is essential to success. Cover
the entire surface between the rows to a

depth of three or four inches, but do not

cover the crowns of the plants so that you
cannot see a few leaves of each plant.

When the growth commences in the

spring, gradually uncover the plants, and
just before the fruit-buds appear, clear a

space ten inches in width on each side of

the row, and apply nitrate of soda at the

rate of fifty pounds to the acre, and work
it in with the scuffle or wheel-hoe. Then
replace the straw or other litter about the

crowns and near the plants. Xo further

cultivation will be needed until after the

plants have ceased bearing. An occasional

cultivation, the keeping of the runners
clipped off so as to form a narrow, matted
row, aud the application of fertilizers, will

insure a paying crop the following year.

Glencarlyn, Va. W. M. K.

FRLHT REPORT.

From Eastern New York.—G. T. P.,

Ghent, N. Y., writes: "The apple crop in

eastern New York is quite above the aver-

age. In many instances trees are over-

loaded, and many props have been put
under them to prevent the breaking of

limbs. The Baldwin leads, and most red

varieties are bearing well. The fruit is

usually fair, though it will be smaller in

size on account of the large quantity, and
orchards are as a rule uncultivated. Apples
in Europe are short, and there will be a

good foreign demand for all fruit put up
in good shape. There will be a good de-

mand for good apples in our own markets,

but neither our home nor foreign markets
will receive inferior fruit and pay much
for it. The crop ought to bring a large

amount of money into the state, aud it

will if only good fruit is put upon the

market. Better let the poor stuff rot on
the ground than put it on the market to

lower the value of the entire crop."

From Missouri.—It is fortunate for men of

small means that there are still large tracts of

land open to settlers and homesteaders. In
Dallas, Wright, Douglass, Texas, Ozark aud
Howell counties lands can still be had very

cheap, and they are admirably adapted for

apples, peaches and all the small fruits. The
county of Howell especially has a great future,

before it. Already it can boast of great fruit-

farms, prominent among which is the
" Oldden " fruit-farm, comprising 2,UJ0 acres.

It has one block, one hundred acres, in Ben
Davis apples. This farm has 120,000 fruit-trees

and large quantities of small fruits, such as

grapes, strawberries, etc. Thirteen other
fruit-farms aggregate 188,000 peach and apple
trees. The Culver Bros., Buchanan county,
Mo., recently purchased 14,000 acres of land in
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Howell county, which they are clearing for

fruit. The peach and apple crops rarely fail.

The size and flavor of fruit grown on the
southern slope of the Ozark cannot he exceeded
anywhere in the United States, and the profits

on fruit-raising are wonderful. Men may
make more money on a ten-acre orchard
with less lahor than they do on hundreds of

acres of land in grain culture. Land Is yet

very cheap, but in a few years the whole
country will be one vast body of fruit-trees.

But this is not all the attractions of this

country. Off to the northwest is the beautiful

counties of Cass, Bates, Johnson and Jackson.
Those wishing to purchase farms will find

laud from ten dollars to fifty dollars an acre,

according to the improvements. There are

rich deposits of iron, lead, zinc and onyx in

Howell county. An iron-mine near West Plains

has been worked successfully for years, and
recently some amateur operators at one shaft

went through a vein of mineral twenty feet

thick; but being poor men of the neighbor-

hood, unable to buy the appliances necessary

to keep the shaft clear of water, "the find"
could not be realized. The water is excellent

and the climate very healthful. Not only to

the poor man does this country hold out
inducements, but it is an inviting field for the

capitalist; for the truth of Thomas H. Benton's

remark, years ago, that " there is more room
for labor underneath the ground in Missouri

than there is on its surface," is more and more
apparent. D. C. B.

East Lyme, Mb.

Fuom Ohio.—The fore part of the season was
very dry, and crops were planted in good shape
earlier than usual, and the warm growing
weather gave the crops a good start. Heavy
rains set in about May 25th, some doing con-
siderable damage in washing the plowed soil.

The early-planted corn-fields are looking well,

and will perhaps make above an average crop.

The wheat crop was the poorest for years,

hundreds of acres not being harvested at all;

the yield was poor and the quality inferior.

The oats crttp was the best for years, but in-

jured some by chinch-bugs. The hay crop was
light. Potatoes will be plentiful. The early-

set tobacco made a good growth. In some few
instances the crop was damaged by "black-
rot." When the plant is affected by this

disease the roots become black aud rotten,

and the plant finally dies or makes no growth
at all. The present crop will probably make
the heaviest in years. Orchard fruits are

very scarce, there being no apples except a
few of the earlier varieties. The prices of farm
products are about as follows: Corn, -'SO cents

a bushel; wheat, (JO; potatoes, :*; fat cattle,

2y, cents a pound ; fat hogs, from 2% to 3 cents
a pound ; butter, S cents a pound

; eggs, 8 cents
a dozen; fat lambs, 4 cents a pound. Garden
vegetables of all kinds are very plentiful.
Health is generally good.
Georgetown, Brown county, Ohio.

J. F. E.

Save Money. Have Health. Save Time,
by buying Dr. I). Jayne's Expectorant if you
have a Cough of any kind. It is verj' useful
in Whooping Cough and Croup. The best
family Pill, Jayne's Painless Sugar-Coated
Sanative.
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THE POULTRY YARD.
Conducted by P. H. Jacobs, Haminonton, New Jersey.

POULTRY-HOUSE FOR TWELVE FOWLS.

Mr. W'a S. Hesdbex, Kentucky,
has a number of houses built

on the plan given in the illustra-

tion, the description of which he

gives as follows:

"This house was intended to accommo-
date a flock of twelve hens, allowing eight

square feet of floor-space to the fowl.

Fifteen Cochins are kept in such a house.

It is eight by twelve feet, nine feet high in

front and five feet at the rear, and is made
of lxl2-inch boards, battened on the out-

side, covered with shingles, and has a

sliding window at each end, which affords

plenty of light. The nest-box is one foot

from the floor, and contains seven nests,

each fourteen inches square. The drop-

pings-board is twenty inches wide, hinged
to the house, and answers for a top to the

j

nest-box, which makes it very convenient
when the nests are to be cleaned, white-
washed, etc. The perch is 2x4 inches,

beveled on top and fitted in sockets at

each end of the nest-box, so that it can be
removed at ease. If desired, it could be
made to extend the full length of the

house, thereby giving more roosting-space.

There are two ventilators at the front,

feeding the chicks and allowing portions of

the food to remain over, as it becomes sour

and causes disease. One good messof mixed
food given at night is sufficient, as the

meals during the day, after the chicks are

a month old, should be substances which
they should seek for litter. Corn-meal is

frequently given to chicks, and while it

has been used for many decades and found
excellent, yet it should and can be im-
proved. It is deficient in mineral matter
and does not provide lime for the growth
of bones. First, always scald the corn-

meal and feed as a stiff dough, or feed it

dry in a little trough (never on the ground).

To a quart of the corn-meal add one gill of

ground meat, the same of linseed-meal

and a teaspoon ful of salt and bread-soda

mixed. Then mix all the substances well

before scalding or feeding.

THE FAULT OF OVERFEEDING.

One of the causes assigned by those who
feed several times a day is that the birds

are always hungry, and immediately run
to the attendant for more as soon as he
puts in an appearance. This is a habit on
the part of the fowls. They are not at all

hungry on such occasions, but have learned

to look to their owner for everything
they receive, consequently they will al-

ways run to him when he appears. Such
hens seldom lay as many eggs as they
should, are usually very fat, and cost more
for feed than they deserve. The way to
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has been secured. A breeder who had but
little experience when he began procured
several hundred hens with which to com-
mence, but nearly two thirds of them died
with disease. He regards the disease as
the most fortunate thing that happened,
as he found out how to avoid mistakes
that he had made, and the result is that he
has since made his flocks pay,him well.

Drawbacks are discouraging, but they are
sometimes blessings in disguise.

DO YOl DIP OK DO YOl" POWDER ?

Have yon heard of the new method of killing: all kinds
of vermin on poultry by simply painting; roosts, etc.

! with LEE'S LICE KILLER. 1000 agents. More wanted.
Book free, treating; on vermin of all kinds with reine-

I dies therefor. GEO. H. LEE CO., Exeter, Neb., or
I ITS Michigan Street. Chicago. 111.
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House for Flock of Twelve Fowls.

seven and one half feet from the ground,

eight inches wide by three feet long, with
shutters hinged at the bottom on the in-

side, and operated by a pulley. These
shutters are kept closed all winter, and
opened during the summer. They are

made to open about half way, so as to

throw the draft up against the roof. The
floor is made of clay, beaten down hard
and smooth, and is six inches above the

level ground, which keeps perfectly dry,

and is easily cleaned. The material in this

house costs about 312.50, including hard-

ware, etc. The houses are eight feet

apart, having a scratching or roosting shed

between, with wire netting in front."

treat them is to scatter a tablespoonful of

millet-seed for them to scratch. The seeds
being small, and being delicacies to all

fowls, will be highly relished, and the
hens will work industriously for them,
thus taking exercise as well as keeping
themselves in better laying condition.

The greatest inducement to overfeeding is

to find the hens hungry, but it is best not
to be deceived by appearance.

SHARP GRIT A NECESSITY.

Farmers who live where there is an
abundance of gravel provide no gritty

material for their fowls. Now, fowls
always select the hard substances with
cutting edges. Give a piece of glass to a
fowl, and when the glass is voided, it will

be found as smooth and polished as though
done by machinery. The grit is intended
to cut more than to grind the food. If the
flock has had the run of a field, there will

be but little sharp material left, and the
hens will not swallow the smooth gravel
only as a last resort. To test this matter,
pound some broken glass or china, and it

will be noticed that the fowls will swallow
the pieces with avidity, although they may
be at liberty on a gravelly run.

FENCES AND BREEDS.

Whether fences are a necessity or not

depends upon the location of the plant.

In a majority of cases there is no way to

avoid fences, but there are breeds which
can be kept within bounds with a four-foot

fence. Even a high fence will not confine

some of the active breeds. When consider-

ing " the best breed," not only should the

question of how many eggs will a breed
give be considered, but also which is the

best for reducing expenses. On a farm
where there is ample range, such as an
orchard, the cost of the fence is not impor-
tant; but when the fowls are to be confined,

or when several breeds are desired, the

fence is a serious problem to those of lim-

ited means. The best course to pursue in

siifih cases is to select Brahmas or Cochins,
aslhey cannot flyover a four-foot fence.

Pekiu ducks are frequently kept in yards
with only a two-foot fence. It may be that

farmers or poultrymeu may not prefer the

breeds named, but if they are wise they
will endeavor to put less money in fences

and more in poultry-houses and fowls.

CROP-BOUND FOWLS.

There will be more cases of crop-bound
fowls now and during the winter than in

the summer, due to the desire of the hens
to eat bulky food, which induces them to

swallow long, dried grass, old rope, rags
and other substances which they should
not touch, and which clog the passage
between the crop and the gizzard. If the

fowls are confined in yards, it is best to

clean out all rubbish, and no cases of crop-

PROPER FOOD FOR CHICKS.

To feed the chicks on grains that they
can Utilize is to give them an opportunity
to scratch, which is beneficial to them.
We might mention screenings, cracked
corn, broken rice, cracked wheat, millet-

seed, hemp-seed and the refuse seeds from
the hay-loft. These roods are not superior
to cooked ground grain, but they atl'ord an
agreeable change and compel the chicks to

work and exercise. There is danger in

End View of House, and Nest-box.

bound will result. If the hens are also fed

cut clover and cabbage, they will have less

inclination for the coarse substance which
they pick up when running at large.

BEGIN WITH SMALL FLOCKS.

It requires a year's experience to know
where the mistakes are made, and if one
can learn how to avoid them, one half of

the difficulty will have been overcome.
The greatest mistake is in undertaking the
business with too many liens. The proper
mode is to commence with a small flock,

breed for the kinds preferred, and grad-
ually increase until the desired number

SCALDING THE FOOD.

It does not pay to have an attendant
to manage a cauldron or boiler, but it will

be an advantage to scald the ground grain
; before feeding it to the chicks that are to
be made fat for market. It is usually done

' by taking a mixture of ground wheat,
corn and oats, to which is added linseed-
meal and ground meal, the whole being
well mixed in a tub, and the boiling water
turned on, stirring well during the adding
of water, until the whole is a stiff dough
(not wet). Let this be done at night, and in
the morning the mess will be softened and
easily digested. Do not keep any portion
over until the next day, as it may become
sour, but feed each day's mess the day it is

prepared.

INVESTMENT AND PROFIT.

If wheat is one cent a pound, and is used
as food for poultry, there is an opportunity
for the farmer to make a profit by feeding
it to his fowls. With the grass, seeds and
worms secured at certain seasons, it should
not exceed fifty cents a hen for the food
purchased. The profit on this will depend
on the kind of hens, the presence of lice

and the price of eggs. Even at twelve
cents a dozen for eggs, and allowing one
hundred eggs a year from each hen,
there is a profit of fifty cents a-heu, which
is apparently small, but it is one hundred
per cent on the investment for food, while
the chicks raised must alsb be considered
among the profitable items.

CHEAP EXCURSIONS TO THE WEST AND
NORTHWEST.

On August -1, IS, September 1, 15, 29, October
C and 90, 1896, The Norlu-Westeru Line (Cl>i-

cr.go A Nortb-Westeru R'y) will sell Home
Seekers' excursion tickets at very low rates to
a large number of points in the West and
Northwest. For full information apply to
ticket agents of connecting lines or address
\V. B. Kuiskern. G. P. & T. A., Chicago, III.

You have four chances to get. One Thousand
Dollars in cash, if you will send a <*ub of four
yearly subscribers to this paper nt cents
each, witUout premium. See page 9.
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is the first step in the ponltry
bucintss and much of future suc-
cess depends upon its complete-
ness. There is no failure where
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m
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experience.. It has never been beaten in a
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SSTKEAD THIS NOTICJE."«a

Questions from regular subscribers of Farm and
Fireside, and relating to matters of general interest,
will be answered in these columns free of charge.
Querists desiring immediate replies, or asking infor-
mation upon matters of personal interest only, should
inclose stamps for return postage. The full name and
post-office address of the inquirer should accompany
each query, in order that we may answer by mail if

necessary. Queries must be received at least two
weeks before the date of the issue in which the answer
is expected. Queries should not be written on paper
containing matters of business, and should be written
on one side of the paper only.

Bees in Georgia and Fiord ia.—H. E. T.,
Goode, Va. There are locations in Georgia
and Flordia where beekeeping is quite
profitable.

Slaking- Maple Sugar.—R. J. S., An Gres,
Mich. Send thirty-five cents to A. I. Root Co.,
Medina, Ohio, for Cook's "Maple Sugar and
the Sugar Bush."

Ginseng Culture.—H. A. T., Nimisila, O.
Send to Department of Agriculture, Washing-
ton, 1). C, for bulletin on "American Ginseng

:

Its Commercial History, Protection and
Cultivation."

Timothy.—U. G. 8., DeGraff, O. Timothy
can be sown in early autumn or spring. It can
be sown alone or with winter grain. It is

usually drilled in with wheat. For land of
moderate fertility one half peck to the acre is
the usual quantity of seed.

Rape.—M. I. C, Clark's Summit, Pa.,writes:
"Please tell how rape is cured for fodder."
Reply:—Rape is not used for fodder, but for

pasturage. It is usually sown in midsummer
to furnish fall pasturage. It is a particularly
fine pasture crop for sheep. It is excellent for
cattle, but they waste much of it by trampling
it under foot.

Redtop.—C. P. H., Boiconrt, Kan., writes:
"Give me some information concerning red-
top. When is the best time to sow, and how
much seed is required to sow an acre? I wish
it for pasture. Will it hurt it to pasture very
lightly the first season ? The laud is wet and
seepv. Is not redtop a good grass for such
land?"
Reply :—For such land as you mention, red-

top is better than blue-grass or timothy. It
thrives naturally on a moist soil. Sow about
twenty-eight pounds of good, clean seed to
the acre. It may be sown in the fall or early
spring. If you have abundant fall rains, or if

there is an abundance of moisture in the soil,

sow it now. Do not pasture it too heavily
at first. For permanent pasture it is best to
prevent it from seeding.

VETERINARY.
Conducted by Dr. H. J. Detmers. ^

To regular subscribers of Farm and Fireside, an-
swers will be given through these columns free of
charge. Where an immediate reply by mail is desired,

the applicant should inclose a fee of oue dollar, other-
wise no attention will be paid to such a request. In-
quiries should always contain the writer's full address.
Queries must be received at least two weeks before the
date of the issue in which the answer is expected. Sub-
scribers may send their veterinary queries directly to

Dr. H.J. Detmers, 1315 Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.
Note.—Parties who desire an answer to their in-

quiries in this column must give their name and
address, not necessarily for publication, but for other
good reasons. Anonymous inquiries are not answered
under any circumstances.

Bloody Mills.—W. B. H., Fernwood, Miss.
Please see answer given in the present number
to J. M., Starkville, Col.

Bog- Has Ticks.—H. C.W., Mansfield, Mass.
Put one drop of any fat oil on each tick, and
the latter will soon tumble off.

Pumiced Hoofs.—J. A. K., Jordan, Ky.
Have your horse, that has been foundered and
now has pumiced (degenerated) hoofs, shod
with good bar-shoes by an intelligent black-
smith, and he will go much better and be able
to do ordinary farm work, but he will never
get well.

Lamp Pig—Sore Teats.—A. K., Mayville,
Mich. Feed your pig some bran, not middlings,
and, if possible, some clover, and let it have
all the voluntary exercise it is willing to take.
If you do this, and the rachitic condition of
the pig has not too far progressed, the same
may recover. The principal and most fre-

quent cause of sore teats in cows is milking
with wet hands.

A Hard Swelling-.—E. R. B., Nameless,Va.
The hard swelling in the face of your colt,

midway between eye and nostril, and half as
large as a man's hand, but thicker, is un-
doubtedly an exostosis; that is, proceeding
from the bone. But your description, of which
I have copied every essential, does not say
anything concerning the character and the
origin and probable cause of the hard swell-
ing. As such a swelling can be produced by
numerous causes, and very much differ in
character, it is impossible to give you any
other advice than to have the animal exam-
ined by a competent veterinarian.

Wants to Know it the Hog is Fit for
Pork.—G. G., Hensler, N. D. You can best
find out whether or not your hog, which you
say breathes hard and is partially paralyzed
or stiff, is fit for pork, if you have the same
butchered and" then the carcass examined by a
competent person, with the special object in
view to see if the hog is measly or trichinous.
While so-called measles, the presence of the
cystworms, Cysticercus cellulosse, in the meat
is easily detected with the naked eye, the
examination for trichinse must be a micro-
scopical one. One of the best places to find
them, if present, is in the tenderloins.

Probably Tuberculosis in the Bones.

—

L. C, Pennside, Pa. It is possible, and even
probable, that what you describe is nothing
more nor less than tuberculosis in the bones.
At any rate, I had an opportunity a few years
ago of observing a case of tuberculosis in
the bones of a cow that presented symp-
toms almost identical to those you describe.
It is true several of the weeds you mention as
occurring in the pasture are poisonous, but
cows, as a rule, avoid poisonous plants, and I

do not think that any of the poisonous plants
named would have produced the symptoms
you describe. As long as the cow is alive, the
question whether the disease is tuberculosis or
not can be decided with any degree of certainty
only by the tuberculin test.

Probably Spavin.—J. E. McD., Colorado
Springs, Col. Your description, if every state-
ment you make is taken into consideration,
indicates spavin. Do not do anything now
during the fly season, but wait until the
November 15th number, in which you will
find an article on the treatment of that
disease.

A Very Sore Teat.—D. E., Knohrill, Pa.
Discontinue the use of any and every kind of
dirty grease, no matter what may be its name:
see to it that the cow is milked in a very gentle
manner aud invariably with clean and dry
hands, and then apply to the badly cracked
teat after each milking a liberal quantity 01 a
mixture of lime-water and olive-oil, equal
parts.

Bloody Milk.—J. M., Starkville, Col. The
causes of bloody milk, or an admixture of
blood to the milk, when drawn from the udder
of the cow, are numerous; still, where the
admixture of blood is limited to the milk
of only one quarter, the main causes are
reduced to two; namely, internal lesions or
inflammatory processes in the udder and
extremely rude milking. Where existing
inflammatory processes are constituting the
cause, the remedy consists in frequent milk-
ing, executed in the most gentle manner; and
where rude milking should he the cause, the
proper remedy suggests itself. Where inflam-
matory processes constitute the cause, fre-

quent washings of the affected quarter with
cold water also have a beneficial effect.

Ticks and Worms.—J. F. C, Fox, Ala.
Ticks on horses are best removed by dropping
one drop of a fat oil on each tick. I doubt
whether it will be safe to resort to a wholesale
treatment and give horses an oil bath, as is

recommended by Dr. Francis for cattle. Worms
already in the rectum, if Strongylus armatus,
also called Sclerostomum equinum, are about
ready to make their exit, which you can hasten
if you inject a pint of raw linseed-oil into the
rectum of the horse. Still, the damage done
by these worms already has been done before
they reach the rectum. The worm-brood it-

self is taken up by the horses with stagnant
water for drinking and in low and wet or
swampy places, provided, of course, these
places have before been frequented and been
infested by horses affected with these worms.
The prevention, therefore, consists in avoiding
such places.

An Aggravated Case of Founder.—J. B.
D., Lake Arthur, La. What you describe is an
aggravated case of founder, or laminitis,
made so by the treatment the horse received.
In the beginning it cannot have been bad,
because otherwise you would have known
that the horse was foundered, and would not
have driven t he same that ten miles you speak
of; secondly, if, instead of giving the horse
alum, you had given the same a good physic,
and if, instead of supplying hot water to the
inflamed feet, you had used cold water or even
ice, the horse might have recovered. As it is

now, all four hoofs sloughing off, I do not see
that any advice I can give you will do any
good. It may be possible to keep the horse
alive, but even that is doubtful; and even if

kept alive by good care and rational sympto-
matic treatment, the horse will never again
be a serviceable animal, and it will take near-
ly a year until new hoofs are produced.

Pigs Coughing.—M. C, Howard, Kansas.
If your pigs, three months old, are otherwise
apparently healthy, and fine, thrifty, hearty
fellows, as you say they are, and have had the
freedom of an old orchard, with plenty of
water to drink, there can hardly be any doubt
but that the same are affected with lung-
worms, Strongylus paradoxus, and that the
pigs picked up the worm-brood "with the
plenty of water to drink," especially if they
found the water in stagnant pools. Nothing
can be done to any advantage hy way of med-
ication; still, if the pigs are otherwise strong
and vigorous, they may survive and overcome
the effect of the lung-worms, provided they
are as soon as possible removed from the
water supply, and taken to a place where
they cannot get any water except what is

given to them and is drawn from a good well
or spring, or, at any rate, pure. Drain that
orchard before you use it again as a pig-pas-
ture, because it is now thoroughly infested
with the brood-worm, even if the pigs, in the
first place, should have picked it up some-
where else.

Bloody (?) Milk.—E. F. E., Fernwood, Ohio.
If the milk is all r%ht when drawn from the
cow, and the red color appears gradually when
the milk stands after the cream rises, you will

find that it is not blood that causes the red
coloration, but that the same must have
another source. There is a bacterium known
as Bacillus prodigiosus, that is of very fre-

quent occurrence, and produces in a great
many substances, milk included, just such a
red pigment. It is easy to find out whether or
not this bacillus constitutes the cause. Put a
trifle of the red-colored cream on a slice of
boiled potato, sliced off with a cleau knife, put
it on a clean sheet of paper, put a clean tum-
bler over it, and keep it in a dark and moder-
ately warm place. If in a few days you find

that the red color has spread over the slice of

the potato, you may be sure it is the bacillus

that produced it. This bacillus makes its

appearance most frequently in hot and sultry
weather, and where it has made its appear-
ance a thorough cleaning and ventilation of
the place in which the milk is kept is often
sufficient to get rid of it.

Wants to Toughen the Hoofs of His
Horse—A Splint—A Quarter-crack.—T. E.

K., Hawkinstown, Va. The best way to
" toughen " your horse's hoofs is to keep them
clean and dry ; also request your blacksmith
to use very thin nails and not too many—at

any rate not more than seven for each foot—
and then don't wait with the shoeing until

the old shoe gets loose or lost, but have the
shoes reset once every month. Your horse
probably has been standing too much in dirt

and mud, or his hoofs have been "stopped"
too often. The enlargement you speak of is

an exostosis, or a so-called splint, and as it

does not cause any lameness, you may just as

well leave it alone; in time it will gradually
grow smaller. But if you are anxious to do
"something." you may, once a day, rub in a
little gray mercurial ointment, but not more
than the size of a small pea at a time. As to

the quartet-crack, 1 advise you to have the
cross-cut made by a veterinarian, who knows
where and how to make it, otherwise you will

jiot succeed in removing it. Besides this, the
horse must also be shod in such a way as will

remove all and every pressure from the dam-
aged quarter. The veterinarian will instruct

you how to do it, or else the blacksmith will

know.
Intermittent Lameness.—F. W.,; Lead-

ville, Colorado, writes: "I have a young
horse which I have had for about a year. He
is five or six years old, and the man I got him
from said that when he was three years old he

was a three-minute horse. Not long after I

got him I took him for about a fifteen-mile

drive. I started in the morning, and came
back the same day, and when I got back, the

horse bloated up and could hardly stand to be

unhitched. I got him unhitched, and he laid

Our Marvelous New
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# Best and most valuable. Highest commendation from highest authorities. Hardy, healthy, vljj-
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i
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down, and the perspiration rolled oil' or bull.
I got a veterinarian, and he pave the horse
some medicine, and in a short time he was all

j

right again. I drove him occasionally after
|

that till about last January, when he began to
get lame in the right hind leg. His lameness
would get worse, so that he could hardly step
on his foot, and he would seem to draw him-
self all up in a heap. Sometimes when he
would get that way he would lay down, and
after he had laid down for a few minutes, he
would get up and appear to be all right, only
that he would be a little lame. The veteri-
narian said he was a conundrum, and that I

had better put him on grass, since then I

have had him on grass for about two months,
and had him hitched once, but he acted just
the same. The horse eats good and is crazy
for oats."
Reply:—The peculiar lameness of your

horse undoubtedly is produced by throm-
bosis in, and thus closing of, one of the prin-
cipal arteries of the affected hind leg. It is

probably the crural artery. The bloating, or
attack of so-called wind-colic, which you
mention gives a good clue as to the probable
cause, in so far as it shows that the horse, be-

yond a doubt, not only suffers from aneurism
in the anterior mesenteric artery, but also
that at least some coagula or exudates have
torn loose and obstructed one or more intes-
tinal arteries. In your case the aneurism,
very likely, extends into the aorta itself, and
coagula or exudates have torn loose, and pass-
ing into one of the posterior branches of t he
aorta, probably the crural artery, have closed
that important vessel, and thus deprived the
leg of its necessary supply of blood. If the
horse has rest, the blood supply may be ap-
proximately sufficient, and the horse may not
show much lameness ; but the latter will make
its appearance immediately as soon as the de-
mand for blood is increased by exercise, and
will become worse, and so severe as to make
it impossible for the horse to make another
step if the exercise is continued or made more
severe, and thereby the demands for a greater
supply of blood are rapidly increased. Then,
after the horse has rested, and the demand tor

blood is thereby reduced, the animal is able to

get up and to move without much lameness. I

am sorry to be obliged to say that there is no
remedy. Time, possibly, may cause some
improvement, especially if the horse has
enough voluntary exercise.

Many Questions Concerning Tubercu-
losis.—W. B. F., Galena, Md., writes : "1. Do
cows always cough when they have the dis-

ease? 2. Do not healthy cows cough occasion-
ally? 3. If a cow coughs much, is it to be sup-
posed that she has the disease? 4. Is it very
infectious? 5. Have persons been known to

take the disease from using the milk (of tuber-
culous cows)? 6. If a diseased cow is removed
from a pasture, how long a time must pass
before it will be safe to turn healthy cows on
the same ground? 9. Is there any other way
for an inexperienced person to distinguish
the disease than by the cough and the animal
getting thin? 10. Will any other animal take
the disease? 11. How long after taking the
disease from another animal before they begin
to cough? 12. I have au old cow that always
has coughed more than the others. The cough
is more frequent now She has been dry sev-
eral months and is putting on flesh. Do you
think she is affected? 13. Is there any danger
of giving the disease to healthy stock by test-

ing with tuberculin? 11. What is the best
thing to do when several cows in a herd take
to coughing more than usual, but show no
sign of being sick? "

Reply :—1. No.Cows wittupearly tuberculosis,
or with any other form in which the seat of the
morbid process is not in the respiratory organs
may not cough at all. 2. Only when their
larynx is irritated by a temporary cause. 3.

Not if the existing morbid condition which
causes the coughing is known to be non-tuber-
culous. 4. Yes. 5. Yes; in an exceedingly large
number of cases, (i. I cannot tell you; it will

very much depend upon circumstances, and I

can only say that the spores of the tubercle
bacilli possess great tenacity of life and are
not easily destroyed. It would also very much
depend upon the form of tuberculosis with
which the diseased cow is affected, and upon
the progress the morbid process has made. A
pasture can be considered a source of infection
only if sufficiently large numbers of tubercle
bacilli or their spores have been deposited
upon the grass, or in the water for drinking,
with the excretions and discharges of the dis-

eased cattle, to make it probable t hat the same
will be taken up with the food or drink of
other animals. Your seventh and eighth ques-
tion, as formulated, except in so far as they
have been answered in the above, I cannot
answer, and they, therefore, are omitted. 9.

Yes; by applying the tuberculin test, or
rather, by having it done by a competent man.
The symptoms you mention are not reliable,

and nobody is justified to base the diagnosis
of tuberculosis on them alone, because they,
on the one hand, also occur in other diseases
of the respiratory organs, and on the ot her,

are often absent in tuberculosis, especially in

the beginning, and in those-cases in which the
seat of the morbid process is not in the res-

piratory organs. 10. Yes; but some possess
more predisposition than others. 11. They
may not cough at all ; and if they do, the time
will depend upon so many circumstances and
conditions, the individuality of the animal,
the magnitude and the place of infection, etc.,

that it would be a futile attempt to answer
that question in a few words. 12. Apply to

your state veterinarian, and ask him to sub-
ject your whole herd of cattle, male and
female, old and young, to the tuberculin test,

aud then you will know how many of your
cattle are tuberculous and how many and
which ones are free. 13. None whatever. 14.

Have the tuberculin test applied to the whole
herd.

The continued cry, " low prices, hard times

and no money," does not seem to be a stum-
bling-block in the way of success for the

DeKalb Fence Co., of DeKalb, 111. The sale of

its product for the season just passed has been
the greatest in its history, and they are again

compelled to increase their capacity in the

way of a new building 70 ft. by 315 ft. This

company has surely merited this success.

Write them for their catalog, which they will

mail you free if you mention Fabm a.nij
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Abo0t Berea College

OHIO NORMAL
UNIVERSITY
A complete school of twelve departments: Literary,
Military, Law, Pharmaceutic, Civil Engineering,
-Electrical Engineering, Commercial, Stenographic,
Music, Fine Art, Telegraphic, Elocutionary. The
Literary Department embraces. Preparatory,
Teachers, Scientific, Literature, Classical and Uni-
versity Courses. Last annual enrollment 2SG5 differ-

ent students. Has university power and confers
degrees. Is chartered by the state, recognized by the
national govcrHment, having military department
under the supervision of an officer detailed by the
Secretary of War. SI is, in advance, pays board,
room-rent and tuition 49 weeks ; Sino, 40 weekB

;

$28, 10 weeks. Board and room, when paid by week,
$2.25 to $2.50 per week. Text book rent, cheap.
Good library advantages, excellent literary soci-

eties. Students can enter at any time ami find suit-
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Send forcatalogue. H.S. LEHR, Prest., Ada, Ohio.
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THE DREAMS.

Two dreams came down to earth one night

From the realm of mist and dew;

Out- was a dream of the old. old days.

And one was a dream of the new.

One was a dream of a shady lane

That led to the pickerel pond.

Where the willows and rushes howed themselves

To the brown old hills beyond.

And the people that peopled the old-time dream

Were pleasant and fair to see.

And rhe dreamer he walked with them again

As often of old walked he.

Oh. cool was the wind in the shady lane

That tangled his cnrly hair

!

Oh. sweet was the music the robins made
To the springtime everywhere

!

Was it the dew the dream had brought

From yonder midnight skies.

Or was it tears from the dear, dear years

That lay in the dreamer's eyes ? ,

The other dream ran fast and free,

As the moon benignly shed

Her golden grace on the smiling face

In the little trundle-bed.

For 'twas a dream of times to come.

Of the glorious noon of day.

Of the summer that follows the carelesH spring

When the child is done with play.

And 'twas a dream of the busy world

Where valorous deeds are done

;

Of battles fought in the cause of right.

And of victories nobly won.

It breathed no breath of the dear old home
And the quiet joys of youth ;

gave no glimpse of the good old friends

wOr the old-time faith and truth.

But 'twas a dream of youthful hopes,

And fast and free it ran.

And it told to a sleeping little child

Of a boy become a man !

These were the dreams that came one night

To earth from yonder sky ;

These were the dreams two dreamers dreamed,

My little boy and I.

And in our hearts my boy and I

Were glad that it was so

;

He loved to dream of days to come.

And I of long ago-

;*o from our dreams my boy and I

Unwillingly awoke.

But neither of his precious dream

Unto the other spoke.

Yet of the love we bore those dreams
Gave each his tender sign ;

For there was triumph in his eyes,

Aud there were tears in mine!
—Evgene Field, in Chicago Record.

Brother and Sister
*aery you! No, you goose.

Do get up off your knees
» .

v
nTe!t>^K/ MJ and not strike such sane-

Nl« • / fff^ timonibus attitudes.
"

And the girl burst into

a peal of laughter, but
suddenly checking her-

self, said:

"There, AT, I do not
mean to hurt your feel-

ings, but you draw such

'.ong faces! I like you very well as a friend,

but cannot love you. Please don't think me a

flirt, for I don't mean to be, and I had no
notion you cared for me. Can't we be

friends? "

Here the young girl offered her hand, which
Al took, and then hastily picking up his hat,

left the room.
"Oh, dear!" Dora sighed, looking out of the

window after the retreating form. " Sow he
is Tiugry with me. Why can't I have a friend

without his falling in love with me? That is

the third or fourth offer I've had within a few
weeks, and all from boys that I've known
ever since I was a baby. Seems to me since I

returned from school everyone seems pos-

sessed. If they would only treat me like a

si-ter I should like it much better. How nice

it would be to have a brother! But here comes
Cousin Will. He is a dear, good soul, and the

only one I take any comfort with. I'll go and
see if his friend came."
In the next room there is but one occupant,

a young man, who seems convulsed with
laughter.

"Well," says Harry Percival, for that is his

name, " she made quick work of It. Proposals
made and rejected in five minutes. Wants a
brother, does she? I've a good mind to apply
for the vacancy. Wonder what she would say.

By Jove! I'll try it. There comes Will now."
" Hi, Harry!" said Will, bursting rather un-

ceremoniously iuto the room. "All ready?
supper Is, so we'll go right down. Here,

Dora," he continued, as they met that young
lady at the head of the stairs, "allow me to

make you acquainted with my friend Mr.
Percival. Harry, my cousin, Miss Dora An*
ilrews."

Supper Is over, and Dora sitting on the

piazza in the hammock, when Mr. Percival

and Will appear at the door.
" You look too comfortable to be disturbed,

Dora," Will says. • Nevertheless, I see some
friends of yours coming dowu the road, bent

on dragging you on some moonlight excursion

or other."

"I shall play martyr with a very good grace,

Will. It is a lovely evening, aud nothing
would suit me better than a boat-ride. Of
course, you and Mr. Percival will go?"
"I see that I'm booked," Will laughingly

answered, "for there's Perry Hunter and his

sister, Frank Willis and sister, Elljs-Munro
and two sisters. Now. as each of those fellows

is escorting another fellow's sister, I suppose
the extra Miss Munro is for my benefit."
" Then I hope," says Mr. Percival, u you will

allow me the pleasure of becoming your
escort, Miss Andrews. I never had a sister.

We shall be under the same roof all summer,
and I assure you I will prove an exemplary
brother. May I call you sister, Dora? "

"Certainly," Dora answered. But somehow
the arrangement did not please her very much.
" If you will excuse me for a moment I will

go up-stairs and get my shawl, and be ready by
the time they reach the house."

The merry party enjoyed a pleasant sail, and
before parting, agreed to have a picnic the

following week at a grove five miles distant.

Before the week had ended, Dora and Harry
had become better acquainted, and he had
taken on himself the office of mentor as well

as brother. The evening before the picnic

Frank Willis called to take Dot to ride. She
went up-stairs to get her wrap. Coming dowu
she met Harry Percival on the stairs.

"Where are you bound, sisfer mine?" he
asked.

"Out to ride," she answered. "It is such an
elegant evening."
"Don't you think»your adjective misap-

plied?" he rejoined, coolly. "Elegant refers

to polished or polite."

" Haven't you mistaken your vocation? In-

stead of a gentleman you should have been a

critic."

"The two can be combined," he answered,
quietly. " I don't think you ought to go to

ride this evening, sister. You will be too tired

to enjoy the picnic to-morrow; besides, the air

is damp."
"Allow me to pass, please; I am keeping Mr.

Willis waiting."

"Sister, indeed!" she muttered when she
reached the piazza. "Any one would think I

was in leading-strings. I'd go if I caught my
death."
Dora did not enjoy her ride as much as she

expected, and the air was damp; nevertheless

she kept up such a chatter of small talk that

Mr. Willis, who had long been one of her
admirers, thought her one of the liveliest girls

he had ever met.
"Good-night." she said, when they had

reached her home. "I will keep that promised
seat at the table for you."

Just then Dora heard one of the upper win-
dows shut.

Up-stairs, Mr. Percival was muttering to

himself, " Not if I know it shall he have the
seat next to'her at the table."

The next morning dawned bright and clear.

The picnic party was all in good spirits, the

baskets well filled, aud everything promised
well. Harry found pleasant seats for himself

and Dora, and then went to help one of the

ladies to carve some refractory fowl. On his

return he found his place occupied by Mr.

Willis.

"You won't mind sitting over there," Dora
said, sweetly, pointing to a vacant place oppo-

site. "I promised this seat to Mr. Willis last

night, and, of course, you don't care to sit

here, as we are brother and sister, and see each

other every day."

"Certainly not, sister mine," Harry an-

swered, biting his lip. Then he muttered to

himself as he moved away, "Caught in my
own trap, but I'll pay her off."

After dinner a party was formed to go fur-

ther into the wood in search of berries. Mr.
Percival asked Dora to accompany the party,

and t.hey were proceeding in a most amicable
manner, notwithstanding their little scene at

the dinner-table. At last they reached an
opening in the wood aud all sat down to rest,

Dora declaring she could walk no farther.
" I am so sorry," said Annie Hunter, " for I

had set my heart on going to the haunted
oak, as it is called. It is not very much
farther."

"I will go with you," Mr. Percival volun-
teered.
" What will Dora say?"
"She won't care," Harry said, before Dora

could reply. " We are brother and sister, and
understand each other perfectly. Come, Miss
Hunter."
Dora was fiercely gay all the way back to the

grove and devoted herself entirely to Mr.
Willis.

Mr. Percival and Dora were again together
alone.

"Well," Dora commenced, "we've had a
splendid time. I don't remember ever enjoy-
ing myself so much at a picnic. Mr. Willis is

so entertaining. I hope he and his sister will

stay all summer."
" I am afraid, Sister Dora, that it will not be

best for his peace of mind, unless he is merely
flirting, as well as yourself. By his manner I

should judge him to be in earnest. Beware,
little one, how you trifle with such a heart."
" Quite a little homily," flashed Dora. " You

would be quite successful as a preacher. But
how long since have you constituted yourself
Mr. Willis' keeper, as well as my mentor?"

••Pardon me," he said. "I do not intend to

anger you. Here we are at the house. I am
going to the city on business in the morning,
aud shall not be back for a week. Let's make
up, as all good brothers and sisters should."
So saying, he stooped and pressed a kiss on

Dora's lips.

" How dare you ? " she exclaimed, her cheeks
flaming. "This farce has gone altogether too
far. Don't you ever address that odious title

to me again. You shall not call me sister."

And bursting luto tears, Dora broke away
from him and gained her own room.
" I shall be glad when that odious creature is

gone," she sighed. "What makes him tease
me so? I suppose he thinks I am a simple
little country girl. I verily believe I should
hate him if he stayed much longer. Oh, dear!
I wish I could hate him."
All that week Dora roamed listlessly round

the house or wandered down to the river-

bank, with a book in her hand, but very little

reading was done. ,

Mr. Willis called several times to take her to
ride, but after accepting the invitation once,
she declined to go again.

In Harry Percival's office in town, that gen-
tleman does not look very busy except in the
wear of shoe-leather, for he is striding up and
down the room with his bands in his pockets,
as if walking for a wager.
"By Jove! " he mutters," I must settle this

matter soon, or I shall be in a mad-house. A
decided ' no 'will be preferable to uncertainty.

I suppose she prefers that fellow Willis, but it

will be better to know my answer from her
own lips. I expect she hates me, but somehow
I don't understand women, and perhaps she
does like me. Anyway, I'll go down this after-

noon and hear my fate.

About five o'clock Mi's. Hammond was sur-

prised by the arrival of Mr. Percival.
" 1 am so glad you have come back," the

good lady said. "The house is so lonely. Will
has gone to town to get me some groceries, but
Dora is somewhere around the place. Shall I

go out and call ber, or will you go to your
room and rest?"

"No, thank you, Mrs. Hammond. I will take
a little stroll; the fresh air will rest me after

the city dust. I may meet Miss Andrews."
"She took her book to read, so I guess you'll

find her down by the river."

Coining to the water's edge, he lifted his hat

a moment to let the cool breeze fan his fore-

head, when suddenly he saw the gleam of a

white dress, and he knew he had found her.

Dora was sitting under an overhanging rock,

her book lying on the grass and her face

buried in her hands.

"Pardon my intrusion," Harry said, laying

his hand on her shoulder, " but mayn't I com-
fort you ? "

Dora shook his hand from her shoulder, and
sprang to her feet with a >tartled look.

"Oh, Mr. Percival," she exclaimed, "you
frightened me !

"

"Am I then %o repugnant to you that you
cannot bear that I should touch you? And I

love you so deeply! Never mind," be contin-

ued, "I will not trouble you; but I will go
away, for I cannot bear to see you happy with
another. Will you say good-by?" and Harry
stepped toward her with his hand out-

stretched.

Dora looked up, and the gladness sparkling

in her eyes cleared thecloud-from her face.

" Don't go, Harry," she said, aud he clasped

her in his arms, hardly *ble to realize the

sudden change to happiness.

"Then you do love me, Dora?"
"Yes. a little, brother mine," the saucy girl

answered.
But her mouth was closed by a kiss, and

Dora declares she shall surely drop the title if

that is to be the penalty for using it.—Boston

Globe.

WHICH WAS IT?
Major Fleming's pretty, delicate little wife

sank on a couch of oriental stuff, almost
exhausted. She had come from the remote
army-post away off on the frontier to see the

wonders of the world's fair, and for many
weary but delighted days had tramped
through the winding paths and the wonderful
buildings of the great exposition.

Now her time was almost gone; she must
soon join the rest of the tired things that

trains and boats were carrying to their

several homes, with full hearts and souls and
empty purses. Amid all the wonders she had
seen, the mystical scented rooms of the East
Indian building attracted Marjory Fleming
most. She would sit for hours in the divan
covered with rich old cloth and lose herself

in dreams of a misty perfumed past. The
wonderful products of the far-off laud, the

crowds of pleasure-seekers, would melt away,
aud gazing Into the dusky faces, the dark,

passionate eyes of the strange men about
her, she would feel herself wafted away into

a palace on the banks of the Gauges; fancy
herself, mayhnps, a Begum, or an Indian
princess, and only he brought back to plain,

prosaic surroundings by the cravings of a
world's fair appetite or the sound of some
familiar high-pitched voice urging her
departure. But. all this was practically over
now. To-morrow she must leave the dear,

dirty old city, the scene of so many joyful

reunions and so many magical hours, for her
far-off hotne. Her room at. the hotel was full

of the coufusiou of an incipient packing.
Her trunks stood open. Mauy a paper bundle

or broken box showed that her nine had not
been entirely spent in lookiDg, aud through
the coming winter, when suow aud hail

should beat on the window-panes of her
western home, from wall arid mantel would
shine out these evidences of her taste. Still

she was uot happy. Almost on her first visit

to the East Indian building she had spied iu a
wonderful carved sheath a dagger. It was not
a beautiful tiling. What its composition .was

nobody could tell. It looked like onyx. It

was a dark green, veined with white and
purple lines, and on the tip there was a dash
of deep red that glowed and glittered in the

sun. It looked exactly as if it had been
dipped in blood, and Mrs^ Fleming's bright

eyes grew big and round aeshe looked at it.

It haunted her. The crafty attendant drew
it from its sheath of carved sandalwood and
held it silently before her, saying something,
but looking at her with deep, observant eyes.

He had not been born in the land of mystery,
of hypnotism and of cunning iu vain. The
price of the-dagger was extravagant. At least

it seemed so when she thought of how little

she had left in her flabby purse; but she could
not turn her back on the. coveted object. It

haunted her dreams, as well as her waking
hours. To her excited fancy the jeweled blade

seemed full of enchantment, of fascination,

and_ time after time, as she wandered sadly

away and went slowly home, her heart felt

heavy within her. To-day she turned to the

Major, who stood patiently near, wondering
why on earth women were so slow, and
thinking bow much better a hot dinner was
than all this trumpery.

"Tom," she cried, "I must have it! Do get

it for me. I promise it is the last thing I

shall ask for. I will go home as conteuted

and as meek as any lamb, if you will get it;

for t know, I feel, that it has some history

connected with it. That must be blood on
the blade."

The wily Indian heard and understood,

perhaps, though his impassive face showed
nothing. He dangled the precious toy before

her, and said, smoothly:
" Madame has heard, I am sure, the tragedy

connected with the dagger. No? Well, per-

haps, then, I had better not relate it. Is

madame superstitious?"

Madame qui vered with delight. A history!

Oh, she was sure of it!

" Yes, tell it to me. I am delightfully

superstitious."

So while the Major listened cynically, his

wife enthusiastically, the son of Buddha told

his tale.

"Many years ago, in our sunny land, this

jeweled dagger formed a part of the belongings

of a certain beautiful princess. She had a
lover in whom she believed, but who was
nevertheless unfaithful to her. At last she

learned his treachery, and following him one
night, unseen, unnoticed, she beheld bis

meeting with her rival. And there, under

the golden moon, the silver stars, she went
mad with jealousy and pain, and snatching

this dagger from her belt, she plunged it first

into the heart of her false lover, then into her

rival. And turning, she held the blade, drip-

ping with blood, high above her head and
eursed the dead and the sword. Then taking

a tiny bottle of subtle poison, she drained it,

and fell on the ground beside the man she

had once loved."

The dusky son of Brahma paused. Had he

woven a sufficiently horrid tale?

"What was the curse?" cried madame in

delight.

He hesitated, looked at the Major's cool,

gay, blue eyes, at his pretty, delicate wife,

and said, slowly

:

"That the dagger should exist till it had
fulfilled its mission and rid the earth of many
unfaithful ones, but when it fell into the

bauds of man or woman whose lover, bus-

band or wife was absolutely true iu word or

deed, it should then be resolved into its

original elements, and return to the sun-god

whence it came."

There was"a gleam of malice in-Mohamba's
dusky eyes as he finished his story. Of course,

Marjory Fleming did not believe this non-

sense, but her- little head was half turned

with mystical odors and sights, aud ber

woman's heart set on the dagger. The Major
drew out his pocket-book with a sigh.

"I suppose there must come an end to all

this sometime," he said, rattier impatiently.
" If I buy this trashy dagger, will you go home
without another word? I'll wager we'll get

no dinner now."

To this irreverent, almost sacrilegious speech

Marjory refused to listen, for a woman can

hear what she will and shut her ears to

almost anything to get her heart's desire, and
the pair left the sacred building and the

enchanted grounds for the last time, with

the precious blade, in its carved sheath, done

up in many careful wrappings. That night

at the hotel down-towu a tired couple sat and
viewed in dismay a room full of articles to be

packed in the small space of two trunks.

"Let us hope," said Mrs. Fleming, with a

mischievous smile, "that when we get home
there will be nothing left of my magical

blade. I should be so proud of the possession

of such a husband that I should not even sigh

for its loss."

The Major was tired, and, alas! just a little

cross, and muttered viciously under bis

mustache, as he pulled an unruly strap:
" Magic humbug, my too confiding wife!"

The next day the visitors set off for their
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western home. Many weary miles they
traveled over prairie and mountain before

they arrived at the little frontier station

where the old United States ambulance met
them, into which were loaded people and
baggage, to be jolted and pounded over the
last thirty miles, as the driver whipped up
his mules, and they tore along in the reckless,

desperate fashion of army ambulances.
When the Major and his wife had rested

and refreshed themselves, the task of un-
packing the trunks began. Mrs. Fleming
unlocked the one in which the sword was
placed. As she opened the lid, a peculiar odor
greeted her. The articles on top seemed as

they did when put in, but in the second layer

she noticed little round spots and holes.

They looked exactly as if a shower of sparks
had fallen on them. At last they reached the
silken gown. As she lifted it out and held it

at arm's length, her cry of amazement was
echoed by everyone in the room. Is it neces-

sary to say that all the women in the post,

except Mrs. Moody, the doctor's wife, and one
or two others with whom a feud existed, and
who were not on speaking terms with each
other, were in the room? The delicate lace,

the silken folds, simply dropped from her
grasp, a mass of scorched and torn fragments,
and the dagger with its silk envelop, where
was it? Nothing remained but a few rubies

and turquois and emeralds. Nothing but a
charred, smoke-stained mass. The magic
dagger had returned whence it came. Mrs.

Fleming was tired and nervous and excited,

no doubt, but was that any reason she should
rush to her husband and embrace him so

frantically and half sob

:

" I am so glad, Tom. I knew it would go."

While the Major thought of his vanished
dollars, and muttered sotto voce:
" Cilluloid, as I thought. Spontaneous com-

bustion."

But he was too wise a man to say any more.

MAN'S FRIEND.

An insect which is often killed, owing to

the ignorance of the general public, is the

dragon-fly, also known as the needle-case. He
is one of the most useful insects of this

climate. ' In his larval state he subsists almost
entirely on those small squirming threads

which can be seen darting about in any still

water, and which hatch out into the sweet-

singing mosquito. As soon as the dragon-fly

leaves his watery nursing-ground, and, climb-
ing some friendly reed, throws away the old

shell and flies away, he is helping man again.

His quarry now is the house-fly. Not long

ago the writer saw one of these insects

knocked down in a veranda, where he had
been doing yeoman's service, and the children

and women seemed delighted, although they
shrank back from the poor wounded dragon-

fly. They all thought he had an awful sting

at the end of his long body—a cruel injustice.

When the writer took the insect up there was
general wonder, which was increased when a

captured fly was offered him and he ate it

greedily. The boys of that household will

never harm a dragon-fly again.

FOR IDENTIFICATION.

A new law has just been passed in Hawaii
which compels every man who is registered

to leave his thumb-mark on the certificate of

registration and on the stub which is left in

the book. That is, he must ink his thumb
and leave a clear, distinct impression of it

for future recognition. This applies to all

classes of people on the island. The objection

which many of the residents make is that it

treats them all as though they were convicts.

The truth is that it is the only positive means
of identification. It is claimed that the lines

on the thumb of no two people are exactly

alike, while it is not infrequent to find people

whose resemblances are so close as to make
identification difficult. The Asiatics are

invading the island of Hawaii to such an
extent as to arouse the people settled there to

some plan to prevent the overcrowding of the

island, and this registering of the thumb-
mark is believed by those who succeeded in

having the law passed to be one of the ways
in which it will be possible for them to

regulate immigration into the island of

Hawaii. It would afford an evening's enter-

tainment for a company of young people to

compare the marks of their thumbs.

POPULAR FALLACIES ABOUT AUSTRALIA.

We are indebted to the Sydney immigration
office for the following notice of some popular
fallacies concerning Australia: In the English

mind Australia is generally associated with
ideas of kangaroos, emus, dusky aboriginals

in scanty attire, rude shanties, bushrangers,

and similar features, not omitting black swans,

and cherries with the stones growing on the

outside ; but to the great majority of colonists,

especially those residing in Sydney and its

suburbs, the kangaroo is as rare an object as

is a Northumberland wild buli to a London
cockney; and it is very amusing to note the

surprise with which new arrivals discover

that, in place of cherries with the stones
growing outside, they have fruits as rich and
tempting as any Kentish orchard can produce.

There are only five or six thousand aborigines

in the whole colony, and these are found
principally in the remote country districts.

They possess not the slightest power for

mischief, even had they the inclination; and
those who desire to see the black man as he
was seen by Captain Cook must journey many
hundred miles into the almost unexplored
regions of the far north, where the land is

still a solitary wilderness. In New South
Wales country traveling by night or day is as
safe as in England; nay, more so, for highway
robbers are comparatively rare, the victims
generally being individuals under the influ-

ence of drink, which forms the great vice of
the colony, although temperate habits are
making great strides in every direction.

NORMAL WEIGHT.

It is desirable for all persons, whether
suffering in health or otherwise, to know as

near as possible what the normal weight
should be. We are indebted to the late Dr.

Hutchinson for weighing alone 2,000 men of

various ages. There is, indeed, an obvious
relation between the height and weight so
particularly weighed and measured. Starting
with the lowest men in the tables, it will be
found that the increased weight was as nearly
as possible 5 pounds for every inch in height
beyond 61 inches. The following figures show
the relative height and weight of individuals

measuring 5 feet and upward : 5 feet 1 inch

should be 120 pounds, 5 feet 2 inches should be

12G pounds, 5 feet 3 inches should be 133 pounds,
5 feet 4 inches should be 130 pound9, 5 feet 5

inches should be 1-12 pounds, 5 feet 6 Inches

should be 145 pounds, 5 feet 7 inches should be

148 pounds, 5 feet 8 inches should be 155 pounds,
5 feet 9 inches should be 162 pounds, 5 feet 10

inches should be 169 pounds, 5 feet 11 inches

should be 174 pounds, and 6 feet should be 178

pounds.

$400 TRUCK FARMS IN VIRGINIA.

September 1st and loth and October 6th and
20th Home Seekers' Excursion tickets will be

sold from points in the West and Northwest
over the Big Four Route and Chesapeake and
Ohio Railway to Virginia at one fare plus 82

for the round trip. Those who have investi-

gated the state are of one opinion, that Vir-

ginia is the best state in the Union to-day for

farmers. Situated at the doors of the great

eastern markets, with cheap transportation

and a perfect climate, it has advantages that

cannot be overcome. Small farms may be

had for $10 per acre and upward, according to

location and improvements. For descriptive

pamphlet of Virginia, list of desirable farms

and excursion rates, address U. L. Trnitt, N. W.
P. A., C. & O., Big Four Route, 234 Clark St.,

Chicago.

The luck}' fellow is the one who works and
takes advantage of every chance offered him,

and is not discouraged by a few failures. The
unlucky fellow stands around with a scowl on

his face, a cud of tobacco between his jaws,

his hands in his pockets, and says, " I can't."

No, of course not, and you ought to be

unlucky till the day of your death. The per-

son who gets that One Thousand Dollars in

cash, offered on this page, will be "lucky",
because he saw the chance and tried; and if

some lad gets the big prize, he won't grumble,

but keep his eyes open, and the next time a

chance comes along he tries again. Energy is

at the bottom of all luck. There are over 3,000

prizes offered on this page. See if you can get

a big oue.

THE TORNADO SEASON.

The forces governing the movements of

ordinary storms, however severe they may
be, are of continental magnitude. So well are

they understood that in these days even a

hurricane seldom comes without ample
warning. With the tornado it is different.

Its forces are the result of local conditions.

They are gathered in an instant; they strike

with almost incredible swiftness and with

paralyzing effect. Under these conditions

observations by scientific men are of little

value. Even if the laws governing the

formation and progress of tornadoes were as

well understood as those having to do with

cyclonic storms, the suddenness of the blow

in most instances would render its avoidance

impossible.

Already in this season the destruction of

life and property by tornadoes is appalling.

If nothing can be done in the way of averting

these terrible visitations, human sympathy
and charity can do something for the stricken,

and in every instance the response to the call

for help should be prompt and generous.—

Youth's Companion.

Dealers do not take enough

pains to sell the right chim-

neys for lamps. Get the " In-

dex to Chimneys"—free.

Write Geo A Macbeth Co,

Pittsburgh, Pa, maker of

" pearl glass " and " pearl top."

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS AND CONDITIONS.

If at any time be/ore election day two or

morepersons send the correct answer, then the first

prize of one thousand dollars will be equally

divided among those sending the correct answer.

If two or more persons send the next nearest

to the correct answer, then all of the second prize

of three hundred dollars will be awarded

to the person who first sends the next nearest to

the correct answer ; and the one of these answers

that is stamped with the next earliest dale will be

considered the next best ansiuer, and all of the

third prize of one hundred dollars will be

awarded to the person sending it. This same plan

ivill be followed in awarding all of the remaining

prizes.

We will stamp each answer with the day

and hour it is received in our office. No more
thau one prize will be awarded to any one

person.

It makes no difference whether subscriptions

are ordered singly or in clubs, with or without

premiums. Offers in back numbers of this

paper may be accepted. In every case each

subscriber is entitled to one answer for each

yearly subscription, and, in addition, the club

raiser is entitled to send as many answers as

there are yearly subscriptions in his club.

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS TO FARM AND FIRESIDE.

("Without premiums.)

Single subscription one year, go cents
In clubs of three or more, each 30 cents
Each subscriber is entitled to one answer.

' All subscriptions will be entered for one yearfrom
the date tee receive the order, except the
subscriptions of paid-in-advance subscribers, whose
lime will be extended one year from the date on the
yellow label.

HOW TO SEND YOUR ANSWER.

Put your answer on a separate piece of paper
about three inches wide and five inches long.

Suppose you think Smith will be the next
president, and that he will receive 400electoral

votes; then fill out your answer after this

style

:

SMITH, 400 VOTES.
\

Answer of
y

]
James Johnson,

Beaver, [

- Brown County, Idaho.
\

HOW THE PRESIDENT IS EEEGTED.

While the people elect a president by their votes, they do not vote direct

for the candidate. The work is done through an Electoral College. In

other words, each state puts up a ticket of Presidential Electors, and these

cast the vote which finally decides who shall be President and Vice-

president.

This ticket is made up so as to give one Elector for each United States

senator and one for each member of Congress. The College, therefore,

this year will contain 447 Electors. The successful candidate for President

will be required to secure not less than 224. The electoral vote by states

is as follows

:

Alabama 11

Arkansas 8
California 9
Colorado 4

Connecticut 6

Delaware 3
Florida 4

Georgia 13

Idaho .» 3
Illinois 24

Indiana. 15

Iowa 13

Kansas 10

Kentucky 13

Louisiana 8
Maine 6
Maryland S
Massachusetts 1.5

Michigan 14

Minnesota !)

Mississippi 9
Missouri 17

Montana 3
Nebraska 8

Nevada 3
New Hampshire 4
New Jersey 10
New York 36
North Carolina 11

North Dakota 3
Ohio 23
Oregon 4
Pennsylvania 32
Rhode Island 4
South Carolina 9
South Dakota 4

Tennessee 12
Texas... 15
Utah 3
Wrmont 4
Virginia 12
Washi ngton 4
West Virginia (i

Wisconsin 12
Wyoming 3

Total 447

Set down your estimate of the electoral votes that will be given the man
you think will be the next President, add up, and you will have an

answer.

A dress FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.
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NOBLESSE OBLIGE.

Tis wisdom's law, the perfect code-
By love inspired

—

Of hini on whom much is bestowed
Is much required.

The tuneful throat is bid to sing,

The oak must reign the forest's king,

The rushing stream the wheel must move,
The tempered steel its strength must prove,

'Tis given with the eagle's eyes

To face the midday skies.

If I am weak and you are strong.

Why, then, why, then, *

To you the braver deeds belong!
And so, again, »

If you have gifts and I have none,
If I have shade and you have sun,
'Tis yours with freer hand to give,

'Tis yours with truer grace to live.

Than I, who, giftless, sunless, stand
With barren life and hand.

—Carlotta Perry, in Boston Traveler.

that children suddenly fall heir to, and a

remedy.
The first on the list was " Bites," in plain,

large letters to the left of the card. Below
this to the right were written in a plain hand I

the remedies. Then followed the other

things written in the same way, so they
cotild be read at a glance. Among them
were broken limbs, bruises, burns, fainting,

convulsions, croup, cuts, fits, falls, poisons, !

nose-bleeding, scalds, sprains, substance in
'

eye, nose and throat, felon, cramps, colds,

etc. Beside the card stood a box fastened

to the wall, containing all the remedies
needed, bandages, linen thread, cord,

needles and thread, pins, absorbent cotton,

court-plaster, lint, mustard-plasters, tooth-

ache remedies, and everything necessary 1

for an emergency. M. E. Smith.

A VERY SENSIBLE SCHEME.

Makion Harlaxd says that the

woman who does not lose her
head in an extremity is always
a treasure. The mother who in

advance of the doctor does not waste
valuable time in weeping and wringing
her hands, but knows enough to do the

best thing—to hold a broken limb in

position, to put a convulsed child in a hot
bath, to give an emetic if choking with
croup, to exclude air from a burn, to apply
ice to the head of a delirious patient, mus-
tard to the chest of one suddenly attacked

with difficulty in breathing, and hot
fomentations to the abdomen if suffering

from intestinal disturbances—often spares

her patient serious illness, and may save

a life.

When an accident occurs, everyone is apt

to lose his head, and can neither recollect

remedies nor where to find them. Instead
of rushing madly around in search of

something to relieve pain, on the wall of a

NEAT CROCHET PATTERN.

Materials: No. 30 cotton and fine steel

hook.

Crochet in chain-stitch 12 stitches, fasten

into a ring shape, then make 6 more chains,

then into the ring crochet 12 double
crochet; turn, and make a single crochet

into the edge of the 6 double crochet ; then
chain 8, fasten into the second from the

last double crochet, then 6 chain, and

EMBROIDERY.

There are still many ladies who prefer to

do their own silk embroidery. The pat-

terns here given may be easily traced on
heavy white paper and inked, and can
then be traced upon material. Well-twisted
silk is preferable upon flannel

tern should be run with
soft nun's cotton before

working. The eyelets

should be cut with small
scissors, and an eyelet-

puncher of ivory used to

make the round ones. The
leaves are cut lengthwise
through the middle, and
the material turned under
with the needle. The work
is best done basted upon a

piece of patent leather or

enamel carriage-cloth.
With practice one can be-

come very deft with the

needle, and hand-embroi-
dery always commands a

better price than machine- -

work.

for, as it is more and more coming to be
known that bacteria from milk are at the
foundation of the cholera infantum that

destroys its thousands of children every
summer. Since parents have learned the
value of sterilizing milk, a most notable

The pat- I diminution in the death of young chil-

repeat the pattern. When a sufficient

length of this is made, crochet the heading
on the top.

YOUNG LADY'S GOWN.

This lovely dress is of soft gray wool
goods, with the epaulets, waistband and
collar-band of changeable taffeta silk in

colors of green and blue. The vest is of

ivory mousseline-de-soie, with collar and
cuffs of plaited tulle or very fine lace. The
sleeves are a small mutton-leg, made tight

convenient room a lady of my acquaintance
had hung like a map a large card labeled

"Accidents." At the top was printed in

big letters, "What to do and how to do it."

At the bottom were the names and ad-

dresses of several good doctors. Between
followed a list of accidents and diseases

to the arm as far as a little above I he

elbows. The" silk epaulets are hemmed
very narrow, and put on in double box-

plaits. Li. C.

What will One Thousand Dollars do?
Get that one offered on page 9 and see.

MILK AS A DISSEMINATOR
OF TYPHOID.

A bulky volume would
not contain the history of

all the typhoid epidemics

that within the last twenty
years have been unequiv-
ocally traced to the drink-

ing of infected milk; but

two outbreaks that have
been thoroughly studied

in Massachusetts have
been shown not to be the

fruit of infection at the

farm where the milk had
been produced, but was
the result of careless
handling of milk at the

central depot of delivery,

and washing of the cans,

not to mention the possi-

bility of adding a very lit-

tle water, shown to have
been infected, by a person
living in the neighborhood
of the large buyer of single

supplies. But it is delight-

ful to note the effect of one
good example in raising

the standard of handling
milk, ami the resulting

safety of the community.
It will be seen that the buying and selling

of milk can be mixed "with brains" just

as surely as can the pigments that shall

delight the soul in the production of a

noble picture that can charm and elevate.

A few years ago Governor Morton, of

New York, lost some very valuable cattle

and several thousand hens and chickens

by tuberculosis, the evidence going to

show that the barn and poultry-houses

had themselves become infected. While
the question of what to do about it was
being debated, accident stepped in and
destroyed barns, poultry-houses and fowls,

the barns and their contents being so

utterly swept away that not a spade could

be found with which to begin to dig. The
governor, it can well be imagined, studied

up the microbe question thoroughly, and in

buying new cattle used the utmost care to

get those free from even a suspicion

of disease, and in rebuilding put in

practice the most sanitary ideas, the

description of which is too volumi-
nous for this place; but we shall

describe how milk is handled at a

receiving-station in Springfield,

Mass., the methods being for the

most part copied from those in prac- A
lice at the Ellerslie farm of Governor
Morton. The milk to supply the dis- I
t ributing-wagons, that start between ^
three and four o'clock in the morning,

is, of course, collected the evening
before ; but a cooling apparatus of the

self-renewing ammonia pattern is

used to keep it cool in the cans in

which it is brought, to prevent the

development of the bacteria, that

without it are as sure to multiply
with milk as the day is to follow the

night. When the cans are returned

to the milk dealer, they are cleaned,

under a careful supervision, on the

spot, being subjected to superheated
steam warranted to kill any microbe that

ever attempted to infest milk. The cans in

this purified condition are returned to their

respective owners, all being numbered
and known, and nobody doubts that the

milk from that dealer will be sought eager-

ly by all who have young children to care

dren is seen in New York City. We look

to see this preventive example largely fc'it-

lowed. Mrs. II. M. Plunk Err.

WAIST FOR A SILK DRESS.

For a very serviceable and pretty effect,

this waist can be made of black silk or

satin to wear with any skirt, either silk or

wool. The revers can be openwork grass-

linen over green or jet-work or Irish lace.

The little inner vest can be of pale pink,

blue or white silk or chiffon, the same
being used at the neck and wrists. Such a

waist serves many occasions, and by
changing the vest can be made plain or

dressy. The sleeves are of the new order,

and will be worn sometime aud are suit-

able for all materials. L.

•WILL YOU TRY?

A chance to get One Thousand Dollars in

cash is offered every reader of this paper, on
page 9; or you can have four chances aud a

valuable premium free by sending usa dub
of four yearly subscribers to this paper at

30 cents each, without premium.
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LAMPSHADE.

One bolt of bordered paper is all that is

needed for this shade; a square fraine and
a bottle of paste. Cut the bolt (which should

measure three and one half yards) exactly

in two, pare off the shaggy edges. Make
one piece as wide as the rod measures from

the top to the corner, gather the cut edge

with a double strong thread, tie close and
tight around the frame-collar after the

frame has been neatly wrapped with paper

the color of the border. Of course, the

wrapping must be pasted, else it will not

stay, and an asbestos collar must be firmly

fastened to the frame before the outside

covering goes on, as it protects the shade

from the heat. When the crape curtain is

tied at the top, press into the shape of the

frame, and paste along the rod.

The second curtain or other half of bolt

divide into four equal parts after cutting

it all the width of the frame at the corner

rod; then in the center of each of the four

divisions mark the width from the collar

to the side wire. This will form a scallop

when cut from the ends to the center and
up to the end. ( Jather this with a strong

thread, as you did the first, tie close and
firm about the top, on top of the other,

and paste it along the sides, pressing over

the wire. When dry, ruffle the edges of

both by pulling over the finger. One of

the bordered pieces left from the curtains

keep for the bows; the other cut about five

inches deep, and gather twice, about an

inch apart, the bordered end being the top

of the ruffle; tie this close around the

collar over the gathering of the curtains,

onceal the sewing with a band of the

aper, or a very heavy cord made of the

crape, cut into strips crosswise of the paper

and twisted ; pull out the paper to form a

iiche. Two large butterfly bows and two

small ones are pasted on the corners.

These are partly made from the border and

aart of the plain. The illustration plainly

sows the manner of adjusting the bows.

M. E. Smith.

A HINT.

If eggs are very scarce, and you still have

t desire to make a good show of a very few,

;lfit me make a suggestion: When you

make your cake for Sunday, or for

company, make it of the whites of the

>'€ggs; carefully break a hole in one end of

the egg and pour out the white. Put the

shell containing the yolks into a saucepan
5>

of boiling water. The shells will float, but

this will not prevent the eggs cooking

nicely. When done, break the shells away,

; and you will find you have nicely cooked

yolks for your salad. Try it, and see how
you like it. P- H.

HOME TOPICS.

Sweet Potatoes.—Steam the potatoes

until done, then scrape the skin from them
carefully; cut

them length-

wise in slices

a quarter of an

inch thick, and
spread over

each layer of

slices, as they

are put into

the dish for
serving, a

sauce made of

equal parts of

butter and sugar melted together. Set

the dish in a warm oven a few minutes
before serving. This is one of the ways
sweet potatoes are served in the South,

and if you have never tried them you have
no idea of their deliciousness.

Cellars.—I believe the health of farmers'

'i •
i :

jpv
j

\

.

\

families would be much better if, instead
of storing fruits and vegetables in the
cellar under the house, an outside cellar
were provided for that purpose. Farm-
house cellars are orten filled in the fall with
apples, potatoes, turnips, beets, carrots,

cabbage, etc., together with barrels of cider,

vinegar, pork, and
maybe a barrel of soft

soap. Bins are some-
times made for apples
and vegetables, and
are left standing from
year to year, collect-

ing mold and decay-
ing. Then, to make
the cellar frost-proof,

every window is her-

metically closed, and
no arrangement made
for ventilation. All
winter decay and
mold accumulate, and
poisonous gases are
formed,which rise and
permeate the whole house, carrying disease
and perhaps death to some loved one of the
family.

If the house cellar must be used for all

these things, be sure and provide some
means of ventilation. Do not close the
windows so they cannot be opened every
mild day at least. It is better to set a little

stove in the cellar to keep out frost, and
open the window a little every day.

If the chimneys are built from the

cellar floor, an opening into the flue

of the kitchen chimney will act as

a ventilator.

If I were building a house, and
must use the cellar for a store-

house, I would have the kitchen
chimney start from the cellar floor,

and in this chimney have an open-

ing like a little fireplace, and keep
a small lamp-stove burning in it a

part of every day. This would do
much toward ventilating the cellar.

The object of the lamp in the open-
ing is to warm the air and cause an

upward current to draw the foul

air from the cellar.

Instead of banking the windows
with straw and manure from the

barn, as is sometimes done, have
wooden shutters, hinged at the top,

and made to fit very closely. These
will keep out the cold, permit the windows
to be opened in mikl weather, and look

infinitely better than banking up.

As fast as any vegetables or fruit decay,

take them out. Use plenty of half-slaked

lime in the cellar, scattering it freely

about barrels and boxes and under bins,

then when it has slaked, sweep it about

the floor. The ceiling and walls should be

whitewashed not less than twice a year,

and if the bins are stationary, whitewash
them, also. It will destroy mold and par-

tially prevent decay of the wood.
Maida McL.

fight, have pillowed many a weary head,
anil are just as downy as the day they were
given to me. The outer cover can easily be
removed and cleaned or replaced by a new
one, as the case may demand.
This seems to me a very sensible use of

one of nature's waste products. If such

ANOTHER POSSIBILITY OF MILKWEED.

I think that balls made of the milkweed
pappus, or down, and the little transparent

bags used as " throws," although pretty in

themselves, have been somewhat over-

done. The balls soon catch dust, and are

unsightly; as for throws, I am somewhat
prejudiced, and think the effect is more
often untidy than artistic. Nothing about

a home requires so much taste and tact

as the disposal of countless knickknacks,

and their number may well become less

rather than more.

Last Christmas there were among my
gifts two little pillows, silken-covered and

light as down. I never felt cushions so

entirely adaptable to all human needs in

the line of ease and comfort. It did not

occur to me that they could be made of

anything but swan's down, until the giver

set me to guessing. They were filled with

nothing more or lass than the beautiful

down of our common milkweed-seed.

The seed was gathered little by little at

picnic-grounds, in untidy fence-corners,

along the roadside (if a supervisor had

chanced to fall short of his duty), any

place and every place the season through.

The flat, brown seeds fall oft' with little

trouble, and settle to the bottom, and there

is your down fit for the couch of a king.

The seeds will soon begin to ripen, and I

offer this timely advice to gather it to

those whom it may concern. I rather ex-

pected my dainty pillows to become hard

and packed in damp weather or from con-

stant use. Not so. They nave stood the

test of many months, have even been em-

ployed a few times in a civilized pillow- I

pillows should become very popular, such
havoc would prevail among the milkweed-
pods that this very troublesome- weed
might in time become extinct or be found
only in a cultivated state. For while we
are at it, we may as well do a double good,
and not only produce a desirable piece of

parlor property, but at the same time take
pains to destroy the seeds proper, and thus
far help in the never-ending war against

weeds. Berta K. Brown.

WHAT DOES IT MATTER?
It matters little where I was born.
Or if my parents were rich or poor;

Whether they shrank at the cold world's scorn,

Or walked in the pride of wealth secure;

But whether I live an honest, man,
And hold my integrity firm in my clntcb,

I tell you, brother, plain as I am,
It matters much

!

It matters little how long I stay
In a world of sorrow, sin and care;

Whether in youth I am called away,
Or live till my bones and pate are bare;

But whether I do the best I can
To soften the weight of adversity's touch

On the faded cheek of my fellow-man,
It matters much!

It matters little where be my grave,

Or on the land or on the sea,

By purling brook or 'neath stormy wave,
It matters little or naught to me;

But whether the angel of death comes down
And marks my brow with his loving touch,

As one that shall wear the victor's crown,
It matters much

!

A VISITING WORK-BASKET.

It isn't well for you always to stay at

home; getting outside even to a neighbor's

for a little brightening up does one good.

Yes, the stockings must be darned, but
that isn't work that engrosses your entire

attention, so pack up your work in this

handy work-basket, and go out for the

afternoon. The bottom is a six-sided

basket, prettily lined with silk, with recep-

tacles for all the tools; the bag itself is of

art linen lined with the same silk as the

bottom of the basket; they should be

buttonholed in scallops together, with a

drawing-cord to use to close it, and also as

handles. By folding each part past the

other, you get it secure against losing your
articles. It is easily made, and the grand-

mother could easily fashion one for a

young girl to keep as a memento. L. C.

1"T will require an impossible

deal of persuasion to influ-

ence that satisfied and sen-

sible woman to try something

else, who has once used the

famous DeLONG Hook and

Eye. And that's its best recom-

mendation.

See that

hump?
Richardson- & Df.Lono Bros.,

Philadelphia.

Also makersof the CUPID Hairpin.

2 Minutes for

Refreshments
THE

Lemon Handy Tablet
Orange . . ,

~*—TI Vanilla requires neither nogar nor
I i rihmb spoon to make healthful

I . cill—M. and refreshing .Irinks tlie

laafc * Sarsaparllla ,„„„„.„, it touches water.
I
Root Beer

| Sample Box, 10 cents.

The HANDY TABLET CO., 1041 N. Front St., Philadelphia.Pa.

Mention this paper.

SOLD!
UNDER A

POSITIVE GUARANTEE
to wash as clean as can be done on the
wash board and with much more ease. This applies to
TerrlflFg Perfect Washing Machine which will be sent
on trial at wholesale price-.if not satisfactory money re-

funded. Agent*Wanted. For exclusive territory, terms
and prices write POILTLAND MFG.CO., Box* Portland,Mich.

DILLEY'S KING WASHER.
THE BEST WASHER ON EARTH.

REMOVABLE BOTTOM.
50 Rl'ST, SO IXJlRi TO CLOTHES.
EVERY J1ACHI5E GUAR!STEED.
We want agents and guarantee

'good wages to any good, lively,
hustling persou. Write for full

description. Address
MTJIR WASHING MACHINE CO., Mnir.Mich,

The best, handiest,
easiest running, cheap-
est and most durable

Fly Shuttle

CARPET LOOM
in the world. 100 yards a
day. Catalogue free.

EUREKA LOOH CO.,
4032 W. Main St.,

Battle Creek, Mich.

Agents Wanteds
EVERYWHERE—Send at once for list

of NEW and ATTRACTIVE OFFERS.
Valuable Articles Given Away. But a

few hours' work required each week.
Send at once for full particulars to

P. O. BOX 656, NEW YORK CITY.

EXCELSIOR CARPET STRETCHER
and TACK HAMMER.
Great preventive of pro-

fit fanity. A child can man-
. ir.ulateit. Simple,Strong

fff, and Compact. Post-paid
fur 65 cents stamps. Live

= ageuts make big money.
m
» Outfit free with first order

^ for one dozen or more,
R. MONTROSS.^ Sole Mfr., Galien, Mich.

EVERY WOMAN
Can buy a WORLD'S
WASHER on trial and
nomoney paid until it i-

perfectly satisfactory. Washes
easy. Clothes clean, sweet and
white as snow. Child can use it.

I pay freight. Circulars free,
r. E. ROSS, 10 Clean St..Lineoln, 111.

\'i Yards Torchon I A OF Given Away.
All one piece FREK to all Bending Inc.

for paper 3 inos. Fireside Gem, Waterville, Maine.

A 50=Cent
Set of 7 Beautiful Dolls

For 10 Cents.

We will send a family of seven beautiful
dolls, lithographed on cardboard in many
pretty colors, for 10 cents in stamps or silver.
They Stand Alone, Hade of Cardboard, Beautiful,
Stylish, and a Bargain. This is the only set of
dolls wit h a Grn ndpa and Grandma doll. There
is also a Papa, Mania, Brother, Sister and Baby
doll, all separate, and showing stylish clothing.
The four " Big People " drills are over 9 inches
tall. They are Finer than Dolls Selling at 50
Cents a Set. We arc closing them out at the
very low price of 10 cents a set. [Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded. Postage paid by
us. Address

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.

One Thousand Dollars will be given to the
person who answers the question, " Who
will be the next president, and how many
electoral votes will he receive?" See page
9 for particulars.
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40 Cent Patterns for 10 Cents
Any FOUR patterns, and this paper one year, 60 cents, post-paid

Full descriptions and directions—as the
number of yards of material required, the
number and names of the different pieces in
the pattern, how to cut and fit and put the
garment together—are sent with each pattern,

with a picture of the gannetit to go by. These pat-

terns are complete in everj particular, there
being a separate pattern for every single piece of

the dress. Your order will be filled the same
day it is received.

For ladies, give BUST measure in inches.

For SKIRT pattern, give WAIST measure in

inches. For misses, boys, girls or children,

give both BREAST measure in inches and age

in years. Order patterns by their numbers.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

To get BUST and BREAST measure, put the
tape measure ALL of the way around the
body, over the dress close under the arms.

Price of each pattern, 10 cents.

Postage one cent EXTRA on skirt, tea-gown and
other heavy patterns.

No. 6S43.—Ladies' Basque Waist.
10 cents.

Sizes, 32, 31, 36, 38 and 10 inches bust.
Ng. 6147.—Ladies' Cape. 10 cents.

Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust.

No. 6853.—Ladies' Tight-fitting
Jacket 10 cpnts

Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust.

No. 6851.—Ladies' Jacket Basque. 10 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42 inches bust.

No. 6859.—Child's Yoke Dress. 10 cts
Sizes, 2, 4, 6 and 8 years.

No. 6858.—Ladies' Tailor-made Basque. 10 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 and 42 inches bust.

No. 6856.—Ladies' Six-r;oRF.r> Tailor-made Skirt. 11 cents
Sizes, 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 inches waist.

No 6828.—LADIBS' BASQXFB. 10 cents.
Sizes, •>!, 31, St!, :iS, 10 and 12 inches bust.

No. 6777.—Lathes' Outing Jacket. 10 cts.
Sijses, 32, 31, 36, 88,40and 12 Inches bust.

No 677.!.—Same Pattern—Misses' Size.
10 cents.

Sizes, 12, 11 and 16 years.

No. 6811.—Ladies' and Misses'
Si.kfvks 10 cents.

Sizes. 32, 36 and Ki inches bust.

No. 6165.—Ladies' Blazer. 10 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 inches bust.

No. 6460.—Same Pattern—Misses'SizdT
Sizes, 12, 14 and 16 years. 10 cents.

WE HAVE OFFICES IN NEW YORK CITY, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, AND CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
NOTICE.— Send all orders for patterns direct to our central office, to FARM AND FIRESIDE, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, where our stock of patterns is kept.
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THE WAITING ONES.

To some 'tis given to stand and wait,

And Watch, the green of mold decay
Steal o'er their work, because stei n Fate

Has scourged them back and barred the way.

Some lives stand ever on the brink
Of joy. They wait all through life's day

To see hope's sjin shine out and sink.

And drag their sunset tints to gray.

They wait and watch some coming good
That flings its radiance ahead.

Twas for another; where they stood
Falls but the shadow cold and dead.

As starving children through a pane
Watch others at some rich repast,

They see each boon they craved in vain
On happy sated favorites cast.

To some 'tis given to wait and yearn
Till faith slow smolders into doubt,

Till love and faith to ashes turn,
" And all life's fires have burned out.

Courage leaps for valorous deeds,

I And time will wipe out sorrow's tears;

But for the waiting heart's sore needs
Patience grows threadbare through long

years.

Aye, if the lines grow hard and deep,
jjAnd eyes grow cavernous that wait,
*Eis nobler far to wait and weep
Than conquer worlds when helped by Fate.

Brave, brave is he who bears his curse
I With courage and a cheerful heart

;

Who ever says, " It might be worse,"
And lifts his head when hopes depart.

—Baltimore American.

THE RED CROSS MOVEMENT.

The published accounts of the war in

the far East pay a signal tribute
to the power and prestige of the
badge that has clone so much to

alleviate the horrors of modern warfare

—

the Red Cross of Geneva.
The history of the Red Cross movement

is a remarkable one. Thirty-five years ago
a Swiss gentleman, who happened to wit-

ness Louis Napoleon's victory over the
bVustrians at Solferino, wrote a pamphlet
escribing the awful scenes of the battle-

field, where wounded and dying men lay
tor days without attention. He went on to

Suggest the formation of societies for sup-
plying medical aid in time of war; societies

which should be strictly neutral in their

services, and should receive a guarantee of

immunity and protection from all civilized

governments.
" The suggestion bore fruit with surprising

rapidity. In 1864 representatives of sixteen

nations met at Geneva and signed the well-

known convention that bears that city's

name. The United States—where Miss
Clara Barton ^as the great leader of the

movement—were not among the original

signers, but they joined by act of Congress
during President Arthur's administration;

and it was from America that the idea was
introduced into Japan, where a national

Red Cross association was formed eight

ijfears ago. Last September the mikado,
who is president of this organization,

.directed his war minister to order the strict

observation of the Geneva treaty by the

Japanese forces. The newspapers report

;that its merciful rules, which protect the

disabled soldier irrespective of his alle-

giance, have been faithfully carried out by
least one of the combatant parties in

tern Asia.

he facts thus briefly reviewed are a

'king commentary upon the rapid march
history in this nineteenth century.

—

unsey. — ~*

PRACTICAL GYMNASTICS FOR HOME
TRAINING.

- Proper attention to attitude and training

of motions during childhood will preclude

all appearance of the "age of awkward-
ness."

It is generally supposed that physical

training can be acquired only with the

advantages of a gymnasium or instructor.

The idea is erroneous, and keeps many
from taking measures for their own de-

velopment.

Simple apparatus is often more effective

than elaborate combinations of ropes and
pulleys and springs, because it forces the

performer to rely more on her own strength

and positions.

A weak, rounding back and stooping
shoulders are perhaps the most visible

defects. A very certain remedy for these,

if continued persistently;^ is a rod about
forty-two inches long arid an inch in

diameter. An old broom-stick will do
excellently. Catch the rod at both ends,
and raise over the head with vigor a

j

number of times.

At first the arms will become very tired,

and will ache in the shoulder-joints, but
never mind. It is the muscles tearing
themselves away from old habits. Keep
this up every hour or so for a couple of

days. By that time you will find that the
exercise is not so tiresome.

Then try bringing the wand over the
head aud resting it on the shoulders with
a jerk. All this tends to a gradual relax-

ation and expansion of the chest muscles,
and a straightening of the spine. After '

this last can be done with comparative
ease, take the wand swiftly over the head
below the waist line.

Regular daily exercise in this way is
j

guaranteed to straighten any one, not
naturally deformed, in six months.

IN THE TIME OF NEED.

Yes, you may do without your Bible in

the heyday of prosperity; when the sun
shines and the birds sing, and not a breath
ruffles the surface of your summer sea.

You may then possibly afford to rest satis-

fied with barren theoretical views, or the
chill of skeptic creed—to regard the sacred

oracles as the effete record of a by-gone
ceremony— antiquated sophistries— some
writings of Palestine peasants and fisher-

men, which the superstition of an after ago
has palmed upon a too credulous world.

But wait till the sky is clouded and the

wind moans, and the hurricane of trial is

let loose, and where are you without these

described pages then? No poetry, no
philosophy, can hush the sorrows and
satisfy the yearnings of the crushed and
broken Spirit as that Book of books has

done. When no other panacea is of any
avail, it has put courage into fainting

hearts and peace into the troubled hearts

and hope into despairing hearts. Every
other world oracle is a Delphic one. It is

either dumb or its utterances are perplex-

ing, dubious, misleading. But " Thy testi-

monies are very sure." "The Word of the

Lord is tried." "This is my comfort in

my affliction ; for thy Word has quickened
me!"

LET IN THE SUNSHINE.

We have all heard of the servant who
complained of too much light in her

kitchen, saying that the sunshine was so

bright in this one that it brought in the

dust as fast as she could clean it away.

We laugh at her ignorance and pity her

untidy ways, and yet most of us are doing

exactly the same thing. We are pulling

down the shades and shutting out the light,

and imagining that we have gotten rid of

the dust. There are a great many things

in our lives that will not bear a strong

light; but we are too lazy to brush them
away, and we take care that our friends

shall see that side of us in a very dim
light.

Shall we wait until the sunshine gets in,

in spite of us, and shows to the world our

little dust heaps, some of them grown into

pretty big piles? Or shall we each take a

broom—and we'll need a big and strong

one—and sweep out all those faults and

pet sins that are covering up the better part

of us? Then we may pull up the shades

and let in the light, and not be afraid of

what God's sunshine may disclose.— The

Colporier.

THE SECRET OF REST.

No fever can attack a perfectly sound

body; no fever of unrest can disturb a soul

that has breathed the air or learned the

ways of Christ. Men sigh for the wings of

a dove, that they may fly away and be at

rest. But flying away will not help us.

" The kingdom of God is within you." We
aspire to the top to look for rest. It lies at

the bottom. Water rests only when it gets

to the lowest place. So do men. Hence,

be lowly. The man who has no opinion of

himself at all can never be hurt if others

do not acknowledge him. Hence, be meek.

He who is without expectation cannot fret

if nothing comes to him. It is self-evident

that these things are so. The lowly man

and meek man are really above all other

things. They dominate the world because

they do not care for it. The miser does not

possess gold; gold possesses him. But the

meek possess it. " The meek," said Christ,

" inherit the earth." They do not buy it;

they do not conquer it, but they inherit it.

—Drummond.

HEEDLESS WOMEN.

They Pay a Sad Penalty for Their Neglect.

If women only heeded first symp-
toms—nervousness, backache, head-
ache, lassitude, loss of appetite and

sleep; palpi-

tation, mclan-
choly,"blues,"

etc., ana at
once removed
the cause with

Lydia E.

Pinkham*a
Vegetable

Com-
pound,
there

' would be

much less

suffering.

But they are

careless, or their physician is to blame,
and they drift into some distressing

female disease. The Vegetable Com-
pound at once removes all irregulari-

ties of the monthly period : inflam-

mation, ulceration and displacement
of the womb, and all female troubles.

All druggists have it. Yvrite to Mrs.
Pinkham at Lynn, Mass., if you wish
for advice, which she will give you
free.

" I should not be alive to-day, if it

had not been for Lydia E! Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound. I was suffering

greatly from an attack of female
weakness, and nothing I had tried

could give me relief; when by the
advice of a friend I began the Com-
pound. After using it two months I

was a different girl, and now at the end
of six I am entirely cured. 'V-Mrs.Annie
Ktrkland, Patchogue, L. 1.

> i Be Not Afraid"
The United States Mail is Perfectly Safe. Do
not lie afraid to send 'for and use *' Beck
Dandruff Cure " because you have been im-
posed upon at some time in your life by one
or another of the poisonous and worse than
worthless nostrums on the shelves of the drug-
stores. Always remember that the Beck
Dandruff Cure Co. offers a reward of Ten
Thousand Dollars to any one whu can rind
the slightest trace of any kind of miueral or
vegetable poison in " Beck Dandruff Cure."
It is sent to you, post-paid, for only One Dollar
per package.

« DANDRUFF^
This magic remedy is the discovery of Herr.
Dr. Johannes H. Beck, tho eminent Berlin
physician, and the number of radical, per-
manent cures to its credit in Europe and this
country runs up into the tens of thousands.
Never forget that it may be used with perfect
safety alike on Infants, Children ami Adults
of both sexes. Bear in mind that it never fails

to cure Dandruff, and that after the Dan-
druff is cured, the growth of your hairwill he
strong, healthy and lively. Then, too, it will
cost you only One Dollar by mail, postage paid.

It Will Cure You
" Beck Dandruff Cure " is the only prepara-
tion in the world that is legally, plainly and
huiiestly warranted to cure Dandruff, with
renl.lienetit to the scalp and hair. For YOUR
benefit we have made a large deposit in the
First National Bank, of Sprinefield, Ohio
l lion. A. S. Bushnell. Governor of Ohio, is its

President), to he used exclusively as a Guar,
antee Fund, and we place an Order for One
Dollar on this hank in each anil every package,
to he paid to YOU, the user thereof, if it fails

to cure when used as directed. Think of this

!

One Dollar cures your dandruff, cleanses your
scalp, strengthens your hair aud gives you
peace.

THE BECK DANDRUFF CURE CO.,

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.
SOLE AGENTS FOR U. S. AND CANADA.

AMERICAN GOLD FILLED CASES
Warraotcd :o
Tears, are tho
best for service,
money can buy.
Return this advt.
[with order and wo
i ..i.i send by ex-
' press prepaid, thl9
beautiful Pilled
hunting COS', full

jtweled. Klein
[style, stem wind and set »»" '' "high yon
can sell for 823 00. If worth it p.y expresa

agent 88. SO and keep it; otbe. wise have

it returned. We only ask your prom so

toco to express office, examinei

and buy.

If us represented. Th»e « "'V 1'??
equal to those sold by certain Healers from,

412.50 to $25.00. A guarantee wltb every watcb. ton>M
all before you pay Giveyour full name, express ana r.w.

address. State which wanted. Indies' or ItentH «'*«•

If you TJ.nt Watch sent by mail send cash «•»>•••" "

order. For 60 days a Gold and Platioa Rolled IJaiePrioco

Albert Doublefftope Pattern) Cham girrn «'"*£,.„„
each Watch. Chains of this style are sold from 63.00 up.

A Customer Writes : Februarys, IM^Watcb re-

ceived. Better than expected. Wouldnot sell Itfor

if I could not get another. K. Sborteb, Washington. i*a*

Address KiRTLANO BROS. & C0.111 Nassau St. N.Y

MK

CLEAN SWEEP BADGE.
HEME YOU ARE. The CLEAN

SWEEP CAMPAIGN liADGE.
Republican or Democratic. A
broom with the portrait of your
favorite candidate on It. Novel
and attractive. Buy of us and
save middlemen's profits. EIGHT
BADGES, postpaid, 10 cents; 45

BADGES postpaid, 50 cents i
100

BADGES postpaid, gl.00; 500

BADGES postpaid 84.00. Send
money order. MAKE BIG MON-
EY selling these badyes now.
When ordering he sure to say

whether you want Dem. or Repuh.

or part of both. Orders tilled

promptly. Address 8AWYEK
& Co.,Mir.,Watervaie,M:une.

1 ?*<fV»VAVv*)>»V«VVVS*»«»S«»*
Who will it be?

McKINLEY
..OR...

BRYAN
OR SOMEBODY ELSE?

$3,000 IN PRIZES
For answers to the question, "Who

will be the next president, and how
many electoral votes will he receive?"

First Prize, $1,000 in Cash.

I
See page g for fnll particulars.

f! \ ' ^ ~ following are the beeI published.
Uci i our .

Ml ufsconritB io Quantities to Clqbv.

Campaign Music
Sound Money March fltepuhliran i - . .SO
Xr

,
ue BlH e Republican Campaign Songs forl896 .10

silver Songs Songster ..... .jo
Parks Republican Campaign Songs - - .35
Populist and Silver Songs Songster - . .10The Red Hot Democratic Song Book Bongstia .10
Bujle Blast (Republican) Songster - - .10
Old Olory Songster (Republican) - . .10
Golden Glory Songster (Republican) - - .10
The flcKinley Song (sheet music) - - .10
Hurrah for Bill McKinley (sheet music) - .10
Republican TwoStep (sheet music) - - .10
flan of Destiny narch (sheet music) - 10
16 to 1 ( Deniocratici (sheet music) - • .10
Bryan's Good Luck March (sheet music) - .10

Mailed promptly on receipt of price.

National Music Co.,
21
VHlc

b
AGo

A
^L
e
L.
ue •

ill $500 Help You Out?;"
If so, you
can have
it! We

offer yon the Sole Aeency for an article that is

Wanted in Every Home and ImlixiieiiMnble
in Every Office, something that SELLS AT
SIGHT. Other articles sell rapidly at Double
the Price, though not anxwerinc the |>iirj>one
halt ho well. You can make from 3500 to 9700
in three months, introducing it. after which it will
bring A Sternly, I.ibernl Income, if properly at-
tended to. Ladies do as well as men, in town or coun-
try. Don't .Hiss this Chance. Write at once to

j

J. \V. JONES, Manager, Springfield. Ohio.

SALARY COMMISSION
|
With allowance for expenses, to one live, wide-

I
awake mau or woman in each town or city, to intro-
duce goods on a branil-new scheme, never hefore
worked, resulting in qnick sale at almost every
house. Steady work for the right person. Address

i
at once, LOCK BOX 488» Springfield, Ohio.

U/UY QC DRflD 0~S3O a week for
If II I DC lUUn i GENTS OR LADIES

Using or selling Old Reliable Plater.
Plates raity, worn knives, forks, ipooni, Ac.

nice ss new, dipped in melted metal.

I
Weirs ten years ; fine finish, do grlud-

I log. polishing or experience ; * t>oy can
fdoit. Every family or hotel have wor*.
(Profits Immenw. RAPID DISH
WASHER makes wives and dauKb-

ftets smile. Bright, polished dUhe*, no
muss or slop. Best made, cheap, durable. Gnaraateed. Greatemt

sellers on earth. Wholesale to agent*. Easv job. Circular* fre«.

Write HARRISON & < <>., ( B 9 ) COLUMBUS, 'HI I O.

Mention this paper.

I WANT A MAN
In every city or township to look after my business.
<iu" salary or commission; steady work and lili^rnl

pay the year round. One man cleared $140.45
last week. Places for a few ladies. Don't delay
or bother to send stamps, but write at once to

J. W. JOINES, Springfield. Ohio.

IF YOU WANT TO RECEIVE
Lots of Letters, Papers, Cards, Mag-
azines, Novelties, etc.
send us 10c. and we m Im C Ei
will put your name In our Agents Di-
rectory, which we send to manufactur-
ers, pubs, and supply houses. You will
get our (A-col. Jllus. Afag.* also another
Mag. C mos. on trial, all fur I Of.
JJon'tmiss this chance. Address at once

I TASK PUB. CO., 18 federal Su, ttustoo, Haas,

Mention this paper.

600 SECONDHAND BICYCLES
all makes Must Be Cloned Out,$S.OO
to $20.00. . l.OOO New High-grade
•95-'96 models, KG to 132.50. Stock of bank-
rupt bouse. Send at once for deneriptl**1 IMa.

0. R. Mead & Prentiss, Chicago.

Ton work right
around borne. A

,
brand new thing,

iv »v mur. * 10 'week easv. Write to

uj quick, yon will be surprised at bow eaiv It can be

done. Send us your address any way. It will be for your Interest

1. Write lodsv V -i can positively make $18 a
D. T. UORC \ V,i;.i Z0,I>ctrvU,Bk2u

Mention this paper.

aWeek Easy.
j
No trouble to make flS a*wa

to Investigate

week easy.

HARVEST
FOR AGENTS Hurtling can-

vassers are
making a pile of money working
for us. All say work, is pleasant

and profitable. Particulars sent free on request.
Address FA KM AMI FIRESIDE, Si-uiNoriELD, O.

Who can think
of some simple
thing to patent?Wanted-An Idea

Protect your ideas: thev may bring you wealth.
Write JOHN WEDDERBURN &. CO., Patent Attor-
neys. Washington, D. C, for their $1,800 prize offer
and list of two hundred Inventions wanted.

FREE
flIITriT w '" aend- 'ree °' charge, toUU 1 1 1 1 tigf-ntH everything necessary to

start in a profitable agency hueine***.
AddrepH Fabm and Fireside, Springfield,

O

BAZTKKVPT SACK/ Erfem, etc.,$26-$3G.
Columbia*, ICamblem, Second-Hd,
C. S. Wauxeb A i ']-".. 291 Wabash Ave., Chicago

50RE tf|s DrBAACfljoHR50HJ EYEWATER!

You get a FREE premium SURE, and four

chances to get

One Thousand Dollars in Cash

If you will send soon a club of four yearly

subscribers to this paper at 30 cents each. See

pages 9 and 17.
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MAKING WOODEN CANNON.

The Cubans who are fighting Spain to

gain independence are obliged to use

all sorts of things for weapons.
Rifles, cartridges and powder are

brought to them from the United
States in little ships which sail from Florida.

Sometimes large vessels are fitted out in New
York which, if they escape the Spanish war-

ships, bring large quantities of arms and
ammunition to the Cubans.

But the revolutionists are in great need of

cannon, and as they cannot get the real kind,

they make some out of tr<*es. In the interior

of Cuba grows a tree which has a winding
grain ; that is, the fibers of the wood go round
instead of extending lengthwise.

The wood of this tree is very tough, and it is

almost impossible tosplit it by ordinary means.

When the Cubans want a cannon they cut

down one of these peculiar trees, saw off a five-

foot length, about one foot thick, and remove
the bark. Then they burn out the bore with

red-hot crowbars or pieces of iron pine, and
this burning increases the toughness of the

wood.
While some of the soldiers are burning out

the bore, others cut green oxhide into a long

strip by commencing at the center and cutting

in spirals toward the outer edge, just as an
apple is peeled. One end of the rawhide strip,

which is about three inches wide, is spiked to

the breech of the wooden cannon, and a lever

is attached to the other end.

Two or three stout negroes grasp the arms of

the lever and slowly turn the wooden gun.

The band of green hide is kept under a strain,

and in this way the cannon is wrapped in one

of the toughest materials in the world. The
first layer of hide is wound to the muzzle of

the gun and then back to the breech, and so

on, back and forth, until a number of layers

of rawhide are wound on.

The gun, with its rawhide wrapping, is placed

in a draft of dry, hot air and allowed to

harden. When this process is complete, the

Cubans have a cannon which can be fired one

hundred times before it is useless. The
wooden cannon shoots scrap iron, round
stones and fire-hardened clay balls.— Cliicago

Hecord.

AMERICAN WIT IN ENGLAND.

The art and fine spirit of James Russell

Lowell are still quite frequently spoken of in

the literary circles of London, and anecdotes of

him are told with keen enjoyment. On one

occasion at a large banquet the peculiarities of

American speech were discussed with English

bluntness. LordS. called loudly to Jlr. Lowell,

so as to silence all other speakers:

"There is one new expression invented by

your countrymen so foolish and vulgar as to

be unpardonable. They .talk of the 'ashes of

the dead.' "We don't burn corpses. No English-

man would use a phrase so absurd." _

"And yet," said Mr. Low-ell, gently, "your
poet Gray says, speaking of the deadr

" E'en in onr ashes live their wonted fire.

"And in the burial service of the Church of

England it is said, ' Dust to dust, aud ashes to

ashes.' We sin in good company." A cordial

hurst of applause greeted this prompt re-

joinder.

A clever New York girl made an equally apt

rejoinder last winter in London. She was in-

vited to meet the Prince of Wales at breakfast

with some other Americans. During breakfast

the prince rallied her countrymen good-

humoredly on the liberty taken by Americans

in "clipping the King's English," robbing

words of letters in pronunciation. After they

had risen from the table, he found the shy
little girl in a corner, aud asked her, kindly,
'• What in London has most impressed you?"
"Sinpul, your highness," was the reply.

"Sinpul?" said the puzzled prince.

"Oh, yes! There is nothing in the town as

wonderful to me."
" I am afraid," he said, with a slight expres-

sion of annoyance, "that you know my Lon-
don better than I. Sinpul? Is it a theater, a

cafe—what is it?"

"A church, your highness. We Americans
would call it St. Paul ; but as you call St. John,
Sinjun, this, it seems, most be Sinpul."

The prince laughed heartily, and declared

himself fairly worsted.— Youth's O/nijjfiniim.

EFFECTIVE MATCH-MAKING.

An old custom was revived by the Nez
Perces Indians and their visitors during the
celebration on the last Fourth of July. The
natives of the local tribe are very wealthy
people, and there are designing mothers
among the aborigines as well as in the differ-

ent classes of civilized society. The young
bucks of the Nez Perces tribe arc regarded
somewhat like the scions of royalty in matri-
monial circles. The maidens from all visiting
tribes were brought to Lapwai to find hus-
bands. The customs of the tribes, which were
revived for the occasion, were more effective

than the Boston man's way.
The marriageable maidens were by common

accord quartered In a selected spot in the val-

ley of the Lapwai. At an appointed hour the
young men who wanted wives to share t heir

annuities, their homesteads and the allW-i ions

of their hearts appeared in procession on the

hallowed camp-ground. The hour was mid-
night; the scene was in a grove of trees made
fragrant by the wild flowers, and every heart

danced to the music of the rippling waters.

The young men marched forth, and none but
candidates for matrimony joined the march.
They were dressed in their brightest colors,

and each carried a white willow cane. As they
approached the tents they chanted an Indian
chorus that was as doleful as the song of the

owl, and kept time by beating upon the tents

with their canes. The drumming was deafen-

ing to the distant spectator, and must have
been distractiug.tb the waiting maidens in the

tents. At last the singing and the drumming
had the desired effect.

The maidens came forth, after a delay just

long enough to satisfy that universal passion

of the mind of a woman to drive a lover mad
with doubt. There were more men than
maidens. The former kept up the march and
the music without. The maidens counter-

marched on the line of the same circle, each

selecting a husband from the line. The chosen

ones hastened to follow their brides away into

the darkness. The unfortunate suitors were
left to despair.—Morning Oreyonian.

HIS LITTLE DIFFICULTY.
" If the demonetization of silver increases

|
the value of gold," said Farmer Haycraft,
"why is it, by ginger, that the debornizalion

;
of common cattle doesn't raise the price of
Texas steers? "

THE MAGNETIC NEEDLE.

According to Professor Patterson, of the

coast survey, the reason why the needle points

in a northerly direction is because the earth

itself is a magnet, attracting the magnetic
needle as the ordinary magnets do, the earth

being also a magnet as the result of certain

cosmical facts, much effected by the action of

the sun. These laws have periodicities, all of

which have not as yet been determined.
A condensed explanation accepted in regard

to the needle pointing to the northward and
southward is that the magnetic poles of the
earth do not coincide with the geographical

poles—that is, the axis of rotation makes an
angle of about twenty-three degrees with a
line joining the former, and hence the needle
does not everywhere point to the astronomical
north, and is constantly variable within cer-

tain limits; thus, at the northern magnetic
pole, a balanced needle points with its north
end downward in a plumb line, while at San
Francisco it dips about sixty-three degrees,

and at the southern magnetic pole the south
end points directly down. The action of the
earth upon a magnetic needle at its surface is

of about the same force as that of a hard steel

magnet forty inches long and strongly mag-
netized at a distance of one foot. No ultimate
reason can he given of the fact iu nature that

the needle points to the northward aud south-

ward.

—

Sew York Sun.

UNCLE SAM'S POST-OFFICES.

The growth of the post-office business of the

country has been amazing. At the close of

the Revolutionary war there were only
seventy-five post-offices in the United States.

At the close of the war of 1S12 there were 3,000.

At the beginning of the civil war there were
28.5S6, and five years after its close, in 1870,

there were 28,492, or about one hundred fewer,

the only step backward during the history of

the Post-office Department. By 18S0 the up-
ward rise had started again in full force, and
the number of post-offices in the country
reached 12.000. There are now 60,000 post-offices

in the United States, and the number is con-

stantly being increased.

—

New York Sun.

WATER AS A MEDICINE.

Of the many marvels of creation there are

none more wonderful than the power of min-
eral water in relieving the aches and ills of

mankind. It would seem that in creating the

universe the Great Physician arranged for a
chemical laboratory in the earth which should

pour forth until the end of time, springs of

medicated water. These waters are so mysteri-

ously charged with gas and mineral properties

that no human skill is able to imitate them.
Chemists claim to be able to analyze them and
say that they contain so much of this and so

much of that, but utterly fail when they try

to manufacture them by any artificial process.

One of the strange things about mineral
waters is that they will only cure, or rather

remove the cause of, one thing, and that is the

inability of the organs of digestion and as-

similation of food to perform their work, but

this only proves the wisdom of the Creator of

both the human body and the earth, for of all

the sickness most of it can be traced back to

the stomach, bowels, liver, kidney and blood.

Make these organs perfect and sickness will

be unknown.
America is blessed with numerous such

springs, but perhaps the most famous springs

arc located in Orange County, Indiana. Every
year thousands upon thousands of people go

there from all parts of the United States to

drink the water and every week cures are

made that are almost miraculous. In fact,

those who have not been there can hardly be

made to believe the truth. They go there for

cure or relief from almost every disease the

flesh is heir to, and come away rejoicing that

nature has provided such wonderful medicine,

in the form of sparkling spring water. If any
rcader of this paper desires more inforinat ion

about this water, it will be sent free upon re-

quest by the French Lick Springs Co., French
I.i< k, Ind.

FREE CURE FOR KIDNEYS AND BLADDER.

All readers who suffer from Kidney and
Bladder disorders, weak back or rheumatism,
are advised to try the New Botanic discovery
Alkavis made from the Kava-Kava shrub.
The Church Kidney Cure Company. 41S Fourth
Avenue, New York, to prove its great value,
and for introduction, will send you a treat-
ment of Alkavis prepaid by mail free. Alkavis
is certainly a wonderful remedy and every
sufferer should gladly accept this free offer.

("MJRRANT, Gooseberry and Pear Culture FREE.^ Okeen s >chsery Co., Rochester, New York.

WIND
Togetyoa started sellio? our poods we will send CDCC

with first order this $8 OOrich engraved, jeweled, stem I IltC
wind watch sents or ladies size Uk. gold outside and inside over
solid German silver warranted 20 years. 1 set new pattern silver
plated lea spoons. $2.00; 1 Sparkling Java diamond stnd $3.00;
1 genuine meerschaum pipe $1.60; 1 14k. gold plate chain and
charm $1.50; 1 fine fountain pen S1.25. This whole lot sent
C O. D. with privilege of examination, if you are pleased
pay express agent only $2.9" and expressage and it is yours.
Big monev mariestHling our goods trv it. Address
INSURANCE WHOLESALE WATCH CO, ,35 Washington St., Cuicaga.

Given Away...
Watches,
Skates,

Cameras,
Cyclometers, etc.,

Given away to boys and girls. Send name and
address at once to

P. O. BOX 656, NEW YORK CITY.

Ail for\§g§^

10 cents
Catapult Bean Shooter, Box of Paints with

Brush, Cameo Finger Ring;, False Mustache, Address,
TOT LMPOKTCiG CO., FKOVIDE>CE, K. L

IJLf (till J| Kke a permanent post.

Wff | J tion and tlSO month-
«xr -n

& V <i# lv^f«o write ns at once.We will send yon fall particulars Free, or a vaiuab'a
EampleofouT goods in Sterling Silver npon receint
of Five Two cent ttamps for portage, etc AddressStandard Silver Ware Co., Boston, Mass.

(Take notice to-dav. This ad. will not appear again.

$10 0 GIVEN
IN

GOLD AWAY
Who can form the greatest number of words fromJ

the letters in READERS? You are smart euough torn
make fifteen or more words, we feel 6itre, aud if yonfl
do you will receive a good reward. Do not use any]
letter more times than it appears in the word. No I

proper nouns. No foreign words. Use auy dictionary 9
that is standard. Use ptnrals. Here is an example .f

the way to work it out : Readers, read, red, sad, ear, J
ears, dear, etc. These words count. The publisher s
of Woman's World and Jenness Miller AIontiiltJ
will pay $20.00 in gold to the person able to make
the largest list of words from the letters in then
word READERS ; Sin.no for the second largest ; ilO.OOil
for the third ; S10.00 for the fourth, atid Slu.00 for the]
fifth, and S5.00 each for the eight next largest lists.l
The above rewards are given free and withont con-9
Bideration for the purpose of attracting attention to
onr handsome ladies

1 magazine, twenty-four pages, 1
ninety-six long columns, finely illustrated, and alia
original matter, long and short stories by the best!
authors; price $1 per year. It is necessary for yon, J
to enter the contest, to send 12 two-cent stamps for a
three-months' trial subscription with your list of3
words, and every person sending the 24 cents and a
list of fifteen words or more is guaranteed an extra
present by return mail lin addition to the maEazinei.

' "f a large 192-page hook, "The Other Man's Wife,''-!
by John Strange Winter, a remarkably fascinating!
story. Satisfaction guaranteed in even" case or >ur
money refnnded. Lists should be sent at once, and qnot later than October 20, so that the names of sue-

J

cessful contestants may he in the November issue,!
published in October. Our publication has been]
established nine years. We refer you to any niercan-J
tile agency for our standing. Write now. Address
•I. II. I'LUMMER, Publisher, 905 Temple Court Build- 1
iug, B 930, New York City.

RUB3ER STAMPS. Best made. Immense Catalogue Free
••to agents. The G. A. Harper Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.

MHIMUE CEITIflCATES. Memorials, Family Becordgfl
"> each2.TC. 9foril. J. Lee. Omaha Bldg., Chicago. J

WRITERS WANTED \° d° copying at home.]
Law College. Lima, Ohio.l

WANTFD Something new. BignnillLU profits. No mouey re-1
quired. Outfit FREE. Send quick. I
Farm and Fireside, Springfield, O. I

AGENTS
AGENTS to Bell cigars to dealers; SIS weekly, ex- j" perience not required. Samples free. Reply with
2-cent stamp. National Consolidated Co., Chicago, 111.

SAI FQMPM WANTED to sell to

MLCOIflLll #100 monthly and expends. Expe-
rience unnecessary. Enclosestamp. Acme Cigar Co. Chicago

LADIES
Coin money by send-

15 cents for Ad=
_ iustable Scissors

Sharpener and becoming onr Agents.
WEST & CO., PLAIN CITY, OHIO.

MB

3-
htotSTOK(«Eril«L(lr-

C1HMNATI,0..U.SJl.

Cf I its.

AXTI- .]
Tab- 2

FREE SAMPLES
TO DYSPEPTICS

This box of A
Dyspeptic T _

.

lets mailed Freb
to n ny person hav-
ing Dyspepsia or In-
digestion. They will
positively cure all
forms of Stomach
Disorders.
TtHAddress Dep't D.

YOU
You can now grasp a fortune. A new
guide to rapid wealth, with 240 fine en.
cravincs, sent free to any persoD. This
is a chance of a liiet iiue. Write at once.
Lynn «fc Co. 48 Bond St. XewYor k

M rfll l#C reduced 15 lbs.tH | ruL"° a mouth, any ,-ner I can make remedy at home." JIM M.Aiuley, Supply.Ark.,
says, "I lost 60 lbs. and feel splendid." No
starving. No sickness. Sample box, etc.,

.

4c. HA LL & CO.,B..Box4o4.St.Louis,Mo

rtlA PRfiriTC To men or women, boys or girls.

Kll« rnUr,,d Easy work and big pay. No
[III] money required to carry on the business.w Address Farm and Fireside, Springfield, 0.

BIS MONEY 19 SPECTACLES. Send for our
Optical Catalogue—just out. New goods.
Cut prices. F.E. BAILEY. Chicago, ILLSPEX

TRUSS

BED-WETTING d?™

The BEST g^ss
for 100-page illustrated

book, and learn Which
Is BEST—and WHY.

LB. 8EELEY& CO.. 25 8. 11th St- Phllada- Pa.

Rm.UfCTTINft Cl'RF.D. Box FREE.
StU W t I I INU Srj. B. Rowan, Milwaukee. His.

Box FRET7
.

F. E. BIT, Arrowsmith, III.

GOOD PAY and

STEADY WORKS™
Your neighbors have the rags, and win pay you good

prices to make rag carpets on the Weaver's Friend Loom,
the cheapest and

BEST RAG CARPET LOOM ON EARTH.
So simple and easy that anyone can make the best ragcarpets. Full
directions for beginners. Women and large children, as well as men,
make big sums with it. Gives steady employment and big pay to-
those devoting their whole time, or will largely increase the income
of those who run it 3 or 4 hours a day or of evenings. Experienced
weavers prefer this Loom over all others. Write to-day for illus-
trated catalogue and low price.

W. A. MARTIN, Springfield, Ohio.

An Unprecedented Offer*

THE WEEKLY

! GINGIHMfl
E0MMEREIAL

GAZETTE
ONLY** I I I CENTS

The Weekly Edition of the

CINCINNATI
($> COMMERCIAL^ TRIBUNE.

UNTIL JANUARY 1, 1897,
OR 3 CbNTS PER
MONTH.

We desire Agents to take hold of the work at once, and secure large clubs as soon

as possible.

VAs an extra inducement to Agents, we will allow a commission of 25 per

cent, on all club orders of five and over.

Address THE COMMERCIAL TRIBUNE CO., Cincinnati, O.
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SKILLED AS A DANCER.

In Queen Bess' time Sir Christopher

Hatton won his way to the lord chancellor-

ship by his ability or agility in terpsicho-

rean lines. He first attracted the notice of

Queen Elizabeth by his graceful dancing in

h mask at court. He henceforth became
a reigning favorite, and his promotion was
rapid.

He was successively made a gentleman

of the queen's privy chamber, captain of

the board of gentlemen pensioners (the

body-guard), vice-chamberlain and a

member of the privy council. This de-

light of the queen to honor him caused

much envy. Complaints were uttered that,

under the existing government, nothing-

could be obtained by any others than "dan-

cers and carpet knights, such as the Earl of

Lincoln and Master Hatton." On thedeath

of Lord Chancellor Bromley, the queen
ottered Hatton the great seal. Even while

chancellor, Sir Christopher exhibited his

skill in dancing. Attending the marriage

of his nephew and heir with a judge's

daughter, he was decked, according to the

custom of the age, in his official robes; and
when t lie music struck up he dotted them,
threw them down on the floor, aud saying,

"Lie there, Mr. Chancellor! " danced the

measures of the nuptial festivity.

THE CORSET'S MISSION.

A corsetless woman is rarely beautiful

unless she keeps her figure trim by much
exercise. The moment that is stopped un-

seemly stoutness about the hips and stom-
ach creeps in unawares, and in old age my
lady is far from graceful.

The woman of to-day is not a slave to

her corset, however. Above all else she is

the essence of grace, and a tightly laced

corset would soon spoil that. The corset

which she wears sits snug on the figure

and is comfortable and soft. Never a hard

imitation bone wearies my lady. When
the wearer can afford it, the corset is made
to order, being as carefully fitted as any
dress.

The correct corset, even when bought
ready made, should have bones running to

a V at the bottom. It should be very short.

Don't be guilty of buying a high corset

under any circumstances, if you have any
regard for your appearance.

A WOMAN'S KINGDOM.

In one of the Dutch colonial dependen-

cies, the island of Java, there is the king-

dom of Bantam, which, although tributary

to Holland, is still an independent little

kingdom, governed and defended by
women. The nominal sovereign is a man,

but he is dependent, so to say, on his coun-

cil of state, which consists of three ladies.

All the authorities and officials of court

and state and the soldiers are women. The
men are the agriculturists and merchants

only. The king—as in the case of the ruler of

Dahomey—has a cavalry body-guard of am-
azons, beautifully drilled, and armed with

spears and carbines. The throne descends

from father to son, and if there is no direct

heir, one hundred of the chief amazOns
meet in council, and select a crown prince

from one of their own sons.

—

Tit-Bits.

ONE'S CORNER COUCH.

To arrange a comfortable and effective

lounging corner, get a narrow cot, which

may be bought at a furniture-store for a

few dollars, reduce its height to about

eighteen inches from the floor, and lay

upon it a soft mattress or an improvised

covering of thick quilts or shawls. Then
cover it completely with one of the rich-

colored Bagdad draperies in which oriental

establishments abound, and complete the

arrangement by forming as large a bank of

down-pillows as one's resources admit.

Pretty pillow-coverings may be made of

linen, cotton, silk, velvet or any available

material, and a sense of harmony in color

is all that is needed to make the couch and
its coverings an effective bit of furnishing.

BLUE MARBLE.

Some excellent marble is being taken

from a new quarry in Washington, Vt. It

is very dark, almost blue, and takes a beau-

tiful polish. It is harder than marble

usually is, and will not crack if water is

thrown on it when it is hot. This feature

will make it especially desirable for build-

ings where there is liable to be fires near.

The supply is inexhaustible.

THE STATE OF STATES.

Until a comparatively recent period Florida
bas been considered a good place to spend tbe

winter, but unpleasant and unhealthy in sum-
mer, and her products were not considered

important enough for serious mention outside
of the oranges annually distributed from her
groves. Time and more thorough knowledge
of the true condition of affairs, however, have
made a complete change in this erroneous
opinion. The statistics of the weather bureau
will prove that the temperature of the " Penin-
sular State ", is more equable than that of any
state in the Union, and that the average height

of the mercury during the summer months is

less than can be claimed by any of the North-
ern or Eastern states. Added to this, there is

always a breeze, either from the Atlantic or

the Gulf of Mexico, which renders the nights

almost invariably pleasant. As for health, t he
records will show that, while physical dis-

orders are sometimes prevalent, as they are in

every other section, the mortuary list presents

an average that will compare most favorably

with those of the so-called healthiest parts of

the country.
The state is just beginning to receive the

public recognition it deserves. Of a fertility

so wonderful as to be marvelous in productive
power, a climate that is almost a panacea for

the invalid, and a variety of animals, birds

and lishes unapproached by any other portion
of the North American continent, the entire

civilized world must one day acknowledge it to

be all that we, who live here, know it to be—
the garden spot of the world. The Roanoke
(Va.) Times, in a recent issue, bas the follow-

ing kind words to say about Florida:
" Florida is a wonderful state. Not only, if

the Cuban war continues much longer, will it

begin to furnish to the markets of the world
tobacco equal in quality to the best that is

shipped from Havana, but it is also said that

recent experiments with tbe rubber-plant in

the southern portions of that state lead to the
belief that the production of " India " rubber
will iu time become an important source of

revenue to those who engage in it. Cocoanuts
will mature in some parts of the state, and
bananas and pineapples are already largely

cultivated. These, with the growth of veg-

etables and fruits of the temperate zone, which
ripen months earlier than in more northern
latitudes, furnish a scope for the energy and
industry of the fruit-grower and farmer prac-

tically without limit."

Such words of praise are grateful to all Flor-

idians, but they are no more than the state

deserves. Florida has already proven her
capacity for the production of high-class to-

bacco, long-staple cotton, semi-tropical fruits

in great variety, and from now on she will

show herself as being the early truck-garden
for the entire United States. It is impossible
to estimate the acreage recently cleared and
placed under cultivation for vegetables and
small fruits, but it has been enormous, and is

steadily increasing. The orange groves are

being carefully restored, and by the time the
state again takes its place as the leading sec-

tion in the production of the largest amount
of citrus fruits of the best quality, the vegetable
and small-fruit industry will have risen to a
magnitude and importance undreamed of two
years ago.—Florida Times- Union.

DIVERSIFICATION OF CROPS.

The following sound advice to farmers is

from the New Orleans Picayune:
" We have all heard the old adage of placing

too many eggs in one basket, and in no case is

this more applicable than to the farmer who
devotes his whole energies to the production
of one crop. Our farming community is be-

ginning to realize this, as is- evidenced by
the increased inquiries as to the adaptability

of certain crops to their section. In no sec-

tion is the farmer's choice in this direction so

unlimited as in this Southland of ours. The
true policy should be the production of pos-

sible home supplies, purchasing only those it

is impossible to raise, giving in exchange our
surplus.

"A list of the plants that should be included

in this diversification is hardly necessary, but
the mention of a few may serve to turn the

attention of some of our readers to the subject.

And first of all, no system of farming is com-
plete without its due pro rata of live stock,

including cattle, sheep, hogs and fowls. They
serve a double purpose, as being not only a

source of revenue from their sale, but in being

the manufacturers of the cheapest and best

fertilizer in the world. If we will stock our
farm properly we will soon cut down, to a

large extent, our fertilizer bill. Again, the

introduction of this stock upon our farmswill
soon force the otherwise unwilling owner to

diversify his crops, for he will soon be con-

fronted with the necessity of feeding those
animals. This in its turn will bring attention

to the grasses—those friends of ours against

whom we have been waging such a bitter war
of extermination. There are no finer grass-

lands in the world, nor does any country pos-

sess a greater list of highly nutritious native

grasses than we. Add to these a few of the

domestic grasses for winter pasturage, and
there is no reason why our stock should not.

be fat all the year round. We cannot pass

over this subject without calling attention to

some of the statements in regard to alfalfa on
our alluvial lands. At a recent meeting of

agriculturists, it was slated by a gentleman of

perfect reliability that he had raised 3,000

pounds of pork on one acre of this plant.

Another stated that on ten aeres he had made
enough hay to feed thirty head of mules the
entire year and pasture twenty hogs. This
plant at the experiment station at Audubon
Park has given ten cuttings of bay, of over
one and one half tons each, per acre in one
year.

"Another item to which we might pay more
attention is poultry, especially chickens. It

is est imated that it costs about $1 a year to feed

a hen. This hen should lay at least 200 eggs in

that time. It is a well-known fact that there
is a ready sale iu any of our large cities for

fresh eggs at from fifteen to twenty cents a
dozen. In fact, we have been told by a prom-
inent hotel-keeper that he would willingly
contract for eggs for the whole year at the
highest of tbe above figures, if -guaranteed
fresh. At the same time referred to above, it

was stated by a gentleman that the products
of his poultry-yard were worth from 81 to S5 a
month to his own table. Without taking into
consideration the product from surplus fowls,

these facts alone should lead us-to give more
attention to poultry.
" The bog is the best boarder a farm can have.

He not only pays liberally for his board, but
is willing and anxious to gather his food for

himself. It has been repeatedly stated in
public meetings that pork can be raised in

this country for one half a cent a pound gross.

This not only proves the hog a liberal boarder,
but also proves beyond doubt the ability of

Our soils to produce an abundance of feed in

great variety.

"Iu advocating diversification of crops, we
are frequently met with the argument that
with one or two exceptions there is no sale for

our products. While in Lafayette, last Jan-
uary, we were told that there were thousands
of bushels of corn ungathered because of a
lack of market; yet the neighboring city of

Alexandria has already contracted for hun-
dreds of barrels of meal and car-loads of meat,
oats, corn and hay for this year. Why is this?

Last fall we went to a merchant with a load
of corn in the ear, and offered to sell it to him.
His answer was, ' I do not want it.' And as

we were receiving this reply, his dray came
from the steamboat-landing loaded with
sacks of Kansas and Missouri corn. We re-

turned home with our corn, bought a sheller,

shelled it, and sold it to the same merchant at

forty cents a bushel the following day.

"With corn-meal selling at S1.75 to ?2, and
hominy at S3 a barrel, there is no reason for

corn to rot in the fields. If the facilities are

lacking for converting it into this merchant-
able form, then let our farmers form a com-
pany and erect their own machinery. It is

comparatively inexpensive, and a few dollars

contributed by each farmer in a neighborhood
will create a good market for all its products.

"Again, nearly all farm products are for feed-

ing animals and man. If hogs can be raised

for half a cent, or even two cents, a pound,
why is there not a profit in selling them at

from four to four and one half cents. The
experiment station has proven beyond doubt
that cattle can be fattened rapidly on the

ordinary products of a farm. At an expendi-
ture of one and three quarters cents a pound
for the animals, there was a profit in sixty

days of over thirty per cent, when they were
sold for three cents, and to-day they are worth
four and one half cents."

CENTRAL NORTHERN FLORIDA.

Belair Heights, Tallahassee, Fla. 1

July 7, 1S96. f

Editor Farm and Fireside:—In the cen-

tral northern portion of Florida is a tract of

laud which is so distinctively unlike the gen-

eral surface of the state as to resemble an
immense hummock (an elevated plateau),

interspersed with valleys and hills, the gen-

eral elevation being from fifty to one hundred
feet above the surrounding country. This

plateau is known as the " Tallahassee Coun-

try," and also as the "Hill Country of Middle

Florida." It is studded with little lakes, its

hilltops are crowned with groves of majestic

lin oaks, and its unreclaimed forests inter-

spersed with magnolia and sweet-bay trees.

The soil is compact clay, and the waters of the

abundant springs soft and palatable.

Here are thousands of acres of land, fresh

from the hand of nature, and the variety suffic-

ient to enable the home-seeker to select either

valley or plateau, or both. Dwelling sites of

unsurpassed beauty are still unclaimed. There

are good wagon-roads already established. The
salubrity of the climate is unexcelled. Dur-

ing my five-years' residence here there has

been but one case of diphtheria, and that was
imported. The patient fully recovered in a

few days. Typhoid fever is almost unknown,
and all malignant diseases are very much rarer

and less violent than in any section I know of.

Food, fuel and clothes cost so little here that

people can live comfortably on less than would
be endurable in the North, and consequently

labor is abundant and lower than in any other

state in the Union, good farm labor being

obtainable and reliable at fifty cents per day,

from "sun to sun," the laborer providing his

own tools and victuals.

Transportation, while good, will be much
improved, as in this age railroads will be added
when th,e growth of the community demands
them; but even now we are shipping pears to

New York by express for about one dollar per

barrel.

The seasons of growth are so long that double
cropping is easily possible; in fact, I have just
filled my silo with corn estimated at fifteen
tons per acre, and expect to gather a full crop
of sweet potatoes from the same ground in
October.

It is perhaps best for intending home-seekers
to first make an examination of the new local-
ity ere making the change, for what pleases
me may not suit you in every particular.

.1. M. Bhadxer.

FLORIDA TOBACCO IS FINE.

XHR AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST SPEAKS 1IIC.H-
LY OK IT—WILL LARGELY TAKE TUB PLACE

OF CUBAN LEAF—AND OWING TO THE
SHORT DROP WILL RETURN

BIG PRICES.

A dispatch to the Times-Union from Spring-
field, Mass., says that the American Agricul-
turist has the following to say of the United
States tobacco crop, and of the fine tobacco
grown in Florida

:

" .More than half of the cigar-leaf tobacco
crop grown in the United States has been
safely housed, and up to date returns show it

to be of the highest uniform quality and
largest yield per acre ever harvested. There
were 20,000 planters of the crop this year, com-
pared to 35,000 yi 1S92, while about 63,000 acres
were devoted to cigar-leaf this year, com-
pared to 100,000 in 1892. This is exclusive of
Florida, where leaf of a particularly fine
quality has been produced by experienced
natives and Cuban planters.

"If the now unharvested crop averages in
yield and quality with that already cut, the
American Agriculturist expects the crop will
equal 225,000 cases (350 pounds to tbe case).

"The proportion of tbe crop suitable for
wrapper-leaf promises to be large. The out-
look for prices is better than for several years
—for old leaf—because of tbe decreased supply
and the increased demand for this year's crop,
because of its promise of superb quality and
comparative small amount. Consumption is
on the increase, the taxes paid for the fiscal
year ended June 30. 1896, being on 6,236,000,000
cigars, and 4,102,000,000 cigarettes.
"The American Agriculturist reports Cuban

stock of old leaf as practically exhausted, and
the crop this year and next must be small. A
large part of the wrapper-leaf grown iu
Sumatra has been unfit for this market, over
forty per cent of imports of these wrappers
having been shipped back to Europe during
the past year as not suited to the American
demand. Dealers are cautious in contracting
for the new crop. The general tendency
among dealers is to wait until after the
election."

FLORIDA SYRUP.

The Southern Cultivator and Dixie Farmer, in
an editorial upon the production of syrup,
makes the following comments:

" The Tampa (Fla.) Tribune calls attention to
a fact about Florida syrup. The best grade of
native syrup, when carefully made in an old-
fashioned open kettle, is of a superiorquality.
When properly manipulated, and not boiled
down too near the sugar-point, it excels that
produced in an evaporatiug-pan, where the
use of chemicals is necessary. When first
made, it has a flavor as inviting as the best
maple syrup; yet it is practically unknown in
Northern markets, and is rejected by tbe
better class of customers in Florida. The
cause of this rejection is that it will not keep:
fermentation soon sets in and robs it of its
delicate flavor. The farmers of South Georgia
have overcome this difficulty by hermetically
sealing their syrup in small packages. In one
town in Southwest Georgia, 10,000 barrels of
syrup are handled annually, all of which is
put up in beer-bottles, and sells at a price that
gives the product a market value of about
seventy-five cents a gallon. Florida syrup
brought last season from thirty to fifty cents a
gallon in barrels, and the market for it was
quite limited."
This is worthy of the serious attention of

every Florida farmer. Whatever can be pro-
duced in the way of vegetable product in
Georgia can be produced in Florida, and gen-
erally at much less cost. There are few sec-
tions of this state in which cane does not
flourish to a remarkable extent, and if the
syrup yield is not as great, or of as pure a
quality as that of other sections, the fault lies
in the manufacture, and not in the cane
itself.

At any rate, the above friendly comment is
surely entitled to investigation by the Florida
agriculturists.

EXCURSIONS TO FLORIDA.

Round-trip excursions to Tallahassee,
Florida, from Chicago and Cincinnati have
been arranged for October 6th and 20th.
The tickets are good for thirty days, and
the fare from Chicago is $29.80, and from
Cincinnati, $22.80.
We leave Chicago either by the " Big

Four" or the "Monon" routes, and from
Cincinnati we leave over the " Queen and
Crescent."
We pass by daylight through the beauti-

ful blue-grass region, and make almost an
entire daylight ride from Cincinnati to
Florida, giving one a most excellent oppor-
tunity to see the country.
If you cannot come to Chicago or Cincin-

nati and join our excursion, go to your
nearest ticket agent and get through rates
from him on the special excursion days.
Then, if you will advise us when you leave,
we will have our manager at Tallahassee
meet you at the depot. He will show you
every courtesy and attention, and arrange
free transportation for you over our own
railroad lines while you are visiting Talla-
hassee.
People wishing to go from the East can

make the trip via the Clyde Steamship Line
from New York or Philadelphia, and the
Savannah Steamship Line from Boston,
at low excursion rates, which includes
meals and berth on board steamer. For
special rates by water from these eastern
points address the steamship companies at
either New York, Philadelphia or Boston.
For any further information regarding

excursions to the Tallahassee hill country,
cidclrsss

CLARK SYNDICATE COMPANIES,
Care of FARM AND FIRESIDE,

1643 Monadnock Block, Chicago, or
108 Times Building, New York City.
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Smiles.

A BOY'S VACATION.

Little Tommy Doodle and bis mother spent a

week
At Gran'pa Doodle's farm, where Tommy

tumbled into the creek

And got his lungs so full of wet he couldn't

get his breath

'Till poor old Gran'ma Doodle had been fright-

ened 'most to death.

He ate some poison berries that he found

along the lane;

It took a doctor half the night to soothe away
the pain.

He tried to ride a " kicky " colt^-a risky thing

to do—
'Twas quite a little while before they really

brought him to.

He stuck a stick into a hive of bees—ob, sorry

day!
He couldn't see a thing until the swelling went

away.
He teased the goat to see if it was cross as he

had heard

;

They had to work with him awhile before he

spoke a word.
•

And then he climbed a cherry-tree—just like a

boy—and fell

And broke his arm, and—sakes alive! you
ought to heard hiin yell.

His mother took him back to town to get a

little rest,

But Tommy says of all his life that week was
far the best.

LAMENT FROM THE CRADLE.

Up from the cradle came a wail,

At first a pensive coo;

Into a weird, vociferous wail

Of mournfulness it grew.

His sorrow, in a vein prolix,

He struggled to reveal,

" My father's talking politics,

And mother rides a wheel.

" They say I'm cross. I'm simply sad

At being slighted so.

I wish the baby-carriage fad

Could somehow get a show.
How can you blame one in my fix

For setting up a squeal?

My father's talking politics,

And mother rides a wheel."
— Washington Evening Star.

RECEIVING A TELEGRAM.

With all our nineteen th-century adap-

tation to wonderful inventions, we
—that is, the common people—can-

not quite accept the telegraph as an
ordinary means of communication. Those of

us who cannot disassociate the slip of yellow

paper from evil tidings will sympathize with

the woman whose experience is related by the

New York Journal:
" What is it, Mamie?"
" It's a boy, mum, with a telegraft."

"A telegram! Oh, ask him if James is

killed!"
" He says he doesn't know, mum."
"Ask him what he does know about it."

"He says all he knows about is that it's

marked 'Collect,' and he wants his money."
"Oh, dear! oh, dear! What shall I do?

Here, Mamie, here's the purse. Pay him, pay
him whatever he asks. Oh, my poor James!
I just knew something would happen to him
before he went away this morning. Will they

bring him home in an ambulance, Mamie?"
" I s'pose so, mum. Maybe you'd better read

the telegraft."

" I can't, I can't ! Oh, it serves me right for

not kissing him but three limes when he left!

And we've been married such a short time,

too!"
"Why don't you open the telegraft, mum?"

• " Well, I suppose I must ; but, oh, I can't tell

you how I dread It!

"

Heads telegram: "Will bring friend home
to dinner. James."
" The heartless beast! "

MODERN IMPROVEMENTS.
" I was at the architect's this afternoon in-

specting the plans for our new house," said

Mr. Xeedham.
"Did you examine all the details? " asked

his wife.

"I looked after the important features—the

billiard-room, the wine-cellar and the bicycle-

closet."— Life.

BRUTES OF MEN.

Professor—"Do you know, madam, there
w.i< n time when men wore corsets; but they
found they were injurious to bealt h, and so—"
Mrs. Wrongrighter—" Yes; and so they gave

them to theii poor, weak, helpless wives and
daughters."— jViu York Weekly.

HOME-SEEKERS' EXCURSIONS.
CHEAT I! ATI'..- VI ^IH RI.lNliTON IIOI'TK.

nn Bepteuitar lath, Svin, October r.tli nnd 20th. M»
Burlington Bonn will "fill I'xciirwlon ticket* »t very
I >u raten I" piilnrfl in KannuH, Nebrankft, Wyoming,
Utah. Black Mill* anil other territory. A-k your
ticket agent. I..W . \\ aki.i.i.v, <;. I'. A,, St, Lonin, Mo.

Dollars in Eggs,..

Keep your Chickens warm—
they will grow twice as fast. Keep

your Hens warm— they will lay

more eees. Cover your Poultry

I

"We will send you Free of expense

Samples and Particulars.

F. W. BIRD & SON,

Sole flfrs. East Walpole, flass.

Houses inside and outside, at small

cost, with the Water-proof, Frost-

proof, Vermin-proof, Wind-proof,

Money-Saving

NEPONSET
For Roofing and Side Covering.

Red Rope

Water-Proof

FABRIC.

WHEN THE WIND WENT OUT.

There was a report like the report of an over-

grown popgun.
Her heart sank within her, and her tire sank

beneath her. She had become possessed of a

puncture, and the town of Sheridan was
twenty miles away

!

She bumped along on the wooden rim for a

dozen feet, then dismounted and viewed the

flattened tire with eyes that slowly filled with
tears. Weeping upon her feet was too much
like work, so she sat down and wept upon the

grass.

About this time the good Samaritan was
sighted on the distant horizon. He was by

nature a Philistine, but he never went by on
the other side when he discovered a woman
in distress, provided a close inspection of the

woman plainly demonstrated to him that she

was a pretts- woman.
Scorching to her side he politely lifted bis

hat, begged her pardon for taking the liberty

of addressing her, and then inquired the cause

of her grief.

"A puncture, sir," she sobbed.

"And you cannot repair it? " he asked.

"N—no, sir," she made reply, "and Sheridan

is twenty miles away."
"Perhaps I can fix it," he said, cheerily; " I

see you have a tool-kit."

" Yes," she faltered, " but I fear—"
"That's all right," he hastened to assure her.

" It will be no trouble at all."

His nimble fingers were now working at the

straps of the leather case that depended from
her wheel.

"But, sir," she hastily protested, " you are

very kind, I know, and yet I fear you can do
very little with my repair-kit."

" Oh, yes, I can ! " he cried, confidently. " I

flatter myself I can do wonders with very few
tools. Oh, yes, I can !

"

Then as the tool-kit yawned before him, he
clutched wildly at his hair with both bands,

his eyes started from their sockets, and,

Philistine that he really was, he hastily

mounted his wheel and rode by on the other

side. All that her tool-kit contained was a
mirror, a comb, a powder-puff and a pair of

curling-irons.— Truth.

BRIDLING THE BILLOWS.

An inventor advertises in a Washington
paper for financial assistance In developing a

method he has originated for harnessing the

waves. Wealthy philanthropists ought to

fairly overwhelm him with a deluge of cool,

crisp greenbacks. The idea is to produce elec-

tric power. Good scheme. Make the ocean

pay rent. It has done nothing but " roll on "

and inspire poets since the glacial epoch. This

will, indeed, be a very desirable consumma-
tion.

Wonderful things could be accomplished.

This electricity could be transformed into

heat, and set free among Greenland's icy

mountains; and the garter-snake and mush-
room would thrive and multiply where now
waves its sleek and glittering arms the cold-

blooded aurora boreal is.

By all means utilize the waves. They have
acted only as an emetic long enough. A large

corporation, however, must not be allowed to

gobble up the oceans, congregate them in one
locality and run up prices. There are only
five, and we need thein all for purposes of

commerce. — Truth.

APPLYING THE ARGUMENT.
Sidewalk politician—" Don't you know that

under free silver the price of everything would
be higher, and don't you know that everybody
is happier when prices are high?"
Grocer—"Then why In the name of Tom

Walker did you kick so hard at eighteen cents
for that basket of peaches?"

|30 Days Credit to Agents
GOODS EASY TO SELL—PROFITS LARGE

NICHOLS' INHALER cares any Headache
instantly; sells like wildfire. Pays Agents 10O<{ profit.

Address, J. B. NICHOLS, Manufacturer, Chicago

M ACINTOSHES. Agents wanted to sell. Exclusive
ground. Free samples. P. O. 1371, New York.

PjrCWI V J5 .000 yearly, no experience re-

i i ffCi.FiLi quired, failure impossible: Our
%^^% scheme a new one: particulars free. Address

S.S.Ware Co. Box 5308,Boston,Mass.

Balsam of Rosebuds N
" res T ,t r a,,d Et z"la

Sam. free.
ever fails. Price 10 and 25c.

SMITH CO., Chemists. AVoo.lsboro, Md.

ELECTRIC BELL, BATTERY, PUSH BUTTON
AVire, etc. Complete outfit with instruction** by ex-
press, Sl.iwi. PARKER ELECTRIC CO., Buffalo. N. Y.

Boys and Girls^t
Send at once for Special Premium List.

Very little work is required to obtain all

of the valuable articles offered. Address

THE NEW YORK LEDGER, New York City.

AGENTS
WANTFD Something new. Big.nnillbu profits. No money re-1

quired. Outfit FREE. Send •juickj
Farm and Fireside, Springfield, i>.

FITS
A Great Remedy Dlseotertd, Send for a trial pack-
age and let it speak for itself. Postage 5 cents.

J
I>K. S. PERKEY, Chicago, Ills,

OPIUM
or Morphine Habit Cared aft
Home. Trial Free. No Pain*
Comp'd Oxygen Ass'a. Ft. Wayne, lnd.

nil Pffc ELECTKOBOLF gives instant re-VII fc ^ lief. Final cure in a few days and never
I I hbV returns; no purge, no salve, no supposi-
tory, no indelicacy, no dieting, sold by druggists.

RUPTURE
A positive, radical cure at bow

J

S«»ie<l). Book ririns full ctutitmlufl
St* Free. Addre33 DR.W.S. RICSj
Box F, Smithnlle. Jeff. Co.. N.TH

M
OTHERS. Tour children ' cured of bed-wettinga
Box TREE. DK. F. E. MAY, Abrowsmith, III.

^f^OrjjMCifloMRSOft EYEWATER

^i? fif fi1? *JN *fa f^f fif ffyf f&f f^f rff f$f fit fit ffyt ffyf ti+ *!* fi* ?i+ *|f fty*

A FAMILY OF SEVEN DOLLS WORTH

1 50 Cents for 10 Cents
* _ _

4

4
WITH HANDSOME CLOTHING IN MANY BEAUTIFUL COLORS. ^

£k This is the only set of dolls ever wade with a GRANDPA find GRANDMA ^£ doll. They are all lithographed on cardboard in many bright and pretty colors. Ji
It Beauty, in Style, in Height and in Number they are

| Finer than Dolls Selling in Stores for 50 Cents a Set. f
4* They Stand

Alone.

^ Made from

*

*

The Four ^
"Big People" ^

Dolls are Over

Nine Inches Tall. ^
4

*

*

.

Si

THE DOLI.S ARE MANY TIMES LARGER THAN THE PICTURE.

CHILDREN PRIZE THEM ABOVE EXPENSIVE PRESENTS.
Think of the make-believe weddings, parties, visits, and all the delightful cotn-

l',
mw!V"? t,,,u 1,0 arranged. For, remember, this set contains an ENTIRErAMUA OF SEVEN SEPARATE DOLUS. They give children more fun for the
money than anything else. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money refunded.

PRICE 10 CENTS FOR THE SET OF SEVEN DOLLS.
Send a silver dime or five 2-cent postage-stamps.

Poutaee paid by us. Address FARM AND FIRESIDE. Springfield, Ohio.
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A Household Necessity

The People's Atlas of the World
Contains 124 pages (each page is 11 inches wide and
14 inches long) and over 200 large illustrations and
maps. It should be in every home and school=room.

THE FUNNIEST BOOK OF THE CENTURY.

RACIN' AFTER FASHION
or SAHANTHA AT SARATOGA,

BY JOSIAH ALLEN'S WIFE. I'roin. No. 34.

Premium No. II.

3€I

IT IS ACCURATE.
IT IS AUTHENTIC.

IT IS COMPLETE.
IT IS EDUCATIONAL.
IT IS EXHAUSTIVE.

IT IS CHEAP.

IT GIVES
THE POPULATION

Of Each State and Territory,

Of All Counties of tbe United States,

Of American Cities with Over 5,000 in-

habitants

BY THE
LAST U.

Over 100,000 Copies
In the expensive binding have been
sold by agents for $2.f>0 each. It is

profusely illustrated.

S. CENSUS.

Miniature Cut of Atlas. Actual Size. Open, H by 22 Inches;
Closed, 14 by 11 Inches.

It gives a classified list of all nations, with forms
location, size and population.

Excellent flaps.

The excellent maps of all

the states and territories in
the Union are large, full-
page, and a ntimber of double-
page maps to represent the
most important states of our
country. All countries on
the face of the earth are
shown. Rivers and lakes are
accurately located. All the
large cities of the world, the
important towns and most
of the villages of the United
States are given on the maps,
of government, geographical

There are Special Features Relating to Each State, and to the United States.
A General Description of the World, with illustrations embellishing

nearly every page. It is Superior to any School Geography.

AN UP-TO-DATE ATLAS FOR UP-TO-DATE PEOPLE.
Every person who reads needs a concise, accurate and comprehensive Atlas of

the World, for the purpose of geographically locating the stirring events with which
the world teems, and of which we learn, almost coexistent with the occurrence,
through the electric currents that now girdle the globe.

Opinions of Critics.

Delicious humor.—Will
Carletou.

So excruciatingly fun-
ny we had to sit back
and laugh until the tears
came.— Weekly Witness.

Unquestionably her
best.—Detroit Free Press,

Exceedingly amusing.
—Miss Cleveland.

Bitterest satire, coated
with the sweetest of ex-
hilarating fun.— Bishop
Newman.

t

SAMANTHA AT SAR-
ATOGA" was written

under the inspiration of a
summer season 'mid the
world of fashion at Sar-
atoga, the proudest pleas-
ure resort of America.
"Samantha," in a vein
of strong common sense
that is as pure and inno-
cent as the prattle of a
child, keeps the reader
constantly enjoying an
ever fresh feast of fun.
The book takes off Fol-
lies, Flirtations, lVow-
necked Dressing, Dudes,
Pug-dogs, Tobogganing,
etc., in the author's in-
imitable and Mirth-pro-
voking style.

'I would tear a man lim' from lim' if I see him a tryin
flirt with you." One of the illustrations, p. 130.

MAKES YOU LAUGH UNTIL THE TEARS COME.
This Paper One Year and the "People's Atlas," 60 Cents.

This book given FREE AS A PREMIUM for 2 yearly subscribers

to this paper at the single subscription price; or for 4 yearly sub-
scribers at the clubbing; price, 30 cents each, without premium.

This Paper One Year and "Samantha at Saratoga," 60 Cents.

This book given FREE AS A PREMIUM for 2 yearly subscribers

to this paper at the single subscription price ; or for 4 yearly sub-

scribers at the clubbing price, 30 cents each, without premium.

Premium No. 26.MPE OF

ABRAHAM LINCOLN
Premium No. 15.

•7 0 -»>:^fc.B:<^E.va> &>4&<fcNro.fl>3&sBX»:^^B>^:a*^tt>cexft><^ BXttXBXiEO

Contains Over And

140 FINE PICTURES I 320 LARGE PAGES
(Most of the illustrations are exact repro-

ductions of photographs.)
(Each page 7 inches wide and

9^ inches long.)

Material for this biography has been gathered from every possible

source; speeches and documents gleaned; stories and anecdotes verified

;

homes and offices where he lived and labored visited ; men and women
who knew him questioned, and the whole country scoured for facts and
pictures and funny Lincoln anecdotes.

A THREE=DOLLAR BOOK
This is the first complete, authentic

and fully illustrated biography of Lin-

coln ever offered at a price within the

reach of the masses of the people. All

other works on the life of Lincoln of

equal merit are sold at prices ranging

from $3.00 upward. If you are not satis-

fied, send it back by return mail, when
we will cheerfully ft-fund your money.

Our book is a complete biography of

Lincoln as a Farmer's Boy, a Frofitiers-

man, a Wood-chopper, Carpenter] Flat-

boatnian, Student, .Surveyor, Clerk,

Athlete, Storekeeper, Postmaster, Story-

teller, Captain Black Hawk War,

Lawyer, Politician, Member of the

Legislature, Congressman, Orator, Statesman, Friend, Lover, Husband,

Father, President of Our Country, Commander-in-chief of Our Armies,

Our Martyred Hero.

This Paper One Year and the " Life of Lincoln," 60 Cents.

This book given FREE AS A PREMIUM for 2 yearly subscribers

to this paper at the single subscription price; or for 4 yearly sub-

scribers at the clubbing price, 30 cents each, without premium.

Gems from the

Poets
AN ELEGANT BOOK
CONTAINING OVER

400 Poems an(* pictures

Jt -Ji «g -.v

A superb collection of famous poems by the most illustrious poets

^ as, Riley, Longfellow, Lowell, Shakspere, Holmes, Whittier, Bryant,

f Tennyson, Shelley, Emerson, Browning, Hood, Holland, Coleridge,

4 Byron, Wordsworth, Burns, Poe, Pope, Scott, and many others.

<§> The entire book is illustrated with engravings by

world-renowned artists. The engravings aloue

cost at least $20,000.00, having been made for a

book to retail at front $4.00 to 510.00.

As ooetry is the cream of literature, and as this is the cream

of poetry, this excellent book may properly be called J&jtjt

•<. Diamonds of Thought in Settings of Gold.

%X *M 'Jt %M

Many of the poems are long ones, occu-

pying one and two pages, while a great

number of the pictures cover a whole

page. Each page is ~\ inches wide

and 10 inches long.

This Paper One Year and "Gems
from the Poets," 60 Cents.

This book given FREE AS A PREMIUM
for 2 yearly subscribers to this paper at the

single subscription price; or for 4 yearly

subscribers at the clubbing price, 30 cents

each, without premium.

Postage paid by us in each case.
For any article on this page order

by the premium number and address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.

Val.w
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Experiment »talioii», home 4

•niton iii 6
Farmer* and SXperiment

illation* 20
Farm product* 7
Fee.linK live M*H-k 8

home-made
,

Fhii pea, the
Flea-beetle and potato

hliuht ......

Flour from the sorthome..
rly-repellet «»«„
Fodder teruiH
Foredtn and farms*
For f frnlt-tre**»*
Formula** of |ri«e< tit-ides

and fuutficidefl...,,.,^,.,.
Free uniople «< heme
Fruits in their w*a*un

Harden l» I

j

h .

.

II
Hit
lb

.. 2

.. 4

.. 17

liuru-tl) rented) ....

Horse cure, a 15

Irrigable lauds 13
Irrigation 2
Kansas corn 15
Keeping up fertility 20
ItancUster county, Pa 5
Meadow-fescue grass'* 20
Millet 15
Mixing varieties of fruits... 7
Monstrosities not wanted... 14
Morsels from Morton 5
Seeded reforms 3
New creations 14
Novelties, testing 4
Nurserymen and fruit-

growers 7
Nut culture 18
Nutritive ratio S

" in oat straw lo

Oats and peas 23
Ohio as a dair> state S
Oleomargarine...., 6
One-cent postage 13
Onion culture 17
Overproduction of fruits... 17

Pasteurizing milk 4
Plant and stock feeding 15
Planting trees 18
Pomological puzzle* 20
Potato fertilizers 11

planting 16

6cah 15
starch* 21

Potatoes, plant 13
Pot-herbs 13
Poultry diseases 6
Prairie hay 3
Production and prices of

farm products 22
Bed Cross currant 2U
Reduced rates on seed-

grains 5
Rural mail delivery 3
Sacaliue and spurry 17
Salicylic acid 24
School of agriculture 6

horticulture 24
Sheep and mutton 3
Shortage in the hay crop.... 19
Silos and silage 9
Silo summary* 21
Smut in wheat 24
Soiling crops.. ... 20
Subirrigation in the green-

house 6
Strawberries, testing 4

Sweet peas 14
potato blossom 9

houses* 12
Swine-plague 4

Tobacco culture 3
industry iu Florida 7

Tomato-pruning* 18
Too much bulk 15
Tree-labels 10

Vivisection 22
Warning against timothy. 15
Weeds and the farmer 19
Wheat crop 19
crop of 1S9S 3
" " the world 14

experiments 24
varieties 23

Wild onion 24
Winter oats 24
Wireworms 11

Wool-growers' journal 20
World's wheat crop 2
Why buy what we can pro-

duce : 22
Yearbook for 1895 19

Farm.
Agents1 guaranty 4

Agriculture iu the South... IS

Air in the soil 3
'* •* subsoil 3

Alfalfa iu Nebraska 17
Ancient sheep-cotes 2t
An exhaustive crop 19
Angora goats 21

Ants as nurses 21
Applying tobacco-dust 20
Average yields 14
Balanced rations 21
Benefits of dipping sheep.... 2
Berry notes Is
Best time to cut timber 22

** underbrush
and timber 21

Blessed insects, the 19
British breeds of mutton-

sheep 2
Buying on credit 8
Cabbage-sowing 14

Canaigre as an economic
plant* 16

Care of seed 14

Carnivorous insects 21
Cash buyer, the 8
Celery lo
Cheap tobacco fuiuigator*. 9
Clover, crimson 20
failures 22
for horses 18

** curing IS
" when to cut IS
rotation 12
care of 12
crimson or scarlet 12

mammoth 12
seed to 12
when to sow 12
where to seed 12

Color of the grain 16
<'.,limibu-t gooseberry, the... 22
Collie South 14

Commercial fertilizers 13

Complicated prffcieiii 23
CohI of potatoes 9
" production 24

Cow milkers* 18
pea, the... ; I, 15

Crop reports 19
Cultivating and digging.... 17
onions is

Cultiviition 16
in orchards 22

Culture of cactus 18
Curing the cow -pra vine f«r

hay is
Ontwormi 1

Dairy economics 13
KoHBip 23, 21

Damping off... i:t

Delsfue-lferfno sheep 7

DeUcatesse onion 1..

Depending upon self 4

Depth and nize of mains..., 7
of planting 16

Destructive and beneficial
insects 19

Details ...... 7
Digging u well 23
potatoes 5

I
I

- .< I of nk i III mil!, M
Distance between plants.... 17
Doing one's bent II

Drying sweel potato*** 1

Burly growth II

header tornato s
Echoes from the National

Educational A Mini.
at ion 21

I • ' '.i.i - of time »

Eflect of s bounty! 0
" watering; « 1 •

Electricity hi agriculture... ^2
Emerald Oem melon 4

E-tabljnhiug the grade -7
Ext'liurigliiu protiaels 9
Kxperieuce with mi arte-

sian well II
ExpUlinlfou of wuter-

w ii I 1 2

Farm bookkeeping
dairy, the
fences
tests

Farmers* free- mail delivery
hand wagon*
truck garden

Farmin 1 don't pay
Fertilizers as stimulants...
Financial gain, the
Fiuding a turkey's nest
Fire-cured corn
Flower culture
Fly tangle-foot
Following the crowd
Formation and care of

lawns
For pleasure and profit
the potato-bug

French rules for milking...
Fruit reports 20.

Future for sheep, the
Get ready for the good time

looked for
Getting out of an old rut....

Good uuderdrainage
Government aid to agri-

culture
Great danger of open

wounds
Greenhouse fumigation
Ground cherry, the
squirrels 2,

Growing turnips
History of Prizetaker
Hog-cholera
Holding for better prices...
Home made grape aud

berry cart*
market, the
mixed fertilizers
fixing

Hostility to chemicals
Hothouse aud other lambs
How to grow tobacco-plants

" underdrain
" .winter

Humus is needed
Immature seed-potatoes. 6,

Improved methods of mar-
keting needed.....

Improving tomatoes by
selection

Iudiau corn 15,
" and rye

Insects, and how to destroy
them

life

Irrigation for vegetables...
Kafir-corn
Keeping meadows clean....
pastures clean

Kind of soil
*' stock to winter

Late-hatched chicks
Lawn-making
Lesson for specialists
from the drought

Lettuce and radishes
Looks reasonable
Low prices
Makes it taste better
Making repairs at home....
Mammoth onions
Manure, the
Marketing or storing
Market quotations
Melons for profit
in market

Millet 15,

Misrepresentation
Money in the garden
Mr. Lubin'6 views
3few method in potato-

growing
Novelty, a
No work in the future
Number of plants per acre
Oats
and peas

Old methods must give
place to uew ones

story, the
One method of co-opera-

tion
Onion for profit
sets

Other mauurial plants
Our boys
Outdoor feeding of cattle...

Outlook for horses, the
Patented hen-deceivers* ...

Peach culture on the West
Florida highlands

Pear on an apple-tree
Peas and oats for forage....
Phosphoric acid
Planting trees
Plants for sale

Plot experiments
Points on corn culture
Possibilities of city and

country
Potato crop, the
culture
future, the

Preserving posts
Prevention of hillside

washing
of tuberculosis iu cattle...

Profits from sweet potatoes
Pruning aud training

g r a p e-v iiH'N on t he
llunson trollIs*

of flowering shrubs
Prunus Simoni
Butting up vegetables for

market
Rainfall, the
liaising of peanuts, tin-

potato Beednugs
specialties

Kaw materials
Remedy for celery-blight...
Resolutions
Rotation with timothy
Russian apples

and clover
for pasture

Salt for cabbages
Second-Crop soed-potaloet

Seed of Emerald Gem melon
Selling direct
timothy off the farm

Setting tomato-plants
Shall we rut eulh or late...

Sheep in the Soul b
Shipping to market
Size pf laterals
Small feeder, the
Smut
Society of American iloristt*

None comments en Lubin>

diseases of sheep
Something new
South Atlantic ami Gulf

notes
Atlantic note* and *ug-
eestions

Southern html*
negro help for northern
farmers

or ribbon cam*
sweet-potato cnll uro

Rpineless gooseberry, a
.Stacking corn fodder
Starting a *»jUa*h - pa I r h . ...

touiuto-plmitH
Si raw berry culture* 11, |i
St inly U needed
8uh*oiling
gugar-beet, the
Burface tillaitc binders

evaporation

19J vheap ar
3, l?t I arrang

trkct... l:y i foods 1

V
'\
I V

Swarming-posts*..
Sweet potatoes

for market
Tar versus birds \£
Tempting our customers.
Test this matter IS

That newest potato culture 17

Time of setting plants 17

Timothy for hay 19

Tobacco culture 6, 7

culture in Brown county,
Ohio 10

culture in Florida 7

Tomato-growing for profit 4

To prevent bruises from
harness 20

Treatment of farm animals 24
Tree-protectors 6, II

Two best fall apples for
the North 7

Undiscouraged 9 I

Uses of wheat 3; 4, 5
Value of southern farm

products * 7
!

Valuable fungous diseases. 21
1

Variety of food 1

Varying conditions 9
i

Very best seed, the....

Waste in fertilizers.
Water cress in winter 6
for fruits and vegetables.. 17

Weed-holder* 23
What clover does 22

is a good seed-bed 11

the farmer may do 23
When should corn be cut... 16

Where and when to tile 6
White bean varieties 17
Wholesale buying 8
Who pays the money 10
Why I am a farmer 23
we underdrain 6

Wintering stock 2
sweet potatoes 3

Winter squashes 3
Wotd and mutton in the

South _ 2
Woolly flavor of mutton...

Bund handy fence*.... 20
ingeinent for chicks* 11

and poultry 22
poultry-house* IC
lilling fatal to chicks 3
Id climate fowls 4
poultry-houses 10

Combined house and shed* 16
Common fowls 22
Confining in yards 6
Converting w aste food into

eggs 13
Corn and eggs 7
Cost of bones and meat 11

eggs, the 4, 8
" labor, the 22

Crook for catching fowls*.. 9
Crop-bound fowls 24
Cross for home use 8
Crossing destroys the flock 2
Crude petroleum for lice.... 1

Cut corn fodder for poultry 10
Cutting green food 1

Detachable coop for sitters* lo
Do not prevent sitting 23
Dry earth floors 23
or moistened food 3

14 I. Pucks 5
.... 23

I

Early laying .... 4

.... 12
II, 12
.... 12
.... 3
.... 16

22
4

. 21

lice
,

pullets
spring management....

Economy and mistakes.
in feeding

Egg-eating hens
Eggs for hatching

" home use
" incubator hatching 5
4i

profit 17
pay in summer 22

Ensilage in winter 7
Exposure of turkeys 2
Farmers should improve

their flocks 12
Fat makes the price 23
pullets as spring layers... 12

Fault of overfeeding, the... 24
Feeding and work 8
before marketing 21
laying hens 2

Fence for confining ducks 23
and breeds 24

Rroadcasting and drilling 23 Food required, the 23
Cabbage-sowing 14 Foraging in summer 17

Cart, home-made* 10 Fowls running at large 19
Fresh air I

Frosted combs prevent lay-
ing 10

Getting the best prices 8
Giving tonics 14
Green -food methods 17
Hamburgs and Redcaps.... 17
Hatching and raising chicks 15

21

GARDEN.

Celery blight 22, 24
growing 10

Crop reports 19, 20, 21, 23
Damping off. 13
Drying sweet potatoes 1

Effects of watering .. IS
Emerald Gem melon* 4

4t " seed... 7
Exchanging products 9
Fall apples, best* 7
Fumigation, greenhouse.... 9
Fuiuigator, cheap* 9
Gooseberry, Columbus 22
spineless* 22

Ground cherry 17
squirrel 2

Improving tomatoes by
selection 14

Irrigation for vegetables... 2
Keeping tomatoes and

fruits 23
Leader tomato 8
Lesson for specialists 10
Lettuce and radishes 10
Lima beans 23
Melons in market 10
Misrepresentations 5
Money in the garden 12
Novelty, a 17
Oats and peas 13
Old story, the 4
Onions, cultivating* 18
for profit 5
mammoth 5
sets 1G

Orchard cultivation 22
Pleasure and profit 4
Potato bug, for the 20
culture, newest 17
future, the 10
growing, new method 8
seedlings 4

Potatoes, cost of 9
digging 5
low prices for 6
seed 6, 7

Prizetaker onion 5
Salt for cabbages 21
Second-crop seed-potatoes. 4
Seed growing and saving... 1G
Squashes 3
Straw berry culture.new 11*15
varieties 11

Sweet potatoes 3
** wintering.... 3

Tar versus birds... * 14
Tempting customers 4

Tobacco-dust, applying 20
Tomatoes 24
plants, setting* 16
starting 14

Transplanting device* 24
Tree-planting 21
Vudiscouragcd l.i

Vacant spots 23
Vegetables for market,put-

ting up 2
Water-cress in winter-* r,

White bean varieties 17

ORCHARD.

Apricot as stock for plums 16
Autumn care of orchards.. I

Black currants, pruning... 23
Cross-fertilization of plants 16
Ourcullofl 17
Failures in apple culture... 23
Fall apples 7
Fruit notes 14
Grafting old trees* 23
Grape-vine leaf-hoppers 12
Gravenstotn apple* 7
Insects, to destroy 22
.1 one budding lm
Muusiin system of pruning

and traiuiuu* 13
Native plums is
Peach-yellows 21
Persimmons 21
Protecting fruit from birds 21
Pruning, notes <<n

1'ruiniH Eumonf 22
Root-pruning young trees* In
Russian apples, good 4

iu Indiana. 23
Mpitzenberg apple 2
Thayer's bulletin for Octo-

ber „ 2
Tree-protectors 6
Waltot Pease appto* 7

When to cut out old wood 6

POULTRY.
Advantage* of one breed.... 17
Artificial heat 2!• f and poultry 12
Beginning with an incuba-

tor 6
Itegin with small HoOhS 34
Best breed for market fowls 21
cure for disease* is
dust bath, the ||
poultry -house, the pj

Black breeds
United wheat as food I

Hone ami meat for effmi 16M oy*iter-Mhclls 7
Broiler chirks m
Brooder-house, law* 4
Bulky f 1 2
Changes of fleaeuu 1

of goslings
in summer

Hens and broods
in confinement

Ilotel refuse
House for confined fowls*.
How to distinguish health

** feed cabbage
" keep eggs
11 make an incubator

secure good layers 12
Idleness and variety of food 21
Implements for poultrymen 1

Improved egg-tester* 19
Increasing egg production IS
Inherited diseases 23
Investment and profit 24
Keep at lice destruction.-. 21
Keeping eggs for hatching'"., 14
water warm* 7

Knowing how to provide... 13
I-arge eggs 19
Late chicks not growing.... 20
Lice and brooder chicks.... 3

" cleanliness 16
remedy, a 17

Limed eggs 23
Litter in the poultry-house 3
Losses in the beginning 22
Making the house warm.... 9
Material for nest-boxes.„... IS
Meat that is wasted 7
Mink-proof house, a*. 6
Mistakes with eggs 13
Mixed food 3
Molting hens 21
Movable roosts *17, 21
Moving sitting hens 13
Nests for egs-eaters* 21

** sitters ..\ 4
to prevent egg-eating*.... 3

Never wait for results 18
New breeds 19
Old hens for breeders 6
Open drinking-vessels 2
Overfeeding prevents lay-

ing 20
Pampering the fowls 16
Portable fence*....- 14
Potato-bugs uud poultry.... 17
Poultry -house for twelve

fowls* 24
Practice and incubators.... is
Procuring and selling stock i

Proper food for chicks 24
Pure bred poultry 1

breeds and scrubs 19
Raise cabbages for poultry l->

Reducing the flock 2
Roost and droppings-board* 18
Roosting in the tree!
Rye for poultry
Saving poultry manure.
Scalding the food ,

Scatter the grain
,

Scratcnfng-slied*
Selling by weight ,

dressed fowls
to advantage

,

Shade in small yards ....

Sharp grit a necessity...
Small thick, a
flocks and improvement. 23

Sitting hens and the eggs... 9
Soils for poultry 16
Sow millet ' iy
Spraying to dcH>Roy lice is
Sturm scratching-pluce*.... 12
sulphur for lice is
Summer and beginners 22

*' winter house* 20
" " laying 1

Table-scraps p.i

Take no risks 23
Tarred-paper poultry-house* 2
Thanksgiving turkeys 4
Too much on limited cap-

ital 7
To prevent egg-ealJtng 3

** sitting IS
Treatment of large breeds. IS
Two sides to prices 17
Using the weeds 17
I'tilizing skim-milk 23
Variety and cost 20
.»f food 23
Vigilance in using Incuba-

tors 9
Win in water 7
What to do with fat hens... 16

" f«'ed 6
When ducks begin to lay. 1

Winter quarters 4
wire goods , 2
Work and lice 20
of agg production 14
OUng turkeys 20

Delaware
Florida
Georgia...6, 11, 12, 13.

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Louisiana
Michigau
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri ....

Nebraska....

4, 5
16.

..19,

3
, 21

CORRESPONDENCE.

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas....
Oallforula...
Colorado

12. 16, 23

iVaTii/ia
.'», 12, 14. 16. 20

17, 22

.[Nebraska t>, 1

North Dakota
Oliio
Oklahoma 1, 8, 13, 14,
Oregon 9,

South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas 2, 4, 9,
Virginia
Washington

Fireside.

America's common roads... 14
Among the unhidden 18
An excess of compliment... 3
An interesting iron tree.... 12
Appreciation of brains IS
Art of living, the 12
Babies' paradise l

Bamboo organ 15
Bee-farms in Servia s
Before we had envelops 15
Ben Daltou's farm *9, *10,

*11, *12, *I3
Books for young people 14
Boston signs 2
Bought at auction 20
Brother and sister 24
California fruits, the... 10
Can you keep your hand

still 14
Cedar-mine in NewJersey.a 2
Chance meeting, a 1

Coffee-cup, the 14
Conky Stiles 11

Courage Hi
Crowding the truth 21
Crutches 1

Cure for a had memory, a... 20
Daintiest way to serve

oranges, the* 16
David's little waifs 2
Dell's exploit 21
Demonstration in southern

California, the 10
Dictated letter, a 19
Discovered boues 7
Dixon was puzzled 2
Do not forget 3
Don't 8
Down to China 18
Early royal library, an 1

Earth's model, the 2
Easy to eat fire 4
Economic condition and 1

needs of the farmer, the 20
Education of women 16
Electric heating-pad. an.... 4
End of the century, the 1

English and American gen-
tlemen 1

Exiled by a threat is
Experimenting in cattle-

feeding 21
Explaining the figures 21
Failed from love 18
Fair trial, a 16
Fanning's heart.". 18
Farm sketch, a 14
Farms—south, east and

west 17
Finding a heart 19
First of its kind 1

Flies as reporters 7
Floral thoughts 16
Fluttering fans 21
Folding fans 21
furniture 7

Food and drink IS
for the sick 13

For identification 24
Frontier army life 1

1

Fruit is
as medicine 5

Future of Siberia, the 16
Glass is porous 3
Good morning IS
prescription, a 2

Greatest of rivers, the 15
Hints to farmers' wives.... !">

Home-grown cocoanuts 16
Horrors of the slums 7
How deserts are beautified 17
she spelled it 7
they name the baby IS
to get rich 6

II u s li a n d s overindulge
wives 23

Indian romance, an I

Influence of alcohol on the
longevity of man 7

Tn the sota-pillow 17
Island Annie. ..*4, *5, *6, *7, *8
Japan has no animals 7
Justice Brewer on law

reform 2
Knocked out with one blow 23
Eiabor's triumphs l

Lady physician in Con-
stantinople, a 12

Leota 23
Life in Norway 20

'* the piny w oods Is
Lightstep's escape 19
Lincoln as an election clerk

in New Salem 13
List of state flowersTa 19
Little thousht, a IS
IiOVe'S old sweet solig IS
Slaking wood paper 2
Man's friend 24
Men and ants as builders... 9
Mental geography 19
Mism ated 17
Miss Nancy u..,*„ 32
More pathetic than humor-

ous s
Mortgage, the S
Mother Stewart |5
Mountain of gold, a 7
M> stery solved, a 16
New cure for insomnia 13
star, a 3

Normal weight 24
Of unusual interest 3
Oil prospectors ou the dor-

dan lrt

Old Smith's romance 3
southern homes 21

Only a remnant leit of a
once powerful Indian
tribe r „ 1

Packing a luncheon 1

Taper tclegrapli-poleg 1

Paul Kenton s awakening 22
Puved with molasses 2
Pearl buttons 23
People who disturb us 13
Pesth'e telephone news-

paper 2
Plant trees 2
Playing-card figures 2
Pockets requisite for wom-

an suffrage 20
Popular fallacies about

Australia : 24
Position in sleep 8
Proper way to sit, tbe...„.... 2
Protection of American-

ism, the 20
Queen Victoria's crown.... 2
0»iz part) , the 17
Rabbit country, a 7
Railway speed competition. 3
Return of Lieut. Peary,the 4

Revolt of Sarah, the
Rewards for heroism
Righteous revolt, a
Rosine's romance

,

Scientific enthusiasts.^
" Scorcher's " loss, the
Securing a boardiug-place

in a strange city
Sense of insects.....
Sensible advice
Seveuteen-thonsatid-dollar

watch, a
Sewing-class inJerusalem.

a

Shoes of various nations....
Siberian baby, a
Significations of rosemary
Single bed, the
Sister Dobkins' idea
Society in Guatemala...
Something for girls
Southern farm lands....
Seminoles

Special providence, a -»^H
Stay in Paris and do Europe 2t
Stick to the farm, boyS...,J
Story of brains, a 3j
Success of " JJesper," the...
Such is fame
Surgical instrument, a
Swiftest vessel, the .3
Taking summer boarders.. ]fi

Them McYVihlers 21
Tiny oxen a)
To have juicy fruit pies
Tornado season, the „
Toys : I

"Voting of Mrs. Gray
Walking one thousand

miles to church
Walk of women 23
What the nations eat |
Where they originated 13

nhould go m
Which was it 3f
Whitest city in the world... |Why doctors stick to Latin

words
we like dogs

W illie's fife 3
Winter plans for menial

culture J
Women in the Indian

mines
"Valler baby, the
Young woman,' beware

Household.
About moths
Aftermath, the
Afternoon dress* ™*V^HAmateur and the seedling, \

the p]
Anotherpossibility of milk

weed „ 3j|
Apple jelly 3
Aprons
Around the hearth.
August breakfasts...
Baby's layette, the *7,
Battenberg braid lace*
Becoming arrangement of

the hair for a young
girl* m

Bed-making ^
Better tenant-houses J,

Beware of fruit-skins «^
Blacking for brown boots,
Bodices*
for young girls* „;

Boiled dinner ,^
Bonnets for little girls*....
Boys' 6Uits for dressy occa

sious*
Buttercup centerpiece*
Butter-making
Buttermilk pancakes....
Calcimine for wall ami

ceiling 16
Canning helps 21
•notes 19
Cape* ;>,

Cap for small girl* 19
Carnation pink centerpiei e*l9
( ellars* 2$
Chapter on fish, a II

Chicken dressedwith mush-
rooms 10

Child's costume* 20
dress*

Christmas gifts for bach
elors* „ m

idea, a ,

letter, a
tide

Cigar-ribbons for fancy
work M ~^§M

Cloth costume* 16

Collaret* 23
Collars and cuffs* v
Colonel's valentine, the 10
Comfortable gown, a* J
hood*

Comforters
Common sense in the wed-

ding outfit «^ra
Corner couch, a 21

Costumes for boy and girl* 21

Crab-apple jelly and mar- j

malade
Crape-paper articles *9, II

Creamed carrots 15

Crocheted border for cap*. 13

mat*
Crop that never fail-, the...

•19,

1:

Cross-stitch
Cure for burns.,
Currant jelly ,

Cut-liuen work*..-
Dainty sandwiches ,

serving
underwear* %
way to serve cabbage

Darned netted lace*....
Darning*
Decorated waist*
Did you ever try it..

Difference iu methods.
Doilies ^
with netted, fluted
der* „.

Drawn-wotk border*,,,
Dress echt>es*
for tiny yirls* 6
the sick attractively.. I

Easiest way to can fruit, 21

Kmbroidery* 24

Klilpile chemise* 16

Kskimo dolls 5

F.tiquette of St. Paul, the- 4

Kvenini; entertainment*.... 7

Kver\ -day dies-- for chil-

dren
Fall shopping

t «J

Few notions, a a"]gl^^
Fig-leaves
Five thousand a year
Fly-paper
Footing stockin.
Forerunner of Christui
For thin women ...

Fourth of July menu, a.,

Fraiigipanui patties
French noses
Fruit pot-pies
(Geology on the farm
Getting rid of roaches !

Gift to be desired, a

Oirls' princess dress*
Glove-box*
Good living at small cost

Gossip, the *

Graduating-dresses* •*!

Grapes
lland'kcrchief-eaf.e "f

pujx-r* - *fS
Handsome costumes* jfJ

Handy steps* —
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lindoue-worK*
lint, a
jome
ma«U» crib, a

U. 15, 16. 17. 1>
;

I?*.

lot-weather breakfast*

, l
II-'- dress, a*

Jt*fr jacket*
iouschold hints
remedies v—:*"
[ousekeeper'e apron with

bib and epaulets* ...

notes, a
Tonsewife*
low they hung up tneir

stockings
to cook asparagus..
** exterminate bedbugs...
•* have Christmas all tUe

year .............

" wash children s head.

Inexpensive bedrooms*
nitial doilies* -

.Up tan ta neons boot -tree.or

. 21

US

.. *4

T, thf "Z
imn;l re..

usek

'lil wii

„ot-stretcuer 10

V the sick-room 1

ii \ isible economy U
It pays to learn the art of

^

forket and cape* 4

Jaunty jacket, a* H
lewcl centerpiece* 14

work 12

Keeping cheese, nioiM

fjtclien conveniences S

dumb-waiter*
knowledge

Spitted cape* v.~

storm-helmet*
underdrawers
Hiidervest*

centerpiece* ,

doilies*
ti.lm* (

' neck-points*

Lump-shade*
Lengthening trousers
light in fariu-uouees IS

Ken centerpiece..*"*, *7, *». 12

picture-frames 4

i&ufd fertilizer for plants 11

lift of fruit in preserves.... 19

bos) i
i lamps and knife-

J
handle 2

Low -necked, ehort-sleeved

I
nn. lei vest* 9

niufacture of pearl but-
l tons lfi

BASH ring water for bread -

making 19

Hlicinc-case, a 9

lilli as a disseminator of

. typhoid 24

Bodest smoke-house, a 12

fioldavian fichu 21

Bothers, will it pay 2u

Husliu sewing* 1"

cat crochet pattern* 2f

d collar* 12

lace and dpily* 5
insertion* 17

*3, *4. *S
./ood IS

, i using corn, a 4

t-dress sachet* ^>

ing but meat and po-
itoes 2o

1 apron, a* fi

petted collar*
I lace and doil
I

*'
.

*' ins*

Netting
Weu uses of Wt

anul-iit

fafy«-u:

letore-mat*..

'£ «i firi'

-5

1

iovelties
>

:>,

:
loved ty social, a
9\- tivc case, tlo-

felony jewel doiliep*.
Mdities of marri.i
Jld advertisements
Bonnterpanes
flasbioned bu -a u

-|ne costs no more than the
other..,

Er summer living- room...

_
Picking -u ect i'. : ii

the luncheon
Voted frano'*
wardrobe hol l.-i

*

'at-h'w'ik-
"hHosophy fur U-t li \<-- .

*lckU-d and smoked m u r

-

vlften
. 1ck-up. a
lecc of pie, a
jhienpple dainties

.
Kii netted' ma i.*'."

;
Hited braid trimming*...
tt-lare collar* .:

Biibilirie< of carrots
Braised doitu'h, theW the Corset-striliL'. 111- ..

fttins plants
Hotical remodeling
•**ed beef
Httiest house, and why,
-Bp}' cushion, a
U*'-i*u, a*
Hist, a*
'HHt or loss
TOgres-dve refresh nn-ii t

party, a
[romiscuuus paragraphs...
mttihs out plants..
Beeeiver for post a •» e -

. i stamps*
Recipes
tecipe book
for pickling cncninheis
without brine

{ed brain, the
ye merry Christ mas

fi"-.- d*-sigu*

- Pilad dressing.
-fanilary condition- snr-

,
rounding farm homes...

Slip

web or hot-bun basket
i garden parties*.-. 20
d lunches in, i:;

le-room, the z'>
es *|^»

book-cover in floral
.. IS

(1

embroidery*....
bmber-robes*
Imall boys' evening suit*".!! I

fcaiU
powlKitl lace*.'..]'.;

Riarli
Kiiiigtinie Indps
ipT i r i tr wrap, n*
F*fa cushion*
(pillows

pe Christmas don'ta.
Incy hedsprvads.
»od breakfast di<he S
Tict leal make-overs

JUKgestions...
itrawberrii;s*.
fariish toilet*!/.'.'."]".".']

»«Kestions for linen em"
broiderv

v
mininer toilet.. *2->

iweet potatoes .'".." '

m
ruhle-cover.... *<t ]d
Jfaching children "to "Jew 1

breatenuiga of rain 15
oltet accessories* is
basket* '""

fi

Wots ]].]"]]]]. 20
0 drive away flies...*.]". 2"'

nil jars with hot fruit
without warming them pi

nan? plates on wnli« t»
keep in order a walnut or

, p niahogaiiv tulde 4
;i save labor

]] 2T,

I seal.up can- or jars 1*1

Too young -

TranKfoi-imition o r""Vi,e
Pofloi:her«er parlor, the U

Traveler and the trunk, the 21

hold-all ornamented with
burnt-leather engra-
ving*. hi

luxuries* 20
Travfling-d r esses for

young girls* 1*1

Treatment of callas pi

Trilby feet 21

Trousseau tea-gown, a* |«i

Tuberoses 20
Two pretty blouses* II

V« il-box. a I'd

Very sensible scheme, a 21
Violet centerpiece* Is
Visiting work-basket, a 2|
Waist forasilk dress* :j i

Walking-suit* 2ti

Vatermelons* 21
When eggs are scarce 7
Which shall it be. 20
White worms in Boil 12
Wide knit Georgie lace*.... 7
Woman's pet virtue 3
work, n 4

Wonderful picture, a 22
Word about dresses, a 20
to husbands, a 14

Wristlet 8
Youns girls' dress, a....*2, *12
lady's gown* 24

Poetry.

Acrostic. N
Angelic husband, an Hi
Arbitrary-English language 2:1

As you {jo through life 21

At sunset 21

Ballad of poverty, a Kl
Biehop and the baby, the... 11

IJlind musician, the 2U
Boy s vacation, a 21
Careful messenger, the 21

Christ is coming 21

of Calvary, the 23
Coming year, the 10
Commonplace lives l

Contretemps, a 4
Darling Nellie Gray 20
Day-dream, a 17
Depredating hen, the 22
Difference, the f>, 10
Don't blame the world * 4

Down at the farm IS

by the sea 18
Dreams, the 24
Dressed for meeting "

Easy enough to be plcasaut 17

EVen irig song, an 20
Every man his own poet.... lfi

Feminine consistence 20
Fidelity 10
Flowery tragedy, a 1-1

Forgive 5
Forgiven 22
For those who wait 21

Friendship 2
From suffering 1

German peasant's New-
Year, the 7

Good advice for everybody s
die youug, the 2
old art, the .* 23

Great loafer, a 17
Guess again, a 17
Harvest hymn ;i

Uor daughter ti

summer outing 2
Home-made sunshine 10
Hopes 23
Hot-weather outfit, a 4
How the turkey was saved 0
If 17

I had the time ."i

we had but a day 10
In speaking of the little

ones we love 10
the steamer 18

Is it time to dance 20
It fit the crime A
pays 3

It's mighty comfortin* IS
•Jed Spilkins' tandem* 13
Keep a merry heart 16

Lament from the cradle.... 24

Last year 15
Laugh along 3
Learn to wait 5
Let's play 23
Life's melody 13
Lilacs in the dooryard l-l

Little knee-breeches, the... 14

3Iiss Brag 5
red ribbon, the 22
room under the rafters... is

things 23
Man for Sandy, the II

Manuscript returned, the.. Hi

Memories lu

Menu, a ID

Milking-time ..... 22
Modern maid, the 5
Mother to child 21

My refuge 1

strawberry 17

summer girl 3
Never a line 4

New women, the 2
Nickel-in-the-slacht poetry 0
Nine-lived lover, the 4

Noblesse oblige 24
Now I lay me down to sleep 0
Obi place, the 12

tune, the 1

On a plate of buckwheat
cakes fi'

the cellar door 20

Only a picture 16

Our boy left home to-day... s

Parting 16

Phonetic Rhymes 21

Pickpocket, the 1

1

Pointer, a IS
Prayer for the now year, a 8
Preference, a 22

Pussy's plea 28

Quiet ways are best 2

Reason or instinct 10

Recompense 8
Reconciliation 4

Returned prodigal, the 22

Rhyme of gratitude, a 10

Romance of to-day, a 13

Maine old story, the 16

She waits for me 24

Shuftle-Shoon and Amber-
Locks 12

Silver situation, the 0
Singing in Coil's acre, the 0

Sing your song 17

Sixteen to one 4

Smiling woman, the 10

Smoke—dreaming of Mabel
—Vanity. •* 3

Some time...., 22

Song of good times, a t">

Suggestive epitaph, a 16

Summer idyl, a 10

Sun and shadow 0
Them good obi times 16

There is nothing new under
the «un 13

Those dreadful girls 20
Thoughts at sea 5
To-day 10
To my dog " Blanco" 9
the bachelor 7

Transfiguration, the 4

Trifles It

Truth versus sentiment 10

Twilight hour, the 13

Unanswered prayers 1

Unspoken words 23
Very unique 11

Waiting ones, the 24

Way to he happy, the 2
What does it matter 21

Weary woman, the 10
When the crops begin to

move 3
the wife has gone away... 10
" women vote 7

Who's afraid is

Why they si<rh 20
Will 11

she 12

Window of the soul, the.... (1

Wmld, the flesh and the
• devil, the 2*1

Queries.

GKNERAL
Absorbents m
Alfalfa s, :>, in, |u 21
Alkali soils \s
Applying manure in
Artichokes 4, ti, 12
Ashes t\

Asparagus li, is" 10
Bees in Georgia andFIorida 21
Hi.-ulphid of carbon 12
Blackberries, wild 3

Bog-lime 2
Briers p,i

Rugs and worms in grain... 3
Butter query \&
Cabbage lice is
maggot 22
wintering *\

%
*23

worms ig
Canada thistles ii, 17, lit

Canaigre 23
fanning corn lo
Carolina poplars 21
Celery js
Cheese-making, book on..!. i-<

Cider 23
Cistern-water, foul lo
Clover n
incarnate s
sod for watermelons 2

Club-root and cabbages lf>

Cold-frames lo
Composts 2
Concrete walls 13
Corned beef 5, lu
Corn and cob meal 6
worm 2

" and cabbage-worm 16
Cotton-seed 6
Cow tie*.. 7
weaner* 10

Crimson clover 12. in
Cut bones for poultry 22
Oantp cellar walls 14

Department of Agricul-
ture publications 12

Dog-days 22
Dry cellars 17

Ktrg-plants 2

Emerald Gem melon 7

Fertilizer 11

for cauliflowers 12
*' potatoes 2

Flea-beetles 18
Fruits, propagating 21

storage-house 2
GardeiiinL', books on 2, 6
Garden pests 10
Ginseng 5, 17
culture 24

Oophers, etc.,*o destroy.... 3
Grasses for California 18

" low laud 7
with clover 13

Grubs 8, 10
Harlequin bug 20
Harness-blacking 3
Hay measurement I

Hoist for hay-rack* 20
Hops as fertilizer 12

Horse-radish !"»

Hungarian grase 12
Ice 22
Kafir-corn 4, 10

I^ady Thompson straw-
berry 19

Lavender and rosemary.... 10
Lucerne 20
Making maple sugar 24
Meteors 3
Milk, to keep sweet 17
Milkweed 20
Millet .1

Molds 15, 22
Nut-trees :.. 2u
Oats for milk 5

*' pig feed 22
grass 12

Onion3 on new ground 13

Beed 21

sets, wintering 10

wintering 2
Paints, cheap 3, 22
for floors 4
" kitchen floors 16

Pasteurized milk 7

Peanuts ' 17
Peas and oats 13
Pickled pork a
Potato-scab 11

Poultry manure 0
queries 21

Preservative 21)

Prizetaker onion S
Rambouillet Merino 22
Rank growth of vines is

Rape 24
Redtop 21

Rennet 0
Rhubarb wine 20
Sa^e 4

Salt for onions IS
" potato-scab 1

Saving cabbage and turuip
seed 21

Shavings for manure 13

Slimy milk 1

Solder for copper 16

Spring wheat 22
Squashes and pumpkins

mixing in the bloom 18

vine borer. 12
4 * dying 22

Straw... 12

mate for hotbeds o
Streaky butter 17

Sunflower-seed 9
Sweet potatoes 23

" culture 16
** plants 14

Tobacco culture 22

Tonfato biowoms failing off 21

Verbena 17

Water-cress 8
Weeds 18

Weevil 17, 21

Wheat production 23
Whitewash 15

Willows 8
Wintering cabbages ami

turnips* 1

Wood-ticks 17

Zinc, to clean 12

ORCHARD OJ KRIKS.

Anthracnose* 21

Ants, to kill 23

Apple blight 7

early bearing I

fall and winter 15

late keeping I

seed ami seedlings 7

seedlings 141

trees, fall growth in 7
'* planting 6

Ashes and bone-meal I

for fruit-trees 6
from tanbark 6

Blackberry culture II

Black Twig apple 10

walnut 41 1

Bitter-mt of iipples 15

Bleaching dried fruit 1

Hook on nut culture 12

Borers 2. 3. 18. 21

Borsdorf apple '

Buds, loose
"

Camel-cricket 10

Cane-rust* 21

Canker-worms 2u

Catalogues in colors 12

Catalpa seedlings 15, 23

Caterpillars on orchard-
trees I*

Cedar-trees, planting 14

Cherry-trees 16

Chestnut culture 1

grafting •*

Choke-cherries 24

Cider apples 2U

Cranberry culture
J

Crosby peach 2

Curculio. quince S

Currant borer
JJworm 1*

Dewberry
soil for

Diseased grapes
trees

Evergreen wind-break.:..."
Excrescences on qnince-

twigs
Fertilizer for fruit-tree*..

" quince
„.„ * young apple-trees
r ilbert and pecan tree-
Fire-blight
Kleshlugs from hides
Foliage dying
Fruits and nuts on low

land
Fruit trees
varieties

Uurbcr pear
Gooseberry, Golden I'i oliflc
G rafting
OH t he box-elder
wax

Graft-4. piece-root and
w lode. root

Grape cider
for Texas, best

,

spraying
vines from cutting
" trimming

Gum on peach-lrees
Hardy fruits
Flavorlaud strawberry
Hellebore
Horse-chest n 11 1 seedlings...
Influence of stock on scion
Injured trees
vines

Keeping apples
Kfetter pear cuttings
Leaf hopper
roller

Magnol mi «
Mnnui' * ulid small fruits..
for apple-trees

Moles
Mpore*H Artie plum
M nielli hfi apple-t fees
New land for fruit
Nursery trees
Nut cnltnre
Oaks dying
Orchards, renewing.
Osage orange seedlings
Paint for trees
Peach culture, book on
dropping
grafting the

Bear blight
cracking
near walnut-trees
trees not bearing

Pecans and chestnuts,
grafting

Pine-wood ashes
Pinhole-borer 12,

Plant for name 22,

lice 21,
Plums, best
grafting the
not fruiting
seedlings
varieties

Pollenatioh of apples
the pear

PolIonizer for Bart let t

pears „
Propagating small fruits ..

Prunes dropping
Pruning fruit-trees
Quince not fruiting
Raspberries from tips...

Red-cedar seedlings I

Rochester nurseries
Root-grafted trees
Sawdust mulch
Seedling peaches I

Shape of orchards
Small fruits, profits in
Suowy tree-pricket 12.

Soil for blackberries
not adapted to grapes...

Spots
Spraying
Sprouts, apple and pear....
surface

,

Strawberry, best
culture
failure
not frui ting
plants.

Time to plant
*' '* trees

Turner raspberry
Variation in plants
Walnuts and pecans
plaHTing
seedlings

Wasps on pears
Weakened cherry-trees
Whitewash and insects
Wine-making
Winter oftre of fruit-trees
Wood on bark of buds
Woolly-aphis
Worms in apples

Bye
ft*- poult 1 y ,

Krrofnln
Selecting a braw

layers
Slinking the head.
Snakes
S. .ft -shell eggs
Sole feet
head

,

Oil bell
Tarr.-d paper
Turkeys
I'I -i s on 1 1 v . r

Ve| t ItfO

Will 10 .t l„\
N\ reus
Wyandot ten

Rocks...

lfi

7
13

15

1

IS
14

16, 19
18

14

1

10
10
20

l'l) mouth'

VETERINARY QUERIES.

Abdominal hernia
Abortion jn

(Abscess 3 7*

Accident ....*...!...!

Actinomycosis ..".ii* d'
Agalactia
Aggravated caso of foun-

der, an
Alkali-water
A tuaurosis
it. oi condition
habit *|"

Balky horse ..*..*...!

Burrctiuefrs
Black -leg 9;
Bloody milk 21!
murrain

'

passago
water

Books wanted
Bots
Brain disease
Brittle hoofs .""

Bulky food
Capped knee
CjiM ration
< ataract
Catarrh 2,

Catarrhal mastitis
Cause of death
Choked
Closed teats
'Jotic in, 13,
Collar-boils
Condition-powder-.

,

Contracted tendons 12,

.... 21

12, 20
.... 3

...X..

POULTRY QUERIES.

in,

7,«, II.

Bantams
Best laying fowl
Blindness
Blood and wheat feedin
spots on eggs

Bone-cutters
Bowel disease
Breed for town
Broilers
Brown Leghorns
Canary
molting

Cane-seed
Can Uer
Caponizinir
Capons
Cement roofs
Chicken pox
dying

Chicks for market
not hutching

Cholera
Crossing 5,
Cut bone
Dark ami light eggs
Disinfecting
I>ougla-s mixture
Droop) fowls
Ducklings overfed
Ducks Ift,

Effects or drafts
Kggs imperfect
not hatching

Enlarged liver
Feather-pulling
Feeding in summer
Fleas
Frosted combs
tiames
(Japes

Growing a variety
fiuinea-fowls
Hatching late pullets
Ileus not laying
Impurity in breeds
Incubators 2,

operating an
[ndigestion
Largest breeds
Late chicks dying
Leghorns
Leir weakness
Lice ft. 7, 21.

Lol: poultrv -house
Loss of chick* 1,

Heal
Mediterranean breeda
Minorcas
Nests «
Number of hens
«»\ erfeedlng
Pinworms
Plymouth Bocks . ..

Prices iu market
Pullet eges
Ration for one year
Red caps
heads on chicks.. .

Boup

.11.

Corns it;
(,«>»gh A (3, ft
Cow-pox 8
Crazy spells 1

Cribper is
Crippled 9
Cyst worms },

Damaged udder 12
Deafness 22
Deformity |;j

Diseased cow 17
eyes in, 12, 16, is
knee u
udder u, z\

Diarrhea is
Diverticle j>, ti

Docs not sweat 25
Dog has ticks 21
Dropping masticated food. Hi
Dropsy 2
Ear-worm 7
Edematous spelling 12, 19
Elephantiasis 15
Lnlarsemeut 1

Eruption 20, 22
Exostosis. 12
Fails in milk 11
Fatal disease \t

Feeding indigo 9
Fistula 13, lti, 17, 19
tooth 21

Fistulous withers 7
Fits 19
Foot mange 12
rot 14

Fracture 14
Galactorrhea l.'l

Carget 3, 6, 13. 21, 22
Glanders 3
Goiter 14

Good milker 11

Orease-heel n, 14

Grub in the head 12
Hard swelling, a 2!
Heaves ....1, 7. 11. 21

Ilemaglohinemia 211

Hematuria 15
Hog fit for pork 21
Hole in side of teat l>

Hooks 17
EXorny scar 12
warts 1$

Hydremia 8
Indigestion 3, 17, 19
Injured while calving
Injury u lfi

. Intermittent lameness 21

Itching 21

Kicker B, II

Knuckling over 17
Lameness ti, 10, 16, 19

Lame pig 24

Lftmimus is
Leaking teats 21

13

Stifled
Strain
Sudden death
Sunken rr*M....
Swcntin«

,

Bwoenjf
Swelo-d jaw
knee ,.

h

IS
. f». 23
.... ft

Is

. 12

. 11

... 14

... 14

... 13
2::

... 13

23
II

l'l

3
)i,

21

9
>:\

22

.1".

, 9, 19, 17.

hi.

Lice.....

on rattle
,

" hogs
,

Liver-fluke
Loses mane nnd tail..

fjOBt a hoof
,

cud
Lousy calves..
Lumbago gravis
Lump ,

Lumpy milk
Lung trouble
worms

Luxation of patella....

HaJlgnant growths...
wart

Mange ,

Measles
M ilkinc-t ubes
Milk souring
sucker

Millet hay
Uorbld growth..-
Nasal discharges
Navicular disease
Obstructed taorjmal ducts 19

teat 17

(Estrus larvie I

Oil-cake 8
ophthalmia 2. 3, 12, 22
Paralysis lfi. 17. 1¥»

Paraplegia 5
Paresis I. M
Partial paralysis 17

Parturition fever 1 1, 17

Plg-catlug sows , 14

Pigs coughing.. 21

Poixooed 9. 12, I'i

Poll-evil I, 2

Polyuria 17

Poor breeders 1

1

Probably spavin 24

Protective Inoculation 15

Pomioed hoofs 1. 20, 24

Ouarter-crack. a 24

Rachitis S,

Rat-tall
Raw sore
RinKbone JS,

#
4,

ltonrer
Ropy milk
Running sores ...........

»cab
Scours -

Scratches
Self-sucker
Shedding hair
Shoulder-boils
Sick animals I, 5

Sleepiness -
Snake-bite
Sore eyes
necks
teats

Spavin and rlngt«.ne*
Spaying pigs
Splint, a ••

Stiffness - 12. 13,

II.

12. 17, an.

•g ... 3
udder 11

Swelling 1*, 21
Su ihe-phigiie I, III,

...12. 13. M, |.\ P.. K. 22, 24
T.-xa* fever 9
Thm 13
Tlo.toiitfh-plii...... ^ I*
Throws ha) * wi or nitoger U
Thrash |p
Thumps 1:,

Tick* 11. 1 worms 21
Too impetuous 1-

Ton k' ben h..r<MV hoof* 24
Trichinofds a
Trouble with a brood-now. :m
Tuberculosis ", 17,

in the hoiicN
•ineMluns on

Tor
Tl nipanitis „
I'dder, dl - I

I'gly scar
Ulcerated mouth
Fleers
Umbilical fiNtula
l i ticuria
Very miro teal , a
Vitiated uppeilto
Warble*
Warts I, ft,

Water-lapping cow.
What's the mallei ..

Will not eat
Wind-sucker
Wood-ticks
Worms T, ••.

small
Wounds

I". 21. 23
24

24
23

..A, I9

I

17

IA
in
in
211

24
lfi

II

9. It!. 22
18
21

14

17
17

il. I A, 17

.
lo.

Sunday Afternoon.

Advance of woman, the 20
Always cheerful *t

American husbands i>

An ago Of adulteration Q
unexplored 1 utain 22

A ntimilleunium views I

Antiseptic fad, the a
Anything 22
Are you ready «
your eyes on Jesus 17

Argument for total absti-
nence 5

Arithmetic in a corn-Held... Vj
Armenian martyrdom 22
As Hurdette puts it f>

"An large " 19
Beauty of the olive, the II

Beecher'Bi Henry Ward,
advice to his son 16

Re happy Christians 17

of good cheer ly
Best advice, the lfi

time, the 11

Hlind eyes opened Is

seeing, the 2»
Breaking a child's will .1

Can Christians dance 4

Capacity lor idleness 7
Chinese, the 4

Christian faith, the 21

Christ in the heart and in
the home 7

the highest type of man-
hood 9

Churches on wheels *

Communion with God 23
Company you keep, the IS
Conversation, a 23
Dangerous book, the 21

Day of the Lord, the
Doing 20
Do it now 1

something 14

Don't fret H
Earnest longing and living I*

Elixir of life, thf 2
fimfnent witnesses s
Bnemles of the home 13
Enjoyment at home 11

Experience of blindness
utili/ed is

Faithfulness in
Festival of the Bambino.... 23
Fruit as a medicinal food... 0
Fun or jov 10

Genius 3
Girls in colleges 12
God-given days 21

Good advice from a heathen 17

I.

and bad tempers...
man's wish, a

Great Master, the
Greatest need, the..
lave you the if nide- 1. 111. k .

Health and morals
,

Hints for critics 23
Housekeeper's psalm, the... lu

Humility 1«

Huxley, Professor
Importance of the u..rm

.

Independent'**
inefficiency of words, the
In the time of need
It make* 11 difference
will di* to unj
works well

Jesus
.Lou the church
Jones, Sam, Honied.
Joyful souls », „
Jo> oils life

K«-ep the ttar ill MjTht...

locking in lack
LaWS of health, tin*

I,. --Il* of t be si ;is. .11

Let in the sunshine
Likeness betwoeu hnibaAd

and wife
Little fault*
Looking for Unit bfMMq

hope ,

upward
Look to your datiLhterp..
Lout *peef arles. tin*

Marriage in ( i.r.-n

Mistaken kindio'ss
M Makes
Mothering
Mulbr. Max, and the

Veda1 4

MasareQ] ^ 3
V '--it> of oln-dience... 12
Not at rest 22
Numerical strength of dif-

ferent relitiii.n- 16
Oldest book in the world... 14

Due sin 22
Only fori) lukUs for the

heirs M. 22
Orik'in *<( the " *i. k Man
i»tir times.-
i*nor econtfmj
Practical uvmu»*fir*

home training 24

Praying at people II

Prompt people... 21

Prophecy about the papy-
rus M 7

Red Cross movement, the..

Religion for the young ....

In life
Rich without money
*»dly true
St. r*eba*tlan
Secret of rest, the
Sflf-dependence
Sh<>rt but tm»at l*fnctory ...

Stiun temptation -

Sorrow and human kind'
ness

Sowerand the seed, the
Start thing* right ,

Stepping on a shadow....,.,.
Stop mol think .....

Suffering— the prir* of svfn<

SuttslitiiP ciri. tin*

Sweet home
Sword of the spirit, the
Taught a good lesson...

23

"for

Trust, not -1. hi
Two K|)| „.„,
Tj man] of triflci, the
t' —»n funeral*.

,

Weight of a bee.
Weil answered..
U hat il. M.i , I

owe Horlety
)oii ran do

\\ bo . 11 1
1..

1
- must

Wife's sl.ii. of it. (he
W rtblessto-^ of riches
our son

I
4

ft

la
lu

12
IV

I

»
17
»»
H

ufler. 16
- II

23

f

Selections, 5miles,
Gleanings and
Miscellany.

Actions, not words 22
Altai Tennyson's poem .1

Aimed at tin- uomi'ii K>
American wit tn England,. 24
Annuals that unit into ihv

ark 7
Anything she mllrd fur 17
Artistic furnishings.. |ft

Artist's
1

• if-. 1 woman 23
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KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE

Practical farmers say it is the best. Fence in
use seven years still in first-class condition.
Can also be used as a portable fence.
Write for catalogue.

KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.,

No. 30 Rush St., - PEORIA, ILL.

«M00 DO YOU WANT A JOB send

EASILY MAD E~STARHAME FASTENER CO. CHlCAGoriLL

00 DO YOU WANT A JOB

Mention this paper.

WHITMAN'S
BALING
PRESSES.
Always Victor-

ious. A Full Line.
Buy the BEST.
Send for Circu-
lars. "Warranf ed

--f^=E^ Superior to any
in use. The Largest Hay Press Factory in
America. WHIIJUS AGRIC'L CO., St. Loais, Mo.

Mention thi3 paper.

thompson's
ROOTpo-
CUTTER

BANNER

Cuts all kinds of roots &
1 vegetables for STOCK
1 FEEDING. The only
machine made with self

t
feeder. Warranted to do

,
Perfect work- Feed
left in shape to prevent all dan-

' ger of choking. Used every-
) where. Catalog TREE. Address

< O. E. THOMPSON & SONS
Sl^ve_rStrwtJPSaANTI

:MICH. »

Mention this paper.

The Only Buffalo Fence,
The late Austin Corbin firmly believed it to be the

Page. He used it freely on his great park in New
Hampshire, and when he donated half his herd of

Buffalo to the city of New York, he attended person-

ally to having our fence enclose them. Not every

farmer owns buffalo, but no one objects to a strong

fence.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian Mich.

Mention this paper.

j«-v 1854—Established 43 Tears—I89e

Mb. U. S. Solid Wheel
^t])jgjLe*u:Sr.|j Old Reliable

P Halladay Standard,
Halladay Ceared,
and Cem Steel

WIND MILLS.
Guaranteed to be the

BEST MADE.
Also Pumps, Tanks, Corn
Shelters, Feed Mills, Stalk

Cutters, Haying Tools,
Saw Tables, &c.
Send For Catalogue.

U.S.WIND ENGiNE&PUMP CO.
lOl "Water St., Batavla, 111.

Mention this paper. .

BTKE GENUINE

UCKEYE
FORCE

PUMP.
HAS NO EQUAL

Works easy and throws a
constant stream. Never
freezes. Over 300,000 in

nse and giving universal
satisfaction.

Send for circulars an
prices, giving depth ofm
well. Beware of Imitations.

Also Manufacturers of
the IMPERIAL Galvanized
Steel Wind Mills and Steel
Derricks. Iron Turbine and
Columbia Steel Wind En-
gines, Power Mills, Well
Drilling Machines, Tank and
Spray Pumps, Hydrants.
Street Washers, Buckeye
Lawn Mowers. Iron Fencing.
Fire Escapes & Architectural
Iron Work of all kinds.

MAST,F00S&C0.
SPRINGFIELD, O.

iHumori

SHE WAITS FOR ME.

When, worn and tired with toil and care,

I homeward wheel my way,
A thought dispels my dark despair *

And lights the homeward way;
A vision fair far up the street

With straining eyes I see

—

I hurry then in 5- love to meet—
I know she waits for me.

She waits for me, my love, my own,
She greets me with a smile,

I hear again her tender tone,

It shortens every mile.

She waits for me, because, you see,

Like lightning shecan go

—

At every turn she waits for me—
1 ride so awful slow.

— Cleveland Plain Dealer.

THOSE ASTOUNDING ADVERBS.

One evening a gentleman came home with a

budget of news. An acquaintance had failed

in business. He spoke of the incident as
" deliciously sad." He had ridden up town
with a noted wit, whom he described as ' hor-

ribly entertaining," and to cap the climax, he
spoke of the butter which had been set before

him at a country hotel as "divinely rancid."

The young people stared, and the oldest

daughter said, "Why, papa, I should think
you were out of your head."

"Not in the least, my dear," he said, pleas-

antly. "I'm merely trying to follow the

fashion. I worked out ' divinely rancid ' with
a good deal of labor. It seems to me rather

more effective than ' awfully sweet.' I mean
to keep up with the rest of you hereafter.

And now," he continued, "let me help you to

a piece of this exquisitely tough beef."

Adverbs, he says, are not so fashionable as

they were in his family.—Boston Post.

SLANDER PROMPTLY MET.

A shrill voice in the audience interrupted
the fair orator:
" Mrs. Lettergo says you're a turncoat !

"

With flashing eyes, Mrs. Skingdoin, candi-

date for assemblyman, turned toward the
quarter of the hall from which the interrup-

tion had come, and pointed a long finger at

the offending party.

"The candidates of the opposition," she
said, in ringing voice, "reiterate the old and
exploded charge that I have changed my polit-

ical principles! She calls me a turncoat, does

she? You tell Mrs. Lettergo I have never yet

been driven to the necessity of turning my
winter cloak four years in succession, until

the nap was all worn off from both sides of it,

as everybody knows she has had to do! "

Pausing merely long enough to take a sip

from a glass of iced tea that stood on the

table near her hand, she proceeded with her
speech amid loud applause.

NOT INVITING MORE COLLISIONS.

"No, sir," said the man who had wavered;
" I won't learn to ride a bicycle. I had thought
of trying it, but I have just heard, of a peculiar

trait iu the machine that caused me to change
my mind."
"What's that?"
"I understand that when you first try to

ride, if you see anything you especially wish

to avoid, you're almost certain to run into it."

"There's a good deal of truth in it."

" Well, that settles the wheel for me. I have
enough trouble with bill-collectors as it is."

—

Washington Star.

THE DIFFERENCE AND THE SIMILARITY.

Inquiring sou—" Papa, what is the difference

between an amateur writer and a profes-

sional?"
Experienced father—"The difference

tween them, my son, is that one writes

glory, the other for cash."

I. S.—"And have they nothing incommon?"
E. F.—"One thing only—that neither gets

what he's after/>—Truth.

Time
and experience have already
proved the necessity of fer-

tilizers. Low prices and sharp
competition demand their in-

telligent application.

Successful farmers will tell

you that they use fertilizers

containing a high percentage
of

Potash
and that they secure the largest

yields and most money for

their products by doing so.

We have collected in our pamphlets the
results of long and carefully conducted ex-
periments by leading authorities, which wt
send free to all farmers who apply for them

GERMAN KALI WORKS.
93 Nassau St., New York.

Mention this paper.
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|
Light ]

Ra.y frcm a

Dietz I

IBuckeye Lantern I
|= would light the darkest hour for the =
= greatest distance. A handy lantern for ~
= every use—hand use, or a side or dash =
~ lamp. A bulls eye lens and reflector.

~
^ Perfected with DIETZ appliances; sup- =
H plied with fastenings for dash or side p
== lamp; square tubes and strong joints. =
g§ For sale by all dealers. Insist on having —
1 DIETZ LANTERNS. 1
m The best in the market. Established _~ 1840. Write for free pocket catalogue.

I R. E. DIETZ COMPANY, 1
60 Laight Street, New York, m

m. JIT.. HI HI HI II 1 Hi 111: II 111. Ill II m
Mention this paper.

CORN FODDER
is the Farme
Gold Mine

this year. Cut it quick and cheaply with

THE SCIENTIFIC

CORN HARVESTE
Safely

Seals

Adjustab

SAW MILL
Works successfully
with 4 h. p. Also
Grinding Mills, Wat-

er Wheels and the beet Baling Pressmen}?. DeLoach
Mill Mfg. Co., 300 Highland Ave.. Atlanta, (la.

FARMER'S

Safety Shafts

Hinged

Wings

Best on

Earth

Because it is

EASIEST to HANDLE,
SAFEST to OPERATE,

HANDIEST to STORE AWAY
Will save many times its cost in one season. 1

have several styles, prices just right. Send1 for ctl

THE FOOS MFC. CO., Springfield, 0
Mention this paper.

*W* SUCCESS ONE HORSE

Tread poweF
"THE MOST
Successful am
Satisfactory

power for runnia
Cream Separator
Churns, Pumps, hi

cause it has a Goi
fm ernor which regi
llatesthe speed to

}
nicety. A success

• fol power for mi
nine small Grind

ingMill, Feed Cutter, or any machine, because th
largest horse can work in it with ease. SIMPLE
EFFECTUAL AND LASTING. Wemake2and
horse Tread Powers, also Ensilage Cutters, HERO AN
AMERICAN FEED MILLS. Shelters, Wood Saws, Sweej
Powers. THE CELEBRATED GOODHUE WIND MILL*, etc.

Our 150 page illustrated Catalogue SENT FREE.

APPLETON MFG. CO. b
9aV»s

Tlls.
Mention this paper.

'
— -—

*
, -f-

Mention this paper.

Cabled Field and Hog Fem
24 to 53 Inches high; Steel Web Picket Lawn Fe;
Poultry, Garden and Rabbit Fence; Steel G»
Steel Posts and Steel Rails;Tree.FlowerandTotja^^
Guards; Steel Wire Fence Board, etc. Catalogue free.

DeKALB FENCE CO., 38 High St., DeKalb, ML
Mention this paper.

Boys and Girl
In every town and city can learn how
to obtain a Watch, Pair of Skates, Cam-
era, Cyclometer, and a number of other

articles, FREE OF ALL CHARGE,
sending their name and address to

r O. BOX 656, NEW YORK CM

Stump before a Blast, Fragments after a Blast.

HAVE YOU STUMPS

TO GET RID OF
HERCULES POWDER will do it Safel

Surely and Cheaply. Ask your dealer for
and if he wants to put you off with some tt

known brand, send to

THE HERCULES POWDER CC
at Wilmingrton, Del., or Cleveland, Ohio

be-

for

Mention this paper.

DlMJiis birdsell

HAVE YOU ASTHMA OR HAY-FEVER ?

Medical science at last reports a positive cure

for Asthma and Hay-fever in the wonderful
Kola Plant, a new botanical discovery found

on the Congo river, West Africa. Its cures

are really marvelous. Rev. J. L. Combs, of

Martinsburg, W. Va., writes that it cured him
of Asthma of fifty years' standing, and Hon.
L. G. Clute, of Greeley, Iowa, testifies that for

three years he had to sleep propped up in a

chair in Hay-fever season, being unable to

lie down night or day The Kola Plant cured
him at once. To make the matter sure, these

and hundreds of other cures are sworn to

before a notary public. So great is their faith

in its wonderful curative powers, the Kola
Importing Co., of 1101 Broadway, New York,
to make it known, Is sending out large cases

of the Kola compound free to sufferers from
Asthma and Hay-fever. All they ask In

return Is that when cured yourself you will

tell your neighbors about It. Send your name
and address on a postal-card, and they will

send you n large case by mall free. It costs you
nothing, and you should surely try it.

_JSTJ=ELJ3KE^

Received Highest Award, World's Fair,
. . CHICAGO, 1893.

WE WILL MAIL FREE TO EVERY FARMER 'DT'I?in\QE7T T f'O
SENDING HIS NAME AND ADDRESS. CIRCU- IjlJvL/OCJLfJLf \N\.IT\J* V>V/#
LAR WHICH FULLY ILLUSTRATES AND DE- p/MTTU nrMn mri
SCRIBES THIS CELEBRATED WAGON. Address bOU 1 M DfcINL». liNU.

Mention this paper when writing.
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